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ABSTRACT 

This project examines the role of curses in East and West Semitic texts and 

explores the fulftllment of treaty-curses in two literary traditions: the Assyrian 

annals and the Hebrew books from Joshua to Kings. The study of these two in the 

extra-Biblical material is intended to improve understanding and evaluation of the 

Biblical writings. 

A historical review surveys the Biblical covenant-curses and their role in 

Israel's history in Joshua-Kings. A survey of scholarship shows four prevalent 

approaches to the Biblical covenant-curses in Dt 28: a literary-critical approach, a 

narrow comparative approach, a combined approach and an historical approach. 

Based on contents, the change of the plural to the singular pronouns, and metric pat

tern, the first approach claims to trace a gradual expansion of curses and the hands 

of different authors. The second approach is based on a narrow comparison between 

the Biblical covenant-curses with one Assyrian text, the Vassal-Treaties of Esarhad

don (VTE) and sees the dependence of the Biblical covenant-curses (Dt 28) on VTE. 

The third approach combines a literary-critical approach with examination of ancient 

Near Eastern curses and concludes that some of the covenant-curses share a common 

tradition of Akkadian treaty-curses, and some are drawn from oral tradition, and that 

others reflect experience from the two national disasters of Israel. The fourth 

approach views curses in Dt 28 and VTE in a broader context of the ancient Near 

East. 

A review of modem studies of Israel's history reveals two theories: the dtr 

theory and the covenant theory. The former is based on styles, contents and struc

tural and theological schemes. Some scholars conclude Joshua-Kings is a dtr literary 

product(s) of the Exile, and others see the dtr origin prior to the Exile followed by 

exilic dtr editions. The covenant theory has three different approaches. One is 

based on a purely theological covenant-concept which originated in a political crisis 

of Israel's history and bloomed in the Exile. The second adds to the first informa

tion taken from ancient Near Eastern treaties. The third follows the historical 

arrangement of the Biblical texts and recognizes a treaty concept of the late second 

millennium B.C. in Exodus-Joshua. 

The role of curses in ancient Near Eastern literature is anticipatory, 

prohibitive-protective, coinciding with the punitive role of curses. A study of Neo

Assyrian treaty-curses in the light of Sumero-Babylonian curses reveals a long-lived 

tradition. Even curses unique to Neo-Assyrian treaties can be traced back to com

mon ancient Near Eastern literary, environmental and cultural sources. The same 
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REVIEW OF SCHOLARSHIP AND METHODOWGY 





Chapter 1 

DEFINITION OF CURSES 

The curse is sometimes conceived as something magical, having intrinsic 

power to harm people. This idea emerges in some scholars' definition of the curse. 

Taking up J. Hempel's view,l S. H. Blank claims that curses are "automatic or self

fulftlling" and have "a nature of a spell, the very words of which were thought to 

possess reality and the power to effect the desired results. "2 The same concept of 

curses, slightly modified, is presented by S. Gevirtz,3 J. Scharbert,4 W. SchottroffS 

and J. Pedersen.6 However, opposition to this view is expressed by A. C. 

Thiselton; according to him, a curse can be changed by a deity. 7 

1 According to Hempel, curses in the Old Testament are derived from primitive-magical practices; 
and they are absolute (unhedingte), irrevocable (unwiderrufl.iche Auswirkung) effects, "Die Israelitis
che Anschaungen," ZDMG 4 (1925), 20-110; republished in BZAW 81 (1961),30,35. 

2 "The Curse," HUCA 23/1 (1950), 78. 

3 Gevirtz differentiates East from West Semitic curses: "Whereas East Semitic (Akkadian) maledic
tions were formulated in a religio-literary tradition which sought divine approval and execution, 
importuning a god or gods through imprecation, West Semitic curses were composed in a tradition 
which relied, primarily, not upon deity, but upon the power of the word. Hebrew shared the general 
West Semitic preference for constructions in which the agent of the curse remained undesignated, and 
for verbs in passive forms. Characteristically and specifically Hebraic is the use of the Qal passive 
participle '''K, "Cursed be ... '" The significance of this distinction between East and West Semitic 
curse formulations is that in the former, reliance is placed upon deity for the execution of the desired 
effect, whereas the latter, in the absence of any indications of curse agency, the reliance is upon the 
power inherent within the curse itself," "Curse," IDB I, 750; cf. "West-Semitic Curses," VT 11 
(1961), 137-58. 

4 Scharbert does not exclude completely a magical understanding of the '''K form: "Die 'tlrllr
Formel ist also das wirksamste "Macht-wort", ausgesprochen von einer Autoritit, das einen sich 
gegen die Gemeinschaft, gegen die rechtmiBige Autoritit (Gott, Eltem) schwer verfehlenden Mens
chen oder Verband dem Unheil ausliefet. Dabei dachte man sich urspriinglich wohl das Wort in sich 
wirksam, sobald die Bedingungen fur die Auslosung des Fluches gegeben waren .... , "'''K" , 
TWAT 1,444. 

5 Der altisraelitische Fluchspruch, 231. 
6 J. Pedersen presents a similar concept of curses, since he disregards the divine act in curses. He 

thinks that the effectiveness of the curse depends on the spiritual power of the speaker: "Ein Fluch hat 
gro8ere oder kleinere Wirkungsfihigkeit, je nachdem die ibn aussprechende PersOnlichkeit mehr oder 
weniger geistiger Kriifte besitzt.· He presents as an example of Elisha's curse on some youths (2 Ki 
2:24), Der Eid (1914), 93; also J. Scharbert presents the same idea, • < < Fluch > > und 
< <Segen> > .. Biblica 39 (1958), 6. However, Pedersen's view is not persuasive. In 2 Ki 2:24 
Elisha curses in the name of the Lord. In other words, the executor of the curse is the Lord, not 
Elisha. Furthermore, according to a proverbial curse, "an undeserved curse does not come to rest" 
(Prov 26:2). Therefore, Shimei's curse on David did not materialize (2 Sam 16:8). That is to say, 
the effectiveness of the curse depends on the cursed person deserving it. Neither does the effective
ness of the curse depend on the status of the speaker in the Bible. For example, Saul spoke a curse: . 
. . :J,Y:'1-'Y on, ':I~'WK t"K:'1 "'K (1 Sam 14:24); any man who violated Saul's command would 
be punished. But Saul could not punish the disobedient Jonathan, since the people took Jonathan's 
side because of his contribution in the campaign (1 Sam 14:45). 

7 A. C. Thiselton "The Supposed Power of Words," ITS, 25 (1974), 298-99 and fn. 14 below. 
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However, study of ancient Near Eastern curses, including Hebrew curses, 

raises questions about the views of those scholars. 

Firstly, in the ancient Near East, curses applied to every sphere of life. What 

we might perceive as natural calamities, drought or disease, for instance, the people 

of Mesopotamia attributed to the actions of the gods. 8 As each deity was associated 

with defined spheres or activities of life, disasters were attributed to particular 

divinities, for example, destructive rain or lack of rain were the work of Adad, the 

weather god. When one of these disasters occurred, it was conceived as divine 

punishment, the fulfIlment of curses on anyone who disobeyed the god in question, 

or failed to meet his requirements. 9 In the ancient Near Eastern world-view, if 

someone's divine protector ~bandoned him, he became vulnerable to evil demons. 

The demons were generally conceived "as mere agents and executors of the will of 

gods; their role was to implement divinely ordained punishment for sin. "10 For 

example, when someone became ill, incantations or spells (magic) were employed 

by the magician to counter the effects of the demons. In this case, the incantations 

as such do not have power. In some cases, while addressing the demons direct! y , 

the magician legitimated himself as the representative of the gods "in order to pro

tect himself against the demons during the course of the ritual." 11 In another 

instance, Ea said that Marduk should continue giving appropriate ritual advice. 12 

The effect of sorcery could also be broken by using magic (incantation). In other 

words, the magic was not effective by its intrinsic power but by the divine act it was 

expected to stimulate. Moreover, although all spheres of life were controlled by the 

gods, this order was not rigid. 13 For example, a divinely ordained curse could be 

turned to a blessing: in the Epic of Gilgamesh (vii iii-iv) "Shamash persuades 

Enkidu to relent of his curse on the harlot, and Enkidu changes it into a blessing." 14 

Furthermore, when someone fell ill because of an offense against a deity, his sin 

8 Cf. Leo Oppenheim, "Zur keilschriftlichen Omenliteratur," Or 5 (1936), 199-228. See further 
Bertil Albrektson, History and the Gods. 

9 According to Pedersen, "der Fluch bezeichnet alles, was bOse und schadlich ist, alles, was mit 
normalen VerhaItnessen nicht iibereinstimmt, die Negation des Lebens," Der Eid bei den Semiten, 
64. 

10 Black and Green, Gods. Demons and Symbols, 63. 

11 Ibid., 126. 

12 Ibid. 

13 Cf. A. Leo Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia, 198-206. 

14 A. C. Thiselton further says that the similar idea occurs in the Bible, e.g., Judg 17:2; 1 Ki 
44:45; "when God himself turns a curse into a blessing, it is simply 'because Yahweh your God loved 
you' (Deut. xxiii. 5), "The Supposed Power of Words, " ITS 2S (1974), 298-99. 
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could be "undone" by prayer. IS So he would recover. We also see the same con

cept of the divine act involving all spheres of life in ancient Syria.16 For example, 

in the epic of Keret, although the text does not tell the cause of Keret' s illness, prob

ably because of missing lines, he was cured by divine intervention (ii v I-vi 24); 

according to EI's request, ShaCtaqat healed Keret)7 When his son Yassib asked 

Keret to descend from his throne so that he may ascend it in his place, Keret cursed 

Yassib in the name of the gods: "may }Joron break, 0 my son, may }Joron break 

your head, may cAthtart, < < name of Ba'al> >, your pate, may you fall down 

from the hill!" (Keret ii vi 55-58).18 In the light of this analysis, the concept of 

spoken words having an unchangeable effect when used in curses is inappropriate to 

the ancient Near Eastern world-view where the gods controlled all of life. Curses 

may bring punishments by the gods which materialize in misfortune and natural 

calamities. This is how the treaty-curses are to be understood. 

Secondly, the ancient Near Eastern concept of curses as divine punishment is 

comparable with that in the Old Testament.19 When Yahweh intended to punish 

Israel because of her sin in making the golden calf, Moses appealed to Yahweh's 

promise to the patriarchs. Then Yahweh relented and did not bring disaster upon the 

people (Ex 31: 9-14). Since our studies relate to the Biblical covenant concept, we 

shall confine the definition to the covenant-curses. In the covenant-curses (Lev 26; 

Dt 28) the curses are juxtaposed to the blessings. The former are the consequence 

of disobedience and the latter the reward of obedience. In other words, curses 

reflect an adverse judgment of Yahweh for both individuals and their land. 

15 Black and Green, Gods, Demons and Symbols, 164. 

16 Cf. Marvin H. Pope and Wolfgang Rollig, ·Syrien," WM, 228-31. 

17 G. R. Driver, Canaanite Myths and Legends, 45; A. Caqout, M. Smycer & A. Herdner, Texts 
Ougaritigues I, 564-65. 

18 Ibid., 573-74. See further Part II 4.3.1.3. 

19 Pedersen sees the Biblical covenant-curses in the light of curses in Arabic literature and says that 
curses in Lev 26 and Dt 28 are identical with those among the Arabs: the loss of wealth, freedom and 
power, excommunication from society and death, Der Eid, 69. He further says that Assyrian curses 
relate more to the cursed person than his relationship with society and, thus lack the Arabic and 
Hebrew idea of curses as excommunication from society (ibid., 72). However, Pedersen's confine
ment of excommunication to the Arabic idea is wrong, since the traditional Akkadian Stn-curse from 
the first part of the second millennium onwards also relates to excommunication from society, K. 
Watanabe, "Anrufung des Mondgottes Sin," AS] 6(1984), 114; see Part II 2.16.3. Furthermore, 
there are other curses relating to excommunication, e.g.: distar mtlrat dsfn qarittum ina mastak lallsu 
Irse~isuma ~lru kida u bamtltim lirtappud "Istar, the strong daughter of Sin, may expel him from his 
favourite dwelling place; may he run about in the field, meadow and plain," R. Borger, "Merodach
baladan I,· AfO 23 (1970), 3 iii 6-10. Although Pedersen's attempt is interesting ethnographically, 
Arab tribes present a different society, existing long after ancient Israel which shared ancient Near 
Eastern culture. Therefore, Pedersen's attempt to explain the Biblical covenant-curses by means of 
Arabian curses is methodologically unsound, although his definition of the curse is acceptable. 
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Thirdly, the ancient Near Eastern common concept of curses "with flexibility" 

also occurs in Assyrian annals and Hebrew books. There, the Assyrian kings and 

Yahweh judged rebel vassals, respectively. Nevertheless, there was always the pos

sibility of forgiveness for penitent vassals, as we see below (parts III 1.1.3 & IV 

1.1.1.2; 2.1.1.3). In other words, the adverse judgment in Assyrian annals and 

Hebrew books result in common consequences in curses. 

The "'N-formula is often misinterpreted.20 The "'N-formula does not have 

intrinsic power, nor does its effectiveness depend on the status of the speaker.21 

The "'K-formula in Dt 28: 16-19 is spoken on the authority of Yahweh, since 

Moses as Yahweh's representative to Israel renewed the covenant. The underlying 

idea of the "'N-formula is that Yahweh is invoked to bring judgment upon the 

covenant-breaker. 22 The same idea occurs in an extra-Biblical tomb inscription 

from the village of Silwan. There,l1NT 11K n11E)' '~K C'K:1 "'K "Cursed be the man 

who opens this [the tomb the royal steward]. "23 That is to say, Yahweh is the 

actual executor of the state of "'K, and so "its effectiveness" is "completely 

guaranteed. "24 

The distinction between the ancient Near Eastern and the Biblical covenant

curses lies in the divinity; in the former many deities are responsible for executing 

curses, whereas in the latter Yahweh alone. For our purpose, therefore, we define 

both the ancient Near Eastern and Biblical covenant-curses as adverse judgments. 

20 See fns. 3, 4, 6 above. 

21 See fn. 6 above; Cf. Thiselton, "Power of Words, " ITS 25 (1974), 294. 

22 The same idea occurs in, e.g., Gen 4:11, Jer 17:5, and fn. 6 above. Cf. Robert P. Gordon, 
""'K," NIDOTIE I, 524-26. Although H. C. Brichto contests Hempel's view, his understanding of "'N is misleading: "If a spell is imagined as something like a magic circle, which bars what is within 
from that which is without, it becomes clear what the denotation and connotation of 'rr is in all its 
occurrences. When applied to earth or rain it is spell which bars fertility to men .... (114). In this 
point Brichto agrees with Hempel, "Die Israelitischen Anschaungen," 32. For Brichto, however, the 
magical meaning of spell "underlying the term 'rr is not indication of anything automatic, self
fulfilling in the curse, for it is the Deity who wields the power of the spell," The Problem of 
"Curses", 215. 

23 SSI I, 24. 

24 See further Gordon 1. Wenham, Genesis 1-15, 78. 



Chapter 2 

REVIEW OF SCHOLARSHIP 

The covenant-curses playa central role in loshua-Kings. Since they are pre

sented as Yahweh's response to Israel's disloyalty, they affected the narration of 

Israel's history. This, in tum, is connected with the understanding of Israel's his

tory. Here we treat scholarly views about the covenant-curses, then we tum to 

theories about Israel's history. 

2.1 Covenant-Curses 

There are four major methods for understanding the covenant curses among 

Old Testament scholars: 1) literary-critical approaches; 2) a narrow comparative 

approach; 1 3) a combined approach of these two methods; 4) an historical 

approach. 2 

2.1.1 Dt 28: Literary-Critical Approaches 

C. Steuernagel divided the curses in Dt 28 into five sections.3 The first con

sists of vv. 15-46; here only the curses which parallel blessings are original (02c): 

vv. 15-20a, 24-25a, 43-44 and the conclusion vv. 45-46, the rest is expansion.4 

Then four appendices follow: 1) vv. 47-57 from the beginning of exile; 2) vv. 58-61 

from a different exilic origin because of changes in contents; the different authors 

are recognizable from the change of the plural "you" in 3) vv. 62-63 to the singular 

in 4) vv. 64-68.5 

Steuemagel's view was taken up by l. G. Ploger. Employing literary 

criticism, form criticism and style criticism, Ploger determined the growth of curses. 

According to him, the curses in Dt 28 end in v. 45, which corresponds to the intro

duction in v. 15,6 and vv. 46-68 are excluded. Ploger divided this pericope into 

five categories and classified four origins: 1) old cultic formulae; 2) deuteronomic 

series of curses; 3) preaching; 4) exilic-postexilic texts. Firstly, "'N-formulae (vv. 

16-19): whether these formulae are the deuteronomistic formulation or are taken 

1 This approach applies mainly to VTE along with some Akkadian curses. 

2 This term refers to the use of the concepts of ancient Near Eastern curses in broader contexts for 
the understanding of the Biblical covenant-curses. 

3 Das Deuteronomium. 

4 Steuernagel dated 02c before 597 B.C., even perhaps before 607 B.C. (ibid., 9, 28)., but he did 
not mention when the expansion of curses occurred, apart from vv. 32, 36 ff, 41 which he deemed 
exilic, ibid., 151. 

5 Ibid., 153-54; Deuteronomium uod Joshua, 99. 

6 Josef O. Ploger, Literarkritische. formgescbichtlicbe und stilkritiscbe Undersucbulen, 138-40. 
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over from oral tradition, is not possible to prove,7 but they have the oldest 

material. 8 Secondly, the series of die Schlagen-Reihe (22, 27, 28 f., 35) is original: 9 

that is, from pre-exilic preaching, because the content is about disease not exile. 10 

Thirdly, the first series of contrast curses is mixed with original (vv. 30-31) and 

additional curses (32-33): the former refer to results of war,l1 whereas the latter 

lack metre and relate to exile. 12 Then a summary of the first series of contrasts fol

lows in v. 34. Vv. 36-37 are an exilic addition)3 Fourthly, the second series of 

contrast curses (vv. 38-41) is rhythmic, refers to the results of natural disaster and 

war (41) and originated from pre-exilic preaching. 14 For Ploger, curses referring to 

disease and threat of war are pre-exilic. Yet Ploger considers phrases which do not 

fit the metre and context as later additions: 'l~l1 ~" (v. 39bl3) does not fit with v. 

39aa; ,"ll-';:)l in v. 40a disturbs the metre; v. 41 fits the metre but refers to the 

exile; v. 43, the summaries of vv. 38-41, have a singular '1 in contrast to the plural 

form in v. 12 and thus are exilic,l5 5) The rest of the curses (vv. 20, 21, 23-26, 

44) are also mixed: i1~'i1~i1-11~ in v. 203/3 does not fit into the context, thus is a 

later addition; v. 20b is an explanatory addition because of the first singular (')l1lTY) 

and contrast to v. 43 (';'~ instead of a slow destruction); v. 23 is an old metrically 

expressed curse; v. 24 is mixed with an old form and a later addition (,,~tU;, ,y); 

vv. 25b-26 are an expansion to describe defeat,16 To sum up, for Ploger, the curses 

conveying patterns, diseases and war are pre-exilic. Curses with or without a pat

tern and an exilic content are exilic. Curses which disturb the pattern and do not fit 
into the context are later additions. 17 

7 Ibid., 167. Yet he does not rule out das alresle, vielleicht sogar vorjahwistische Material in vv. 
16-19, ibid., 192. 

8 Ibid., 192. 

9 Ibid., 154. 

10 Ibid., 192. 

11 According to Plogftr, the classification of vv. 30-31 is uncertain, but "Die Reihenfolge der 
Aufzahlung weist in dt Zet, " ibid., 192. 

12 Ibid., 156. 

13 Ibid., 156. 

14 Ibid., 156, 192. 

15 Ibid., 157. Ploger classified vv. 43-45 as exilic-postexilic (192). 

16 Ibid., 158-59. 

17 Ploger understood the curses in Dt 28 as the theological explanation of the deuteronomistic Bear
beitung for the national disaster ofIsrael, ibid., 214. 
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In 1971 G. Seitz made a literary analysis using the types of treaty-curses 

arranged by Hillers18 (only in vv. 15-46) and literary criticism, concentrating on 

stages of editorial activity in Dt 28. 19 Firstly, he divided Dt 28:15-68 into three 

parts and built upon Steuernagel's and Ploger's views: 1) conditional curses (der 

bedingte Fluch) vv. 15-46; 2) justified curses (der begrUndete Fluch) vv. 47-57; 3) 

the conditional curses (der bedingte Fluch) vv. 58-68.20 Secondly, he concluded 

that the first part reflects two stages of growth, where each series consists of six 

lines. Without going into details, we use examples to illustrate his method for dis

covering this gradual growth. Curses introduced with the subject "Yahweh" belong 

to the first stage. Threat-curses are introduced by the w-perfect consecutive and, at 

times, a successive extension or explanation through curses with Yahweh as sub

ject.21 These curses are expansions, e. g., v. 29 illustrates the blindness in v. 28; 

and vv. 36b and 37 present the results of exile. In the curses of contrast (vv. 30-

33a), vv. 32 and 33a do not agree with the preceding in terms of pattern and Dik

tion, Seitz understood them as a free reproduction.22 On the other hand, another set 

of curses of contrast (38-40), has the same pattern and, thus it belonged to the first 

stage. So Seitz is able to establish redactorial work as follows. The first stage con

tains the set of "'K (vv. 15-19), the set of the plagues (v. 20a*, 21 f. *, 27 f., 35*) 

and the second set of contrasts (vv. 38-40, 43 f.; futility curses in Hillers' term). 

The second stage expanded the first by adding: 1) the first set of contrasts (vv. 29-

34); 2) v. 41 ff. to the second set of contrasts;23 3) vv. 23-26; 4) v. 36 ff.24 Seitz 

further saw similarity in the series of plagues in vv. 29-34 and vv. 47-57. This indi

cated for him that the two series of plagues were taken from existing curses; further

more, the similarity of content about the misery caused by enemies to that in 

Jeremiah implies that vv. 47-57 are from the author of Jeremiah, who expanded the 

first conditional curses (see abo~e).25 In his third part (vv. 58-68), Seitz recognizes 

its connection to Deuteronomy and Jeremiah in terms of vocabulary and motifs. 

Especially, he relates phrases in vv. 60, 63, 64, 65, 66 to Jeremiah. 

18 Hillers arranged the forms of treaty-curses in four categories: 1) the curse invoked in divine 
name(s); 2) the simile curse; 3) the simple curse; 4) futility curses, Treaty-curses, 12-29. 

19 Gottfried Seitz, Redaktionsgeschicbtlicbe Studien. 

20 This division is followed by Horst Dietrich Preuss, Deuteronomium, 156-57; Ian Cairn, 
Deuteronomy: Word and Presence, 242-49; Ernest W. Nicholson, God and His People, 76. 

21 Ibid., 279. 
22 Ibid., 284. 

23 According to Seitz, v. 42 summaries vv. 38-40 and thus is added later, ibid., 286. 

24 Ibid., 289. 

25 Ibid., 298. 
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2.1.2 Dt 28 in the Light of Ancient Near Eastern Curses 

It was the discovery of the Esarhaddon treaty tablets at Nimrod (henceforth 

VTE)26 that drew the Assyriologists' attention to the similarities between some of 

the curses in them and in Dt 28.27 

2.1.2.1. Narrow Comparative Approach 

R. Frankena presented the contents of curses in Dt 28:20-57 corresponding to 

those in VTE in his article "The Vassal-Treaties of Esarhaddon and the Dating of 

Deuteronomy. "28 While admitting that not all the parallels are equally persuasive, 
I 

he claimed that "the compiler of Deut. xxviii 20-57 must have made use of a curse 

text29 similar to the first cu~e section of the vassal-treaties. "30 

Following Frankena, M. Weinfeld explored the curses of Dt 28 in the light of 

VTE,31 Weinfeld's study is omitted here, since we discuss it in detail in Part VI 1. 

26 Prior to and after the discovery, there were both biblical scholars and Asssyriologists who saw 
the link of the biblical curses to the Babylonian curses, see a detailed bibliography, Kazuko 
Watanabe, ASJ 6 (1984), 116 fns. 5, 6. 

27 See further Part VII. 

28 OTS 14 (1965), 122-54. His comparison between VTE and Dt 28 is (145-46): 

VTE Dt.28 

414-16 v.2O 
455f. v.21 
526-33 v.23f. 
453f. v. 25 
425-27 v.26 
419-21 v.27 
422-24 v.28f. 

417f. v.29b 

428-30 v.30-34 

461-63 v. 35 

(EB iv 14 v. 36f.) 

440-52 v. 38-57 

29 Frankena said that this parallel reveals ·something about the working-method of the Judaean 
compiler of Deut. 28, as the phrasing of the Assyrian curses served as a starting-point for the often 
very long elaborations of the text of Deut. 28," "Review of Treaty and Covenant by D. J. 
McCarthy,· BiOr 24 (1967), 62 and see also fn. 1. 

30 OTS 14, 146. 

31 DDS 121-22. Weinfeld's view is followed by Jorg Jeremias, Kultprophetie und 
Gerichtsverkiindigung, 169. Werner H. Schmidt also recognized the influence of Neo-Assyrian 
treaty-curses in Dt 28, Alttestamentlicher Glaube, 113. 
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2.1.2.2 Combined Approach 

In the light of ancient Near Eastern materials, D. R. Hillers challenged 

Steuernagelts view. Hillers argued that in Hittite treaty-curses, in some cases curses 

are balanced with blessings, but in others, the list of curses is longer that that of 

blessings. A lengthy list of curses also occurs in the Code of Hammurabi.32 Hillers 

claimed on the basis of Aramaic and Neo-Assyrian treaty curses that the change of 

plural to singular pronouns occurs in those treaty-curses without significance. 33 He 

continued that the curse-list in Dt 28 "lacking logical progression of ideas and very 

repetitious" resembles the curses in VTE.34 Hillers compared some curses of Dt 28 

with other treaty curses,35 but did not refer to sources earlier than the Sefire stelae 

and Neo-Assyrian treaties, except one Hittite treaty (BoSt 8, Suppiluliumas

Shattiwaza). Hillers compared some curses of Dt 28 with other treaty-curses. 

According to him, Dt 28:30-31 and vv. 38-40 are related to Lev 26:26 and to 

"futility" curses in the Sefire Stelae.36 He stated that poetic elements of some curses 

in Dt 28 "exhibit characteristics of oral transmission," 37 vv. 23-25, 30-31, 38-41, 

44, 53 convey metric pattern and parallelism. In the light of these poetic elements 

Hillers denied any redaction either from Dtr or other redactors. He continued: 

Instead these fragments of verse indicate that the writer knew and used a living tradition of curses 
originally cast in poetic form so as to be remembered more easily. Or the poetic form may be due to 
the fact that these curses are derived from old literary compositions. 38 

From his analysis, Hillers rejected the view of the dependence of Lev 26:19 and Dt 

28:23 on VTE 528-32, since the Biblical passages were poetry, whereas VTE is not 

poetry.39 For Hillers this similarity indicated that "there were living and primarily 

oral traditions of curses on which writers and speakers might draw for various pur

poses, either leaving the material as they found it or recasting it into their own 

32 Treaty-curses, 33. 
33 Ibid., 32-33. 

34 Ibid., 34. 

35 Treaty-curses. H. U. Steymans' doctoral dissertation Deuteronomium 28 und die Ad! zur 
Thronfolgeregelung AsarhaddoDS became known to the writer too late to include his work in this pro
ject. But our assessment of his thesis based on his article published in Bundesdokument und Gesetz 
(1995) is given in Appendix V. 

36 Ibid., 28-29. 

37 Ibid., 35. 

38 Ibid., 39. Hillers' result found support in Ploger and Seitz (see above). 

39 Ibid., 41. 
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style."4O This further means that Lev 26:19 and Dt 28:23 are taken from this oral • 

tradition independently. 41 

D. J. McCarthy compared some curses in Dt 28 with the curses in VTE, the 

treaty of A§§ur-nerari V with MatP-ilu of Arpad, the Aramaic Sefire stelae, and the 

Code of Hammurabi, concluding that the content of curses in "Dt 28 reflects the 

canon of ancient near eastern curses. "42 The problem for him is the exact nature of 

the connection, which he solved by assuming the independent development of a 

common heritage within s~ifica1ly Israelite tradition.43 McCarthy claimed that the 

curses with the subject Yahweh are expanded by curses expressed impersonally. 

Thus, "v. 29 is a topic sentence for the development expanding impersonally (as 

regards Yahweh: He is not the agent of the punishment) but vividly the meaning of 

oppression and robbery (30-34)." V. 37 is another topic sentence for the second 

development expanding them impersonally in vv. 38-44.44 

McCarthy rejected the curses relating to "invasion, pillage, and especially 

exile (28, 30-34, 37b, 48-57, 64-68)" as "a post factum addition" in the light of 

parallels in VTE, Sf and Ashurbanipal's annals. However, vv. 47 ff. are expanded 

from the destruction of Jerusalem. 45 

McCarthy added Dt 28:23, 27-29 in his second edition. He stated that "Dt 

28:23 which is a curse about drought, is an insertion in a pre-existing series of for

mall y identical curses" [from a treaty]. 46 He further argued that the coupling of the 

curses in Dt 28:27-29, parallel to a sequence found in VTE, does not simply reflect 

the sharing in a common tradition of the ancient Near East, but shows influence 

from Mesopotamian treaty material since the whole book of Deuteronomy is shaped 

in the treaty pattern. 47 

40 Ibid., 42. 

41 Ibid., 42. 

42 Treaty and Covenant, new and rev. ed. (1981), 174; also see 1st ed. (Biblical Institute Press: 
Rome, 1963), 123; the second edition will be used in our study. 

43 Treaty and Covenant (1981), 174. 

44 Ibid., 177. 

45 "The accumulation of variations from what goes before in 28, 47 ff. is surely significant, •.. 
The evils described are no longer threats, possibilities if certain conditions obtain. They have become 
facts because the conditions do obtain. This change from conditional curses to assured fact is charac
teristic of certain levels of the Dtr ...• It accords well with the attractive hypothesis of Josiah, and the 
second accepting and explaining the terrible fact of the fall of Judas. The climax of Ot 28 could 
belong to this second edition, the work of rhetorician sung his traditions (the horrors-of-war com
monplace) and his skill to develop the implications of the earlier material and apply them to new 
experience: ibid., 181. 

46 Ibid. 175. 

47 Ibid. 
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2.1.2.3. Historical Approach 

Indeed, the similarities and the parallel sequence of curses between Deut 28 

and treaty-curses from the first millennium B.C. cannot be disregarded. However, 

these features should be put into a broader context than Assyrian-Hebrew contacts 

alone, since the Assyrians absorbed extensive Babylonian literary influence in their 

writings. In addition, the Assyrian world was cosmopolitan due to the policy of 

deportation. This fact indicates that Assyrian literature may have both East- and 

West-Semitic elements. The Arameans were also not exempt from sharing common 

cultural tradition. Moreover, the Promised Land functioned as a bridge between 

civilizations, providing connections between Babylon, Egypt, Syria and Anatolia. 

Archaeological finds demonstrate multi-cultural influences already from long before 

Israel's settlement down to her fall in the 6th century B.C. That is to say, Israel was 

under multi-cultural influences from the beginning of her existence in the Promised 

Land. Therefore, a broader comparison of the curses in Dt 28 with other ancient 

Near Eastern curses is necessary to clarify the nature of Dt 28. 

2.1.3 Relationship between Lev 26 and Dt 28 

M. Noth considered that the curses in Lev 26 and Dt 28 are "nearly related in 

function, struc~ure and content," "several different traditional elements have, in fact, 

entered into both of them, no longer clearly separable from one another, yet still 

clearly recognizable. "48 Noth's view of the different traditions is taken up by many 

scholars. 49 

Weinfeld claimed that the setting of the curses in Lev 26 differed from that in 

Dt 28: the former was "provincial," whereas in Dt 28 "the punitive imagery derived 

from the Assyrian suzerainty treaties. "50 In other words, Weinfeld regarded the two 

sets of covenant-curses as independent. 

We re-assess the relation of Lev 26 to Dt 28 while comparing these two 

groups of covenant-curses (see Parts II 5; III 1.2.1). 

48 The criteria for the different traditional elements are: "some more formal differences in the use 
(Deut. 28) or absence (Lev. 26) of the ideas of 'blessing' or 'cursing', or in singular (basically Deut. 
28) or plural (Lev. 26) address," Leviticus trans. J. E. Anderson, OTL (London: SCM Press, 1965). 
195-96 from the German Das dritte Buch Mose, Leviticus. Das Alte Testament Deutsch 6 (Gottingen: 
Vandenboeck & Ruprecht. 1962). 

49 H. G. Reventlow considered the curses in Lev 26 and Dt 28 as two different traditions, apart 
from some parallels (Lev 26:14 with Dt 28:15; Lev 26:16 with Dt 28:22,33,65; Lev 26:17 with Dt 
28:25; Lev 26:29 with Dt 28:53; Lev 26:36 with Dt 28:65, 67), which are derived from wderselben 
gottesdientlichen Tradition and Begehung: Henning Graf Reventlow, Das Heiligkeitsgesetz, 145. 
A. Cholewinski also recognized parallels in both texts but concluded that the Vorlage in Lev 26 is 
"bestimmt unabhangig von Dt 28 und vice versa," Heiligkeitsgesetz und Deuteronomium, 318. 

50 DDS, 124. 
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2.1.4 Evaluation 

Our review shows that a comparison of the Biblical covenant-curses based on 

the internal evidence, employing literary-critical approaches, atomizes them while 

presenting a gradual expansion. Some scholars attempted to relate the covenant

curses to ancient Near Eastern curses but the results were inconclusive, although 

they indicated that the extra-biblical texts might not sustain all the results of literary

critical analyses. 

Comparing a wide range of ancient Near Eastern curses makes the flaws of 

literary-critical approaches apparent (Ploger & Seitz). All the lists of Akkadian 

curses have short ("poetry") and lengthy curses ("prose"). For example, in a 

boundary-stone51 of the time of Meli-shipak (c. 1188-74 B.C.), the first three curses 

have similar contents with identical structure and pattern (BBSt 4 iii 9-13, Appendix 

II §17.nos.I-5). The structure is: divine name, epithet/object, verb (iii 9-11). The 

pattern is 3:2 in iii 9-11. This consistency is broken by a pattern 4:2, where the 

epithet of SamaS has one more word (iii 12), followed by a curse with 6 words (iii 

13). In the same list, iii 16 does not have an epithet for a deity and has 5 words. 

IV 5-8 and 9-14 are prose. 52 If we compare two boundary-stones of the same 

period, e.g, Marduk-nadin-ahhe (BBSt 7), one list of curses, composed in prose, has 

one short form (iii 29-30), whereas the other has mixed style (see Part V 1.7.2). In 

the latter list, v 16-17 and 18 occur in a pattern 2 + 2 and v 25-26 and 27-28 in 3 + 
3 in midst of prose. The same stylistic mixture occurs in the curses of CH: xxvi 50-

51 and 52 parallel in 2 + 2 and xxvii 2353 and 24-25 in 2 + 3 (Appendix II §13). 

These examples show that "poetry" and "prose" are in parallel in the lists of ancient 

Near Eastern curses. Interestingly, from this stylistic difference within the same list 

of curses no single Assyriologist concludes that there were later Babylonian or 

Assyrian redactors editing the lists of curses. 54 In short, in the light of this analysis, 

the different style does not provide any clue for a process of expansion of the curses 

in Dt 28.55 

51 Boundary stones were documentary monuments attested after 1400 B.C. in Babylon. They prin
cipally relate to land ownership or associated tax exemptions, J. A. Brinkman, "Kudurru," RIA VI, 
267. 

52 Lines iii 17-vi 4 are partly broken. 

S3 uruhsu 1m "May he (~amaS) confuse his path'" 

S4 The parallel occurrence of poetical devices and prose is common in ancient Near Eastern litera
ture. Richard S. Hess pointed out the combination of these two literary devices in the Amarna letters 
send by Labaya to the Pharaoh, "Smitten Ant Bites Back," in Verse in Ancient Near Eastern Prose, 
95-111. 

S5 See also the evaluation of Weippert's view in Part I 2.2.1.8. 
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The covenant-curse about exile was not necessarily written after the downfall 

of the Northern Kingdom (contra Steuernagel, Ploger, Seitz, McCarthy), since 

deportation was a common practice in the ancient Near East (see e.g., CH (Appen

dix II §13.no.35).56 Thus, a life in exile may be well-known since it was a com

mon practice in war (see further Part II 2.4.10). Thus, the curse could have been 

written prior to that national disaster as a warning, as in other cases of ancient Near 

Eastern treaty-curses. 

Other criteria of form and literary criticism are the vocabulary and motif. 

Some terms and motifs of the curses occur in Jeremiah, where Seitz recognizes the 

hand of the author of Jeremiah in Dt 28. This method should not carry weight in 

the light of ancient Near Eastern literature. Some curse motifs continue from the 

Sumerian period onwards. Almost all the Neo-Assyrian treaty-curse motifs are 

attested from the early second millennium (see Part II 2 & 3). Furthermore, the 

expressions of curses have a long tradition, although almost no single curse is simply 

repeated. For example, the traditional theme of the Gula-curse is attested in approx

imately identical expressions from the 14th down to the 7th century B.C.S7 This 

fact has not led any scholar in Ancient Oriental studies to conclude that the Gula

curse in the lists of curses of the second millennium was edited by the scribes of the 

first millennium B.C. 

Steuernagel, Ploger and Seitz considered the "'lC-formulae (vv. 15-19) to be 

original, because they parallel blessings, or because they do not occur in ancient 

Near Eastern curses (Seitz, 277). On the other hand, they are able to recognize the 

later added curses by the disturbance of the pattern. In fact v. 18 disturbs the con

sistent pattern 3 by having 8 words, so should be a later addition according to their 

method. In other words, Steuernagel, Ploger and Seitz are not consistent in their 

application of literary criticism. 

S6 K. A. Kitchen pointed out that "the concept and practice of exile was always a potential threat to 
the Hebrews and other political 'small' groups for most of the second and first millennia B.C .... ," 
"Ancient Orient, " Deuteronism, •• in New Perspectives, 5. Therefore, the concept of war and exile 
in Dt 28 does not necessarily refer to Israel's experience in the 6th century. 

57 See K. Watanabe, BaM Bh 3, 35-40. J. J. Niehaus has undertaken comparative studies of the 
deuteronomistic phraseology in the light of Assyrian kings' annals and of related literature. In his 
analysis, he demOnstrated that stock phrases appear over many centuries in Assyrian kings' annals. 
He stated: "In Assyria one can now see a literary tradition which used the same stock phrasing from 
the time of Shamshi-Adad I to that of Ashurbanipal, a span of some 1200 years which included some 
1100 years during which Akkadian had not been supplanted as a living language. Some of the stock 
phrasing was employed even several centuries earlier than Shamshi-Adad I, ... , The Deuteronomic 
Style (Unpublished dissertation: Liverpool, 1985), 413. Applying Niehaus' result to the expressions 
of the Biblical covenant-curses which resemble those in Jeremiah, it is clear the former do not neces
sarily depend upon the latter's author. The same expressions may be used by different authors. 
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Seitz's attempt at the division of curses is not satisfactory. He took the condi

tional clauses in vv. 15 and 58 as indicators for the division of curses. The second· 

indicator is taken from 'WK 11n11 in v. 47. However, although the conditional 

clauses divide curses into sections, the designation of the two sections as "the condi

tional curses" is not correct. All the curses are announced on the condition of 

Israel's disloyalty. Furthermore, 'tOK 11n11 (v. 47) does not start a new clause, but 

substantiates the occurrence of curses (v. 46; see further part II 5 fn. 31). Seitz's 

arguments for the gradual growth of curses is not acceptable. "The expansion of 

curses" also occurs in extra Biblical curses. Akkadian curses are expanded by the 

conjunction u or ma followed by a vetitive or precative or a wish-form. A curse is 

"expanded" without a conjunction. For example, in a boundary-stone of the time of 

Kurigalzu, the first curse of the destruction of (family) foundation is 

"expanded/explained" by two curses following asyndetically: the destruction of 

progeny and the life of the cursed one (Appendix II §14.no.l). In CH xxvii 76-78 

Adad is invoked to thunder over a city. This curse is expanded by ma with a fol

lowing curse of destruction caused by flood (79-80, Appendix II §13.nos.23-24). 

The Sin-curse in a boundary-stone of Marduk-nadin-ahhe (Appendix II §27.no.l) 

has three related curses, where the first and second are connected with ma and the 

second and the third with u. If we take an example from VTE, the imperative "walk 

about in darkness!" as a result of the preceding precative "loss of eyesight" is con

nected by ma (423b-24). "The expansion" of curses also occurs in Aramaic. In the 

Sefire Stelae, the vetitive in I A 28b is expanded by w with two consecutive prohibi

tions (I + imperfect) in lines 28c-29a: mnK [:1TM11]'" i'" mn11'" '3n i'~' ,~, 

"May the grass not come forth; and may no green be seen; and may its vegetation 

not be [seen]!"58 These examples show that "the expansion of the curse" is not con

fined to the Biblical covenant-curses. Furthermore, a repetition does not necessarily 

indicate a later addition. In ancient Near Eastern literature the same idea often 

recurs, e.g., famine (Appendix II §1.nos.8-9), annihilation of dynasty (§2. nos.2-3), 

deprivation of kingship (§13.nos.1-2), cannibalism (§51.nos.13-14), etc. Therefore, 

Seitz's literary-critical approach is not justifiable. 

In our study, we use a wider range of ancient Near Eastern texts than Hillers, 

Frankena and McCarthy whose works are flawed by their limited comparisons. 

Turning to Hillers, firstly, his attempt to see the covenant-curses in Lev 26 

and Dt 28 in the light of treaty-curses only from the first millennium is too narrow, 

since treaty-curses belong to the genre of curses running throughout ancient Near 

58 Andre Lemaire and Jean-Marie Durand, Les Inscriptions Arameennes, 114. 
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Eastern literature. 59 Furthermore, the role of treaty-curses shares a long existing 

tradition (see Part II 1). Secondly, Hillers' form critical approach to some curses is 

not appropriate to ancient Near Eastern literature, in which a short pattern ("oral 

tradition"?) is embedded in prose (see Part V 1.7.2). 

Turning to Frankena, indeed there are corresponding ideas between Dt 28 and 

VTE. Yet in his analysis the sequence of the curses in Deut 28 does not correspond 

to the sequence in VTE, except in two cases, namely, curses of disease and dis

ability in Dt 28:27-28 with curses by Sin and Samd in VTE lines 419-24, and 

curses of famine and cannibalism in Dt 38-57 and in VTE lines 440-52. However, 

the corresponding ideas between these two texts do not necessarily indicate that Dt 

28 might have used an Assyrian Vorlage (see further Part VI 1.1). 

McCarthy contributed through his comparison of Dt 28 with other ancient 

Near Eastern curses to understanding the sequence of curses in Dt 28. However, a 

question arises whether the similarity between Dt 28 and VTE is to be explained in 

the light of "influence from Mesopotamian treaty material." (see further Part VI 

1.1.1). McCarthy's view about the expansion of the curses with the subject Yahweh 

by the curses without is grammatically unjustifiable (see further Part II 5 fns. 27, 

30). Vv. 47-48 continues a chain of w-perfect consecutive (45-46). Thus, 'UlK 11"11 

followed by a future perfect refers to an future event. That is to say, vv. 45-47 

assure the definite occurrence of the curses in vv. 48-57 (see further Part II 5.4.3). 

So McCarthy's understanding Dt 28 in the light of a double of edition of Israel's 

history is not persuasive. 

59 Cf. H. H. Rowley, "Review of Treaty-curses and the Old Testament Prophets, by D. R. Hil
lers," ITS 16 (1965),157. 
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2.2 Theories about Israel's Ilistory 

2.2.1. Deuteronomistic Theories 

16 

There is a scholarly consensus about the origin of the Books of Joshua-Kings. 

That is, Joshua-Kings present the dtr1 interpretation of pre-existing texts. However, 

scholarly views about the date of the dtr literary activity vary. 

2.2.1.1. Single Exilic Author 

(1) Martin Noth 

M. Noth's brilliant work The Deuteronomistic History has continuously 

inspired scholars ever since he published it in 1943.2 According to Noth, Dtr com

bined mutually unrelated pre-deuteronomistic material into a unity as Joshua-Kings 

during the exile, around 550 B.C. In this literary composition, the hand of "the 

deuteronomistic author" is recognizable through his style: the frequent repetition of 

identical phrases, the vocabulary, diction and sentence structure.3 A further charac

teristic of the dtr composition is the occurrence of "the leading personages with a 

speech" at all important transitions in Israel's history, where it "looks forward and 

backward in an attempt to interpret the course of events, and draws the relevant 

practical conclusions about what people should do."4 When the author found it 

inappropriate for historical figures to make the speeches, he presented "summarizing 

reflections upon history."5 Another characteristic is "an anticipatory survey of the 

cyclical nature of the course of history," e.g., Judg 2:11 ff. and "a retrospective 

reflection upon the grim outcome of the monarchic period in Israel and Judah" (2 Ki 

17:7 ff).6 For Noth, Israel's history is a history of apostasy. The intention of the 

deuteronomistic author was to interpret the history of his people in the light of the 

national disaster. This could "contribute to an understanding of the situation in his 

own time," namely a just divine retribution. 7 

Noth's contribution is to see Joshua-Kings as a unified dtr historical work. 

However, his negative view about the end of Israel's history does not entirely cor-

1 Dtr = the Deuteronomist; dtr = deuteronomistic; DtrH = the Deuteronomistic History. 

2 English translation of Uberlieferungsgeschichtliche Studien 2nd ed. (Tiibingen: Max Niemeyer 
Verlag. 1957). 1-110. ed David 1. A. Clines & Philip R. Davies (Sheffield: JSOT Press. 1991); 1st 
German edition appeared in the series Schriften der Konigsberger Gelehrten Gesellschaft, Geisteswis
senschaftliche Klasse. 18 (1943). 43-266. 

3 Ibid .• 18. 

4 Ibid .• 18. 

Slbid .• 19. 

6 Ibid .• 19. 

7 Ibid .• 122. 
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respond to the contents of Joshua-Kings. There are other topics which parallel that 

divine judgment, e.g., the Davidic promise, the schism of the monarchy, etc. 

Therefore, scholars have presented other theories about DtrH and the intentions of 

the author(s) (see below). Noth's view is partly taken up, e.g., by M. Weinfeld (see 

Part VI 4) echoed in Hoffmann's more recent work. 

(2) Hans-Detlef Hoffmann 

H-D. Hoffmann argued for the unity of DtrH and supported Noth's thesis by 

examining all the texts of "positive [return to Yahweh] and negative [apostasy]" 

cult-reforms in DtrH.8 The deuteronomist intended to interpret the history of Israel 

as cultic history on the basis of meagerly transmitted traditions9 and to emphasize 

cultic reform (Kultreform) as the true motive of history,lo For Hoffmann, the 

criterion for the deuteronomistic literary composition is typical expressions. Com

mon elements in the deuteronomistic cult-historiogrphy are a stereotyped Motivik of 

the cult reforms: "die Objekte des kultreformerischen Wirkens der Konige, jene 

Kultgegenstiinde, Gottheiten, Kultorte und Kultpersonen," 11 These repeated 

expressions and cultic Motivik are underlined by a system (signified with relative 

clauses) of retrospective and cross references. 12 For example, the motif of male 

shrine-prostitutes occurring in the time of Rehoboam (l Ki 14:23, Eng. 24) recurs 

under successive kings,13 who expelled them (i.e., Asa, 1 Ki 15:12, Jehosaphat, 1 

Ki 22:47 (Eng. 46) and Josiah, 2 Ki 23:7. In another case, Josiah's reform by 

destroying sacred places of pagan deities (2 Ki 23: 13) refers back to Solomon's 

apostasy (1 Ki 11:5-7).14 Added to that, a cross-reference bridges the boundary 

8 The term cult-reform refers to all the actions of the leaders of people, the judges and kings or 
people, who aim at a change of cultic circumstance, Reform und Reformen, 2S. 

9 Hoffmann claimed: wEs ist schlie6lich damit zu rechnen, daB u.U. nur wenige Fixpunte der Kult
geschichte Israels durch zugrundeliegende Uberlieferung abgedeckt sind, und daB dagegen viele der in 
den Kultnotizen vorliegenden Angaben weder Quellen noch mUndlichen Uberlieferungen entstammen, 
sondem Weiter-und Neubildungen der dtr Kultsystematik sind, W ibid., 37. For Hoffmann the further 
formation (Weiterbildung) of tradition means the deuteronomistic additions which should strengthen 
the general, positive or negative picture of individual kings defined in the evaluation formulae (p. 
37). On the other hand, the free new-formation (Neubildung), which is embedded in a transmitted 
report, exists in the evaluation of the cult-policy of a related king. That should be understood as 
transference of a measure or a typical cultic measure of his predecessor, ibid., 38. 

10 Ibid., 316. 

11 Ibid., 38. 

12 Ibid., 39, 315. 
13 Hoffmann mistakenly relates the 'WK clause in 1 Ki 15:12 to O'W'i'l'1, when it actually refers to 

O'??ll'1-?:rnK, ibid., 39. 

14 Ibid., 46. 
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between the Northern and Southern kingdoms (Lg., Manasseh, 2 Ki 21:3 - Ahab, 1. 

Ki 16:33).15 Another common deuteronomic literary criterion for Hoffmann is 

schematic presentation in the cultic texts (KlJnigsrahmen and Richte"ahmen). Fur

thermore, correct Yahweh-worship is, according to Hoffmann, a theological central 

theme of the DtrH and a criterion for the theological evaluation of DtrH from the 

time of conquest to the exile.16 He employs the analysis of language and style to 

find the literary creativity of Dtr.17 For Hoffmann, the history of Israel IS 

retrospective, a series of artificial cult-reforms which Dtr wrote in Exile. 

2.1.1.2. Significance of DtrH 
'. 

Noth's pessimistic interpretation of Israel's history has led scholars to propose 

other solutions: 

(1) Gerhard v. Rad 

G. Von Rad wrote about DtrH in Kings: 

The great events in the shadow of which the Deuteronomist wrote were the catastrophes of 721 and 
586, happenings which in his eyes had undoubted theological significance; .•. This is the clue to the 
understanding of the Deuteronomist: he is writing at a time when there was distress and perplexity 
because no saving history was taking place. I8 . 

He continued about the Deuteronomist's concept: "Jahweh revealed his command

ments to Israel; in case of disobedience he threatened her with severe punishment, 

with the judgment of total destruction, in fact. They had now actually taken 

place. "19 That is, Yahweh's judgment is just. Therefore, in his writing the 

Deuteronomist employed "a theological schema" of prophecy- fulftlment. 20 This 

indicates for von Rad that the dtr history in Kings is a history of the creative word of 

Yahweh: 

The decisive factor for Israel does not lie in the things which ordinarily cause a stir in history, nor in 
the vast problems inherent in history, but it lies in applying a few very simple theological and 
prophetic fundamental axioms about the nature of the divine word. . . . Thus the Deuteronomist 
shows with exemplary validity what saving history is in the Old Testament: that is, a process of his-

15 Ibid., 46. 

16 Ibid., 22. 

17 Ibid., 23 (literarische Gestaltungsanteit). 

18 Gerhard Von Rad, Studies in Deuteronomy translated by David Stalker. First published in 1953 
and reprinted in 1956, 76-77. 

19 Ibid., 78. 

20 Ibid., 78. 
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tory which is fonned by the word of Yahweh continually intervening in judgment and salvation and 
directed towards a fulfilment.21 

(2) Hans W. Wolff 

Wolff recognized the decisive role of Israel's return to Yahweh for the con

tinuation of the "Heilsgeschichte" in DtrH. The theme of repentance (l'W) occurs in 

"fast allen bedeutsamen Stellen, die uns den eigenen Aussagewillen des DtrG erken

nenlassen, neben der Wamrede vor den Abfall und der Androhung des Gerichts. "22 

Wolff found no encouragement for hope in DtrH: "Die Umkehr kann nicht zum 

Mittel restaurativer oder progressistischer Geliiste werden, "23 yet Israel's repentance 

would restore her original status as Yahweh's property.24 

2.1.1.3 Double Deuteronomic Redaction 

(1) Frank M. Cross 

F. M. Cross claimed a double redaction in DtrH:25 one from Josiah's time and 

21 Ibid., 91. Following von Rad, H. Weippert claimed that the sch~ma V~rh~ijJu"g and ErftJllung 
are the literary device of the dtr composition in Dt 1-2 Ki 25. According to her, V~rhh~ijJu"g~" are 
not gatttu"gsg~bund~,,: "Ein Gotteswort, ein Prophetenspruch, ein Pluch, ein Segen, ein 
Urteilsspruch oder auch ein Geliibde have gleicherma8en Verhei8ungscharaker," "Geschichten und 
Geschichte: Verhei8ung und Erfiillung, " VTS 43 (1991), 116. 

22lbid., 178. 

23 Ibid., 185. 

24 "Dieses offenbare wort [Dt 29:28] is jetzt das (im Text des Dt unmittelbar folgende) Wort von 
der Umkehr, da8 Israel mit ganzem Herzen auf die Stimme seines Gottes allein bOre und von him 
allein alles Gute erwarte, damit es ganz Gottes Eigentum inmitten der Volkerwelt werde," ibid., 186. 
Following Noth, McCarthy considered the theme of Yahweh's wrath as constituting the structure of 
DtrH. Yet in terms of the significance of DtrH, he is in line with Wolff; according to McCarthy, the 
cyclic pattern "anger, penalty, repentance, salvation" in Judges shows, "an iron law which must take 
its course." That is to say, "that salvation on condition of repentance is still an open possibility after 
587 B.C." (106). For McCarthy, "so all the deuteronomistic history becomes a call to hope and 
repentance" (107), "The Wrath of Yahweh and the Structural Unity of the Deuteronomistic History," 
in Essays in Old Testament Ethics, 97-107. 

25 Following Cross, lain W. Provan saw a pre-exilic redaction and an exilic redaction of Kings 
<Hezekiah and the Books of Kings). He perceived 'two different' redactors, a pre-exilic one using 
n~l to refer to Yahwistic shrines (e.g., 1 Ki 3:2-15, 15:11-15), an exilic one using ~l to refer to 
idolatrous shrines which Hezekiah removed (2 Ki 11:1-18; 2 Ki 17:7-23). On this basis, Provan sup
ported his thesis by the "comparative" and "promissory" analogy of David. The unconditional prom
ise of the Davidic dynasty was from the pre-exilic editor, whereas "the promise of continuing king
ship is conditional upon the obedience of Solomon and successive kings" was from the exilic editor 
(ibid, 91-113). He continued: "the climax of the primary David material is found in the account of 
Hezekiah's reign in 2 Ki 18-19" (ibid, 114). For Provan, the Yahweh-centred cultic theme and the 
unconditionality of the Davidic dynasty are pre-exilic and those referring to sin and the conditionality 
is exilic. However, his view about n~l is flawed. First of all, I Ki 3:2 indicates an exceptional act 
of the people, because the temple was not yet built. Although Yahweh appeared to Solomon at 
Gibeon, worship of Yahweh in the Canaanite sacred place was forbidden (Dt 7:5; 12:2-3). Thus, 
Yahweh's appearance does not necessarily support the legitimacy of Yahweh-worship at n1?ll. In 
addition, the clause in 1 Ki 15:14 follows Asa's religious reform (11-13). In vv. 11-15, Asa's 
removal of the queen mother is emphasised by prefacing ~K I"I:lY1)-nK 01' (13), and so the succession 
of the w-imperfect consecutive is broken. Then, the w-imperfect consecutive continues in v. 13b, is 
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the other from the Exile.26 Two great pre-exilic themes from Dtrl in the Book of 

Kings are: 1) the judgement for "a strongly Deuteronomistic description of 

Jeroboam's archcrime, namely the establishment of a countercultus in Bethel and 

Dan;"27 2) David's fidelity to Yahweh which began in 2 Sam 7, runs through 

Kings28 and reaches its climax in Josiah's reform.29 He continued: "in fact, the 

juxtaposition of the two themes, of threat and promise, provide the platform of the 

Josianic reform. "30 According to Cross, the Exilic editor (Dtr2) updated DtrH in 

the Exile, "to record the fall of Jerusalem. "31 Since there is no hint in DtrH prior to 

the pericope concerning Manasseh "that hope in the Davidic house and in ultimate 

national salvation is futile, "32 Cross attributed the pericope on Manasseh (2 Ki 21 :2-
15) to the Exilic editor (Dtr2) who up-dated DtrH in the Exile, summarizing the 

downfall of Jerusalem and giving hope to the exiles. 33 Cross further found the signs 

for Dtr2 in the omission of the prophet's name and Manasseh's personal punishment 

for his sin, whereby Manasseh's sin is made responsible for Jerusalem's destruc

tion.34 Cross' idea was understood by R. D. Nelson as a structural difference in the 

evaluation formulae about the last four kings of Judah (see below). 

(2) Richard D. Nelson 

Following Cross, Nelson tried to solve the tension between the Davidic hope 

and judgment present in DtrH by supposing a double redaction of two theologians 

again broken in v. 14a and resumed in v. 15. According to this structure, the removal of the queen 
mother and no removal of 1l~::1 are salient. In v. 13a 1 attached to ll~l is to be understood as a dis
junctive waw: "but he did not remove the high places." Y. 13b is introduced with i" which 
emphasizes Asa's loyalty to Yahweh: "without any doubt Asa's heart was fully committed to the Lord 
all his life." That is to say, although Asa failed to destroy ll~::I, he was loyal to Yahweh. So 
Provan's attempt to see two different editors in the passages about 1l~::1 is not conclusive. 

26 CMHE, 287-89. According to Helga Weippert, Cross pleads for a return to the thesis of the 
19th century, "Das deuteronomistische Geschichtswerk," Theologische Rundschau 50 (1985), 237-
38. 

27 Cross, CMHE, 279. 
28 Ibid., 281-82. 

29 Ibid, 278-83 .. 
30 Ibid., 284. 

31 Ibid., 285. 

32 Nelson extended this idea in terms of conditional and unconditional promises dealing with the 
future of the Davidic dynasty and concludes that these juxtaposed promises are pre-exilic, The Double 
Redaction of the Deuteronomistic History, 99-118. 

33 Cross stated: " ... the hopes of the reader have been steadily titillated by the promises. All have 
pointed to a future salvation in virtue of the fidelity of Yahweh to the Davidic house and to Josiah, 
who called for a wholehearted return to the god of Israel's covenant. ibid, 286. 

34 Ibid., 286. 
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working in Josiah's time and the exile, respectively. The Josianic deuteronomistic 

history is royal propaganda and optimistic, whereas the exilic deuteronomistic edi

tion is "a doxology of judgment to accept the justice of Yahweh's punishment and to 

repent (1 Ki 8:46-51).35 To maintain the Davidic hope, Nelson confmed the condi

tion of obedience in the Dynastic promise (l Ki 2:4; 8:25; 9:4-5) to Solomon alone, 

but not to David's other descendants. He claimed: "the three conditional promises 

to Solomon cannot be used as a correction to or conditionalization of this eternal 

promise, for they are clearly limited to Solomon alone and refer explicitly to the loss 

of the throne of Israel by his descendants. "36 According to him, these three pas

sages are pre-exilic. On the other hand, he assigned the subject of obedience of 

Solomon's descendants (1 Ki 9:6-9) to the exilic editor.37 To justify his view, Nel

son explained the term "sons" occurring in 2:4 and 8:25: the pre-exilic 

Deuteronomist offered his theological meaning of the dynastic struggle among 

David's sons. That is, lithe reverses suffered by David's sons were due to their 

refusal to behave according to Yahweh's will, and at the same time directed the 

thrust of this conditional promise fully upon Solomon by the admonitions of 1 Kings 

2:2-3."38 

Based on Cross' idea, Nelson found a different, rigid, expression in the regnal 

formulae for the last four kings of Judah, compared with the pre-exilic phrases, 

which indicates the style of the Dtr2. The evaluation formulae "he did evil in the 

eyes of the Lord" is the same for the last four kings of Judah (Jehoahaz "just as his 

fathers had done", 2 Ki 23:32; Iehoiakim "just as his fathers had done", 2 Ki 23:37; 

Jehoiachin "just as his father had done" ,2 Ki 24:9; Zedekiah, "just as Jehoiakim had 

done", 2 Ki 24: 19), which do not give any detail of their activities, e.g., destroying 

pagan gods and worship places (2 Ki 18:3-6), or "further generalizing statements" (1 

Ki 14:21-24), are from the Dtr2.39 

2.1.1.4 Two Pre-Exilic and One Exilic Redaction 

H. Weippert challenged the unity of DtrH and individual books presented by 

Noth. She argued that the various schematic expressions of the evaluations of kings 

35 Double Redaction, 121-23. 

36 Ibid., 118. 

37 Ibid., 102. 

38 Ibid., 103. He continued: "1 Kings 8:25 referred to the wording of the first communication of 
the promise to David in the unspecified past and thus was bound by the same strictures [sic] as 1 
Kings 2:4. It was not until 1 Kings 9:4-5, where Yahweh communicates the promise as a second 
time, not to David, but to Solomon himself, that the historian was able to apply the conditional prom
ise exclusively to the last of David's sons, • ibid. 

39 Ibid., 37-38. 
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convey two pre-exilic and one exilic redaction.4O She attributed to a redactor I (pre: 

Josianic): the positive evaluations for the Southern kings,i" in~' 'l'31::1 ,qi'~ v31" 

1'1'~::1::1 C"t:)i'~' C'n::1T~ c31~ "31 "0 K' 1'I'~::1~41 followed sometimes by a com

parison with David ("unlike David") or with his father ("in the eyes of his father")42 

and the negative evaluation 31'~ v31" ••• ::1KnK 1'1'::1 '2131 ,qiK;:' 'K'V' ';:"~ ",::1 "" 
in~' 'l'31::143 and the negative evaluation for the Northern kings 'l'31::1 31'il v31" 

inil'followed a comparative evaluation with Jeroboam ("he clung to the sins of 

Jeroboam ... ").44 The phrases of a redactor II (Josianic) are: the negative evalua

tion compared with David ""::1K ",;:, ••• 'l'31::1 ,qi'~ r1lv31' ';:),,::1 ,;:,,~ K,,4S and 

"::lK ", ~v31 ,qiK ,;:,;:, .• • • in~' 'l'31::1 ,qi'il V31,,46 for the Southern kings; the 

evaluations for kings of both kingdoms ;n~' 'l'31::1 31'~ v31" followed by the phrases 

"walking in the way of his forefathers, causing people to sin and provoking the Lord 

to anger. "47 Weippert's third redactor is identical to that of Nelson's exilic redac

tion (see above). 

2.1.1.5. Three Exilic Redactions 

(l) Rudolf Smend 

R. Smend claimed that the dtr editorial work (DtrH) did not take place at one 

time, but its original concepts underwe!lt expansions and corrections. 48 Smend 

designated as DtrN the deuteronomist who added his interest in law, composed early 

in the exilic era.49 This nomistic addition was developed through more than one 

stage (DtrNl),SO e.g., the two divine speeches to Joshua in Josh 1:7-9 are expanded 

by DtrN. He saw a break between vv. 6 and 7, because the clause introduced with 

i" and strengthened with 'K~ in v. 7 repeats and determines in detail v. 6 instead of 

40 Helga Weippert, "Die "deuteronomistischen" Beurteilungen der Konige von Israel und luda und 
das Problem der Redaktion," Bib 53 (1972), 301-339. 

41 1 Ki 3:2 ff.; 22:43 ff.; 2 Ki:12:3 ff.; 14:3 ff.; 15:3 ff.: 15:34 ff.; 16:2b, 4: in some cases from 
these passages, the phrase is slightly modified and see the table, ibid, 308. 

421 Ki 3:3; 22:43: 2 Ki 12:3 (Eng. V. 2); 14:3: 15:3: 15:34: 16:2b, ibid, 308. 
43 2 Ki 8:18,27 (,ity 'VK:J ?K,it' ':Jim omitted), ibid., 309. 

442 Ki 3:2a,3: 10:29; 10:31; 13:2,6, 11; 14:24; 15:9, 18,24,28; 17:22, ibid, 309. 
45 1 Ki 11:33, 38; 14:8 and ..• 'iltt 'VK ?:J7:l'0 K?' mil' '.l'Yl 'V':'I nK ", ility 'VK (1 Ki 15:5, 

11), ibid., 324. 
46 2 Ki 18:3; 22:2, ibid. 

47 These three phrases do not occur together, 1 Ki 14:16, 22; 15:3, 26, 30, 34; 16:2, 13, 19,25 
ff., 30 ff; 21 :22, 53 ff; 2 Ki 21 :2, IS, 16 ff., 20 ff, ibid, 325-27. 

48 Rudolf Smend, Die Entstehung des Alten Testaments, 114. 
49 Ibid., 113. 

50 Ibid., 115. 
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substantiating it. V. 8 varies from the instruction in v. 7 and extends it. Finally v. 

9 retraces v. 6.51 Smend stated that v. 6 commands Joshua to have courage before 

taking the Promised Land; the reason is a promise that this plan will succeed. On 

the other hand, v. 7 gives a general instruction to act according to the commands 

given to Moses and not to depart from them; this will result in Joshua's success in 

all his ways.52 So he considered 1:7-9 as a late interpreting addition. Another 

example Smend attributed to the nomistic dtr redaction is Josh 23 because the future 

dispossession of the remaining nations (23:4 ff. (cf. 13:6) depended on obedience to 

the law (23:6 (cf. 1:7 ff.). He continued: "das Ziel is natiirlieh aueh hier nieht nur 

die Deutung und Ableitung des gegenwmigen Zustandes, sondern ebenso und noch 

mehr der Aufruf zu einem Verhalten, das die Vollendung der Katastrophe vielleicht 

noch abwenden kann. "53 

(2) Walter Dietrich 

Following Smend, W. Dietrich recognized an exilic prophetic composition in 

DtrH, which he designated as Dtrp.54 Dietrich found in DtrP a basic schema of 

accusation and announcement (Ankandigung-Begrandung) or reverse order. 55 The 

themes of DtrP are: the announcements of judgment against the dynasties of the 

Northern kingdom (l Ki 14:7-11; 16:1-4; 21:19b, 20bp-24; 2 Ki 9:7-lOa) and the 

Southern kingdom (2 Ki 22:16 ff.; 2 Ki 21:10-15), the designation of Jeroboam I (l 

Ki 11:29 ff.), the promise to the penitent kings (1 Ki 21:27-29; 2 Ki 22:18-20), the 

51 Rudolf Smend, "Das Gesetz und die Volker," in Problem biblischer Theologie, 494. 
52 Ibid., 495. 
53 "Das Gesetz und die Volker," 503. 
54 Dietrich's view is, in tum, taken up by Smend, Die Entstehung des Alten Testaments, 134, 122. 

Following Smend and Dietrich, Timo Veijola saw three redactors in the David-pericope. In his 
monograph Die ewige Dynasty, Veijola claimed that Dtr portrayed David as a perfect, righteous and 
pious king and attributed the unconditional promise of the lasting Davidic dynasty to DtrG (the main 
redaction) (130). Yet DtrP profaned David: his sin, his confession (2 Sam lOa, 12-13a; 24:10b, 17), 
the announcement of punishment (2 Sam 24:11b-13) and a partial forgiveness (2 Sam 12:13b, 14; 
24:18 ff.). He continued: "Dabei wird auch deutlich, dass DtrP den Lauf der Geschichte stiirker als 
DtrG schematiert hat: Menschliche SUnde und gottiiche Strafe korrespondieren einander aufs 
genaueste, und zwischen heiden mediatisiert der Prophet" (ibid., 140). Veijola ascribed the con
ditionality of the Davidic promise to DtrN: "Was noch bei DtrG ohne Vorbedingung verheissen was, 
das wird jetzt von de Gesetzestreue abhiingig gemacht (1 Sam 13:13-14; 1 Kon 2:3.411/3; vgl. 1 Kon 
8:25; 9:4-5) " (ibid., 142). He continued that "Neu ist auch die Einheziehung des Volkes Israel in 
den Wirkungshereich der Davidverheissung: Wie die Dynastie, so solI auch Israel "jar immer" das 
Yolk Jahwes sein, fur dessen Heil Jahwe letzten Endes in David gehandelt hatte (2 Sam 5:12b) (ibid). 
Veijola's attribution of the positive portrait of David and the conditionality of the Davidic dynasty to 
two different redactors is problematic. See our assessment regarding Weinfeld's view about the 
Davidic dynasty and the Northern Kingdom (Part VI 4.6.2). 

55 Dietrich, Prophetie und Geschichte, 39. 
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notice of the fulfllment (of the announced judgement) and the reflection about the 

downfall of the Northern kingdom (2 Ki 17:21-23).56 However, Dietrich's vie~ 
cannot remain unchallenged. Although his view is slightly different from that of 

Weinfeld, the basic idea of the theme of accusation-announcement in their views is 

identical, as we shall see in Part VI 4.1 and 4.6. 

2.1.1.6 The Prophetic Record and DtrH 

(1) Antony F. Campbel~ 

Contrary to Dietrich, CampbeU57 postulated the hypothesis of a late ninth

century Prophetic Docu,ment, which was written by northern prophetic redactors 

who were "inspired by Jehu's revolution and the violent attempt to eradicate the 

worship of Baal from Israel"S8 and gave theological interpretations to tradition. The 

first set of the Prophetic Document contains the anointing of Saul, David and Jehu 

(1 Sam 9:1-10:16; 16:1-13; 2 Ki 9:1-13). The second set presents "the prophet 

primarily in the role of kingmaker" and rejection: 1) the designation of Jeroboam 

and Jehu (1 Ki 11:31-39; 2 Ki 9:6-10) and the rejection of Jeroboam and Ahab (1 Ki 

14; 1 Ki 21 :17-24).59 The third set points "to interrelationships between the two 

first two sets and to their links, with the wider context of the intervening narra

tive."6O It is "the interpretative hand of the prophetic redactors." 

This hypothesis then assumes secondary developments. Campbell divided 

these documents into two groups of texts: the evaluations of the Northern kings 

down to the downfall of the Northern kingdom (722 B.C., texts i) and the evalua

tions of the Southern kings from the schism of the monarchy to Hezekiah' s reform 

56 Dietrich attributes vv. 7-11 to DtrH and vv. 13-15 to DtrN; the characteristics of the latter are 
nomistic language, admonition of the law (Gesetzesparanese) and concentration on Juda, Ierusalem, 
Davidic descendants and temple, ibid, 44. 

57 According to Campbell, there are some flaws in Dietrich's procedure of literary criticism: 1) A 
failure to pay attention to "the observation of an older level in a text, or the recovery of a Vorlage" -
so he disregarded "the possibility of an older core (or Vorlage) in these other prophetic speeches;" 2) 
The schema of the prophetic speeches "is far too broad a criterion to be used for unity of authorship;" 
3) A lack of arguments for the question of unity [of the prophetic speeches]; thus Campbell re
assesses the language of DtrP in Dietrich's study (I Ki 11:19ff.; 14:7-11; 21:19b-24; 2 Ki 9:7-10a) 
and dates it as pre-exilic. Antony F. Campbell, Of Prophets and Kings, 7-10 and see further Camp
bell's criticism about the lack of summary of the language of DtrN and DtrP in Dietrich's study, 
ibid., 11-12. 

58 Ibid., 121. 

59 Ibid., 25-39. 

60 Ibid., 17. 
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and Jerusalem's deliverance (701 B.C., texts ii).61 To sum up, the Prophetic 

Record of the late ninth century B.C. together with its two successively developed 

documents (till 701 B.C.) provided the basis for Dtr(s) to write Israel's history. 

DtrH started at some point after 701 B.C. and continued into the exile. 

(2) Mark A. O'Brien 

Following Campbell,62 M. A. O'Brien elaborated the redactional history of 

the DtrH. 0' Brien presented three redactions and a last stage of collection in DtrH. 

The work of DtrH is done by a Josianic dtr whose purpose was "to promote the 

deuteronomic reform. "63 Then two exilic redactions followed successively: the sec

ond stage redaction is adopted from DtrH64 and the third stage is the nomistic redac

tion. 65 There were also further developments for the collection of seven prayers in 

1 Ki 8:31-51 with the purpose of meeting "the situation of the early post-exilic 

period. "66 Following Campbell, Cross, Nelson, Smend, Dietrich, O'Brien presents 

a collection of dtr theories along with his own view (the fourth stage of collection), 

and consequently Israel's history, in his view, is much more fragmentary than in 

those of other dtr theories. 

2.2.1. 7 Form-ffistorical Approach 

61 Ibid., 139-202,207; Campbell stated: "The northern expansion of the Prophetic Record focused 
on one specific factor: the transgression of Jeroboam, which affected the worshipping life of the 
nation, and led to its downfall (722 B.C.) ... The southern document takes up this idea and applies it 
to the issue of worship at the high places: such a practice is asserted to have had an increasingly 
deleterious effect on Judah's national life. On the other hand, on the positive side, the elimination of 
the practice is likened to the marvelous deliverance from the menace of Sennacherib in 701 B.C. 
Through these three documents, the climate was created within which the Deuteronomist could make 
a momentous step. DTR turned from moments or periods in the national life to the whole history of 
Israel in Canaan" (ibid,204). 

62 O'Brien stated: "The validity of the Prophetic Record hypothesis is further enhanced by the way 
it enables one to account for the subsequent growth of the text. . .. On a more general level however 
one can readily see that it provides a very plausible explanation for DTR's interest in the relationship 
between prophets and kings, and why the third period of the history was organized in a way that 
would demonstrate the importance of this relationship. It also helps to explain why DTR composed 
the history as a story of Israel's leader in which the prophets function in a manner analogous to that 
of Moses. DTR was able to use the Record's portrayal of prophetic authority to validate the inter
pretation of the monarchy according to the deuteronomic program laid by Moses,· A Reassessment, 
104. 

63 Ibid., 44. 

64 The prophecy-fulfilment schema adopted from DtrH is to be attributed to the second stage of the 
deuteronomic exilic redaction: e.g., the length of Jehu's dynasty (2 Ki 10:30 and 15:12); the destruc
tion of Jerusalem because of Manasseh's sin (2 Ki 21 :12-14 and 24:2); Abab's bloody death (I Ki 
21:19b and 22:38b), Ibid., 275-76. 

65 Ibid., 280 ff. 

66 Ibid., 283-84. 
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c. Westermann vigorously contested Noth's deuteronomistic theory. His . 
criteria are twofold: 1) Noth and his disciples disregarded the oral traditions in 

Joshua-Kings; 2) they did not distinguish the events (Geschehende) and their inter

pretations. 67 For him, only historical reports (Geschichtsberichte) are facts which 

constitute historical books (GeschichtsbUcher). 68 Westermann rejected the inter

pretation (Deutung) as a part of history. 69 He claimed that the layer of interpreta

tion (Deuteschicht) was created by the dtr school in the Exile and after: the first 

stage related to the knowledge (Erkenntnis) that Israel was responsible for the 

downfall, the second to the interpretation of the past history (zurackliegende Ges

chichte).70 

Almost the entire book of Joshua is, according to Westermann, determined by 

the interpretation. He considered the speech of Jahweh to Joshua (1: 1-9) and Joshua 

to the people (10-18) as "deutende Umschreibung eines Intinerarsatzes des Auf

bruchs."71 The speeches in Joshua including (22), 23, and 24 are theological inter

pretations.72 Westermann concluded Joshua must have originated independently ~ 

but not as a part of a historical work. 73 Then, according to Westermann's view, 

Joshua is post-exilic, and unhistorical because of the presence of divine intervention 

which has no place in history. Westermann's first theory is mostly seen in Judges. 

The Judges-pericope in 3:7-12:7 is woven together with the story of individual 

judges, and was preserved in oral traditions, and interpretation (e.g, 3:12-15, 4:1-3, 

etc).74 Because of the different characteristics of Joshua and Judges these books 

originated independently. 7S 1 & 2 Samuel consist of stories which originated from 

67 "Man kann the Texte der Geschichtsbiicher nur erkliiren, wenn man von vornherein die einfache 
Darstellung von Geschehendem von der Deutung underscheidet, und zwar der theologischen Deutung 
von Geschehendem,· Die Geschichtsbiicher, 17-18. 

68 See further ibid., 90. 

69 "Sie [Deutung] entstarnmte einer nach dem Ende des Staates entstandenen theologischen 
Reflexion, die fremde Mafistabe an die Texte heranbrachte, einer nicht mehr geschichtlich denkenden 
Reflexion. Das so entstandene Ganze kann man dann nicht aIs Geschichtswerk bezeichnen,· ibid, 98. 

70 Ibid., 123. . 

71 Ibid., 49. 

72 Ibid., 99-101. 

73 Ibid., 50. 

74 Ibid., 46, 56. 

7S The differences between Joshua and Judges are: "1m Buch der Richter kommen lebendige Mens
chen vor, im Josuabuch ist der Mann Joshua nur Instrument des Handelns Jahwehs, keines 
selbststandige PersOnlichkeit;· the other aspect is, • Das Richterbuch ist reich an urspriinglichen 
Formen, das Josuabuch sehr arm, dagegen Geschichtsdeutung, " and the interpretation texts 
(Deutung stexte) of both books differ. So he concludes that these two books originated independently, 
ibid, 55. 
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the oral stage of tradition.76 Already the transition to the kingdom in 1 Sam 8 does 

not start with the historical report (Geschichtsbericht) , but with an interpretation in 

speech (Deutung in Reden). 77 Westermann did not consider the two great stories 

(conflict of Saul-David, 1 Sam 18-31; David's rise, 2 Sam 1 and the quarrel within 

David's household, 2 Sam 13-19), which constitute a considerable part of the two 

books, to be historical reports,78 but "schone Literatur. "79 So for him, 1 & 2 

Samuel are not historical works. On the other hand, Westermann considers only 1 

Ki 12-2 Ki 25 a historical work, since the dominant form is the historical report. 80 

To sum up, because of the different origins of individual books and the lack of his

torical facts, apart from those in Kings, Joshua-Samuel are not a historical work. 

Therefore, Westermann rejects the view of a coherent historical work in Joshua-2 

Kings. 

2.2.1.8 Evaluation 

We firstly assess scholarly views within the limits of the Biblical texts. 

Von Rad's suggestion is one-sided, since the schema of prophecy-fulfIlment 

cannot be detached from the kings' disloyal acts: that schema refers to the effect, the 

disloyalty of kings to the cause. Thus, these two aspects run throughout Kings (see 

further Part VI 4.1). 

Wolff saw hope in Israel's history to a certain extent, but he failed to recog

nize that repentance always relates to Yahweh's mercy (e.g., Ahab) and forgiveness 

(e.g., Judges, David) in Israel's history. Therefore, Joshua-Kings could have 

awakened a hope for restoration among exiles (cf. Cross below). 

Cross' attempt to see Kings only in the light of fidelity, sin and cultic themes 

is one-sided. There are other themes related to sin and "cultic" activities of kings, 

e.g, Yahweh's approval of Jehu's kingship because of Ahab's apostasy, etc. Fur

thermore, the report of Manasseh's idolatry, which is the climax of the Judean 

kings' apostasy and eventually resulted in the destruction of Jerusalem, is not neces

sarily from an exilic editor. 81 Recalling Yahweh's promise (7b-8) of his protection 

for Israel in the Promised land is primarily an appeal to Manasseh and his people to 

76 Cf. ibid., 83. 

77 Ibid., 57, 65. 

78 Ibid., 57. 

79 Ibid., 58. 

80 Ibid., 70. 

81 See further 1. G. McConville's critique of Cross' view regarding the Manasseh-perioope. "Nar
rative and Meaning in the Books of Kings," Bib 70 (1989), 45-46. 
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repent (cf.v.9). Thereupon, Yahweh's judgment follows (10-15). Jerusalem's 

destruction includes the destruction of Manasseh' s dynasty, the punishment for his 

sin. This punishment, in turn, would affect the people. Furthermore, not all evil 

kings received a personal punishment for their sin, for example, Ahaz (2 Ki 16), and 

other prophets in the Book of Kings are anonymous (as 1 Ki 13:1-3). In the 

Manasseh-pericope, Yahweh sent more than one prophet (2 Ki 21:10) to proclaim 

judgment. Since this pericope is not a chronicle, but summarizes the events in 

Manasseh's reign, the omission of the prophet's name does not support the idea of 

an exilic deuteronomistic edition. 

Turning to Nelson, his view about the Davidic promise is not persuasive. The 

common theme in the three passages in 1 Kings (2:4; 8:25; 9:4-5) is Yahweh's 

promise of a lasting dynasty, attached to the condition of loyalty, to all David's 

descendants. Consequently, it is also valid for Solomon. The differences are: in 1 

Ki 2-4 David emphasizes the importance of Solomon's loyalty to maintain Yahweh's 

promise; in 1 Ki 8:25 Solomon requests Yahweh to keep his promise; in 1 Ki 9:4-5 

Yahweh replies to Solomon with a condition, namely that he will establish a firm 

dynasty if Solomon remains loyal. This is followed by another condition that if 

Solomon and his sons become disloyal, they will suffer the consequences (6-9). 

Therefore, the promise of a lasting dynasty and its conditional basis are inseparable. 

Nelson's argument for the evaluation formulae is unsatisfactory. A common 

evaluation formula" ... did evil in the eyes of the Lord" applied to the last four 

kings occurs in the "earlier verdicts" on both Northern and Southern kings (see fur

ther Part IV 2.1.10.2).82 The short form of the formula "just as his father had 

done" also occurs in the earlier evaluation formulae. 83 That IS to say, the short 

evaluation formulae for the last kings of Judah in comparison to earlier, longer for

mulae do not necessarily indicate the style of Dtr2. If we suppose that those kings 

only followed their predecessors, or because of their short reigns - Jehoahaz and 

Jehoiachin only reigned for three months each - there would have been nothing more 

to add to the stereotyped formulae of evaluation. In addition, a stock-phrase is not 

unique to the Bible (see further our assessment of Weippert's view below). 

Turning to Smend, his view about Josh 1 :6-7 is not conclusive. As a matter of 

fact, 1:6 presents Joshua's task, whereas 1:7 explains how he should carry out his 

task, since the successful conquest of the Promised Land depends on Joshua's 

82 Nelson only saw part of the phrase, namely "in the eyes of Yahweh" as typical in the earlier ver
dicts, ibid, 38. 

83 Ibid. 
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loyalty to Yahweh. Contrary to Smend, v. 7. is a specific command which enables 

Joshua to perform his task. In addition, Moses was Yahweh's representative; thus, 

keeping Moses' commandments means keeping those of Yahweh. 84 Therefore, v. 6 

and v. 7 belong together. 

Smend's interpretation of Josh 23 for the exilic situation is far-fetched. Josh 

23 deals with the dispossession of nations from the Promised Land on condition of 

Israel's obedience to the law; here, Israel was promised that it would take over the 

land. Now, the exiled Israelites were in the land of their enemy. If Josh 23 is con

cerned with Israel in exile, then the condition for Israel to possess the enemy's land 

would be obedience and there is no promise to this effect. Added to that, the Bible 

nowhere says, Israel would permanently live in its land of exile. If a concern of 

"DtrN" was Israel's obedience to the law to tum away the disaster, as Smend said, it 

would have been much more sensible for "DtrN" to address the deportees directly 

asking for repentance. In the light of this analysis, Smend's interpretation about the 

nomistic dtr edition does not appear persuasive at all. 

As Campbell recognized, 1 & 2 Kings give weight to the activity of prophets 

in the Northern kingdom. This fact led Campbell to take it as the centre of Israel's 

historiography. Campbell's hypothesis will stand or fall by the validity of Jehu's 

revolution as the basis of the prophetic record. Campbell cannot remain 

unchallenged. Jehu was anointed to punish Ahab's dynasty. This further resulted in 

reform of the religion in the Northern kingdom. Saul and David were, on the other 

hand, enthroned to rule the whole nation but not with the judgmental purpose for 

which Jehu was anointed. His view about "secondary development" is also 

unconvmcmg. There is no clue that the evaluations of the Northern kingdom 

influenced those of the Southern kingdom. In addition, no dynasty in the Northern 

kingdom lasted long in contrast to the Davidic dynasty. It is hard to accept that the 

author(s) could have taken examples from collapsing dynasties for his work (their 

works) about a lasting dynasty. Hezekiah in particular carried out his reform 

through loyalty to Yahweh, not by following the negative examples of the Northern 

kings. Campbell's understanding of Israel's history is punishment-centred. 

As we have seen the orientation of scholarship on DtrH is twofold: one is 

centred on Yahweh's judgment, the other on Israel's obligations. By failing to bring 

these two aspects together, scholars have atomized the texts in Joshua-Kings, frag

menting Israel's history. An extreme view arises from the form-historical approach, 

namely individual books in Joshua-Kings are distinctive and have no linking thread. 

84 See further Part VI 4.6.1. 
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In this scholarly situation a new approach may bring in to harmony Yahweh's judg

ment and Israel's obligations and so unify Israel's history. 

Comparing ancient Near Eastern texts makes the weaknesses of the standard 

approaches clear. In presenting Hoffmann's position, his view of Israel's relation

ship to Yahweh expressed in either obedience (reform) or disobedience (apostasy) is 

certainly visible throughout Joshua-Kings. However, in Hoffmann's view, Israel's 

relationship with Yawheh is fictitious, it was the dtr composition. However, a 

human· relationship with, a deity85 and the concept of divine punishment are not 

unique in the Bible (cf. Part I 1), since they existed in the ancient Near East long 

before Israel entered the Promised Land. A question arises whether the concept 

behind the adverse judgments of Yahweh occurs in other Ancient Oriental curses. If 

so, it may help us to see the relationship between Israel and Yahweh in historical 

contexts as depicted in Joshua-Kings; Added to that, the cultic theme should not be 

treated in detachment from other themes running through Joshua-Kings, e.g., 

penitence (Wolft), the Davidic hope (Cross), etc. Attributing the schematic present

ation of kings' activities to the exilic author is not necessary, as will be shown (see 

Deuteronomic Summaries in Part VI 4.3). Furthermore, retrospective and cross 

references are not unique to the dtr work. For example, in the Assyrian Annals, 

kings often mentioned that they had repaired the temples which their predecessor 

had built (e.g. RIMA II Tigl.I A.0.87.10 54-55 63-88; A.0.87.12 59 24-31). The 

principle of retrospective reference to a much earlier king occurs in Nabu-apla

iddina's tablet. There Nabu-apla-iddina (ca. 841-813 B.C.) claimed that he estab

lished the regular offerings to Sam~ which were discontinued in Kassu-nadin-ahhi's 

time (1006-04 B.C.).86 In the same tablet, Nabu-apla-iddina mentioned the destruc

tion of Akkad by the Sutu, Aramean tribes, which happened in the 11 th century 

B.C.87 In another case, the reference goes back ca. 1250 years: Nabonidus stated in 

his inscription that he installed his daughter as priestess for Sin and established an 

Egipar for his daughter, as Rim-Sin had built it for his sister Bel-same-suklul the 

priestess of Ur.88 Furthermore, a cross-reference between two kingdoms of Israel 

shared common the tradition. Sennacherib mentioned that he brought back a seal of 

Tukulti-Ninurta (c. 1260 B.C.) from Babylon, which had been taken away to 

85 Cf. Jeffrey J. Niehaus, "The Warrior and his God: The Covenant Foundation of History and 
Historiography," Faith Tradition & History, 299-312. 

86 King, BBSt, 36, 121-22 i 20-28. 
87 W.G. Lambert, Review of Das Era-Epos. XII by F. G6ssmann, AfO 18 (1957-58), 398 
88 F. M. Th. BOhl, "Die Tochter des Konigs Nabonid," in Symbolae ad Jura Orientis Antigui, 166 

ii 1-15. 
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Babylon 600 years before. 89 Consequently, the retrospective and cross references in 

DtrH cannot be used to distinguish the dtr style, since those elements are common in 

ancient Near Eastern literature. 

Weippert's view is problematic. The different styles do not necessarily indi

cate redactional layers. The phrases of the "redactor I" for the Southern kings give 

a general evaluation for their loyalty followed by their failures to eradicate the high 

places, or their failure is simply mentioned e.g., they were not like David or their 

fathers. For the Northern kings, the same principle is applied: a general evaluation 

for their disloyalty is followed by the general statements of failure. The principle of 

evaluation for the disloyal and loyal Southern kings in "redactor II" is identical to 

that of evaluation for the disloyal Northern kings in "redactor I." The phrases for 

kings of both kingdoms are elaborated by mentioning their deeds; that also cor

responds to evaluation formulae of the loyal Southern kings with their neglected 

deeds in the "redactor I." In other words, some phrases are short and others more 

elaborate but without systematic distinction. 

Weippert's criterion of varied phraseology can also be falsified by applying it 

to Assyrian texts. The same features occur in Assyrian annals. There, descriptions 

of loyal vassals rarely occur, since the annals concentrate on reporting the con

sequences of disloyalty from the suzerain's point of view. Nevertheless, the style of 

description about disloyal vassals is comparable to those in Weippert's examples. 

Beside the stock-phrases running throughout Assyrian annals (see Part III 1.10.1-2), 

individual annals contain different expressions for disloyal vassals. For example, in 

Tiglath-Pileser I's annals, we find: disloyal vassals are simply described as ltJ mllgirl 

"unsubmissive" (i 89; ii 102),90 which in parallel with sap~ate "rebellious" in ii 68-

9 and 89 expresses the status of the peoples who had broken treaties. A land which 

had broken a treaty is phrased as sa bilta u madatta ana daSsur b~llya iklu "which 

had withheld tribute and impost from the god A§§ur, my lord" (i 90-91a);91 here, 

payment of tribute by vassals to their suzerain meant payment to A§§ur. The 

behaviour of the rebellious lands (ii 89) is described as sa bilassunu u madattaSunu 

usamsikani "which had abandoned tribute and tax" (ii 91-92).92 Since treaties were 

made before the gods, treaty breaking is described as being disobedient to the chief 

god of Assyria: sa ana dassur b~/lya III kansu "who [Seni, king of the land Daieni] 

89 D. J. Wiseman, "The Vassal-treaties of EsarhaddoD," !!!!S 20 (1958), 21. 

90 RIMA II A.0.87.1 14, 17. 

91 Ibid., 14. 

92 Ibid., 17. 
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had not been submissive to the god Assur" (v 23).93 In Weippert's terms, the styles 

of four Assyrian redactors are recognized.94 But no Assyriologist would accept it~ 
The point is: different phrases for the same matter do not indicate different redac
tors. 95 

Turning to Westermann, his a priori assertion of oral transmission is hardly 

sustainable in the light of evidence from the ancient Near East. The preserved docu

ments from the third millennium onwards indicate that anything from all spheres of 

life considered important for transmission to posterity was preserved in writing. In 

addition, before Israel entered the Promised Land, writing was common in the 

Levant. According to A. Millard, the alphabet was spread "throughout Canaan dur

ing the period between the eleventh and the fourteenth century B.C. "96 The Gezer 

Calendar of the 10th century is a further indication of the use of writing after 

Israel's settlement. Also internal Biblical references convey that "Deuteronomy 

expects a degree of literacy to permeate society," "the Israelites were to learn and 

teach the commands, always talk about them, and 'write them upon the doorposts of 

93 Ibid., 22. 

94 In Sargon's eighth campaign, against Urartu (Mayer, MOOG 115 (1983), 65-132), Weippert's 
method would conclude numerous Assyrian redactors were at work. A rebellious vassal is described 
with three phrases occurring in the same context: la niI~er zikir dassur dmarduk, "who did not keep 
the command of Ashur (and) Marduk" (line 92); la piIlihu miImit bll blll, "who did not fear the oath 
of the lord of the lords" (line 92); dsamas dikkugallu raba iliIni zikirsu kabtu la nasruma," who did 
not keep the solemn command of Shamash, the great judge of the gods" (line 94a). And each of those 
expressions zikir dassur dmarduk, miImit bll blll and dsamas dikkugallu raba iliIni zikirSu kabtu 
stands pars pro toto for the treaty. Furthermore, the former and present deeds of that vassal are 
described sattisam ana ld ege eteti < qu > u~urtasu arki hi!iIteSu mahrdte gullultu rabitu hepe miIssu u 
sumquftJ nisesu lpusma, "each year, without interruption, he transgressed against his direction; after 
his previous sins he committed a serious crime, destroying his land (= Ullusunu) and overthrowing 
his people" (94b-5); here u~urtasu "his instruction" as pars pro toto refers to the treaty. 

In another instance, an expression of treaty breaking occurs in describing the main issue of 
the treaty from the suzerain's point of view: assu ite mursa miitura1'!aiye • •• ld ltiqa "Because I did 
not step over the border of Ursa, the Urartean ..• " (line 123). 

The plan to fight against the o~erlord implies treaty breaking: ittra ana mithu~ tusari libbasu 
ihsuhma suhhurti ummiln denlil assu,.ki ikappid IiI tayar "his heart desired to fight with me (in) the 
field and planned to repel the army of Enll1 of Assyria mercilessly" (line 110). 

Finally, a rebellious vassal is described in five different ways: lpiS anni u gillati " he 
sinned" (line 309), ltiq miImit ildni "he transgressed the oath (made before) the gods" (line 309), la 
kanisu bllatl "he did not submit to my lordship" (lines 309-310), sa ina ade dassur dsamas dnaba 
dmarduk ih,ama "who violated a pact (made in front of) Ashur, Shamash, NabO (and) Marduk" (line 
310), and ibbalkitu ittra "he rebelled against me" (line 310). These examples convey that the diver
sity of phrases in kings' evaluations is not unique to the Bible. 

95 This comparison shows that all literary-critical analyses which use lexical criteria are unsuitable 
for the Old Testament materials which share the nature of Ancient Oriental literature. 

96 "The Canaanite Linear Alphabet," Kadmos 15 (1976),135. 
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your house and upon your gates' (Deuteronomy 11 :20, cf. 6:9). "97 Furthermore, 

there is no reason to dismiss the conflicts of Saul-David and David's household as 

stories, discarding their historicity. As a matter of fact, these two conflicts are 

about succession. The historical possibility of these narratives can be maintained in 

the light of ancient Near Eastern history. There, conflict over succession among 

members of the royal family is not unusual. For example, in the Assyrian King 

List, Enlil-nasir II (1430-25) ousted his brother from the throne and took over the 

kingship. The same conflict occurred in the 12th century, when Mutakkil-Nusku 

fought his brother and seized the throne. 98 In a Hittite treaty with Mittanni, Sup

piluliuma I mentioned that a son of Tushratta, king of Mittanni, conspired with his 

subjects and killed his father. 99 An Aramaic inscription of the 8th century set up by 

king Barrakkab to honour his father Panammu, mentioned that a rebel killed the 

royal family but Panammu gained the throne with Assyrian aid. 1OO So eradicating 

rivals among royal families was a common occurrence. This situation is also 

reflected in treaties, where vasssals were obliged to protect the suzerain and crown 

prince, e.g., Sf III 9b-12101 and VTE 62-91. 102 In addition, some references differ 

in the presentation of the conflicts about succession; here, they only demonstrate 

results. The Biblical narratives describe the procedure in detail, as Barrakkab gives 

details concerning the quarrel about succession. But the problem depicted in both 

groups of texts is identical. Although these ancient Near Eastern counterparts do not 

prove the historicity of the conflicts of Saul-David and David's sons, they show the 

situations they describe could arise, so there is no reason to dismiss them as stories. 

Another flaw in Westermann's view is the separation of interpretation from the 

event. History is not the narration of events in sequence. The historiographer pre

sents selected events with their interpretation from a certain point of view. 1 03 For 

our purpose, we take an example from Assyrian history. In his annals, Tiglath

pileser I acknowledged the god Assur together with the other gods as authors of his 

efficient campaigns and his superior power. This is a theological interpretation of 

97 A. Millard, "An Assessment of the Evidence for Writing," in Biblical Archaeology Today 
(1985),308. 

98 Alan R. Millard, "Historiography," The Context of Scripture, 465. 

99HDT,40. 

100 SSI II, 78-79 1-3. See further A. Millard, "Israelite and Aramean History," in TB 41 (1990), 
261-75. 

101 Fitzmyer, Sefire, 136-39. 

102 SAA 11,31-32. 

103 See further A. Millard, "Story, History, and Theology," in Faith Tradition & History, 37-64. 
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the success of military expeditions. 1 04 The same feature occurs in the Bible. E~ 

Yamauchi stated: "only a part of the Bible is ostensibly historical. That which is 

historical is selective and is based on a sacred perspective. For example, the royal 

achievements of Solomon's reign do not obscure disappointment in his backslid

ing. "105 In addition, the phenomenon of theological interpretations of events relates 

to ancient Near EaStern and Hebrew world-views. The common concept in both 

world-views is of divine cOntrol behind the events,106 whereas one of the differences 

between two views is that one is polytheistic (ancient Near East) and the other 

monotheistic (Hebrew).107 In the light of ancient Near Eastern historiography, 

theological interpretations are not necessarily to be viewed as later additions to the 

events; they may be recorded simultaneously. There is therefore no reason to deny 

the same feature in Israel's history. 

104 In Hittite historiography, e.g., "Mursili invariably mentions the help of the gods whenever he 
reports a victory - it is almost a cliche," Hans G. Giiterbock, "Hittite Historiography: A Survey," in 
History. Historiography and Interpretaion, 34·35. 

105 Edwin Yamauchi, "The Current State of Old Testament Historiography," in Faith. Traditon & 
History, 4. 

106 See further Berti! Albrektson, History and The Gods. 

107 See further the differences of divine acts in history between the ancient Near East and Israel, 
W. G. Lambert, "History and the Gods: A Review Article," Or 39 (1970), 170-77. 
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2.2.2 Theories of Covenant 

2.2.2.1 Covenant as a Theological Concept 

J. Wellhausen considered that the concept of covenant originated as a theologi

cal response at the time when other nations became a threat to Israel in the 9th and 

8th centuries B.C. In this political crisis, the prophets, such as Elijah and Amos, 

made Israel's relation to Yahweh dependent "on condition, conditions of a moral 

character. "1 The nature of these conditions required by Yahweh "came to the very 

front in considering His relations with them."2 That is to say, Yahweh's attitude 

towards Israel "entirely depended" on Israel's fulftlment of those conditions. "In 

this way arose, from ideas which easily suggested it, but yet as an entirely new 

thing, the substance of the notion of covenant or treaty." However, "the name, 

Berith", "does not occur in the old prophets, not even in Hosea, .... "3 To main

tain this view, Wellhausen regarded the occurrence of Yahweh's IFnt with Israel in 

Hos 8:1 as an interpolation.4 The theological idea of the covenant "as the contract

ing parties [between Yahweh and Israel] of the covenant by which the various repre

sentatives of the people had originally pledged each other to keep" "the 

Deuteronomic law" was the interpretation of JjCrith by the prophets.S As a result of 

Josiah's reform, "the notion of covenant-making between Jehovah and Israel" 

became central "in religious thought. "6 A nation-wide understanding of the 

covenant came after two national disasters. Wellhausen continued: "The Babylonian 

exile no doubt helped, as the Assyrian exile had previously done, to familiarize the 

Jewish mind with the idea that the covenant depended on conditions, and might pos-

1 "Only when the existence of Israel had come to be threatened by the Syrians and Assyrians," 
Julius Wellhausen, Prolegomena to the History of Israel translated by J. S. Black and A. Menzies 
(Edinburgh: Adam & Charles Black, 1885),417. 

2 Ibid., 418. 

3 Ibid., 418. 

4 Ibid. 

5 Ibid. According to Wellhausen, "the ancient Hebrews had no other conception of law nor any 
other designation for it than that of a treaty. A law only obtained force by the fact of those to whom 
it was given binding themselves to keep it. So it is in Exod. xxiv. 3-8, and in 2 Kings xxiii. 1-3; so 
also in Jer. xxxiv. 8 seq." "This use of the Berit (i.t!., treaty) for law, fitted very well with the great 
idea of the prophets, and received from it in turn an interpretation, according to which the relation of 
Jehovah to Israel was conditioned by the demands of His righteousness, as set forth in His word and 
instruction. In this view of the matter Jehovah and Israel came to be regarded as the contracting 
parties of the covenant by which the various representatives of the people had originally pledged each 
other to keep, say, the Deuteronomic law," ibid. 

6 Ibid., 419. 
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sibly be dissolved."7 For Wellhausen, the covenant-concept is developed gradually 

and its full fledged theological development occurs in the Exile. 

Wellhausen's view was taken up by L. Perlitt,8 whose view E. W. Nicholson 

developed. 9 Perlitt also denied the occurrence of 11"::1 in the prophets of the 8th 

century B.C. He considered the concept of covenant as the dtr theological inter

pretation about the pre-existing texts: 

Das DtrG ist das Produkt der Sammlung, Gliederung und Deutung vorgegebener Quellen und Stoff. 
Die dtr Bundestheologie haftet nicht diesen Quellen, sondem deren Deutung an; sie ist also die 
theologische Leistung der dtr Verfasser in einem Jahrhundert, in dem Israel geootigt war, Geschichte 
mehr zu erleiden als zu gestalten. . . • Zu den Mitteln, mit deren Hilfe Geschichte und Gegenwart 
durchsichtig werden sollten, gehort also die bundestheologische Terminologie und Topik [Bund und 
Land; Bund und Fremdgotter; Bund und Gesetz (Bundesurkunde); Bund und Davidverhei6ung); .• 
10 

For Perl itt, this covenant concept is a theological idea developed in the period of 

crisis under Manasseh. 11 

Nicholson, on the other hand, considered the origin of the covenant to lie in 

the time of Hosea, the eighth century B.C. (contra Wellhausen and Perlitt).12 So he 

avoided emending Hosea. He continued that "its [covenant] most intensive and 

expansive usage came with the Deuteronomic movement" from the late pre-exilic 

period on into the sixth century. So Wellhausen's thesis "that the covenant as a full

blown theological concept was a late arrival in Israel is substantially vindicated. "13 

2.2.2.2 Covenant in Form of Treaties 

(1) Combined Approach 

Some scholars combined ancient Near Eastern treaties with literary criticism in 

understanding of the Biblical covenant. 

7 Ibid., 419. 

8 Lothar Perlitt, Bundestheologie im Alten Testament. 

9 Ernest W. Nicholson, God and His People. 

10 Perlitt, Bundestheologie, 30. 

11 "Die dt Bundestheologie ist ein Zentralmotiv der dt Bewegung und Literatur. Nicht in Zeiten 
der Blilte (etwa under Jeroboam II., der das 8. Jh. priigte), sondem in Zeiten der Krise (etwa under 
Manasse, der das 7. Jh. priigte) wuchs sie heran," ibid., 279. 

12 Hillers also saw a gradual development of the covenant idea in Israel. By means of Israel's 
belief in the covenant relationship with Yahweh, said Hillers, "treaty-curses could have entered 
Israelite literature and survived there," Treaty-curses, 82. According to him, "at least by the 
beginning of literary prophecy, then, the Israelites believed themselves to be bound to Yahweh by 
covenant" (ibid., 84). And "all will agree that the idea of a covenant between Israel and Yahweh is 
present in fully developed form by 621 B.C., the date of Josiah's reform," ibid., 82. 

13 Nicholson, God and His People, 188-91. 
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G. E. Mendenhall challenged scholars' views about the covenant arising from 

prophetic preaching in the 8th and 7th centuries B.C. He asserted that the Mosaic 

covenant resembled the Hittite vassal treaties from the second half of the second mil

lennium B.C.14 However, the Mosaic covenant broke down with the establishment 

of monarchy. He stated: "The stipulations of the covenant were not really relevant, 

for political organization and the monarchy were now the foundation of social 

obligation ... "IS He continued: 

. . . in the time of David, the tradition of the covenant with Abraham became the pattern of a 
covenant between Yahweh and David, whereby Yahweh promised to maintain the Davidic line on the 
throne (II Sam 23:5). Yahweh bound himself, ... , and therefore Israel could not escape 
responsibility to the king.1 6 

For Mendenhall, the Davidic covenant replaced the Sinai covenant in the Southern 

kingdom,17 whereas "the original center [the Northern kingdom] of the old feder

ation, . . ., evidently preserved far more the old Mosaic covenant tradition. "18 

"The old amphictyonic covenant"19 was rediscovered in Josiah's time bringing 

reform "when it was seen that the covenant provided for curses as well as blessings 

(II Kings 22:13)."20 Then, "gradually in the years and centuries which followed," 

in the deuteronomic "theology history" "the traditions [the Sinai and Abrahamic 

covenants] of an original direct command of God were harmonized and merged with 

the fact that the monarchy had developed a customary law with an ultimately reli

gious foundation giving it divine authority. "21 He continued: 

The necessity for a religious motivation for obedience to the laws of society was merged with the 
tradition of direct and immediate responsibility to divine command under covenant, and place was 

14 In his recent entry "Covenant," in ABD I (written with G. Herion), following Weinfeld's view 
about VTE's influence on Deuteronomy, Mendenhall stated that "the Sinaitic tradition was reformu
lated more along the lines of the prevalent oath-taking procedure of the later period (reflected particu
larly in the increasing emphasis on curses)" (1187). 

15 George E. Mendenhall, "Ancient Orient and Biblical Law" BA Reader vol. 3 (1970), 46-47, 
reprinted from BA 17 (1954), 50-76. 

16 BA Reader, 47-48. 

17 "The Davidic covenant became normative in Judah . .. The Mosaic legal tradition could hardly 
have been any more attractive to Solomon than it was to Paul," ibid., 48. 

18 Ibid. 

19 According to Mendenhall, the covenant of Josh 24 was a new covenant "which became the basis 
of the federation of tribes. There is no indication in Joshua 24 that it was a continuation of the 
Mosaic covenant, except in the historical prologue," ibid., 43-44. 

20 Ibid., SO. "It is here suggested that what was rediscovered was not old legislation, but the basic 
nature of the old amphictyonic covenant. It brought home to Josiah and the religious leadership that 
they had been living in a fool's paradise to assume that Yahweh had irrevocably committed himself to 
preserve the nation in the Davidic-Abrahamic covenant,· ibid., SO. 

2t Ibid., 50. 
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made for the authority of political leadership while at the same time making the leadership responsible 
to religious tradition. 22 • 

This creative adjustment furnished "the religious community with the "direct reli

gious responsibility" which sustained it despite complete destruction.23 

D. J. McCarthy acknowledged the existence of pre-deuteronomic covenant 

texts (Ex 19:3b-8; Josh 24:1-28; 1 Sam 12). But he denied these covenant texts in 

terms of treaty form and considered them as "the products of theological reflec

tion. "24 However, the covenant concept developed partially in these texts, claimed 

McCarthy, is developed completely by the influence of the treaty analogy.25 Then, 

when was the treaty known to Israel? McCarthy knew clearly about a long tradition 

of treaties from the late third down to the first millennium in the Ancient Near East 

and its influence in Palestine long before Israel came into the Promised Land. 26 

McCarthy also recognized that "there is at least some evidence that some of the 

covenants used to create or regulate relations with populations living with the 

Hebrews in Palestine were in proper treaty form," e.g., the case of the Gibeonites.27 

But he accepted the extant treaty-making only "from the time of David on. "28 

McCarthy continued: 

but perhaps even more important and certainly more immediate for the connection between Israel and 
the Mesopotamian legal tradition with its treaties was the influence of Assyria. . .. She had treaties 
with neighbors as near as Ashdod, Israel under the Omrids and after was an Assyrian vassal, and the 
kings of Judah served Assyria from Ahaz on. Without doubt Israel and Judah knew the Assyrian 
treaties because they were parties to them!29 . 

Yet the covenant in the treaty form is developed late in Israel's history when "politi

cal experience and theological reflection call upon the treaty to express some 

profound ideas about the people's relation to God. "30 So McCarthy claimed that 

Israel's relationship with Yahweh "according to the treaty genre is first articulated 

sometime after 700 B.C.31 

22 Ibid., 51. 

23 Ibid., 51. 

24 Treaty and Covenant rev. ed., 15, 206-76. 

25 Ibid., 290. 

26 Ibid., 286. 

27 Ibid., 287. 
28 Ibid., 289. 

29 Ibid., 287. 
30 Ibid., 290. 

31 Ibid., 15. 
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Although McCarthy considered the treaty-genre as the form of covenant into 

account, his view about the gradual development is in line with W. Eichrodt. 32 

M. Weinfeld claimed that "the author of Deuteronomy formulated the 

Covenant of the Plains of Moab on the pattern of political treaties [VTE] current in 

his own time which propagated the tradition of the Hittite treaty. "33 Weinfeld also 

saw a strong influence of treaty curses of the first millennium B.C on Dt 28. 34 For 

him, the form of Deuteronomy corresponds to "an oath of loyalty imposed by the 

suzerain on his vassals. "35 Based on his previous article "the Loyalty Oath in the 

Ancient Near East, "36 Weinfeld argued that "such loyalty oaths were prevalent from 

the days of the Hittite Empire from the fifteenth and fourteenth centuries"' onward. 37 

In his article "the Loyalty Oath in the Ancient Near East, "38 Weinfeld used four 

Hittite treaties (treaties between Tudhaliya IT and Sunashshura, Suppiluliuma I and 

Shattiwaza, Mursili IT and Niqmeqa and Tudhaliya IV and Shaushga-muwa) and the 

instructions for Hittite high officials. 

(2) Historical Approach 

However, scholars failed to see the Ancient Oriental context of Old Testament 

covenant from the geographical, historical and cultural point of view in its full 

extent. This scholarly failure was attacked by Kenneth A. Kitchen. 

Kitchen emphasized the importance of setting Old Testament material "in the 

full context (in both in space and time) of all the related Ancient Oriental material 

that is available. "39 He pointed out that the features Biblical scholars use to distin-

32 •. . . the covenant-union between Yahweh and Israel is an original element in all sources, despite 
their being in part in very fragmentary form.· He continued that Israel's loyalty to Yahweh, "a living 
interpretation of the covenant-relationship," was also in Deuteronomy of the seventh century B.C., 
Theology of the Old Testament I, 36, 50, 72. 

33 DDS, 60. He continued: "The Hittite model pervaded the old biblical tradition, which 
Deuteronomy used and reworked in accordance with the prevalent covenantal pattern reflected in the 
VlE,· Deuteronomy 1-11, 9. So for him, both old Biblical materials and VTE preserved the pattern 
of Hittite treaties. Yet, for Weinfeld, the influence of VTE on Deuteronomy was decisive. Menden
hall and Herion arrived at the same conclusion (see above), ·Covenant,· 1187. Perlitt asserted the 
covenant theology of Israel appeared in zeitlicher Koinzidenz with the Assyrian treaty [VTE], Bundes 
Theologie, 283. 

34 • Athough all the elements of the deuteronomic covenant are found in the Hittite treaty, one ele
ment at least points to the later neo-Assyrian and Aramean treaty pattern. The Hittite treaty has very 
short and generalized curses formulae, while Deuteronomy like the Assyrian treaties and the Sefire 
steles contains a series of elaborate curses," DDS, 67. 

35 Deuteronomy I-II, 7. 

36 UF 8 (1976), 379-414. 

37 Deuteronomy 1-11, 7. 

38 UF 8 (1976), 379-414. 

39 Ancient Orient and Old Testament, 24. 
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guish sources are, in fact, characteristic of Ancient Oriental literature. For example, 

many of the criteria on which the documentary hypothesis rests, relating to lexical 

and stylistic elements along with doublets are in fact the common property of the 

ancient Near Eastern world.4O Having compared the results from the analysis of 

more than forty treaties with the covenants reflected in Exodus-Leviticus, 

Deuteronomy and Josh 24,41 he concluded that the covenant form corresponds to 

those of the Hittite treaties of the late second millennium B.C. The covenants in 

Deuteronomy42 and Josh 24 are the renewal of the Sinai covenant. Furthermore, 

the covenant texts convey two distinctive elements which are lacking in treaties. 

First of all,43 

The Sinai Covenant has the closest expectable links with both third/early second millennium Laws 
and the late second millennium Treaties, the links varying directly with function. Of distinctive fea
tures, Prologue, Laws, Epilogue, and few Blessings/many Curses all go with Law; the historical 
component of Prologue, Deposit/Reading, Witnesses and a Curses/Blessings topos are all held in 
common with Treaty type 1lI [late second millennium B.C.]. Thus, the form and content of the Sinai 
Covenant is beyond serious doubt a clear confluence of the much older Law tradition with the late
second-millennium treaty format .•• 

Kitchen continued: 

The Sovereign concerned is not simply a human.' great king', but Deity. Hence, in tum, the covenant 
possesses both moral and religious aspects not to be found in purely political state treaties. No serv
ice or tribute is requested here for the palace of a 'great king'. Instead, we have the Tabernacle 
instituted (Deity'S audience room on earth with the people's representatives), and the rituals of the 
cult as service due to the divine Sovereign. Hence, the arrangements planned and executed in the lat-
ter part of the book of Exodus, and the rituals of Leviticus.44 . 

This distinctive element exists due to God's suzerainty of Israel. "The basic Sinai 

covenant and its two renewals" are to be dated in the 13th century B.C. (at the very 

40 See further ibid., 112-29 .. 

41 See the table in The Bible in its World, 82. 

42 See -Ancient Orient, -Deuteronomism," in New Perspectives On The Old Testament, 1-24. 

43 Kitchen tabulated the elements, in -The Fall and Rise of Covenant, Law and Treaty, - TB 40 
(1989), 127: 

Law 

1. Title/preamble 
2. Prologue 
3. Laws 
4. Epilogue 

Sa. Blessings (few) 
Sb. Curses (many) 

44 The Bible, 84 .. 

Sinai Covenant 

1. Title/preamble 
2. Historical prologue 
3. Laws, regulations 
4a1b. Deposit; Reading 
S. Witnesses 
6a. Blessings (few) 
6b. Curses (many) 

Treaties 
Oate second millennium B.C. 
1. Title/preamble 
2. Historical prologue 
3. Stipulations 
4a1b. Deposit; Reading 
S. Witnesses 
6b. Curses 
6a. Blessings 
7. Epilogue 
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latest c. 1200 B. C.). 45 In addition, having explored the occurrence of the term berlt 

in Ancient Oriental literature, Kitchen stated that "by c. 1200 B.C., the covenant

concept" was "already over a millennium old", which "the use of brt itself' was 

"attested even in foreign languages up to 200 years earlier." "Moreover, Hebrew 

brtPlt ('bond/oath') for 'covenant' (Deut. 29:11, 13) is precisely paralleled semanti

cally by the ubiquitous riksu (etc.) mIlmltu of the late-second millennium treaties. "46 

Kitchen concluded: 1) "the concept of 'covenant' is not peculiar to Israel;" 2) Bent 

is "neither specifically Hebrew nor specially 'Deuteronomic' - it is not even solely 

West-Semitic but basically part of Common Semitic. "47 In the light of Kitchen's 

analysis, views about the covenant-concept and the use of Bent as the theological 

construct originated in the 9th-7th century are hard to maintain. 48 

Secondly, the different nature of the covenant texts depends on the procedure 

of covenant-making. According to Kitchen, the nature of Exodus-Leviticus, 

Deuteronomy, and Joshua 24 is "a record of the acts of giving and of renewing the 

covenant, but . . . not the actual, formal covenant-documents (and indeed, 

occasionally mentioning the writing-down of such documents, cf. Ex. 24:4, 7; Deut. 

31 :24; Josh 24:25, 26). "49 Unfortunately, these distinctive elements of the covenant 

are usually overlooked, so the covenant in Ex-Lev and Josh 24 is not recognized. 

The strength of this approach is that the covenant is treated primarily in its 

Ancient Oriental cultural and historical context without the imposition of modem 

literary expectations. 

2.2.2.3 Evaluation 

Wellhausen's view of the occurrence of JJerith in Hosea is flawed because of 

his emendation of the text in Hos 8:1. Furthermore, Wellhausen's and his fol

lowers' (including Hillers and McCarthy) "minimal" views about the covenant

concept originating due to political crisis brought about by Syria and Assyria in the 

first part of the first millennium B.C. cannot be maintained. As a matter of fact, the 

covenant-concept and its term (JJerlth) share common ancient Near Eastern tradition 

extant from the third (the former) and the second part of the second (the latter) mil

lennia B.C. onwards, according to Kitchen's view. 

45 The Bible, 83. 

46 K. A. Kitchen, "Egypt, Ugarit, Qatna and Covenant, " UF 11 (1979), 463. 

47 Ibid. 

48 See the view about the covenant as theological idea, Nicholson, God and his People, 83-117. 

49 The Bible, 83. 
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As to Mendenhall, although his contribution is the historical setting of the 

covenant in early Israel, two significant questions arise: 1) whether the Sinal 

covenant broke down with the establishment of monarchy; 2) whether it was 

replaced by the Davidic covenant in the Southern kingdom. Furthermore, Josh 24 

need not be Ita new covenant." In this chapter Joshua emphasizes Yahweh's 

benevolence and the significance of Israel's loyalty, which are basic to the Mosaic 

covenant. In fact, Josh 24 presents a record of covenant-renewal (see Kitchen 

above). 

Turning to Weinfeld, his study about the ancient Near Eastern documents is 

unsatisfactory. In the first treaty he cited, Tudhaliya II assured his vassal of his sup

port, e.g., "if some land begins war against Sunashshura, that land is covered by 

His Majesty's oath. Sunashshura will request military assistance from His Majesty, 

and His Majesty must provide it to him. "50 In the second treaty, Suppiluliuma I 

said: "as someone is the enemy of the land of Mittanni, [he shall be] the enemy [of 

Hatti]. "51 In other words, if an enemy invaded Mittani, Suppiluliuma would come 

to his aid. S2 In the third treaty, Mursili II obliged himself to support Niqmepa. S3 

The latter part of the fourth treaty is fragmentary. So we cannot tell whether it con

tained the self-obligation of the Hittite king or not. S4 At any rate, these three Hittite 

treaties are not merely loyalty oaths (see Part III 1.0). The suzerain and the vassal 

were mutually obliged to support each other in political crises. The lack of the 

suzerain's promise to his vassals in VTE does not necessarily indicate that yTE is 

loyalty oaths. This lack may be an important element of vassal treaties in the first 

millennium B.C. The fact that in some cases the phrase the gods are invoked to 

destroy the one who transgressed the instructions in the Hethitische Dienstan

weisungen shows similarity to vassal treaties, S5 in which the treaty-gods are invoked 

to punish treaty-breakers. This similarity originated from the similar situation, 

namely Hittite high officials and vassals should remain loyal to the Hittite kings (see 

Part III 1.0 fn. 8). But these documents are two different genres, since Hethitische 

50 HDT, no. 2, 17 §31. 

51 Ibid, no. 6a, 41 §8. 

52 Cf. ibid., no. 2, 17 §2S. 

53 WAnd if someone oppresses(?) you, .. '., and [you send] to the King [of Hatti : wCome to my 
aid],· then the King [will come] to [your aid]. He will send [either a prince or a high-ranking 
nobleman, together with infantry and chariotry, and they will defeat that] enemy [for you]: HDT, 
no. 9, 61 §4. 

54 Ibid., no. 17, 101. 

55 In another Hittite instruction high officials invoked curses upon themselves for the transgression 
of the instruction, E. von Schuler, wDie Wiirentriigereide des Arnuwanda,· Or 25 (1956), 229-31. 
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Dienstanweisungen do not have elements of vassal treaties, such as the Hittite kings' 

promises to support vassals if necessary. In addition, the gods are not witnesses to 

the establishment of the instructions, as in the case of vassal treaties. 56 In the light 

of this analysis, Weinfeld's arguments about "loyalty oaths" are not persuasive at all 

(see further Part III 1.0 fn. 10). 

To sum up, although scholars have attempted to understand Israel's covenant 

history in the ancient Near Eastern context, they did not, in fact, get beyond 

Wellhausen's view. Scholars disregarded the historical, cultural context of the Old 

Testament material (Wellhausen's followers), or theological bias became an obstacle 

to seeing the material in its original context (Mendenhall and McCarthy), or they 

used the ancient Near Eastern material inadequately (Weinfeld). To treat the Bible 

like other ancient Near Eastern literature is vital because of its historical context in 

the ancient Near East, as Kitchen demonstrated. 

56 Cf. Einar von Schuler, Hethitische Dienstanweisungen, 3. See divine witnecess in Hittite vassal 
treaties, HOT and in Neo-Assyrian treaties, AM vi 6-26 and VTE 13-40. 



Chapter 3 

METHODOLOGY 

In our project we employ a "contextual approach." This approach treats the 

Old Testament materials in their ancient contexts. The contextual approach deals 

equally with the common aspects and contrasts between the Biblical materials and 

the ancient Near Eastern materials. 1 W. W. Hallo defined the goal of the contextual 

approach: 

It is not to find the key to every biblical phenomenon in some ancient Near Eastern precedent, but 
rather to silhouette the biblical text against its wider literary and cultural environment and thus to 
arrive at a proper assessment of the extent to which the biblical evidence reflects that environment or, 
on the contrary, is distinctive and innovative over against it.2 

The procedure we use to reach this goal, is to explore ancient Near Eastern curse 

materials to provide a basis for comparison with the Biblical texts. 3 

3.1 The Covenant-Curses in Ancient Near Eastern Contexts 

As we have seen, it is a widespread view in Old Testament studies that the 

covenant concept originated as part of a theological idea in the 7th century B.C .. 

Accordingly, the covenant-curses are considered as a theological reflection to 

explain two national disasters of Israel, gradually expanded (esp. Dt 28). In addi

tion to this idea the assumption that VTE influenced Dt 28 is commonly accepted 

(see Part VII). To comprehend the covenant-curses in ancient contexts, we first 

explore the antecedents of Neo-Assyrian treaty-curses in Sumero-Babylonian soil, 

for Assyrian culture is a continuum of Sumero-Babylonian culture. That will, in 

tum, provide us with analogies for a better understanding of the Biblical covenant

curses. To reach our goal, we take four steps. 

Firstly, we explore the role of curses in ancient Near Eastern inscriptions. 

That will help us to see whether there are cases of the retrospective use of curses or 

not. The result will be employed to assess views about the retrospective use of 

covenant-curses as a theological product to describe two national disasters of Israel. 

Secondly, we seek the roots of Neo-Assyrian treaty-curses as far back as pos

sible through available materials. Then we explore curses which are unique to Neo

Assyrian literature. This study will help us to see common and unique traditions in 

1 William W. Hallo, "Compare and Contrast: The Contextual Approach to Biblical Literature,· in 
The Bible in the Light of Cuneiform Literature, 4. 

2 ibid., 3. 

3 See further on the validity and benefits of the comparative approach, Longman, Fictional 
Akkadian Autobiography, 30-36. 
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Neo-Assyrian curses. Thereafter we compare West-Semitic curses, apart from the 

Biblical covenant-curses, with Sumero-Akkadian curses. This study will explore 

West-Semitic curses: 1) in the light of Sumero-Akkadian literature; 2) in the light of 

common environment. It will, in tum, reveal curses unique to West-Semitic inscrip

tions. To reach our goal, we follow the pattern of ancient Near Eastern literature. 

There no single curses are literally repeated, with a few exceptions, indicating that 

the ancient scribes freely composed curses utilizing transmitted traditions. Thus, it 

is the concepts of the curses which we compare. The results of this study will pro

vide a basis for the further comparison of Babylonian curses, VTE and Biblical 

covenant-curses which we shall undertake in Part V. 

Thirdly, we employ the same conceptual approach applied to Sumero

Akkadian and West-Semitic curses for the comparison of two sets of Biblical 

covenant-curses (Lev 26 and Dt 28) to assess whether or not there were different 

traditions behind them. 

Fourthly, we compare the sequences of Biblical covenant-curses (Dt 28) with 

Akkadian curses in Part V. Here, we select the lengthy lists of curses in one of the 

boundary stones and VTE. This study will enable us to comprehend the structure of 

curses in Dt 28 and also evaluate whether the widespread views about the influence 

of VTE on Dt 28 and the growth of the covenant-curses (Dt 28) are justifiable. Fur

thermore, to understand the sequential differences in our comparison, we explore 

couplings of curses in the light of other ancient Near Eastern curses to clarify 

whether there were common traditions behind curses common to two or three texts 

and curses only occurring in individual texts, respectively. The results will con

tribute to our understanding of the Biblical covenant-curses in terms of structure and 

contents. 

Since covenant-curses are an integral part of the covenant, in our analysis, we 

explore the role and the function of covenant-curses in the concept of covenant, 

which occurs in Israel's history from the Joshua to 2 Kings. 

3.2 The Concept of Vassalsbip in Ancient Near Eastern Contexts 

As our review shows, the origin of Israel's account of her history (Joshua

Kings) is commonly attributed to the 7th century B.C. onwards. In this study we 

compare Joshua-Kings with the Assyrian annals from Tiglath-pileser I (1114-1076 

B.C.) onwards. These two groups of texts are not formal treaty and covenant docu

ments, but present the history of relationships between suzerains and vassals. In our 
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analysis, we adopt the elements of relationship between Hittite kings and their sub-

jects presented by V. Korosec: 4 • 

1) The benevolence of the suzerain in the Assyrian annals corresponds to the 

historical prologue of a treaty in our analysis; the suzerain's benevolence includes 

not only past benefactions, but also his forgiveness for penitent vassals in the course 

of military campaigns, which was a basis for renewal of the treaty, to promote their 

future loyalty, whereas the historical prologue refers to the past benefactions by the 

suzerain as "a basis for the vassal's gratitude and future obedience. "5 

2) The suzerain's reinforcement of the vassals' loyalty. 

3) The suzerain's obligations - he obliged himself to protect vassals. Accord

mg to· Korosec, "das Wesen der hethitischen Vasallitiit macht das gegenseitige 

SchutzverhaItnis aus. Daher ist auch der GroBkonig verpflichtet, dem Vasallen nach 

auBen and nach innen hin seinen Schutz zu gew3.hren."6 The protection given by the 

suzerain sometimes included food supplies when vassals were in need. 

4) The obligations of vassals. 

5) The validity of a vassal treaty with the people; this element refers to curses 

in a treaty and is indicated in the suzerain's military expeditions against disloyal vas

sals, when not only vassal kings but also their people were punished. 

6) The purpose of the suzerain's disciplinary measures; these are lawful acts, 

when a breach of treaty occurred. 

7) The theocentric features of disciplinary measures; this element related to the 

sanctions of a vassal treaty, which was established in the names of deities, and thus, 

the suzerain's military campaign against disloyal vassals was theocentric. 

8) The sanction of the vassal treaty. 

9) The duration of the vassal treaty. 

10) The language of the vassal treaty. 

11) The deposit of the treaty: this aspect does not occur in the Assyrian annals 

because of their nature. 

12) Divine witnesses implicitly occur in phrases of treaty-making, which are 

sometimes omitted. 

We, firstly, employ these aspects of the concept of vassalship to analyse the 

Assyrian kings' annals, examining the concept of vassalship and the execution of 

treaty-curses. Although a few vassal treaties from the ninth century B. C. onwards 

4 Hethitische Staatsvertriige, 65-107. 

5 Kitchen, Ancient Orient, 92-93. 

6 Korosec, Hethitische Vert rage, 89. 
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have been recovered, with only one complete (VTE) , Assyriologists believe that 

Assyrian kings established vassal treaties with weaker kings from the second millen

nium B.C. onwards. A. Kirk Grayson stated: 

The idea of gaining influence over a state through a treaty goes back to the very beginnings of the 
Assyrian Empire in the second millennium. In the early days treaties were oral statements sworn to 
by a series of oaths of which no written record was kept, other than in royal inscriptions and 
chronicles. Gradually the idea arose to write down the terms of these agreements. and thus formal 
treaties evolved. 7 

Moreover, traces of the same practice can be seen in Sumerian texts. To settle the 

border quarrel, Eannatum, king of Lagash, made a treaty with the leader of Umma 

(r.v): 

. . ., when he opposes or contests the agreement, whenever he violates this agreement, may Ninki, 
by whom he has sworn, have snakes from the ground bite Umma's feet! ... 8 

The Assyrian annals from Tiglath-pileser I to Ashurbanipal reflect the execution of 

treaty-curses. These are analysed and then compared with Neo-Assyrian treaty

curses. This study will re-assess the existence of the concept of vassalship in 

Assyrian history prior to the 9th century B.C. 

Secondly, we apply the same method utilized in Assyrian annals to Biblical 

historical books (Joshua-Kings). This method is justifiable, because: (1) they both 

record events which occurred in a relationship between suzerain and vassals; (2) 

they both have a strong religious element, that is, the Assyrian kings acted in the 

names of their gods, and leaders, kings in the Hebrew books in the name of Yah

weh; (3) the span of time the Assyrian annals and the Hebrew books cover is almost 

the same. 

The Assyrian kings treated their rebellious vassals according to pre-existing 

treaties. Accordingly, we explore the execution of Neo-Assyrian treaty-curses in the 

relationship between the Assyrian kings and their vassals. We apply the same prin

ciple in Joshua-Kings to distinguish Yahweh's relationship with Israel in the case of 

her disloyalty in the light of the supposedly pre-existing Deuteronomy. Thereupon, 

we compare the results from the analyses of the Assyrian annals with those from 

Joshua-Kings to see the common and the unique aspects. The results will help us to 

re-assess our premise about the covenant concept in Joshua-Kings. Moreover, with 

our analyses of Joshua-Kings we hope to present an alternative to dtr theories. 

7 "Assyrian Rule of Conquered Territory in Ancient Western Asia," in Civilizations of the Ancient 
Near East II, 964-65. 

8 Jerrold S. Cooper, Reconstructing History, 47. 
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PART II 

ANCIENT NEAR EASTERN CURSES 
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Chapter 1 

THE ROLE OF CURSES IN ANCIENT NEAR EASTERN LITERATURE 

1.0 Introduction 

Curses applied to every sphere of life in the ancient Near East. As each deity 

was associated with defined spheres or activities of life, particular disasters were 

attributed to particular divinities, for example, destructive rain or lack of rain were 

the work of Adad, the weather god. Consequently, invoking a curse was done in 

the name of the appropriate god. The majority of the curses are invoked in the 

name of a deity. 

In the royal, private monumental, legal inscriptions, and treaties of the ancient 

Near East, curses were usually invoked at the end. In all these cases, curses were 

invoked against anyone who might alter or destroy the inscribed objects. Grammati

cally, those acts appear in the protasis, whereas curses stand in the apodosis. That 

is to say, the acts in protasis determine the role of those curses. In the following 

study, we explore the pre-condition of curses from Sumerian down to Phoenician 

inscriptions. The dates of inscriptions are not given, save for West-Semitic inscrip

tions. 

1.1 Inscriptions 

1.1.1 Sumerian Inscriptions1 

According to Neo-Sumerian inscriptions, having built a temple, kings set up 

inscriptions about their achievements. Curses are invoked on anyone who would 

remove the statues from their original places,2 deface the inscriptions3 or cause 

someone else to do so,4 add his own name,5 and deprive the king of being recog-

1 All numbers in brackets in this chapter refer to Appendix I. 

2 Also NDW II Amarsuen 3 222 1 13-2 1-4. Also three other Sumerian inscription from OD, 
RIME IV ~ii-ili§U E4.1.2.1 16 19-25; ibid., Abi-sare E4.2.6.1 123 v 28-33; ibid., Sin-iqibm 
E4.2.11.1 193 v 19-40. 

3 Also ibid., Umammu 40 145 12-13 and Sulgi 46 199 12-13. In a Sumerian inscription from OD 
Enlil-bini brought two copper statues from Isin to Nippur and dedicated them to Nintil, whose 
inscription is followed by curses, RIME IV E4.1.10.11 8612-23. 

4 Other Sumerian inscriptions from OD, RIME IV Iddin-Dagin E4.1.3.2 24 25-31; Ume-Dagin 
E4.1.4.8 37 31-34a; Ur-Ninurta E4.1.6.2 67 vi 15-18; Rim-Sin I E4.2.14.23 303 40-47; Hamu-ripi 
E4.3.6.11 34646-52. 

S NDW II Utuhegal 7 330 6-10: SU i3-bi2-*in- r*uTU12' mu-ni bi2-i[b')}-sar-a {as')}-ba-la2-a-
rke4-eS2' lu-ku12-ra rX"l (?) [Iiu irin-dab5 i~-zi-ra-a "If he defaced it (the inscription) and 

writes his name (or) who because of curses, if he let some one else ... (?) stretch his hand, tears out it 
(the statue(?)"; also ibid., Sulgi 6S 208 7-9; Ur 21 309 5-7. UET I no.294 90 24-35, DO. 29993 rev. 
9-11. 

ll\,r-t"'f,' : .. /',A 

Vl'w. ,"'. . ~ 
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nized as the collector of songs in Gudea Statue B (§2.no.l).6 The same concerns 

gave rise to curses in other eras. 

1.1.2 Old Akkadian Inscriptions 

Royal inscriptions in Old Akkadian are mostly about military campaigns and 

devoted to the deities and were erected in temples. 7 One inscription ends with 

warnings against defacing it (§4.no.l),8 others with the removal of the statues from 

their original places (§~.no.2),9 and the removal of the originator's name from the 

inscription and the insertion of one's own name. 10 Furthermore, curses are invoked 

on anyone who hires men in order to erase the name of the person depicted by the 

statue (§4. no.3).11 

1.1.3 Old Babylonian Inscriptions 

Kings continued to dedicate statues furnished with curses against destroying 

the statue, or employing someone to do that because of the fear of curses. 12 Curses 

are also invoked on anyone who removes the statue (§5.no.l). On Hammurabi's 

law stele- violating the laws, erasing them, and altering the name of the person who 

compiled the laws were cursed (§6). 

A successor was expected to preserve the predecessor's foundation deposits, 

otherwise he was cursed)3 In addition, curses are invoked on anyone who erases 

the predecessor's name and writes his own name in a foundation inscription 

(§5.no.7). 

The Sumero-Babylonian tradition about the protection of inscriptions continues 

in the Kassite and post.-Kassite periods. 

6 The removal of Gudea's statue from the E)anna temple and defacing its inscription are protected 
by curses, NBW I Gudea Statue C 41825-8; also NBW II Amarsuen 1224040-44. 

7 A king of Simurum, who reigned during the same period of Ur-II1, devoted a stele to the gods 
who enabled him to defeat Kulunnum. This stele is protected by curses, Abdul-Hadi, -Inscriptions 
and Relief from Bitwita1: Sumer 34 (1978),12526-33. Also RIME II Man-ismsu B.2.1.3.1 7642-
46; ibid., Naram-Sin E2.1.4.13 117 ii 1-19; ibid., RImus E2.1.2.18 68 9-16. 

8 Other examples, RIME II Sargon E2.1.1.1 12 102-04; ibid., Rimus E2.1.2.5 51 21-23;ibid., 
Naram-Sin E2.1.4.10 114 57-59; ibid.; ibid., Sar-kali-sarri E2.1.5.2 189 13-15; ibid., Erridu-pizir 
E2.2.1.1 222 12-13. 

9 Also ibid., Sargon E2.1.1.6 20 41-44; the prohibition of the removal of the statue occurs along 
with the prohibitions about defacing a predecessor's name and inscribing a successor's name, ibid., 
Sar-kali-sarri E2.1.5.5 194-95 ii 6-iii 7. 

10 Also ibid., Rimus E2.1.2.4 49 i 98-109; ibid., Li-)arab E2.2.14.1 2294-8. 

11 Also ibid., Naram-Sin E2.1.4.3 98 v 16-vi 5. 

12 RIME IV Iasmah-Addu E4.6.11.1 61617-20; Takil-ilissu E4.11.2.1 672 22-27. 

13 The foundation document of a city, ibid., Iahdun-Lim E4.6.8.1 60355-58; the foundation docu
ment ofa temple, Ipiq-EStar E4.11.1.1 67039. 
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1.1.4 Private Monumental Inscriptions from the Kassite and Post-Kassite Peri-

ods 

To reward the military achievements of his commander, a king liberated towns 

from the jurisdiction of a neighbouring city.14 Curses were invoked to protect the 

decree from being nullified and the monumental document from being invalidated by 

alteration of the names of the king or the deity by hired men (§7). 

When a king bestowed land, the transfer of the property was documented in a 

kudurru. Curses were invoked to protect the deed and to ensure its enduring validity 

(§8),l5 Since this monumental inscription was exhibited publicly, there were curses 

against its being buried, or being presented to a god or to the province (§9). Added 

to that, the deed was to be protected from destruction in the presence of the gods 

(§10),16 

Furthermore, the ownership of purchased land was upheld by the protection of 

the deed (§11),17 At times, kings interfered in regulating the purchase of property. 

Marduk-nadin-ahhe intervened in regulations about the returning of estates sold to 

the previous owner, allowing the purchase price to be returned to the buyer. In 

order to prevent the property from being reclaimed, presented to a deity or any 

nobleman or from being damaged, that regulation and the deed were protected by 

curses (§12). Under Shamash-shum-ukin, Ashurbanipal besieged Babylon causing 

famine. A woman sold herself for food; yet, she could only be released by a person 

who was equal to her. This agreement is protected by curses (§13),18 

Sometimes, legal transactions between two families were recorded on a 

kudurru and protected by curses (§14). 

1.1.S Assyrian Inscriptions 

14 Nebuchadnezzar I freed the towns of Bit-Karziabku, where Ritti-Marduk, commander of the 
chariots, was chief, from the jurisdiction of the neighbouring city of Namar, when he led a successful 
attack in the course of a campaign against the Elamites, BBSt 6 29-36. 

15 Also BBSt 4 21-22 ii 12-iii 1-8. The validity of a king's grant was lasting. Thus if the person 
who was granted a property died without an heir, his relatives could make a legitimate claim for that 
property under another king's reign, see BBSt 3 9-18. A dispossessed family estate could be 
reclaimed after the change of the regime. To prevent any possible deprivation that estate and-its deed 
are protected by curses, BBSt 10 74 rev. 32-37. Almost identical protases, Friedrich Delitzsch, "Der 
Berliner Merodachbaladan-Stein," Beitrige zur Assvriologie 2 (1891), 270 v 36-47; W. M. J. Hinke, 
A New Boundary Stone, 190-92 ii 1-13. 

16 The rest of the protasis is similar to BBSt 11 78 ii 1-22. 

17 Also in a kudurru of Nab4-aplu-iddin's and Marduk-Aum-iddin's times, KB IV, 98 iv 9-15. 

18 From the same period, also an agreement for selling a house is protected by curses, AfO 16 
(1952-53), 44 24b. 
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Assyrian scribes protected inscriptions in the same way. The Assyrian kin~s 

left inscriptions, when they erected temples, restored a city wall19 and gates,20 a 

temple wall,21 a temple,22 the storehouses,23 palaces,24 the towers of the temple,25 

or erected a building for a king's statue,26 or a city. 27 They deposited monumental 

inscriptions in the foundations. If the temple became dilapidated, the contemporary 

king was expected to restore it and return the foundation inscriptions of the 

predecessors to their original places along with his inscriptions.28 This practice con

tinued from the Old Assyrian down to the Neo-Assyrian periods. 

Having restored the temple of Enlil built by Eri~um, SamSi-Adad inscribed on 

clay tablets instructions for posterity. If his successors restored the temple because 

it had become dilapidated, they were expected to anoint his foundation inscriptions 

with oil, to bring an offering, and then to return them to their original place.29 If a 

temple was restored repeatedly by different kings throughout the years, each one 

was expected to return the monumental inscriptions of former kings to their original 

places.3o If a successor returned his predecessor's inscriptions to their places, as he 

had done to his forefathers's foundation inscriptions, the gods would listen to his 

prayers. For instance, Tulkulti-ninurta I built a new palace and deposited his 

19 RIMA I Adad-nariiriI A.0.76.13 14729-43.' 
20 RIMA II A~~ur-diin II A.0.98.3 138 14b-17. 
21 RIMA 11 Adad-niriiri I A.0.76.16 15233-41. 
22 Ibid., Adad-nariiri I A.0.76.15 150-51 5-32. 
23 Ibid., Adad-niriiri I A.0.76.17 1534-12. 
24 Ibid., Tukultl-ninurta I A.0.78.6 247 27-38a; RIMA II A~~ur-diin II A.0.98.1 135 73-81a; 

Tukultl-Ninurta II A.0.1oo.3 168 rev. 7-13a. 
25 RIMA I Msur-resa-isi I A.0.86.1 311 8-10. 
26 Ibid., Assur-niidin-apli A.0.79.1 301 15-32. 
27 RIMA II Ashumasirpal II A.0.101.17 252 v 1-24a. 
28 If any king failed to follow that instruction, he sinned against gods and kings: sarru sa sa eli 

iltlni u sarrtlni mar~u itlpd "That king shall have done what is offensive to gods and kings, RIMA I 
SamSl-Adad I A.0.39.2 54 iv llb-14. OIP II 139 63-64. Millard, "Fragments of Historical Texts 
from Nineveh: Ashurbanipal,· Iraq 30 (1968), 104 86b-92. 

29 RIMA I SamSl-Adad I A.0.39.2 54 iii ll-iv 1; Arik-dln-ili A.0.75 121-2249-61; Shalmaneser I 
A.0.77.1 186158-162. 

30 See ibid., Shalm.I A.0.77.1186 158-62. SamSi-Adad claimed that IStar constantly renewed his 
rule, because he kept the instructions in returning the monumental inscriptions accompanied with a 
ceremony (see above), ibid., A.0.39.2 53-54 ii 21-iii 10). Sometimes, having restored a temple, a 
king prayed that the gods would listen to his supplications and endow him with prosperity and wel1-
being for both him and his progeny (Shalm.I A.O. 77.1 185-86 149-55). This idea continues down to 
the Neo-Assyrian period. For instance, Asb. expected for his restoration of shrines to receive divine 
blessings of well-being, abundant offspring, a long life, joy of heart, and a solid dynasty, Streck, 
Assurbanipal, Stele S2 24237-45; Cyl L2 230 18c-21a. 
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monumental inscriptions. In the future, if his successor restored it, he had to per

form the ceremony (see above) and return them to their places. Then Tukulti

ninurta I called a blessing upon that successor, without curses. 31 In one example, 

having restored the walls of a cellar for beer vats, a king added stones, silver, and 

gold to the foundation inscriptions and returned them to their places after the per

formance of the ceremony. 32 

Curses were invoked on anyone who failed to perform the ceremonial instruc

tion (above) and erased the predecessor's name, by inserting his name, destroying 

inscriptions, and not placing them next to his inscriptions. 33 

1.1.5.1 Kings' Names 

Having restored the northern quay wall along a branch of the Tigris which 

functioned as a moat to A~~ur, and having installed three drains to carry off the 

water, Adad-oiriiri I invoked curses34 on anyone who would remove his name 

(§20.no.3) or those of his forefathers35 from the inscriptions (§20.00.4).36 

Similarly, in the Tell Fekberyeh statue, curses were invoked on anyone who 

would remove the earlier king's name and substitute his own name (§24.no.l). 

1.1.5.2 The Original Place of the Inscriptions 

At times, curses were invoked on any who would remove inscriptions 

(§20. no. 5). 37 

31 RIMA I A.0.78.2, 240-4146-53; Tukulti-ninurta I A.0.78.14 260 28-37,22270 58b. 

32 RIMA I Shalm.! A.0.77.4, 192 39-42. 

33 RIMA II Tukulti-Ninurta II A.0.l00.5 179 145b-46a; Assurbanipal, Cyl. L2 232 23b-25c; Cyl. 
L6 (p2) 238 23-26. 

34 Although some inscriptions do not mention curses, they are certainly implied, RIMA I Ado.! 
A.0.76.10 144 35-54a,.13 147-4829-49,16152 45b; Shalm.I.A.0.77.5 194 34b-35; Tn.I A.0.78.17 
265 30-35; in these inscriptions, only a blessing that MAur would hear his prayers is mentioned. In 
most cases, a blessing that MAur would hear his prayer is followed by a number of curses, Tn.! 
A.0.78.6247 38b-39a, 1325854-55. Furthermore, the Assyrian kings restored a temple for the pur
pose of the continuation of a dynasty and well-being for them and Assyria: tJII(J baliJ!iya :fulwn zlrCa " 
salmi m4t daiS"' tJII(J daiS"' blliya aqis "I have dedicated (this door socket) to MAur, my lord, for 
my life, the safe-keeping of my seed, and the well-being of Assyria," (ibid., Shalm.! A.O.?'J .20 210 
9-11). In the case of the temple restoration, the god of the temple is called to listen to the prayers 
(Tn.I A.0.78.16 263 65-67, 18266 38b-39; Ado.! A.0.76.9 14321-33, 143, 15 15 37-48; Shalm.I 
A.0.77.1 186 163-67, 3 191 39-46,6195-96 21d-31, 8 197 4-7; Tn.! A.0.78.6 247 39b-42, 13258 
59-65, 1626371-79,266 41b-43. 

35 RIMA II Ado. II A.0.99.2 154-55 132b-133a; Asn.II A.0.I01.49 rev. 3197. 

36 Also Millard, "Fragments of Historical Texts", !!!g 30 (1968), 104 95-97. 

37 Also RIMA I Ado.I A.0.76.17 153 19-20. For the same purpose, AHur-resa-isi I restored the 
dilapidated towers of the temple and applied curses in his inscription, ibid., A.0.86.1 311 13a. 
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1.1.5.3 Protection of Inscriptions from Destruction 

In a standard conclusion to most of Adad-naran I's building inscriptions the 

protases explain how one could damage or destroy monumental inscriptions:38 by 

erasing the king's name,39 discarding the inscriptions, covering with earth, burning 

and throwing them in!o water, hiding them,40 inciting a foreigner and an enemy to 

damage them.41 If the inscriptions are inscribed on a stele, the protection is 

expressed in more detail (§21.no.l). 

Furthermore, in a grant of property from Ashurbanipal to his official Nabu

sarru-u$ur curses are invoked on anyone who removes the corpse of the official from 

the grave located in his property.42 In a mortuary inscription of Ashur-etil-ilani's 

time (625-618 B.C.), curses are invoked on anyone who damages the grave and 

removes bones. 43 

1.1.6 Aramaic Inscriptions 

The Aramaic inscription on the statue from Tell Fehkerye contains the same 

protasis of curses about defacing the king's name (§28.no.l). In Sefire it is'forbid

den to efface the inscription (§30.no.2). 

1.1.7 Phoenician Inscriptions .. 

An inscription dated early in the 8th century displays curses on anyone who 

damages it (§31.no.2). 

In the Phoenician and Hieroglyphic Hittite bilingual inscription from Karatepe 

(c. 710 B.C.), curses are invoked on anyone who erases the king's name and writes 

his own name instead (§31.no.3).44 

The stele of Yehawmilk dated in the second half of the 5th century concerns 

the dedication of an altar, a gateway and a portico at a small shrine. There curses 

are invoked on anyone who does further work on those objects made by Yehaumilk 

38 Ibid., A.O.76.2 134 36-47. 

39 Also an inscription of an Assyrian vassal from Tell Fakherye, Abou-Assaf, Bordreuil & Millard, 
La Statue de Tell Fekherye, 15 16b-17. 

40 Also RIMA I Tn.! A.O.78.S 245 94-98; RIMA II Tigl.I A.0.87.1 30 viii 63-73. Taking an 
inscription into a prison is forbidden, RIMA II Asn.II A.0.I01.38 305 39-43. 

41 RIMA I Adn.! A.0.76.2 13436-47. ' In another instance, the protasis refers only to erasing the 
king's name and the following curses relate to the rejection of kingship, defeat in war, and famine, 
ibid., Adn.I A.0.77.4137-38 46-47; A.0.76.9143 23-33; similar curses in A.0.76.14 14926-38. 

42 1. Kohler and A. Ungnad, Assyrische Rechturkunden, no. 15, 161ines 57. 

43 Clay, Miscellaneous Inscriptions, 61-62 10-15. 

44 Also SSI III C 54-55 iv 13-16a. 
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but does not write Yehaumilk's name beside his own name, or on anyone who 

removes the stele from its place and hides it (§31.4). 

L1.8 A Hebrew Text 

Within the Hebrew Bible the only curse on anyone who alters a king's decree 

occurs in the quotation of Cyrus' decree about the restoration of the temple in 

Jerusalem (§26.no.4). 

1.2 Coltie Subjects 

1.2.1 Sumerian Inscriptions 

Having built a temple, a king organized regular offerings to the temple. This 

regulation was protected under curses from being withdrawn or altered (§2.no.2) 

and its reduction (§2.no.3) in Gudea Statues. 

Curses were invoked to prevent damage and the removal a cultic object from 

the temple (§3.no.2). 

In three Sumerian inscriptions from DB curses are employed to prevent re

dedication or destruction of a gift to a deity (§5.no.2). In one example, curses are 

invoked to prevent someone giving the throne of one deity as a gift to another deity 

or a king, erasing its inscription, or hiring someone to write his inscription on it 

(§5.no.3). In another case anyone who fails to use cultic objects presented to the 

temple in religious ceremonies or destroys them, is cursed (§5.no.4). 

1.2.2 An Inscription from the Post-Kassite Period 

Curses were employed to protect the king's endowment to a temple from any 

kind of damage (§19).4S 

1.2.3 An Assyrian Inscription 

On the statue from Tell Fekherye, curses are invoked on anyone who erases 

the king's name from the cultic objects in Adad's temple (§24.no.2). 

1.2.4 An Aramaic Inscription 

The Aramaic inscription on the stele from Tell Fekherye is identical in respect 

of curses about cultic objects (§28.no.2). 

1.2.S A Phoenician Inscription 

Although we have no Phoenician cultic objects on which curses were written, 

there is no compelling reason why the Phoenicians would have not written curses on 

4S Nabll-aplu-iddina furnished the Sun-temple at Sippar with endowments. 
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such objects. There is a dedication by Kilamuwa on a tiny sheath with a bri:f 

prayer. 46 

1.2.6 A Hebrew Text 

In Darius' decree, a curse is invoked on anyone who lifts his hand to destroy 

the temple (§26.no.5). This is the only example of a curse to protect a building in 

the Bible. 

1.3 Other Subjects 

1.3.1 A Sumerian Inscription 

If a king dug a canal in the name of a deity, he employed curses to prevent 

any damage to the canal (§3.no.l). 

1.3.2 Old Babylonian Inscriptions 

If a king built a temple to a deity, he expected that his successor would 

preserve it, by restoration if necessary, bringing sacrifices to the deity, and preserv

ing the name of the king who built it. If a successor did not follow these instruc

tions, he would be cursed (§5.no.6).47 

In another example, a baked brick house, providing shelter for a stele, to 

which daily offerings would be brought, should be preserved through restoration and 

protected from destruction (§5.no.5). 

1.3.3 Inscriptions from the Kassite and Post-Kassite Periods 

Land which had been given to someone by a king could not be given to anyone 

else (§ 15).48 

A kudurru from the time of Merodach-Baladan I displays curses to prevent the 

destruction of grain (§16) following other general curses to protect the property 

ownership and the kudurru.49 

Sometimes, curses were employed against destruction of the fields (§17). 

1.3.4 Assyrian Inscriptions . 

46 "Ring (smr) which Kilamuwa son of Hayya fashioned for Rakkabel. May Rakkabel grant him 
long life!,· SSI 11140 no. 14. H. S. Sader, Les Etats Arameens de Syrie, 160 fo. 25. 

47 Also RIME IV Takil-i1issu E4.1l.2.2 674 65-66 in 1.2.1.3 above. 

48 In another instance, a king granted a property to his commander as reward for his achievements 
during a campaign against Assyria, BBSt 8 45-46 iii 1-22. 

49 Rykle Borger, ·Vier Grenzsteinurkunden Merodachbaladans I von Babylonien,· AfO 23 (1970), 
2 ii 1-17. 
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In Erisum I's time, legal cases were held in the Step Gate, one of the gates of 

the Assur temple. Curses were called on anyone who would give false witness 

(§20.no.l).50 

A curse could be invoked to protect the brewing of beer (§20.no.2). 

Tukulti-Ninurta I built a new capital on the opposite bank of the Tigris, north 

of the city Assur, and a temple in it. He named the new capital Kar-TukultI

Ninurta. The protasis of curses displays the roles of curses: to preserve the city 

wall,51 the foundation inscription52 along with his name on it, and the new capital 

(§20.no.6). 

In another inscription of TukultI-Ninurta I, curses have a protective role for 

the temple53 and the ziqqurrat. The protasis precludes the acts of not restoring and 

damaging the buildings, neglecting and abandoning of the ziqqurrat (§20.no.8).54 

If a king built a palace, curses would ensure the preservation of certain reli

gious ceremonies related to that palace, such as the gods entering the palace built by 

the king during the festivals, and requiring that the palace be maintained (§20.no.7). 

In one example, the lion-sculptures with the king's name inscribed set in the 

doorways of a temple are protected from destruction and erasure of the king' s name 

on it (§21.no.2). 

During his eighth campaign, Sennacherib diverted the course of the river and 

destroyed Babylon. The restoration of the city, through changing the water course, 

was prohibited and curses were invoked (§22). 

Ashurbanipal promoted the copying and revising of Sumerian inscriptions. 

Then he exhibited them as in his palace. These show-pieces were documented with 

additional information by Ashurbanipal who accomplished these works. 55 They 

50 Also RIMA I A.0.33.1 21 44b-45a. This is a unique case in the building inscriptions of the 
Assyrian kings. Two clay tablets from Kani§ (modem Killtepe) display Eri§um I's building enter
prises which mainly relate to the expansion of the area of the AHur temple. Among his building pro
jects, two beer vats and the Step Gate are mentioned, ibid., Erisum I A.O.33.1 204-18. 

51 The city walls would protect inhabitants from all sorts of danger. Sometimes, the cities near to 
Tigris were endangered from the flood of the Tigris in spring. Thus, the restoration of a city wall 
was very significant for the Assyrian kings. Asb. renovated the walls of Niniveh (Assurbanipals, Pr. 
C 112 ix 50-56) and Babylon (Assurbanipal, CyI. L6 236-38 16b-22. . 

52 RIMA I Tukulti-ninurta I A.0.78.22 270 55-58. 
53 Asb. renovated the shrines in Babylon (Assurbanipal, Cyl. L2 5b ff) and Cyl. L2 23-25c. He 

further restored the temple of IStar in Babylon (ibid., Cyl. 228 L 13-16). 
54 Similar intention for a future temple restoration and the preservation of the stele OIP II 139 66-

67 and 147 35c-36c. 
55 The inscriptions from Asb. 's library, Assurbanipal, 354 b 1-8. The medical inscriptions were 

copied and set up in the palace for reading, ibid., 370 q 1-7. 
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were concluded with curses, 56 which were invoked upon anyone who would 

remove Ashurbanipal's name (§23.no.l), take away the tablet or write his own name 

next to Ashurbanipal's (§23.no.2). 

1.3.5 Aramaic Inscriptions 

The surviving lines in the stele of Zakkur, dated about 780-775 B.C., display 

conditions for curses in respect of the removal of the stele from the temple 

(§29.no.l). 

< In the two sepulchral inscriptions dated early in the 7th century, curses are 

invoked on anyone who removes the coffin from its place (§29.no.2).57 

1.3.6 Phoenician Inscriptions 

There are curses on sepulchral inscriptions from the end of the 11 th down to 

the 5th century B.C. Ahiram's coffin displays prohibitions against opening it 

(§31.no.l).58 These almost identical prohibitions are transmitted down to the 5th 

century. 59 

1.3.7 Hebrew Texts 

The inscription from the tomb of a royal steward from Silwan dated early in 

7th century B.C., curses anyone who opens the tomb (§27).60 

In a unique example in the Bible, Joshua invoked curses on anyone who would 

rebuild Jericho (§26.no.3).61 

1.4 Treaties 

1.4.1 A Sumerian Treaty 

56 Ibid., 356 c 11-13,359 e 6-8 and f2b-4. 
57 Also SSI II no. 19 97 ii 8b-9a. 
58 According to Gibson, this coffin is dated by its archaeological context in the 13th century, the 

Phoenician writing fits to the 11 th century, SSI III 13. 
59 SS! III Tabnit 103 6c-7b: 1Tl" 'n~y nrum nrw OK' "But if you in fact open up (what is) over me 

and in fact disturb me." And ibid., Eshmunazar 106 6c-8: T !l;'~~ n,y nzw' Ilil( 0'1( ,;" n;,'~~ ,;,~ 
t !l~W!l 10~Y' WK OK ':l~W n~n n'K KIli' Ilil( ~ "For should any ruler or any commoner open up 
(what is) over this resting-place, or lift up the box in which I lie or carry me away from this resting
place. " 

60 See also Mitchell, The Bible in the British Museum, 58. 
61 This curse rarely occurs in other inscriptions of the ancient Near East. In the Sumerian texts, the 

annihilation of Agade by the Gutians was perceived as divine punishment, J. Cooper, The Curse of 
Agade. However, the curse of rebuilding a destroyed city is first attested in the Hittite texts, S. 
Gevirtz, Curse Motifs, 68-69. See also §22. 
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In an old Sumerian inscription, known as the Stele of Vultures, conditions for 

curses to be fulfIlled follow stipulations62 and appear also in the epilogue. In the 

former examples, the condition for curses is the violation of preceding stipulations: 

not to violate the boundary, not to divert the irrigation dykes and canals, and not to 

remove the stelae from their original places63 (§1.nos.1-2).64 

The conditions for curses seen in Sumerian also appear in the Neo-Assyrian 

treaties: failure of the weaker party to keep the agreement and the destruction of the 

treaty-document. 

1.4.2 The Neo-Assyrian Treaties 

Curses are invoked if the weaker party fails to keep the agreement with the 

stronger party, the weaker would violate the treaty (§25, AM no.3, VTE no.6).65 

The preserved lines in treaties display the following conditions for curses to be ful

fIlled: failure to remain loyal to the suzerain through concealing fugitives (AM, 

§25.no.l), to support the suzerain's military campaign (AM, §25.no.2), and to pro

tect the lives of the suzerain, his sons and his nobles (AM, §25.no.4).66 

Furthermore, curses are invoked against anyone who destroys the treaty

inscription by burning it, putting it in water, burying it or smashing and defacing it 

(VTE, §25.no.5). 

Curses in a domestic treaty67 are employed on anyone who rebels against the 

crown prince (Zakutu, §25.no.8). 

The weaker parties invoked curses upon themselves to affmn their loyalty to 

the suzerain (AB, §25.no.9). 

1.4.3 An Aramaic Treaty 

The Sefire stelae curses a vassal and his offspring who fail to keep the agree

ment (§30.nos.1-2) and anyone who destroys the inscription (§30.no.3).68 

1.4.4 The BibUcaI Covenant 

62 In this stele, stipulatioDS and curses appear alternately. 

63 {(na)... mu-sar-ra-bi ab-ta-ul4-a ..... , etc. ) • [ ... if anyone damages this stele/inscrition, etc., 
. . . .. ], xxxiii xii 7) 

64 Also xxiii 7-xxiii 1-3 

6S Also SAA II AM i IS, 24, 31b-32a, 8-9; v 8-9a, 12; VTE SS5A-5SB; SB line 15, 4; EI 78 ii 8-
8, 78; S 73 1-5. 

66 VTE 632-34 concern the suzerain, his successor, and other SODS. 

67 A treaty was made by the queen mother with the nobles and people of Assyria. 

68 See also Veenhof, • An Aramaic Curse with a Sumero-Akkadian Prototype,· BiOr 20 (1963), 
142-44. 
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Two parallel phrases "listening to Yahweh" and "obeying Yahweh's com

mandments" display Israel's relationship to Yahweh. The challenge to maintain that 

relationship is a consequence of Israel's negligence to carry out Yahweh's instruc

tion (§26.no.l).69 

Curses should remind Israel to return to Yahweh and to keep on good terms 

with Yahweh (§26.no.2). 

1.S Synopsis 

The anticipatory, prohibitive-protective coincides with the punitive role of 

curses.70 All these three aspects of the role of curses are first attested in Sumerian 

inscriptions and' are further attested down to the Phoenician inscriptions of the 5th 

century B.C. Curses should fallon anyone destroying royal inscriptions, private 

documents, cultic objects, and breaking treaties. For instance, no-one, regardless of 

his rank in society, should cause damage to inscriptions and deeds protected by 

curses. Added to that, in the Kassite and post-Kassite periods, when a king granted 

property to an ancestor, the ownership of property could be claimed, even after the 

death of the owner, in another king's reign. In other words, gifts could not be taken 

away and were valid for many generations. 

Moreover, the anticipatory, prohibitive-protective and punitive role of curses 

to preserve inscriptioI',s, buildings, relationship through keeping the agreement, etc. 

was a common tradition in the ancient Near East, as writing was common. Added 

to that, people lived in similar situations and had a similar world-view, namely the 

idea of divine punishment for evil. 

However, the Biblical covenant does not have an anticipatory, prohibitive

protective and punitive role of curses regarding the covenant document as such,71 as 

in the East- and West-Semitic inscriptions. Furthermore, the restorative role of 

curses mentioned in the Biblical covenant does not occur explicitly in other ancient 

treaties, where it is implicit in the role of treaty-curses. Yet we find the restorative 

role of treaty-curses in Assyrian annals. That is, the Assyrian kings' discipline for 

their vassals could result in the restoration of vassal status (see further Part III 1.6). 

Added to that, the enduring validity of a vassal treaty in the Ancient Near East indi

cates the intention of the suzerain to restore the vassalship to disloyal vassals through 

discipline (see Part III 1.9). 

69 Also Lev 26:18a, 21a; Dt 28:15a, 58. 

70 Cf. Gevirtz, Curse Motifs, 257 ff; ibid., ·West-Semitic Curses,· VT XI (1961), 140; Longman, 
Fictional Akkadian Autobiography, 75-76. 

71 The tablets in the Ark were protected by the fact that entry to the sanctuary was forbidden. 



Chapter 2 

THE TRADmONAL SOURCES 

OF NEO-ASSYRIAN TREATY-CURSES 

2.0 Introduction 

The literary tradition of Mesopotamia was a continuum; that is, from the 

Sumerian down to the Neo-Assyrian period, even farther down to the Seleucid 

period, an unbroken literary tradition ran. The prominence of the Neo-Assyrian 

treaty-curses leads us to explore them in the broader context of Sumero-Akkadian 

literature. 

The purpose of this chapter is to trace the continuity of the Neo-Assyrian 

treaty-curses from Sumerian and Early Babylonian texts through Middle Babylonian 

and Middle Assyrian into Neo-Assyrian compositions. 

2.1 The Annihilation of Dynasty Ithe Foundation of Family 

The curse of the annihilation of a treaty-breaker's family reflects the basic 

concern of ancient people to have children, especially boys, to continue the family 

line. The worst thing that could happen to them, therefore, was a threat to the con

tinuation of the family. By its universal significance, the malediction of the 

annihilation of family line was used for the juridical purpose of maintaining con

tracts between two parties, whether kings or ordinary citizens.1 

Kings employed the curse to protect monumental inscriptions and to sustain 

vassal-treaties. In fact, this is the most frequent curse in contracts and building 

inscriptions from the Sumerian down to the Nee-Assyrian periods. 2 

2.1.1 Sumerian Inscriptions 

The imprecation occurs in the dedicatory inscription on Gudea Statue C: "May 

she (Inanna) not consolidate the foundation of his throne," for anyone who defaces 

the inscription (§2.no.2), and, more specifically, "may his seed come to an end!" 

(§2.no.3). In another Gudea Statue this imprecation is expressed: "May they (the 

gods) annihilate his name!" (§3). 

2.1.2 Old Akkadian Inscriptions 

The basic idea of the curse continues throughout the second part of the third 

and the frrst part of the second millennia B. C. The malediction of destroying the 

1 See "family and daily life" in Bruno Meissner, Babylonien und Assyrien I, 389 ff. 

2 All numbers in brackets in this chapter refer to Appendix II. 
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family line occurs in the inscription on Sargon's statue, "May Enlil and Samd tear 

up his foundation and take away his offspring!" (§7) and in other Old Akkadian 

inscriptions. 3 In a Naram-Sin inscription, the same malediction relates to the 

prevention of offspring and an heir (§9.no.4). A combination of these curses occurs 

in the inscriptions from Bitwata (§10.no.1).4 

2.1.3 Old Babylonian Inscriptions 

. The identical idea appears in CH: "May he (Enlil) order the transfer of his 

kingship, the disappearance of his name and memory from the land!" (§13.no.6).5 

Furthermore, a dynasty would disappear without an heir, "May Nintu deny him an 

heir!" (13.no.38). 

2.1.4 Inscriptions from the Kassite and the Post-Kassite Periods 

The curse concerning the extermination of the family occurs in the kudurrus6 

throughout the Kassite and post-Kassite periods with some change of expression. 

The same idea occurring in Old Akkadian inscriptions (2.1.2) recurs in a kudurru of 

Kurigalzu (c. 1415-1375 B.C.), and is followed by an additional curse, namely the 

destruction of the accursed "May Anu, Enlil, Ea, Nanna, Samd, Marduk, Nusku 

and Sadamunna, Nergal and Laz tear out his foundation, and snatch away his seed! 

May they command that his life endure not for a single day!" (§14.no.1). 

This expression is repeated with a slight modification in a kudurru from 

Nebuchadnezzar I's reign (c. 1124-1103 B.C.). Here, the annihilation is also 

expressed figuratively, "may Nusku bum his root!" (§24.no.6b),7 followed by the 

same idea (§24.no.7) which occurred in Old Akkadian inscriptions (2.2.3).8 A 

3 For example, RIME II Sargon E2.1.1.6 20 33-40 (EnIil and SamaS invoked); Rimu§ E2.1.2. 7 57 
46-53 (EnIil and SamBA invoked); Man-istii§U E2.1.3.1 76 56-63 (EnIil and SamBA invoked); 
Narimsin E2.1.4.9 112 31-38 (Samd and Lugalmarda invoked); Naram-Sin E2.1.4.25 131 55-63 
(Ningublaga, Samd invoked); Sarkali§arri E2.1.5.2 189 16-23 (EnIil and Samd invoked), E2.1.S.5 
19361-70 (EnIil, SamaS and IStar invoked). 

4 According to Al-Fouadi, this inscription might be dated to the period of Ur III (124), and see a 
detailed discussion about the date of the inscription, Sumer 34 (1978), 126-28. 

5 The disappearance of one's name and memory refers to complete destruction in the ancient Near 
Eastern world-view. 

6 The kudurru was a documentary monument designed to reinforce the efficacy of a legal action, J. 
A. Brinkman, "Kudurru," RIA 6 (1980-83),'270. 

7 In this kudurru the identical curse is invoked in the names of all the gods of the kudurru (v 5-7). 

8 The basic phrase of the annihilation of the family continues. The identical expression from the 
time of Kurigalzu quoted above is repeated in a kudurru of Enlil-nadin-apli (1102-1099) (§26, Anu, 
Enlil, Ea and Ninmah invoked). In this same kudurru, it is also expressed by: dnabll aplu ~rru mukln 
arhi u latti amllu likarrima ai ikSuda littuta "May Nabll, the exalted son, the establisher of the 
month and of the year, shorten his days, so that he have no posterity!," BBSt 11, 78 iii 6-9. 
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kudurru from the time of Merodach-Baladan I (c. 1173-1161 B.C.) expresses this 

same idea with a curse of either childlessness or loss of children: "May Belet-ili not 

allow him a son or descendant!" (§19.no.I). In a kudurru of the Kassite period, 

which is difficult to date exactly, 9 deprivation of an heir secures the destruction of 

the family line (§25.no.l).10 

Sometimes, the destruction of name is followed by that of offspring, e. g., in a 

kudurru of Nazimaruttd' time: "May they (the gods) destroy his name! May they 

(the gods) not delay in removing his offspring! "11 

In a deed from Marduk-nadin-ahhe's reign (1098-1081), the curse of annihila

tion of family is expressed as the destruction of fame: "May they (Sin, Samu, 

Adad, Nabu) destroy his name, his seed, his offspring and his prosperity in the 

mouth of widespread peoples!" (§27.no.6).12 This curse is emphasized by addi

tional phrases regarding the destruction of the seed of the accursed and lack of 

anyone to libate for him in another contemporary kudurru13 and, slightly modified, 

recurs together with deprivation of an heir to perform funerary rites in an inscription 

from the time of Nabu-mukIn-apli (c. 977-942 B.C. (§33.no.5).14 

All these maledictions in kudurrus are applicable to kings, officials and com

mon people (see Part II 1). Yet there is only one example attested in a kudurru of 

9 See further Walter Sommerfield, "Die Mittelbabylonische GreDZSteinurkunde 1M 5527," UF 16 
(1984),300-301 and n. 6. 

10 See also different expressions of the identical curse attributed to different gods, in iv 17-19 
(Nergal), 20-23 (Sin), ibid., 304. 

11 Ium.fu lihalliqu zlrlu ana Iulf ai irIIl nlda ahi," MDP 2 89 iii 25-29. The destruction of name 
recurs in a kudurru from the time of Meli-shipak (1188-1174), 117.00.4 (S8IIld invoked) and 00.6 
(all the gods mentioned in the kudurru invoked». In another case, it is also attributed to all the gods 
mentioned in the inscription with an additional clause (ibid., 18 vi 21-25) wbich stresses the meaning 
of the preceding clause concerning destruction of the foundation of family (ana mimma la bali 
lildli/ca§u "(and) to naught may they bring bim'"). In the kudurru of Kudurri-Enlil ( 1264-1256) the 
same curse is attributed to Zababa, RA 66 (1972), 173 71 b-72a. In another instance, "the destruction 
of the foundation" is attributed to Sin, S8IIld, Adad and Marduk, DDSt 3 v 48-vi 1-4) and in another 
this curse is invoked by Anunitum (ibid., 4 iii 15). In this kudurru the curse regarding "the destruc
tion of the seed" is invoked by Ninkarrag (ibid., 17). This identical idea occurs repeatedly in the 
Kudurru from the time of Meli-sbipak's successor (Merodach-baladan, 1173-1161), invoked in the 
name of Anu, Enlil, Ea, Ninurta and Gula and all the gods mentioned in the kudurru (118.no.3). In 
an inscription from Nebuchadnezzar I's reign this same curse occurs with the divine names Ninurta 
and Gula (123.no.2) and also without a divine name (ii 60). In two later kudurrus, from the time of 
Marduk-ilidin-ahhe (1098-1081), the identical concept of the annihilation family line wbich occurred 
in Kurigalzu's time (114.00.1) appears and is attributed to Anu, Enlil, and Ea (129.oos.2-3) and to 
Anu, Dn, Ea, Ninmab <KD IV 80 iii 12). 

12 Also Livingstone, "Marduk-nidin-ahhe," iv 6-10. The same idea recurs in a kudurru of 
Merodach-Baladan II, Delitzsch, "Der Berliner Merodachbaladan-Stein," DA 2 (1894), 265 v 45-47. 

13 Livingstone, "Marduk-nidin-ahhe: iv 9-1 I. 

14 A kudurru from Marduk-zakir-sumi has the traditional curse (134.no.4, Nabt1 and Nan! 
invoked). 
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Merodach-Baladan I's time (1173-61), mentioning the annihilation of a dynasty in 

the future: "May his godly protector remove the kingship from his sons!" (§22). • 

2.1.5 Assyrian Inscriptions 

2.1.5.1 Building Inscriptions 

The idea of annihilation of the family/dynasty is also common throughout 

Assyrian building inscriptions from the Old Assyrian period: "May A§§ur, Adad and 

Bel, my gods destroy his seed!" (§35).15 An inscription of Adad-naran I (c. 1307-

1275 B.C.) includes the relatives of anyone who would damage the inscriptions: 

"May they (AUur, Anu, Enlil, Ea and Ninmah) destroy his name, his seed, his clan 

and his kin from the land!" (§38.no.2). 

The majority of the building inscriptions, from Adad-naran I's reign onwards, 

parallel the destruction of offspring with the rejection of kingship (§38.no.9, A§§ur 

invoked),16 a joining of two curses already seen in Sumerian inscriptions (see 

§2.nos.2-3 in 2.1.1). 

In an inscription of Tiglath-pileser I (c. 1115-1077 B. C.) this malediction 

refers to wishing the death of the accursed one and the destruction of his family 

(§41.no.4, Adad invoked).17 ~n one of Sennacherib's inscriptions this malediction 

has expressions attested in the Sumerian period onwards and includes the friends of 

the accursed (§44.no.3). 

2.1.5.2 The Neo-Assyrian Treaties 

In most cases, this curse occurs in the context of war. A dynasty would corne 

to an end with the destruction of the entire land, "may A§§~r turn your people to 

devastation, your cities into mounds, and your house into ruins!" (AM, §49.no.l0) 

or with deportation, "may, alas, MatP-ilu, together with his sons, [magnates] and 

the people of his land [be ousted] from his country, not return to his country, and 

IS Also RIMA I SamSl-Adad I A.0.39 1 50-51114-11. 

16 Also ibid., Adad-narari I A.0.76.15 151 39b-41 (Assur invoked); Shalmaneser I (1274-1245) 
A.0.77.619524-25 (Assur invoked); Tukultl-Ninurta I (1244-1208) A.0.78.5 246111-15 (Assur and 
Adad invoked), A.0.78.18 266 41b-43 (Sin and SamaS invoked) and A.0.78.23 274 145-46 (Assur, 
Enlil and sama§ invoked); Assur-nadin-apli A~0.79.1 301 38-40 (ASsur invoked); RIMA II 
Ashurnasirpal II (883-859) A.0.I01.26 282 70b-72 (Assur and Ninurta invoked); RIMA III Adad
narm III (810-783) A.0.I06.6, 209 29b (Assur); Millard, WFragments of Historical Texts from 
Nineveh: Ashurbanipal,wl!:!g 30 (1968), 104 99b-100 (the great gods of heaven and earth invoked). 
Some colophons of tablets from Asb. 's library show the same idea of the destruction of the family, 
Hunger, Kolophone, 97 no. 31810 (Nabtl invoked), 98 no. 31911-12 (Assur and Ninlil invoked). 

17 The identical idea in reverse order already appears in an inscription of Assur-reSa-isi I (1133-
1116), RIMA I A.0.86.1 ~11 13b. 
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not [behold] his country again!" (§49 no.2).1 8 VTE has the traditional idea: "May 

Zarpanitu destroy your name and your seed from the land!" (§51.no.l0).19 

We have observed that the imprecation concetning the annihilation of the fam

ily is transmitted from Sumerian to Old Babylonian times, it is employed in 

documentary monuments in subsequent periods, used with reference to individual 

citizens and kings. In Assyrian royal building inscriptions it is addressed to later 

rulers. Although there is no change in the basic idea of this curse, the expressions 

differ slightly from one another in most instances from the third down to the frrst 

millennium B.C. In Sumerian inscriptions it is invoked by Inanna and different 

gods. Among other gods, Samd and Enlil are called on in the majority of the Old 

Babylonian sources. In the Kassite and post Kassite periods, it is attributed to dif

ferent gods, yet the order Anu, Enlil, and Ea appears frequently. From the Old 

Assyrian texts down to the Neo-Assyrian, A§§ur usually heads the list of gods. 

2.2 The End of a Reign in Grief 

The curse that the opponent's kingship end in grief is related to his ill-health, 

which would indicate his failure in performance of the kingship. An additional 

motive would be a natural calamity, causing a difficult reign. 

2.2.1 A Sumerian Inscription 

The curse of a bad life is expressed bluntly: "May life be an evil for him!" 

(§4). 

2.2.2 An Old Akkadian Inscription 

The Sumerian imprecation for a bad life which recurs in the Bitwata inscrip

tion from the end of the Ur-III period prays, "may life be hateful to him!" 

(§10.no.2). 

2.2.3 Old Babylonian Inscriptions 

This basic concept is transmitted to CH. There it is related to the failure of 

kingship because of ill-health, "may Ninkarrark inflict upon him in his body a 

grievous malady, an evil disease, a serious injury which never heals . . ., and may 

18 Also ED, §50.00.2. 

19 Also VTE 660-61 (Nabll invoked). A similar curse in VTE 540-44 connects the annihilation of 
dynasty with a complete destruction of a vassal's family. The same concept is also illustrated with a 
mule (VTE 537-39), see Part II 3.2.6.1. A curse of the complete destruction of the people parallels a 
curse of 00 libation (SB r. 8b-9 (a divine name is broken away); AB r. 13b-14, Ea invoked) indicat
ing the annihilation of the family. In one instance, the curse of the extinction of a dynasty can be 
deduced from a curse that there be no libation occurring in the context of cannibalism (151.00.15, 
without a divine name). 
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he continue to lament (the loss of) his vigour until his life comes to an end!" . 
(§13.no.39) and because of various calamities, "may he (Enlil) determine as the fate 

for him a reign of grief, days of sweat, years of famine, darkness without light, sud

den death!" (§13.no.5). 

2.2.4 Inscriptions from the Kassite and Post-Kassite Periods 

A kudurru from Nebuchadnezzar I's reign expresses the concept some 600 

years later: "May Ea take away from him gladness of heart, happiness of mind, 

abundance and fullness!; may lamentation seize him!" (§24.no.3). The curse con

cerning ill-health, occurring in CH, continued in the latter part of the second millen

nium B.C.20 

2.2.5 Assyrian Inscriptions 

2.2.5.1 Building Inscriptions 

Tukulti-Ninurta I invoked the curse of a difficult reign on any future king who 

damaged or neglected the inscription: "May he (Assur) darken his days (and) vitiate 

his years!" (§40.no.3).21 

2.2.5.2 The Neo-Assyrian Treaties 

The idea of a reign of grief (§48.no.9) and its relation to famine which 

occurred in CH (§13.no.5 in 2.2.3) continues in SM: "May Enlil decree him a reign 

of exhaustion, scarce days and years of famine!" (§48.no.4). A similar idea appears 

in VTE: "May your days be dark and your years dim, may darkness which is not to 

be brightened be declared as your fate. May your life end in exhaustion and sleep

lessness!" (§51.no.25). Furthermore, ill-health and worries would make the per

formance of kingship difficult (§51.no.3, by Anu). 

20 §18.no.4 (Merodach-baladan I (1173-1161). dsln dlamal dadad u dmarduk ildni ~irtlti ina 
pllunu la mulprli lisbartlluma mur~a diha la lab libbi la dumuq l~ri ana limti adi am bal!u lllimul 
"May Sin, SamaS, Adad and Marduk, the preeminent gods, by their unchangeable decree, overpower 
him; may they decree for him illness, headache, unhappiness and unsoundness of flesh, as long as 
lives'", S. Page, "Merodach-baladan I,· Sumer 23 (1967), 54 iii 12-21. In an inscription of Marduk
§apik-zeri (1080-1068), it is more elaborate, combining ill-health with its result: ila rabati mala ina 
narf annl lUmSunu zakru .•. ina banilunu mil Irkkilmulama ina murtl~i di' dilipli quli leuri nissali 
im!r tanihi la lab libbi ld !ub lrri idirti gerrani u bikrti ami u-la naparka liltabrtllu "Mayall great 
gods, whose name is called in this stele, ... , look at him with anger and let him spend the days in 
sickness, headache, sleeplessness, silence, fainting, woe, need, grievance, misfortune, displeasure, 
grief, lament and weeping unceasingly,· Fawzi Reschid and Claus Wilcke, " Marduk-§apik-zeri, • ZA 
65 (1975), 58 76-87a. 

21 If a successor finds the inscription, he is expected to anoint it with oil, to make sacrifices, and 
then return it to its place, RIMA I A.O.78.22 271 55-58. 
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To sum up, the motif of the imprecation of a life of agony lasted for 1000 

years, in various forms. CH relates this curse to ill-health and natural calamity, 

bringing the reign to an end in grief. The inscriptions of the Kassite and post

Kassite periods have this same imprecation of ill-health. Its expression in an 

Assyrian building inscription is basic and general, like a much earlier Sumerian 

inscription. 

2.3 Rejection of kingship/Dethronement 

The malediction of the rejection of kingship is attested from Sumerian down to 

Neo-Assyrian building inscriptions. 

2.3.1 Sumerian Inscriptions 

Gudea Statue C: "May his reign be cut offl" (§2.no.4).22 

2.3.2 Old Akkadian Inscription 

An inscription of Naram-Sin: "May he not hold the scepter for Enlil and the 

kingdom for Btar!" (§9.no.2). 

2.3.3 Old Babylonian Inscription 

CH: "May Anu take the royal sheen from him and break his scepter" 

(§13.no.I-2). This malediction is repeated: overthrowing the kingship (no. 11 , by 

Samd), invoking Btar to curse the kingship (no.27), the destruction of the accursed 

king (no. 15a). 

2.3.4. Inscriptions from the Kassite and Post-Kasite Periods 

The malediction of rejection of kingship is not attested in these periods. 

2.3.4 Assyrian Inscriptions 

2.3.4.1 Building Inscriptions 

The curse concerning the rejection of kingship appears in parallel with the 

destruction of offspring (2.1.5.1 above). One Samfi-Adad inscription reads: "May 

Btar take away his sovereignty and term of rule and [give] (them) to another!" 

(§36.no.4b). From the time of Adad-naran I onward, the phrase "may AUur, my 

lord, overthrow his sovereignty!"23 is used regularly and invoked in the name of the 

chief gods.24 This stock phrase2S occurs with an expression of the result caused by 

22 Also NBW II. Utuhegal 330 7 11-12. 

23 dallur bllr larrQssu liskip. RIMA I Adad-niriri I A.0.76.9 143 25-26. 

241bid., Tukulti-Ninurta I A.0.78.5 246 116-19 (A§§ur and Adad invoked); RIMA II TigJath
pileser I A.0.87.1 31 77 (Anu and Adad invoked). 

25 RIMA I Shalmaneser I A.0.77.4 19351-52. 
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an enemy's victory in a Shalmaneser I building inscription (§39).26 In an in scrip-. 
tion of TukultI-Ninurta I, it is related to an invocation of the end of the reign 

(§40.no.2, A§§ur). In a building inscription of Ashurnasirpal II the stock-phrase 

parallels the malediction of deprivation of the throne (§42.no.2, by A§§ur and 

Ninurta). In another inscription of Ashurnasirpal II, the deprivation of the throne 

appears with defeat in war (§42.no.3, Btar invoked).27 In Sennacherib's inscription 

the idea of the stock-phrase parallels a general invocation of divine curse (§44.no.l, 

by the great gods). 

2.3.4.2 Neo-Assyrian Treaties 

Rejection of kingship is expressed directly: "May Sama§ reject his kingship!" 

(SM, §48.no.7a) or "may Anu break his scepter!" (§48.no.3). VTE: "May Enlil 

overthrow your throne! "28 

The rejection of kingship is invoked without a divine name in the Sumerian 

inscription. The same. idea recurs in an Old Akkadian inscription. In CH Anu, Sin, 

and Htar are invoked. In the Assyrian inscriptions, it is attributed to A§sur in most 

instances. Sometimes, he appears with Adad, or Ninurta, or Btar. In other 

instances the action of this curse is attributed to an enemy king who may seize the 

throne. In Neo-Assyrian treaties, Sama§,' Anu and Ellil are invoked. 

2.4 Curses Related to War 

One of the king's duties was to lead the army in conquest of new territory or 

in defense against invasion, so curses with reference to war relate to failures in the 

performance of kingship. When this curse appears in the monumental documents of 

the Kassite and post-Kassite period, it refers to individuals who participated in war, 

since kudurrus are private documents. 

2.4.1 Breaking Weapons 

One of the criteria for "the masculinity of the ancient" was "his prowess in 

battle. "29 "The symbols for virile manhood were the bow and arrow. "30 Thus, the 

malediction of breaking weapons implies the removal of masculinity from men.31 

26 A similar idea occurs in one Tn.! inscription. ibid., A.0.78.S 246111-19. 
27 Also RIMA III Adad-narari III A.0.I04.6 209 29c-30b (Marduk invoked). 
28 dellil bll kusse [kulsstlkun{u lusabalkitl. SAA II. 58 659. 
29 Harry A. Hoffner, "Symbols for Masculinity and Femininity." JBL 8S (1966). 327. 
30 Ibid., 392. 

31 This imprecation is associated with a simile curse in VTE 616-17, see Part II 3.2.8.1.(5). The 
same idea is expressed by holding a spindle in 2 Sam 3:29. see Part IV 2.1.3.8 (2) fn. 58. 
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2.4.1.1 Old Akkadian Inscriptions 

An inscription of Sargon: "May he (Bnlil) break his weapons!" (§8).32 

2.4.1.2 An Old Babylonian Inscription 

CH: "May she (Htar) break his weapons on the battle-field!" (§13.no.29).33 

2.4.1.3 Inscriptions from the Kassite and Post-Kassite Periods 

A kudurru of the Kassite period combines the idea of breaking weapons with 

an imprecation for weakness: "May Zababa and Htar smash his weapon in the battle

field (and) make his arm slack!" (§25.no.2). A kudurru of Marduk-niidin-ahhe's 

time has the basic idea of the curse (§29.no.7, by Nergal; §28.no.7, by Zababa). 

2.4.1.4 Assyrian Inscriptions 

(1) Building Inscriptions 

One Samfi-Adad's inscription (c. 1813-1781 B.C.): "May Htar break his 

weapon and the weapons of his army!" (§36.no.2). Inscriptions throughout the 

Middle-Assyrian and Neo-Assyrian periods have the curse of "breaking the weapons 

of any individuals" who might damage the inscriptions. 34 One Tiglath-pileser I 

inscription: "May they (Anu and Adad) smash his weapons, bring about the defeat 

of his army, and make him sit in bonds before his enemies!" (§41.no.2). The same 

idea recurs in in Ashurnasirpal II's inscriptions. 35 

(2) Neo-Assyrian Treaties 

AM (v 13): "may she (Utar) take away their bow! "36 The traditional express

ion recurs in VTE: "May Htar smash your bow in the thick of ba[ttle]!/ may she 

bind your arms!/ and have you crouch under your enemy!" (§51.no.16).37 

To sum up, the imprecation of breaking weapons is transmitted from the Old 

Akkadian to Neo-Assyrian inscriptions. Although other gods are invoked, Htar 

appears throughout. 

32 Also RIME II Sargon E2.1.1.6 20 48-49, 7 22 33-34 76 46-47. 
33 Also 113.no.24 (Zababa). The identical expression of this curse (Ninurta) occurs in a kudunu 

from Meli-shipak's reign, BBSt 4 iii 16. 
34 RIMA I A.0.39.1 51. Also Tukulti-Ninurta I A.0.78.22 line 63a (AHur invoked), ibid., 270 

and A.0.78.23 lines 139-40 (AMur, Enlil and Samai invoked), 274, A.0.78.14 lines 39 ff (Dinitu 
invoked), 260; Tiglath-pileser I A.0.87.1 line 80 (Anu and Adad invoked), ibid., vol.2, 31; 
Ashurnasirpal II A.0.I01.50 line 42b-3a (litar invoked), ibid., 321. 

35 Defeat (AUur and Ninurta invoked), ibid., A.0.I01.26 282 71b and smashing weapons (litar 
invoked), 50 321 42b-44a; the latter malediction parallels the rejection of kingship. 

36 qassi§unu lrkim, SAA II, 12. 

37 Also SSA II ED 27 iv 18a (Astarte invoked). 
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2.4.2 Destruction of Troops 

Specific mention of the destruction of troops in ancient Near Eastern curses 

does not occur very often, probably because it can be assumed in the contents of 

other curses related to war. 

2.4.2.1 An Old Babylonian Inscription 

CH: "May she (Utar) strike down his warriors!" (§13.no.31), and "may she 

(lstar) make a heap of his warriors' corpses on the plain!" (§13.no.33). 

2.4.2.2 Assyrian Inscriptions 

(1) Building Inscriptions 

Tukulti-Ninurta I: "May he (Assur) bring about the defeat of his army!" 

(§40.no.1). The same idea occurs in Tiglath-pileser's annals (§41.no.2). 

(2) Neo-Assyrian Treaties 

Destruction of troops is to be deduced from other curses referring to war (see 

below "bloody defeat"). Although the curse of the destruction of the troops of dis

loyal vassals is not mentioned specifically in Neo-Assyrian treaties, it is included in 

the maledictions of the destruction of vassals' people in AM (2.4.5.3 (2) below) and 

of bloody battle (2.4.7 below). 

2.4.3 Losing Life in War 

CH: "May he (Nergal) shatter him with his mighty weapon and break his body 

in pieces like a figure of clay!" (§13.no.37). 

An inscription from the reign of Merodach-Baladan I prays: "May Marduk and 

Zarpanitu deliver him to the sword!" (§19.no.3).J8 In a kudurru from Nabu-mukin

apli's reign the same idea occurs: "May Nergal slay him in his battle!" (§33.no.3, 

by Nergal)' 

The malediction of losing life in war is comparable to that of bloody battle 

(see 2.4.7 below). The malediction of losing life in war is attested in VTE: ""May 

Assur st[ri]ke [you] down with [his] fierce weapons!" (§51.no.28). 

2.4.4 Losing Liberty in War 

This malediction relates to defeat. It appears in parallel to the malediction of 

turning day into night: "May he (Zababa) tum day into night for him and cause his 

enemy to trample upon him!" (§13.no.26). Losing liberty in war also relates to an 

38 Cf. Livingstone, "Marduk-n~in-ahhe," iv 29. 
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imprecation concerning the withdrawal of divine support. A kudurru from Marduk

nadin-ahhe's time: "May Zamama not grasp his hand in the battle!" (§29.no.8). 

The same idea occurs in one of SamaSi-Adad I's inscriptions: "May he and his 

army not prevail in the face of a king who opposes him! "39 The same idea occurs in 

an Adad-nararI I inscription: "May he not stand firm before his enemy! "40 This 

idea is expressed in Tiglath-pileser I's inscription: "May they (Anu, Adad) make 

him sit in bonds before his enemies!"41 and recurs in Ashurnasirpal II's inscrip

tions.42 The same malediction continues in Neo-Assyrian treaty-curses.43 It fol

lows the same idea, namely binding the arms of the accursed in VTE: "May she 

(Utar) bind your arms and have you crouch under your enemy!" (§51.no.16b-c). 

And the malediction of not standing firm before the enemy which occurred in Adad

nararI I's inscription recurs as a simile curse in VTE 535a.44 

2.4.5 The Destruction of the Land 

Destruction of the land can be categorized in two ways: devastation of towns, 

including people, and destruction of borders. This curse is not attested in the 

Sumerian and Old Akkadian inscriptions. 

2.4.5.1 An Old Babylonian Inscription 

CH: "May she (Ninlil) cause his land to be ruined, his people destroyed!" 

(§13.no.8; cf. no.13 (Samd invoked). 

2.4.5.2 Inscriptions of the Post-Kassite Period 

An inscription of Nebuchadnezzar I's time (1124-1103): "May ruin fasten its 

grip upon the inhabitants of his city!" (§23.no.4). This is comparable to the curse 

of destruction of (the property) boundary; for example, in a kudurru of Marduk

nadin-ahhe's time, "May he (Ninurta) destroy his boundary!" (§28.no.6; cf. no.5). 

2.4.5.3 Assyrian Inscriptions 

(1) Building Inscriptions 

The Assyrian building inscriptions carry on those curses. The devastation of 

cities is compared with a result of the flood in an inscription of Adad-nararI I: "May 

39 ana pan lam {majhrrilu la u ummantJssu ai iprika, RIMA I A.0.39.1 51 118-21. 
40 ina pani na/crilu ai izziz, RIMA I A.0.76.2 134 6Ob-61a, 9 143 31b-32a, 76.15 151 43b-44; 

Shalmaneser I A.O.77.6 195 27-28a; Tulkulti-Ninurta I A.0.78.5 246 123b-124. 
41 ina pan naluJrisu kamilla§ibtlsu, RIMA II A.0.S7.1 31 iii 82-83a. 
42 Ibid., A.0.I01.26 282 7tb, 50331 19b (I§tar invoked). 
43 SAA II EB 27 iv 18b-19a. 
44 See Part II 3.2.10.1 (1). 
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he (Adad) make his land (look) like ruined hills created by the deluge!" (§38.no.8). 

The same idea continues in Tiglath-pileser Ill's time (§43). In an inscription· of 

Adad-naran III this curse relates to the devastation of the land which might be 

caused by a plague of locusts (§45.no.l, by Adad). A§§ur, Marduk, Adad, Sin and 

Sama! are invoked in an inscription of Shalmaneser IV to smash the land like a brick 

(§46.no.2). 

(2) Neo-Assyrian Treaty-Curses 

AM: "May A§§ur tum your land into a battlefield, your people to devastation, 

your cities into mounds, and your house into ruins!" (§49.no.l0).45 The same idea 

occurs in VTE: "May· Sama! with an iron plough overturn your city and your dis

trict!" (§51.no.29). 

2.4.6 No Mercy 

CH: "May she (Btar) not bestow mercy on his warriors!" (§13.no.34). The 

same idea occurs in an inscription of Nebuchadnezzar I's time, namely that the cap

tor may not accept the supplication of the accursed (§23.no.6). 

Esarhaddon: "May she (Btar) not grant him mercy! "46 recurring in VTE: 

[May] Btar [no]t show you mercy and compassion!" (§51.no.17). 

2.4.7. Bloody Battle 

The imprecation of bloody battle appears in CH. There two different aspects 

are expressed: one refers to the accumulation of corpses on the field (§13.no.33 in 

2.4.2.1);47 the other has "may she (Btar) drench the earth with their blood!" 

(§13.no.32). A battlefield and chariots covered with blood would result from fierce 

fighting. That would result in fllling the battlefield with blood (VTE, §51.no.6).48 

Thus, the curse of chariots drenched with the accursed ones' blood in VTE 

(§51.no.32) may be compared. 

2.4.8 Burning People 

CH: "May Nergal ... bum his people with his great overpowering weapon 

like a raging fire in a reed thicket!" (§13.no.36). We find the fulfllment of this 

malediction in Ashurnasirpal II' and Tiglath-pileser Ill's annals (see Part III 2.1.3). 

45 Also 2.4.2.2 (2) above; §50.Do.2a, by MeJqarth and EshmUD. 

46 a; ;rJisu rlm,Asarhaddons, 76 §48 25b. 

47 Cf. Part 113.1.10.2. 

48 See also Part III 2.1.5. 
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It recurs as a simile curse in VTE: "May your figure be burnt in the fire!" 

(§51.no.31).49 

2.4.9 Dispossession 

Conquerors commonly plundered houses of the defeated. A kudurru of 

Nebuchadnezzar I's time: "May another possess the house which he has built!" 

(§23.no.5). The same idea occurs in Sam§i-Adad I's inscription: "May Nergal take 

away by force his treasure and the treasure of his land!"so The malediction is 

expanded in VTE to include wives: "May Venus make your wives lie in the lap of 

your enemy before your eyes; may your sons not take possession of your house, but 

a strange enemy divide your goods!" (§51.no.8).SI 

2.4.10 Deportation 

CH: "May they (enemies) carry him away in bonds to a land hostile to him!" 

(§13.no.35). A deed of Marduk-zAkir-§umi: "May they (Marduk and Zarpanit) pro

nounce his fall and captivity!" (§34.no.3). These two ideas occur together in 

Tukulti-Ninurta I's inscription: "May they (A§§ur, Enlil and Samd) force him to 

dwell in captivity in the land of his enemies!" (§40.no.4). 

In AM this curse relates to a disloyal vassal together with his family and his 

people (§49.no.2 in 2.1.5.2 above).S2 

2.5 Short Life 

A Gudea inscription: "May they alter his determined fate! May he be killed at 

this, his day, like a cow!" (§1.nos.I-2). 

In CH this malediction occurs in relation to that of a reign of grief (§13.no.5 

in 2.2.3). 

In following eras the length of life is accursed, e.g., in a kudurru of Marduk

ahhe-eriba: "May the gods not grant him life for a single day!" (§32.no.3).S3 In a 

kudurru of Marduk-nadin-ahhe this malediction is emphasized by parallelism: 

"shorten his days, reduce his months, diminish his years!" (Appendix IV 29). 

An Assyrian inscription from Tiglath-pileser I's reign contains: "May he 

(Adad) command that he live not one day longer!" (§41.no.4a). 

49 A similar simile curse occurs in Hittite military oaths, N. Oettinger, Die Militiirischen Bide, 8-9 
i 47-S1. See also Part III 2.1.3. 

50 dn~rgal ina kalkiUim isittalu II isitti matisu lirtaddi, RIMA I A.0.39.1 51 122-126. 

51 See also Part III 2.1.4. 

52 Also 150.no.2; VTE 579-81 in Part II 3.2.10.2. 

53 Also in a kudurru of Marduk-zikir-Aumi's time, RA 16 (1919), 130 iv 11-12. 
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In Neo-Assyrian treaties the general expressions of this imprecation occur in 

SM, "may Nabu not 5pare his life!" (§48.no.2) and in VTE, "may A§§ur not grant 

you long-lasting old age and the attainment of extreme old age!" (§51.no.l).54 

2.6 Life Spilt like Water 

Losing life is illustrated with shedding water. CH (§13.no.8): "May she (Nin

lil) cause his life to be spilled like water!" recurring in a kudurru of Nazimarrutta§ 

(c. 1323-1298 B.C.), "may Marduk ••. shed his life like water!"55 and in SM: 

"may he pour out his life like water! "56 

2.7 Solitary Survival 

A kudurru of Marduk-nadin-ahhe: "May he crouch like an owl in abandoned 

ruins!" (§28.no.2), and a similar idea appears in AM vi 5 (see Parts II 3.3.3; cf. III 

2.1.15). 

2.8 No Burial 

A kudurru of Merodach-Baladan I's time: "May his corpse not be buried!" 

(§21).57 The same idea recurs in VTE: "May the earth not receive your corpses!" 

(§51.no.24). 

2.9 No Libations 

2.9.1 An Old Babylonian Inscription 

The curses relating to war could result in deprivation of offspring, who would 

have fulfllled the. duty for the dead. So the dead would live like vagrants in the 

underworld. The Epic of Gilgamesh describes the state:58 . "Have you seen him 

whose spirit has no one to tend? - I have seen (him). He eats lees of the pot, 

crumbs of bread, which are thrown on the street. "59 No libations as a curse occurs 

54 This curse is to be deduced from the punishment related to the loss of life in war in the treaty of 
the ninth century B.C., see SM e. 18b below. In AM this malediction is connected with decapitation 
(AM i 27a, in Part II 4.3.1.3) and the destruction of life (§49.1). 

55 dmarduk . •. napistasu krma me litbuk, MDP 289-90 iii 30-35. 
56 napislaSu kr me litbuk, SAA II 4 e.18b. 
57 See further Part II 4.3.1.4; also Livingstone, iv 21. 
58 sa e{emmasu pllqida III isll Illmur Iltamar sukuiat diqllri kusipat akdli sa ina saqi nadd ikkal, in 

K. Deller and K. Watanabe, "Sukkulu(m), sakkulu "abwishen, auswischen," ZA 70 (1980), 211-12 
xii 153-54. See further Part II 4.3.1.4. 

59 One of the blessings of people in the ancient Near East was that the dead could drink water. We 
read in a Babylonian inscription on a mortuary cone of the second millennium B.C: ina sapillti 
e{emmusu me zak[{l(}i i[i}lta "may his spirit drink pure water in the underworld" (lines 14-16), Emile 
Szlechter, "Inscription Funeraire Babylonienne," in Academie des Inscriptions, 430. 
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in CH: "May he (Sarna!) make his ghost thirst for water below in t6he nether 

world!" (§13.no.15b). 

2.9.2 Inscriptions from the Kassite and Post-Kassite Periods 

A kudurru of Kurigalzu's time: "May Sarna! never let the pipe for him receive 

cool water down below!" (§14.no.2). In a kudurru of Marduk-nidin-ahhe's reigns 

this malediction is invoked in the name of Ninurta for deprivation of the offspring 

"who pours the waters for him!" (§29.no.6).60 

2.9.3 Neo-Assyrian Treaties 

This malediction follows curses of cannibalism and corpses eaten by animals 

leading no-one to take care of the ghosts: "May your ghost have nobody to take care 

of the pouring of libations to him!" (§51.no.14). In another example, the curse 

occurring in CH (§13.no.15b, 2.9.1 above) recurs in VTE (§51.no.20).61 

2.10 Drought 

For Babylonia an interruption of the flow of rivers and canals would be a 

serious matter. The concept occurs in Atrahasis II iv 2-3: "Below, the flood did not 

[rise] from the abyss! "62 As a malediction this idea appears in Sumerian, "may the 

water be held back in the earth!" (§1.no.7), continues in CH, "may he (Enki) dam 

up his rivers at the source!" (§13.no.l0a) and in a kudurru of Marduk-ahhe-enoa's 

time, "may Marduk stop up his river!" (§32.no.2). An Old Akkadian inscription: 

"May Enki not make his canal fu11!" (§9.no.6). 

This traditional idea is echoed in AM iv 21: "may women fetching water not 

draw water from the springs! "63 

2.11 Famine 

Gudea Statue B: "May farnine rule in his reign!" (§1.no.9). In CH this curse 

occurs in the context of the end of the reign in grief (see 2.2.3) and continues in the 

kudurrus from the end of the second millennium B.C. In a kudurru of Meli-shipak's 

time, along with other expressions, farnine is invoked in the name of all the gods 

60 Also in a kudurru of Nabtl-mukin-apli's time (§33.no.Sb, by Ninurta); Livingstone, iv 11 
(without a divine name). 

61 Cf. SAA II AD 67 r. 14b; SD 72 9b-l0a. 

62laplil"1 i[llika} mil" ina naqb{i}, Lambert and Millard, Atra-hasis, 78-79, 108 ff. 

63 habrti {mil ai ihb4 mi nagbi, SAA II, 11. 
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mentioned (§17.no.7). A kudurru of Marduk-nadin-ahhe's reign: "May Nabu 

appoint days of scarcity and drought as his destiny!" (§27.no.5).64 

Famine occurs in a Middle-Assyrian inscription in the context of the Adad

curse (2.16.1.5 (1)). An inscription of Ashumasirpal II: "May they (Ninurta and 

Btar) establish in his land distress, famine, (and) hunger! "65 

Famine would cause a disaster among the people. Thus, the malediction of 

famine relates to the destruction of inhabitants: "May he (Marduk) strike down his 

people [through hunge]r and famine!" (SM, §48.no.l). In AM famine occurs in an 

Adad-curse (§49.no.5 in 2.16.1.5 (2) below). It also would cause a difficult reign 

to vassals (§48.no.4 in 2.2.5.2 above). VTE: "May want and famine, hunger and 

plague never be removed from you!" (§51.no.23).66 

2.12. Divine Anger/Curse67 

2.12.1 Sumerian Inscriptions 

The imprecation of divine curse/anger can be traced back to Sumerian inscrip

tions: "May Gi1game~ curse him!" (§5)68 and "may he (Nanna) look at his city with 

anger!" (§6).69 

2.12.2 Old Akkadian Inscriptions 

A Naram-Sin inscription: "May Sin, Btar-Annunltum, An, Enli1, Ilaba, Sin, 

SamaS, Nergal, Um(um), Ninkarak, in their totality curse him with a terrible curse!" 

(§9.no.l). 

2.12.3 Old Babylonian Inscription 

CH: " May Enlil curse him with these curses!" (§13.no.41) and all the gods 

are invited to curse an evil king and his whole realm (§13.no.40).70 

64 Also §30.no.S. In another kudurru , Marduk is invoked to punish the accursed with famine (30-
34) followed by its result, namely: ina nafal kammilli tiri~ qati u ltl eplri saq alifu lissahhur "may he 
go around the streets of his city with his adversary (?) looking on, begging but receiving no food!" 
(MOP 2 10935-40); translation in CAD K, 125. 

65 sunaqu bubatu u nibratu ina milssu [lajkina, RIMA II A.0.101.32 297 2Od. 
66 §51.no.22 has the abandonment of food and drink, which may result in famine and illness. In 

the ceremonial curses of this treaty, on the other hand, famine is vividly expressed; the value of bread 
through scarcity is compared with the value of gold (VTE 567). 

67 The divine anger and the invocation of divine curse are the same concept, since they refer to 
withdrawal of divine favour. 

68 Also UET I or. 2898771-72 and two Sumerian inscriptions from OB, ibid., or. 29490 37-38 & 
§11. 

69 Also ~ulgi 4612-16 (ibid., 199); Sulgi 6S 7-14 (ibid., 199); Ibbisuen A 9-8 71-72 (ibid., 288). 

70 Also §13.3, by Anu. 
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2.12.4 Inscriptions from the Kassite and the post-Kassite periods 

A kudurru of Nazimarutta!: "May Anu, Enlil and Ea curse him (with) an 

indissoluble evil curse!" (§ 15. no. I ) 71 recurs in a kudurru from Meli-shipak's reign 

(§ 17. no. I , by Anu; cf. no. 5).72 A similar idea relating to the invocation of a divine 

curse is divine anger, attested already in a Sumerian inscription (2.12.1), and recurs 

in kudurrus from the time of Melisipak onwards: "As for that man, may Anu, Enlil 

and Ea, the great gods, look at him with anger. "73 The joining of divine anger and 

divine curse is first attested in a kudurru of Melishipak's time. 74 

2.12.5 Assyrian Inscriptions 

2.12.5.1 Building Inscriptions 

The malediction of divine anger/curse does not appear frequently in Assyrian 

curses. A Tiglath-pileser I inscription has: "May Anu and Adad look at him with 

anger and inflict an evil curse upon him!" (§41.no.I).7S An inscription of 

Ashurnasirpal II: "May Assur and Ninurta look at him with anger!" (§42.no.I). 

Sennacherib: "May Assur and the great gods of heaven and earth curse him with an 

evil curse!" (§44.no.2). 

2.12.5.2 Neo-Assyrian Treaties 

The invocation of divine curse continues in the Neo-Assyrian treaties 

(§50.no.I).76 The expression of divine curse and an angry glance go together in 

VTE: "May they (all the great gods of heaven and earth) strike you, look at you in 

anger! May they curse you grimly with a painful curse!" (§51.no.19). 

71 Also MOP 289 iii 16-24 and in a lrudurru of Kudur-Enlil, RA 66 (1972), 173 67b-68. 

72 Also MOP 1092 iv 12-14 (Anu, Enlil and Ea invoked); MOP 638 vi 12b-13; AfO 23 (1970), 3 
iv 4-6 (from Merodach-Baladan I's reign, by Suqamuna and Sumalia); 118.00.2, §29.1 (from 
Marduk-nidin-ahhe's reign), BBSt 961 i 37b-39a (from Nabd-mukin-apli's time, by Anu, Enlil and 
Ea), BBSt 10 74-75 rev. 38-40 (Shamash-shum-ukin's time, by Anu, Enlil and Ea). 

73 amllu iuatum danu denlil u daa ilani rabllti izzii likkilmlUunuJ, MOP 1092 iv 8-11; also JeS 2 
(1948), 203 (1) 2-3 (between Meli-shipak II and Enlil-nidin-aplI, Ea and Enlil invoked); Livingstone, 
iv 1-5 (Marduk-nidin-ahhe, Anu, Enlil, Ea and Ninmah invoked) and Peiser, KB IV iii 8b-ll 
(Marduk-nidin-ahhe, Anu, Enlil, Ea and Ninmah invoked) and see further fn. 74. 

74 MOP 2 108-09 iv 15-25 (angry divine glance) and iv 26-28 (divine curse) (Anu, Bel, Ea and 
Ninhursagga invoked); ZA 65 (1975), 56 51b-54a (from Marduk-Aapik-zeri's time, by Anu, Enlil, Ea 
and Belet-iIi). In some cases, divine curse is followed by divine anger, BBSt 6 3S ii 37-38 (from 
Nebuchanezzar I's time); Hinke, A New Boundary Stone, 192 ii 14-20 (from Marduk-ahhe-enoa's 
time); see further Part V 1.3.1 fn. 13. 

75 See further Part V 1.1.6 fn. 10, 3.1 fn. 13. 

76 Also the expression of this idea is modified in SAA II, SB 72 r 7-8a; cf. EI ii 1-4. ibid .• 78. 
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To sum up, the invocation of deities to curse which includes all aspects of !ife 

in CH, occurs as a basic expression in Sumerian. It is further related to the natural 

calamity in a kudurru of the time of Meli-shipak. The basic expressions existing 

from the Sumerian period are used in Assyrian building inscriptions and Neo

Assyrian treaty-curses. 

2.13 Divine Evil Speech 

. _ The malediction concerning evil speech by a deity against the accursed is 

attested in inscriptions from the Old Babylonian period: "May the bride Aya put in a 

bad word about him before Sam~ for ever!" (§12.no.I). The same idea occurs in 

CH: May Ninlil vitiate his matter before Enlil at the place of litigation and verdict!" 

(§13.no.7). The same idea recurs in the Kassite and post-Kassite periods, e.g., 

"May Zarpanitu speak evil about him in the presence of the lord of lords 

(§33.no.l)77 and continues in VTE: "May Mullissu make the utterance of his 

(A§§ur's) mouth evil!" (§51.no.2a). 

2.14 Evil Demons 

Evil demons were sent "as mere agents and executors of the will of the gods; 

their role was to implement divinely ordained punishment for sin" usually "by inflic
tion of diseases. "78 

A kudurru of Marduk-nadin-ahhe's time: "May she (Htar) hang an evil deity, 

a sapping spirit, at his side!" (§28.no.8). A similar idea recurs in VTE: "May 

demon, devil and evil spirit select your houses! "79 

2.15 Infertility 

Barrenness of women and impotence of men were well known in the ancient 

Near East. 80 Two kudurrus from the end of the second millennium have the 

malediction of infertility. In a kudurru of Nazimarutta§ this malediction it relates to 

both humans and animals: "May Belet-ili not give any birth in his house and in his 

house may she prevent birth of ox, sheep, donkey and human!" (§15.no.4).81 

77 See further details, BaM Bh 3,41-42. 
78 1. Black and A. Green, Gods, Demons and Symbols, 63. 

79 JMu utukku rabr~u lemmu brttltikunu lrhin2, SAA II 49 493. In an Old-Assyrian building 
inscription Sin is invoked to become an evil demon, see §36.no.3 in 2.16.3.3 (I) below. 

80 Harry A. Hoffner, "Symbols for Masculinity and Femininity,· JBL 85 (1966),326-34. 

81 In a kudurru of Kudur-Enlil (1264-1256) line 75, the same expression occurs without a divine 
name, ibid., 173. This curse appears slightly modified in a kudurru from NabO-mukin-apli's reign 
ninmah . .• alad amelati alpl u ~lnlilsashissu "May Ninmah, ... , take from him utterly the birth 
of slaves, oxen, and sheep!," BBSt, 9 ii 26-29a. A similar idea occurs in a kudurru of Merodach
Baladan I's reign (§19.no.l). 
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A similar idea is attested only in AM v 11 b-12a, 82 dealing with impotence and 

barrenness. 

The Erra-Epic from the 8th century B.C.: "He/she shall cut off birth and 

deprive the nurses of the cries of the little children. "83 The same coupling recurs in 

VTE: "May Belet-ili cut off birth from your land; may she deprive your nurses of 

the cries of little children in the streets and squares!" (§51.no.ll). 

2.16 Curses by Specific Deities 

2.16.1 Adad-Curse 

Adad is invoked in relation to agriculture, rain and flood, and famine. 

2.16.1.1 Sumerian Inscriptions 

The Adad-curse can be related to the Sumerian curse of drought, since Adad

curses usually relate to drought and other natural disasters. 

The malediction of drought is invoked without a divine name, "May the rain 

be retained in heaven!" (§1.no.6). 

Curses invoked in the name of Adad are attested from Old Akkadian down to 

Nee-Assyrian Inscriptions. 

2.16.1.2 An Old Akkadian inscription 

An inscription of Naram-Sin: "May Adad and Nisaba not let his furrow flour

ish! (§9.no.5). 

2.16.1.3 An Old Babylonian Inscription 

CH: "May Adad deprive him of rain from heaven (and) floodwater from the 

springs!" (§13.no.21). Adad is also invoked to destroy the land by want and hunger 

(§13.no.22) and by flood (§13.no.24), presumably, accompanied with thunder 

(§13.no.23; cf. §49.no.5 below). 

2.16.1.4 Inscriptions from the Kassite and Post-Kassite Periods 

The same basic idea of curse by Adad continues in the Kassite and post -

Kassite periods. Yet it is more elaborate. In a kudurru of Kudur-Enlil (1264-1256), 

Adad is asked to inflict hunger-cramp (§16). A kudurru from Merodach-Baladan I's 

reign: "May Adad withdraw the water from his river!" (§19.no.2). He also appears 

in relation to the infertility of soil and the deprivation of crops and plants: "May 

82 See also Part II 3.2.6.1. 

83 iparrasa talittu ikkil Jerri u laIcl (variation la~) ttJrftu [uzammaJ. K. Watanabe. "Rekonstruktion 
von VTE 438 auf Grund von Erra III A 17." M!!!! 3 (1983). 165. 
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Adad make potassium of his fields useless and deprive (them) of crops! May he not 

let vegetation grow!" (§20.4).84 In an inscription from the reign of Nebuchadnezzar 

I, Adad relates to the malediction of flliing canals with mud, famine and its con

sequences, "may oppression, ruin and adversity be bound day and night at his side!" 

(§23.no.3).85 The malediction of filling canals with mud is expanded by fllling the 

field with thorns and the destruction of vegetation in a kudurru of Marduk-nadin

ahhe's time (§29.no.5).86 

2.16.1.5 Assyrian Inscriptions 

(I) Building Inscriptions 

All the ideas of the Adad-curses above are represented in the Assyrian in scrip-

tions. 

Adad-naran I's building inscriptions have the Adad-curse of flood: "May 

Adad overwhelm him with a terrible flood!" (§38.no.4) followed by its results, fam

ine and the destruction of the land (§38.nos.5-6).87 Further the Adad-curse 

(§38.no.7) has: "May Adad strike his land with terrible lightning (and) afflict his 

land with want!" This would result in famine. The same expression recurs in a 

Tiglath-pileser I inscription combined with famine and plague (§41.3). 88 

(2) The Neo-Assyrian Treaties 

Adad is invoked for the same curses from the ninth to the seventh centuries 

B.C. In 8M Ea is invoked to dam rivers (§48.no.6). -The curses of deprivation of 

rain and seasonal flood occur, which would result in famine and the destruction of 

the land (8M, §48.no.IO). Adad in relation to the destructio~ of the land through 

84 The same idea occurs in a kudurru of Marduk-siipik-zeri (1080-68): dningirsu btl aldla eqli 
ugarsu idrana Irseshiprna ina sirisu urqrtu ai ibbasi kImu dnisaba puquttu lihnub "May Ningirsu, the 
lord of (work) song in the fields, spread alkali over his field, so that no vegetation may grow in his 
furrows; instead of crops, may thorn-plant shoot!," ZA 65 (1975), 56-58 68-71. As a result, the 
work song of farmer would disappear, see further Part II 3.1.3, cf. 3.6.1; cf. Part III 2.2.13. 

85 The Adad-curse related to famine is a continuum of CH (§13.no.22); also found in a kudurru of 
Marduk-siipik-zeri's time (ZA 65 (1975), 56 61b-63). 

86 In another contemporary kudurru the Adad-curse appears in connection with the uncultivable 
fields (§27.no.4). 

87 The terrible thunder invoked by Adad occurring in CH (§13.no.23) recurs in an Adn.! inscrip
tion, RIMA I A.0.76.9 14327-29. 

88 This imprecation is expressed slightly differently in Ashumasirpal II's inscription: dadad gugal 
same u er~ete ina hirqi lamutte mIltisu libriq sunq[uJ nibrrtu husdhu ana mIlssu Ildi "May Adad, the 
canal-inspector of heaven and underworld, strike his land with terrible lightning (and) afflict his land 
with distress, famine, (and) hunger!," RIMA II A.0.I01.40 310 42-44. In an inscription of Adad
num III the Adad-curse relates to a natural disaster which would cause the land of the accursed to be 
devastated, §45.no.l. 
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famine also occurs in AM (§49.no.5). The malediction of withdrawal of rain is 

expressed by deprivation of Adad's thunder in AM (§49.no.7; cf. §13.no.23). 

VTE: "May Adad cut off sea[sonal flooding] from your land and deprive your fields 

of [grain], may he [submerge] your land with a great flood!" (VTE §51.no.12}.89 

Adad is responsible for the weather conditions and agricultural prosperity from 

the Sumerian period onward. From the OB onwards the Adad-curse includes the 

consequences of the calamities, e.g., drought and famine, destruction of the canals 

and the soil. These would also cause civil unrest. Furthermore, Adad is responsible 

for controlling flood and its results, namely the destruction of the country through 

famine. These ideas, in modified expressions, continue in the Assyrian inscriptions 

and Neo-Assyrian treaty-curses. 

2.16.2 Marduk-Curse 

This curse usually relates to dropsy as a severe punishment and an incurable 

disease. The curse that Marduk might inflict dropsy is attested in kudurru inscrip

tions from the post-Kassite down to the Neo-Assyrian periods. 

A kudurru from Marduk-nadin-ahhe's reign shows the Marduk-curse of dropsy 

(agannutillfl) as rikrssu la ipparraru as "the bond which cannot be loosed" 

(§27.no.3}.90 The same Concept occurs in another contemporary kudurru, but omits 

the term of dropsy (§29.no.4). A kudurru of Enlil-nadin-apli (1102-1099) has the 

Marduk-curse as Ierissu rabita "his great punishment."91 The Marduk-curse as 

dropsy and severe punishment (Ieressu kabittu) occurs in a Neo-Babylonian text. 92 

Sometimes, dropsy is attributed to both Marduk and other deities. For example, in 

a kudurru of Merodach-Baladan I the malediction of dropsy is invoked in the name 

of all the gods mentioned in the kudurru: "May they afflict him with dropsy. "93 In 

a kudurru from Merodach-Baladan II's time, dropsy is invoked as a dire punishment 

(Iertu kabittu) with its symptoms: "May Marduk and Zarpanit, the lords, who 

89 The curse of flood (VTE 442a, §51.no.12c) slightly modified occurs in VTE 488-89a without a 
divine name. 

90 Also in other kudurrus: 1) Marduk-nidin-ahhe's time, Livingstone, v 29-33 and KB IV 80 iii 
13-14 (130.no.l); 2) Marduk-Aipik-zeri's time, namely: dmarduk §ar §amI u er~eti /carib gimri 
aganuti14 §fa] rikissu la pa,rru mar§i§uma fa; ijppapr markassu WMay Marduk, the king of heaven 
and earth, who blesses the universe, cause him to have incurable dropsy, so that its grip may not be 
unfastened!, .. Reschid & Wilcke, ZA 65 (1975), ? 64-67. 

91 DDSt 11 79 iv 4b-6. 
92 Citations in CAD All 144. 

93 agallatilld li§amri~a§uma, ~ 6 38 vi 20. 
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determine fate, let him bear his heavy punishment, dropsy; may his body come to .an 

end in wasting away! "94 

To sum up, the Marduk-curse as dropsy parallels the terms "an indissoluble 

bond," "severe or great punishment." When the Marduk-curse omits the term 

dropsy, either "an indissoluble bond" or "severe or great punishment" respectively 

refers to dropsy. 

In VTE Marduk is asked to curse with "a severe punishment (hrtu kabtu) and 

an indissoluble curse (mllmlt III pasllri)" (§51.no.7).95 Since these expressions also 

occur with the specific curse of dropsy, we can assume that is implied here. 

2.16.3 Sin-Curse 

2.16.3.1 An Old Babylonian Inscription 

The "punishment of Sin" (sertam rabitam) as a euphemism for saharsubbu 

(leprosy) is first attested in CH (§13.no.17).96 

2.16.3.2 Inscriptions from the Kassite and the post-Kassite periods 

In a kudurru of Nazimaruttd the illness Sin inflicts is identified with 

saharSubbu: "May Sin ftll him (with) leprosy! May he lie outside like a wild ass!" 

(§15.no.3). From this time onward97 the Sin-curse principally occurs with 

saharSubbu, with two Assyrian exceptions (see below). Sometimes, leprosy is 

expressed with seret la pitri "an indissoluble punishment. "98 At the same time, the 

consequence of this illness occurs in parallel, namely, excommunication. In this 

case, the person afflicted with leprosy is doomed to live outside the city, in the 

steppe, like a wild donkey. 

Although the malediction of leprosy is attributed almost always to Sin, it is 

also invoked in the name of various deities from the 12th century B.C. onwards.99 

94 dmarduk u dzarptlnlt blM musimma simti strissu leabittu {aJgaldtilld lisiSSasuma ina sihat slri 
liqtd zumurSu, Delitzsch, "Der Berliner Merodachbaladan-Stein," BA 2 (1894), 265 v 40b-44. A 
simple expression of this malediction invoked by Marduk appears in a purchase deed from Esarhad
don's accession year, Owen and Watanabe, "Eine Neubabylonische Gartenkaufurkunde mit Fliichen 
aus dem Akzessionsjahr Asarhaddons," OA 22 (1983),37 Rs 27-28. 

95 Dropsy is attributed to Ea in VTE 521-22, see Part II 3.5.2. In another Neo-Assyrian treaty, the 
curse invoked to destroy the land by war and famine .. usually attributed to A§§ur, relates to Marduk 
(SM e. 16-19). In an Asb foundation deposit, Marduk is invoked to look with anger and destroy the 
name and offspring, Asshurbanipal, Cyl. L6 (p2), 238 29-30. ' 

96 See further CAD SIII 325b. 
97 See further, K. Watanabe, "Die Iiterarische Uberlieferung eines babylonisch-assyrischen 

Fluchthemas mit Anrufung des Mondgottes Sin," AS] 6 (1984), 101-02. 
98 MDP 10 p1.l2 iv 17 in CAD S II 325. 
99 See Watanabe, "Die literarische Uberlieferung," AS] 6 (1984), 101-04. 
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Thus, when the two examples from the seventh century B.C. attribute the impreca

tion of saharsubbu to I§tar, it is not a new phenomenon. In addition, the express

ions of the Sin-curse are not stereotyped. They are expressed slight differently. 100 

2.16.3.3 Assyrian Inscriptions 

(1) Building Inscriptions 

The Sin-curse is only attested in an inscription of Samfi-Adad I. There, Sin is 

invoked to become an evil demon to the accursed: "May Sin, ... , be an evil demon 

to him forever!"101 

(2) The Neo-Assyrian Treaties 

Sin-curse in SM (§48.no.8) is expressed as serta rablta which also occurred in 

CH (§13.no.17). Sin is invoked to cause a difficult reign for a vassal (§48.no.9, see 

2.2.5.2 above). In AM the Sin-curse is connected with leprosy which is invoked 

together with its consequence: "May Sin clothe Mati'-ilu, [his so]ns, his magnates, 

and the people of his land in leprosy as in a cloak! May they have to roam in the 

open country, and may there be no mercy for them!" (§49.no.4) and recurs in VTE 

"May Sin clothe you with leprosy and forbid your entering into the presence of the 

gods or king. Roam the desert like the wild ass and the gazelle!" (§51.no.4). 

2.16.4 Gula-Curse 

The Gula-curse is first attested in CH: "May Ninkarrak,l02 inflict upon him in 

his body a grievous malady, an evil disease, a serious injury which never heals, 

whose nature no physician knows, which he cannot allay with bandages, which like 

a deadly bite cannot be rooted out, and may he continue to lament (the loss of) his 

vigour until his life comes to an end!" (§13.no.39),103 

A kudurru of Nazimaruttcd: "May Gula put a lasting evil in his body and give 

him an incurable sickness! May he bathe (in) blood (and) pus as (in) water!" 

(§15.no.5). The kinds of inscriptions and the time span for the occurrence of the 

Gula-curse are almost identical from the Kassite down to the Neo-Assyrian inscrip

tions. During this period all examples of this curse share the second part of the 

curse dama sarka klma me lirmuk "may he bathe in blood and pus as in water," -

sometimes, blood and pus occur in reverse order - although the first part of the curse 

100 Ibid. 

101 dsfn ilu ... III rabi~ lemussu ana darltim, RIMA II A.0.39.1 51 132-35. 
102 Ninkarrak was later identified with Gula. 
103 Watanabe arranges occurrences of the Gula-curse chronologically, see BaM Bb 3,35. 
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is expressed slightly differently.104 Added to that, this malediction is attribut~ to 

Gula in all examples, except one, where Ninurta and Gula appear together. lOS 

The Gula-curse is not attested in Assyrian building inscriptions. In the Neo

Assyrian treaties, the Gula-curse appears in VTE: "May Gula put sickness and 

weariness [in your hearts] and an unhealing wound in your body. Bathe in [blood 

and pus] as if in water!" (§51.no.18),l06 

2.16.5 SamaS-Curse 

2.16.5.1 Juridical Aspect 

Sam~-curses are attested from the Old Babylonian down to the Neo-Assyrian 

periods. The majority of the instances from the second millennium B.C. relate to 

judgment in two different aspects. 107 

One refers simply to Sam~' judgment and is first attested in CH: "May 

malevolent word of Sam~ swiftly overtake him!" (§13.no.14). A kudurru of 

Marduk-nadin-ahhe's time refers to the same idea: "May Sam~ decide his punish

ment and oppose him!" (§30.no.2). 

The other refers to refusal of just judgement. An inscription from Nebuchad

neZZar I's time: "May Sam~ and Adad may not judge him with' a judgment of jus

tice and righteousness!" (§24.no.4). In a kudurru of Marduk-nadin-ahhe this 

imprecation specifies Sam~' denial of a successful lawsuit: "May Sam~ not give 

heed to him in his litigation! May he not allow his lawsuit to reach a decision!" 

(§28.nos.3-4).1°8 

In Assyrian building inscriptions the Sam~-curse continues the idea of justice 

(SamSi-Adad I (§36.no.4a).109 

2.16.5.2 Physical Disabilities 

104 In two cases the second part of the curse is missing, see ibid., 37-39. 

105 Gula is Ninurta's wife, see no. 12, ibid., 37. See further, ibid., 35-40. 

106 Also SSA II EB 27 iv 3-4. 
107 In some c~, SamaS is invoked to overthrow the kingship of the accused (§13.no.11) and to 

destroy the country (§13.no.13). 
108 The identical idea is expressed differently in a contemporary kudurru (BBSt, 8 iv 10-11) and in 

one kudurru of the time of Nabtl-mukin-apli (977-942) (BBSt, 9 ii 1-3a). A similar curse is invoked 
by ASsur, Marduk, Adad, Sin and SamaS in a Shalm.IV's building inscription, RIMA III A.0.105.1 
240 15-19. 

109 A SamaS-curse in an inscription of Adad-naran III refers to a solar eclipse: dsamas dayytln 
same u er~eli ekUtu ina mtltisu lisabsfma ai i!ala ahamef WMay SamaS, judge of heaven and 
underworld, cause darkness in his land so that people cannot see each other!: RIMA III A.O.I04.6 
209 30c-31b. In another example, from Ashurbanipal's annals, it relates to the annihilation of the 
family line (§47). 
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Samai is invoked to attack the physical ability of the person in a kudurru of 

the time of Merodach-Baladan I (§20.no.2).110 A kudurru from Marduk-nidin

abbe's reign has a Samai-curse, which probably indicates loss of eyesight: "May 

Sarnai smite his countenance! May his bright day tum to darkness for him!" 

(127.no.2). If that is correct, this is the first reference to the loss of eye-sight. 

However, the tradition of the Samai-curse recurs in Neo-Assyrlan treaty

curses. In SM it relates to rejection of kingship (§48.no.7a in 2.3.4.2 above) 

already seen in CH (§13.no.11) and no justice (§48.no.7b). In VTE the Samai

curse refers to no justice and the removal of eyesight: "May Samai, the light of 

heaven and earth, not judge you justly. May he remove your eyesight. Walk about 

in darkness!" (§51.no.5). 

Furthermore, Samai in relation to the destruction of the country, occurred in 

CH (§13.no.13), recurs in VTE (§51.no.29). 

Sarnai is further invoked for the removal of eye-sight from the seventh century 

B. C. Colophons have the Sarnai-curse regarding eye-sight. III 

110 Also in a kudurru from Marduk-Aipik-zeri's reign, ZA 65 (1975), 5657-6la. 

III Hunger, Kolophone, 112. Another colophon from the same period attributes the removal of 
eye-sightto Ea, ibid., 113. 



2.17 Synopsis 

2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4.1 2.4.2 2.4.3 2.4.4 2.4.5 2.4.6 2.4.7 2.4.8 2.4.9 2.4.10 2.5 2.6 

SUM X X X X 

OK X X X X 

OB X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

OA X X X X X 

KASS X X X X X 

POST-KASS X X X X X X X X X X 

MA X X X X X X X X X 

NA X X X X X X X' X X X X X X X X 

2.7 2.8 2.9 2.10 2.11 2.12 2.13 2.14 2.15 2.16.1 2.16.2 2.16.3 2.16.4 2.16.5.1 2.16.5.2 

SUM X X X X 

OK X X X 
OB' X X X X X X X X X 

OA X X 

KASS X X X X X X X X X X 

POST-KASS X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

MA X X X 

NA X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 'X 
I 
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This summary reveals long traditions in the substance of curses, although none are 

transmitted in stereotyped phrases. Therefore, we deduce that the scribes in ancient 

Mesopotamia had freedom to re-word existing curses. They could select curses 

appropriate to the circumstances. For example, the curse of destruction of troops 

(2.4.2) does not occur in kudurrus since they are private, not royal documents. The 

malediction of rejection of kingship is only once attested in a kudurru. Despite its 

rare occurrence this phenomenon should be understood in the light of the role of 

curses. That is, "even a king was not allowed to change a royal grant (see further 

Part II 1 and Appendix I). Furthermore, the freedom of the scribes is recognizable 

in their selection of the deities invoked. That is to say, the identical idea occurs in 

the names of different gods. We also note that curses reflect contemporary customs 

and situations, e.g, deportation as a military practice, the common occurrence of 

dropsy and 'leprosy', depriving the dead of libations. When composing Neo

Assyrian treaty-curses, the scribes were free to select from the traditional store and 

to modify the curses as they saw fit. Only a few curses retain stock phrases from 

earlier centuries entire, e. g., leprosy related to Sin and rain to Adad, yet even then 

these have differences of expressions and and they do not always occur in the names 

of the same deities. 



Chapter 3 

CURSES UNIQUE TO NEO-ASSYRIAN TREATIES 

3.1 Common Settings 

There are curses in the Neo-Assyrian treaties which are not attested in 

Sumero-Babylonian texts, yet, arise from common problems of society, natural dis

aster and misfortune. 

3.1.1 Homosexuality 

The curse of becoming male prostitutes does not occur in other cuneiform lit

erature, although homosexuality among men is attested in Mesopotamia from the 

third millennium onward. 1 Obviously it was regarded as abnormal, since it was 

invoked as a curse in AM v 9b-lO: mati )ilu lu issu harimtu ~aba[suJ la issa ki 
issharimtu ina rebit ll/iJun[u nidnJu limhura "May Mati'-ilu become a prostitute, his 

soldiers women, may they receive [a gift] in the square of their towns like any 

prostitute!" Furthermore, the following curse implies a reaction in abhorrence (AM 

v l1a): mlltu ana mllti lidhuJunu "May one country push them to the next! 

3.1.2 A plague of Locusts 

A plague of locusts appears in VTE 442b-43a: erbu mu~ahhir mllti ebarkunu 
11[kulJ ikkil "May the locust who diminishes the land devour your harvest!" The 

plague of locusts was a common disaster in the ancient Near East. For example, an 

OB text mentions an invasion of locusts (tibat erbim).2 A Neo-Assyrian letter cites 

an astrological omen: [ina Jatti JillJti erba itebblma ebara ikkoJu "in th[at year] 

locusts will rise and consume the harvest. "3 Furthermore, an attack of locusts is 

used as a simile in a curse asking Adad to attack the country of the accursed bring

ing its downfall (Appendix II §45.no.1). 

3.1.3 No Work Song 

AM iv 19: ikkaruJu Ja ina ~~ri ai ilsa alala "may his farmers not sing the har

vest song in the field!" This situation might result from drought, or war when every 

agricultural activity would stop and the enemy destroy crops and devastate the land. 

1 H.W. F. Saggs, The Might that was Assyria, 145. 

2eAD E, 257. 

3 SAA X, 364 12b-13a. 
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As a result in both cases, the sound of the mill stone would stop (see 3.1.7 below).4 

3.1.4 Clothing in Human Skin 

VTE 450b-51a: amllu maJak amlli lillabis "May one man clothe himself in 

another's skin!" A parallel imprecation appears in an astrological text (ACh Adad 

17:36b): amllu maJak amlli iltabbas "a man will dress in human skin. "5 

3.1.S Dust as Food 

AM iv 14a: epru ana akIllisunu "may dust be their food!" The metaphorical 

use of "dust" occurs in other texts. In the context of war eating dust means defeat. 

In an Amarna letter, the elders of Irqata asked the Pharaoh for help when they 

fought cAbdi-Alirta and his CApiro followers: "May he grant a gift to his servant(s) 

so our enemies will see this and eat dirt" (VAS 16 174: 11)6 which means "to be 

defeated."7 An Old Babylonian letter says: lama ada plja epiram mallma ittika al 

ad(!)bufb] "As you know, my mouth was ftlled with dust (i.e., I was in trouble), 

and I could not talk with you. "8 Eating dust also means "be ashamed, be dis

honorable" in the Old Testament (e.g., Micah 7:17).9 This semantic field shows the 

curse of AM iv 14a seeks utter misery for the cursed. 

3.1.6 Sleeping Place in a Dung Heap 

AM iv 16-17 a: lin akin ina tubkini lu mailJlsunu "may their sleeping place be 

in a dung heap. "10 In an incantation to Marduk, it is a dwelling-place for demons: 

la sa tubqinllti tattanaSsablJ "Or who regularly sit in a dung heap." The same idea 

~"Urs in a text from Uruk: nlS tupqinni u {aJibl]sa "I swear at the dung heap and 

those, who live in it." It is also used metaphorically for low status: sarro blli ana 

dlni sa urdisu liqala dibbi gabbu sarro llmur. . . amllu lapnu mIlr lapni kalbu mltu 

saldu u sukkuku anIJku issu libbi kiqilliti intathannl "Let the king my lord pay heed 

4 According to B. Landsberger and Th. Jacobsen, "dalala renders onomatopoeically the sound of 
the work-song ... ," "An Old Babylonian Charm Against Memu," JNES 14 (1955), 20. See further 
"removal of joyful sounds" in Part II 4.1.3.2. 

5 Cited in CAD MIl 376. 

6 William L. Moran, The Amarna Letters, 172 100:33 ff. 

7 Ibid., 173. 

8 Cited in CAD E, 186. 

9 Hugo Winckler, Altorientalische Forschungen I, 291. 

10 The equivalent of the Aramaic qlqlt'is tubleinnu "refuse heap, rubbish tip" in Assyrian. In tub
lei""" "a variety of flora can grow: cucumbers, palm trees, grain, and medical plants," Jonas C. 
Greenfield and Aaron Shaffter, "Qlqlt, Tubleinnu" AnSt 33 (1983), 125. 
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to his servant's case, let the king examine the entire suit ... I am a commoner, the 

son of a commoner, a dead dog', simple and limited, but he had lifted me from the 

rubbish dump. "11 So, AM iv 16-17a asks for the worst circumstances for the 

accursed. 

3.1.7 Deprivation of Essentials 

Ointment (pissatu) was essential in daily life, as anointing the skin prevented it 

from cracking. 12 Thus, the curse qlru ana pissatisunu "may pitch be their oint

ment" (AM iv 14b) envisages a horrible incrustation. 13 Furthermore, the depriva

tion of essentials appears in the context of war: kurummata ina plkunu kazippi 

kazippi ina lanlkunu samnu ina pasasakunu lahalliqa "May they (Melqarth and Esh

mun) take away the food from your mouth, the clothes from your body, and the oil 

for your anointing!" (EB iv 16-17). Similar are deprivation of the sound of the mill 

stone (VTE 443b-45a)14 and of dipping in the dough, taken (VTE 446b-447a)15 

from food preparation activities. The curse of no honey,16 oil,17 ginger18 and cedar 

balsam 19 for injury (VTE 643-45)20 would remove medicine for curing wounds. 

3.1.8 Bad Water 

VTE 521-22: ea sar apst bel naqbi me III baillti lisqlkunu aganutilla 

limalllkunu "May Ea, king of the Abyss, lord of the springs, give you deadly water 

to drink, and fIll you with dropsy!" The danger of bad water was well known. A 

text from the 8th or 7th century B.C. reveals: ummilni ina harrlln illaku ~ummu 

11 Greenfield and Shaffer, "Qlqlt, Tubkinnu", 126. 

12 See Meissner, Babvlonien und Assyrien I, 243 ff, 411. 
13 Cf. VTE 656-58. 
14 en u tinari ina bruurkunu a-a ibsi U!!utu ana !etlni la tahliqakkunu "The sound of mill or oven 

be lacking from your houses, may the grain for grinding disappear from you!" 

15 ki~ru sa ubtlnCkunu ina ltsi la ld i!abbu "May not (even) your (first) finger-joint dip in the 
dough!" 

16 Honey was mixed with other drugs for dressing, CAD D, 161. 
17 Oil was used for wounds because of its softening effect. For example:qtlm samni ina karpatim 

sakin sabilam aWllam kalbum iSIukma urakkas samnam sabilam " send me two silas of oil - they are 
in jug - a dog bit the man and I want to bandage (him), send the oil" (OB letter, PBS 7 57:12 and 
16), CAD Sll, 327. 

18 zinzaru'u a foreign word of uncertain meaning; it is possibly Hurrian with the ending -uhhe, 
CAD Z, 124. Ginger has an antiseptic property. 

19 See the medical use of cedar balsam, CAD E, 278. 
20 kr nakrakunu upattahakanani dispu samnu zinzaru'u dtlm ertni ana soktln pithrkunu lihliq "Wben 

your enemy pierces you, may there be no honey, oil, ginger or cedar-resin available to place on your 
wound!" Cf. 490-92. 
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i~abbassima ~ la ttlba isattlma imdt "my army will be overcome by thirst on a 

campaign it will go on, will drink bad water and will die" (CT 20 7:24).21 

3.1.9 Strangulation 

VTE 606-07: ana kilnilSunu isslJt!/amu mar)!/amu mar)lJt!/amu ina pitilti Iih

naqakunu "May they strangle you, your women, your sons and your daughters with 

a cord!" This could be a crime. Old Babylonian legal texts report: suharlyam 
ihtanaq "he strangled (PN) the Subaraean"; PN ina war dim hanaqim uhtirra "they 

have (now) indicted PN for strangling the slave. "22 

3.1.10 Animals 

3.1.10.1 Man-eating lion 

EB iv 6-7: dbaiti-iliJni danatib{aiti-illJ}ni ina qllt! n![Si Ilkili) [limntlk}unu 
"May Bethel and Anath-Bethel [deliver] you to the paws of a man-eating lion!"23 

The danger of a man-eating lion was well known. For example, in an Old 

Babylonian business document, n!su idlJlduma ... 1 manIl kaspam iJaqqalu "(it) a 

lion kills him, they (the sellers) will pay one mina of silver."24 Gilgamesh wished: 

anunaki taIkunu ababa n!su Iitbdmma nil! ll~ahhir "Instead of your bringing on a 

flood, would that lions had risen to diminish mankind" (GUg XI 182, cf. ibid., 

183).25 Marduk prophecy reveals people were threatened by dangerous animals: 

n!sa alaktam iparrasa "lions block the road. "26 Furthermore, Assyrian kings 

boasted of killing lions, so what was originally part of the king's duty to protect his 

people had become a royal sport. For example, Tiglath-pUeser I reported that, by 

the command of Ninurta, he killed 120 lions on foot and 800 from his chariot. 27 

The palace reliefs at Nimrod and Nineveh depict the kings hunting lions. 28 The 

serious danger lions presented is shown by the Babylonian Chronicle's record of a 

lion killed in Babylon. 29 

21 Citations in CAD Mill, ISO. 

22 Citations in CAD H, 77. 
23 Also VTE 467-68. 
24 Grant Bus. Doc.22:14, CAD NIH, 193 and see further references, ibid., 193-94, cf. from the 

time of Ninurta-tulrul-aHur: kI nllu u~abitu.fu "when a lion had seized him", Ernst F. Weidner, "Aus 
den Tagen eines assyrischen Schattenkonigs," AfO 10 (1935-36) 40 no 89 Vs 11. 

25 Citations in CAD $, 123. 
26 R. Borger, "Gott Marduk und Gott-Konig Sulgi," BiOr 28 (1971), 8 ii 9. 
21 RIMA H A.0.87.1 26 vi 76 ff. 
28 E. A. W. Budge, Assyrian Sculptures, pis. xii no. 4a; xlii no. 36; R. D. Barnett, Sculptures 

from the North Palace, pis. vii-xiii. 
29 Grayson, Assyrian and Babylonian Chronicles, 133 17 i 17. 
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your daughters go backwards like a crab." Although the meaning of this curse is 

obscure, the behaviour of a crab in simile curses is attested in Neo-Assyrian texts,39" 

3.2.6 Annihilation of Family Line 

3.2.6.1 Fauna 

A characteristic of a mule, sterility, is used as a simile for the destruction of 

present and future family: kl Ja zar'u Ja kudin[i lajSJani Junkunu zar'akunu zar'u Ja 

mar'ikunu issu milti lihliq "Just as a m[ule has n]o offspring, may your name, your 

seed, and the seed of your sons and your daughters disappear from the land!" (VTE 

537-39). The simile of a mule is not unique to VTE. A mule is used in a simile of 

impotence: mati'[-ilu la Ja] kudani aJJcltlJu Irtatu "may MatP-ilu's (sex) life be that 

of a mule, his wives extremely old!" (AM v 11 b-12a). 

3.2.6.2 Hunting 

VTE 576-78: kl Ja cllu kaJJudani d~kani ana kclJunu ahh~kunu mar'~kunu b~1 

[dlimr]kunu lukaJJida lidakakunu "As a stag is pursued and killed, so may your 

[mortal] enemy pursue and kill you, your brothers and your sons!" Hunting scenes 

were favoured on seals from prior to 3000 B. C. and continued to Assyrian times. 

Stag hunting is depicted on Ashumasirpal' s reliefs of the 9th century and Ashur

banipal's of the 7th century B.C.40 

3.2.6.3 Ceremony 

Blowing water out of a tube is used for two maledictions: [kjr Ja me ina libbi 

ta[kk]ussi tanappahclni an[a klclJunu issclt~kunu mar)~kunu mar'clt~kunu 

lip[puhlakunu nllrclt~kunu barclt~Jina ana qinniJ lusahhirtl "Just as you blow water 

out of a t[ub]e, may they blowout you, your women, your sons and your daughters; 

may your streams and your springs make their waters flow backwards!" (VTE 563-

66).41 The first curse implies dispersal of family. The second which would result 

in drought is unique (cf. Part II 2.10). 

The destruction of the cursed together with his loyal family and people is 

illustrated by cutting up a lamb: decapitation (AM i 25-27a)42 and severing 

shoulders (Appendix II §49.no.3).43 

39 klla alluttu ahzu ana panTSu u arkilu issanahuramtlku "(my husband) would move backwards 
and forwards like a caught crab, " CAD All, 361. 

40 Budge, Assyrian Sculptures, pis. xii no. 4a; xlii no. 36; Barnett, Sculptures from the North 
Palace, pI. xliv. 

41 Also VTE 636A-36C. 

42 See Part II 4.1.2.3,4.3.1.3. 

43 See Part III 2.1.6. 
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3.2.7 Misfortune 

The consuming character of fire is used for the misfortune of the curse: k1 isllti 

III rllbtu III de>;qtu IuJaibakunu "May they make evil and wicked things surround you 

like fire!" (VTE 621). A curse of destruction is invoked with a simile of fire in CH: 

dnergal ... krma isatim ezzetim sa apim nisrsu liqme "let Nergal devour his people 

like a raging marsh-fire" (xliv 31).44 

3.2.8 Famine 

VTE 567: kuSllpU ina pitti hur~i ina mIlnkunu luIllli/cQ "May they make bread 

to be worth gold in your land." In an OB legal text, gold is used in a figurative 

sense: istu pi adi hur~i zrzu gamru "from chaff to gold (i.e., from the least to the 

most valuable item) they have divided (the property) and settled (the matter). "45 

3.2.9 Mutual Antagonism in the Family 

3.2.9.1 Fauna 

VTE 555-59 draws on animal behaviour: 

lei Aa ~ru u §ikku ana libbi isset hurrete Ii errabllni Ii irabbi~ ina muhhi nakis nap§ite Aa ahe)i§ 
idabbabUni attunu issitekunu ana libbissen hete Ii terrabi ina muhhi isset erii Ii tatili ina muhhi 
nakis nap§ite §a ahe)i§ dubbi . 

Just as a sna[ke] and a mongoose do not enter the same hole to lie there together but think only of cut
ting each other's throats, so may you and your women not enter the same room to lie down in the 
same bed; think only of cutting each other's throats! 

The curse seeks mutual antagonism in the family of the cursed. 

3.2.9.2 Inanimates 

The sweetness of honey is related to enjoying cannibalism (cf. 3.3.1 below). 

The bitter taste of gall illustrates hostility among the members of family : kr sa 

manu marratani attunu issllt~kunu mar'6cunu mar'at~kunu ina muhhi ahe>;s lo 

ma"i1kunu "Just as gall is bitter, so may you, your women, your sons and your 

daughters be bitter towards each other!" VTE 646-48). Honey already occurs in a 

simile in an OB poem: dmama zamllraJama eli diJpim u karanim rllbu tllbu eli diJpi 

u karlJnim "the songs (in praise of) Mama are sweeter than honey and wine, they are 

sweeter than honey and wine" (CT 15 I: 3 ff.).46 

44 Citations in CAD I-J, 229; Also in a text from the 8th or 7th century B.C. (CT 1729:1 ff.), 
nam.lar.hul.giil.kD/am.ma izi.ginxmM.[mUj:§a rnatu krma i§t2tu iqamrnil "the evil Namtar (demon) that 
scorches the country like fire, • ibid. 

45 Cited in CAD H, 247. 

46 Cited in CAD D, 163. 
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3.2.9.3 Ceremony 

Cannibalism is also illustrated by VTE 547-50:47 kl Ja agurrutu (annl]tu 

Jalqatani Slru Ja mar>rJa ina piJa Jakinani kl hanni'i Jlru Ja ahh~kunu mar)~kunu 

mar)llUkunu ana barlkunu luJl1kilakunu "Just as [thi]s ewe has been cut open and the 

flesh of [her] young has been placed in her mouth, may they make you eat in your 

hunger the flesh of your brothers, your sons and your daughters." This simile is not 

attested elsewhere. 

3.2.10 War 

3.2.10.1 Defeat 

(1) Quality of Lead 

Lead's low melting point is used in VTE 534-36: kl Ja annuku in aplln(~) iJllti 

III izzazzani attunu ina plln~ nakrlku{nu III t]azzazzll mar)~kunu mar)llt~kunu ina 

qllt~kunu [Ill t]~abbata "Just as lead does not stand up before a fire, so may you 

[not s]tand before yo[ur] enemy (or) take your sons and your daughters in your 

hands!" Various uses of lead are very well attested from Old Assyrian to Neo

Asssyrian periods. 48 

(2) Hunting 

VTE 582-84: kl Ja i~~aru ina tabllqi i~~abbatani ana kaJunu ahh~kunu 

mar)~kunu ana qllt~ b~1 dl1mlkunu liJkanakunu "Just as one seizes a bird by a trap, 

so may they deliver you, your brothers and your sons into the hands of your mortal 

enemy! "49 The simile occurs in an Amarna letter of Rib-Hadda to the Pharaoh: 

"like a bird in a trap: kilabi (cage), so am I in Gubla. "so Sennacherib claimed: JaJu 

klma i~~u quppi qereb urslllimmu al JarrlltlJu "himself [Hezekiah], like a caged bird 

I shut up in Jerusalem his royal city" (OIP II 33 iii 27b-28). 

(3) Insect 

Catching a fly in the hand indicates defeat (VTE 601-02): kl zumbi ina qllt~ 

nak(i)rlkunu l~paJakunu nakrikunu limriskunu "May they (the gods) make you like a 

47 Cf. VTE S51-54. 

48 Lead is easily obtained by smelting an ore and is also easy to work. It was used for making ves
sels, figurines, weights, eet, see on P. R. S Moorey Ancient Mesopotamian Materials and Industries, 
292-97. 

49 Also VTE 588-90. The same idea occurs in incantation: klma huhllri ana sahaplya klma k1Jp; 
ana abatlya krma Itt; katameya "To cast me down like with a bird trap, to destroy me like with a 
rock, to cover me like with a dip net," Meier, Malgl1, 19 ii 162-64. 

SO Moran, The Amaroa Letters, EA 7414345 ff., 79 14934 ff., 81151 34 ff., 105 1786 ff. 
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fly in the hand of your enemy, and may your enemy squash you!" The occurrence 

of a fly in a simile is not unique in VTE. It also appears in the Gilgamesh Epic: ila 

k1ma zumb1 eli bll niq~ iptahru "the gods gathered like flies over the performer of 

the sacrifice" (xi 161).51 

(4) Flora 

VTE 630-31: k1 qan applJri ina me luninakunu k1 qan~ ina rilcsi nakrakunu 

luJallipkunu "May they (the gods) make you sway like reeds in water; may your 

enemy pull you like reeds from a bundle!" Here, reeds in water swaying in the 

wind illustrates the destruction of the cursed, which is again repeated by emphasized 

as singling them out like "reeds from a bundle" (see further Part VI 2.4). 

(5) Inanimate 

The holes of a honeycomb illustrate a curse in VTE 594-98: k1 sa ina libbi 

ktunIlni sa diIpi hu"lJte palluSiJni ina libbi Il1fkunu I1ri sa isslJtlkunu ahhlkunu 

mar)lkunu mar)lJtlkunu ina ba1tuttlkunu hurrlJte lapalliIa "Just as the honeycomb is 

pierced with holes, so may they pierce your flesh, the flesh of your women, your 

brothers, your sons and your daughters with holes while you are alive!" This simile 

is not attested elsewhere. 

Two similes describe helplessness before the enemy in VTE 616-17: k1 pilaqqi 

luJ~birakunu Ia issi ina plJn(l) nak(i)rfkunu llpaSakunu "May they (the gods) spin 

you around like a spindle-whorl, may they make you like a woman before your 

enemy!" The second malediction occurs in Esarhaddon's inscription: diItar bllet 

qabli u tlJhlJzi zikrusu sinniIlJniI lu-IlJlilana "May JAtar, lady of combat and battle, 

destroy his virility, (so that he becomes) like a woman! "52 Tu1rulti-ninurta I: {iItar 

.J . . lasami {zikrJflsu sln1sanis/ {mutassuJ ana rrhati [liIkuJn "May [the godess JAtar] 

. . . change him from a man to a woman!lMay she cause his manhood to dwindle 

away! "53 

The curse of a soldier becoming a woman is common. 54 

3.2.10.2 Deportation 

The deportation of the accursed with his family and people is illustrated by 

taking a lamb from its fold forever (AM i 16-20): 

51 Cited in CAD Z, ISS. 

52 Asarhaddons, § 6S Mnm. A 99 55b-56a. 

53 RIMA I A.O.78.1 238-39 vi 9-15. 

S4 It is attested in Akkadian, Hittite and Biblical literature, See further Hillers, Treaty-Curses, 66-
68. See Parts II 2.4.1; IV 2.1.3.8 (2) fn. S9. 
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ld sa hurapi anniu issi pitqIsu Selii[ni] ana pitqisu Ii itAruni b pitqisu [Ii eman1ni] abula matP-ili adi 
lIW"esu [rabtltisu] nise massu Ii iturra pani sa mitisu Ii [emmar] • 

Just as this spring lamb has been brought from its fold and will not return to its fold and [not behold] 
its fold again, (in like manner) may, alas, MatP-i1u, together with his sons, daughters, [magnates] and 
the people of his land [be ousted] from his country, not return to his country, and not [behold] his 
country again! 

Furthermore, the caterpillar's life cycle illustrates deportation, or death (VTE 579-

81): . 

ld sa burdishhe Ii taddaggaliini ana biskanisa Ii tasabhariini ld hanni'i attunu ina muhhi issitekunu 
lIW"ekunu lIW"iitekunu ana betiitikunu Ii tasahhuri 

As a caterpillar does not see and does not return to its cocoon, so may you not return to your women, 
your sons, your daughters, and to your brothers!w55 

3.2.11 Unique Simile 

The analogy in VTE 626-29 is otherwise unknown: kl sa arrllt~ ana b~l ihruhi 

ko.pp~ sa ah~sunu slp~sunu ubattiqani ~n~sunu ugalli/ani kf hanni'e ligmarflkunu 

"Just as the Cursers sinned against Bel and he cut off their hands and feet and 

blinded their eyes, so may they annihilate you!" 

3.3 Common Tradition 

3.3.1 Cannibalism 

The curse that human flesh taste as good as the flesh of lambs occurs in simile 

curses, AM iv lOb-II. VTE reveals the same idea and the cause of cannibalism. 

There, this malediction is expressed in a simile (VTE 568-69): kr sa dispu matiqani 

dllmu sa issllUkunu mar)~kunu marYltlkunu ina pikunu limtiq "Just as honey is 

sweet, so may the blood of your women, your women, your sons and your 

daughters be sweet in your mouth!" VTE 449-50a mentions that famine would 

cause cannibalism:56 ina barlkunu sfr mllrrkunu aklll ina bubati husahhi amrlu slr 

amrli lfkul "In your hunger eat the flesh of your sons! In want and famine may one 

man eat the flesh of another! " . 

We can trace the curse cannibalism back to Sumerian literature: gU4 gaz-gaz-e 

dam he-en-gaz-e udu sum-sum-zu dumu he-en-sum-e "May the cattle slaughterer 

55 A treaty between Shattiwaza and Suppiluliuma illustrates the same idea is illustrated with: WAs 
the water of a drainpipe never return to its place, let us, like the water of a drainpipe not return to our 
place: HDT 49 §ll. 

56 Adad is invoked for famine, as a result, cannibalism occurs in this context in AM iv lOb-ll and 
VTE 445b-451a, see below. 
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slaughter his wife! May your sheep butcher his child! "57 Prolonged famine caused 

severe cannibalism in Atrahasis (rev vi 7-13a):58 

5 §attu ina kaAi[di] ereb ummi mirtu idagal ummu ana mirte ul ipate bib-Ala] zibanit ummi mirtu 
in[$l] zibanit mirte in$l [ummu] 6 §attu ina lWidi iltaknii ana napt[ini mirta] ana kurummatete 
buna iltaknii ... bitu iltanu Aandu i[rehama] 

When the fifth year arrived, the daughter watched the mother's going in, but the mother would not 
open her door to the daughter. The daughter watched the scales (at the sale) of the mother, [the 
mother] watched the scales (at the sale) of the daughter. When the sixth year arrived, they served up 
[the daughter] for dinner. They served up the son for food. . .. One house consumed another! 

It also occurs in an astrological text (ACh Adad 11:36a).59 

Cannibalism would bring about hostility among the members of the family: 

ummu eli mllrtlJa [babJa lldilJ "Maya mother [bar the door] to her daughter" (VTE 

448b).60 This curse already occurs in Sumerian lamentations, according to A. L. 

Oppenheim. 61 It recurs in Akkadian literature, in Atrahasis (see above) and in a 

prophetic text that state there would be a hostility between mother and daughter: 

ummu eli mllrti babJa iddil "A mother will bar her door against daughter! "62 In 

other words, hostility caused by famine was common. 

In Neo-Assyrian history cannibalism occurred during Ashurbanipal's siege of 

Babylon (see Part III 2.1.1.4). 

3.3.2 Grinding bones 

This curse (VTE 445b-46a) highlights a severe circumstance of famine: ktJm 

U1#ti e~mlltfkunu mar)tkunu mar)lJt~nu litlnD "Instead of grain may your sons and 

your daughters grind your bones!" It seems grinding bones to make flour was one 

of the worst punishments executed in the ancient Near East, since the underlying 

concept is the annihilation of ancestors. It is attested in the Hittite soldiers oath. 63 

A relief from Ashurbanipal's palace apparently depicted rebels grinding their 

57 Cooper, The Curse of Agade, 60-61. 

58 Lambert and Millard, Atra-hasis, 112-15. 

59 See further Part V 2.2.3. 

60 Also VTE S55A-59; 646-48. 

61 A. L. Oppenheim, "Siege-documents" from Nippur." !!!g 17 (1955). 78. 

62 R. Borger. "Gott Marduk and Gott-Konig Sulgi als Propheten Zwei prophetische Texte." BiOr 
28 (1971), 15 iv 15. It also occurred in the time of siege: " ... a mother did not open the door for 
her daughter: Oppenheim, "Siege-documents" from Nippur: !!!g 17 (1955). 76. Hostility between 
people occurs in famine: dlu itti dli brtu itti brti ahu itti ahUu namg{a}ru itti nari ... inakkiru "One 
town will become estranged from the other. one house from the other, brother from his brother. 
irrigation canal from the river," Virolleaud, ACh Adad 15 17:35-36a. 

63 N. Oettinger, Die Militiirischen Eide. 10-11 26b-27 a. 
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fathers' bones. 64 , A comparable idea occurs in Amos 2:1, condemning Moab for 

having burned the bones of Edom's king to lime (Amos 2:1). 

3.3.3 Decline of a Land 

AM vi 3-4: {lliu sa] 111m bltllta ana 1 blti Iltar 111m maskuna ana 1 maskini 

Iltar "may [a town of] one thousand houses decrease to one house, may one thou

sand tents decrease to one tent!" The same idea recurs in AM vi 5: ina libbi llli 1 

amelu ana dilll; Irnizib "May one man be spared in the city to (proclaim) my 

glory! "65 This imprecation implies a maximum destruction of the land. The con

cept "maximum to minimum" has its counterpart in the Tell Fekberye inscription,66 

in Lev 26:26, and has a Sumerian antecedent. Similar is the malediction of "maxi

mum" territorial reduction (AM i 5-7a): Ialqqaru ammar libittu ina u{zazHu] ana 

uzazi sa mar)esu mar)llt{esu rabutisu] {nljSisu mIlssu lihliq "May only an area the 

size of a brick (be left) for [him to stand upon], may nothing be left for his sons, 

[his daughters, his magnates and the peo ]ple of his land to stand upon!" In VTE 

527 this is expressed more concisely: ammar libitti Ialqquru lusiqqunekkunu "May 

they (all the gods) make the ground as narrow as a brick for you. "67 

3.3.4 Iron Earth, Bronze Heaven 

VTE 528-32a 

kaqqarkunu ki parzilli lepuSii .•• ki sa issu libbi sami'e sa siparri zunnu Ii izannuniini ki hanni'e 
zunnu nalsu ana libbi eqlitikunu tameritikunu Iii Ii illak 

May they (the gods) make your ground like iron ... Just as rain does not fall from a brazen heaven 
so may rain and dew not come upon your fields and your meadows! 

Almost same curse occurs in: 

Dt 28:23 

J'1tUnl lWK'r?Y 'WK 1~tU 1':'n .23 
?T':l ,'llnn-'tUK T"K:11 

And the sky above your head will be bronze, and the ground beneath you iron, ·which will be dis

cussed below (Part VI 1.1.2). 

3.4 Curses from Incantations 

3.4.1 Disease 

64 SAA II, 47. 

65 See Part III 2.1.15. 

66 Part II 4.2.1.1. 

67 See also Part III 2.1.16. 
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VTE 585-87: Jlrkunu Jlru Ja isslJt6alnu ahh~kunu mar)~kunu marJlJt~kunu kl 

qlru kupri nap(i lu~allimfl "May they (the gods) make your flesh and the flesh of 

your women, your brothers, your sons and your daughters as black as [bitu]men, 

pitch and naphtha!" This maledittion has an echo in Maqhl vi 34: 11~allimaJi klma 

(ikmenni "may (her spells) tum her (the sorcerers) as black as ashes. "68 

3.4.2 Annihilation of Family Line 

VTE 524-25: gi"a nIltlin miJkali ana ~eh(e)rQti rabuti Jumkunu z~rkunu liqmu 

"May Girra,69 who gives food to small and great, bum up your name and your 

seed! is comparable to Maqhi v 183: niJi dgira qlJmikunu "by Girra, who bums you 
"70 

3.4.3 Destruction of the Accursed 

VTE 608-11: kl Ja ~almu Ja iJkari ina iJlJti iJJarrapani Ja fldi ina me 
immahhahani lift hanni Je IlJnkunu ina gi"a liqmQ ina me lutabbu "Just as an image 

of wax is burnt in the fire and one of clay dissolved in water, (so) may your figure 

be burnt in the fue and sunk in water!" In addition to this expression as a wish, the 

physical acts were performed in rituals: e.g., 2 ~l~ blni 2 ~al~ eTfni 2 ~al~ lip' 

2 ~al~ iJkari 2 ~al~ kups; 2 ~al~ itti fldi 2 ~al~ lrJi < teppuJ> "you make two 

figurines of tamarisk-wood, two of cedarwood, two of tallow, two of wax, two of 

sesame residue, two of bitumen, two of clay (and) two of dough" (RA 26 40 r. 

17).71 

3.S Unique Expressions 

Although the same concepts of curses occur elsewhere, they are expressed in 

unique ways. 

3.S.1 Destruction of Economy 

EB has unique curses referring to the geography of Tyre and her major eco

nomic source, the sea trade (iv 10-13): 

dbaalsameme dbaalma1age dbaal~apunu siru lemnu ina eleppikunu bUatba markasSina liptur 
~k.ullaSina lissuhii edll dannu ina [tAmt]im litabiiina ianuu ag1l elikunu lU[ia] 

May Baal Shamaim. Baal Ma1ag~ and Baal Saphon raise an evil wind against your ships to undo their 
moorinss and tear out their moorins pole. may a strons wave sink them in the sea and a violent tide 
[rise] against youl" 

68 Meier, Magill, 42 iv 34; transliteration and translation accordiq to CAD 

69 See further R. Frankena, "Girra und Gibil," RIA 3 (1957-71), 383-85. 

70 Meier, Magill, 40. 

71 Cited in CAD I-J, 252. 
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A curse in AM v 11 b-12a refers to the absence of animal dung: kabut alp~ 

emllrr emmerr srs~ ina mlltisu ai ibsi "May there be n<? more dung of oxen, asses, 

sheep, and horses in his land!" (AM iv 6b-7). As well as implying lack of 

livestock, this is a curse on the land which would not be productive without fertil

ization, so leading to the collapse of the economy. 72 

3.5.2 Papyrus for Clothing 

, This curse follows that of misery and is to be understood in that context: naru 
ana lubustisunu "may papyrus be their clothing" (AM iv 15b). 

3.6 Curses with Unique Contents 

3.6.1 Diseases 

RimfU disease is attested in VTE 469-71: kubaba is[tar(u) sa] gargamis rimfU 

dannu ina libbrkunu liSkun [dllml]kunu klma tlki ana qaqqari littattuk(a) "May 

Kubaba, the god[ dess of] Carchemish, put a serious rimfU-disease within you; may 

your [blood?] drip to the ground like raindrops! "73 VTE 570-72, another unique 

curse, about worms eating their flesh while people are alive: kr sa sll~butu tultu 

takuluni ina balfUtt~kunu slrkunu slru sa issllt~kunu mar)~kunu mar'llt~kunu tu'essu 

la tllkul "Just as a worm eats .. ~', so may the worm eat, while you are (still) alive, 

your own flesh and flesh of your wives, your sons and your daughters! " 

The malediction in VTE 640 may refer to a disease which interferes with 

walking: e~mllt~kunu ana ah~s la III iqarribll "May your bones never come 

together! "74 

3.6.2 No Intercession 

Depriving the wrong-doer of divine intercession invoked in the name of Mul

liS5U, is attested in 8M (Appendix II §48.no.5) and VTE (Appendix II §51.no.2b). 

A similar concept, rejection of divine support in the law courts, occurs in an inscrip

tion of Shalmaneser IV (Appendix II §46.no.l). 

3.7 Curses Fulfilled in the Assyrian Annals 

3.7.1 Causing the Ground to be Infertile 

72 Cf. "the destruction of the land" in the Sumero-Babylonian source of the Neo-Assyrian curses 
and Saggs, The Might that was Assyria, 167-69. 

73 According to Watanabe, BaM Bh 3, 164. 

74 Watanabe understood this to mean no burial and restlessness for the dead, ibid., 207. 
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The malediction mllssu ammtJr harbllt[i xxx} "May his land [be reduced] to 

wasteland!" (AM i 4) was realized during Tilgath-pileser I' and Ashurbanipal's puni

tive campaigns (see Part III 2.1.13). 

3.7.2 Drinking Donkey's urine 

AM iv 15a: Jlnllti emari ana JatrJunu "May donkey's urine be their drink!" 

occurs in Ashurbanipals's punitive campaign against Uaite' (see Part III 2.1.1.4). 

3.7.3 Killing Oneself 

EI ii 18: patriJu lik1us[su} "May his own sword make an end of him!" This 

malediction may be understood in two possible ways: he could kill himself, or some

one else could kill him with his own weapon. This could happen to an inferior king, 

if he was overwhelmed with terror, for example, the king of Urartu,75 ina patar 

pamlli rQ1I'IQ1IiJu lama Jahi libbaJu ishulma "he pierced himself through the heart 

with his own iron dagger as if he were a pig. 

3.7.4 Impossibility of Escape 

VTE 649-51: Jamal huhllru Ja siparri ina muhhrkunu marJtku[nu} 

[marpllttkunu lishup ina giJparri Ja III naparJudi liddrkunu ai uJt~i napJllnkunu 
"May Sama! clamp a bronze bird trap over you, your sons and your [daught]ers; 

may he cast you into a trap from which there is no escape, and never let you out 

alive!" This malediction of impossible escape from a trap, invoked in the name of 

Sama! (VTE 649-51), is not attested elsewhere. However, the same motifs may 

have developed from Sumerian tradition. In the Vulture Stele Ningirsu holds the 

defeated soldiers of Umma in a net,76 and a trap is the emblem of Sama! from the 

Old Babylonian period onward. 77 

3.7.S Relentless Pursuit 

There was no hiding place where the stronger king might not penetrate 

(Appendix II §51.no.21) and 635-36: Ja ana imitti illakani patrllti ItkulllJu Ja ana 

sumtli illakani patrlltimma ltkulllJu "May iron swords consume him who goes to the 

south and may iron swords likewise consume him who goes to the north!" Con

querors boasted of reaching the most remote enemies. For example, Sargon of 

Akkad penetrated into Anatolia, where the people felt secure, since the route was 

7S Cited in CAD SII 103. 

76 H. W. F. Saggs, Babylonians, 62, fig. 35. 
77 Reference in CAD H, 224-25. 
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very difficult, but Sargon conquered the city. The same punitive principle appears 

throughout the Assyrian annals (see Part III 2.1.8).78 • 

3.7.6 Piercing Peo'ple Alive 

This curse (VTE 594-98)79 was fulfIlled in Assyrian history. For example, 

Ashumasirpal II pierced alive rebels during his punitive campaigns (see Part III 

2.1. 7). 

3.7.7 Defeat 

Drenching a chariot with blood illustrates a bloody defeat (Appendix II 

§51.no.32). This simile is taken from a common scene of battle-fields (see Part II 

2.4.7) and occurs throughout the Assyrian annals (Parts III 2.1.5; cf. VI 2.4). 

Synopsis 

Some Neo-Assyrian treaty-curses do not occur elsewhere. Of them some are 

attested throughout the Assyrian annals alone, while others occur only in Neo

Assyrian treaties .. Most of the unique Neo-Assyrian treaty-curses are derived from 

common tradition and arise from the environment and culture of the ancient Near 

East. 

, 78 Sometimes, the king admitted that his enemy fled to an inaccessible place. For example, Asn.II 
stopped chasing fugitives who took to a rugged mountain (RIMA II A.0.I0l 197 48-49a). In another 
case, Senn. stopped pursuing, Kudur-nahundu, the Elamite king who escapted to Haidala in a distant 
mountains because of heavy storms, DIP II 40-41 iv 80-v 11a. 

79 See 3.2.10.1 (5) above. 



Chapter 4 

CURSES IN SEFIRE STELAE, THE TELL FEKHERYE AND 

PHOENICIAN INSCRIPI10NS IN THE LIGHT OF CUNEIFORM CURSES 

4.1 Sefu-e Stelae 

4.1.1 Common settings 

Some of the following curses are attested in Sumero-Akkadian curses. l But 

the contents of most curses are based on the general circumstance of the ancient 

Near Eastern world. 

4.1.1.1 Natural disaster 

Sf I A 27-28a: ',n P[O' llW] Y::lW, i1y"n ':;)Kn llW Y::lW, i1::l'K ':;)K' llW Y::lW, 
i1P'K '!)K ,y2 "For seven years may the locust devour (Arpad), and for seven years 

may the worm eat, and for seven [years may] blight come up upon the face of its 

land! "3 

The expression of a seven year cycle of famine was not a rare phenomenon in 

the ancient Near East. Seven is not meant to be a precise figure, but to indicate a 

period so long as to result in complete loss of crops. For example, in the Epic of 

GilgameA, it is expressed by 7 years of (barrenness).4 Yet the natural disaster of a 

seven-year's plague of locust, worms and blight, which would cause famine, reflects 

partly the common Near Eastern problem with locusts5 and partly the climate of 

northern Syria: a the Mediterranean and desert climate. 6 If the climate became 

abnormal, agriculture would suffer from these plagues. If it became hot and dry in 

summer, the plague of locusts would occur. 7 

4.1.1.2 Becoming a lair for wild animals 

1 Mati'-'el of Arpad in Sefire stelae is the vassal in the treaty of AHur-nerari V. Some expressions 
of curses which only appear in these two inscriptions (see below). 

2 Fitzmyer, Sefire, 86; cf. Lemaire and Durand, Les inscriptions Araun6ennes 121. 

3 Fitzmyer, Seftre, 44-45. 

4 E. A. Speiser, ANET, 85, VI 103-113. A famine occurs in Atra-hasis; yet because of damage the 
exact period of famine is unclear, Lambert and Millard, Atra-hasis, 1178,80, iv I-v 9. 

5 See Part II 3.1.2. 

6 Roughly, the promised land also has a similar climate. Similar plagues of locusts and worms 
would occur (Dt 28:38-39); two plant diseases in Dt 28:22 would be caused by abnormal climate (see 
Part II 5.2.2). 

7 The locusts fly on warm, dry days when their body temperature is high. • A swarm ceases flying 
only when environmental conditions change; e.g., rain falls, temperature decreases, or darkness 
occurs-, EncyB VI 293. 
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ili'Y' •• , iI'l' l,tlil :1l'1'(' ,Ytli, ':11[' '1 i':1,], ,n '!)'1'( "iln, "And may Arpad 

become a mound to [house the desert animal]: the gazelle and the fox and the h~e 
and the wild-cat and the owl and the [ ] and the magpie!" (Sf I A 32c-33a)8 The 

Curse of Agade already contained this picture:9 ••• kas dU6 gul-gul-la-ke4 /am he

ni-ib-ur-re abul kalam-ma gar-ra-zu u-ku-kumuSen muIen Ia-slg-ga-ke4 gUd he-em
ma-an-us ". . . may foxes that frequent ruined mounds sweep with their tails!; in 

your city-gate ... may the 'sleep bird' the bird of depression, establish its nest!" It 

occurs in the Assyrian kings' annals, too, for example, Subria's breach of a treaty 

provoked Esarhaddon' s disciplinary campaign, destroying cities so that: Ielabu u 
bu~[uJ iqnuna qinnu "The fox and hyena made their lairs (in the ruins).10 

4.1.1.3 Wild animals 

The danger of wild animals was well known:'!)'1'(l ,;:)1'( il7.l ,;:) l7.llil'1'( l"'tli" 

il7.lYl' "May the gods send every sort of devourer against Arpad and against its 

people!" (Sf A 30b-31a).11 If a city was ruined, wild animals would threaten 

people; according to the Curse of Agade: 12 mln-kam-ma-Ie gu mil gtd-da ld a-Ill id

da-zu Ieg9-bar mul muI-ul4 kur-ra-ke4 lu na-an-ni-ib-dib-be "Moreover, on your 

two-paths, places (built up) with canal sediment, may recurved mountain sheep and 

mountain ul-naskes allow no one to pass!" Lions would block the road. 13 People 

could die from dog-bite: "all, whom they (dogs) bite, do not recover, (but) they 

die. "14 Considering the danger of wild animals, the author of the Sefire text could 

have taken a would-be-misfortune from his environment. IS 

4.1.1. 4 Being stripped 

Sf I A 40b-41:iI':1]' 'tlil' iI'i'Y 'tUl' '1'(yn7.l 'IUll"Y' 1;:) [iI']l[l "yn 'T 1'1'(] 

[ ••• "[And just as] a [ha]r[lot is stripped naked], so may the wives of MatiCel be 

stripped naked, and the wives of his offspring and the wives of [his] no[bles!]. "16 

This malediction has a Babylonian antecedent. A legal deed prescribes: u Iumma 

fbittidagan aIIassu ana ldkkini mlltiIa III mlltlmi atta iqabbi eriIiIa u~~i ana blt rug-

8 Fitzmyer, ~fire, 44-47. This motif appears in Lev 26. 

9 Cooper, The Curse of Agade, 62-63 lines 257-59. 

10 Asarbaddons, 107, Edge line 3. 

11 Fitzmyer, Sefire, 44-4S. 

12 Cooper, The Curse of Agade, 62-63266-67. 

13 See Part II 3.1.10.1 fn.24. 

14 R. Borger, "Gott Marduk und Gott-Konig Sulgi," BiDr 28 (1971), 16 ii 11. 

IS See further "man-eating lion" in Part II 3.1.10.1. 

16 Fitzmyer, Sefire, 4647. 
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bat ekallim uJellusi "but if Bittidagan, his wife, says to Kikkini, her husband, "You 

are not my husband," she shall go out (from his house) naked, and they shall take 

her up to the upper floor of the palace (to expose her)" (BRM 4 52:14).17 

4.1.1.5 Sowing salt and weeds 

Another imprecation is l"i1W1 ",7J "i1 li1:l ,'T'1 "may Hadad sow in them 

salt and weeds" (Sf I A 36a).IS The act of spreading salt alone or with weeds was 

"a symbolic act signifying the annihilation of the destroyed settlement. "19 For 

example, having destroyed Arina, Shalmaneser I says: u kudlme elrJu azru eprlJu "I 

sowed salty plants over it. "20 Furthermore, salt was used to illustrate the annihila

tion of a household, in the Hittite military oath. 21 

4.1.2 Common Genre: Simile Curses 

Burning wax images, magicians performed incantations to combat the evil 

power of sorcerers and witches affected the client or patient. 22 In this vivid way, 

they believed they could overcome the evil power. In treaties simile curses use this 

figure for destruction, should vassals become disloyal. The same sort of curse was 

invoked against rebel Hittite soldiers in the same way, using wax, salt23 and malt, 

reed24 and the water of a drainpipe.2S Simile curses for the scene of daily life fur

ther occur in the Neo-Assyrian treaty-curses (see Part IT 3.2). 

17 Cited in CAD E, 320. The same idea occurs in a Nuzi tablet: PN ana mun ..slab ~lIbtJte iham
~ilma erisil{aj ..se~~{Ua "Shoud PN wish to live with (another) husband, they shall strip off (her) 
clothes, and shall tum her out naked, (HSS S 71 :3S), ibid. 

18 Fitzmyer, Sefire, 46-47. 

19 CAD ~ 20S. 

20 RIMA I A.0.77.1 183 S1. Also in Adn.I's inscription we read: ilirrida ak.fild aJrllp aq{qUT U 

/auJij-i11llM elilu fJV'11I" I conquered, burnt, (and) destroyed the city Irridu and sowed salty plants 
over it," ibid., A.0.76.3 136 3S-36. This Punitive act recurs in Nco-Assyrian history, see Part ill 
2.1.13. Suppiluliuma spread weeds in a destroyed city, Heinrich Otten, "Zu den AnfiDgen der 
hetbitischen Geschichte," MOOG 83 (19S1), 4148. 

21 Johannes Friedrich, "Der hetbitische Soldateneid, ZA 3S (1624), 161 ff: "And as salt has no 
seed, so may (it happen) to such a man that his name, his descendants, his house, his cattle, and his 
sheep shldl perish." 

22 Simile curses are already attested in the Sumero-Akkadian incantations, C. Daxelmiiller and M.
L. Thomsen, " Bildzauber, • Antbropose 77 (1982), 27-64. G. Meier, Magi'll, 33 132 ff. I. Tzvi 
Abusch, Babylonian Witcbraft Literature. Black and Green. Gods. Demons and Symbols, 127. The 
combating of the evil influence of witches also occurs in Hittite literatur, V. Haas, "Magie und 
Zauberei," RIA VII, 239-254. 

23 Friedrich. WDer hetbitische Soldateneid, W ZA 3S (1924) i 41-ii I-IS, 162. 164. 

24!mI 43-44 liS. 

2S Ibid .• 49 Ill. 
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4.1.2.1 Burning Cities 

Sf I A 35b: .TO[, n',p]' ,g'K ,pn 1:J tliK:l KT Kn,ytli ,pn 'T 1'K "Just as this 

wax is burned by fire, so may Arpad be burned and [gr]eat [cities]!"26 Burning 

cities, illustrated by burning wax, was a common practice in war (see Part III 

2.1.2.1). 

4.1.2.2 Burning People 

The curse tli[K:l 'Kyn]~ 'p' T:J tliK:l KT Kn'Ytll ,pn 'T il:J'K "Just as this wax is 

burned with fITe, so may Mati[Cel be burned with fi]re!" (Sf I A 37b)27 has a parallel 

in CH (see Part II 2.4.8). Ashurnasirpal II burnt the people in the course of his 

campaign against Hudun (see Part III 2.1.3). 

4.1.2.3 Mutilation 

Sf A 39b-40a: il1:l, l'Tl" 'Kyn~ 'U' 1:J :"IlT K'lY 'T1' ['T 1'K'] "[Just as] this 

calf is cut in two, so may MatiCel be cut in two, and may his nobles be cut in 

two! "28 

The cutting up of animals illustrates the severe consequence of breaking a 

treaty.29 The idea occurs in the'treaty of AM, where severing the head from the 

body is expressed in detail (4.3.1.3 below). This curse parallels that of tearing out 

the shoulder of a lamb (see Appendix II §49.no.3). 

4.1.3 Common Tradition 

The following curses have counterparts in East Semitic curses. 

4.1.3.1 Famine 

Famine afflicts both humans and animals. Sf A 21b-22a invokes: Y:ltli, 
Y:ltli' 'K' C',y lPl':"I'[' l:"l"tli ']ntli~' lPl[':"I~] "Seven nurses shall anoint [their 

breasts and] nurse a child, may he not be satisfied!" And follows it with: :"1'00 Y:Jtli, 

'K]' '~K lpl':"I' lKtli Y:Jtli, Y:Jtli' 'K' 'lY lPl':"I' :"I"tli [Y:ltli, Y:J]tli' 'K' 'Y lPl':"I' 
Y:l[tli' "and seven mares shall suckle a colt, may it not be sa[t[ed; and seven] cows 

shall suckle a calf, may it not be sated; and seven ewes shall suckle a lamb, [may it 

not be salted!" (Sf A 22b-24a).30 Here, the severity of famine is expressed with 

number seven31 as the impossibility for humans and animals being satiated. The 

26 Lemaire and Durand, Les Inscriptions Arameennes, 114; ct. Fitzmyer, Sefire, 46-47 .. 

27 Ibid. 

28 Ibid. 

29 ct. Kitchen, -Egypt, Ugarit, Qatna and Covenant, - UF 11 (l979), 461. 

30 Fitzmyer, Sefire, 44-45. 

31 Kapelrud, ·The Number Seven, - VT 18 (1968), 499. 
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same result of a severe famine regarding animals occurs in Ashurbanipal' s annals: 

bokra suhlra baru hurllpu ina muhhi 7 muJtniqlJte tniqllma Jizbu IlJ uJabba Ialrassfm 

"a young camel, a young ass, a calf (and) a spring lamb sucked seven nursing 

mothers, but they could not satisfy their stomachs with milk. "32 The same severe 

result of famine for both humans and animals in reverse order appears in the Tell 

Fekberye inscriptions (see below). Furthermore, the curse of famine (lines 21b-24b) 

involves the principle of "maximum effort-minimum result" (see below) which is 

attested commonly and appeared from the end of the Sumerian period onwards. 

Sf A 24a is damaged and difficult to interpret, Fitzmyer suggested: i11Cl YltJ, 

11'i1' at'" on, "V1l 1:li1' "and should seven hens (i11Cl) go looking for food, may 

they not ldll (anything). "33 Yet his suggestion does not make sense in the context of 

famine. Hillers read: l1'i1' ,at, on, "V1l 1:li1' i11Ul YlVi, "And may his seven 

daughters go looking for food, but not seduce (anyone)," because of lack of men.34 

Lemaire and Durand, following the same reading, understood 11'i1' as Hophal of 

ll'; "and be not desired. "35 Following Lemaire and Durand, this curse has two 

possible interpretations. The one is that MatiCel's seven daughters36 would go look

ing for food by means of prostitution, yet no man would want them. The other is 

that they wanted to sell themselves into slavery to maintain their lives, but no-one 

would want to buy them. 37 

4.1.3.2 Removal of Joyful Sounds 

Sf I A 29-30a: i1,," i1P[Y! 11']7;)i11 P'7;) ;7;)i1 i17;)Yl' ,."atl 'l:l ,p y7;)V111' ,at, 

"Nor may the sound of the lyre be heard in Arpad; but among its people may there 

32 Assurbanipals, Pr. A 67 ix 65-67. 

33 Sefi;e, 44-45, 81. 

34 Hillers understood ll'1'I9 as causative (Haphel) from a root n, (Syriac, "desire, covet") "to make 
to Ions, rouse desires, yearnings," Treaty-Curses, 73. Hillers' interpretation of Sf A 24a in the light 
of Isa 4:1 is not convincins. Isa 4:1: "seven women will take hold of one man and say, 'We will eat 
our own food and provide our own clothes; only let us be called by your name. Take away our dis
grace!" This verse envisages a situation where shortage of men makes women difficult to marry. In 
such a situation many women might marry one man. A shortage of men does not mean Maticel's 
daughters could not seduce any. 

35 Les Inscriptions Aram6ennes, 121, 133; Lemaire, "Notes d'6pigraphie: Syria 62 (1985), 33, 
35 .. 

36 Seven daughters indicate all Maticel's daughters, cf. Kapelrud, "The Number Seven," VT 18 
(1968), 499. 

37 Accordins to siege-docurnents from Nippur children were sold by their parents for money. Sell
ins oneself to survive a difficult time commonly occurred in the ancient Near East. In Shamash
shum-uldn's time, when the Babylonians suffered famine durins the Assyrian siege, a woman sold 
herself into slavery to survive famine, Ernst Weidner, "Keilschriftentexts nach Kopien von T. G. Pin
ches, MQ 16 (1952-53), 37. 
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be the din of afJliction and the noi[se of cry]ing and lamentation!"38 D. R. Hillers 

and J. A. Fitzmyer, following Dupont~Sommer, see a parallel imprecation of Sf I A 

29b-30a in AM iv 19 (see Part II 3.1.3). According to a Babylonian parallel, the 

absence of a work song would bring about silence in the city: ina qirbltiya uJessu 

dalala kr al naJdri uJqamemQ aIr "They have excluded the harvest cry from my 

fields, and silenced my city like an enemy city. "39 In the Sefire stelae, two clauses 

of the imprecation are juxtaposed. The concept has a Sumerian antecedent. The 

author of Curse of Agade mentioned that music and song flourished during Akkad's 

prosperity, but the Gutian invasion changed the scene; the survivors of the Gutian 

rampage lamented for seven days and seven nights.4O Later Esarhaddon claimed in 

the letter to A§§ur: 41 ina sQqlJu hadu ul iba) lpiJ nigQti ul ipparik "In his streets no

one goes who rejoices; no merrymaker goes along. "42 

4.1.3.3 Breaking Weapons 

Sf I A 38-39a: [?NYl17.l l1q1P] "ml1'lN ,:lq1' 1;' l?N N'!m Nl1q1P ':lq111 '1 ,'N' 

m:l' llq1P, "Just as (this) bow and these arrows are broken, so may )Inurta and 

Hadad break [the bow of MatiCel], and the bow of his nobles! "43 

The curse of breaking weapons is attested from Old Akkadian down to Neo

Assyrian times.44 

4.1.4.4 Destruction of Family 

Sf I C 21 b-25: i111'?[Y ?] i111'l1nl1 ,7.lV', i1[:l] '1 ?;" i111':l' N[i1 N]VN 1i1?N ';'Di1' 

CVN i1[V]'W 11" ?N' "May the gods overturn th[at m]an and his house and all that 

(is) in it; and may they make its lower part its upper part! May his offsp[ring] 

inherit no name!"45 The idea is comparable with the annihilation of family attested 

from the end of the third millennium onwards (see Parts II 2.1). 

4.1.4 Unique Curses 

4.1.4.1. The Annihilation of Kingdoms 

38 Fitzmyer, Sefire 44-45. Cf. Chr. Brekelmans, wSefire I A 29-30, W VT 13 (1963), 225-28. 
39 wLudlul bel nemeqi; W. G. Lambert, Babylonian Wisdom Literature, 36 101-102. 
40 Cooper, The Curse of Agade, 58, 60 lines 195-209 ... 
41 Asarhaddons, 107 edge line 1. 
42 The imprecation oflament occurs in the treaty of AM (Appendix II §49.no.ll). 
43 Fitzmyer, Sefire, 46-47. 
44 See Part II 2.4.1. 
45 Fitzmyer, Sefire, 54-55. 
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The way this curse is expressed in Sf I A 25b is unique. Following collation, 

A. Lemaire and J.-M. Durand preferred F. Rosenthal's view, although admitting 

dittography is not impossible.46 Rosenthal suggested: ,,.,, 'T D,n rc'''' ,n rc',.,:J 
wac:J "like a kingdom of sand, a kingdom (like) a dream that fades like fire. "47 

4.1.4.2 Annihilation of a City's Name 

Sf I A 33b-35a: Dacun l'W' :'1'::1l' m,." i1::1,,.,, ac",.,[, ac:'1 acl1'1'i' ,,.,acl1 '~n 
c,ac, tTM1 :'1l'[ac, .••. 1' ll'" ,acl1'::1' "And may [this] ci[ty] not be mentioned any 

more, [nor] Madllri., nor MRBH, nor Mazzah, nor NabbulAh, nor Sharon, nor 

Ti'imme, nor Baytel, nor Dinan, nor [ ...... , nor A-]meh, nor lJazaz, nor Udm!"48 

Although this malediction is unique, the concept of disappearance is comparable 

with the annihilation of dynasty/family (Part II 2.1). 

4.2 Tell Fekbreye Inscription 

4.2.1 Common Settings 

4.2.1.1 Fruitless Labour in the Field 

Line 19: :'1lZl Tnac, O"D' TtT' l"'W ~,ac, ,sn' ,ac, TtT" "And may he sow, 

but not harvest! May he sow a thousand measures of barley, but take only a fraction 

of it!" 

This curse of futile effort in agriculture is identical with that of the Assyrian 

part (lines .30b-32a).49 Presumably, the situation of this imprecation would occur 

because of drought and plant disease (4.1.1.1 above). Furthermore, the concept of 

"maximum effort for minimum result" is not confined to the Tell Felcherye inscrip

tion. Millard cited an example from a Sumerian poem of the late third millennium 

B.C. (The Curse of Aeade lines 176-180): "In a time of disaster 'one shekel's worth 

of oil was only half a quart, one shekel's worth of grain was only half a quart, one 

46 Lemaire and Durand, Les Inscriptions, 133. H. Bauer read ,'n,)' 'm 'm rQ'n,) 'm n;,'n,);, ''Inn 
'WK "may your king be like a kingdom of sand as long as Ashur rules!," Hans Bauer, "Ein 
aramiischer Staatsvertrag: AfO 8 (1932-33), 7-8. Then 'm rQ'n,) is a dittography. Joseph A. 
Fitzmyer suggested: 'WK ,'n,)' 'm '" n~;,;, 'm n~;,;,!) nn~;,;, "Inn "may his kingdom become like a 
kingdom of sand, a kingdom of sand, as long as Asshur rulesl" (Seftre, 14-15). Rainer Degen con
sidered o'm n;,; as a partial dittography, Altaramiiische Grammatik, 10 n, 49). So he read: ''Inn 
,wac ,'n,)'t ~ 0," i1;';';'!) "may his kingdom be a dream kingdom, which Ashur rules," ibid., 126, 129. 

47 ANET6S9. 

48 Lemaire and Durand, Les Inscriptions Arameennes, 114, 122. 
49 IrriJ III lt2 l~idi Irm IrriJ 1 sa", Ir~bal "May he sow, but not harvest; may he sow a thousand 

measures, (but) may he take a se'ah!· According to Greenfield & Shaffer, "the measure parlsu is 
usually considered a half kilru, but paris was used here to indicate a minimal measure; thus in the 
Assyrian text satu is used, a small measure in use in Assyria, W wNotes on the Curse Formulae of the 
Tell Fekherye Inscription, W RB 92 (1985), 53. 
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shekel's worth of wool was only half a mina, one shekel's worth of fish fllled only 

one ban. '"50 He continued: "As in the time of the siege of Samaria (2 Kings 6, 7), 

inflation was rife. A shekel's worth of wool may usually have been about 20 times 

the amount indicated, and a shekel's worth of fish the same or more. "51 

4.2.1.2 Gleaning Barley from a Refuse Dump 

Line 22b: '''::lK'' 1,yqj :nqj:lK ,t)i''''' Kn"i'''i' l~' "And may his men glean bar

ley from a refuse dump, and eat! "52 

This malediction is another result of famine and is not confined to the Tell 

Fekberye inscription. The same concept is attested in The Curse of Agade: "'May 

your upstanding nobleman eat the thatch(?) on his roof, may he gnaw at the leather 

hinges on the door of his father's house' (lines 250-54). "53 

4.2.1.3 Refusal of Offerings 

Line 17b: i1,' 1~ "i'''' -"K :n~, il1.3"" "i1 'K'~ "May Hadad, my lord, not 
accept his food and water from his hand! "54 

This malediction reflects the common tradition of an ancient Near Eastern reli

gious aspect. According to I. C. Greenfield and A. Shaffer, the combination of 

food and drink offering appears in an OB inscription. 55 They draw a further parallel 

curse in a Hittite hieroglyphic inscription from Carchemish: " •.• from him [the 

malefactor] may they [the gods] not accept bread and Oiquid) offering. "56 In this 

inscription the imprecation follows a divine curse,57 whereas these curses are sepa

rated by the second dedication and protasis in the inscription of Tell Fekherye, both 

in Aramaic and Assyrian parts. In other words, there may have been a tradition, 

where the curse of divine anger and the curse of rejected of offering were parallel. 

50 "The Tell Fekberiyeh Inscriptions." in Biblical Archaeologv Today. 522. 
51 Ibid. 

52 Lines 36b-38 in the Assyrian part: eli tupqintlte laqrt~ lilqut~ "May the gleaner glean in refuse 
dumps!." see Greenfield and Shaffer. "Qlqlt~, Tubkinnu,· 123-29.-

53 Cited in Millard, "The Tell Fekberiyeh Inscriptions, " in Biblical Archaeology Today. 522. 
54 Lines 28b-29a in Assyrian part: dadad b~ll akalSu mesu ltl imaharsu "May Adad my lord not 

accept from him his food and water!" 
55 "Notes on the Curse Formulae," RB 92 (1985), 52. The food and drink offering also appears in 

a Neo-Assyrian religious text (ca. 8th-7th centrury B.C.) from Ashur: iltlni akila akliya sara me "the 
gods who eat my food (offering) and drink the water of my Oibation)" (KAR 38:16), CAD MIII. 
152-53. 

56 Greenfield and Shaffer, "Notes on the Curse Formulae," RB 92 (1985). 52-53. 1. D. Hawkins, 
"Kubaba at Karkami§ and Elsewhere,· AnSt 31 (1981), 16212 iii. 

57 "With him (the malefactor) may Tarhaunzas. Karhubas and Kubaba be angery,· 1. D. Hawkins. 
"Kubaba at Karkami§ and Elsewhere," AnSt 31 (1981), 162 (12) ii. 
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4.2.2 Common Tradition 

4.2.2.1 Famine 

In the Aramaic part, the severity of famine is expressed with the number one 

hundred: 1,q/l ill<1.)' "" ,I<, 'lY 1i'l'il' "0 il1(t)' m,' ,I<, 't)1< 1i'l'il' 1'1<0 ill<t)' 

ill<'1.)' ,I<, on' "ll1:1 1!l1<' 1,q/l ill<t)' "" ,I<, O"Y 1i'l'il' "And may one hundred 

ewes suckle a calf, but it not be satisfied! And may one hundred cows suckle a calf, 

but it not be satisfied! And may one hundred women suckle a child and he not be 

satisfied!; may one hundrea women bake bread in an oven, but not ftll it!" (20-22a) 

This expression "maximum to minimum" relates to the severity of famine (4.1. 3.1 

above). Apart from the difference of number, the reverse order of the curse and the 

different content regarding humans, the curse of famine is identical with the Serrre 

stelae (see above). 

4.2.2.2 Opposition of a Deity 

Line 12b: il':1i' "il' '::1l "il "May Hadad, the hero, be' his adversary! "58 

The idea relates to Sumero-Akkadian curses about divine anger against the 

accused. 59 

4.3 Phoenician Curses 

4.3.1 Common Tradition 

4.3.1.1 Rejection of Kingship and Dynasty 

The curse on Ahiram' s sarcophagus is one of the common curses in the build

ing inscriptions and treaties: il:;,'t) 1<0:;' 1!ll1ill1 ilO!lq/t) ,on ,011nl1 "May the throne 

of his kingdom be overturned! May the sceptre of his rule be tom away! "60 

4.3.1.2 Annihilation of the Family Line 

The curse on Eshmunazar's sarcophagus Oll1nl1 y,n 1::1 0' 1:;" ,I<, "May they 

have so son nor seed to succeed them"61 follows a tradition from Sumerian times 

(see Part II 2.1). 

4.3.1.3 Smashing Heads 

58 Line 18 in the Assyrian part: adad qardu ltl bll dinfsu "May Adad, the hero, be his adversary!" 

59 See Part II 2.12. 

60 SSI III Ahiram 14 2bfj-),; see also Part II 2.3. 

61 SSI Ill, 106-07 lines Sd-9a}; ~W J'1nJ'1 tI'nl 'Kn, ?~? om, ,,~? w'w tI? 1:::1' ?ac "May they have 
no root below nor fruit above nor renown among the living under the sun! (ibid., llb-12a). See 
below for this curse in its context. 
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The gods of Y'DY were invoked:62 WK' I1nQ;' ':11? Q;K ,tl! ?Y:1 WK' I1nw' 

11:1 ?Y:1 ?K:1:J" iltl:1? WK Ttln ?YJ "May Baal-~emed, the (God) of Gabbar, smash 

his head!; and may Baal-Hammon, the (god) of BMH, and Rakib-EI, the lord of the 

dynasty, smash his head!"63 The same idea occurs in the epic of Keret (Part 1.1). 

Perhaps, it is also comparable to: kl sa kaqqudi sa hurl1pi anniu qa[tipunu 

[ku]rsinnusu ina Plsu saknatun[i xxx] ka[qqud]u sa mati'-ilu lu qatrp "Just as the 

head of this spring lamb is cut off, and its knuckle placed in its mouth, [ ... ] may the 

head of MatP-ilu be cut off!" (AM i 25-27a)." 

4.3.1.4 Neither Resting-place nor Burial64 

,:1i':1 ,:li" ?K' CK!)' 11K :l:JWtl C? T:J' ?K "May they have no resting-place 

with the shades, and may they not be buried in a grave." These curses which occur 

on Eshmunazar's sarcophagus (SSI III 106-07 8b-c) have a parallel in the Epic of 

Gilgamd in reverse order (xii 151-52).65 The same coupling occurs in a boundary 

stone of Merodach-baladan I: salamtasu ina ir~lti ai ikkibir eremmasu ana eremmi 

kimtisu ai isnlq "May his corpse not be buried!! May his spirit be unable to join the 

spirits of his family!"66 In both Eshmunazar and the boundary stone a curse of 

deprivation of progeny follows,67 a result of deprivation of progeny follows in the 

Epic of Gilgame~ (see Part II 2.9.1). All three texts share two concepts, no burial 

and no progeny. 

4.3.2 Unique Curse 

4.3.2.1 Civil Unrest 

The inscription of Kilmuwa of Y'D Y displays a unique curse, seeking a pos

sible conflict between two ethnic groups of Y'DY's inhabitants:68 ,::l,' ?K C:l:JWtl 

62 J. Tropper, Die Inschriften von Zincirli, 45-46, and see the pantheon of rDY, ibid., 20 ff. 
63 A similar malediction occurs in the Hittite military oath: "May the Moon God hammer your 

head with stone," N. Oettinger, Die Militiirischen Eide, 92 21-24. 
64 The curse of no resting place (SSI III, 103 7b-8; 106 8) in the underworld (Ol(!)') on Tabnit's 

sarcophagus reflects a general concern for peaceful life in the underworld. 
65 See further Part II 2.9. 
66 MDP 6 38 vi 21-22; cf. CAD S saniqu A 135. 
67 SSI III 106-07 line 8d-9a: Olnnn y,n 1:l 0' 1:J' 'I(' "And may they have no son nor seed to 

succeed them!" MDP 6 39 vi 24b and 27: sUmSu lihalliqQ "May they annihilate his name!" (line 
24b); ali] izziba daddasu "May they (the gods) not leave his youngest son!" (line 27) - the text vi 23-
26 is incomplete. 

68 SSI III, 34 lines 14b-15a. The name O:l:Jlm apparently refers to native, non-Aramean 
inhabitants and the name O"Y:l to the immigrant Arameans in Y'DY, Tropper, Die Inscriften von 
Zincirli, 41, 45. 
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Dl;:)W7.); 'l;:)' K; D"Yl' D"Yl; "May the MSKBM not honour the B'RRM, nor 

the B'RRM, nor the B'RRM honour the MSKBM!" 

In Ahiram' s sarcophagus civil unrest is expressed: ;ll ;Y "'In nnl' "May 

peace flee from Byblos! "69 

4.3.2.2 Destruction 

The curse of deliverance to a mighty king occurs on Eshmunazar's sar

cophagus Dln:r p; Dll ;W7.) WK "K <11>,;7.)7.) nK DW'P~ Dl;K~ Dl'lC" "But may 

the holy gods deliver them up to a mighty ruler who shall have dominion over them, 

so that they perish! "70 

Synopsis 

The preceding study demonstrates that the West-Semitic inscriptions have 

some curses which do not occur elsewhere. It has further crystallized the connection 

of other curses to those in cuneiform inscriptions. The curses in those inscriptions 

can be seen to reflect the common environment, literary genre and traditions of the 

Fertile Crescent due to the geographical setting of Syria and Phoenicia and their 

cultural links. 

69 SSI III 14 2ca. 

70 SSI III, 106-07 9b-l0a. 



Chapter 5 

COMPARISON OF COVENANT-CURSES IN LEV 26:14-39 AND DT 28:15-68 

5.1 Structurel 

Lev 26:14-39 Dt 28:15-37 Dt28:38-57 Dt28:58-68 
(repetition) (Summary) 

Condition 14-152 15 58 
States in 
the Promised 
Land (16-19) 
Yahweh's Anger 
(20) 

Diseasel 
War 16-17 21-22 41 59-623 

Drought 19b-20 23-24 cf. 38-40,424 

Wild Animals 21-22 

War 25 25 49-51 

Corpses 
for Wild Animals 26 

Shortage 
of Food 26 

Diseases 27 
Blindness and 
Consequences 28-29 

Lower Status 43-44 
Result of Defeat 30-34 48 
Disease 35 
Affirming the 
Occurrence 
of Curses 45-47 63a 

Cannibalism 29 53-57 
Destruction 
(Sanctuariesl 
Cites) 30-32 52 

Deportation 33 36a 41 63b-64a 

The Sabbath of 
the Land 33-34 

Misery 
in Exile 36-39 36b-37 64b-68 

1 Curses either only occurring in Lev 26, or in Dt 28 are italicized. See the text in Appendix III. 

2 Also vv. 18,21,23,27. 

3 Disease 

4 Natural calamity. 
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S.2 Common Structure and Concepts 

Eight themes occur in these parallel sequences. All the topics of the curses in 

Lev 26 appear in Dt 28 apart from the curses of wild animals (Lev 26:21-22) and 

shortage of food (26). 

S.2.1 Condition for Curses 

Five conditional sentences in Lev 26 emphasize the seriousness of disloyalty to 

the divine suzerain. In Dt 28: 15 its seriousness is signified by mentioning the 

offense failing to heed Yahweh's voice and keep his i1'U1. And failure in keeping 

the covenant-stipulation would result in punishment by Yahweh (Dt 28:58). 

The emphasis on the consequence of disobedience is expressed with emphatic 

adverbs and repeated statement of punishment in apodoses: 'lK-ttK "surely I myself" 

(16a, 24a) , Y:Jet "seven times" (18b, 21b) and the repeated assertive statement of 

punishment (19a, 24a). Moreover, in the case of persistent disloyalty, the security 

of Yahweh's punishment is conveyed by the emphatic use of'lK-I}K and Y:Jet 'lK-Dl 

(24) and Y:Jet 'lK-I}K (28b). 

In Dt 28:15 a succession of two verbs conveys the serious consequence of dis

obedience: 'K:J' and 1u'tmt The second verb emphasizes the definite occurrence 

of curses in the future (see 5.4.3 below). Another conditional phrase (58) leads to 

the summary of the preceding curses (15-57). 

S.2.2 Diseases and War 

According to Lev 26:16-17, Yahweh will suddenly5 afflict people with dis

eases destroying (eye-)sight and draining away life (16a), and Israel would not har

vest any thing, since enemies would eat it (l6b). Furthermore, Israel's enemies 

would defeat her; they would control her, so the people would live restlessly (17).6 

,:J,i1 in Dt 28:21 is to be understood as deadly diseases in a general sense 

afflicting both men (Lev 26:25; 2 Sam 24:25) and animals (Ex 9:3), resulting fmally 

in destruction of the promised land. Then seven further plagues follow (22): the 

first four affect people and the last two crops; 7 the fifth plague (:J,") , 8 war in a gen-

S The noun :'I':'Il (v. 16) has syntactically an adverbial function, since it does not bave an article 
aDd a preposition lib the following two nouns, see about adverbial substantives, Paul Joiion, Gram
mar I, § 102d. Contm Gordon J. Wenham, The Book of Leviticus, 325. 

6 Cf. Judges. The curse of enemies ruling Israel will culminate in her exile (see below). 

7 See Part n 4.1.1.1. 

8 ColDIDCntators suggest l'" IS drought (S. R. Driver, Deuteronomy, 308i Craigie, Deuteronomy, 
342), but this reading is 1lDDeceSsary. The noUD l'" -drought- is not attested in the Old Testament in 
any list of maledictions, whilst l'" "sword" occurs in Lev 26:16 ffi Hz 5:17, etc. 
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eral sense, would afflict both people and crops. All these plagues would bring about 

Israel's destruction. 

If we compare these passages, we see that the malediction of diseases in Lev 

26:16a parallels that of Ot 28:21-22aa which has more similar diseases. This 

malediction is extended to crops in Ot 28. On the other hand, the curse of war is 

expressed in more detail in Lev 26: 16b-17: agricultural efforts become fruitless 

because enemies seize the harvest (16b), and as a result of defeat, enemies would 

rule over Israel who would have a restless life (17), whereas Ot 28:22aa only men

tions war (~'n). 

5.2.3 Drought9 

The next punishment was drought: Yahweh would make the sky like iron, 

unable to give rain and the ground like bronze, dry and infertile, so cultivation 

would be impossible (20), in order to break Israel's pride. 

In Ot 28:23-24 drought is expressed in the reverse order: 10 the earth is 

described as iron and heaven as bronze; referring to the soil's impotence to produce 

any plant and to the state of heaven. The description of heaven as bronze may 

denote the rainless sky with brilliant sunshine, or the bronze heavens were brought 

. about by yellowish dust which fllied the· sky (24). The idea that instead of rain, the 

Lord will let dust and powder fall from heaven can be understood as the sand dust 

swept in from the eastern desert by the sirocco wind. I I The drought would further 

cause the evaporation of moisture in the soil, then the soil would be blown away, 

with consequent failure in agriculture. Moreover, these severe phenomena would 

result in Israel's destruction. Thus, the result of drought is more severe than in Lev 

26. 

5.2.4 War 

This malediction is expressed in slightly different contexts: during an invasion 

of Israel: 12 sheltering in cities, afflicted with pestilence and delivered to an enemy 

9 This malediction is otherwise only attested in VTE (Part II 3.3.4). 

10 W-qataltl in v. 23 syntactically has a loose or improper use, and the succession of w-qataltl in v. 
22 is broken, see Jooon, Grammar II, § 119 ff. 

11 Craigie, Deuteronomy, 343. See further Part VI 1.1.2. 

12 Wars are sent by Yahweh as a punishment for breach of covenant (25). In time of war, the 
people would gather in the cities for defense and security. But Yahweh would send pestilence among 
the people that would frustrate the defense against enemies. Another curse relates to stopping the 
food supply (26), caused by a siege. 
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(Lev 26:25), in a thematic repetition of curses (49-51), an enemy would take away 

the source of food from Israel. 13 

5.2.5 Destruction 

Lev 26:30-32 includes sanctuaries and the land, whereas Dt 28:52 only refers 

to cities in the repetition, omitted in the basic curses (15-37). The destroyer is Yah

weh in the former and the enemy in the latter. Since Yahweh employs an enemy to 

punish Israel, he is the performer of this curse. 

5.2.6 Misery in exile 

People's inability to control their acts, resulting in loss of mental balance, 

would lead them to slow but steady erosion of their lives in exile (Lev 26; Dt 28). 

This curse in Lev 26:36-39 omits the worship of lifeless gods of wood and stone, 

which occurs in Dt 28:36b, 64b. Dt 28:37 adds that Israel would became an object 

of horror in exile. An additional aspect in Dt 28:68 is Israel's returning to Egypt 

and experiencing the deepest humiliation there because they are not even worth sell

ing as slaves. The misery in exile in Dt 28 is much more intense than that in Lev 

26. 

5.3 Identical Contents in Differing Sequences 

5.3.1 Cannibalism 

No specific context is given for the curse in Lev 26:29, whereas cannibalism 

in Dt 28:53-57 occurs in the context of war in the thematic repetition of the curses 

in vv. 15-37. 

5.3.2 Deportation 

This malediction in Lev 26:33 is accompanied by its result, the desolation of 

the land, omitted in Dt 28 (cf. v. 52). Its relation to sabbaths as the enjoyment of 

the land is unique in Lev 26:34-35. Deportation appears three times in different 

sequence in Dt 28: the first is anticipated (36a) before the curses of misery in exile 

(36b-37); the second in the thematic repetition (41) and the third in the summary of 

the curses (63b-64a). 

5.4 Dissimilarities in Structure and Contents 

5.4.1 Unique Curses 

5.4.1.1 Lev 26 

13 This would lead to cannibalism, see below. 
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The curses of wild animals14 and shortage of food (22, 26) have no equivalent 

in Dt 28, nor has the idea of the sabbath of the land after Israel's deportation (34- • 

35). The expression "maximum to minimum" of shortage of food: ten women 

baking in one oven but no-one being satiated (26) does not occur in Dt 28. 

5.4.1.2 Dt 28:28-2915 

Three co-related plagues occur in v. 28. The first l'Yl~ "madness" refers to 

inability. to conduct one's affairs. 16 The second noun l"'Y "blindness" refers to a 

physical blindness.17 The third noun :l:l? 1';"I~1'1 "confusion"18 has a similar mean

ing to l'Yl~: "mental inability to act" (cf. Zech 12:4). The consequence of these 

imprecations is vividly illustrated in v. 29. The cursed blind man fumbles in bright 

daylight and "does not know how to make himself prosperous." "His fumbling 

ineptitude makes him an easy prey for robbers." 19 Instead of managing his life 

according to the Torah, "he is now at the mercy of those who live outside the 

law. "20 In other words, disobedience to Yahweh will lead to physical blindness, 

resulting in mental inability to act according to Yahweh's instruction, producing an 

unsuccessful and restless life.21 

5.4.1.3 Dt 28:43-44 

This curse refers to Israel's status being lower than the resident alien, the 

underprivileged member of their own community, who would rule her in the Prom

ised Land.22 

5.4.2 Expansion of Curses 

Some contents of curses in Dt 28 vary from those in Lev 26, restating and 

elaborating them. 

5.4.2.1 ",~ 

14 The danger of wild animals was well known to Israel. To prevent wild animals living in the 
land, Israel was not allowed to eliminate the nations all at once (Dt 7:22). 

15 Contra Craigie, who takes v. 28 ~ a possible indirect reference to disorders of the skin (344). 
16 P. Mommer, "ynf", TWAT VII, 1066. 
17 In another context l"'y indicates the inability to keep the Torah. For example, according to Isa 

29:18b: "Out of gloom and darkness the eyes of the blind will see" (NIV). See on L. Wichter, 
""Y·, TWAT V, 1190-93. 

18 See further U. Berges, ":'I~n" TWAT VIII, 671-75; H.-I. Fabry, ":1;", TWAT, vol. 4, 435. 
19 Craigie, Deuteronomy, 345. 
20 Ibid. The Torah forbids the putting of a stumble-block in front of the blind (Lev 19: 14). 
21 Cf. Craigie, Deuteronomy, 345. 
22 Craigie, Deuteronomy, 347. 
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Six nominal sentences led by ",ac "cursed" describe the states of the whole 

nation or individuals (i111N) who do not keep Yahweh's commandments. The 

prepositional phrases in v. 16 specify the urban and rural lives of Israel, which will 

be affected by curses on agricultural products (17, 18sP), offspring (18aa), and 

animals (18b). Two prepositional clauses in v. 19, being cursed 1N:1:1 "in coming" 

and 111N1:1 "in going out", reinforce them. This refers to all daily activities, 

namely, in time of peace, moving freely out and in through the city-gate, carrying 

out legal business in the assembly of elders at the city-gate (e.g., Ruth 3:11), etc.; 

in time of war, going forth to battle (e.g., 1 Ch 20:1), etc.23 In other words, the 

whole life-sphere of Israel will be cursed. 

That leads to a general curse (20):24 a series of calamities in every enterprise. 

The first noun i1'N7.)i1 "curse" denotes disaster as a divine judgment in a general 

sense.2S The second noun i17.),i17.) "confusion" refers to a panic caused by Yahweh's 

judgment (i1'N7.) and disorientation. The third noun mYl7.) "anger", the physical 

expression of Yahweh's anger, denotes also its effective result.26 The cause of these 

calamities is evil deeds, the results of Israel's abandonment of Yahweh. These 

calamities will prevail until Israel perishes. In a sense v. 20 reinforces the statement 

of the apodosis in Dt 28:15b, Yahweh's judicial acts are carried forward to any 

future disobedience by Israel. 

5.4.2.2 War 

23 Cf. E. A. Speiser. "Coming" and "Going" at the "City" Gate," BASOR 144 (1956), 20-23. 
24 Scholars regard Deut. 28:20-24 as one unit (Craigie, Driver (vv.20-26) and (Caquot, ""1,· 

TWAT II, 55). That is, v. 20 is a general description for the following list of tangible plagues. 
However, there is no grammatical reference which ties vv.20-24 together. 20,21,22-23, aDd 24 des
cribe disasters which the Lord will send upon Israel, ifsbe becomes disloyal. Especially, three nouns 
in v. 20 with the article describe not only the general, but also the specific cursed circumstance. The 
second noun ;m\-m "confusion" denotes a mind which does not know what is appropriate to the situa
tion. This occurs in the context of war. God will deliver the enemy to Israel, putting them into great 

confusion (:m\-m, Dt 7:23). This strategy of the divine suzerain for his vassal appears in 1 Sam 
14:20, where the Philistines fell into total confusion (:m\"m), striking each other. Here mental dis
orientation and a resulting disoriented act are inseparable. In another instance, :m",!) is used in 
parallel with l'1\" nan' "the fear of the Lord" (Prov 15:16) and means an absence of respect for the 
Lord, thus a disorientation. l'1!),;m also occurs in a religious context Ezek. 22:5, Jerusalem was full 
of :m,,-m "confusion" because of bloodshed aDd idols. Thus, ;m\-m, the mind without criteria for 
doing right, is the punishment due for failure in keeping the commaDdmeuts of the divine suzerain. 
m1171 in v. 20 designates the anger of God (Caquot, ibid.), punishment of the evil deeds which are 
the tiuit of the confused mind. The first noun l'1,K7ll'1 "curses" in v. 20 refers to the confused mind 
together with its tiuit and God's punishment of evil deeds. It is to be understood within the meaning 
of disaster which already happened, but not in a sense of the curse-formula or the curse-word, Schar
bert, ""K," TWAT 1,445. 

2S See also Mal. 2:2; 3:9; Prov. 3:33: 28:27. 
26 A. A. Macintosh, "A Consideration of Hebrew "1," VT 19 (1969),471-79. 
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The curse of v.'ar in Dt 28:25-26 refers to some other consequences, namely, a 

terrible defeat of Israel, so that she will become an object of horror for all nations, • 

with her corpses given as meat for birds and animals of prey. Other further con

sequences of war include poverty Dt 28:30-34.27 The worst consequence of siege, 

cannibalism along with hostility among the members of family (54-57), which is 

stated in much more detail in Dt 28:53-57. 

Another expansion of war is the result of defeat (30-34, 48). Dt 28:30-34 

mention consequences of defeat. The consequences in Dt 28:30 relate to exemptions 

from military service granted in time of war (Dt 20: 5-7). If one died in war, some

one would take possession of the bride, or a newly built house, or a newly planted 

vineyard (30). In vv. 31-34, the enemy would take control of the livestock (31), the 

children (32), and the agricultural products (33-34). These represent the loss of the 

basic elements of life. Another expansion occurs in 48: Israel would be subject to 

her enemies in the Promised Land, so instead of serving the Lord she would serve 

them in her impoverished state. 

5.4.2.3 Diseases 

The . curses of diseases are expanded to include various skin diseases in Dt 

28:27. Yahweh would afflict the people with four incurable diseases. The first dis

ease included a variety of scaly, scabby or crusted disorders, and the third and 

fourth were similar infections of the skin. 28 Some other incurable skin diseases 

occur in v. 35. 

5.4.3 Emphasis 

In Lev 26 the serious consequence of disloyalty is conveyed: 1) by repeated 

conditional statements with recurrence of emphatic adverbs (see 5.2.1 above); 2) by 

the recurring of Y:JV "seven times" for Israel's sin (18, 21, 24, 28).29 On the other 

hand, the definite consequence of treaty-breaking is expressed twice, by w-qatal in 

27 The change of the subject with x-yiqtol in v. 30 structure indicates beginning of a new topic 
which describes the consequences of defeat in battle. Vv. 30-34 display eight individual curses: 1) 
three curses structured with x-yiqtol followed by three result in w-x-yiqtol (v. 30); 2) three curses 
structured with x-qatol followed by two results in w-x-yiqtol (v. 31 sa{J) and w-x-x (a nominal 
sentence v. 31b{J); 3) one curse structured with x-qatol followed by two results in w-x-qatol and w-x-x 
(v. 32); 3) one curse structured with x-yiqtol (v. 33a) followed by two results in w-qatal-x (vv. 33b-
34). This grammatical chain is broken by yiqtol-x in v. 35. 

28 G. R. Driver, wThe Plague," mAS, 1950, SO-52. Presumably, God afflicted the Egyptians with 
the first disease prior to the Exodus (Ex 9:9-10). 

29 The number seven was used "to indicate intensity, quality, not directly quantity" and wmay also 
indicate fulfilment, completion, finishing, W Kapelrud, wThe Number Seven, W VT 18 (1968), 499. 
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Dt 28: 15b. Dt 28:38-57 (Appendix 111)30 reinforce the consequences of dis

obedience by repeating the themes of the preceding curses with additional con

sequences, e. g., cannibalism, a curse which would also bring about hostility among 

the members of a family. The thematic repeated and added curses in vv. 48-57 are 

emphasized by statements to assure their occurrence in vv. 45-47. 31 The serious 

outcome of disobedience is reinforced adding to a summary of the basic curses (58-

68), disease (59-62), re-assurance of Yawheh's punishment (63a), deportation (63b-

64a) and a vivid description of misery in exile (64b-68 (Appendix ill 20), much 

more terrifying than Lev 26:36-39, which depict the restless life of the Exiles, grad

ually wasting away because of their and their fathers' sins. 

5.4.4 Strudure 

The structural dissimilarity between Lev 26 and Dt 28 lies in the introductory 

statement of curses (protasis and apodosis). It is employed in Lev 26 to structure 

curses; in Dt 28 it is used only in the introduction and the summary of curses (Dt 

28:16-68). The curses are structured in Dt 28:16-68 by the changing verb-forms 

and order of clauses.32 

Dt 28 displays two other features which do not occur in Lev 26. The first (38-

57) is the thematic recurrence of basic curses (15-37).33 

30 This paragraph is grammatically marked. The yiqtol structure followed by two w-qatal clauses 
in v. 37 does not continue. The new series of curses starts with x-yiqtol structure in v. 38. This 
series comes to an end in v. 57, since the conditional clause in v. 58 marks a new paragraph. 

31 In v. 45 the succession of (w-)x-yiqtol is interrupted; and vv. 45-48 is a new subsection. The 
conjunction ,VhC nnn in v. 47 always leads a causal clause statins the reason for the main clause 
(Num 25:13; Dt 21:14; 22:29; 28:62; 1 Sam 26:21; 2 Ki 22:17; 2 Chr 21:12; 34:25; Isa 53:12; Jer 
29:19; 50:7), apart from Hz 36:34 where it is used in the meanins of "instead or- leading a sub
ordinate clause statins the opposite state to the main clause. 

32 Followins the apodosis in 15b, six curses with the passive participle '''K followed by the 2nd 
person pronoun denote the cursed state of Israel. Thereupon a chain of imperfects with the name of 
God follows, wbereby each sentence indicates individual curses. The successive curses are for
mulated either with x-yiqtol (25afj, 29afj) or with w-qataltl (22b, 26). Furthermore, w-qataltl intro
duces a new topic of curse (23) and a new subsection (45). If the x-yiqtol structure breaks the chain 
of w-qataltl, it introduces a new theme of curses; each related curse is introduced by w-x-yiqlOl struc
ture (30). In this context, a nominal phrase (subject + passive participle) follows with its related 
curse either in w-yiqtol structure (31a) or in a nominal clause (subject + active participle) (32afj). 

If a durative aspect is emphasized, :'I'm with active (v. 29aa) and passive (33b, 34) 
participles are used (cf. Jooon, Grammar II, § 121 e); the former refers to a durative act of "grop
iDS", and the latter to the durative states of "beins oppressed" and "beiDS driven to despair". 

If the subject of a curse in x-yiqtol structure is emphasized. CQSIU pendens occurs (MurlOka, 
fimPhatic Words and Structures, 93); the founders of family would eat their offspriDS. instead of mul
tiplyiDB the family. The curse of cannibalism mentioned in w-qataltl structure in v. 53 is restated in 
detail in vv. 54-56. There ":'I (54) and :'1;:":'1 (56) are resumed by the 3rd masculine (54b) and fem
inine possessive pronouns (S6b) respectively. In another instance, the curse expressed in w-qataltl 
(66) is expanded by x-yiqtol structure (67). 

33 See further Part V 1.7.2. 
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The curses in vv. 38-57 repeat and expand the preceding curses. 34 The topics 

of the curses mentioned in vv. 21-22, 25, 36-37 resumed in vv. 38-44 in a chain 

structure. None of Israel's agricultural enterprise will prosper because of plant dis

ease (21-22) and plagues of locusts and worms (38-40, 42).35 Israel's defeat by 

enemies will result in flight (25) and deportation of her descendants (41). Israel's 

subjection to enemies. mentioned in vv. 30-34, recurs in v. 48 (cf. 43-44).36 The 

topic of invasion in v. 25 is repeated in vv. 49-50 with its additional results: siege 

accompanied by deprivation of sources of food, destruction of cities (51-52) and 

cannibalism bringing hostility among members of the family (53-57). 

The second feature is the summary of curses (58-68).37 Moses warns Israel 

once again what will happen to her if she breaks the covenant. The preceding curses 

are summarized in two paragraphs: plagues and diseases (21-22, 27, 35) in 59-62 

and invasion (25-26, 30-34), deportation (36a) and hopeless life in exile (36b-37) in 

vv.63-68. 

These two features of Dt 28, the repetition and summary of curses, emphasize 

the serious consequences of a breach of covenant (see above). 

Synopsis 

The emphasis of curses differs between Lev 26 and Dt 28, insofar as the 

speakers are different. In Lev 26 Yahweh himself announces curses, emphasizing 

his personal acts against the disloyal people. In Dt 28 his mediator is concerned 

more with the consequences of Israel's disloyalty. Therefore, the effects on the 

cursed are elaborated, e.g., the consequences of war and diseases. Dt 28:64-68 

mention the cursed state of Israel in exile much more vividly than Lev 26:36-39. 

Furthermore, the cursed state is highlighted in Dt 28 by the "'K-formulae. The 

serious consequences of covenant-breaking are also re-enforced by an elaborate, 

thematic, repetition of the preceding curses, then the summary. So Dt 28 presents a 

much longer list of curses than Lev 26. However, all the curses in Lev 26:14-39 

occur in Dt 28:15 ff. following the same sequence of themes, except a few curses 

(5.4.1.1). This indicates that both passages follow a common model. . 

34 For the syntactical justification of this section, see above vv. 30-34 (see fn. 32 above). 

35 See fn. 8 above. 

36 See above vv. 23-24 fn. 32 about a function of w-qataltf dividing pharagraphs. 

37 See the reversed status of Israel from being blessed in the promised land, Craigie, Deuteronomy, 
351. 
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Chapter 1 

TREATY-CURSES AS AN INTEGRAL COMPONENT 

IN THE CONCEPf OF V ASSAlSHIP IN THE ASSYRIAN ANNALS 

1.0 Introduction 

Following H. Tadmor,l M. Weinfeld stated concerning VTE: "this treaty is 

actually a loyalty oath on the part of the Median vassals obligating them to remain 

faithful to Assyria and her King on the occasion of change in the political lead

ership."2 He continued: "we learn from other documents that not only the vassals 

were adjured, but that four days earlier (on the twelfth of Iyar) all of the people of 

Assyria, young and old alike, were required to swear allegiance to the new King 

Ashurbanipal."3 For Weinfeld VTE is "simply fealty oaths imposed by the retiring 

king on his Median vassals with respect to his successor (Ashurbanipal)."4 

However, Esarhaddon was not making the people of Assyria and the Medes alone 

swear allegiance, Ashurbanipal asserted: upahhir niJ~ mita.fJurlri ~ihir u rllbi Ja 

tamtim ellti u Japllti "he (Esarhaddon) assembled the people of Assyria, high and 

low, from the Upper (Caspian) to the Lower (Mediterranean) Seas."S Hittite history 

offers illustrations. When Mursili II installed Tuppi-Teshshup as a Hittite vassal 

over Amurru in place of his father, he made his brothers and the people swear an 

oath to Tuppi-Teshshup. 6 Mursili also let the people of the land swear to Manapa

Tarhunta, when he enthroned him over the Seha River land. 7 These events show 

that a suzerain occasionally, while establishing vassal treaties, might make the royal 

family and people swear a loyalty oath to the vassal simultaneously. In other words, 

1 Tadmor stated: wAdI is a concept and an institution. The relations between the Assyrian emperor 
and his vassal, especially UDder the Sargonids, are expressed in terms of and are governed by loyalty 
oaths. . .. From the accession of Esarbaddon and especially from that of Ashurbanipal, numerous 
documents show that the populace of Assyria, rank and file, had to swear alii - the oath of allegiance 
to the new king, W W Assyria and the West,· Unity and Diversity, 43. Following Tadmor, K. 
Watanabe denied VTE are vassal treaties, BaM Bh 3 (1987),4,6-24. 

2 "The Loyalty Oath in the Ancient Near East," UF 8 (1976), 379. 

3 Ibid. 

4 Deuteronomy, 6. 

S Assurbanipals Pr. A IS i 18-19. Wiseman, "The Vassal-treaties of Esarblddon,· Ir!g 20 (19S8), 
3-4. See also VTE 1-8. Esar.'s assemblm, the Assyrian people was not unique, since "a loyalty oath 
imposed on Assyrian citizens is already attested in an inscription of Samii-Adad V dating from the 
9th century B.C.," SSA II, xxiv. 

6 HDT, no. 8, SS 14. 
7 Ibid., DO. 12, 78 13. 
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loyalty oaths and vassal treaties coincide.8 The circumstances of these Hittite treaties 

are comparable with those of VTE. So to see VTE only as loyalty oaths is one- • 

8 According to M. Liverani, "in Hittite texts, vassal-treaties and oaths/instructions are different in 
form and content, and Esarhaddon's texts are clearly similar to the second class and quite different 
from the first one," wThe Medes at Esarhaddon's Court," JCS 47 (1995), 58 fn. 15. Indeed, the form 
of the two sorts of documents varies. As for Hittite ·oaths/instructions, W however, the contents in 
Hittite soldiers oaths, the instructions for the royal bodyguard and the instructions for Hittite princes 
and officials are not same. In the first, the one who breaks the oaths made before the gods and does 
evil agail13t king, queen and princes, is cursed. That is, this protasis is followed by (simile) curses 
sworn by soldiers, but there are no instructions or commands attached (N. Oettinger, Die 
Militirischen Eide). In the second, the duties and regulations for bodyguards are mentioned without 
curses (H. G. Giiterbock and Van den Hout, The Hittite Instruction for the Royal Bodyguard). 
There, there is no command to remain loyal, as in the case of the instructions for princes and officials 
(see below). The form and content of these two texts differ from VTE. In the third (E. von Schuler, 
Hethitische Dienstanweisungen), the themes of the instructions of the Hittite princes and officials are: 

1) Protection for the king and his descendants (ibid., 8-9 §§1-2, 24 §7, 28 §25, etc.). 
2) Report of a plot against the king (ibid., 13 §21, 14 §24, 24 §6, etc.) 
3) No giving away secrets of the Hittite court (ibid., 11 §8, 27-28 §24). 
4) Forbidden to do evil or to speak evil against the king (ibid., 13 §21, etc.). 
5) No change of the supremacy of the king (ibid., 9 §§2-3, 15 §28) nor becoming vassals to 

another king (ibid., 26 §IS). 
6) Support the king in time of revolt (ibid., 22 §2). 
7) No support of an enemy's land (ibid., 25 §12). 

All these obligations occur in Hittite vassal treaties (see HDT & also fn. 10 below). In other 
words, the Hittite officials and vassals were under the same obligations to loyalty. In this light, 
therefore, some similarity of contents between Hittite loyalty oaths and VTE is not surprising. 
However, the form of VTE differs from the Hittite instructions for princes and officials: 1) individual 
commands are not followed by warning statements of curses, as in the case of "Hethitische Dienstan
weisungenW; 2) VTE has a list of curses at the end, which does not occur in the instructions for the 
Hittite princes and officials. Therefore, VTE is more similar to the Hittite vassal treaties in terms of 
content and form than to those instructions (contra Liverani). In addition, the texts of Hittite instruc
tions are commonly understood as loyalty oaths. That is a wrong perception. According to von 
Schuler, -die Instruktion wird mn den Hethitern ishiul 'Bindung = Vertrag, Instruktion ••• 
genannt· (Hethitische Dienstanweisungen, 3). In other words, the Hittite instructions are duty 
regulations and obligations. Furthermore, the instructions for princes and officials 
(Dienstanweisungen) are about their loyalty, but there is no reference to taking oaths. In a few cases, 
the instructions are re-enforced with curses - e.g., Wmay these gods destroy you," (ibid., 14 §23 44, 
24 §9 11) and with warning statements of consequences of oaths das soli under Eid gelegt sein in 
most cases (ibid., 26 §17 20, etc.). A similar form appears in Middle Assyrian palace edicts. There, 
individual regulations are followed by punishment, e.g., wEither royal eunuchs or court attendants or 
dedicatees - If a woman of the palace either sings, or quarrels with her colleague, and he stands by 
and eavesdrops, he shall be struck 100 blows, they shall cut off one of his earsw M. T. Roth, Law 
Collections, 206 21. Yel the edicts do not contain commands for loyalty, because it is a basic 
assumption of royal service. 

There are indeed three texts of loyalty oaths where military officials (Wardentrager) 
·schwiJren dabei nicht nur jar ihre eigene Person und ihre Familien, sondern zugleich stellvertretend 

Jilr die Truppen dreier Gamisonbezirke • . •• And there are no instructions attached, von Schuler, 
·Die Wurdentragereide des Amuwanda: Or 25 (1956), 212; see 229-31. On the other hand, there 
are instructions for the same officials without a curse invoked or oath-taking (ibid., 213-222; cf. 
234). Even if we take these two different documents together, not all Hittite instructions for high 
officials should be categorized under loyalty oaths. 
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sided, since loyalty oaths and the treaty-concept are "not mutually exclusive."9 In 

view of this, VTE can be treated as part of common tradition describing the relation

ship between a suzerain, his people and his vassals. 10 

9 SAA II, xxxi. According to Parpola, VTE are "formulated as bilateral agreements between 
rulers, and in addition they share many features with the Mati'-il and Sefire treaties, which 
incontestably represent the classic type of a vassal treaty. Thus, while primarily drawn up for a dif
ferent purpose, they could also secondarily be put to use as treaties concluded with vassals. In this 
context, note particularly lines 393f of the treaty, where the other party is pledged to accept the 
supremacy of Assyria and its chief god. This is a stipulation suiting a treaty with a newly acquired 
vassal, not a loyalty considered together with the background of the 'city-rulers' with whom the 
treaties were concluded," ibid., xxx and see further xxx-xxxi. Furthermore, there is another possible 
interpretation. Esar. mentioned the submission of some Median city-rulers "who under my royal 
forefathers had not crossed the border of Assyria nor trodden her ground" (trans. Parpola) and their 
request for Esar. 's help (kitru) against other tribes who had attacked them (Esarhaddons, 54-55 iv 32-
41). The situation of their submission is identical with that of Gyges in Asb. 's reign (1.1.2.1). That 
is to say, some Median tribes submitted to Assyria firstly under Esar. However, some Medes had 
already paid tribute to Tigl.III (see tn. 70 below). In this light, Esar. may have re-established the 
vassal treaty with their descendants, along with new vassals. 

10 LiverlDi has argued that VTE forms loyalty oaths imposed on Median bodyguards at the 
Assyrian court, "The Medes," JeS 47 (1995), 57-62. This hypothesis is based on his interpretation 
of various passages in VTE. According to him, those passages do not fit "the distant Medes" but 
"some group of Medes serving at Esarhaddon's court." However, his interpretation cannot remain 
unchallenged, since those passages are not peculiar to VTE: 

1) The statement "you shall protect him in country and town, fall and die for him" (VTE 49-
51a) is not only pertinent to bodyguards. Protection for the suzerain was one of the Hittite vassals' 
obligations. Thus, whether any city of Hatti began war (HDT, no. 2, 17 122), or an enemy invaded 
Hatti (ibid, 18 134), there was a revolt against the suzerain (ibid., no.5, 34 16), the suzerain led mili
tary campaigns (ibid., no. 3, 2S 112), or any evil thi1J8 happened to the suzerain, vassals were 
obliged to come to the suzerain's aid and to protect him (ibid., 2S 113). A vassal should consider the 
suzerain as his own person (ibid., 2S 112). 

2) "You shall speak with him (Asb.) in the truth of your heart, give him sound advice 
loyally, and smooth his way in every respect" (VTE SIb-54) refers to all courtiers (including 
bodyguards) and vassals, since Esar. assembled the Assyrians and people whom he ruled from the 
Upper to the Lower Seas (see tn. 5 above). Every Hittite vassal should be "an effective and strong 
helper" for the suzerain's descendants <HDT, no. 11, 72 114), protect them and seek the prosperity of 
Hatti (ibid., no. S, 36 liS). In view of this, when Assyrian vassals came for audience with the 
suzerain, presumably, they discussed with suzerain the issues which were relevant for both countries. 

3) "The obligation to report hostile rumors heard 'either from the mouth of his brothers, his 
uncles, his cousins, his family, members of his father's line; or from the mouth of magnates and 
governors, or from the mouth of the bearded and the eunuchs, or from the mouth of the scholars or 
from the mouth of any human being at all''' is important for both the Assyrians and vassals. Hittite 
vassals were obliged to report rumours to the suzerain, e.g.: "because people are treacherous, if 
rumors circulate and someon~ comes and whisp~rs b~for~ you, . . . write about this matter to My 
Majesty" (italics mlM, ibid., no. 11, 74 f20). A stipulation in the treaty between Mursili II and 
KupaDta-Kurunta: "If someone plots a matter of revolt against My Majesty, and he flees before me 
and comes to you ... " (ibid.,oo. II 72 114; also DO. 8 57 112). According to these examples, a dis
tant vassal could hear rumours directly from the members of Assyrian royal family and officials visit
iD8 or posted to his area. 

4) "If anyone should speak to you of rebellion and insurrection, of killilJ8, assassinating, and 
eliminating Assurbanipal ... or if you should hear it from the mouth of anyone ... " Hittite vassals 
were obliged to report plots: "if some evil plan to revolt arises even in Hatti, and you h~ar of it, take 
a stand immediately to aid My Majesty. . . . And if [you hear] in advance of some evil plan to revolt, 
[and] either some [Hittite) or ... - and you do [not] quickly write in advance to My Majesty ... 
then you [will) have [transgressed the oath] (ibid., DO. 10, 65 12). 
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In the following two chapters, we explore the relationship between Assyria and 

her vassals Assyrian annals from Tiglath-pileser I to Ashurbanipal in the light of the • 

concept of vassalship reflected in the royal annals (see Part I 3). 

1.1 Suzerain's Benevolence 

5) The prohibitions on palace revolt against Esar. (VTE 198-211) and seditious meetings 
(212-13) relate to all Assyrian officials but not specifically to the "Median bodyguards." A distant 
vassal could plot with Assyrian officials against Esar. (cf. 6 below). Hittite vassals were forbidden to 
submit to another stronger king (HOT, no. 3,24 §5). 

Since vassals could participate in plots of Assyrian officials and royal family, the prohibition 
against killing Asb. (VTE 262-63) by giving "a deadly drug to eat or to drink" is not only pertinent 
to the "Median bodyguards." Tudhaliya II prohibited Sunashshura from encouraging a revolt (HOT, 
no. 2, 16 §12). Or "if a subject of the Great King plots against his lord while remaining in Hatti, .• 
• " (ibid., no. 1 12 §4). Mursili II stated his vassal Mashuiluwa "stirred up my subject against me" 
(ibid., no. II, 70 §6). In this context, it was not impossible for distant vassals to participate in a plot 
of the Assyrian court. 

7) The prohibitions against slandering Asb.'s brothers before Asb. (VTE 269-74) and vice 
versa, or against slandering Ash. before Esar. (323-26), relate to the loyalty of all Assyrian officials 
and vassals. VTE 266: "You shall love Assurbanipal .•• like yourself." As for Hittite vassals, 
"your person, your wives, your sons and your land are dear to you, the body [of the King], the per
son of the King, the sons of the King, and Hatti shall forever be dear [to you]" (HOT, no. 9, 60 §1). 

As a matter of fact, none of the passages Liverani interpreted in the light of the Median 
bodyguards' hypothesis are conclusive. Those passages do not provide any basis for his assumption. 
They fit both the Assyrian officials and the "distant" Median vassals. 

Liverani also pointed out the vassals' obligations, such as the payment of tribute, delivery of 
refugees, etc., are missing in VTE. Yet they are also absent from two other Nco-Assyrian vassal 
treaties (AM & EB). Nevertheless, Tyre paid tribute to Asb. (Part III 1.9.2). Therefore, the omis
sions of those duties of vassals and the suzerain's promises to vassals in VTE may be a characteristic 
of treaties in the first millennium B.C. Furthermore, if we accept Liverani's view that Median troops 
served in the Assyrian palace during 675-72 B.C., this does rule out the presence of Median vassals 
in Esar.'s assembly. The latter part of Esar.'s reign was marked with civil unrest. There were 
revolts against Esar. and the crown prince Asb. The Assyrian vassals of Media might have sent 
troops to support their suzerain. In Hittite vassal treaties vassals were obliged to send troops in time 
of revolt (HOT, no. 7, 51 §5). Presumably, they stayed longer because of the difficult situation of 
Assyria. However, Liverani's assumption that the Medes sent troops to Assyria is based on his inter
pretation about kitru. He stated: "kitru does indeed refer to the providing of troops in exchange for 
payment, something appropriate to the relations between Esarhaddon and the Medes, and certainly 
not to an ada-like relatio~hip of vassalage," "The Medes," 61. According to him, therefore, "this 
odd use of the term kitru had in fact been stipulated, but in the "wrong" direction, with the Medes 
providing troops to the Assyrians," ibid., 61-62. Liverani's view is not persuasive. The concept 
kitru, the submission of an inferior king and the reception of support, in tum, from a stronger king 
also occurs in Assyrian history (see 1.1.2.1 below; fn. 9 above). This is an impetus to establishing a 
vassal treaty. Moreover, Assyrian kings integrated talented deportees into the governmental service 
and forces (see Part III 2.1.14). Consequently, officials, bodyguards and troops were multi-ethnic. 
Esar. claimed that the people of unsubmissive Median kings were carried to Assyria, Esarhaddons, 55 
iv 49-52. Therefore, it is not surprising Median soldiers are depicted in a in relief (see "The Medes," 
62 fn. 32). To sum up, there is no compelling reason why VTE 1-8 & Pr. A 15 i 18-19 do not refer 
to the Assyrian people (including multi-ethnic officials) and the Median & other vassals. In the light 
of our analysis, VTE presents vassal treaties for Medes, whereas it was loyalty oaths for the 
Assyrians. 
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1.1.1 Approval of Kingship 

The most significant favour the suzerain could grant a vassal was the throne 

and that, in return, would encourage him to remain loyal to his suzerain. 11 It would 

be granted in the course of a new military expedition, if weaker kings submitted to 

the Assyrian kings. For example, when Tiglath-pileser I marched to the lands of 

Nairi. He claimed: 12 

naphar AarriDi miluiiri balpjsunu qati ikAud ana AarriDi Aitunu r6ma arAaAunlltima napiAtaAunu ~r 
Aallusunu u kamusunu ina mahar dsl1lD8A beliya aptur mimit iliDiya rabAti ana arlcat UJne ana 11m ~ 
ana ardllte utammisunllti 

I captured all of the kings of the Nairi lands alive. I had mercy on those kings and spared their lives. 
I released them from their bonds and fetters in the presence of the god SI1ID8A, my lord, and made 
them swear by my great gods an oath of eternal vassaldom. 

Once the vassalship was established, the succession to the kingship was not 

automatically inherited. The suzerain chose a loyal prince for the succession.13 In 

the case of Arvad,14 after king YakinlQ's death, his sons came to Niniveh, and 

Ashurbanipal chose one of them for the throne: 15 

ultu Miakinbl br mitaruadda emidu AadiSu Dlaziba'al lDabiba'al lDaduniba'al lIlsapatiba'al lDbudiba'al 
lDba'aliaiUbu lDba'alhanunu lDba'almaluku lDabimilki Dlahimilki JDire Dliakinlll iiib qabal tAmti ultu 
qabal tamti e!t1.nimma itti tamartiAunu kabitti illikiinimma uniHiq1i Aepeya Dlaziba'al hadiA appalisma 
ana brn1ti matan1dda aAkunAu 

11 The succession of a vassal to kingship depended on the suzerain's favour, for example, Mursili I 
approved his vassals request and appointed the crown prince Tuppi-Teshshup as vassal king over 
Amurru, HOT, no. S, 55 14. 

12 RIMA II, A.0.S7.1 22 v Sb-16. When Tigl.I marched against Sugu of the land Habhu, he killed 
and destroyed, then spared troops who submitted, ibid., 20 iv 27-31. Shalm.m enthroned Yanzu 
over Namri after his conquest, RIMA III, 67 93b-95); eight years later, he campaigned against Yanzu 
carried him together with his all royal family and his soldiers to Assyria. This instance is similar to 
that of Ahuni of Bit-Adini. In another instance, Shalm.m let Sullusunu of Harna (or Hir/KinlMurna, 
the royal city was Masaiuru), a defeated king, maintain his kingship and then imposed upon him tax 
and tribute, ibid., A.0.I02.14 70 168b-71a. When Peqah of Israel was killed by a rebellion, Tigl.m 
enthroned Hoshea who was submissive, Tiglath-pileser m, Summ 4 140 17b-lSa; cf. 2 Ki 15:25. 
Sar. enthroned IspabAra son of TaltA over Ellipi (see further 1.3.2 below). Senn. set Ethba'al, son of 
Luli, on the throne of Sidon when his father rebelled against Assyria, DIP n, 30 ii 47-49. The deci
sion about the appointment depends only on the sovereign's pleasure. When vassals in Egypt rebelled 
against Assyria, the Assyrian troops stationed there defeated them and brought them alive to Niniveh, 
~als Pr. A 22-23 i 128b-ii 7. Asb. let only Niq4live among them and restored his kingship 
in Egypt, ibid., Pr. A 23-24 ii S, 16-19. 

13 In the historical prologue of a treaty between Suppiluliuma I and Aziru of Amurru, the former 
mentioned: •... and [because Aziru] knelt [down at tho feet of My Majesty], I, My Majesty, Great 
King, [took up] Aziru and ranked him (as king) among his brothers, HOT, 33 no. 5 f2. 

14 Assurbanipals Pr. A 29 ii 63-67. 

IS Ibid., Pr. A 30 ii 81-89. 
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After Yakinhl, king of Arvad, died, Aziba'al, Abiba'al, Aduniba'al, Sapa~iba'al, Budiba'al, 
Ba'alysSupu, Ba'alhanuni, Ba'almaluku, Abimilki, Ahimilki, the sons of Yakinhl, who live in the mid- • 
dIe of the sea, ascended from the sea and came with their heavy present and kissed my feet. I looked 
at Aziba'al joyfully and appointed him to the kingship of Arvad. 

The suzerain's approval of vassals' kingship meant, furthermore, his protection of 

their kingship and dynasty, as long as they remained loyal (see 1.1.3 below). 

1.1.2 Support 

1.1.2.1 Military aid 

The suzerain was concerned that his vassals should have military power to 

defend themselves and thus supported them. This indicates that vassals had freedom 

in their rule over their lands, as long as they remained loyal. 

If a king voluntarily submitted himself to Ashurbanipal the latter granted mili

tary support to help him to solve a difficult political situation, e.g., the Assyrian 

military support for Gyges: 16 

Mgugu sar nWiuddi nagii Sa nebirti tAmti sSru riiqu sa brram abbeya la ism'll zikir sumisu nibit 
sumiya ina sutti wabri§uma laSSur ilu baniia umma sepe IaSsur-ban-apli sarri nWaSsurki ~abatma ina 
zikir sumisu kuSud ameinaknltika iimumu Suttu annitu emuru amelrakbwu ispuru ana sa'al sulmiya 
Suttu annitu sa emuru ina qiite amelmir siprisu ispuramma usanna iiiti ultu libbibi iimeme Sa i!ilbatu 
sepe sarriitiya am~limirraa mudallip nise miitisu sa Iii i~flllahii abbeya u attUa la i!ilbatii sepe sarriitiya 
ikS~d ina tukultib ~sur u distar ilam beleya ultu libbi 1 amelhaziiniiti(?) sa amelgimirraa sa ikSud 2 
amelhazaniiti(?) ina l!il~i!ili!ili isqati parzilli bireti parzilli utammehma itti tamartisu kabitte uSebiia adi 
mahriya 

Gyges, king of Lydia, a district at the coast of the sea, a far off place, whose name the kings, my 
fathers, did not hear, Ashur, my begetter,let him see my name in a dream: "Seize the feet of Ashur
banipal, king of Assyria and conquer your enemies in his name." On the day when he saw this 
dream, he sent his messenger to pay me homage, he sent me this dream, which he saw, by his mes
senger and repeated (it) to me. From the day when he seized my royal feet, he conquered the 
Gimirra, who plagued the people of his land, who did not fear my fathers nor, as for me, did they 
seize my royal feet. Through the power of Ashur and Ishtar, the gods, my lords, from the mayors of 
Gimirra whom he conquered, he bound two in arrested to mayors with the clasps, the iron bond, 
(and) the iron chains (and) he sent them with his heavy present to me. 

16 Ibid., Pr. A 30-31 ii 95-110. The Hittite kings supported their vassals with Hittite troops. For 
example, Suppululiuma I sent a garrison to Amurru and said: "because Aziru turned [to] My Majesty 
for vassalage of his own free will; I, My Majesty, [will send] noblemen of Hatti, and infantry [and 
chariotry, to him from] Hatti to the land of Amurru," HOT, no. S, 3S §7. In another instance, SUp
piluliuma I stated in the preamble of a treaty with Tette of Nuhashshi when became a vassal land to 
Hatti. Sharrupshi, Tette's grandfather asked Suppiluliuma I for help, when the king of Mittanni with 
his troops oppressed him. Suppilulium I sent "infantry and chariotry to his aid, and they drove the 
king of the land of Mittanni, together with his troops and his chariotry out of the land of Nuhashshi, " 
ibid., no. 7, 50 §l. 
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Ashurbanipal supported Niqu, his forgiven vassal: 17 i~narkabD.ti srst part ana 

rukub btlatisu aqissu amelsat rtltya amelpahllti ana kitrisu ittlSu aIpur " War

chariots, horses, mules I bestowed upon him for the wagon of his dominion. My 

supreme commanders as the governors I sent with him for his support." This would 

help Niqu to maintain a friendly policy to Assyria. At the same time, Assyria would 

have better control over Egypt, since the Assyrian vassal had been pardoned for par

ticipating in a revolt led by Tarqu against Assyria (Pr. A i 118 ft),18 

1.1.2.2 Administrative aid 

Shalmaneser III supported Kati, Assyrian vassal of the land Que, to give him 

better control, through enthroning Kati's brother over Tarsus a city in Que in order 

to encourage him to remain loyal to Assyria. 19 

1.1.3 Forgiveness 

The suzerain would forgive disloyal vassals, if they were penitent.20 This sort 

of benevolence runs throughout Assyrian history. 

When Tiglath-pileser I marched against the disloyal city of the land of 

Qumanu,21 its king submitted to him. He spared that city but commanded his vassal 

17 ibid., Pr. A 24 ii 14-15. Asb. also bestowed military supplies on his brother, Sbamash-shum
ukin, when he came to the throne of Babylon, ibid., Pr. A 39 iii 73-75. In a Hittite treaty between 
Suppiluliuma I furnished Shattiwaza of Mittanni with Hittite troops, when the latter returned home, 
HOT, no. 6b 1446. 

18 Ibid., 20 ff. 

19 RIMA Ill, A.0.I02.14 69 138b-40a; Grayson (CAH Illll, 263) stated that "Kat6, ruler of Que, 
was taken to Assyria aod replaced by his brother, Kirri.· His references to RIMA m A.0.I02.14 68-
69 132-41a, 40 118-19 iii 1-8 do not correspond to his statement: 1) A.0.I02.4O 118-19 iii 1-8 tells 
us about Kat6's submission aod his presentation of his daughter together with a dowry at Kalhu; 2) 
from this record we can presume that Kat6 had become an Assyrian vassal; 3) Kat6 was besieged not 
in Tarsus before his submission (A.0.I02.14 68 132-34a); 4) it seems that Kat6 was the ruler of the 
laod Que, under whom there were city-rulers; because when shaIm.m campaigned against the cities 
of Kat6 ior the fourth time he besieged the city Tanakun whose ruler was Tulli (ibid.); 5) in this 
campaign, Shalm.m subsequently marched to Tarsus which surrendered without opposition to him; 
then Shalm. enthroned KirrI, a brother of Kat6 over Tarsus. In other words., Shalm.Ill made Kirri 
city-ruler of Tarsus, not ruler of the whole land of Que. 

20 Mursili II mentioned in a treaty with Manapa-Tarhunda of the land of the Seha River, that he 
forgave Manapa-Tarhunda, when he was penitent during his disciplinary campaign and then estab
lished a treaty, HDT, no. 12,78 §4. This was presumably a renewal of the treaty, since Mursili II 
enthroned him before, ibid., 78 13. 

21 RIMA II A.0.87.1 24-25 v 82-vi 38. The same policy could be seen in Tigl.I's campaign 
against Panaru (ibid., 15 ii 36-46) a district near Katmuhu, east of the Tigris, see in K. Nashef, 
R6pertoire GOOcraphigue V, 214) and Sugu (RIMA II A.0.S7.1 20 iv. 27-31), probably the region in 
the southern mountainous district of the Van-Lake (NlSbef, Repertoire GOOgraphigue V, 235) and in 
the vassals treaties with them after his conquest; the same policy was carried out by his new expedi
tion against the lands of Saru aod Ammaui southeast of the Van Lake, ibid., 30. His victory over 
those lands led to vassal treaties with the defeated people, RIMA IT A.0.S7.1 18-19 iii 73~87. In 
AdD.II's time Quminu challenged the Assyrian king to war. When the people submitted, Ado.II 
forgave them and settled them peacefully, ibid., A.0.99.1 143-44 10-19. 
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to demolish the wall and towers. This would prevent his vassal from relying on the 

strong wall and challenging Assyria to war, but assure him that he could trust his • 

suzerain for the security of his land. In this manner Tiglath-pileser I corrected his 

vassal and took responsibility for the peace of his vassal's land:22 

ina i~kulti daSsur beliya i~narkabiti u quradiya lu alqe kipsuna 8lsam1tisunu Iii almi br mitqumane 
fib tiibaziya danna edurma sqreya i~bat 81 suite e~ir diiraSu rabA u asAlem sa agurri ana napali 
aqbaSuma istu U§Sesu adi gabadibbisu ippul ana tili utir 

With the support A§Sur, my lord, I took my chariotry and warriors (and) surrounded the city 
Kipsuna, their royal city. The king of the land of the Quminu was frightened of my strong and bel
ligerent attack and submitted to me. I spared that city. I ordered him to destroy his great wall and 
towers of baked brick. He destroyed it from top to bottom and turned it into a ruin hill. 

Ashurnasirpal II killed, mercilessly, those who refused to pay tribute during 

his campaigns, yet he spared all the kings of Zamua who submitted and re-enforced 

the vassal duty u~n them.23 

When a rebellious vassal repented, the Assyrian king would restore him to the 

throne. For example, when Hanunu king of Gaza returned from Egypt, Tiglath

pileser III let him maintain his kingship:24 kr< ma> i~~ari fultu kurmu~riJ 

ipparJamma f ... J ana aJrrJu atirJuma "Like a bird he flew (back) [from Egypt] [ ••• ] 

I returned him to his position. " 

22 RIMA II, A.0.87.1 24-25 vi 22-30. Tigl.I also protected the life of the submissive enemy, the 
soldiers of MU§ku which invaded Kadmuhu, the Assyrian vassal-land, ibid., A.0.87.1 14 i 84-88. 
Tn.II proved himself a forgiving suzerain by showing clemency to his penitent vassal and people of 
Bit-Zamini by establishing them in abandoned cities peacefully, ibid., A.0.100.5 172 19, 23b-24a. 
In Hittite history, cities at the frontier belonging to Hatti and its vassal lands should not be fortified. 
This indicates that the Hittite suzerain and his vassals should rely on each other, if war broke in either 
lands. For example, according to a vassal treaty between Tudhaliya II of Hatti and Sunashshura of 
Kizzuwatna: Win the direction of the sea the city of Lamiya belongs to His Majesty and the city of 
Bitura belongs to Sunashshura. The border district will be surveyed and divided between them. His 
Majesty may not fortify Lamiya, W HDT, 20. 

23 RIMA II, A.0.10l.l 207-08 ii 77c-80a. He also showed mercy to the rebels of the land Nirbu 
and re-enforced their duties, ibid., A.0.10l.l 202 ii 9b-lla; 9O-11a; cf. i 66b-67a. 

24 Tiglath-pileser III Summ 4140 l2b-13. Also Hiram of Tyre, who plotted with Rezin, submitted 
to Tigl.III and paid tribute, ibid., Summ 9 rev. 186, 1885-8. Asb. forgave Tammaritu, usurper of 
Elam, who plotted with Shamash-shum-uldn and then submitted to him, Assurbanipals, Pr. A 41-43 
iv 1-4la. Ullia, son of AbSeri, king of Mannai, took the throne after Asb.'s campaign against his 
father who had rebelled, (ibid., Pr. A 32-35 ii l26-iii 10) shows us that a vassal who made himself 
the king of his land was heavily punished. This lets us deduce that Ualli transgressed the treaty with 
Ashurbanipal, because he made himself king without Asb. 's approval, and because after he had come 
to the throne he submitted to the Asb.'s majesty, sending his crown prince and his daughter to Asb.; 
in return, Asb. let him reign over his land and increased his tribute, ibid., Pr. A 35-37 ii.i 11-26. 
Asb. also showed mercy on Abijate', who had come to Shamash-shum-uldn's support, when he sub
mitted to him. Having made a treaty, Asb. enthroned him over Arabia in lieu of Uaite' who had 
made himself king, ibid., Pr. A 63 viii 44-47; Pr. B 114-15 viii 32-35. 
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The suzerain would not destroy a vassal's rebel city, if it submitted, e.g., 

Tiglath-pileser I was lenient to the rebellious and unsubmissive city of Milidia in the 

land Hanigalbat and did not storm it when the people submitted.2S 

The decision about appointing a king depended only on the suzerain's 

pleasure. When vassals in Egypt26 rebelled against Assyria, the Assyrian troops sta

tioned in that land defeated them and brought them alive to Niniveh.27 Ashur

banipal only let one of them live and restored his kingship in Egypt: ana mnikU ultu 

biriJunu r2mu arJiJuma uballit napJassu alar abu banDa ina ilsaya ana JarrtJti 

ipqidduJ ana maIkaniJu utlrJu "Out of them I had pity on Niqu and let him live. I 

returned him to his palace in Sais, where the father, my begetter, had installed him 

as king. "28 

. 1.1.4 Kindness 

The suzerain would encourage the loyal vassals through: 

2S RIMA II, A.O.S7 .• 22 v 33-3Sa. Tigl.I did not pursue the fugitives of the city Urratinai, when 
their king submitted to his suzerainty (ibid., ii 36-46). Ado.II campaigned against the cities Sikkur 
and Sappinu which since the time of Tn.! had withheld tax and tribute, sparing the rebel people when 
they surrendered to him, ibid., A.0.99.2 IS2 89b-90. Asn.II was lenient to the penitent people of the 
land of Nirbu, resettled them in their abandoned cities and re-enforced tribute and tax upon them, 
ibid., A.0.I01.1 202 ii 9b-lla. When Mati'il fomented a rebellion against Assyria, Gurgum became 
an ally. Having seen Tigl.ill's military punishment, Gurgum submitted. Then, Tigl.ill stopped 
destroying the rebellious land criglath-pileser ill., Stele I BIOI 38-42a) - Gurgum was an Assyrian 
vassal under Shalm.ill, RIMA ill A.O.I02.2 16 i 4Ob-41b. Also the district of Bit-Kapsi was spared 
because of the submission of its king, Battanu Tiglath-pileser ill, Ann. II 48 10-11). Senn. excluded 
iDllOCCnt people from deportation when he carried away the rebellious people of Ekron (OIP II 32 iii 
12-14). He also did not destroy the cities of Luli, his disloyal vassal, when they submitted to him 
(ibid., 29 ii 41-46). 

26 Esarhaddon conquered Egypt, re-organized it and reckoned it as his vassal state. Then he put his 
servants in charge imposing an annual tribute upon them, Assurbanipals, Pr. B 92-93 i 6-21. This 
passage does not mention explicitly that Esarhaddon had made a vassal treaty with the local kings 
whom Ile set over Egypt after his conquest. However, there are some indications Esarhaddon did 
establish a vassal treaty. Firstly, when Tarqd, king of Ethiopia, had invaded Egypt, the territory of 
Assyria, Ashurbanipal campaigned against Tarqd (ibid., Pr. A 17 ff.i S2 ff). Secondly, after a suc
cessful campaign, Ashurbanipal strengthened the defenses and re-enforced the ties with Assyria: 
ma~~arlJti eli la tlrne plJni udanninma umkkisa rikstlte "the watchposts I made stronger than before 
and bound the obligation," ibid., Pr. A 21 i 115-16. Thirdly, this means that Ashurbanipal re
established a vassal treaty after his campaign; in other words, he re-enforced the bond which Esarbad
don had already established. Fourthly, therefore, when those vassal kings in Egypt rebelled against 
Assyrian lordship, Ashurbanipal said that they broke "my treaty" (ibid., Pr. A 21 i l1S-19); larrdni 
anntui m4la apqidu ina adlya ih{Q lt2 i~surll nuJmit il4nime8 mball'llJd {dbat lpussunilti imliUrta 
Rthese kings, as many as I appointed, sinned against my treaty; they did not keep the oath swom by 
the great gods (and) forsot the good which I had done to them.· Therefore. we can deduce that Esar. 
had made vassal treaties with Egypt after his conquest, and Asb. re-enforced that relationship. 

27 Assurbanipals, Pr. A 21 ff. i 120 ff. 

2S1bid., Pr. A 23-24 ii 8, 16-17. 
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1.1.4.1 Honouring with signs of favour. 

The suzerain's treat favourable treatment denotes two related aspects: that the 

vassal stands under his protection, and that he will take precautions according to his 

vassal's request. 

Sargon honoured a loyal vassal, who had greeted him with much tribute and 

food,29 by giving him a banquet in the course of the campaign:30 

sa IDulliisunu sarri bellsunu i~aSsur takbitti maharsu arkusuma eli sa miranzi abi aliddisu uSaqqi 
i~kuss8Su sasunu itti nise mitaSSur ina i~aSmr hidAti iiSeSibSuniitima mahar daMur u ilini mitimnu 
ikrubii sarriiti 

I prepared a table (with) abundant food before Ullusunu, the king, their lord and raised his throne 
high above that of Iranzi, his father, who begot him. I let them (the Manneans) sit together with the 
people of Assyria at a party, and they praised my majesty before Ashur and the gods of their land. 

The suzerain treated new chosen vassals well by furnishing them with precious 

things and garments.31 Ashurbanipal chose Niqu among the rebellious vassals from 

Egypt, restored his kingship, dressed him in colourful clothes and granting him a 

golden dagger inscribed with Ashurbanipal's name.32 Similarly, he honoured the 

ambassadors of his brother, Shamash-shum-ukin, who stood in a vassal relationship 

to Assyria,33 clothing them with colourful linen garments and golden ornaments, 

while they were staying in Assyria. 34 

29 MOOG 115 (1983), 72 52-55. 
30 Ibid., 72, 74 62-63. 
31 Shattiwaza of Mittanni said: -and the Great King [Suppiluliuma I] took pity on me and gave me 

chariots mounted with gold, chariot horses with armor, [ ... ]., a tent of linen, servants of the ... -
house, two vessels of [silver] and gold, together with their cups of silver and gold, silver utensils of 
the bath house, a silver wash basin, festive garments of the wool-worker - all this and everything 
< of> the craftsmen, - HOT, 46. 

32 Assurbanipals, Pr. A 23 ii 10-13. Having appointed one of the sons of his vassal who came to 
Niniveh after their father's death, Asb. honoured the other princes, clothing them with colourful gar
ments and golden ornaments, ibid., Pr. A 30, ii 90-94. 

33 Pr. A iii 70-86 tells of Asb. 's lordship over Shamash-shum-ukin (ibid., 39); 1) Asb. said that he 
appointed his brother, Shamash-shum-ukin, to the throne of Babylon (line 72); 2) Ashurbanipal bes
towed on Shamash-shum-ukin everything for kingship (lines 73-6); 3) the expressions of Ashur
banipal also refer to a vassal relationship between two brothers (lines 71, 73 and 74); 4) Shamash
shum-uldn sent to Niruveh to ask after Asb. 's welfare (lines 85-6); 5) Asb. said that his brother broke 
the treaty made with him; u sa msamas-sum-ukin ahu la klnu sa la i~~uru adia -But he, Shamash
shum-uldn, the treacherous brother, who did not keep the treaty made with me (ibid., 40 96-97);- 6) 
finally, Ashurbanipal's self presentation implies that there was no other king equal to him; he was the 
king above all kings (Streck, Assurbanipal Cyl.L 226 1-3). This shows the treaty in action. In VTE 
Asb. is designated mlJr sarri rabi -the great crown prince- (81, 84-84, 667) for the throne of Assyria, 
whereas Shamash-shum-uldn is mlJr sarri -the crown prince- (86 ff., 669) of Babylon, subordinate to 
Ashurbanipal. 

34 Ibid., Pro A 39-40 iii 87-95. 
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1.1.4.2 Marriage alliance 

Marriage and territorial expansion would strengthen the vassal relationship. 

Sargon appointed Ambaris as successor to the throne of Tabal and gave him his 

daughter along with the land of Hilakku: 35 Iambris mittaballl Ja ina gi§/cussi Ihulll 

ablJu uJ~JibuJu binti itti mithilakld la mi~ir abblJu addinJuma urappiJ mJJ.ssu 

"Ambris of Tabal, whom I had placed upon the throne of Hullu, his father, to whom 

I had given my daughter, together with the land of Hilakku, which did not belong to 

the territory of his father, and had extended his land, ... "36 

1.1.4.3 Territorial restoration 

Territorial restoration would encourage vassals to remain loyal to Assyria. 

The suzerain would grant such benevolence to a new vassal (1.1.4.2 above) and a 

penitent vassal. U1lusunu of Mannaja put his trust in Ursa of Urartu and gave him 

twenty-two towns as a bribe. When Sargon campaigned against Ullusunu, he took 

those cities away and annexed them to Assyria. But when Ullusunu was penitent, he 

forgave him, let him maintain the throne and in addition, 22 i1blrIJti adi 2 IlllJniJu 

dannIlti Ja ulm qlln mursa u mmitatti ~kima addinJuma utaqqina dalihtu mJJ.ssu "I 

gave him back 22 fortresses together with 2 of his strong cities, which I had taken 

from Ursa and Mitatti and repaired the damage of his land. "37 

1.2 The Suzerain's Insurance for the Vassals' Loyalty 

The suzerain would take sons of his vassals to guarantee their perpetual loyalty 

as vassals. 38 For example, having made vassal treaties with the kings of Nairi, 

Tiglath-pileser I claimed: 39 mJlr~ nabnlt JarrtlnJunu ana Iltflte ~bat "I took as 

hostages the sons, their royal offspring. " 

35 Suppiluliuma I enthroned Haqqana over the land of Hayasa and gave his sister to him in mar
riage, HDT, no. 3, 23 11. In another instance, Suppiluliuma I gave his daughter to a new vassal in 
marriage, ibid., no. 11, 69 13. Suppiluliuma I also gave his daughter to Shattiwaza of Mittanni in 
marriage to encourage him to remain loyal to Hatti, ibid., DO. 6a § 6, 40. 

36 Sargons II, 199 30. 

37 Ibid., 207 52. 

38 The deported sons of vassals would have been trained in an Assyrian life-style and returned to 
their lands as vassals for the future. 

39 RIMA II, A.0.S7.1 22 v 17-18. Also from the rebellious city Milidia of the land Hanigalbat, 
ibid., 22-23 v 38b-39a; from the city UrratinaA in the land Panaru in ii. 47-48. Adn.II took hostages 
from his disloyal vassal of the lands Habhu, Natbu and AIm (ibid., A.0.99.2, 148-49 30-32a). The 
passage of Tn. II's annals (ibid., 172 20), which could have included the suzerain's taking hostages 
from the rebellious vassal, are fragmentary. But there is no evidence why he would not have taken 
hostages from vassals. Asn.1I took hostages from the land Nirbu (ibid., 202, ii llb-I2a), Madara 
(ibid., 209, ii 99) and Bit-Adini and Til-abni (ibid., 216, iii 56b); Shalm.m from TuIIi of Tanakun 
OYMA III A.0.I02.14 68 134b). In other cases, the royal family of rebel vassals was deported to 
Assyria. For example, Asb. deported the royal family of UmmanaldaA of Elam, Ashurbanipals, Pr. 
A. 56 vi 81 ff. UmmanaJdai returned to his residential city Madaktu after Asb. 's punitive campaign. 
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At times, the vassals would ensure their loyalty through presenting their sons 

to the suzerain. For example, when Ullusunu paid homage to Sargon,40 mllrSu 

rabi'i1 itti igisee Julmllni uJatllmannima ana /cunni JarratuJu ipqidda narllJu41 "he 

presented to me his eldest son together with gifts; in order to establish his kingship 

he entrusted me his stele. "42 

1.3 The Suzerain's Obligations 

The suzerain's obligation towards his vassals depends on their loyalty to him: 

if they remained loyal, the suzerain was loyal and came to their aid through:43 

1.3.1 Military Support44 

The suzerain would not tolerate the invasion of his vassal's territory by any 

king.45 Tiglath-pileser I led a military expedition against the Mu~ku, who invaded 

the land of Katmuhu, and restored that land:46 

He maintained the kingship, George G. Cameron, History of Early Iran, 210-11. Asb. sent him a 
messenger because of Nabl1belsumati. When the latter killed himself, UmmanaldaS preserved his 
corpse in salt and sent it to Asb., Ashurbanipals, Pr. A. 59-60 vii 9-44. His act reflects his loyalty to 
Assyria. 

40 Some other examples about sending daughters along either with tribute or a doWry and sons to 
the Assyrian kings: Mutalli from Gurguma under Shalm.III (RIMA III A.0.I02.2 16 i 4Ob-41b); 
Hezekiah under Senn. (OIP II 34 iii 46); Ba'al, king of Tyre (Ashurbanipals, Pr. A 28 ii 54-62) and 
Ualli of Mannaja (ibid., Pr. A 36 iii 22). 

41 Millard suggests kat-ra-a-Iu "his presents." 

42 MDOG ll5 (1983), 72 54. 

43 Mutual support between suzerain and vassals was an important element in Hittite treaties. For 
example, Tudhaliya II ens'Med his protection for Sunashshura of Kizzuwatna, his vassal and his land 
and requested the same from him, HOT, no. 2, 15-16 f 11. Mursili II stated in a treaty with Tuppi
Teshshup of Amurru: "And Aziru protected only my father, and my father protected [Aziru], together 
with his land, " ibid., no. 8, 55 f2. 

44 The difference between Assyrian military support for its vassals (see 1.1.2.1 above) and the fol
lowing texts is that the former was a reply to the voluntary submission of a new vassal who was suf
fering from his enemy, whereas, here, it deals with an Assyrian protection for kings who have 
already been in vassal relationship to Assyria. 

45 The Hittite kings promised their support if their vassals were invaded or had political problems, 
e.g., Tudhaliya II gave his vassal the right to request military assistance, HDT, no. 2, 17 f31, 18 
f37. Mursili II assured Tuppi-Teshshup of Amurru with his support: "if some matter oppresses you, 
Tuppi-Teshshup, or someone revolts against you, and you write to the King of Hatti, the King of 
Hatti will send infantry and chariotry to your aid," ibid., no. 8, 57 f9. In the historical prologue of a 
treaty with Alaksandu of WiIusa, Muwattalli II mentioned that the former called on him for help 
when the land Wilusa was invaded, and the latter followed, ibid., no. 13,83 f2. 

46 RIMA II, A.0.87.1 14 i 62-77a. Tigl.I also led a punitive campaign when the troops of Hatti 
(4,000 Kasku and Urumu) invaded the Assyrian vassal land Subartu in the Upper Habur, ibid., 17 ii 
96-iii 1-2a. Sar. acted eccordingly to Ullusunu, who showed his loyalty (see 1.4.3 below), by 
eliminating Ullusunu's enemy from his land: ItpeII amelnakri lemna ultu qtreb matmannaye aprusma 
libbi mullusunu btlilunu u!rbma ana niltsu dalpllte ust# naru "I removed the feet of the wicked 
enemy from the land of the Mannaean and pleased Ullusunu's heart and I let light shine on his restless 
people," MDOG 115 (1983), 82. When the Babylonians continuously suffered the plundering of 
Hamaranu folk, Sar. intervened to rescue them, Sargons II, 155-56 lines 318-20. Added to that, Sar. 
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ina surro Saniitiya 20,000 ameluti mitmuSkaya u 5 Aarrini§unu §a 50 §anite mitalzi u ma;,urulumzi 
DiS bilti u madatte §a da§§ur beliya i~batiini brru yaumma ina tamhiri iratsunu Ii unChu ana 
danini§unu itkahlma urdUni mitkatmuhi i~bitU ina i~ti da§§ur bellya i~kabiti u quridiya 
lulteSir ark! Ul uqi §adka§iyara eqli namr~i Iii abbalkit itti 20,000 IImminite muqtabli§unu u 5 
§arrini§unu ina mitkatmuhi Iii altanan abikti§unu Iii dkun 

In my accession year: 20,000 MuSku with their five kioss, who had held the land Alzu and 
Purulumzu for 50 years- bearers of tribute and tithe to the god M§ur, my lord - (the MuSku), whom 
no kiOS had ever repelled in battle, beiOS confident of their strelJ8th they came down (and) captured 
the land Katmuhu. With the support of the god A§§ur, my lord, I put my chariotry and army in readi
ness (and), not waitins for my rear guard, I traversed the rough terrain of Mount Katiiari. I fought 
with their 20,000 men-at-arms and five kioss in the land KatmuhU. I brought about their defeat. 

The suzerain did not tolerate a vassal invading his co-vassal's territory. For 

example, Ashurbanipal led a military expedition against Tarqu, when he invaded 

Egypt,47 the territory of his co-vassals, and restored the states of his vassals (Pr. A i 

110-15).48 Moreover, if a foreign king invaded the lands of Assyrian vassals he 

would provoke an Assyrian campaign. Ashurbanipal came to the aid of the Assyrian 

vassals of Amurru, when Ammuladi, king of Kedar challenged them to war, and 

defeated him. 49 

1.3.2 Political Intervention for Loyal Vassals 

The suzerain's main concern was that the throne of the vassal-land should be 

held by someone who was loyal. 50 Thus, he would put down a rebellion in a vas-

released the people of Sippar, Nippur, Babylon, Borsippa,the Babylonians from the oppression of the 
Sut1l, ibid., 169 373-74. Sar. also restored the cities which the vassal of Que lost through attack by 
the kins of Mushki, ibid., 110-11 125-26. 

47 Assurbanipals, Pr. A 18 i 66-67. The rebellion of a vassal, who invaded the country of his co
vusais, eliminatiOS vassal kinss and appointed officers, is expressed as -haviOS left the power of the 
Assyrian gods and haviOS relied on his own power: ibid., Pr. A 17 i 56-59. In this manner, the 
rebel vassal broke the bond which had been established by treaty. 

48 1arrdni annllti ameIpahati amelqlpt2ni 1a qereb mit~ur upaqidu abu banlla 1a ltJpan trbut 
mtarqfl piqinaJunu uma.f1trll imlfl ~tTU Iltirma dar piqittin,nu ina ma.J1uJnr1unu apqidsunllti 
mit~ur mitktlsi la abu banlla ikludll ana dlllti tJ!bat ~,ardti eli 1a Ilmt pt2ni udanninma urak
kisa -These kioss, governors, (and) chiefs, whom my father, my begetter, set in Egypt (and) who 
Tarqd's revolt had left their posts, (and) filled the field I brought back to their posts; I set them in 
their place. Egypt (and) Nubia which my father, my begetter, had conquered I besieged again. The 
watchposts I made strooser than before," ibid., 21. 

49 Ibid., Pr. A 62 viii 15-29. 

50 In his treaty with Sllnashshura of Kizzuwatna, Tudhaliya II stated: "if someone [revolts] agaiDSt 
Sunashsbura, IDIi he captures him, Sunashshura [shall do] as he pleases with him. If the enemy is in 
the land of Kizzuwatna - if he has seized or encircled a city - as he is Sunashsbura's enemy, he will 
likewise be His Majesty's," HOT, no. 2, 16 §15. Muwattalli II assured Alaksandu of Wilusa he 
would intervene if someone of the royal family revolted against him, ibid., no. 13, 83 §5-6. 
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sal's realm and reward his loyal vassal with restoration to the throne. We read in 

Sennacherib's third campaign:51 

• • . ll1padi" brraSunu ultu qereb ilursali"mmu use~amma ina i~kussi beluti eli"sunu uSesIDma mandatu 
belutiya ukln ... 

I brought Padi out of Jerusalem, set (him) on the throne over them (people of Ekron) and imposed 
(upon him) the tribute of my majesty. 

If a loyal vassal was assassinated, the suzerain interfered in the matter of suc

cession; 'e.g., when the people of the land Patina52 killed their ruler, Shalmaneser 

III marched against them, and then he enthroned a submissive puppet. 53 

Sargon intervened in a quarrel over the succession between princes after the 

death of Dalta in the land of Ellipi: one sought help from Elam (Nibe) and the other 

from Assyria (Bpabara). Sargon defeated the former together with the Elamite army 

and enthroned the latter who was friendly to Assyria.54 

The suzerain would come to the aid of his vassal, if a governor responsible to 

an Assyrian vassal rebelled. The latter was regarded as a rebel against Assyria. We 

have an instance in Sargon's annals, where Matatti of Zikirtu did not follow 

U1lusunu but joined a revolt led by Ursa of Urartu. Sargon chased him along with 

his troops and punished them. 55 

51 OIP II, 32 iii 14b-17. Senn. further re-instated a former vassal in Ashkelon, having dethroned 
the disloyal vassal, ibid., 30-31 ii 60-68. Asn.II led a campaign against Bit-Zamiini to avenge his 
vassal who was assassinated by rebel nobles. Since the rebel nobles lavished gifts on him, he did not 
punish them. Asn.I1's march, however, reflects the suzerain's responsibility for his submissive vas
sal, RIMA II A.0.10l.1 211 ii 118b-25a. Sar. came to the aid of his vassal, Talt! of Ellipi, when 
five districts rebelled, Sargons II, 213-1470-72. 

52 The land Patina - previously read Hattina - was a late Hittite State of the Lower Orontes valley, 
J. D. Hawkins, "Hattin: RIA IV, 160-62. It is difficult to pinpoint when Patina became an Assyrian 
vassal. Shalm.III's reaction about the revolt of the land Hattina indicates that the latter already had a 
vassal relationship to Assyria. Presumably, the land Hattina became an Assyrian vassal in Asn.I1's 
reign. 

53 RIMA III, A.0.I02.14 69 154b-55a. Another case in Tigl.III's annals: mpa-qaha la"alunu 
[ ... Jdu- rXl' - rX2' -rna mausi'i [ana larati iJna muhhilunu aJkun "Peqah, their king [I/they killed] 
and I installed Hoshea [as king] over them, • Tiglath-pileser III Summ 4 140 17b-18a; cf. 2 Ki 15 :25. 

54 Sargons II 224-25 117-21. The chiefs of the Manneans rebelled against Azu whom Sar. 
enthroned over Mannaya and killed him putting Ullusunu in his place. Sar. campaigned against 
Ullusunu but forgave him when he was penitent. Sar. approved Ullusunu's kingship (see above), 
ibid., 200-02 33-38. The same sort of description occurs in the Bible: Peqah was assassinated and 
people set Hosea on the throne. Tigl.III claimed that he installed Hosea as king over the Northern 
kingdom, 2 Ki 15:30; Tiglath-pileser III, Summ 4 141 17. 

55 MDOG 115 (1983), 74, 76 80-90. 
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However, the Assyrian kings would not bother if a usurper remained loyal to 

Assyria.56 For instance, Sennacherib deported Sidqia, king of Ashkelon, along his 

royal family to Assyria; then he set the previous king over Ashkelon. That is to say, 

had Sidqia been faithful, Sennacherib would not have intervened in Ashkelon.57 

1.3.3 Protection of Loyal Vassal and Princes 

If a vassal was loyal, the suzerain would maintain his throne. If the people 

rebelled against a loyal vassal, the suzerain took his vassal's side.58 The example of 

Padt in Sennacherib's time illustrates this (see above).59 Furthermore, the suzerain 

would shield political refugees and help them to keep the throne in order to maintain 

the vassal relationship with them.60 Ashurbanipal gave asylum to sons of Urtaku, 

the former king of Blam, when they fled from Teumman and sought refuge under 

56 If some one conspired against the suzerain to become king he provoked the suzerain's dis
ciplinary campaign. In other words, the succession of vassals to the throne must either be confirmed 
by the suzerain, or the suzerain personally must choose him. Iaubidi of Hamath conspired with the 
cities of Arpad, Simirra, Damascus and Samaria against Sar. to become king of Hamath. Sar. killed 
the rebel and restored peace in Hamath, Sargons II, 2~ 33-36. 

57 OIP II 30-31 ii 6Ob-65. 

58 14 Hittite history, for example, Suppiluliuma 1 promised his protection for his vassal and sons: 
"and I, My Majesty, will benevolently protect you. Later. 1 will protect your sons, and my son will 
protect your sons," HOT, no. 3, 24 IS. Mursili II led a punitive campaign against a disloyal vassal 
of the land of Barga and appointed Abiradda as vassal king over Barga. Mursili II even approved 
Abiradda's son, Ir-Teshshup as successor on condition of loyalty: "And if Ir-Teshshup does not 
offend in any way against my Majesty and Hatti, then no brother or relative of his shall contest fur
ther with Ir-Teshshup in regard to the throne of kingship, his household, or his land. And if, while 
Abiradda is alive, his son Ir-Teshshup offends in some manner before his father Abiradda and seeks 
to harm his father, then the throne of kingship of Ir-Teshshup in Barga will tremble," ibid., no. 30, 
156, §6; he also assured his protection to Tuppi-Teshshup of Amurru for his crown prince, ibid., 56 
no. 8 §5. Mursili II prohibited enmity between co-vassals. If a vassal killed a co-vassal, he would 
continually make war on the killer, ibid., no. 12,79-80 flO-II. Mursili II assured his vassal about 
his throne, even if his people desired someone else as king. ibid., no. 10, 66 17. Muwatta1li II prom
ised Alaksandu of Wilusa he would protect whom Alaksandu designated as his successor when he was 
still a child, ibid., no. 13, 83 IS. Mursili I made the royal family and the people swear an oath to his 
vassal, when he approved Tuppi-Teshshup of Amurru as vassal king: "because your father had spoken 
your name before me during his lifetime(?), I therefore took care of you. But you were sick and 
ailing. [And] although you were an invalid, I nonetheless installed you [in] place of your father. I 
made your [ ... J brothers and the land of Amurru swear an oath to you," ibid., 55 no. 14. 

59 Also Sar. took military measures, when the vassal-land was involved in the quarrel of succession 
(fn. 51 above). 

60 Suppiluliuma I protected Shattiwaza of Mittanni who escaped from a conspiracy to Hatti and 
later set him over Mittanni, HOT, no. 6A § 6, 40. 
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his protection. 61 Furthermore, having punished severely the rebel Teumman and his 

troops,62 Ashurbanipal restored the kingship:63 

DlummanigaS mar IIlurtaki §ar mitelammaki §a lapan mteumman ana mitaS§urki innabta i~bata repeya 
ittiya iibil§u ana miitelammaki ii§e§ib§u ina i~kussi mteumman Itammaritu ahaSu §al§a §a itti§u innabta 
ina iilhidalu aSkunSu ana §arriiti 

Ummanigash, son of Urtaku, king of Elam, who fled before Teumman to Assyria (and) seized my 
feet, I brought with me to Elam (and) set him on the throne of Teumman. Tammaritu, his third 
brother, who fled with him, I appointed him as king in Hidalu. 

1.3.4 Food Supply in Famine 

The suzerain would help if a vassal land suffered a natural disaster.64 For 

example, when Elam suffered under a severe famine, Ashurbanipal claimed:65 

. • • ina miitelammaki sunqu i§kunu ibbaS nebretu dnisaba balat napi§titim nire mcbil§uma ~bat 
qatem ni§cm §a lapiin sunqi innabtiinimma usibii qereb miitaS§urki adi zunnu ina matisu iznunu ibbaSu 
churu nire satunu sa ina miitiya iblutii u§ebilmma 

When hard times arose in Elam and there was a famine I sent him grain to keep his people alive and I 
helped him. Those of his people who had fled before the hard time and settled in Assyria until rain 
fell in his land and there was a harvest - those people, who had kept themselves alive in my land I 
sent back to him. 

So Ashurbanipal as the suzerain over Elam cared about the life of the people of his 

vassal state. In other words, a vassal treaty would relate both to a king and his 

people. Therefore, not only the vassal but the people, too, should be loyal to their 

suzerain. 66 

1.4 The Vassals' Obligations 

For the privilege of enjoying the overlord's protection, both to guarantee suc

cession to the throne and security of the land from invasion by an enemy, the vas

sals have to fulml their obligations towards their suzerain. 

1.4.1 Payment of Annual Tribute 

61 Assurbanipals Pr. B 97 iv 87-96; cf ibid., cf. Pro B iv 74-86. See also ibid Pr. A 26 ii 44-45, 
48. 

62 Ibid., Pr. A 38 iii 36-43. 
63 Ibid., Pro A 38 iii 44-49. 
64 Suppiluliuma I provided Mittanni with cattle, when he heard of poverty of the land, HDT, no. 

6a 40 §6. 

65 Assurbanipals, Pr. B 95 iv 20-26. 

66 See 1.5 below. 
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In most instances, the suzerain imposed annual tribute upon vassals. 67 Regard

ing the new vassals of Nairi, Tiglath-pileser I stated (v 19-21):68 1200 slst 2000 

alpt miJdatta eliJunu ukln ana miJtiJtiJunu u11UlJJerJunOti "I imposed upon them a 

tribute of 1,200 horses (and) 2,000 cattle. I allowed them to return to their lands." 

The manner of tribute-collection varied. From Adad-nararl II to ShalmaneseT 

III, the Assyrian kings regularly led military expeditions to collect tribute. 69 At 

67 Not all the Hittite vassals were obliged to pay tribute. For example, Tudhaliya IT freed Sunash
shura of Kizzuwatna from the payment of tribute but obliged him to have an audience with his 
suzerain whenever it was required, HOT, no. 2, 15 §10. 

68 RIMA III, A.0.87.1 22. Tigl.I conquered the land of Amurru and received tribute from Arvad, 
Byblos and Sidon; he also imposed tax and tribute upon Ini-TeSub, king ofHatti (ibid., A.0.87.10 53 
28-35). Tn.II conquered the land of the MuAku which he turned to his vassal-land (ibid., A.0.l00.5 
177 120b-26). Tn.II did not impose tribute upon Amme-ba'li of Bit-Zamini, his penitent vassal 
(ibid. A.0.l00.5 172 19, 23b-24a). Shalm.III claimed that he set his governors over allover the con
quered lands and imposed tribute uPOI! them after the campaign of his 16th pald (RIMA III, 41 iv 37-
39). There, the term "governors (amel.faknutf)" is to be understood only from the Assyrian point of 
view since the vassals, who paid tribute to Shalm.III, were designated kings; for example, §am2ni §a 
nWhatti "the kings of the land Hatti" (ibid., A.0.I02.6 36 II 24). The bilingual inscription of the 
statues of Tell Fakherye reveals that the term "governor" (of Guzanu) in Akkadian (.fakin nulti 
ilgiWJlII) was equal to king (mlk) in Aramaic, Abou-Assaf, Bordreuil and Millard, Tell Fekherye, IS, 
23. Shalm.III imposed an annual tribute upon a new vassal (RIMA III, 70 I 68c-71a. Tigl.III 
received tribute from Kushtashpi of Kummuh, Rezin (Rahianu) of Damascus, Menahem of Samaria, 
Hiram of Tyre, Sibitti'il of Byblos, Urikki of Que, Pisiris of Carchemish, Eni-il of Hamath, 
Panammu of Sam'al, Tarhulara of Gurgum, Sulumal of Melid, Dadi-ilu of Kasb, Uassurme of 
Tabal, Ushhitti of Tuna, Urballa of Tuhana, Tuhamme of Ishtunda, Urimmi of Hubishna, Zabibe, 
queen of the Arabs, Tiglath-pileser III 68-70 Ann. 13 lOb-Ann. 14 I-Sa. Tigl.III imposed annual 
tribute on Iranzu of Mannaea, Dalta of Ellipi, the city rulers of Namri, of Singibutu and all the east
ern mountains (Stele III A, 24-30). Also Marodach-Baladan paid tribute to Tigl.III when submitted 
to him (ibid., 162-65 Summ 7 26c-28). Asb. imposed annual tribute upon the new vassal Natan of 
Nabayiti, Assurbanipals, Pr. B 116-17 viii 59-63. 

69 For example, Ado.II from Hanigalbat (RIMA II, 2 A.0.99.2 15061) and from Qatnu (ibid., 153 
10S-19); Tn.II from Hindinu (ibid., A.O.lOO.S 175 79a); from LaqQ, ibid., 8Sb, 176 87a, 918, 93a); 
from the city Usall (ibid., 101b; from Klir-katlimmu, ibid., 177 105b; from Qatnd and LaqQ, ibid., 
177 l09b. In these lines 1U'Jmartu was used for "tribute". Since the nature of ntJmurtu "gift" was 
compulsory, the suzerain did not tolerate his vassal who had failed to brins it (see ibid., 120b-26). 
Thus, this term does denote tribute but not just an audience gift of vassals: 1) Tn.II's campaign made 
a tour for the purpose of collecting tribute from his vassals; 2) if a vassal neglected to bring namartu 
he had to suffer his suzerain's discipline (see above); 3) a "governor" of Suhu who presented 1U'Jmartu 
(ibid., 175 68b-70a) was probably an Assyrian vassal, since a local king could be regarded as a 
governor by the Assyrian kings. In Asn.U's annals, furthermore, the vassal of Suhu is still called "a 
governor" who brought his tribute (madattu) to Niniveh. We see that namartu and madattu are.inter
changeable. In Asn.I1's campaigns madattu is used for the tribute which Assyrian vassals brought, 
e.g.: from Mounts Kirruru and Simesu, the lands of Simerra, Ulmania, Adaul, Hargaia, Harmasaia, 
(ibid., A.0.10l.1 197 i 54b-S6a), from Katmuhu (ibid., 198 i 74), from Hindinu (ibid., 200 i 96b-
97a), from Gilzinu, HubuAku (ibid., 197 i 56c-S8a), and from the kings of the western sea coast 
(ibid., 218-19 iii 84b-89, 92b-96a). The use of madattu for tribute continues in Shalm.III's annals. 
That is to say, madiutll is used for tribute from Asn.II onwards. Among more than 30 instances in 
Shalm.Ill's time Assyrian vassals broUght tribute during his expeditions; from Nairi <!Y.MA III 
A.0.I02.6 37 ii 40); from Lalla, from Melidi (ibid.,39-40 iii SS-S6); from Bani, prince of Blip. 
(ibid., 40 iv 21b-22a); from the kings of Hatti (ibid., A.0.102.10 SS iv 16b-17a); from Tyre and 
Jebu, son of Omri (ibid., S4-S5 iv 10-12a); from the kings of Kaldu (ibid., A.O.I02.14 66 84); from 
Gilzinu, Manna, Gaburisu, Harrinia, ~aSginu, Andia, Lalla (ibid., 70-71 180b-83a). Sometimes, a 
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times, they collected tribute in the course of their campaigns.70 Vassals brought 

tribute to Assyria at ~ther times.71 

1.4.2 No Self-reliance 

This was forbidden to the Assyrian vassals (see Tig1.I vi 22-30, 1.1.3 above; 

1.4.9 below). 

1.4.3 Supporting Military Campaign 

Vassals were obliged to support their suzerain's military campaigns with 

troops 72 as well as food. 73 In the Assyrian annals, vassals had to meet their 

suzerain with an audience-gift, when the overlord passed through their territories in 

the course of his campaigns. Ullusunu performed his vassal service in supplying 

food and wine for Sargon's troops and in paying an audience-gift, which obviously 

served as a reserve food supply and resource during the campaign: 74 

lllullusunu m8tmannayii . . . . . . alak gerriya ismema sl1 adi amelraoo sibi maliki zer bit abisu 
sakkanakki u rede muma'erut mitisu ina ullu~ libbi u hidfit piai ultu qereb mitisu balu liti hitmu~is 
~amma ultu itizirti it sarrutiSu ana itsinihini birti puluk miitisu adi mahriya illika madattaSu sise 
~indat Diri adi tillisunu alpe u ¢ne ublamma issiq sepeya 

loyal vassal would meet his suzerain joyfully, bringing tribute. When Shalm.III approached GilzAnu, 
Asiinu, the king, met Shalm.III with his brothers and sons and presented tribute (ibid., A.0.102.2 21 
ii 6O-62a). 

70 Tigl.III from Dalta of Ellipi, Namri (lands in vassal relationship since Shalm.III), Singibute and 
the Medes CTiglath-pileser III, Stele I B 98 llb-14), from Bit-Dakkuri and Larak, ibid., Summ 7 172 
26a-b. Sar. from king of Nairi, Sargons II, 106 104. 

71 Presumably, loyal vassals would have brought their tribute to Assyria, although not all the 
Assyrian kings explicitly mentioned it. For example, in Asn.II's time, governor of Suhu came with 
his brothers and sons (RIMA II A.0.101.1 200 i 99b-l0la); in Shalm.III's time, Qalparunda of Patina 
(RIMA III A.0.102.2 18 21c-24a) and Haiiinu (who lived) at the foot of the Amanus range (ibid., 
24b-27a). 

72 See further HDT. 

73 Cf. HDT, no. 2, 20 §57. 

74 MDOG 115 (1983), 70 32-36 and 72 52-53. Although in Senn.'s annals, the contents of the 
audience gifts are not explicitly mentioned in our annals, we can deduce them from the annals of the 
other Assyrian kings that they would be horses, donkeys, cattle and sheep serving as means both for 
battle and transport and as food supply (OIP II, 30 ii 50-60). A vassal, who did not meet the over
lord with an audience-gift was considered a treaty breaker. Therefore, Senn. dethroned a vassal who 
failed to fulfill this obligation (ibid., 30-31 ii 6Ob--72). In the course of a campaign, Asn.II also took 
with him chariots, cavalry and infantry from his vassals (RIMA II, A.0.101.1 216-18 iii 58b, 6Oa-
63a, 68b-69a, 77a; other times, he took hostages during his campaign (ibid., 217-18 iii 69b-70a, 
77a). In Tigl.III's annals, a vassal who did not meet the Assyrian king is described: [muJassunne 
kurtabala+a ana epset milt assu,.ki amasSilma adi mahnya 112 illika "Uassurme of Tabal acted as if 
he was the equal of Assyria and did not appear before me," Tiglath-pileser III, Summ 7 170 rev. 14-
15. 
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Ullusunu, the Maonean, ... , heard of my campaign's progress, and he, alOIig with nobles, elders, 
counselors, offspring of his father's house, governors and superintendents, the rulers of his land, rose 
out of the midst of his land with bursting heart and joyful face, speedily without whips, and came 
from lzirtu, his royal city, to Sinihini at the border of his land before me. He brought his tribute: 
horses, harnessed to the yoke with their accessories, cattle and sheep and kissed my feet (32-36). 

lDullusunu adi ruse mitiAu ina tagmerti libbi §a epis ardl1ti ina ilsirdakka birtiAu l1qa'i gerri kima 
amelsut-reseya amelbel-pihiti mita§surD qeme karine ana takulti ummaniya lari i§pukma 

Ullusunu, with people of his lands, awaited my advance in order to pay homage as a vassal in Sir
dakka, his citadel, as if they were my chief officers (and) governors of Assyria; he heaped up flour 
and wine for the feediIig of my troops (52-53). 

1.4.4 Sending Messengers to Pay Homage 

Some vassals sent messengers to the suzerain to pay tribute and to ask about 

the suzerain's well-being. Sennacherib claimed:75 ana nadan mondatte u epiJ ardati 

iJpura rakbaJu "In order to pay the tribute and to do homage he (Hezekiah) sent his 

messenger. " 

1.4.5 Informing about Rebel Co-vassals' Conspiracy 

Sending information to the suzerain about a conspiracy of a rebellious co

vassal was an expression of loyalty. 76 

When Natan, king of Nabayati, informed Ashurbanipal about his conspiracy 

with his co-vassal, Yauta', who had sought refuge with him from Assyrian forces, 

Ashurbanipal treated him in a friendly way. 77 

1.4.6 No Invading the Territory of Co-vassals 

Vassals should not violate the border of their co-vassals.78 Violation of this 

stipulation was a breach of treaty, leading the suzerain to march, e.g., in Sargon's 

annals: 79 

75 OIP II, 34 iii 48b-49. If inferior kings williIigly submitted, they sent messeIigers to Niniveh to 
pay homage to the Assyrian king, Assurbanipals, Oyes, Pr. A 30-31 ii 95-102; ibid., Natan, Pr. A 63 
viii 56-64. A vassal rebelled against Assyria by ceasing to pay homage, e.g., Uaite' of Arabia, ibid., 
Pr. A 61 vii 82-89 ff. Asn.II mentioned that the vassal of the land of Suhu himself came to Niniveh 
to pay homage, RIMA II A.0.I01.1 200 i 99b-lOla, see 1.9.3 fn. 139. 

76 This aspect occurs in all the Hittite vassal treaties, HOT. 

77 One of the punishments laid upon penitent vassals was increased annual payment; yet in this 
case, Asb. only re-enforced and did not increase tribute, Assurbanipals, Pr. C 116-17 x 70-86. 

78 Mursili II prohibited Abiradda and Ir-Teshshup in Barga, his vassals, from harming their co
vassals, Shummittara and Huya in Nuhashshi, to ·eIigineer evil against them- and to -diminish 
them,· and vice versa, HOT, no. 30 § 7-9, 156-57; also no. 12, 79 §8-10. 

79 MOOG 115 (1983), 7692-95. In Asb.'s time, TaqQ invaded his co-vassals' land and suffered 
the heavy military discipline of Asb., Assurbanipals, Pr. A 17 i 56-59; ibid., 18-2066-74. In another 
instance, Yauta' kiIig of Kedar plundered Amurru, his co-vassals' territory, and suffered from the 
military discipline of the Assyrian troops stationed in the land of Kedar, ibid., Pr. B 113 vii 93-viii 1-

9. 
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ellamu'a IursA miturartayu la ~ir zikir daS§ur dmarduk la pilihu mamit bel bele amel§addu'a zer 
nerti §a tiSimtu la idtl dabiib tu§§i nullati ti~pUra bptii§u §a d§atna§ dikkugalli rabi iliini zikiriu kahtu 
Iii ~ruma §atti§am ana Ii ega eteti < qu > ~rtaSu arki hitate§u mahrate gullultu rabitu hepa mati§u u 
§umqu[t] mse§u epwma 

Before my arrival, Ursa, the Urartean, who did not keep the commands of Ashur (and) Marduk, who 
did not fear the curse of the lord of the lords, a mountain-dweller, a murderer, who had no sense, 
whose lips spoke evil words of meanness, who did not keep the important command of Shamash, the 
great judge of the gods, and had annually broken his bounds without any concern, after the previous 
sins he committed, did something worse, destroying his land (=UlIusunu's) and subduing his people. 

Sargon's campaign was to punish Ursa for two different transgressions: one his inva

sion of his co-vassal' s territory, the other his violation of the treaty with Sargon. 

The Assyrian king rescued his loyal vassal (Ullusunu and his people) while disciplin

ing Ursa, his rebellious vassal. 80 

Furthennore, Sennacherib would not tolerate vassals who hann a loyal vassal. 

One of Hezekiah's offenses was imprisoning Padi, his co-vassal, provoking Sen

nacherib to war. 81 

1.4.7 No Invading the Territory of the Suzerain 

Vassals were not allowed to invade the suzerain's territory.82 In Adad-narari 

II's time presumably, the vassals of the Habhu lands had invaded Kummu belonging 

to Assyria: 83 

ina arahsimini iimi IS lime Dlinailiu-ia-alak ana nerarte §a iilkumme lu iilik niqe ana pan dadad §a 
iilkumme beliya Iii epw iiliini §a mathabhi nakriiti §a iilkumme ina i§ati aSrup e~e miiWt]i§u Iii e~idi 
bilta u tamarla udannin eli§unu ukln 

In the month Sivan, the fifteenth day, eponymy of Ina-iliia-allak, I marched to the assistance of the 
city Kummu. I made sacrifices before the god Adad of Kummu, my lord. I burnt the cities of the 
land Habhu, enemies of Kummu. I reaped the harvest of his land (and) imposed upon them stringent 
taxes and dues. 

1.4.8 No Support for the Suzerain's Enemy 

Vassals were not allowed to give military support to their suzerain's 

enemies. 84 If they did not follow this principle, they would suffer from the 

suzerain's military discipline. Although the precise circumstance of the Tukulti-

80 Mayer, ·Sargons Feldzug,· MOOG 115 (1983), 80123-26,82155. 

81 OIP II 31 ii 73-77 (cf. 32 ii 14b-lS). 

82 See further HOT. 

83 RIMA II, A.0.99.2 15291-93. The land of Habhu had been an Assyrian vassal in the time of 
TigU, ibid., A.0.87.10 17-20. 

84 This is one of the main stipulations in Hittite vassal treaties, HOT. 
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Ninurta II's campaign against Ammeba'ali is not known, the passage reveals that he 

was about to go to support Assyria's enemy:85 milmit asJur btliya ina muhhi ~almi x 

( ... J utammesu summa attanu slst ana nakirlya salmlya tadnani dadad <i>na(?) 

birqiJu lemni mIl{tika libriq] "I had him take an oath by AAAur, my lord, before the 

statue of ... [ ... ]: "If you give horses to my enemies (and) foes, may the god Adad 

[strike your] land with terrible lightning." 

1.4.9 No Waging War against the Suzerain 

It was not lawful for vassals to challenge their suzerain to war relying on their 

own strength and allies. If that happened, the Assyrian king disciplined them 

heavily. In Adad-narari II's time, a vassal of Hanigalbat broke his oath and chal

lenged him to war, relying on his fortress and extensive troops and having an 

Aramean ally. His revolt resulted in defeat by Adad-naran II, and he along with his 

royal family was deported to Assyria.86 When Hanigalbat challenged Adad-narari 

II's suzerainty, preparing war to throw off Assyrian hegemony, Adad-naran II bes

ieged Nur-Adad in the city N~ibina and conquered it: 87 

ina lime mdadad-dinan ina suSmur i~kakkeya danniite 6-te-m ana mithinigalbat Iii 81ik Iniir-dadad 
mittemannaya ina 81~ibina Iii esiriu 7 81ini battubattesu Iii addi DlaSSur-dini-imur ameltartinu ina 
libbi 11Daib hiri~ ina pana Ii bull ki~ir sd danni limetUSu Iii ~ 9 ina 1 ammatu liirapis ana 
mpili danniSu ~ liiSikiidi dfuu ina muhhi hiri~i qurideya kima nabli hiri~ uSalbi isastl eliSu 
rigmu Serri kima abiibi naspante danni gi§parri elim [ ... ] ~'u IuzamaSu. 

In the eponymy of Adad-din, with the rage of my strong weapons I marched a sixth time to the land 
Hanigalbat. I confined Niir-Adad, the Temannu, in the city N .. ibina (and) established seven redoubts 
around it. I stationed therein ASSur-dini-amur, the commander-in-chief. He (Niir-Adad) had dug a 

85 RIMA II, A.O.l00.S 172 24b-25. 

86 Ibid., 15049-60. In Asn.I1's time, the land of Dagara had roused the inhabitants of the entire 
land of Zamua against their Assyrian suzerain; also the land Subu rebelled, ibid., A.0.101.1 213 iii 
16b-24. Shalm.1II led a punitive campaign against Ahuni Bit-Adini who persistently rebelled, RIMA 
III A.O.I02.2 19 ii 30b-35a. In Tigl.III's time, Mati'il king of Arpad and his ally called on other 
vassals to throw off the Assyrian yoke; so Tigl.III led a campaign against them, Tiglath-pileser III, 
Stele I B 100 21-31. There, the land of Kummuh did not participate in the revolt: it had been 
Assyria's loyal vassal since the ninth century. In Sar.' s, Merodach-Baladan, having refused to pay 
tribute, instigated all the Suttl tribes against Assyria, Sargons II, 135-36255-57. 

87 RIMA II, A.0.99.2 150-51 62-68a; N .. ibina, belonging to Hanigalbat (cf. ibid., A.O.99.2 149 
42-44), was situated at the foot of Kuiari, see K. Nashef, Repertoire Geouaphique V, 217. 
N .. ibina was near Katmubu, which was annexed to Assyria, RIMA II, A.O.99.2 148 26-29. This 
means that N .. ibina was adjacent to the Assyrian border. Ado.I1 put his comm1nder-in-chief 
(tartanu, ibid., 151 64) there, probably, after his second campaign against N .. ibina (ibid., 149 42-
44). Furthermore, the land of Hanigalbat paid tribute during Ado.I1's fifth campaign. Ado.I1 
claimed to have received tribute from all of Hanigalbat: madattu la mithanigalbat elil u laplillil am
hur "I received the tribute of the whole land of Hanigalbat" (ibid., A.O.99.2 153 98b-99a). N~ibina 
was therefore an Assyrian vlSSal. However, the entire land of Hanigalbat was annexed to Assyria 
(ibid., 99b-1OOa), most likely, after the sixth campaign against the land of Hanigalbat, whereby 
Ado.II disciplined Niir-Adad. 
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moat, which bad not previously existed, in bedrock all around it (the city). He had made (it) nine 
cubits wide and had dug it down to water-level. The wall was next to the moat. I encircled his moat • 
with my warriors like a flame (and) they (the enemy) screamed like children about it. [I laid] traps as 
strong as the destructive deluge for him [and] deprived him of grain.· 

1.4.10 No Plotting against the Suzerain 

Azuru king of Ashdod conspired with other kings against Sargon: ana' sarrlini 

limitisu lzerliti rrW.aJsu,Jci1 iSpurma "he sent [messengers] of hostility to the kings in 

his surroundings against Assyria. "88 Uttering evil words against the suzerain would 

lead to a revolt. 89 Shamash-shum-ukin circulated false reports when he incited other 

vassals to throw off the Assyrian yoke: 90 

u §u fdamiqtu annitu ehU§U§ im§ima j§teni'a .1emuttu eli§ ina §apte§u itammA tubbati §apliinu libba§u 
k~ir nertu mare bal>ili §a ina eli nWa§§urki amru ardiini dagil piinlya iprusma dabab Iii kitte idbuba 
itti§un 

But he (Shamash-shum-ukin) forgot this good which I did for him, and devised evil; he outwardly 
spoke friendly words with his lips, inwardly his heart planned murder. The inhabitants of Babylon, 
who were loyal to Assyria, servants, who were submissive to me, be deceived and be spoke false 
words with them. 

1.4.11 No Bribery 

Since Sargon's time, the vassals of Babylon had been conspiring with kings of 

Elam against Assyria by sending bribes. Merodach-Baladan had incited the kings of 

Elam: Shutumahundu in Sargon's time91 and Umman-menanu in Sennacherib's 

time.92 Under Ashurbanipal, when Shamash-shum-ukin fomented a rebellion 

against Assyria, he had taken away vassals from Assyria, while giving a bribe to his 

co-vassal: 93 

88 Sargons II, 132-33242-43; consequently, Sar. dethroned him and enthroned his brother. 

89 See further, HDT. 

90 Assurbanipals, Pr. A 39 iii 78-84. So Asb. designated him as ·treacherous brother· (ahu 14 
klnu) (ibid., Pr. A 39 iii 70) likewise Tammaritu (ibid., Pro A 47-48 v 21-32) and Teumman (ibid., 
Pr. B 99 v 23-26b), kings of Elam. In Sar. 's annals, although the content of the phrase dabaab tussi 
nul14ti ti~para sapttlSu ·whose (=Ursa) lips spoke evil, mean words· (MDOG 115 (1983), 76 93) is 
not explicitly stated, we can assume that that phfase deals with an utterance against Sar. because the 
phrase is embedded in the language of treaty breaking, and because a governor of Ullusunu followed 
Ursa (ibid., 74 80-82; also ibid., 76 92-95). If vassals conspired against the suzerain and alienated 
other people, this would bring about the suzerain's disciplinary campaign. This happened when 
Merodach-Baladan agitated Humbanigash king of Elam and the (tribes of) Ru'a, Hindaru, Iatburu, 
Pukudu, all of the Suhl, desert folk against Sar., Sargons II, 135-37255-59. 

91 Sargons II, 152-53 305-09. 

92 OIP II 42-43 v 39-41. 

93 Assurbanipals, Pr. A 40 iii 96-105. Having received a bribe from Shamash-shum-ukin, 
Ummanigash, king of Elam, supported him, but he was assassinated by Tammaritu (ibid., Pr. A 41 
iii 136-iv 2). Yet Tammaritu was not submissive to Asb. and was assassinated. Their death was con
sidered as the result of their breach of treaty (see further Part III 2). 
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u sa lDSAma§-Aum-ukin abu Ii kenu §a la i~ ad~ya ni§e mitakkadiki mitkaldu mitaramu mit 
tAmtim lutu ilaqaba adi i1bibsalimeti ardini ~il paniya uibalkit ina qareya u mllmmanig~ mUD:
naptu §a i,bat.!l §epa bJ:riitiya §a qereb mitelammaki dkUnui ana §arriiti u §arrini mitgutiki 

mitamurriki mitmeluhh~ §a ina qibit dd§ur u dbelit i§takkana qiteya napharAunu ittiya uiamkirma 

But he, Shamash-shum-ukin, the treacherous brother, who did not keep the treaty made with me, took 
from my hands the inhabitants of Alckad, Kaldu, Aramu, the land of the sea from Aqaba to Bah
salimeti, servants who were submissive to me, and Ummanigash, the fugitive, who seized my royal 
feet, whom I set on the throne of Elam and kings of Guti, Amuml (and) MeluhhA, whom my hands 
had installed according to the command of A§§ur and BeUt, he made all of them hostile to me ... 

1.4.12 No Participating in the Civil-War of the Assyrian People 

The land Nirbu was involved in a domestic revolt led by Hulaya, ruler of the 

city Halziluha where Shalmaneser II settled Assyrian people, and it inevitably 

kindled Ashumasirpal II's anger.94 

1.4.13 No Giving Refuge to a Rebel Vassal 

The suzerain did not tolerate his vassals, both vassal kings and their people, 

harbouring a rebellious vassal. Thus, Sennacherib punished the people of Bit-Yakin, 

who provided a refuge for Merodach-Baladan.95 

I.S The Validity of a Vassal Treaty with People 

A vassal treaty was established between stronger kings and weaker kings and 

included the people of the weaker kings. This is evident from the Assyrian kings' 

conduct towards disloyal vassals. Firstly, Assyrian kings mentioned that they 

imposed tribute on the vassal people. For example, having punished the citizens of 

Milidia in Hanigalbat, Tiglath-pileser I claimed that he imposed upon them one 

homer of lead ore as annual tribute. 96 

Secondly, the suzerain's forgiveness for penitent vassal people (1.1.3 above) 

and his support in time of famine (1.3. 4 above) indicate the validity of vassal 

treaties with people. 

94 ina lrl'M annima ina ilninua usbtJlcu ,tmu unerllni miJ amtltl mita§suraya DlJaulaya amelbtl 
alisunu sa _ msulmanu-a§artdu sar mita§.fur rubQ alik panrya ina ilhahiluha u.f~bitu.funtlti 
rtabalJcul!f4 i1damdamusa 121 sarrlltiya ana ~bate illiJctl ina qibrt a§sur d.famaS u dadad ilani tildiya 
ilinarlrabat ummtJnt'Jtrya adIci "In the same eponymy, while I was in Nineveh, a report was brought 
back to me saying men of Assyria (and) Huliya, their city l1I1er - whom Shalmaneser, king of 
Assyria, a prince who preceded me, had settled in the city Halziloha - had rebelled; they had come to 
capture the city Damdammusa, my royal city. By the command of A§§ur, the gods Samd and Adad, 
the gods who help me, I mustered my chariotry (and) troops,· RIMA II, A.0.I0l.1 200 i 101 b-04a 
and see further ibid., 201 i 111b-ii 2a. 

95 OIP II 34-35 iii 50-70. (cf. 24 i 20-35a. 

96 RIMA II A.0.87.1 23 v 40-41; Adn.!I A.0.99.2 14932 (the people of Aim); Tn.II A.0.l00.5 
178 126 (the people of MuSku); Asn.II A.0.I01.1 202 lOb-ll (the people of Nirbu); Assurbanipals, 
Pr. A 45 iv 108-09 (the people of Akkad, Kaldu, Aramu and the land of the sea). 
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Thirdly, the suzerain would campaign against rebels. This would affect both 

vassals and people. For instance, Tiglath-pileser I punished the inhabitants of Kat

muhu because they withheld tribute. 97 On the other hand, if disloyal vassals 

repented of their revolt, the Assyrian kings' would stop punishing them. Some

times, the king re-imposed tribute. For example, Ashurbanipal imposed annual 

tribute upon the submissive vassal Mugallu of Tabal98 - Tabal had become a vassal 

under Shalmaneser III (see 1.1.4.2). If people assassinated an Assyrian vassal and 

enthroned someone, they were regarded as rebels, for example, when the people of 

Sliru killed Hammataya and set Ahi-iababa on the throne. This rebellion provoked 

Ashumasirpal II to a military expedition. 99 At times, even if a vassal rebelled 

against Assyria, the poople remained loyal to the suzerain. Merodach-Baladan tried 

to throw off Assyrian suzerainty by refusing to pay tribute, but the people remained 

loyal to Sargon. lOO . 

Sennacherib disciplined the people of Blt-Yakin, because they had broken the 

treaty relationship with Assyria by giving refuge to Merodach-Baladan instead of 

delivering him to Sennacherib (see 1.4.13 above). Therefore, when people of the 

cities of the vassals heard about Ashurbanipal' s plan of campaign against Elam they 

came to Niniveh and expressed their loyalty; 101 but the people of a vaSsal city who 

did not show their loyalty to him in' the course of his campaign were severely 

punished. 102 

1.6 The Purpose of the Suzerain's Disciplinary Measure 

The purposes of Assyrian kings' military expeditions to punish the disloyal 

vassals varied. 

1.6.1 Humiliation 

Sometimes the Assyrian kings reduced the territory of rebellious vassals to 

lessen their power (see 2.1.16 below), diminishing their prestige. 

1.6.2 Restoration 

97 RIMA II A.0.87.ll4 i 89-ii 35. 

98 Assurbanipals, Pr. A 29 ii 73-74. 

99 RIMA II A.O.lOt.1 198-99 i 74b-83a. Also in Shalm.III's time the people of the land of Patina 
killed Lubarna and appointed Surri as king. Shalm.III sent Dayan-Assur with troops to the land of 
Patina to discipline the rebels. Having punished them, Dayan-ASsur enthroned a submissive man, 
RIMA III, A.0.l02.14 69 146b-56a. 

100 SargoD.o; II, 154311-13. 

101 Assurbanipals Pro A 46 iv 116-23. 

102 Ibid., iv l32b-37. 
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Suzerain's discipline of his disloyal vassals was intended to bring them back to 

their vassal status. For example, when the vassal of the city UrratinaA repented of 

his participation in a revolt of the land Katmuhu103 and submitted in the course of 

Tiglath-pileser I's campaign, he took the royal family as hostages and imposed a 

heavier tribute on him. 104 Therefore, vassals formerly disciplined would pay tribute 

to the suzerain. Sargon claimed: 

amelbel-i1ini Sa milnamri mitsangibiiti mitbetabdadani u milmadaae danniiti i1ak gerriya ismtlma 
Suhrub mititiSunu Sa ina Sattiya mahriti ina UZDiSunu ibsima sahurratu ittabik muhlu"1un madattaSunu 
kibittu ultu qereb mititiSunu iAiiinimma ina milparsuaS uSadgilu paniya 

The princes of the cities of Namri, Sangibutu, Bet-Abdadini and the strong land of Media heard 
march of my campaign. The destruction of their lands in my previous year was in their memory, and 
deadly silence overcame them. They carried their heavy tribute from their lands and presented (it) to 
me in PaI'Sld.l 05 . 

Furthermore, Ullusunu' s ready performance of his duties as a vassal was the 

result of Sargon's earlier action against him (see 1.1.4.3 above). 

To engrave the consequences of revolt on the minds of people, Sennacherib 

hung the corpses of the rebel prefects and princes of Ekron on towers all around the 

city,l06 

1.6.3 To Induce Other Vassals 

103 RIMA II A.0.87.1 14-15 i 89 ff. 

104 Ibid., 15 i 47-48. Tigl.I also took hostages from the rebel city Milidia of Hanigalbat, ibid., 
A.0.87.1 22 v 33-41. Adn.II campaigned against the cities of Sikkur and Sappinu, whereby the 
validity of the vassal-treaty was shown, ibid., A.0.99.2 152 84b-89a. That is, the vassal-relationship 
was restored, ibid., 89b-90. Tn.II campaigned against Ammeba'ali, who probably supported an 
Assyrian enemy. Yet the former was lenient to the latter and let him take an oath not to support the 
Assyrian enemy, ibid., A.O.l00.S 171-72 16-18, 172 24b-25. The city of Hubuikia was already an 
Assyrian vassal under Asn.II (ibid., A.0.I01.1 19757. Shalm.III's military discipline indicates that 
meanwhile Hubuikia tried to throw off the Assyrian suzerainty. When Hubuikia submitted to 
Shalm.III, re-imposed tribute upon it, RIMA III A.0.I02.2 14 i 20a-23a. Although Tigl.lII did not 
specify the rebellious behaviour of the vassals of the Medes, the result of his campaign implies that 
they neglected to pay the (annual) tribute, Tiglath-pileser III, Stele II B. 25-29. Sar.'s punishment of 
U~artu should be a lesson for the future for unfaithful vassals: lrti ddsur billya ana ami ~ati eli 
malum,.,i dkunma pulhassu ana la maSllZiba ahmtd "I set the power of AiSur, may lord, over 
Urartu for the future and left him in unforgettable fear for all time," Mayer, MDOG 115 (1983), 82 
152. 

105 Mayer, MDOG 115 (1983), 70, 72 39-41. 

106 OIP II 32 iii 7-11. 
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Ashurnasirpal II's vigorous military expeditions against unruly vassals induced 

other vassals to pay tribute willingly, e.g, Lubarna. 107 

1.6.4 To Induce Other Kings to Submit 

The campaigns of Tiglath-pileser I persuaded the people of Adau§ to surrender 

willingly, so he made them vassals of Assyria.l08 

The Assyrian military expeditions induced another king not to protect an 

Assyrian fugitive vassal. When Yamani, king of Ashdod, escaped from Sargon's 

disciplinary campaign he took refuge in Nubia. But the king of Nubia handed him 

over to Assyria because he was afraid of Sargon's campaign. 109 

Moreover, Sargon' s campaign against Samaria had an impact on Egypt. As a 

result of it, the king of Egypt opened trade with Assyria: 110 

nise mat m~r u nise arabi salummat aSsur [be]liya usashipma ana zikir[su]mea libbiisun itrum irma 
idasun [ka]rri mat m~ur kangu aptema [oise] mat aSsur u mat mu~ur [itti] ahimes ablla [usep]isa 
mahiru 

The Egyptians and the Arabians - I overwhelmed them with the glory of Assur, my lord. At the men
tion of my name their hearts trembled, became powerless. I opened the sealed [harbo]ur of Egypt. 
The Assyrians and the Egyptians I mingled [to]gether and I made them trade [with each other]. 

107 RIMA II A.0.I0l.l 217 iii 72b-76a. Shalm.III's punishment of Ahuni of Bit-Adini and his 
conquest of Sazabtl, a fortified city of Sangara (RIMA III A.0.I02.2 18 ii 16b-20a), induced the 
kings of Hatti, Assyrain vassals, to be submissive to Assyria (ibid., ii 20b-24a). Tigl.III's campaign 
against the lands of Namri and Bit-Singibuti affected the king of Mannaea, bringing gifts criglath
pileser III Stele I B 98-101 15-20) - the ruler of Mannaea had been an Assyrian vassal since 
Shalm.III, RIMA III A.0.I02.14 71 181. Asb.'s campaign against Tyre affected a vassal who had 
planned hostility against Asb.'s predecessors, so that he voluntarily submitted to the yoke of Asb., 
Assurbanipals, Pr. A 29 ii 68-72. Asb. 's formidable campaign against a rebellious king, for exam
ple, Ahseri Mannai, father of the new king, motivated the new king to submit to Asb. (ibid., Pr. A 
35-36 iii 11-20). 

108 RIMA II A.0.87.1 18 iii 66-72. Shalm.III's military expedition against the land Lamena per
suaded the inhabitants of Tarsus to submit, RIMA III A.O.I02.14 68-69 135b-40a. Merodach
baladan of Bit-Yakin submitted to Tigl.III through being overwhelmed by the awesomeness of Assur 
and brought tribute to him, Tiglath-pileser III Summ 7 162, 164 obv. 26c-27. Furthermore, 
Tigl.III's military discipline upon queen Samsi of the Arabs led other Arab tribes to submit to 
Assyria. They are Masa, Tema, Saba, Hayappa, Badanu, Hatte, Idiba'ilu, who dwelled on the border 
of the western lands, ibid., Excursus 5 229. Sar. 's campaigns in Chaldea and the Hatti land induced 
the kings of Cyprus (Sargons II, 232-33 145-48) and governors of the land Gizilbundi (Mayer, 
MDOG 115 (1983), 74 64-73) to submit to Assyria. The kings of the Medes submitted to Senn., 
bringing a heavy audience-gift (OIP II 29 ii 33-36). In Abs.,'s time, Gyges, king of Lydia willingly 
became a vassal (see 1.1.2.1 above). 

109 Sargons 11,221-22109-11. 

110 Tadmor, JCS 12 (1958), 35 42-49. Tadmor dates the event in 716 B.C., "when Sargon 
organized an Assyrian province in Palestine"; Silkanni, king of Egypt sent a present (12 big horses of 
Egypt) to Sargon, Tadmor, ibid., 78. Under Sargon Assyria began direct trade with Egypt, H. W. F. 
Saggs, The Greatness that was Babylon, 242-43. 
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1.6.S To Prevent Domestic Political Intrigue 

Ashurbanipal decapitated and cut off the lips of the people living in Bit-Imbi 

who did not submit to him. Then he brought the severed parts to Asssyria in order 

to exhibit them; 111 this can be considered a political move to hinder any political 

conspiracy among his loyal family and his people. 

1.7 The Theocentric Features of Disciplinary Measures 

The discipline of the Assyrian kings against a vassal who had broken the treaty 

corresponded to the function of curses in the treaty. As soon as a vassal entered into 

treaty relationship with Assyria, curses were imposed upon them; these two aspects 

coincided. Furthermore, treaty making was juridical due to the witness of the gods, 

and, the gods were the performers of the curses. At the same time, the kings were 

the representatives of the gods, and they inevitably campaigned against vassals who 

had transgressed a treaty in order to soothe the anger of the gods. Therefore, all 

Assyrian kings undertook military expeditions against rebel vassals in the name of 

the gods. For example, through enabling of the gods, Tiglath-pileser I could boast 

of the distinctiveness of his kingly status among other kings and of his priestly posi

tion: 112 

ItukultitLapil-e-br-ra Aarru dannu Aar kiHati ~i Ainan Wru kibrat 4-i Aarru kili malki bel bele utullu 
§ar brrini iAippu na'du b ina siqir diama§ l~attu elliitu nadnitaAuma niAe ba'ulat denlil ultaApiru 
gimirta re'u kenu §a siqiriu eli miliki nebd iatammu ~iru §a daHur kakkeiu uiahiluma ana mu:.ucut 
kibrat 4-i AumSu ana dirii iAquru ~ibit pulogi nesote ia pate elii u §&Plii . . . 

Tiglath-pileser, strong king, unrivalled king of the universe, king of the four quarters, king of all 
princes. lord of lords. chief herdsman, king of kings, attentive purification priest, to whom by com
mand of the god SamaA the holy sceptre was given and who had complete authority over the people. 
subjects of the god Enlil, faithful shepherd, whose name was called over the princes, exalted bishop, 
whose weapons the god AA§ur has sharpened and whose name he has pronounced eternally for control 
of the four quarters, capturer of distant districts to borders above and below ... 

Since the suzerainty was granted to the Assyrian kings by the gods, and since 

their weapons was sharpened by A§§ur, they would lead a military expedition against 

rebel vassals and could subdue them because of the support of the gods. 113 They 

carried away the booty from rebel vassals in accordance with the command of A§§ur 

111 Assurbanipals. Pr. A 46 iv 123b-37. 

112 RIMA II A.0.87.113 i 28-40a .. 

113 AA§ur was the pre-eminent god in the pantheon of Assyria. He shows his superiority over the 
other gods in his tasks of administration amons the gods and maintaining the lordship of Tiglath
pileser I, RIMA II A.0.87.1 12 i 1-2. Nonetheless, the other gods are equally acknowledged as 
authors of efficient campaigns and the superior power of the king, ibid., 13 i 46-51; And.II, ibid., 
A.0.99.2 1475-10; Asn.II, ibid., A.0.I01.1 195 i 17b-23a; OIP II 23-24 i 10-19; Assurbanipals, Pr. 
A 52 v 123-29; ibid., Pr. A 72-73 x 57-69; cf. Tiglath-pileser III Stele I B 9815-16. 
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and other gods. 114 According to Ashurnasirpal II, the punishment was of disloyal 

vassals, establishing pulhi melamme aJJur b~liya "awe of the radiance of AUur, my • 

lord. "115 Thus, the Assyrian king's function in military expeditions was both as 

priest and conqueror .116 Therefore, the fact that Assyrian kings dedicated gifts 

from the booty captured during campaigns indicates that they attributed their vic

tories to the gods. 117 Furthermore, the Assyrian kings' military accomplishments 

where their vassals are concerned are exclusively to be understood in the light of the 

lawful treaty relationship, since they never campaigned against their vassals ran

domly.118 Then, they are justifiable, however pitiless they may appear. 

1.8 The Sanction of the Vassal Treaty 

The language of a vassal treaty (see below) shows that the vassal treaties were 

established in the presence of the gods. For example, in Tiglath-pileser I's annals, 

the phrase pan dassur b~liya uJadgilJunuti,119 which can be translated literally "I 

made them see the face of Assur, my lord," in parallel with nlri b~lutiya kohta 

eliJunu u1dn "I imposed the heavy yoke of my rule on them" reflects the ceremony 

of treaty making. Furthermore, making the lesser kings Assyrian vassals coincides 

with making them subjects of Assur: itti dllgil plln dassur blliya amnusunati "I 

regarded them as vassals of Assur,my lord, "120 or, mllmit assur b~liya ... utam

mesu "I had him take an oath by Assur, my lord •.• "121 In Ashurbanipal's annals 

the same idea is expressed: Ju[mJ illlnl rabuti usa[zJkirsu "I (Asb.) made him 

(Yauta) pronounce the oath of the great gods." Thus, for example, if a vassal 

114 RIMA II, Adn.1I a.0.99.2 151 68b-72; Asb., Assurbanipals, Pr. A 58 vi 125-28. According to 
the command of the gods, Asb. destroyed the cities of rebel vassals (ibid., Pr. A 59 vii 13-15a), 
carried out humiliating punishment of rebel vassals (ibid., Pr. A 62 viii 27-20 and put a rebel vassal 
to death (ibid., Pro A 63 viii 30-34). 

115 RIMA II A.0.I01.1, 216 iii 54. 

116 RIMA III A.O.I02.2 IS i 2Sb-29a .. 
117 For example, RIMA II, Tigl.I A.0.87.1 16 ii 58-62; ibid., Adn.II A.0.99.2 lSI 73-7Sa; ibid., 

Tn.II A.O.lOO.S 172 27b-29. Asb., Assurbanipals. 71 x 17-39. 
lIS Sar. claimed his loyalty in keeping the treaties made with vassals, when he campaigned against 

Urartu, Mayer, MDOG 115 (1983). 80 123-26. That is, not only vassals had had to keep treaties 
but the suzerain had not abused his status to take avantage at the cost of the vassals. 

119 RIMA II A.0.S7.1 19 iii 86b-S7; also ibid .• iii 89b-91. 
120 RIMA II A.O.S7.1 20 iv 30b-31. 
121 RIMA II, A.O.l00.5 172 lines 24c-25a. Also Asb., Assurbanipals, Pr. B 113 vii 97. 
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broke a treaty, 11Ulmit ilani rabuti ~tiqma "he broke the oath of the great gods. "122 

1.9 The duration of the vassal treaties 

We can perceive the perpetual characteristic of a vassal treaty both in the 

suzerain's treatment of his disloyal vassals and in the suzerain's collection of tribute 

from vassals. Moreover, the suzerain's favour towards the successor displays the 

lasting validity of a treaty,123 

1.9.1 Lasting Validity 

The vassal treaty was regarded as perpetual from the suzerain's point of view 

(see Tigl.I v 8b-16 in 1.1.1 above and 1.9.2 below). 

1.9.2 Payment of Tribute 

Once weaker kings entered into vassal relationship with Assyria, they were 

expected to pay tribute continuously, for example: Katmuhu (Tigl.I); 124 Laqu 

122 RIMA II, Adn.I1 A.0.99.2 150 50a. See further the 18lJ8Wl8e of treaties below. We do not 
have expressions about the sanction of the vassal treaties in Senn. 's annals, yet, we may deduce them 
from the context. When Senn. calls himself mlgir ilani rabQti Rthe favourite of the great godsR and 
ndsir kitti ra~m misdri Rwho maintains the right (and) who loves justiceR (OIP II 23 4-SA) then he 
m~t not be unjust in his dealings with his vassals; should he be unjust in the treaty relationship, the 
gods would not listen to his prayer (ibid., 44 v 62-67): furthermore, should he be unjust in respect of 
his military discipline, his troops could not be the weapon of Ai§ur (ibid., 30 ii 4S). That is to say 
that the sanction of the vassal treaties is mutually related to the prime purpose of Senn. 's campaigns 
(see above): to glorify the gods, even though praise of Assyrian power is included. If so, the treaties 
must come into existence lawfully before the gods. AMur would also command him to take revenge 
against the rebellious vassals (ibid., 45 v 76-80). Thus, Senn.'s victory over the cities of Sidon is 
phrased as dian's" dannati brt darani . .. raJubbat kakki da.fsur billya ishupdunatima ikndil 
slptya Rthe fearfulness of the weapon of Ashur, my lord, overwhelmed ... his strong, walled cities, 
and they submitted to me (ibid., 30 ii 44-46). Further, Senn. could not represent the gods, should he 
not be just in his campaigns; for instance, Luli, the disloyal vassal of Sidon fled far: pulhi mllamme 
blliltrya ishupduma Rwhom the fearful splendour of my [Sennacherib) lordship overwhelmedR (ibid., 
29 ii 38-39). In short: even though there is no specific notion about the sanction of vassal treaties in 
Senn. 's annals, we have enough criteria for the lawful sanction of vassal treaties: they were made 
before the gods. 

123 The lasting validity of vassal treaties also occurs in Hittite history, e.g, Amurru became a vas
sal to Hatti under Suppiluliuma I (ca. 13S0 B.C.) and this vassal relationship continued under Tud
haliyal IV (ca. 1250 B.C.), HOT, no. S 32 ff., no. 54 ff., no. 1695 ff., no. 1198 ff. 

124 ~ II A.0.87.1 14 i 89-91a. Katmuhu had paid tribute at the time of Tigl.I; yet when it 
continuously rebelled, Tigl.I annexed it to Assyria (ibid., 18 iii 30-31). Katmuhu must have rebelled 
again before the time of Adn.II, since he stated that he became lord over the entire land of Katmuhu 
and brought (it) into the boundaries of his land (ibid., A.0.99.2 148 26a). Obviously. at the time of 
Asn.II Katmuhu became vassal to Assyria and paid tribute (ibid., A.O.101.l 198 i 74,208 ii 87). 
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(Adn.II,125 Tn.II,126 Asn.1I127); Habhu (Tigl.I,128 Adn.II,129 Asn.II130); Hanigal

bat (Tigl.l,131 Adn.II,132 Asn.I1133); kings from the sea coast (Byblos, Sidon and • 

Arvad (Tigl.I),134 Tyre, Sidon, Byblos, Arvad (Asn.II),135 Tyre including Iehu 

(Shalm.IlI), 136 Tyre, Byblos, Menahem of Samaria (Tig1.III) , 137, Sidon, Arvad, 

including Hezekiah (Senn.),138 Tyre, Arvad (Asb.).l39 Since the vassalship had a 

lasting validity, Ashurbanipal stated after he imposed tribute upon the people of 

Akkad, Kaldu, Aramu and the land of the sea who had joined Shamash-shum-ukin's 

revolt: bUtu mandattu b~latiya sattisamma la naparkll ~misssunati "I imposed upon 

them annual tribute, payment for my sovereignty for ever. "140 

1.9.3 Discipline 

The suzerain's military discipline and his subsequent imposition of tribute 

upon his vassals denote the lasting character of vassal treaties. For example, 

Tiglath-pileser I's expedition against Alzu and Purulumzu, which had been vassals 

before Tiglath-pileser I's accession,141 when they had withheld the annual tribute 

125 Ibid., A.0.99.2 153-54 117b-18a. 
126 Ibid., A.0.100.5 175-76 85b ff. 
127 Ibid., A.0.10l.1 200 i 94. 
128 Ibid., A.0.87.10 52 18b-20. 
129 Ibid., A.0.99.2 15291-93. 
130 Ibid., A.0.10l.1 209 ii 92. 
131 Ibid., A.0.87.l, 22 v 33-41. 
132 Ibid., A.0.99.2 15061. 
133 Ibid., A.0.101.1 203 ii 21b-23a. 
134 Ibid., A.0.87.3 37 20-2la. 
135 Ibid., A.O.lOl, 219 iii 85b-86. 
136 RIMA III A.0.l02.10 54-55 iv 10b-12a. 
137 Tiglath-pileser III Ann. 13 68 10b-12. 
138 OIP II 30 ii 50-60, 34 iii 49. 
139 Assurbanipals Pr. A 28-29 ii 49-57,63-67. The kings of Tyre and Arvad re-submitted to Asb. 

after their disloyalty. Other examples: the cities, which had been vassals under Shalm.III's predeces
sors, paid tribute to Shalm.III; Gilzanu, which became vassal to Asn.II (RIMA III A.0.102.14 70-71 
180b-83b). Hubusku paid tribute in Shalm.III's 30th (ibid., 16lb-62a) and 31th pall1 (ibid., 177); 
Tyre in his 18th (ibid., A.0.I02.10 54-55 iv 10b-12a) and his 21th paid (ibid., A.0.I02.14 67 103b-
04a. 

140 Assurbanipals Pro A 45 iv 108-09. 
141 RIMA II A.0.87.1 14 i 62-66. 
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payment: 142 

mitwbarl bp~te Ii migiri akSud nWalzi u milpurulumzi Aa bilatsunu u madataSunu uSamsikuni nir 
bel1itiya kabta eliSunu ukin AattiAamma bilta u madatte ana iliya daHur ana mahriya litarriini 

I conquered the rebellious and unsubmissive SUbaru. I imposed the heavy yoke of my dominion upon 
the lands Alzu and Purulumzu which had abandoned (the practice of paying) tribute and tax so that 
they send tribute and tax into my presence at my city ASlur annually. 

1.10 The Language of Vassal Treaties 

1.10.1 Treaty-Makingl43 

The Assyrian annals express four stereotyped ideas for treaty-making: 

1) Stronger kings would spare weaker kings during their expeditions and make 

treaties with them: mllmit illlniya rabuti ana arku.t fJml ana am ~tlte ana ardate 

utammlJunati "I made them swear by my great gods an oath of eternal vas

saldom. "144 

2) Assyrian acknowledgment of submissive weaker kings as Assyrian vassals, 

or their enthronement of submissive individuals over their lands (see 1.1 above).145 

142 RIMA II, A.0.87.1 17 ii 89-96a. There are other cases. Ado.II led a punitive campaign 
against Quminu which had been an Assyrian vassal in TigU's time <RIMA II, v 67-81; vi 22-38). 
Ado.II captured the king of Quminu and put his brothers to death. Yet he was lenient to the penitent 
(see ibid., A.0.99.1 143-44 10-19). He also marched against Sikkur and Sappinu which withdrew 
tribute - they had paid tribute to Tn.I. In Tn.I1's annals, we find city names including references to 
the regions which brought ndmartu; most of these cities belonged to LaqO (ibid., A.0.l00.5 175-77 
85b, 87a, 88b, 10lb, l09b). Sirqu (ibid., 176 9O-95a) and Hindinu brought ndmartu to Tn.I1 (ibid., 
175 79a) - Laq1l, Sirqu and Hindinu paid tribute (madattll) to AdD.II (ibid., A.0.99.2 153-54 115-
19). Here, we see the continuous force of vassal treaties. Furthermore, Tn.II claimed to have 
received tribute from Subru, Gilzinu and Nairi - Gilzinu and Nairi were conquered by AdD.1I (ibid., 
148-49, 30-33). After Tigl.I's conquest (ibid., A.O.87.4 43 41), Suhu paid tribute to Tn.II (ibid., 
A.O.l00.5 17570). Asn.1I said that the governor of Suhu who had not come to Assyria at the time of 
his predecessors, came to Nineveh to present tribute (ibid., A.O.I0l.l 200 i 99b-l01a), yet later he 
rebelled. In other cases, Asn.II punished Laq1l, Hindinu and Suhu (ibid., 214 iii 3lb-44a). The 
suzerain's punishment of vassals because of the withdrawal of tribute has an antecedent in Hittite 
treaties, HDT. 

143 Although the phrases concerning agreement of vassals in establishing a treaty does not occur in 
the Assyrian IIlJlals, the mutual support between the Assyrian kings and their vassals indicates that 
there were mutual agreements, cf. SAA II, xv. 

144 RIMA II, TigU A.0.87.1 22 v l4b-16. This similar phrase appears, when Tn.II renewed a 
treaty with a penitent vassal: mt2mit a.fiur bllrya ina eli ~almi(?) x [. .• 1 utlJ1lllMlu "I had him take an 
oath by AHur, my lord, before the statue 0/ . .. [ ... J" (ibid., Tn.1I A.O.lOO.5 172 24b-2S). In 
Asb.'s annals, the infinitive phrases lpel adl nil ilani -to make a treaty sworn before the gods 
(~anipals, Pr. A 15 i 21; cf. ibid., Pr. B 113 vii 97) and yla.fqirJuntlti -to make them swear 
(ibid .• Pr. A 16 i 22) are synonymous in treaty contexts as are preterite udannina riksate (ibid.) from 
the same semantic field. In another case, making a treaty occurs with its goal: to serve the overlord; 
adl ana lpel ardIItfya ittij" ailam "I (Asb.) made an oath-bound treaty with him (Abiate~ that he 
should serve me" (ibid., Pr. B 114 viii 34). 

145 For example. Shalm.III replaced the king of the land of Namri by Ianzt\ of Bit-Hanban, RIMA 
III A.O.I02 14 93b-95. 
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3) The establishment of a treaty is described from a submissive inferior king's 

viewpoint: unaJSiqa Jlplya "He kissed my feet. "146 Establishing a vassal treaty • 

also denotes establishing a friendly relationship between a vassal and a sovereign and 

vassalage: ... ana Jakan aile sulumme147 lpeJ ardutTya " .•. to establish an oath

bound covenant of brotherhood (and) the performance of my service. "148 

4) A common phrase for a consequence of the vassal agreeing to accept "the 

yoke of A§§ur" occurs in the annals from Tiglath-pileser I to Ashurbanipal: bilta u 

madata elisunu ukln "I imposed upon them tribute and impost. "149 Another 

synonymous phrase concerning the imposition of tribute is expressed with the act of 

imposing Assyrian suzerainty upon the inferior kings which parallels making them 

vassals of the god A§§ur: nlr bllatiya Ialbta elisunu ukln plln daJSur blliya 

usadgilsunati "I imposed the heavy yoke of my lordship upon them (and) made them 

vassals of the god A§§ur, my lord. "150 

1.10.2 Treaty-Breaking 

Any act which broke a vassal's obligation amounted to a breach of treaty, 

although not all Assyrian kings used the same expressions for that. A common 

stereotyped phrase throughout is "to withhold tribute." Added to that, there are var

ious termini techni for treaty breaking. Tiglath-pileser I says about a rebel vassal: 

sa ana daJSur blliya ill Ialnsu "who had not been submissive to the god A§sur. "151 

In Adad-naran II's annals, mllmit ililni rabuti ltiqma "he broke the oath of the great 

146 Tiglath-pileser III Summ 7 obv. 164 27c. The same phrase occurs in Sar.'s annals, where 
seven kings of la', a district of Jadnana, submitted to Sar., Sargon II, 233 148-49a. The identical 
idea occurs in Ashurbanipal's annals: iknusa ana i~nrrrya "he submitted to my yoke," Assurbanipals, 
Pr. A 29 ii 64. 

147 In the context of conspiracy, the same expression refers to breaking treaty: ana salam adi u 
salrme "to make a treaty and a friendship," Assurbanipals, Pr. A 22 i 124). 

148 Ibid., Pr. B 116 viii 59-60. 

149 RIMA II, A.0.87.1 18 iii 72. Adn.II (bilta omitted, ihid., A.0.99.2 153 l04b), Tn.II (ibid., 
A.0.l00.5 178 126), Asn. II (bilta omitted, A.0.I01.1 217 64a), Shalm.1II (RIMA III A.0.I02.14 70 
171a), Senn (OIP II 30 ii 47-49), Asb. (Assurbanipals Pr. C 117 x 86). The same concept occurs in 
Asb.'8 annals: urakksa riksite "I (Asb.) bound the obligation" (Pr. A 21 i 115-16a). Sometimes, the 
content of tribute is described, relating to treaty-making, e.g., Tigl.III's annals (Tiglath-pileser Stele 
III A 108 20-30), also RIMA II, Asn.II, A.0.I01.1 205 47b; Sargons 11,93 71b. 

150 RIMA II A.0.87.1 19 iii 85b-87. The s~nd phrase parallels that of imposing tribute in the 
same annals (ibid., iii 89b-91). The same idea is expressed in Asn.II annals (ibid., A.0.I01.1 205 ii 
47b): millU gabbi sa ptl istln usaskin "I put all of the land under one authority" and in Senne '8 annals: 
ana nrri bllatrya usaknisunati "to the yoke of my lordship 1 made them submit, " OIP II 29 ii 36. 

151 RIMA II A.0.87.1 22 v 23. The similar idea appears in Asb.'s annals: igbuJ libbu "his heart 
was obstinate," Assurbanipals Pro A 31 ii 113. 
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godS"152 corresponds to ittiya ibbalkit "he rebelled against me. "153 Sargon said a 

disloyal vassal: nlr daJlur i#uma "had cast off the yoke of A!!ur. "154 Breach of 

treaty relates to failure to keep the command of the gods. 155 It also is expressed by 

~piI anni u gillati "he sinned"156 which parallels ~tiq 1TUlmit ill1ni "transgressed the 

oath (made before) the gods. "157 

In Shalmaneser Ill's annals, breaking a treaty occurred when allied vassals 

challenged the suzerain: 158 ana re~at ahamiI itaklama "they trusted in each other's 

help. "159 Another example is: l60 tilbat ~pussunati imIama "they forgot the good

ness which I had bestowed on them." The phrase iprusa ahatu "he dissolved the 

152 RIMA II A.0.99.2 ISO SOa; also Tigl.III (Tiglath-oileser III Summ 7 obv. 162 19b; ibid., Ann. 
23 78 18). In Sar.'s annals, the phrase ld ~er zikir ddsur dmarduk, wwho did not keep the com
mand of Ashur (and) Marduk" parallels ld p4lihu m4mit bll bIll, wwho did not fear the oath of the 
lord of the lords, W Mayer, MDOG 115 (1983), 76 92. Added to that, the parallel occurrence of the 
phrases sa itl dsamfi dmarduk ltiquma wwho crossed over the border of Shamash (and) Mardukw 

(ibid., 82148) and sa daJSur . .. ld ukiJbbidu mtJmitsu Wwho had not revered the oath of Ashur, the 
king ... W (ibid., 150b) denotes that the rebellious attitude of a vassal and his rebellious deed was 
coincidental; here mamitu as pars pro toto refers to the treaty; cf., Sar. praised himself for faithfully 
keeping the ~ (ibid., 84 156); andku sarrukln, ~er kitti ld etrq itl daJSUT dsamfi sahtu ld mup
parldl p4lih dnabfl dmarduk WI, Sharru-ken, the guardian of truth, who had not stepped over the bor
der of Ashur (and) Shamash, who bumbly reveres Nabd (and) Marduk constantly, . . .. W See further 
phrases for treaty-breaking in Sar. 's annals in Part I 2.2.1.8 fn. 96. 

153 RIMA II A.0.99.2 ISO Sib. The parallel phrases (Adn.II SOa, SIb) also occur in Sar.'s annals: 
wwho violated (sinned) a pactw and whe did not submit to my lordship, Mayer, MOOG 115 (1983), 98 
309-310; see further Part I 2.2.1.8 fn. 96. The same idea of the second phrase (Adn.II Sib) occurs in 
Tigl.III' Cfiglath-pileser III Stele I B 100 21b-22a), Sar.' (Mayer, MOOG 115 (1983), 98310) and 
Senn.·s annals (OIP II 41 v 17). In Asn.I1's annals, breaking treaty was indicated by insubordinate 
behaviour (RIMA II A.0.I01.1 201 i 115a): slptya ld i~buttl wthey did not submit to mew; ld ilcnu.fu 
ana nirfya Whe did not submit to my yokew (OIP II 30 ii 61-62a: ibid., 32 iii 19): 14 ilmIJ zikir 
sapttya whe did not obey my speechw (Assurbanipals Pr. A 28 ii 51); 14 p41ih blltltlya wwho did not 
fear my suzeraintyw (ibid., Pr. A 35 iii 4); sa islfl nrr blltltlya wwho had cast off the yoke of my 
lordship (ibid., Pr. B 106 vi 60). 

154 This phrase parallels withdrawal of tribute, Sargons II, 198-99 28. 

ISS MDOG 115 (1983), 7692; see further Part I 2.2.1.8 fn. 96. 

156 The same idea occurs in Senn. 's annals: sa hi!!" u.fab.ffl wwho had committed the crimew (OIP II 
32 iii 8b-9a); also in Asb. 's annals. A conspiracy to throw off the yoke of the overlord is a breach of 
treaty: i.ftlni~ amat lrmutti wthey planned evil CAssurbanipals, Pr. A 22 i 128); an executed evil plan 
is (ibid., Pr. A 44 iv 55): iplltu annrtu lemntltu lpu.fu W(who) did these evil deeds. W 

157 MOOG 115 (1983), 98 309. 

158 RIMA III, A.0.I02.2 16 ii 43a. 

159 The same principle of breaking a treaty occurred in Asb. 's annals, when a vassal challenged his 
co-vassals to war: ittakil ana ~milq mm4niJu whe relied on his own strength, W Assurbanipals, Pr. A 
17 i 57. 

160 Assurbanipals, Pr. Ai 21 119b. A similar expression parallels two other phrases in this same 
context: 1) ina adlya ih!fl wthey sinned against the treatyw (ibid., 118); 2) ld i~~urtl m4nti, il4ni rabflti 
wthey did not keep the oath done before the great gods, W ibid., 119a; cf. ibid., Pr. B 108-09 vii 5-6. 
In other instance, the phrase of failure to remember the sovereign's good deed parallels throwing off 
his yoke, ibid., Pr. A 61 vii 86-87. 
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brotherhood. "161 refers to breaking the particular treaty between Ashurbanipal and 

his brother Shamsh-shum-ukin. 

161 Ibid., Pro A 40 iii 108. 



1.11 Synopsis and Conclusions 

The political frontiers of Assyria offered no natural barriers and so were 

exceedingly vulnerable to attack. Geographically, Assyria was located on the cross

roads of extensive E-Wand N-S trade routes. The north (e.g., Nairi (Urartu» and 

east (e.g, Mannaja) regions were easily reached by the Tigris' tributaries. Espe

cially the Upper and the Lower Zabs were a gateway to the east. The south-east 

regions. e.g., Madaja and Elippi, were open by the south-eastern Tigris tributaries. 

Furthermore, the plain to the west of the Tigris, as far as the Habur river, offers 

easy access to the core of Assyria from the Syrian desert and the north-west. 1 So 

geographically, the heartland of Assyria was easily accessed from all directions. 

Therefore, in order to secure the borders Assyria extensively employed vassal 

treaties with inferior kings. 

1.11.1 Suzerain's Benevolence 

The main concern of the Assyrians was to encourage the defeated kings or vas

sals to remain loyal to Assyria. The maintenance of the vassals' kingship was, 

therefore, significant for Assyria. 

1.11.1.1 Tiglath-pileser I (1114-1076 BC) 

In Tiglath-pileser I's reign Assyria faced a growing power in the north.2 He 

was challenged by a coalition of 23 kings of the land Nairi, which became later 

Urartu. Having defeated them, he showed them mercy. That is, Tiglath-pileser I 

let them retain to their thrones after having made the treaty with them. Further

more, to protect the northwest Tiglath-pileser I maintained the vassal relationship 

with Hanigalbat, which had rebelled, showing mercy to the penitent inhabitants of 

his vassal (1.1.3). In order to prevent any growing power in that region, he dis

ciplined the vassal of the land Qumanu, and the vassal was pardoned (1.1.3). 

1.11.1.2 Adad-naran II (911-891 BC) 

Even though Adad-naran II led more frequent and greater campaigns than his 

predecessor he basically strengthened the northwest entrances to Assyria. Further

more, Adad-nariri II's campaign against the land Qumanu and his mercy to the sub

missive people in settling them peacefully (1.1.3 fn. 21) would reflect the Assyrians' 

endeavour to maintain the vassal-relationship with that land in the mountainous 

northern region. His disciplinary campaign against Sikkur and Sappanu followed by 

1 ct. Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia, 35-40. 

2 According to Tadmor, in Tigl.I's reign Assyria faced two new fronts: "against the migrating 
Anatolian peoples in the northwest and against the Arameans in the west and southwest, "The Decline 
of Empires, " in Symposia, 11. 
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his leniency to the submissive people was to re-enforce their loyalty (1.1.3 fn. 25). 

Since these lands were located in the region of the border between Assyria and • 

Babylonia,3 Adad-narari II was concerned to strengthen the southern border of 

Assyria. 

1.11.1.3 Tukulti-Ninurta II (890-884 Be) 

Tukuti-Ninurta II continued his predecessor's policy to control the northwest 

approach to Assyria. In order to maintain this, he treated the rebel vassal of BTt

Zamani leniently (1.1.3 fn. 22). 

1.11.1.4 Ashurnasirpal II (883-859 BC) 

Strengthening the northeast entrance to Assyria, Ashurnasirpal II spared the 

submissive inhabitants of the rebellious vassal of Nirbu (1.1.3 fn. 23), which was 

probably located northeast of Assyria.4 In the east he let the kings of Zamua rule 

their lands, although he could have replaced them (1.1.3). By contrast, Ashurnasir

pal II does not record such policies in the west. 5 

1.11.1.5 Shalmaneser III (858-824 BC) 

Shalmaneser III enthroned a brother of the Assyrian vassal king of Que in 

Tarsus, in order to secure the frontier in the far northwest (1.1.2.2). In this way 

any possible agitation in the north and northwest of Assyria could be checked. It 

was also his predecessors' concern to keep the vassal-relationship with the lands in 

the northwest of Assyria. 

When Shalmaneser III conquered Namri, south of Assyria,6 he appointed 

Yanzu on throne (1.1.1 fn. 12). This southeast region was, furthermore, streng

thened when Shalmaneser III enthroned a submissive conquered king as vassal over 

the city MasaSuru.7 This could have been a defense against Elam. 

3 Cf. Nashef, Repertoire Geographigue, 229-30. 

4 Asn.II received tribute from Bit-Zamanu, Subnl and Nairi while being in the land Nirbu. There
fore, it must be located northeast of Assyria; furthermore, when Asn.II made a new vassal
relationship with the city of Matiatu, which was situated in the land of Katmuhu, the northeast path to 
Assyria was secured, RIMA II A.O.I01.1 209 ii 9O-9la. 

5 Kings in the west paid tribute (see Part III 1.9.2). When some kings rebelled, Asn.II annexed 
their territory (Siiru, Part III 2.1.18 fn. 74 and 2.3.2 below) and severely punished them (Laqll, 
Hindanu, Suhu, Part III 1.9.3 fn. 142). 

6 "From the Assyrian standpoint, Namri lay to the south, across the Lower Zab," L. D. Levine, 
"Geographical Studies," Iran 11 (1973), 16. 

7 The city MasaAuru must be located in the neighbourhood of the city Paddira and the land Parsua 
(RIMA II a.0.l02.14 70 171h-74a); also see Parpola, Neo-Assyrian Toponyms, "Paddira," 271 and 
"Parsua," 274. 
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The region of the Orontes valley in Syria stood in vassal-relationship to 

Assyria (1.3.2 fn. 52). When the Assyrian vassal of the land Patina was assas

sinated Shalmaneser III enthroned a king who was submissive to Assyria (ibid.). 

1.11.1.6 Tiglath-pileser III 

Tiglath-pileser III further strengthened the northern entrance. When the land 

Gurgum submitted, he ceased destroying it further (1.1.3 fn. 25). Added to that, he 

paved the way to Egypt by restoring the kingship of the penitent vassal in Gaza 

(1.1.3) and enthroning a submissive one in Israel (1.1.1 fn. 12). 

1.11.1. 7 Sargon (721-705 BC) 

Assyria extended vassalship in the lands to the south, southeast and north in 

Sargon's reign. His benevolence toward the vassals in those regions was intended to 

motivate them to remain loyal. 

In the north Sargon encouraged the vassal of Tabal through marrying his 

daughter to him and extending his territory (1.1.4.2). To the south he interfered in 

a quarrel over the succession in Ellipi and enthroned a prince, who was loyal to 

Assyria (1.1.1 fn. 12). In his fifteenth year Sargon faced a revolt in the north and 

northeast. His vassal of Tabal8 conspired with Ursi of Urartu and MilA of Muski. 

Ullusunu of Mannea also plotted with U rsi, but when he was penitent, he was for

given (1.1.4.3). His policy of vassalship towards the northeast was mirrored in his 

kindness to the penitent Ullusunu through maintaining his kingship and returning the 

fortresses, with which Ullusunu bribed UrsA. For the purpose of encouraging him 

to remain loyal Sargon gave a banquet to Ullusunu when he joyfully met him in his 

eighth campaign (1.1.4.1). 

1.11.1.8 Sennacherib (704-681 BC) 

Assyria consolidated her suzerainty on the coast of the Levant in Sennacherib's 

reign. In the course of his third campaign against Sidon and Ashkelon Sennacherib 

enthroned the son of the disloyal vassal over the former (1.1.1 fn. 12) and the 

previous king over the latter in lieu of disloyal vassals (1.3.2 fn. 51). Added to 

that, he rewarded Padi, king of Ekron, for his loyalty while quelling the revolt and 

enthroning him again (1.3.2). In this way he secured the road to Egypt for his suc

cessors. 

1.11.1.9 Ashurbanipal (668-627 BC) 

8 See further Part III 2.1.18 fn. 83 
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Assyria reached its zenith under Ashurbanipal. He ruled over Babylonia, 

Elam, Asia Minor, Levant and Egypt. In order to maintain control over the vassal • 

states in these lands, Ashurbanipal tried to consolidate their relationship with Assyria 

through benevolent deeds. Ashurbanipal selected a king over Arvad among the 

princes who were loyal to Assyria (1.1.1), and even allowed one of the rebellious 

vassals of Egypt to continue on the throne (1.1.1 fn. 12). In addition to that Ashur

banipal honoured the chosen vassals, other princes ~d the ambassadors of his 

brother through dressing them with colourful clothes and adorning them with golden 

decorations (1.1.4.1). By such means Ashurbanipal encouraged the vassals to 

remain loyal and the princes to support their brother whom he had chosen as vassal 

king. Thus, Ashurbanipalencouraged both the vassals and their relatives who were 

possible rivals to sustain their vassalship. 

In order to enhance this relationship, Ashurbanipal granted military support to 

his brother, vassal of Babylon, and to Niqu, vassal of Egypt, chosen from the rebel

vassals (1.1.2.1 & fn. 17). When a king submitted to Assyria, Ashurbanipal gave 

military support to conquer the king's enemy (1.1.2.1). As had his predecessors, 

Ashurbanipal showed clemency to his penitent vassals (of Elam and Arabia) who had 
" . 

supported the revolt of Babylon (1.1.3 fn. 24) and plotted against Assyria, or who 

had made himself king without the" suzerain's approval (Mannai). In these ways, 

too, Ashurbanipal hoped to help his vassals to remain loyal. 

To sum up, the foundation of the Neo-Assyrian empire was established in the 

time of Tiglath-pileser I. Even though it declined during the following century and 

a half, a dark-age, Assyria slowly arose to dominate the Near East. During this 

period of growth the Assyrian kings down to Ashurnasirpal II fostered the relation

ship with their vassals and exonerated penitent vassals from their responsibility for 

revolt. There was one aspect of the suzerain's benevolence which ran throughout 

Assyrian history: clemency to defeated kings and to penitent vassals - when the 

defeated kings submitted, the Assyrian kings let them continue to reign. The 

Assyrian kings also granted clemency to repentant vassal people. By all these acts 

towards vassals the Assyrian kings consolidated the northwest approaches to Assyria 

from Tiglath-pileser I down to Sargon. From Adad-naran II's reign Assyria streng

thened the southern border. The northeast border was secured from the time of 

Ashurnasirpal II, and the southeast from that of Shalmaneser III. All these borders 

together with the southern border were again strengthened in Sargon' s reign. Faced 

with Babylonia's ceaseless rebellion Sennacherib enthroned his son there, and 

Ashurbanipal his brother, but the consolidation of the southern border was short

lived due to the continuous rebellion of Babylon and Elam. In addition, Ashur-
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banipal inherited a strongly consolidated Assyrian Empire. He displayed 

benevolence to the vassals fostered the vassal-relationship with their vassal-lands, 

thereby attempting to maintain the supremacy of Assyria. 

1.11. 2 The Suzerain's Reinforcement of the Vassals' Loyalty 

To consolidate the loyalty of vassals in Nairi Tiglath-pileser I took their sons 

as hostages to Assyria. This same purpose probably lay behind his taking hostages 

from Hanigalbat which frequently rebelled. In this way Tiglath-pileser I may have 

weakened the growing power in the west. Through consolidating the vassalship of 

Hanigalbat, the northwest entrance was secured for Assyria. Tiglath-pilesr I may 

have intended to creat a buffer to hold back the growing power of Mu§ku in the 

north-west with this policy. 

Adad-nararl II took hostages from Habhu, Natbu and Alzu northeast of 

Assyria. 9 

The passages of Tukulti-Ninurta II's annals which could have included the 

suzerain's taking hostages from rebellious vassals are fragmentary, but there is no 

reason why he would not have done so. 

The lands from which Ashumasirpal II took hostages lay northeast of Assyria -

Nirbu, the city Madara10 - and west - BIt-Adini, the city Til-abnill (1.1.4.3 fn. 39). 

He may have intended to strengthen the northeast and northwest borders of Assyria. 

Shalmaneser III supported his vassal of Que while reinforcing the loyalty of the ruler 

of Tanakun through taking hostages from him. In this way the north-west frontier 

of Assyria which offered easy access from the west to Assyria was secured. Ashur

banipal deported the royal family of a disloyal vassal in Elam. He may have 

intended to secure Assyrian hegemony in the south-east. 

1.11. 3 The Suzerain's Obligations 

The responsibility of Assyrian kings towards loyal vassals can be categorized 

as maintaining their security of the territories and their thrones. Even though the 

Assyrians protected the vassal-lands, their primary goal was to secure the boundary 

and economy of Assyria. The northeast border of Assyria was secured through the 

vassal-land of Kadmuhu in Tiglath-pileser's reign. When five kings of the Mu§ku 

9 These lands occur in relation to the land of Nairi. Thus, their location must be adjacent to Nairi. 

10 The vassal of Madara was son of Tupusu, who paid tribute to Asn.II, RIMA II A.O.IOl.l 202 ii 
12-14. According to this passage, he was from SUbria. He and another vassal of Bit-Zamini brought 
tribute to Asn.I1 while he was in the city Tuiha. Thus, Madara may be located in the region adjacent 
to TuSha. 

II TIl-abni must be in the neighbourhood of Bit-Adini. 
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invaded Kadmuhu, Tiglath-pileser I campaigned against them and liberated his 

vassal-land (1.3.1). Furthermore, the northeast entrance to Assyria was shielded by • 

the vassal-land of SUbartu. When this land suffered from the invasion of the troops 

of Hatti, Tiglath-pileser I came to his vassal's aid (1.3.1 fn. 46). 

From the reign of Ashurnasirpal II onwards a major Assyrian concern was 

protection of the loyal vassals' kingship. In his reign the nobles of Blt-Zamani 

rebelled against Assyria by killing their ruler, ~ Assyrian vassal. When 

Ashurnasirpal II came to avenge his vassal they lavished gifts on him (1.3.2 fn. 51). 

That is, it was crucial for the Assyrians that the vassal-lands were ruled by loyal 

kings. As long as this principle was carried on they did not interfere in the life of 

the vassal-lands. 

Sennacherib quelled a revolt in the southern Levant and re-enthroned Padi 

(1.3.2.). Ashurbanipal granted asylum to the princes of Urtaku, when they fled 

from Teumman who rebelled against their father (1.3.3). Added to that, he led a 

military expedition against Teumman and enthroned them over Elam and Hidalu, 

respectively. He also provided food for the Elamites in famine (1.3.4). Ashur

banipal came to his vassals' aid (Egypt and Amurru) when they were invaded by a 

co-vassal (Tarqu) or foreign king (Kedar, 1.3.1). So Ashurbanipal" sustained his" 

vassals in the west and south. 

To sum up, the significant matter for the Assyrian king was to protect the vas

sals who were loyal to Assyria, thereby preventing any potential revolt in the 

neighbour-lands. This was revealed in the intervention of Assyrians with respect to 

the annihilation of enemies from the vassals' territory and with respect to the 

assurance of the kingship of vassals and their descendants. That is, the Assyrians 

were satisfied as long as the vassal-lands were ruled by kings who were loyal to 

Assyria. 

1.11.4 The Vassals' Obligations 

The vassals were under the suzerain's protection. In return, the vassals had to 

fulflll some obligations towards the suzerain. 

The payment of tribute was one of the crucial duties of vassals from the time 

Tiglath-pileser I down to Ashurbanipal. This payment relates to vassals' kingship, 

since the vassals' kingship was the gift of the Assyrian kings. The vassals paid rent 

(bUtu) for their realms. Added to that, once a defeated king entered into the vassal 

relationship with Assyria he was bound perpetually and had, therefore, to bring 

tribute, regardless of the succession to the vassal's throne or the suzerain's. So, for 

vassals to bring tribute was the sign of their loyalty to Assyria. If the vassals 
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refused to pay tribute it meant breaking the link with Assyria, and so the suzerain's 

land might become defenseless in face of an enemy invasion. Tiglath-pileser I 

chastised his vassal-lands which functioned as the northeastern and northern fences 

of Assyria, such as Hanigalbat and Kadmuhu when they rebelled, and brought them 

back to their original status. Under Tiglath-pileser III Assyria received tribute from 

all four directions: in the east Medes, north-east Mannaea, south from the 

Chaldeans, north Urartu, Kummuh, Gurgum, Tabal, Que, west the city-states at the 

seashore, Arpad, Hamath, Damascus, Gaza, Israel, and the Arabs. However, 

having inherited the majority of vassal-lands from his predecessor, Tiglath-pileser III 

was concerned to consolidate the dependent status of those lands. Thus, if they 

rebelled, he annexed them to Assyria (see 2.1.18 below). During his reign, only a 

few kings entered into vassalship to Assyria, e. g., the queen of the Arabs and 

Merodach-baladan of Bit-Yakin. 

Vassals sometimes supported the suzerain's military campaigns, especially in 

the eras when Assyria took campaigns far from Assyrian central territory or marched 

into difficult mountainous regions. Ashurnasirpal II took armies from vassals for his 

successive military expeditions when he campaigned successively towards the north

east and northwest. Sargon was provided with food and animals which probably 

served for food supply and transport by vassals in the course of his eighth campaign. 

In Ashurbanipal' s reign, vassals of the sea coast joined his campaign against Tarqu 

in Egypt. In order to pay homage to the suzerain, vassals either sent messengers to 

Niniveh (1.4.4), or they went themselves to Assyria (1.4.4 fn. 75). Another duty of 

vassals was to inform about any conspiracy against the suzerain (1.4.5). 

Furthermore, Assyrian vassals were forbidden from undertaking anything 

harmful to the suzerain and the co-vassals. From the time of Tiglath-pileser I down 

to Ashurbanipal,12 Assyrian kings heavily punished any vassal who challenged them 

to war, whether by supporting Assyrian enemies, or by fortifying the city,13 or by 

participating in a conspiracy of other vassals, whether by receiving a bribe from or 

by sending a bribe to other co-vassals, or by trusting in their own military power, or 

by invading the suzerain's territory, or taking part in battle against the suzerain. 

The invasion of territories of co-vassals was prohibited in the times of Tiglath

pileser I, Sargon and Ashurbanipal. In the time of Ashurnasirpal II vassals were 

forbidden to participate in an Assyrian civil-war. Vassals were not permitted to pro

vide rebel vassals with shelter, or detain a co-vassal in prison. 

12 Except the time of Sargon. 

13 This was regarded as preparation for war. 
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To sum up, the obligations of vassals contributed to the power of the 

suzerain's empire. The payment of tribute was essential for the establishment and • 

development of the empire. As it grew, from Ashumasirpal II's reign onwards, vas

sals came to the suzerain's aid in the course of campaigns. In the time of the zenith 

of Assyria, Ashurbanipal's annals explicitly mention that the vassals were obliged to 

prevent any political intrigue against the suzerain, for instance, by dispatching con

spiracy. Nonetheless, this prohibition must have occurred throughout the Assyrian 

history .. All resulted in the glorification of the Assyrian king, the suzerain, enhanc

ing the reputation of Assyria in the ancient Near East. 

1.11. 5 Vassal Treaties with the People of Vassals 

One of the charc:.cteristics of vassal treaties from the second millennium B.C. 

was that the people of the vassal were included. Therefore, the people always suf

fered the suzerain's punitive campaigns when the vassal king violated the treaty (see 

Part III 2). The suzerain forgave the penitent and supported them in time of famine 

(Asb). 

1.11.6 The purpose of the suzerain's disciplinary measures 

The principle of the suzerain's discipline of vassals was one of the principal 

elements of the Neo-Assyrian empire, which coloured its history in foreign affairs. 

By making treaties with weaker kings the Assyrian kings could strengthen and main

tain the land in prosperity. When vassals violated treaties, the Assyrian kings took 

disciplinary measures against them. Here, treaty-curses came into effect (see Part 

III 2). The purpose was: 1) to weaken the power of rebel vassals (humiliation); 2) 

to restore the original vassal relationship; 3) to warn other vassals to remain loyal; 

4) to induce other weaker kings to submit to Assyria. However, when vassals per

sistently rebelled, the Assyrian kings either deported rebel people or annexed their 

countries (see Part 111 2.1.14, 18). This policy brought changes in Assyrian ter

ritory. 

1.11.7 Theocentric Features of the Campaigns 

According to the Assyrian texts, the Assyrian king saw himself both as the 

representative of the people to the gods and as that of the gods to the people. This 

intermingled nature of kingship is to be seen in the concept of campaigns, which 

were carried out for the disciplinary purposes against disloyal vassals. Moreover, 

the theocentric nature of vassal treaties, . sworn before the gods by vassals, made the 

Assyrian move against the rebel vassals. That is, the Assyrians would never 

campaign randomly. They undertook disciplinary campaigns according to the com-
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mands of the gods. Thus, their punitive campaigns against rebel vassals were lawful 

from the Assyrian point of view. 

Therefore, the impetus of Assyrian campaigns was theological from the 12th 

century. B.C. onwards. A§§ur, the pre-eminent god in the Assyrian pantheon, and 

the other gods were praised for their maintenance of Assyrian supremacy over all 

other lands. The Assyrians recognized that the gods were the driving force for the 

military expeditions intended to discipline disloyal vassals, so such campaigns 

allowed them to perform their role as suzerains successfully. Accordingly, the 

Assyrian kings brought sacrifices to the gods after their victories. 

To sum up, the double nature of Assyrian kingship, the king representing the 

gods toward the people and, as priest, the people toward the gods, was reflected in 

the displinary measures the kings took against disloyal vassals. In addition, the 

theocentric nature of vassal treaties, where the weaker kings swore oaths before the 

gods, would entitle the disciplinary expeditions of Assyrian kings to be considered 

holy war from the 12th down to the 7th century. B.C. 

1.11.8 The Sanction of Vassal Treaties 

The Assyrian kings' annals reveal to us that vassal treaties were effected by the 

weaker kings taking oaths before the gods. 

1.11.9 The Duration of Vassal Treaties 

The suzerain's punitive campaigns against rebel vassals mirror the perpetual 

force of treaties; they served to rectify vassals' wrong intentions and to restore their 

prime status. In other words, if defeated or submissive kings accepted vassalship 

with Assyria there was no way to throw it off, except by revolt. This linkage con

tinued from the 12th until the 7th century. B.C., through successive kings on the 

thrones in the vassal-lands and in the suzerain-land (1.9). The Assyrian kings thus 

secured the kingship for vassals friendly to Assyria. Added to that, the suzerain's 

interest in the well-being of the vassal land through providing food in famine would 

strengthen the perpetual bond of vassalship. This concern of suzerain was also 

reflected in his support when vassals were invaded during the campaigns. 

To sum up, the suzerain's disciplinary measures would reinforce the enduring 

aspect of the vassal treaties and ran throughout Assyrian history from the end of the 

12th century. As the empire expanded considerably from Shalmaneser Ill's reign, 

the goodwill of the suzerain would foster the relationship between Assyria and the 

subject-land. This could be seen when vassals willingly paid tribute to Assyria 

(1.4.1). 
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1.11.10 The Language of Vassal Treaties 

1.11.10.1 Treaty-Making 

167 

There are four stereotyped phrases for treaty-making throughout Assyrian his

tory: 1) the imposition of tribute; 2) the imposition of the heavy yoke of lordship (of 

the Assyrian kings); 3) swearing an oath of eternal vassaldom; 4) the enthronement 

of submissive weaker kings. 

1.11.10.2 Treaty-Breaking 

The stereotyped concepts of treaty-breaking from the 12th to the 7th centuries 

B.C. are counterparts to those of treaty-making above: 1) to withdraw tribute; 2) to 

rebel against the Assyrian kings; 3) the breach the oath of the great gods or to throw 

off the yoke of Assur; 4) all these three ideas are summarized in the expression "to 

sin. " 

To sum up, although the explicit phrase concerning an agreement between 

suzerain and vassal in establishing a treaty does not occur in Assyrian annals, the 

mutual support between the Assyrian kings and their vassals indicate that there was 

the mutual agreement between them. 14 So vassal treaties were established by the 

agreement of two parties, the one, the weaker submitting to the more powerful and 

the other, the suzerain, imposing obligations upon the vassal. Yet the act of the 

stronger king, "imposition of tribute", referred to the vassal treaty itself as pars pro 

toto throughout Assyrian history. Added to that, treaty-making is phrased with "to 

swear expressed as an oath by the subject before the gods." Even though treaty 

breaking was sometimes indicated by the rebellious acts of vassals, there were two 

specific categories indicating a breach of treaty. One reveals the relationship 

between the suzerain and vassals; thus, phrases "having withheld tribute," or 

"having rebelled against (the suzerain)," or "having forgotten the goodness of (the 

suzerain)," or "not having kept (the suzerain's) command" were expressions of 

treaty-breaking. The other was related to the ceremony of treaty making: "having 

broken" or "not having feared the oath of the great gods" Since, by this oath, the 

agreement was set up between two parties, it was also described as "not having kept 

the command of SamaS." Furthermore, the rebel vassal was accused for "having 

violated (or sinned against)" that pact. In the light of our analysis, the scholarly 

premise about the existence of Assyrian vassal treaties prior to the 9th century B.C. 

is substantiated (Part I 3). 

14 Cf. SAA II, xv. 



Chapter 2 

TREATY -CURSES FULFILLED IN TIlE ASSYRIAN ANNALS 

2.0 Introduction 

Since the vassal treaties were established before the gods by weaker kings 

taking oaths, they had juridical characteristics. Thus, if a vassal violated a treaty, he 

suffered the lawful punishment, namely the suzerain's disciplinary campaign) At 

the same time, the suzerain could carry out a punitive military campaign because he 

maintained the treaties with his vassals:2 that is to say that the suzerain would never 

lead campaigns against vassals without good cause. When vassals broke treaties, the 

vassal relationship turned to enmity. In other words, disloyal vassals became 

enemies to their suzerain. F. M. Fales crystallized five descriptions of the enemy 

(nakratu) in the Assyrian annals. The enemy is one who: 1) "violates the 

oaths/pacts;" 2) "is forgetful of past kindness;" 3) "is insubmissive ... ; he trusts in 

human or natural factors to oppose Assyria victoriously;" 4) "speaks words of 

suspicion, hostility" and "plots against Assyria;" 5) "is wicked; hostile; rebellious; . 

. ., especially in relation to his actions. "3 All these characteristics correspond to 

those of disloyal vassals in the Assyrian annals. In view of this, the action of the 

suzerain against a disloyal vassal may be the same as the action of an enemy, so the 

expression "enemy" in the Neo-Assyrian treaty-curses is applicable both to the 

Assyrian suzerain and to the enemy of the vassals. This chapter deals with the ful

fIlment of Neo-Assyrian treaty-curses in Assyrian annals. 4 

2.1 Curses Performed by the Suzerain 

The performance of the curses in treaties is both the consequence of the trans

gression of the vassals and the fulft1ment of the suzerain's duties. We explore 

curses fulftlled in the Neo-Assyrian annals in the light of Neo-Assyrian treaty

curses.s 

When vassals rebelled, the suzerain campaigned against them. The suzerains' 

military campaigns were depicted in a general way, apart from some curses in VTE. 

1 In Hittite history, Tudhaliya II campaigned against the land of lsuwa, when it broke the treaty 
with Haiti, HDT, 14-15, no. 2 f3. When Tette, who had become a vassal of SuppUuliuma, rebelled 
against Mursili II, the latter successfully campaigned against him, ibid., IS6, no. 30 f 2, S. 

2 See Mayer, ·Sargons Feldzug: MOOG 11S (1983), 80 123 and Part III tn. 149. 

3 Frederick M. Fales, wThe Enemy in Assyrian Royal Inscriptions, W in Mesopotamien ODd seine 
Nachbam, 428-29. 

4 The references to Nco-Assyrian treaty-curses in Appendix II are given in parentheses. 

S As noticed in Part I 3, Assyrian kings established vassal treaties from the second millennium B.C. 

onwards. 
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For example, there is no curse of a siege, or a curse of re-payment of tribute as a 

result of a siege. 

2.1.1 Siege 

The suzerain would besiege cities of rebel vassals until they surrendered,6 

with the following results: 

2.1.1.1 Payment of Tribute 

For example, Ashumasirpal II claimed: 7 

Ihemti-ili matlaqA ina aIisu esirSu ina i~tukulti aSsur beliya issu mahar i~kakkea dannate tahazia 
sitmiiri emiiqa gitmaliiti iplahma makkiira ekallisu kaspa hur~a annike siparre diqaru siparru ~ubatu 
liibulti birme salliissu kabta amhurma biltu madattu eli sa pam usater eliSunu aSkun 

I confined Hemti-ili of Laqd, in his city. With the support of Assur, my lord, he took fright in face 
of my mighty weapons, my fierce battle, (and) my perfect power (and) I received the property of his 
palace, silver, gold, tin, bronze, bronze vessels, garments with multi-coloured trim, his valuable 
booty. In addition, I imposed upon them more tribute (and) tax than ever before. 

2.1.1.2 Conquest 

If a rebel vassal-people maintained themselves in a fortified city and did not 

submit to the Assyrians, they would conquer the city and then punish the people 

severely. There was, furthermore, no fortified city which the Assyrians could not 

conquer. Adad-narfui II confined the rebel vassal Niir-Adad in N~ibina and estab

lished seven redoubts around it, in which he stationed his troops. Adad-narfui II 

6 The Assyrian kings commonly employed siege during their punitive campaigns (see below). If a 
vassal planned to rebel against his overlord, he might build a water system to supply enough water for 
the citizens. In Adn.II's time, Niir-Adad, vassal king of the land of Hanigalbat, challenged Adad
niiriiri II to war. He prepared for the Assyrian punitive campaign; he dug a moat in bedrock around 
the city of N~ibina and the wall next to the moat, RIMA II A.O.99.2 151 65-66a (see 2.1.1.2 
below). Hezekiah made a tunnel (534m in length) to divert water from the Gihon spring outside the 
city-wall to the western hill (2 ehr 32:30), so that the citizens of Jerusalem would have secure access 
to the water without going out of the city-gate. 

7 RIMA II A.0.I01.1 215 iii 46b-48a; ibid., 209 ii 98b-lOOa; Ibid., 216 iii 55-56a. Asn.II's suc
cessors also used siege to discipline rebels, e.g., the land of Subria (RIMA III A.0.I02.6 36 ii 18), 
the city of Tanakun in the land of QUe (ibid., A.0.I02.14 68 132-5a), Aduni of Bit-Adini (ibid., 
A.0.I02.14 65 45-50a) and Marduk-bel-usiite (ibid., A.0.I02.5 30 v 2b-3a) by Shalm.III; the city of 
Mu~~ir by Sar. (Sargons II, 114-15 153-55); Hezekiah by Senn. (DIP II 32-33 iii 18-30). Through 
siege, Asb. prevented food supplies and controlled the routes to Tyre, an island at that time, to bring 
the disloyal vassal to submission. When he submitted, Ashurbanipal opened the way to the main 
land, Assurbanipals Pro B 25 ii 62-65; cf. ibid., Pro A 28 ii 56-61. 
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defeated Niir-Adad, although he was well prepared for an Assyrian punitive 

campaign. 8 

2.1.1.3 Preventing Food Supplies 

We read in Ashurbanipal's annals:9 

ina §al§i ginriya eli Dlba'ii §ar ~urri Bib qabal timtim Iii allik §a imat §arriitiya Ii i~ Ii i§mO u 
zikir §apreya ilhal~ eliw 11rakkis ina timtim u nibali girretJ.Su ~bit nap§atsiinu iisiq ukarri ana 
i~ya ubknissunniiti 

On my third campaign I went against Baal, king of Tyre, who lived in the midst of the sea, because 
he did not keep the command of my kingship (and) he did not obey the speech of my lips. I put 
watch-towers around him, I took control of his routes by sea and land. I made their life harsh, cut it 
short (and) caused them to submit to my yoke. 

This hardship is comparable to the malediction of depriving the accursed of food and 

drink (§51.no.22; cf. 2.1.1.4).10 

2.1.1.4 Famine and Cannibalism 

Uaite', king of the Arabia, and those who had escaped from Ashurbanipal's 

onslaught, suffered from thirst and hunger since Ashurbanipal surrounded the 

mountain, where they had taken refuge, with his troops (Pr. A ix 25-40):11 he 

diverted springs flowing to the mountain (lines 31-34) and, probably, also the route 

for food supply, so that they lost their lives because of deprivation (line 35); con

sequently, those who survived the famine kept themselves alive by drinking camel's 

blood and urine (lines 36-37).12 Furthermore, famine would break out in the time 

of the suzerain's siege and create cannibalism in the land, e.g.,13 

8 See RIMA II ~.0.99.2 150-51 62-688 (Part III 1.4.9). Other examples are: e.g., Asn.II claimed: 
al asrbi ina pia; lf~~aprte 14 neplJe alu aJcjrulJd 1400 [ ... J IUIImIl1IiJti [ ... J-lunu ina 1~1aJkJcl ulamqit 
780 amelumntt2nt2ti bal!flti ina qat; u~abit 3000 lallasunu uJI~ia . . . annQtt rnalrmu unapil "I bes
ieged the city (and) conquered it by means of tunnels, siege-towers, (and) battering-rams. I felled 
with the sword 1,400 [ .. ] of their [fighting] men. I captured 780 soldiers alive. I brought out 3,000 
captives from them. 1 gouged out the eyes of some ... ," ibid., A.0.I01.1 220 iii ll1b-12a+c; 
Tiglath-pileser III Summ 7 obv. 16220b-2Ib. 

9 Assul'banipals Pr. A 28 ii 49-55. Furthermore, animals suffered from famine (ibid., Pr. A 67 ix 
65-67). Tigl.III enclosed a rebel vassal in his royal city and then destroyed the cities together with 
the food resource. Tiglath-pileser III Summ 7 obv. 162 23b-258. He further besieged Rezin of 
Damascus like 8 bird in 8 cage, destroyed his gardens, orchards, and 591 cities of the 16 districts of 
Damascus, and carried off people and their possessions, ibid., Ann. 23 78,80 9c-17. 

10 Also SAA II 27 EB iv 168. 

11 Assurbanipals, 66-67. 

12 Eventually the survivors were captured and carried off to Assyria (see below Pr. A ix 66-6741-
432.1.14 fn. 53; also Pr. A 37-38 iii 128-35 . 

. 13 Ibid., Pr. A 63 viii 35-41; cf. ibid., Pr. A 67 ix 53-67. 
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sittiiti ~a qereb biib-iliki erubii ina sunqi hu§ahhi ekulii §era ahime§ ana §iizub napi§titimsunu ultu 
qereb bab-iliki ~iinimma amelemiiqiya sa ina msam~-sum-ukin ~aknii samyanu abikt~u iskuniima 

The rest who entered into Babylon ate each others flesh because of hunger. To save their lives, they 
came out of Babylon. But my troops, who were stationed against Shamash-shumukin, defeated them 
a second time. 

Furthermore, some fugitives caught in Ashurbanipal's siege lost their lives through 

starvation, and others were captured (Pr. A ix 25-40). 

In this event some treaty-curses were realized: 1) no hiding place and depriva

tion of food in VTE (§51.nos.21-22); 2) a malediction of drinking animal urine 

(§51.no.26) and AM (§49.no.8); 3) losing lives through thirst (cf. VTE 652-55);14 

4) the destruction of people through famine in SM (§48.no.l) AM (§49.no.5);15 5) 

cannibalism in AM (§49.no.6) and VTE (§51.nos.13-14),16 which also occur indi

vidually in the same order in ceremonial curses of VTE 567-69. 17 

2.1.2 Destruction 

2.1.2.1 Cities 

The Assyrian kings devastated towns of rebellious vassals, if they did not sub

mit, e.g.,in Tiglath-pileser I's annals18 ina sitmur qardatlya 2-teia ana matkatmahi 

la allik naphar alanisunu akJud • . '. lllllnHunu ina Hati asrup appul aqqur "With 

14 See further fn. 6 above and Part II 3.2.1. 

15 The malediction of famine in VTE 44O-45a, 446b-48a occurs in the context of natural disaster. 

16 The malediction of cannibalism in VTE appears in famine which would be caused by natural dis-
aster. See further Part II 3.3.1. 

17 See Part II 3.2.8,3.3.1. 

18 RIMA II A.0.87.117 iii 7-12a. The suzerain's devastation of cities always accompanied taking 
booty (ibid., iii 9b-l0); salltlsunu bustlsunu namkurSunu ana III mina aslul "I carried off their booty, 
possessions, (and) property without number"; also ibid., A.0.S7.1 14 i 93-ii 1; other examples, the 
land of Alzu by Adn.II (ibid., A.0.99.2 149 31b-32a); the city of Patiskun by Tn.II (ibid., A.0.l00.5 
17116-18); the city of Hudun along with 30 cities by Asn.II (ibid., A.0.101.1 206 ii 56 ff); the city 
of Lutibu and other cities of Haiyanu, the Sam'alite by Shalm.III (RIMA III A.0.102.2 16 i 41b-48); 
USqaya together her surrounding cities of Urartu by Sar. (MDOG 115 (1983), 86 178-83); Elam 
under Senn. (OIP II 40 iv 76-81a). Tigl.III's annals do not report why Tigl.III destroyed cities of Bit
Shilani, impaled the ruler of Bit-Shilani, exposed him before his people and took captive his family, 
Tiglath-pileser III Summ 7 obv 160, 62 16-17. Yet the manner in which Tigl.III's disciplined them 
indicates their vassal-relationship to Assyria, since the Assyrians never deported the people of 
defeated lands. They usually devastated cities of rebel vassals or those of conquered lands, who did 
not submit. Probably, Bit-Shilani had become an Assyrian vassal under Shalm.II1. The kings of 
Chaldea paid tribute first to Shalm.III (RIMA III A.0.I02.14 66 84a). Although Shalm.III does not 
list the kings of Kaldu, the king of Bit-Shilani may have been included in those kings. In Asb. 's 
annals, a complete destruction of the dwelling-place of the Arab people was followed by Asb. 's 
revenge, because they plundered an Assyrian province at the instigation of Uaite' (Assurbanipals Pr.A 
61 vii 84-86) who had broken his treaty with Assyria, ibid., Pro A vii 102-22. 
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my valorous onslaught I marched a second time to the land Katmuhu. I conquered 

all their cities ... I burnt, razed, (and) destroyed their cities." 

2.1.2.2 Temple 

Ashurbanipal did not generally destroy the temples of his disloyal vassals. He 

even purified the temple in Babylon and put things in order with respect to the 

temple and pacified the gods. 19 However, Ashurbanipal destroyed the temples in 

Susa, when Elam continuously rebelled: ziqqQrat ilJtlsan sa ina agurri abanukni 

stlptlSat ubbit uko.ppira qam~ sa pltiq eri namri "I destroyed the Ziggurat of Susa 

which was made of lapis lazuli bricks. I broke off the horns which were made of 

shining bronze. "20 Ashurbanipal further destroyed the temples in Elam, smashed 

the gods and let them be blown away by the wind.21 

2.1.2.3 Destruction of Ancestral Tombs 

Ashurbanipal utterly condemned a vassal of Elam who obstinately rebelled, 

destroying the tombs of his ancestors and carrying their remains off to Niniveh:22 

kimihi §arrinimmu ~ti arlalti Ii pilihllti d~§ur u ~§tar beleya munarripj §arram abbeya appul 
aqqur ukallim d§am§i§l ~miti§unu alql ana mitaHurki etenunemnu Ii ~ilu emid kispi nAq ~ 
uzammesuniiti 

I destroyed, ruined (and) let the tombs of their ancient (and) more recent kings, who did not fear 
M§ur and I§tar, my lords, (and) who had made my royal predecessors tremble (in fear) lie open to the 
sun. I carried off their bones to Assyria. I imposed restlessness upon their manes; I denied them 
food offering for the dead (and) libation. 

The curse occurs in the campaigns throughout the Assyrian annals. It relates 

to curses of war, which occur in EB (§50.no.2a), in AM (§49.no.l0) and VTE 

(§51.no.29).23 

A curse of complete destruction of a country appears in AM (§49.no.1). Further

more, the Assyrian kings' destruction of towns fulfl11ed the curse of decline of a 

land (see Part II 3.3.3). 

2.1.3 Burning People 

19 Ibid., Pr. A 56 vi 86-91. 

20 Ibid., Pr. A 53 vi 21-29. 

21 Ibid., Pr. A 55 vi 58-64. 

22 Ibid., Pr. A 55 vi 10-16. 

23 The malediction in SM e 18c-19a, mIlSs{u] [lihalliq] "[may he (Marduk) destroy] his land: 
could be caused by war and natural disasters. 
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None of a rebel vassal's people could escape from the suzerain's severe 

punishment, e. g. , in his campaign against Hudun Ashurnasirpal II claimed: 

mbatulasunu fbatullltisunu ana qilte aq/i "I burnt their adolescent boys (and) 

girls. "24 

The same malediction occurs in VTE 608-11 (see Part II 2.4.8). 

2.1.4 Depriving the Vassals of their Possessions 

PI~ndering the possessions of the rebel vassals was commonly practiced, when 

Assyrian kings disciplined rebels from Tiglath-pileser I down to Ashurbanipal. For 

example, Adad-naran II claimed:25 

ana ilsikur ilsapiini §a i§tu tar~i· mtukulti-dninurta §ar ila§sur mar dsulmanu-aSaredu §ar ilaSsurma 
rubu ilik pamya biltu madattu ana aSsur bellya ikhl h1 ilik ilsikur il~apinu hi almi ittisunu amdihi~i 
diktaSunu ma'atu III aduk §alliisunu bu§esunu makkUresunu alpesunu IDuneru~emsunu fiSe~ia ana iliya 
aSsur ubla ilani §a pahat ilsikur ilsapiini ana sihirtlsu akSud 

I marched to the cities Sikkur (and) Sappinu which since the time of Tukultl-Ninurta (I), king of 
Assyria, son of Shalmaneser (I) (who was) also king of Assyria, a prince who preceded me, had with
held tax (and) tribute from Assur, my lord. I surrounded the cities Sikkur (and) Sappinu (and) fought 
with them. I inflicted a major defeat upon them. I brought forth their booty, possessions, property, 
herds, (and) flocks (and) brought (them) to my city Assur. I conquered all the cities in the district of 
the cities Sikkur (and) Sappinu. 

The curse of deprivation of vassals' possessions occurs in VTE (§51.no.8).26 

Presumably, conquerors would also have taken wives of defeated people.27 

2.1.5 Massacre of Disloyal Vassals' Troops 

The suzerain would not show mercy upon the fugitives of disloyal vassals 

who withheld payment of tribute. The massacre of disloyal vassals' troops occurs 

from Tiglath-pileser I down to Ashurbanipal. For example, Tiglath-pileser I 

slaughtered the fugitive troops from Kadmuhu:28 ~lib~ muqtablrsunu ina qereb 

24 RIMA II A.0.101.1 206 ii 57b-58a. Hudun was located near Ammali, ruled by Ara§tua who 
withheld tribute (ibid., 205 ii 50). Thus, it was one of Ara§tua's important cities. Tigl.III also burnt 
an officer of an unfaithful queen together with her possessions and tents, Tiglath-pileser III Summ 9 
18820; see ibid., Excursus 5 228. 

25 RIMA II A.0.99.2 152 84b-89a. Also Senn. plundered and destroyed the cities of Sidqa, who 
failed to bring the audience gift, OIP II 31 ii 68-72. 

26 Also EB iv 19b. 

27 See further Part II 2.4.9. 

28 RIMA II A.0.87.1 15 ii 13-16. When the land of Kadmuhu persistently rebelled, the fugitive 
troops suffered the same punishment (ibid., A.0.87.1 17 iii 25-26); other examples, e.g., Adn.II, 
ibid., A.0.99.2 14942-43); To.II, ibid., A.0.100.5 171 16-18; Aso.II, ibid., A.0.101.1 205 ii 54b-
56a; Shalm.lII, RIMA III A.O.102.2 19-20 ii 41-44); Tigl.lII, Tiglath-pileser III Summ 7 168 48; 
Sar., MDOG 115 (1983), 80 134-36; Senn., OIP II 25-26 i 57b-60; ibid., 46 vi 6-10); Asb., Assur
banipals Pr. A 38 iii 38-43. 
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tamhllri krma semulsi lamt~i dilmtsunu hum u bamllte sa sadP laserdi ... "I spread 

out like grain heaps (the corpses of) their men-at-arms in the battle. I made their 

blood flow in the hollows and plains of the mountains . . . " 

The curse of dyeing the battle fields red with blood is mentioned in VTE 

(§51.nos.6, 32).29 

2.1.6 Mutilation 

Sometimes, the Assyrian kings cut off arms, noses, lips and hands30 and 

gouged out eyes. 31 In some cases the troops of rebel vassals were beheaded. This 

practice occurs in the annals of Ashumasirpal 11,32, Sargon,33 Sennacherib34 and 

Ashurbanipal. 35 

In AM (§49.no.3)36 the same curse is expressed in a simile about the 

severance of the shoulders of a vassal of his sons and his people just like the 

shoulder of a lamb. Furthermore, a curse of decapitation occurs in the same treaty 

(i 25-27a), illustrated by beheading a lamb (see Part II 4.3.1.3). 

2.1.7 Impaling and Piercing People Alive 

The people of rebel vassals were impaled and pierced alive. For example, 

Ashumasirpal II claimed:37 amelummllnllte balfllti ina babatabatte sa /Jlisu ana 

i'ziqpi la uzaqipi "I impaled the live soldiers on stakes around about his city. 

29 Also S 6 (SAA II 73). 

300lP II 46 vi 12; Assurbanipals Pr. A 46 iv 135. The soldiers of rebel Medes suffered the 
sever;;; of parts of the body. Tiglath-pileser III said: IU,""~llunu rittrlunu tlnakkisma ina 
qirib m41r:funu amallir "I cut off the hands of the rest of their warriors, and 1 set them free in their 
own land," Tiglath-pileser III, Ann.ll 48 7b. 

31 RIMA II Asn.II A.0.I01.1 201 i 117. 

32 RIMA II A.0.I01.17 244 ii 60-61. 

33 Mayer, MOOG 115 (1983), 80 136. 

34 OIP II 45 vi 2. 

35 Assurbanipals Pr. A 46 iv 135. Asb. cut off the head of a disloyal dead vassal and bound it at 
the neck of another disloyal vassal. The former's body was scattered and not buried in dignity, and 
the latter lost his dignity by carrying a human head around his neck (Pr. A vii 16-50). 

36 See also Part II 4.1.2.3. 

37 RIMA II A.0.I0l.l 220 iii 108b. Asn.II's punitive campaign against the city of Damdammusa 
of Bit-Zamini resulted from his disloyalty, although there is DO reference to treaty breaking (ibid., 
A.0.I01.1 220 iii 105-09b), since Amme-ba'li, ruler of Bit-Zamini, paid tribute to Asn.II before 
(ibid., 202 ii 12b-14). Shalm.III nailed the rebels of Patina on stakes, RIMA III A.O.I02 14 147-
154 •. Tigl.III impaled chief ministers alive, Tiglath-pileser III Ann. 2379 9b-l0b. In Asb. 's annals, 
the corpses of inhabitants who joined the conspiracy of disloyal vassals were impaled and hung on the 
city wall, Assurbanipals Pr. A 22-23 i 134-ii 1-7. 
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Ashurbanipal deported a rebel vassal to Assyria and pierced his jaw, then he 

put a rope on his jaw and treated him like a dog.38 

The practice of "piercing people alive" was sanctioned in VTE 594-98.39 

2.1.8 Relentless Pursuit 

Assyrian kings claimed there was no secret place where the suzerain was 

unable to penetrate. (For exceptions see Part II 3.7.5 fn. 78). For example, 

Tiglath-pileser I pursued the fugitive troops of his rebellious vassals to death:40 

sitet ummanitesunu sa ina pin kakkeya ezziite iplahuma tib tahiziya danna edurU ana siizu~ 
napsitesunu gab'ini danniite sa bdee eqla m~a Iii i~batii ana sikkat hudini siqiiti u gisalli sadil 

paSqite sa ana kibis ameli Ii nattl arkisunu lu eli 

The remainder of their troops, which had taken fright at my fierce weapons and had been cowed by 
my strong and belligerent attack, took to secure heights in rough mountainous terrain in order to save 
their lives. I climbed up after them to the peaks of high mountains and perilous mountain ledges 
where a man could not walk. 

This curse is attested in VTE (§51.no.21).41 

2.1.9 Corpses as Food for Animals and No Burial 

If troops or disloyal vassals lost their lives in war, wild animals would eat 

their corpses. Ashurbanipal did not permit rebels a resting place even in death, and 

their corpses were defIled by animals which fed on them during his punitive 

campaign against Shamash-shumukin and his allies: 42 

seresunu nu~siiti usikil kalbe sahe zloi naSre i~~urate same nune apse ultu epseti annati etippusu 
unihhu libbibl ilini rabtlti beleya nise sa derra usamqitu u §a ina sunqi bubOti is~nu n~istu rihe~ 
ukulti kalbe sahe sa suqe purrukii mald reMti e~metisunuti ultu qereb bib-iliki kiitaKi sipparki 

use~ima attaaddi ana kamiti 

I let dogs, pigs, jackals, eagles, birds of heavens (and) fresh water fish eat their chopped bodies. 
After I carried out these deeds (and) pacified the heart of the great gods, my lords, the corpses of the 

38 Esar. 's stele from Zinjirli illustrates such treatment, Pritchard, The Ancient Near East in Pic
tures,no. 447,154. 

39 See Part II 3.7.6. 

40 RIMA II A.0.87.1 17 iii 12b-21a; ibid., ibid., Tn.I1 A.0.100.5 177 120b-06; the fugitives from 
Zamua under Asn.II (ibid., A.0.101.1 206-07 ii 61b-72a); Ahuni of Bit-Adini with his troops under 
Shalm.III (RIMA III A.0.102.2 21-22 ii 70b-75a); other cases under Shalm.III, lanzo, RIMA III 67-
68 110b-9a and Marduk-bel-usate, ibid., iv 5b- v 3a. Sar. chased and punished a governor of 
Ullusunu who participated in Ursa's revolt (Mayer, MDOG 115 (1983), 74, 76 lines 80-86). Senn. 
chased fugitives from Bit-Yakin until he captured them, OIP II 38 iv 32-37: 40-44). Asb. pursued 
inhabitants who had joined the revolt of his disloyal vassal until they submitted to him, Assurbanipals 
Pro A 60-61 vii 58-81; ix 25-40 (2.1.1.4 above). 

41 See further Part II 3.7.5. 

42 Assurbanipals Pro A 44-45 iv 74-85. This curse would have occurred throughout Assyrian his
tory, when Assyrian kings put to death great numbers of disloyal vassals and their troops. 
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people whom Erra cast down and who died through hunger, I let dogs (and) pigs eat the rest, which 
blocked up the streets (and) filled the squares. I brought out their bones from Babylon, Kutha, Sippar 
and threw (them) outside. 

The malediction that wild animals eat corpses in VTE was realized, namely: 

eagles and vultures (§51.no.7),43 dogs and swine (451b).44 This malediction also 

relates to that of no burial (§51.no.24), or a burial place in dogs' and pigs' bellies 

(484b).45 

2.1.10 No Libations 

This curse would have occurred when people were deported to Assyria and 

re-settled in other countries (see 2.1.14 below). Added to that, Ashurbanipal 

destroyed the tombs of a disloyal vassal's ancestors and carried off their bones to 

Niniveh (see above). In another instance, he took the bones of the dead, once the 

animals had eaten the corpse which had been cast into the field (Pr. A iv 77-85). In 

these ways, the disloyal vassals' ancestors were deprived of libation offerings. 

VTE (§51.nos.15, 20) shows a curse of deprivation of libations.46 

2.1.11 Lamentation 

Having experienced Sargon's severe punishment, the people of Mu~ir 

climbed up on the roofs of their houses and cried bitterly.47 In Ashurbanipal's 

annals the rebel people of Arabia acknowledged Ashurbanipal's severe punishment 

and a famine caused cannibalism as a consequence of their breach of treaty. 48 

A malediction of lament for the devastation caused by Assyrian kings' 

campaigns was put into effect because of the destructive consequence of a revolt in 

AM (§49.no.l1). 

2.1.12 Expropriation of the Harvest 

At times, the Assyrian kings would expropriate the harvest of a rebel vassal's 

land. For example, Adad-narari II claimed:49 

43 Also VTE 519-20. 

44 See further Part II 3.1.10.2. 

45/bid. 

46 Also AB 67 r. 13-14. 

47 Mayer, MOOG 115 (1983), 102 343-44. 

48 Assurbanipals Pr. A 67-68 ix 68-74. 

49 RIMA II A.0.99.2 152 91-93. Also Tn.I1, ibid., A.0.l00.5 177 120b-06; Asn.lI, ibid., 
A.0.I01.1 220 iii l09b; Tiglath-pileser III Summ 7 obv. 162 23b-24); Sbalm.III uprooted the harvest 
and the orchards while campaigning against Ahuni from Bit-Adini, RIMA III A.0.I02.5 29-30 iii 3b-
6. Shalm.III also besieged Marduk-bel-usite in Gannanite. and then carried off the harvest from his 
fields and cut down his orchards in order to bring Marduk-bel-usite to his knees, Baliwit inscription, 
ibid., iv 4e-5a. 
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ina arhisimani iimi IS lIme mina-iliia-alak ana nerarutte sa aIkumme Iii aIik niqe ana pin dadad sa 
aIkumme helIya 111 epU§ aIiini sa mithabhi nakrUti sa aIkumme ina isati aSrup e~u ma[t]isu Iii e~idi 
bilta u tamarta udannin elisunu iikin 

In the month Sivan, the fifteenth day, eponymy of Ina-iliia-allak, I marched to the assistance of the 
city Kummu. I made sacrifices before the god Adad of the city Kummu, my lord. I burnt the cities of 
the land Habhu, enemies of the city Kummu. I reaped the harvest of his land (and) imposed upon 
them stringent taxes and dues. 

All Assyrian military expeditions against disloyal vassals would have resulted in 

expropriation of crops since, presumably, the Assyrian kings would feed them to the 

Assyrian army. For example, Sargon confiscated the growing crops, and let his 

troops enjoy abundant food in the course of his campaign against Urartu.50 

The expropriation of the harvest and the devastation of land occurred during 

Assyrian campaigns would have resulted in disappearance of the work song. 51 

2.1.13 Curses on the Ground 

Sometimes, the Assyrian kings cursed the soil of a city belonging to disloyal 

vassals by making it infertile. For example, having successfully campaigned against 

the rebel land of Qumanu, Tiglath-pileser 1 destroyed the city Hunusu (fortress of 

Qumanu) and spread salt over it: ~lpa ina muhhlJu azru "I spread $ipu-stones over 
it. "52 

2.1.14 Deportation 

To prevent a further revolt, the Assyrian kings would deport rebels. For exam

ple, Tiglath-pileser 1 spared penitent rebels and added them to the Assyrians. They 

were the troops of Hatti who had seized the cities of Subartu:53 

50 Mayer, MDOG 115 (1983), 86186-S7. 

51 This curse would also be connected with natural disaster (AM, §49.no.9), see further Part II 
3.1.3 and 4.1.3.2 

52 RIMA II A.0.S7.1 24 vi 14b-15a. Asb. also spread salt and weeds in Elam to make the soil 
infertile, Assurbanipals Pr. A 55-56 vi 77-80. This practice shares a common tradition, see Part II 
4.1.1.5. 

53 RIMA II A.0.S7.! 17 iii 2b-6. Also troops of Quminu, ibid., 34 30-36; people from Suhu, 
ibid., 53 41-44. Hanigalbat again rebelled under Adn.II, and he deported Muquru, rebel vassal, 
together with his brother to Assyria (59b-60); also lines 80-S1. In Asn.Il's annals, Udu was the 
fortified city of Labturu, who had paid tribute to Asn.II, ibid., A.0.I01.1 202 ii 12b-15a. But 
Labturu rebelled later. Even though our text does not tell us explicitly, the imposition of Asn.II's 
discipline, in the context of his campaign for the purpose of collection of tribute, lets us deduce that 
Lahturu bad refused to bring tribute, ibid., 220 iii 1l0b-1l2a. Then, Asn.I1 deported the remainder 
of Lahturu to Assyria, ibid., 220-21 iii 112b-13a. Sbalm.III deported the rebels from Parsua to 
Assyria (RIMA III A.0.I01.14 70 173-74a). In his fourth pahl, Shalm.III deported Ahunu of Bit
Adini together with his 22,000 soldiers to Assur (ibid., A.0.102.16 74 20b-24a). Tigl.lII deported 
Israel's army and people .0 Assyria: kurbrthumria [ ... Iijllul lU[~tlb~su ... J puhurniSlsu f. .. ana1 mal 
assur urd "The land of Bit-Humria (Israel), [ ... its] 'auxiliary army', [ ... ] all of its people, [ ... ] I 
carried off [to] Assyria," Tiglath-pileser III, Summ 4 140 15b-17a); rebel vassals with their families 
and their gods from Bit-Shilani (ibid., Summ 7 obv. 160 16d-17a) and nobles from Bit-Sha'alli (ibid. 
162 19c-20b). Sar. also let Urzana watch his royal family and people being deported to Assyria 
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melam qardutiya usehipAunutima tihaza edurii §epeya i,batU adi nakurriAunu u 2 AUSi i~kabiti 
,imitti niriAunu alqiSunutima ana niAe JDitiya amnuSunuti 

The splendour of my valour overwhelmed them and, fearing battle, they submitted to me. I took 
them, together with their property and 120 chariots (and) harnessed horses, and regarded them as 
people of my land. 

The suzerain campaigned against the disloyal people who attempted to have a 

vassal-relationship with another king. He not only deported them but deprived them 

of their political independence. When the Northern Kingdom of Israel threw off the 

Assyrian yoke and made alliance with another king, Sargon deported them to 

Assyria, populated the city with the deportees from other lands, and deprived it of 

political independence, annexing the land to Assyria:54 

[amel.il Sa]merini Sa itti Aar [amelnakr]ia ana la epe§ arduti [u la na]Ae bilti [abame]§ igmel'iima epum 
tabizi [in]a emuq ilini rabAti [bele]ya [it]tiAunu amdabi[~] [2]7 lim 2 me 80 ni§e adi 
i'nar[kabitetlunuJ u ilini tikiiAunu Salli(tiAJ amnu 2 me i~kabite ki,ir Aar[r'iitiyaJ ina libbiAunu 
aQurma sittitiAunu ina qereb mitaAAur .bit ilsamarina utirma eli Sa pini u§eme niAe mititi kiAitti 
qareya ina libbi uierib amili Autre§iya amelbel pabiti eliAunu aAkunma itti niAe mitaAAur amnuAunuti 

[The SaJmarians who agreed with [(another) hostileJ king not to continue their servitude [and not to 
deJliver tribute and who started hostility, in the strength of the great gods, my lords, I fought them 
[and] [2J7, 280 people who lived therein, with [their] chari[otsJ and the gods they trusted I counted as 
sp[oilJ. 200 chariots for my ro[yalJ bodyguard I mustered from among them, and the rest of them I 
settled in the midst of Assyria (=Assyria proper). The city of Samaria I resettled and made it greater 
than before. People of the lands I had conquered I brought there. My courtier I placed over them as 
a governor and I counted them as Assyrians. " 

If the vassals succeeded in throwing off the overlord's rule for some years, the 

overlord' s successor could campaign against them to subdue them again. 55 As a 

result of their former rebellion and also to prevent a further revolt, the suzerain 

would deport the people from their land and settle captives there to remove the spirit 

of nationalism. Sennacherib campaigned in southern Babylonia to recover the for-

(Mayer, MOOG 115 (1983), 102 lines 346-48). Asb. deported the fugitive Kedareans ( Assur
banipals, Pr. A 66-67 ix 41-43) and people of a disloyal vassal in E1am (ibid., Pr. A 56 vi 84-95). 

54 Nimrod Prism, Tadmor, "The Campaign of Sargon II of Assur: A Chronological-Historical 
Study,· JCS 12 (1958),34, D IV, ii 25-41; according to 2 Kings 17:3 ff., it was Shalmaneser (V) 
who captured Samaria and deported the Israelites to Assyria. But he died before he re-organized 
Samaria as an Assyrian province. Later Samaria participated in the rebellion of Arpad and Hamath, 
precipitating Sargon's campaign, and he re-organized Samaria, see further T. C. Mitchell, "Israel and 
Judah,· CAH 111/2,338-44; J. D. Hawkins, "The Neo-Hittite States,· CAH III/I, 416-17. 

55 Here we see the enduring validity of vassal treaties. 
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mer Assyrian control,56 which currently enjoyed freedom. Prior to devastating the 

cities, he took the inhabitants and animals captive; afterwards he settled deportees ~ 

there and put them under an Assyrian governor. 57 Sennacherib further captured the 

people who escaped from his sword and deported them to Assyria along with the 

people who had provided a refuge to those fugitives. 58 He deported a rebel who 

made himself king. 59 Ashurbanipal reported in detail deportation and the life of the 

disloyal vassals in exile. Disloyal vassals were bound with iron chains and deported 

to Niniveh60 were humiliated by being treated like dogs. 61 In other instances, the 

exiled vassals pulled the wagon of Ashurbanipal to the gate of the temple to praise 

his gods for granting him victory over his rebel vassals. 62 

Although the Assyrian kings did not describe the life of the deportees, the 

common people settled down in the new cities (2 Ki l8:3l-32a). Ashurbanipal men

tioned that he integrated the important and talented people in his governmental serv

ices: warriors in his forces63 and artists in the temple service and under his 

politicians. 64 

These practices correspond to the curse of deportation in AM (§49.no.2) and 

EB (§50.no.2b).65 

2.1.15 The Suzerain's Mercy 

Tiglath-pileser I was lenient to Seni, king of the land Daienu, who participated 

in a coalition to wage war against Assyria. 66 Having campaigned successfully, 

Tiglath-pileser I brought Seni to A§§ur. He claimed: r~ma arJaJuma liJtu alia 

S6 OIP II 26 i 65-68a: ina 2-e gimya danur b~ll utakkilannima ana milt kant u milt yasubigall4yi 
sa ultu ulla ana samlnl abblya la kitnasu la allik "in my second campaign Ashur, my lord, encour
aged me, and I marched against the land of the Kassites and the land of the Yasubigallai, who from of 
old had not been submissive to kings, my fathers. " 

57 Ibid., 26-27 i 72-ii 7a; also ibid., 28-29 ii 10b-32 (ElIipi). In his first campaign against 
Merodach-Baladan, Senn. said that he that he deported the Arabs, Arameans, and Chaldeans who 
were in Erech, Nippur, Kish, Harsagkalamma, Kutha and Sippar together with the citizens, to 
Assyria, ibid., 25 i 39-42. 

58 Ibid, 38 iv 37-44. 
59 Ibid., 38-39 iv 46-51. 
60 Assurbanipals Pro Ai 22 129b-33. 
61 Ibid., Pro A 62 viii 27-29; ibid., 68-69 ix 97-111. 
62 Ibid., Pr. A 71 x 24<;9. 
63 Also Pr. A viii 79-81). 
64 Ibid., Pr. A 58-59 vii 2-8. 
65 Cf. VTE 53-54 579-81. 
66 RIMA II A.0.87.1 20-22 iv 43-100. This war was organized by the kings of Nairi. Tigl.I 

defeated them and they became Assyrian vassals, see 1.1.1 above. 
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daJsur dalil iltlni rabuti ana dalali ana napisti um.aJsersu "I had mercy on him and 

let him leave my city Assur alive in order to proclaim the glory of the great gods. "67 

Tilgath-pileser I's mercy corresponds to the treaty-curse of lonely survival in 

AM (see also Part II 2.7). 

2.1.16 Reduction of Territory 

The suzerain would take cities from rebel vassals and give them to loyal vas

sals. 68 For example, during the campaign against Hezekiah, Sennacherib claimed:69 

ilini§U Aa &slula ultu qereb missu abtuqma ana mmitinti Aar ilasdudi lDpadi Aar ilamqarruna u I~il
dbel Aar ilhaziti addinma ~ahhir missu 

His cities which I had plundered I severed from his land and gave them to Mitinti, king of Ashdod, 
Padi. king of Ekron, and Sillibel. king of Gaza. So I reduced his land. 

If a vassal was persistently rebellious, the suzerain would take away a strategic 

area from him and give it to a loyal vassal for the purpose of better control. For 

example, Sargon gave a mountain district of UrsA the Mannean, a rebellious vassal, 

to Ullusunu the Mannean. 70 

The idea of territorial reduction is comparable to curses expressed vividly in 

AM i 5-7a (in Part II 3.3.3).71 

2.1.17 Disapproval of KingshiplDetbronement 

The suzerain would replace the disloyal vassals with those who would swear 

loyalty to him. Tiglath-pileser III dethroned Uassurme king of Tabal and enthroned 

Hulli.72 The treaty gods also intervened according to the Assyrian kings' prayer to 

annul the kingship of disloyal vassals (see 2.2 below). In addition to that, the curse 

67 RIMA II A.0.87.1 22 v 2Sb-29a. Although his annals do not inform us when the land of Daienu 
became an Assyrian vassal. Tigl.I's claim indicates that seni was a vassal. 

68 A similar practice occurs in Hittite history. Mursili II defeated Arzawa, the land of his adver
sary, and divided "into its component parts," and "concluded treaties with vassal kings he himself had 
installed," HDT. DO. 10, 64. Mursili II gave Mira-Kuwaliya from ~s territorial division to 
Mashuiluwa and established a vassal treaty with him, ibid., DO. 11,69 f3. 

69 OIP n 33 iii 30b-34. Sar. also took the royal city of Kim and gave it to Mati of Atuna, 
Samons II, 92-93 lines 68-71. 

70 Sargons 11,111-12 136-37a. 

71lbe same concept occurs in VTE 527 (Part II 3.3.3). lbe imprecation of territorial reduction 
occurs in an inscription of Tukulti-Ninurta I, the diminution of the border is invoked in the name of 
AA§or: mi~retrJu l~lhir "May he (AAAor) diminish his borders!," RIMA II A.O.78.22 271 64b. See 
further Part II 3.1.12. 

72 Tiglath-pileser III Summ 7 rev. 170 14-15; Sidqa, king of Ashkelon, by Seon., OIP n 30-31 ii 
60-62, 65-67. 
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of rejection of kingship would operate when vassals were deported (2.1.14 above) 

and the country was annexed to Assyria (2.1.18 below). 

The malediction of dethronement occurs in SM (§.48.nos.3, 7).73 

2.1.18 Annexation of Territory 

Having led a punitive campaign against vassals who persistently rebelled, the 

suzerain woulct annex their territories to Assyria, so they would lose their national 

independence. Tiglath-pileser I said: matkatmuhi ana pat gimrisa ap~lma ana mi~ir 

mlUz1iya ater "I became lord of the entire land of Katmuhu and added (it) to the bor

ders of my land. "74 The annexation of rebel vassals' lands culminated in Tiglath

pileser Ill's time. Tiglath-pileser III campaigned against the lands of Namri75 and 

Bit-Singubuti16 because of a breach of treaty. Then, he annexed the lands of BIt

Hamban and Parsua to Assyria.77 When Urartu was anti-Assyrian and instigated a 

revolt, Tiglath-pileser III annexed the fortresses of Urartu, which were next to the 

eastern border of Assyria, and made their principal city the headquarters of the 

Assyrian governor.78 He annexed the cities of Medes which were situated near to 

the border of Babylon and Assyria along with other Median cities.79 He further 

73 Cf. SAA II VTE 58 659. 

74 RIMA II A.0.87.1 18 iii 30-31. Also the land Hanigalbat under Adn.II (ibid., a.0.99.2 153 
9gb-lOOI). The nobles of Suru which belonged to Bit-Halupe killed Hamataya "their governor" and 
enthroned Ahi-yababa without Asn.I1's approval. Asn.II led a punitive expedition against Suru 
(ibid., A.0.I01.1 198-200 i 75-93) and claimed: mazi-ili ameIsaknu sa rc2manlya eliSunu askun "I 
appointed Azi-iIi as my own governor over them" (A.0.101.1 199 i 89b). So Suru became an 
Assyrian province. Shalm.III campaigned against Ahuni of Bit-Adini, his rebellious vassal. Ahuni 
escaped, but Shalm.1II took Ahuni's fortress together with other cities and re-organized and annexed 
them to Assyria, RIMA III A.0.I02.2 19 ii 30b-35a. 

75 The land of Namri had been an Assyrian vassal since Shalm.II1's time, RIMA III A.0.102.14 67 
93b-95. There, Shalm.III enthroned Janzu, a man from Bit-Hanban over the land of Namri, south
east from the Assyrian heart-land. Then, conjointly, Bit-Hanban could have entered the vassal
relationship with Assyria. If Bit-Hanban is to be identified with the land of Bit-Hamban, the latter 
belonged to the land of Namri, E. Forrer, Die Provinzeinteilung, 47. 

76 L. D. Levine locates Bit-Singuguti, the same as Bit-Sangi, in a south-easterly area along the 
route to Media, whereas he places it in a northeastern area, near the Urartian border, in Sar.'s annals, 
"Sargon's Eighth Campaign," in Mountains and Lowland, 142, 145. Also see M. Roaf, Cultural 
Atlas, 179. 

77 Tiglath-pileser III Stele I B 98 5-1la. The land of Parsua entered the vassal-relationship under 
Shalm.III, RIMA III A.0.I02.14 70 172-74a. Tigl.III also annexed the land of Halziatbar to Assyria, 
Tiglath-pileser III, 114 23-45. 

78 Ibid., Summ 1 124, 126 25c-29. Ulluba was some 100 km north of Nineveh and was divided 
from AssYria by Moun! Nal, A. K. Grayson, "Assyria," CAH III/2, 75. Tigl.lII summarizes it ~ 
follows: miitullauba mathabhu as[lul} matnala(sic) [a}na giminisu [ak}sud ana ml~ir [mc2t Assur? 
utirrara "The lands of Ulluba (and) Habhu I despoiled, (and) Mount Nala in its entirety I conquered, 
I annexed to [Assyria)," Tiglath-pileser III Summ 3 13427-28a. 

79 Ibid., Summ 3 132 4b-10; Summ 7 164, 166 34b-36. 
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annexed the territories of rebel vassals in Chaldea,80 the land of Bit-Agusi, to 

Assyria81 and other lands in Northern Syria because of rebellion by the principal 

vassal-lands. 82 Sargon also annexed the vassal lands which persistently rebelled. 

When Ashdod persistently attempted to throw off the Assyrian yoke, Sargon 

weakened its power of Ashdod by deporting people with the gods and the treasury of 

the land. Then he re-organized Ashdod through resettlement of deportees from 

other lands and appointed an Assyrian official as governor. 83 If a vassal-land on the 

Assyrian border allied with an enemy of Assyria, the suzerain added it to Assyria. 

When Carchemish rebelled, allying itself with the land of Mu§ki, Sargon sent a dis

ciplinary campaign against Carchemish and annexed them to Assyria. 84 

Sometimes, the rebel-country was cut off and annexed to Assyrian territory 

after the suzerain's punishment and plundering. When Sennacherib took a campaign 

against the lands of the Kassites and the Yasubigallai, which had broken treaty, at 

the same time he marched on the land of Ellipi. 85 After a heavy punishment he 

annexed cities in the land of Bit-Bam1 to Assyria. 86 

Territorial annexation is not mentioned as a treaty-curse in Neo-Assyrian 

treaties, although it may be alluded to in the treaty-curses of dethronement, by 

which the dynasty of a rebel vassal came to an end (see 2.1.17 above). 

2.2 Curses Performed by Divine Intervention 

The death of the rebel-vassals through divine intervention was regarded as 

punishment for violation of the treaty. A usurper could die mysteriously. For 

80 Ibid., Summ 7 160, 162 13b-23a. Puqudu on the border of Elam, Bit-Sbilani, Tarb~u and 
Yaballu, Bit-Sha'a1li. 

81 Ibid., Summ 9 obv. 18624-25a. 
82 Ibid., Stele II B 102 104 4-15a. Bit-Agusi (See Summ 9 24-25a above), Damascus (See below 

Ann. 23 9b-l0b below) and Til-karme which was presumably located on the southern border of 
Gurgwn, near to Bit-Agusi, since the Assyrians ceased destroying the cities of Gurgum because of the 
repentance of the king together with his nobles, ibid., Stele I B 102 38-42a; Stele I B 100 21-31). 

83 Sargons II, 132-35 241-54; also the land of Harhar (ibid., 103-04 96-97); Bit-Buritisb (ibid., 
125 201-(4); the land of M~ir (ibid., 116163-64); Gurgum (ibid., 132239-41); the land of Kam
manu (ibid., 127 213-13); 6 provinces of Gambulu (ibid., 143 279-81a); Tabal (ibid., 200 31-32); 
the land of Kummuhu (ibid., 233-24 115-16); Bit-Yakin, north and south, and the cities on the 
Elamite border, Sam~, Bib-Telitum, BuOO, and Til-humba, are given to the Assyrian governors of 
Babylon and Gambulu (ibid., 229-30137-39). 

84 Ibid., 93-94 72-76&. 
85 The land of Ellipi had a vassal-relationship with Assyria since the times of Shalm.III, RIMA III 

A.O.I02 640-41 21b-22; Sargons II 224 117b-18. 
86 OIP II 28 ii 22b-32. Senn. also annexed the cities of Bit-Kilamazah, Hardisbpi and Bit-Kubatti, 

which were located in the land of the Kassites, ibid., 26-27 i 72-ii 6. Asb. only re-annexed the for
merly Assyrian cities which the Mannaeans had seized, Assurbanipals, 34 72-81; 35 72-81. 
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example, according to Shalmaneser III, msurri la b~l i~kusse pulhi m~lamme sa assur 

b~llya ishupusuma mut Slmtisu illik "Overwhelmed by fear of the radiance of Assur, • 

my lord, Surri, a non-royal person, departed his life. "87 If a rebel vassal escaped 

from the suzerain's army, the gods invoked in the treaty would be expected to inter

vene to punish him. Sennacherib claimed that Kudur-nahundu, the Elamite king 

died prematurely ina qibit dassur b~llya "at the command of Assur. "88 Even before 

the suzerain reached his disloyal vassal's military camp, the gods could go before 

him and intervene. Ashurbanipal claimed: "The gods who went before him (ina 

mahrlya illika) killed my enemy, Shamash-shum-ukin, my hostile brother, who 

fought against me, and threw him in burning falling fire and ended his life." 89 

Ashurbanipal mentioned that the defeat of a disloyal vassal (Gyges) by his enemy 

was brought about by divine intervention in respond to his prayer.90 

A rebel vassal, who escaped from the suzerain's punitive campaign might 

eventually die through illness, e.g., Sargon claimed: 91 

lei ~ik dami ilturuspa il sam1tisu uma§sirma lei munnabti ~ayadi emidda sabat sadisu leima fharisti 
ina l~ersi ionadima aklu u m~ ina pisu iprusma miiru~ Iii tibee emid rlimanSu 

Like a murderer he (Ursa) abandoned Turushpa, his royal residence, and like a roaming fugitive he 
took refuge in the nook of his mountain .. Like a woman in labour he was thrown into bed and he 
refused to take food and water, and he inflicted a fatal sickness upon himself. 

Here, the treaty-curses of illness (VTE, §51.no.3) and short life (SM, 

§48.no.2; VTE, §51.no.l) were realized. 

Natural disasters would be considered as divine intervention. In his annals, 

Sargon stated hero rebellious people who fled before his army, died through natural 

disaster: a violent hailstorm.92 A natural disaster as a treaty-curse occurs in EB iv 

10-13 (see Part II 3.5.1). 

87 RIMA III A.0.I02.14 69 151b-52b. 

88 OIP II 41 v llb-13. 

89 Assurbanipals Pr. A 43-44 iv 46-52. 

90 Ibid., Pro A 32 ii 117b-20a. Assur went with Sargon in a campaign accompanied against Ursa, 
rebel vassal, since he did not break the treaty with his vassal, and thus, appropriately Assur heard his 
prayer, Mayer, MDOG 115 (1983), 80 123-26. 

91 Ibid., 82 150-51. 

92 Ibid., 82 146-47. 
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The treaty-gods brought about famine both among the fugitives and animals 

(see Part II 4.1.3.1),93 and its consequence, cannibalism (see 2.1.1.4 above). We 

read in Ashurbanipal's annals: 94 

IDuaite' adi ameillmminite{m} sa adaya Ii i~{ru} Sa lapin i~kakki daHur beli{ya} ippariidu 
innabtiini mahar uSamqitsunuti dgirra qardu sunqu ina birisunu issakinma ana bumSunu ekulu sir 
mare8unU 

The mighty Gira felled Uaite' along with his troops who did not keep my treaty (and) who fled before 
the weapons of ASSur, my lord, and ran away from them. Famine broke out among them; they ate 
the flesh of their children because of their hunger! 

A successful revolt against a (rebel-)vassal, who enthroned himself without the 

suzerain's approval, was regarded as intervention of the treaty-gods (Pr. A iv 1-

12).95 Rebellion as a treaty-curse does not occur in Neo-Assyrian treaties. 

However, it relates to the treaty-curse of dethronement (see 2.1.17 above). 

2.3 Conclusions 

2.3.1 Neo-Assyrian Treaty-Curses FuIrilled in the Assyrian Annals 

The action of Assyrian kings which correspond to treaty-curses from the time 

of Tiglath-pileser I to the time of Ashurbanipal are not alway identical. Some of 

them appear throughout the Neo-Assyrian period, others only occur in certain eras. 

That is, the Assyrian kings disciplined disloyal vassals according to the circum

stances. 

The curses which are fulfIlled throughout the Neo-Assyrian kings' annals 

appear in all the Nee-Assyrian treaties. But in spite of the long tradition of military 

discipline of the Assyrians, some of the curses were sanctioned in the vassal treaties 

in later times. On the other hand, there are curses sanctioned in the earlier treaties 

which were fulfIlled in the later kings' annals. Furthermore, there are treaty-curses 

93 The Hebrew history reports that animals suffered famine in Ahab's time (1 Ki 18:5). 

94 Assurbanipals Pr. A 67 ix 53-59; lines 68-73 (ibid., 67-68) show the reaction of the inhabitants 
of Arabi" about Asb. 's heavy punishment and a famine caused cannibalism. They acknowledged all 
those calamities as the results of their breach of treaty . 

95 Ibid., 41-42. Tammaritu usurped the throne of Ummanigd who became disloyal to Assyria by 
participating in Shamash-sham-uldn's revolt. Yet the former also joined the latter. Upon Asb. 's 
prayer, AHur and I§tar intervened. So Tammaritu was killed by an official. In another instance, the 
troops of U aite' rose against their king (Pr.A ix 90-96). The same situation occurs in a Hittite treaty 
between Mursili II and Manapa-Tarbunta of the land of the Seha River. When his father died, 
Manapa-Tarbunta was a child. One of his brothers plotted to kill him, but he escaped. Mursili II 
stated about the ursurper: "[But when Ura-Tarbunta proceeded [to transgress] the oath, [the oath] 
gods seized him, and the men [of the land of the Seha River] drove him [out]," HOT no. ~2 78 §2. 
The imprecation of revolt against the king is attested in CH (Appendix II §13.nos.4, 30). In the same 
text I§tar is invoked to create confusion and rebellion for a king who alters the law, ibid., §13.no.30. 
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which were carried out by the succeeding suzerain. We can draw this conclusion 

from existing texts. Since ancient documents are still to be discovered, it is possible 

that the curses executed in the Assyrian annals could have been sanctioned earlier 

than the treaties which are available to us. The divine agents may be both suzerain 

and enemy to the vassals. 

2.3.1.1 Curses Fulfilled in Assyrian kings' Campaigns against Rebel Vassals 

Appear in the Later Treaties. 

(1) The curse of the massacre of disloyal vassals' troops appeared from the 12th 

down to the 7th century B. C in the annals but is sanctioned in the treaties of the 7th 

century (VTE, S). The curse of devastation of vassal-lands was fulfllled throughout 

the Neo-Assyrian period. Another policy which appeared in all Neo-Assyrian kings' 

annals was the deportation of rebel vassals and their people with their belongings, 

sanctioned in treaties from the 8th and the 7th centuries (AM, VTE, EB). All the 

above curses, except for the last two would also cause absence libations for the 

ancestors of rebels and a short life for rebellious vassals. 

(2) Annexation of the vassal's territory, described in the Assyrian annals from the 

12th to the 7th century B.C., is not spelled out as a curse in any Neo-Assyrian 

treaty. Presumably, this malediction is included in the curses regarding the rejection 

of kingship (8M; VTE) and the end of vassal's dynasty (VTE). 

(3) Unrelenting pursuit of fugitives occurs frequently as a curse it is spelled out in 

VTE. 

(4) From the end of the 10th down to the 8th century B.C. the Assyrians deprived 

unfaithful vassals of food, destroying the agriculture. This, in turn, would have 

brought about the curse of no work song, sanctioned in AM and VTE. This treaty 

curse would have been inflicted on rebel lands by the suzerain's punitive campaigns 

throughout Assyrian history 

(5) The suzerains disciplined disloyal vassals severely. Thus actions complementing 

curses found in the seventh century VTE alone occur from Ashurnasirpal II down to 

Ashurbanipal's time. Burning of people was carried out in the 9th (Asn.II) and the 

8th (Tigl.III) as well as piercing rebels alive (also Asb.). 

Military discipline from Adad-narari II's down to Ashurbanipal's times 

involved siege which made it impossible for disloyal vassals to escape. The curse of 

impossibility of escape is sanctioned in VTE. 

Ashurnasirpal II, Sargon and Ashurbanipal cut off parts of disloyal vassals' 

bodies. This curse appears in a treaty of the middle 8th century (AM). 
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(6) The treaty-curse that there be a survivor for the purpose of glorifying the 

suzerain was realized in the suzerain's mercy to a rebel vassal. It is attested once in 

Tiglath-pileser I's annals and recurs in a treaty of the 8th century B.C. (AM). 

(7) Making the soil infertile by sowing salt and weeds occurred in Tiglath-pileser I's 

annals and recurred in Ashurbanipal's annals. As a treaty-curse it appears in AM. 

2.3.1.2 Curses which Appear in Earlier Treaties and in Later Treaties, Fulfilled 

in the Later Periods. 

A curse of dethronement of rebel vassals, whose dynasty was continued, 

stands in treaties of the second part of the 9th century (8M) and carried on into the 

seventh century (VTE). An actual case took place later in the 8th century (Sar.'s 

annals). The curse of diminution of the vassal-lands occurs in treaties of the middle 

of the 8th century (AM) and the first part of the 7th century (VTE). It was fulftlled 

under Sennacherib. 

Ashurbanipal reports incidents of donkey's urine as drink and cannibalism 

which also occur in the treaties of the 8th and 7th centuries (AM, VTE). 

2.3.1.3 A Curse In a Mid 8th Century Treaty Fulfilled Under the Next Suzerain 

and Later King. 

The curse of lamentation due to the suzerain's heavy punishment was pro

nounced in a treaty of the middle of the eighth century (AM). This bitter reaction of 

the cursed ones appears in Sargon' and Ashurbanipal' s annals. 

2.3.1.4 Some Curses of the Seventh Century were Fulfilled by the Next 

Suzerain. 

That is, some curses of VTE only occur in Ashurbanipal's annals. 

(1) The curses of disloyal vassals' being defeated by enemies - which could have 

resulted in dispossession of belongings, no inheritance for vassals' offspring, vas

sals' wives taken, and bloodshed, famine for the fugitives in the course of flight, no 

burial place, the belly of animals and birds as burial places, and denial of libations -

all in the context of war. They were common practices in the course of military 

campaigns. Thus, although treaties prior to VTE and kings' annals prior to Ashur

banipal's keep silent about those curses, the Assyrians would have employed them 

when punishing rebel vassals. 

(2) The ad hoc curses: Destruction of disloyal vassal's temple and his gods. 

2.3.1.5 Curses Fulfilled by Divine Intervention 
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There are three curses which were brought on disloyal vassals by divine inter

vention: early death, loss of kingship, and cannibalism. The maledictions of a short • 

life and dethronement that happened to rebel vassals by divine intervention were 

invoked in treaties of the late part of the 9th century (8M) and again in those of the 

early part of the 7th century (VTE; EI). The curse regarding cannibalism among the 

vassals' people was sanctioned in a treaty of the middle of the 8th and 7th centuries 

B.C. (AM & VTE). All these curses were fulfJlled in Ashurbanipal's time. 



2.3.2 Some Concluding Aspects in the Light of Neo-Assyrian History 

The Assyrian kings' concern to secure their frontiers in all directions was real

ized. Deportation of rebel people was part of the process. They also resettled those 

countries with deportees from other countries and with Assyrian people. 

Tiglath-pileser I deported the troops of Hatti and Qumanu, when they per

sistently rebelled. So his policy to consolidate the northwest approach to Assyria 

was settled (cf. 1.11.1.1). In the following eras Assyria carried on more or less 

Tiglath-pileser's foreign policy to secure the northwest entrance to Assyria down to 

the time of Ashurnasirpal II. Under Adad-narari II rebel vassals and troops of 

Hanigalbat were deported to Assyria. Deportation of the inhabitants of a rebellious 

vassal-land first occurred, so far as the texts used here tell us, in Tulrulti-Ninurta II's 

reign, and then it was carried out by the successive Assyrian kings. Tulrulti-Ninurta 

II carried off the people of BIt-Zamani. Obviously Tulrulti-Ninurta II's strategy was 

to weaken his vassal-land in order to maintain it under Assyrian suzerainty and 

strengthen the northwest border of Assyria. This concern can be perceived when 

Ashurnasirpal II deported people of the city Udu,1 the fortified place of Labturu. 

In Shalmaneser ill's reign Assyria began to expand towards the east. Shal

maneser III quenched the nationalistic spirit of Parsua through the deportation of its 

people. In this way, he secured the east and southeast borders of Assyria. In the 

later eras his successors, Tiglath-pileser III, Sargon and Sennacherib consolidated 

the Assyrian border from tlimtu sa kaldi to tdmtu rabltu. 

Tiglath-pileser III deported rebel vassals and their families from Bit-Shilani 

and Bit-Sha'alli and people from Israel. Thus, he made the southern and the western 

entrances to Assyria more secure. Sargon deported the people and the loyal family 

of the disloyal vassal (Urzana) of the city of Mu~ir of the land Urartu. The loca

tion of the city Mu~ir was near to Assyria. Thus, if the city MU$Cl$ir would ally 

with U rartu they could have easily invaded Assyria. 2 Sargon also deported the 

people of Samaria after a revolt, joined by other kings of the Levant and Egypt (Part 

III 2.1.14 fn. 54). In Sennacherib's reign Ekron and Judah called on the Egyptians 

and faced the Assyrian army in the vicinity of Eltekeh. Sennacherib's deportation of 

people of cities in Kassite territory and the land of Yasubugallai was aimed at 

preventing a further revolt in Babylonia. Elamites who participated in the revolt of 

the people of BIt-Yakin while providing them refuge were also carried off. In order 

to quell the ceaseless revolt in Babylonia Sennacherib deported a rebel king whose 

1 Shalmaneser III mentioned his campaign against Udu in the geographical relation to Mount 
K.siiari, in the northwest from Assyria. 

2 Louis D. Levine, "Geographical Studies,· Iran 11 (1973), IS fig. 3. 
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kingship he had not approved. In the west, when Sidqa, vassal-king of Ashkelon, 

rebelled, Sennacherib deported him together with his family and his brothers to 

Assyria. 

Assyria could strengthen her frontier by the territorial annexation of rebel vas

sals. Not all Neo-Assyrian kings deprived vassals of their political independence if 

they persistently rebelled. This varying policy has to be illustrated from the his

torical background, which was distinctive for each era. 

Assyria was challenged by the northeastern Anatolian tribes to defend the 

northeast entrance to Assyria in Tiglath-pilser I's reign. Geographically, the vassal

land of Kadmuhu functioned as a northeast gate to Assyria. When the land of Kad

muhu constantly rebelled Tiglath-pileser I annexed it to Assyria. So, he may have 

intended to prevent any intrusion from the northeast. 3 

Adad-naran II fortified further the northwest entrance to Assyria while annex

ing the land of Hanigalbat which had continuously been in rebellion. 

In Ashurnasirpal II's reign the city Suru,4 which belonged to Bit-Halupe, 

killed their ruler, an Assyrian vassal. He deprived Suru of her political independ

ence and appointed his governor over Suru. By this Ashurnasirpal II attempted to 

hinder the growing power of the Arameans, which was a threat to Assyria. Shal

maneser III carried on his predecessor's policy towards the northwest. When Bit

Adini constantly resisted the vassal-policy of Assyria, Shalmaneser integrated it into 

Assyria. 

The foreign policy in Tiglath-pileser Ill's time involved annexation of rebel 

vassals' territories. In this way he would have maintained the security of Assryia's 

borders, which lacked natural defenses. Tiglath-pileser III annexed the territories of 

rebel vassals located near Assyria: Some Chaldeans in the south, Medes in the 

south-east, cities of U rartu located near to the eastern border of Assyria and cities of 

northern and central Syria in the west. Unfaithful vassals were mercilessly punished, 

the lawful military acts of the stronger king, sanctioned in a mutual agreement 

between him and the weaker king.S Now, Assyria controlled territory to the south, 

east and west through Assyrian governors. 

3 The northeastern Anatolian tribes were advancing towards Assyria. 20,000 Mushki had been 
occupying Alzu and Purulumzi, Assyrian vassal-lands, for fifty years. When Tigl. came to the throne 
he liberated those lands. Yet the Mushki were constantly threatening the northeast front. Thus, the 
geographical position of the land of Kadmuhu was crucial for Assyria to secure the northeast border; 
cf. H. Tadmor, -The Decline of Empires: 11. 

4 It was west of Assyria. 

5 Yet Tigl.III did Dot annex the territory of S~i, but installed an inspector over her, since her ter
ritory further distant from Assyria. 
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Sargon eliminated further unruly elements in the Levant. He annexed Car

chemish, Ashdod, and Samaria to Assyria. With this, the path to Egypt was 

cleared. He applied territorial annexation extensively in his foreign policy regarding 

disloyal vassals: in the north he incorporated,6 Tabal, Bit-Burutash, Gurgum, Kam

manu, Kummuh; in the east, Urartu; in the south, Bit-Yakin, Gambulu, the cities on 

the Elamite border; in the southeast, Harhar. With the annexation of these districts, 

Assyria had considerable buffers against invasion from all directions. 

Sennacherib further strengthened the southeast entrance to Assyria while set

tling conquered people in BIt-Kilamzah and the fugitives of the land Kassites and the 

land of the Yasubigallai in Hardishpi and Bit-Kubatti places which he gave those 

cities to the governor of Arrapha. Further south of Arrapha, he took cities of the 

disloyal vassal of Elippi and put them under the authority of the governor of Harhar. 

So, Sennecherib extended Assyria and at the same time, possible invasion from the 

southeast could be checked. 

When all lands surrounding Assyria were added to Assyria, Ashurbanipal 

could extend his political influence through the vassal-relationship to the farther 

lands, namely to Elam in the southeast, to Egypt in the west, to Arabia in the south 

and to Lydia in the north. 

To sum up, deportation of rebels and annexation of rebel vassals' lands helped 

to consolidate weaker frontiers, which brought, at the same time, changes in 

Assyrian borders. However, the Assyrian kings only took these steps when they 

faced persistent rebellions from their vassals. 

6 The lands of Kammanu and Bit-Burutash should be located north of Assyria, since they occur 
together with other lands in the north, see Parpola, Neo-Assyrian Toponyms, 79, 194. 





PART IV 

THE COVENANT-CURSES IN THE HEBREW BOOKS 

FROM JOSHUA TO 2 KINGS 
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Chapter 1 

THEP~MONARCHYPEmOD 

1.0 Introdudion 
Noth's view about Israel's history during the pre-monarchy period is widely 

accepted. According to him, the Dtr added his theological interpretations to "a self

contained and detailed account, already existing in a fixed literary form." 1 Noth 

claimed that the account of total conquest (Josh 11: 16-20a) was already available for 

Dtr who added his own observation (11:20b) about Joshua's complete destruction of 

the Land, as the Lord commanded Moses.2 So Noth ascribed the divine encour

agement3 together with divine assurance of help (Josh 1:5-6) to Dtr.4 In addition, 

Noth considered intertribal support in time of war (Josh 4: 12) as a dtr emphasis. 5 

Noth's view about Josh 23 as one of the dtr speeches of leading personages com

posed to interpret the course of events is widely accepted.6 Since Josh 24:1-28 

"shows no knowledge "of the traditional venion of the conquest in Josh. 2ff.," "this 

passage was apparently unknown to Dtr. It was subsequently revised [after Josh 23] 

extensively in the style of Dtr."7 For Noth, the accounts about Yahweh's interven

tion and about intertribal support in Israel's conquest are products of dtr editorial 

work. Noth's view about Joshua is widely accepted. 8 However, some scholars 

1 The Deuteronomistic History, 60. 

2 Ibid., 65. 

3 Also 8:1a; 10:25, ibid., 63, 64. 

4 Ibid., 62; "Verses 7-9 are later," Ibid., fn. I. 

5 Ibid., 62-63. 

6 Trent C. Butler considered Josh 23:1-16 as deuteronomistic theological interpretation, Joshua; J. 
Alberto Soggin, Introduction, 187. Followins Cross, R. O. Bolins and O. E. Wright categorized 
Josh 23 in one of the deuteronomistic speeches and continued that "the original speech of Joshua 23 
as Dtr I was at last overwritten in Otr 2, under the influence of the account now found in chap. 24," 
Joshua, 508, 526. 

7 The Deuteronomistic History, 23 fn. 1. Nicholson saw a clue in Israel's worship of Yahweh 
alone for the exilic origin of Josh 24. He understands "the gods beyond river" (v. 14) as "indigenous 
Mesopotamian gods" which "some exiles began to adopt," God and His People, 160 ff. McCarthy, 
on the other band, understood Josh 24 as pre- or proto-Deuteronomic, Treaty and Covenant, 241. 
Accordins to Hoffmann, Josh 24 is a literary summary (Konzeption) of the dtr school, Reform und 
Reformen, 306. With this chapter the deuteronomist created the bridge between the tradition and his 
special theme, ibid., 301. For Hoffmann, Josh 24 is the prologue of dtr cult-historiograpby 
(Kultgeschichtsschreibung), ibid., 306. 

8 Followins Noth, for example, T. Butler claimed that "boly war theology" "is the common bond 
boldins the traditions together;" this was the theological interpretation of "the Deuteronomistic 
school: Trent C. Butler, Joshua, xxii, xxiv. Concemins the unified work of DtrH and the exilic 
origin of the empbasis of the law in Joshua, R. Polzin is in line with Smend: "latins to heart God's 
words to Joshua, 'This book of the law must be ever on your lips' (1 :18), the Deuteronomist keeps it 
ever before his pen, so that his account of the occupation is notbins but a continual meditation upon 
the meanins of the book of the law, and even upon the meanins of interpretation itself" (emphasis 
added), Moses and the Deuteronomist, 124. For Polzin, the account of the occupation is a literary 
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attribute the texts concerning law and admonitions in Joshua to the exilic nomistic 

Dtr.9 

In Judges, Noth attributed Israel's repeated apostasy, e.g., worship of Canan

nite deities (Judg 2:11 fO IO and the consequent subjection to her enemies to Dtr.11 

He further considered the Abimelech story, Yahweh's forgiveness and restoration of 

Israel by Judges as dtr interpretation,12 and divine intervention/support (Judg 4:7, 

23-24; 1 Sam 7) to stem from Otr)3 In addition, Noth detached Judg 17-21 from 

the main body of Judges and stated that they were not subject to dtr redaction but 

added later)4 

To sum up, following Noth, the theological passages in Joshua-Judges are the 

dtr interpretations of the existing texts in Exile. So various themes in Joshua-Judges 

were artificial, made up by Dtr(s). This commonly accepted view implies a gradual 

expansion of Israel's historiography. 

The purpose of these two chapters is to explore how various themes in Joshua-

1 Samuel 7 are co-related. 15 This will, in tum, contribute to an understanding of 

product of Dtr who lived in the Exile, Wfunctioning in an authorial or editorial role, and responsible 
for the final form of the Deuteronomistic History, W ibid. 18. 

9 With Smend and his followers, O'Brien identified a number of the texts attributed by Noth to the 
exilic Dtr as a later exilic redaction. For example, the reference to transgression of the covenant in 
Josh 7:11, 15 is from the nomistic redaction, A Reassessment, 70, 283. O'Brien excludes Josh 23 
from DtrH and attributes it to the nomistic redactor, because of: 1) the occurrence of WnationsW 

instead of wenemiesw, [an expression of the Josianic Dtr]; 2) the nomistic language of this chapter 
(ibid., 82; also Judg 2:12-13, 17, 20-21, 23a; 3:5-6, ibid., 87, 282); 3) the basis of vv. 2-8 on 
21 :43-45, ibid., 75-76. 

10 Ibid., 76. Accordinf to Noth, wfor his account of the 'judges' period up to Samuel, Dtr used 
and combined" "a series of stories about various tribal heroes and their victoriesw and "a list of 
'minor judges,'w Noth, The Deuteronomistic History. 69-70. This view is widely accepted, Cross, 
CMHE, 274; Soggin stated that Dtr edited the theological introductions into Wthe ancient narratives 
about the savioursW (Judg 2:6-16:31), Ontroduction, 200), to explain the disastrous end of the two 
kingdoms, Judges, 7. R. G. Boling presented a slightly modified view of Noth's about the date of 
editorial work; according to him, a historian of the eighth century B.C. updated the old epic [Judg 
2:6-15:20] to wserve his own theological and political purposes, Judges, 30. 

11 The Deuteronomistic History, 72-76. 

12 Ibid., 74. 

13 Ibid., 63. 

14 Ibid., 77, fn. 2. Noth said in Das System der Zwolf Stiimme Israels: wDie beiden Anhiinge zum 
Richterbuch, nicht nur Ri. 19-21, sondem auch Ri. 17. 18, unterscheiden sich in ihrem Inhalt wesent
lich von Ri. 2, 6-16, 31, und es ist kein Zufall, daB sie in dem deuteronomistisch umrahmten Buche 
der Richtergeschichten keinen Platz gehabt haben, sondem erst nachtriiglich sehr lose angefiigt wor
den sind," 168. Following Noth, scholars regarded Judg 17-21 as an appendix, e.g., Otto Kaiser, 
Einleitung in das A1te Testament, 146; Soggin, Introduction, 203. Boling considered Judg 16-18 to 
belong to the dtr edition of the 7th century and chapters 19-21 to that of the 6th, Judges, 30. 

15 1 Samuel 7 in relation to the subject of the monarchy is treated in the introduction to the Monar
chy period (2.0. below). 
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Israel's history in the pre-monarchy period. To reach our goal we employ the same 

vassalship concept applied in the Assyrian annals and explore the events of the pre

monarchy period following the textual sequence in the light of Biblical covenant

curses, as we studied the events of Assyrian history in the context of Neo-Assyrian 

treaty-curses. 16 

1.1 COVENANT-CURSES AS AN INTEGRAL COMPONENT IN THE 

CONCEYI' OF DIVINE HUMAN V ASSALSHIP IN JOSHUA-l SAM 7 

1.1.1 The Divine Suzerain's Benevolence 

1.1.1.1. Support 

Having promised the possession of a home-land and his support to his vassal 

people (Josh 1:1-5),17 Yahweh then eliminated a great obstacle to the conquest of 

the land by stopping the flow of the River Jordan (3: 14-17): 18 

-'Y rnlCi1 'lCi1l I('1l::l' tlYi1 '1Il; n"li1 l'I'lCi1 'lCWl tI'li1::1i1' )*1,'i1-nK 'lY; tli1';i11C?) tlYi1 yo~ 'i1" 
tI~i1 'my" ''SP ~, ;::1 "n"l-;::I-;Y IC~ fI"i1 a~i1 i1Spl ';ll:)l l'I'Ki1 'lCWl tI'li1::1i1 ';1" fI"i1 
'l?)n n'mi1-1:1' i1l'Yi1 tI' ;Y tI',,'i'11 1mJ 'J~ 'I1K "Yi1 tI'Kl 'IC?) pn'i1 ,nK-'l ~" i1;~'m tI",'i1 
;~W'-;::I' l::1i1 l"'i1 1'nl i1l,nl :'I'i1'-n"l l'I'Ki1 'KWl tI'li1::1:'1 "~Y" ,n,,' 'll "lY tly:'I' m'::Il 

l"':'I-nK 'lY; "1i1-;::1 ~n-'WK 'Y :'Il,nl tI"lY 

Now when the people broke camp to cross the Jordan, the priests carrying the ark of the covenant 
went ahead of them. When the priests who carried the ark reached the Jordan and their feet touched 
the water's edge, - the Jordan is in flood throughout harvest - the water from upstream stopped flow
ing. It piled up in a heap a great distance away, at a town called Adam in the vicinity of Zaretban, 
while the water flowing down to the Sea of the Arabah, the Salt Sea, was completely cut off. Thus, 
the people crossed over opposite Jericho. The priests who carried the ark of the covenant of the Lord 
stood firm on dry ground in the middle of the Jordan until the whole nation had finished crossing on 
dry ground. 

Yahweh also gave instructions to Joshua on how to overcome the next obstacle, 

Jericho (Josh 6:2-5): 

~n~i1 'a7lK-;::1 ''YM-nK onlO' ;'ni1 "'ll :'I::I~nl('1 1M" .... nK 1":1 'nru :'I~ ya71:'1 .... ;ac :'1':'1' '~K'1 
tI":11 1"1C:'I '1Il; tI';:1,,:'I ""~1a7 :'IY:1W 'KW' O'l:'l::l :'IY:111, O~, na7a7 :'Iwyn :'1::1 nnK oy~ "Y:'l-nK '1'1':'1 

16 The terms ·divine human vassalsbip· and "covenant" refer to the same thing in our studies. 

17 Yahweh's provision of a home-land is unique to Israel. 

18 The ark is "an intimate symbol of the Lord's indwelling (cf. Num. 10:35)," and in v. 13 l'I'K 
i'11:'1' (the ark of the Lord) stands in parallel to f'K:"I-;::1 l'I'K (the Lord of the world). Thus, it was not 
the priests but the Lord, who is sovereign over the earth, and at the same time Israel's suzerain, who 
interrupted the flowing Jordan. The rise of the Jordan happens at the time of harvest in April-May 
due to water from the melted snow on Hermon. During this period it is not possible to cross the river 
even through its shallowest fords; it is ten or twelve feet deep in the neighbourhood of Jericho. C. F. 
Keil and F. Delitzsch, Joshua, Judges, Ruth, 45-46. Cf. Josh 21:43-45. 
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The Lord said to Joshua, 'See I have delivered Jericho together with its king (and) the mighty war
riors into your hands. So you shall march around the city once with all the armed men. You shall do 
this for six days. Seven priests shall carry trumpets of rams horns in front of the ark. On the seventh 
day, you shall march around the city seven times, and then the priests shall blow the trumpets. When 
they make a long blast with the hom, and when you hear the sound of the trumpet, all people shall 
shout loudly. Then the wall of the city will collapse and the people will go up, every man straight 
in.' 

Later, having forgiven the penitent Israelites, the divine suzerain strengthened 

his agent, Gideon, who felt impotent to rescue Israel from the Midianites, through 

the promise of his presence with him (Judg 6: 15-16). He further confirmed through 

signs that Gideon would be victorious when the enemies challenged Israel. Those 

signs were given at Gideon's request (Judg 6:36-40) and through a Midianite 

soldier's dream (Judg 7:13-14). 

Under Debora, Yahweh encouraged the penitent vassals to challenge Jabin 

king of Hazor to war (Judg 4:12) and then intervened to support Barak's army. 

Deborah's call to Barak 1'lg? Nl' inil' N?il "has not the Lord gone ahead of you?" 

(Judg 4:14ap) means Yahweh's intervention. It is to be understood in relation to 

5:19-22. Verse 19 says that the Canaanite kings fought at Taanach by the waters of 

Megiddo. Verse 21 depicts the flood of the Kishon which swept them away. 

According to verse 7 , Yahweh himself lured Sisera, along with his nine hundred 

iron chariots and soldiers, to the river Kishon in the Jezreel Plain. 

Under Samuel, Yahweh rescued the disloyal Israelites, when they were 

penitent about their request for a king, from the Philistines' invasion. He intervened 

in answer to Samuel's prayer (1 Sam 7:9-11; see further 1.1.2.2 below). 

1.1.1.2 Forgiveness 

The divine suzerain would not only forgive the penitent people for their sins 

but also restore their status by intervening to deliver them. 

The period of settlement was characterized by a cycle of Israel's apostasy, 

Yahweh's punishment, Israel's dependence and Yahweh's intervention by his agents. 

Whenever Israel was penitent for breaking covenant, Yahweh would forgive her and 

restore her vassal status by raising up judges who would rescue her from other 

nations' suzerainty and then lead her. For example, because of Israel's disloyalty, 

Yahweh delivered her to the Midianites. Under this severe oppression the people 

doubted Yahweh's presence with them (Judg 6:13), since Israel's prosperity in the 

land was promised by her divine-suzerain. Yet they should have known from their 

experience that impoverishment would be the inevitable consequence of their 
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apostasy. Nonetheless, Yahweh showed benevolence by explaining the reason for 

Israel's humiliation through his prophet, when they became penitent (Judg 6:8b-

10):19 

,~ c:mK 'SK' C.,lY n·l~ C!:)nK K·SK' c·'m~ C!:)nlC ·n·'Yil ·!:)lK ?K,tt· ·il?K mil· '7.3K-il!:) Cil? ,~ 
'K,·n K' C!:)·il'K il'il· 'lK C!:)? il'~K' CS'K-nK C!:), mnK' C!:)'l!l7.3 cn'K W'lK' c!:)'sn;"?!:) ''7.3' c',m 

'?'i'l cn3mW K?' CS'Kl C'lW" cnK 'WK "~il 'il?K-nK 

He said to them: 'So the Lord, God of Israel, has said: I brought you up out of Egypt and brought 
you out from the house of slavery, and from the power of all your oppressors. I drove them before 
you and gave you their land and said to you: I am the Lord, your God; you shall not revere the gods 
of the Amorites in whose land you live. But you have not obeyed me. ' 

1.1.1.3 Kindness 

Yahweh raised up Samson to deliver the disloyal Israelites from the 

Philistines, although they were not penitent (Judg 15:20).20 

1.1.2 The Divine Suzerain's Obligations 

1.1.2.1 Military Support 

The divine suzerain came to the vassal's aid when he was challenged to war by 

enemies. Having heard of the success of Joshua's campaign in the south, Jahin, 

king of Hazor,21 formed a coalition against Joshua (Josh 11:1-5). Yahweh, Israel's 

suzerain, promised his support to Joshua and instructed him what to do after the vic

tory (Josh 11 :6):22 

C:'1'O,o-nK ?K1tt, 'l!l? c'??n C?:rnK lnl '!:)lK nKT:'I ny!:) ,rm-'!:) Cil'~ K1'rr?K yVlil'-?K :'11:'1' 'mK"I 
WKl "ttn C:'I'nl!:)~nK1 'pyn 

The Lord said to Joshua: 'Do not be afraid of them, because tomorrow at this time tomorrow I will 
hand all of them over to Israel as dead men. You shall hamstring their horses and burn their chariots. 

19 This explanation was necessary. since Gideon's doubt about the loyalty of the Lord shows that 
some among the Israelites had been perplexed, thinking that the Lord had abandoned his people (Judg 
6:13). Therefore, the divine suzerain's explanation for Israel's miserable state mirrors his kindness to 
his vassal, since He was not obliged to clarify those circumstances. By contrast, the Hittite gods 
remained silent in a similar situation, when the whole nation suffered a nationwide plague for twenty 
years, as a result of a breach of the treaty made between Hatti and Egypt, see Albrecht Goetze, 
"Plague Prayers of Mursilis," ANET, 394-396, cf. A. Malamat, "Doctrines of Causality," VT 5 
(1955), 1-12. 

20 Samson was already chosen as a deliverer before he was conceived and his life as a Nazirite was 
predestined (Judg 13:3-5). Samson's chain-vengeance on the Philistines because of his wife led the 
Philistines to challenge Judah to war. At this time, the Philistines ruled Judah (Judg 15:11). More
over, there is no mention of the Israelites' repentance from their sin. Yet the divine-suzerain gave a 
deliverer to his vassal. 

21 See the supremacy of Hazar, Abraham Malamat, "Hazar 'The Head of All Those Kingdoms,'" 
JBL 79 (1960) 12-19. 

22 Having defeated the enemy, Israel destroyed the horses and chariots according to Yahweh's com
mand (Josh 11 :9). 
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1.1.2.2 Protection of the Vassal's Land from Invasion23 

The divine suzerain restrained the Philistines from invading the loyal vassal 

land (1 Sam 7: 13). 

1.1.3 The Vassals' Obligations 

1.1.3.1 Keeping the Stipulations 

The security of the vassal-land was to rely exclusively on the divine-suzerain's 

protection and support.24 Therefore, it was crucial to keep the covenant stipula

tions. Just before crossing the Jordan river, the divine suzerain encouraged Joshua 

to observe the whole Torah in order to succeed in leading Israel to the promised land 

and its conquest (Josh 1 :6-8). 
Joshua, in tum, delivered the same command to Israel in his farewell speech 

(Josh 23:6). The Israelites remained loyal to their divine suzerain throughout the 

life-time of Joshua and of the elders who survived him and who had seen the deeds 

of the Lord (Judg 2:7).25 

1.1. 3.2 Dedication 

The Israelites should destroy Jericho completely along with every living being 

and all property, dedicating the precious metals to Yahweh. The word C," in the 

context of the conquest refers to the extermination of the enemy as well as to the 

exclusive dedication of certain things to Yahweh.26 These two aspects occur in the 

destruction of Jericho (Josh 6: 17 a, 18-19): 

23 1 Sam 7:2~14 shows the function of leadership in relation to the people and Yahweh: the leader 
was represented the people to Yahweh. In a threatening situation he campaigned against the enemy in 
prayer, and the divine-suzerain replied on behalf of the vassal, the Israelites. That is, "victory 
belongs to Yahweh, and the proper human posture in battle is one of confidence and patience". P. 
Kyle McCarter, I Samuel, 149. 

24 David's census of Israel was a breach of the treaty. This is to be deduced from Ioab's reply to 
David who commanded him to conduct a census (2 Sam 24:3). 

25 Israel's apostasy began with the new generation who knew neither the Lord nor what he had 
done for Israel (Iudg 2:10). This period was an era of Israelite disloyalty, its result, her repentance, 
and the suzerain's mercy (Iudg 2:11-23). 

26 With respect to Ai, the booty was distributed among the people, see further, I. P. U Lilley, 
"Understanding the lJerem," TB 44/1 (1993), 169-77. The idea that it is forbidden to take items 
dedicated to a deity is also attested in the Mari texts. Malamat said that in the Marl documents "the 
Akkadian terms asakkum and asakkam akillum (lit. 'to eat the asakku'), used to denote the concept of 
taboo and its violation," occurred frequently. He continued that in some cases in legal texts from 
Mari, "the breach of contract is treated as a serious religious transgression equal to the eating of a 
taboo; or, in biblical terms, to the violation of a holy or banned object," Mari and the Early Israelite 
Experience, 71. Furthermore, a letter from Mari mentioned that "whosoever takes of the booty will 
have eaten the asakkum of the gods Adad and SamaS" (ibid., 75). In this letter, a man who was 
accused of having appropriated "two (bronze) kettles, silver, gold and other articles," had to pay a 
fine (ibid.). Malamat concluded: "despite variant details, the basic elements are the same in both [the 
Mari document and Joshua 7]: the enjoyment of spoils of war, considered in particular circumstances 
to be a violation of the tabOo" (ibid). Added to that, the complete destruction of a city followed by 
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cmit' c,nl'1-173 cnnp" ~"n~l!) c,nl'1-173 "~rI cnK"i'" . . . ;"l'1" l'1:2-'''K-':'' K'l'1 c,n ''Yl'1 l'1n';" 
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The city and all that is in it are to be dedicated to the Lord, . . . But keep away from the dedicated 
things, so that you will not bring about your own destruction by taking any of them and so that you 
will not make the camp of Israel liable to destruction and bring trouble on it. All the silver and gold 
and the articles of bronze and iron are sacred to the Lord and will go into his treasury. 

1.1.3.3 No Worship of Other Gods 

If Israel worshipped other gods, it would mean a breach of covenant. Joshua 

commanded (Josh 23:7): 

K;' C":2yn K" 'Y':2r1n K" "':l'~' C:'l':'I'K orl:2, O:lnK l'1;Kl'1 O"Krlll'1 l1;Kl1 o',n K1:2-'n;:2' 
ol'1;mnrln 

Do not associate with these nations who remain among you. Do not invoke the name of their gods 
nor swear an oath by them, neither serve them nor bow down to them. 

The history of Israel's apostasy relates to her failure in these obligations (Judg 3:7-

8,12; 4: I; 6: 1, 10; 10:6. Further, the apostasy of individuals shows the depth of 

lawlessness in Israel: Micah's idols in the Ephraim-hill country and his employment 

of a Levite as his house priest (Judg 17:1-13) and the Danites' worship centre for 

idols in Laish (Judg 18:27-31) were consequences of failure to keep the stipulations 

of the divine suzerain. 

Israel was also forbidden to emulate other nations' beliefs. Her defeat by the 

Philistines under Eli led them to bring down the Ark from Shiloh to the battle field 

(I Sam 4:3-4). Israel's shout due to the presence of the ark in their camp, fright

ened the Philistines; yet they reacted by encouraging themselves (1 Sam 4:5-9). 

This indicates that Israel's belief was not different from that of her enemy. That is, 

Yahweh's favour could be obtained by manipulating the symbol. This inevitably 

provoked the divine suzerain's anger. 

1.1. 3.4 Reform 

Prior to the campaign against the enemy the vassal had to eliminate the reason 

for the oppression by enemies. This means at the same time the fulftlment of his 

obligations to destroy the altar of the Canaanite gods and to restore the worship of 

Yahweh (Judg 6:25-26):27 

pronouncing a curse is not confined to Josh 6:26. A Hittite text reports how having conquered Hat
tuSa, Suppiluliuma cursed anyone who settled there again, Otten, "Zu den Anfangen der hethitischen 
Geschichte," MOO ~-' 951), 41 SO. 

27 According to __ ~ iOling, "the 'second one' is presumably the older bull, rather than the prime 
bull," Judges, 134. 
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That same night the Lord said to him [Gideon]: 'Take the bull of your fatherCs herd)-the second bull 
seven years old-and tear down the altar of Baal which belongs to your father and cut down the 
Asherah that is beside it. Then build an altar to the Lord your God on the top of this height in an 
orderly manner, and take the second bull and offer a burnt offering with wood of the Asherah which 
you cut down. 

The same p~nciple occurs under Samuel: Israel had only one means to rid herself of 

the enemy's oppression; that was, to return to Yahweh, removing all foreign gods (1 

Sam 7:3-4).28 

1.1.3.5 No Intermarriage 

Israel was forbidden to intermarry with the Canaanites (Josh 23:12), but dis

obeyed (Judg 3:6). 

1.1.3.6 Covenant Relationship 

(1) To Support Co-vassals 

Israel, as Yahweh's vassal, consisted of twelve tribes; thus, each tribe as Yah

weh's vassal was a co-vassal to others. If the suzerain commanded Israel to 

campaign against the enemy, each tribe as a vassal should support the suzerain's rep

resentatives.29 If any tribe failed to participate in that campaign, it became disloyal 

to the suzerain, since the representatives were acting on behalf of the suzerain. 

Thus, that disloyal vassal was inevitably punished, because it violated the treaty (see 

Josh 24). This is exactly what occurred with the men of Succoth and Peniel who 

refused to support Gideon's troops when they were chasing the Midianites (Judg 

8:4-17). 

(2) No Killing of Co-vassals 

Abimelech's revolt and the following revolt of the inhabitants of Shechem 

were results of Israel's apostasy. The apostasy had already begun before Gideon's 

death when people worshipped the golden ephod which Gideon made and placed in 

Ophrah (Judg 8:27). This became a snare to Gideon and his family, and so brought 

about Abimelech's sin, killing his 70 brothers. Yet Abimelech's bloody act was 

28The Philistines' power over' Israel presumably continued after the battle at Ebenezer. This can be 
deduced from Samuel's advice to Israel (1 Sam 7:3-4), when the people mourned and sought the Lord 
(v. 2). 

29 The two and half-Transjordanian tribes - the Reubenites, the Gadites and the half-tribe of Manas
seh - also supported Joshua's campaign in Cis-jordan (Josh 4:12; 22:1-9). 
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repaid by the rebellion of the inhabitants in Shechem, and he died in attacking them 

(Judg 9:22-54). Since each member of the Israelite community stood in vassal

relationship to Yahweh, Abimelech's sin is to be seen from the view of the co-vassal 

relationship. According to the covenant-stipulations, an intentional murderer should 

not be spared (Dt 19:13). 

(3) No Challenging Co-vassals to War 

The tribe of Ephraim refused to come to his aid, when Jephthah called them 

for help in the course of his campaign against the Ammonites (Judg 12:2). But 

thanks to the divine suzerain's support Jephthah defeated the Ammonites (3).30 This 

victory made the Ephraimites jealous, so they challenged Jephthah to war and were 

defeated (4-6). 

(4) No Illicit Relationship with a Co-vassal 

The act of some Benjaminites against a Levite and his concubine (19:22-8) 

permitted a legitimate campaign of all the Israelites against the tribe of Benjamin. 

1.1.4 The Validity of the Covenant with the People 

The effects of Yahweh's benevolence (1.1.1) and obligations (1.1.2) and his 

discipline upon the entire nation indicate the validity of the covenant with the 

people. These two aspects run through the pre-monarchy period. 

Israel as a nation stood in vassal-relationship with Yahweh. Yahweh's sup

port, forgiveness and his protection had a nation-wide effect (1.1.1 above). Since 

each member of the community also had a vassal-status, thus, he was obliged to 

keep the Torah (1.1.3.1 above). This relationship was also mirrored in the effect of 

Achan's sin upon the whole nation and its defeat at Ai. Therefore, Achan's sin was 

considered to be that of all Israel (Josh 7:11): Ol' ••• '11"::1-11K "::17 Cl' a,K'W' KOn 

• . . C'ni1-1~ '"P' "Israel has sinned; they have violated my covenant . . . ; they 

have taken from the devoted things . . . ." When they repented by punishing 

Achan together with his family, Yahweh's supported Israel in the conquest of Ai. 

Furthermore, the sin of the nation brought Yahweh's discipline. The era of the 

Judges was characterized by Yahweh's punishment for Israel's disloyalty and his 

benevolent deliverance of the Israelite from enemies when they repented. In the 

time of Eli, Israel was defeated by the Philistines at Ebenezer, whereas in the time 

of Samuel, Yahweh delivered the penitent Israelites from the Philistines (1 Sam 7:9-

11, see 1.1.1.2). 

30 Jephthah was chosen to rescue the Israelites (11 :29 ff.) due to their penitence (10:15-6). 
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1.1.5. The Purpose of the Divine Suzerain's Benevolence 

A twofold purpose can be seen in the Jordan miracle: 1) that the people of the 

earth might know the strength of God's power, i.e., the effect of the crossing of the 

Jordan upon the kings of Canaan (Josh 5:1); 2) that Israel might fear the Lord 

always, in other words, Israel might remain loyal to Yahweh (Josh 4:23-24):31 

':;' i'I1:'1' ,'l-lnc r'~:'1 ~Y-':;' ny, lY~' ••• C:;',:lY-'Y C:;"~!)~ P":'1 ~n~ c:;":'1'~ i'I1:'1' W':l':'1-'W~ 
c"O':'1-':;) C:;)':'1'K i'I1:'1 ...... TlK CTlK" l~? K':'1 :'1pTn 

For the Lord your God dried up the Jordan before you until you had crossed over .•. so that all the 
people of the earth might know that the hand of the Lord is powerful and so that you might always 
fear the Lord your God. 

1.1.6 The Purpose of the Divine Suzerain's Disciplinary Measure 

The divine suzerain's disciplinary measures are his adverse judgements for the 

breach of covenant (see further 1.2 below). Yahweh intended: 

1.1.6.1 Humiliation 

Israel's state of being subject to other nations was a humiliating situation. 

They are the reverse of exercising hegemony over them. 

1.1.6.2 Restoration 

Through purifying them from idolatry and making them return to vassal-status, 

e.g. Judg 10:15-16, 

':'1'K-TIK "'0" ::1T:'1 C":'1 K? 'l?'S:'1 1K 1'~'Y:l :l'O:'l-;:;):;) 'l; :'ITlK-:1i'y '~Kon i'I1:'1 ...... ?K ?K'i' ...... 'll "~K" 
,~,i" ~Y:l 'W!)~ 'Sp1'l1 i'I1:'1'1-n~ ,,:lY', C:l'p~ ':;'~:1 

The Israelites said to the Lord: 'We have sinned. Do with us whatever you think best, please rescue 
us this day.' Then they put away the foreign gods among them, and served the Lord. And He could 
not bear Israel's misery any longer. 

Furthermore, to emulate another nation's belief would mean a breach of covenant. 

The defeat at Ebenezer and the loss of the Ark (1 Sam 4:11)32 would have taught 

Israel that Yahweh, the divine-suzerain, could not be manipulated, although the ark 

symbolized Yahweh's presence among the people. Because a relationship with "God 

in symbol" was that of other nations, Samuel, thus, instructed Israel about the right 

vassal-relationship to Yahweh at Mizpah (1 Sam 7:1-9). This was approved by the 

divine suzerain's intervention in defeating the Philistines, who invaded to crush 

Israel at Mizpah (1 Sam 7:10). Thereupon, Israel struck them down and could keep 

31 Cf. Josh 2:8b-l1. 

32 Cf. 2 Sam 5:21. 
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the Philistines out of her territory because of the divine suzerain's help (1 Sam 

7: 13). At the same time, Samuel led the people to live according to the stipulations 

of the divine suzerain. 

1.1.6.3 To Teach Israel's Enemy 

Having defeated Israel, the Philistines set the Ark beside Dagon their god. 33 

Subsequently, they realized Yahweh's superiority through Dagon's collapse (1 Sam 

5:1-5)34 and the affliction of the Philistine cities (5:6-12) which were brought about 

by the presence of the Ark. 

1.1.7 The Theocentric Features of Disciplinary Measures 

Since Israel's suzerain was divine, the consequences of her breach of the 

covenant were ordained by Yahweh. Yahweh often disciplined Israel by employing 

her enemies. 

1.1.8 The Sanction of Covenant 

The procedure of covenant-renewal shows how the covenant was sanctioned. 

There, the consensus agreement of the weaker party is a part of the ceremony of 

sanction. Under Joshua Israel agreed to serve the Lord (Josh 24:16):35 OYi1 TV" 
C'1mc C'i1?K ,JY? i1'i1'-l1K JlY1.l 'l? i1?'?" 11.lK" "The people answered, 'Far be it 

from us to forsake the Lord to serve other gods,'''36 and Joshua, Yahweh's repre

sentative, performed the ceremony of treaty-making (Josh 24:25). 

1.1.9 The Duration of Covenant 

The renewal of the covenant in Josh 24 reflects the lasting validity of the 

covenant. In the era of Israel's settlement (Judges), Yahweh's anger with the 

Israelites, who repeatedly broke the covenant, and his benevolence in sending 

deliverance to them, mirror the enduring validity of the covenant. 

33 Presumably, with this behaviour the Philitines demonstrated Israel's submission to them. From 
Tigl.I's time onward, Assyrian kings sometimes removed the gods of defeated countries and pre
sented them to their gods, indicating the captured gods and their people were subject to Assyria, see 
M. Cogan, Imperialism and Religion, 9-34; contra T. Longman and D. G. Reid, God is a Warrior, 
51. 

34 The position of Dagon, fallen on his face before the Ark of Yahweh, was a gesture by which 
inferior kings recognized the supremacy or the suzerainty of stronger ones. So Israel's divine 
suzerain was seen to be distinct from the Philistines' gods (1 Sam 6:5-6). Cf. Lyn M. Bechtel, "The 
perception of Shame, " in Uncovering Ancient Stones, 89 ff. 

35 Also vv. 21-22, 24. 

36 Joshua's challenge in v. 15, introduced by a protasis (OK with a nominal clause) followed by an 
apodosis with imperative, gives Israel an opportunity to renew their hearts towards her divine 
suzerain. Joshua's call to throwaway "the gods your forefathers" (14) and the phrase "the gods your 
forefathers served beyond the River" indicate that there was syncretism already in Joshua's time. 
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1.1.10 The Language of Covenant 

Covenant terms appear in warnings about the Israelites' loyalty to the divine 

suzeratn. 

1.1.10.1 Covenant-Making 

The renewal of covenant is seen as covenant-making. The entire procedure of 

treaty-making is described: 1(,i1i1 C,,~ Cy? 11"~ Y~'i1' 11':l" (Josh 24:25). 

1.1.10. 2 Covenant-Breaking 

Achan's sin presents a breach of the treaty. Three phrases occur in parallel. 

The first two phrases are termini technici for treaty-breaking, and the last describes 

the act of the breaking of the treaty:C'"i1-1~ '"i'? ,'11"~-111( ,,~ (Josh 7:11) and 

mi1'? 1(tm (Josh 7:20).37 The first phrase parallels other termini technici for 

covenant-breaking: Ci1? CI1'1nI1~m38C""1( C'i1?l< CI1'~Y (Josh 23: 16)39 and 1(?' 

'?'i'? Y~~ (Judg 2:20). These first two phrases parallel1(?' "':lTn-l<? Ci1'i1?l< C~~' 

'Y'~~11 (Josh 23:7). 

Covenant-breaking is expressed by mi1' ""1(~ ••• '~~11 CI11( and "'~11 CI11( 

mi1'~ (Josh 22:18). 

The book of Judges presents the life of Israel in relationship to the divine

suzerain in the promised land. Since her disloyalty to Yahweh coloured the whole 

era phrases expressing breach of treaty are frequent:'l'l~ Y'i1 mfZ1Y? ?l<'fZ1' 'l~ ,!)C', 

mi1' (Judg 4: 1); i'ni1'-I11( '":lV" (Judg 3:7) and i'ni1'-I1l< '~TY" (Iudg 10:6); 'CY:J', 

mi1'-l'l1( (Judg 2: 12b). 40 Added to that, the breach of covenant is expressed by the 

figure of the marriage-relationship: C'?Y~i1 ""1( 'IT,,41 (Judg 8:33) which parallels 

i'ni1'-l'l1( ?1('~' 'l~ '':IT 1(?' (Iudg 8:34). The breach of covenant is summed up in 

i1fZ1y' "l'Y~ 'V'i1 ~'1( «Judg 21 :25). 

37 Also 1 Sam 7:6. 
38 Serving other gods is mentioned in Deborah's song with 0'117'" O':'I'K '":1' wthey chose new 

gods W (Judg 5:8). 

39 Also Judg 2:19. 
40 Also 1 Sam 8:8. 
41 mT (to become a prostitute) primarily designates a sexual relationship outside a marriage. That 

is to say, because Israel is portrayed as a partner of Yahweh, following other gods is illT (cf. S. 
Erlandsson, willT, W TWAT 11,613). 



EXCURSUS 1: THE CONCEPT OF INTER-STATE VASSALSHIP 

1. Israel's Suzerainty 

The most complete form of inter-state vassalship prior to the monarchy is pre

sented in the treaty between Israel and the Gibeonites. An inter-state vassal treaty 

was made between Israel and the Gibeonites. When the Gibeonites heard of Israel's 

victory over Jericho and Ai they submitted to Israel, even though they deceived her 

by pretending they came from a distant country. Israel, the stronger party, kept 

them alive, and the Gibeonites, the weaker party, became subject to her. 1 

1.1 The Suzerain's Obligation 

The suzerain was obliged to support the vassal if he was attacked by other 

kings. When attacked by the Amorite kings, the Gibeonites appealed to Joshua to 

rescue them (Josh 10:6). On this appeal Joshua came to the Gibeonites's aid (10:7) 

and relieved them (10:11). 

1.2 Divine Support in the Suzerain's Campaign 

Having encouraged Joshua for the military expedition against the Amorite 

kings, Yahweh prolonged the day according to Joshua's prayer, in his campaign 

(10: 8, 11, 12b-13b). Yahweh intervened in the campaign of Israel, the Gibeonites' 

suzerain, against the Amorites ally to rescue Israel's vassal (10:11). In fact, Yah

weh was helping Israel, since the Amorites were one of the nations to be driven out 

of the land. Furthermore, the Gibeonites were under the protection of Israel, which 

stood under Yahweh's protection.2 

1.3 The Validity of Interstate Treaty 

Saul's breach of the treaty with the Gideonites, which had been made under 

Joshua, resulted in famine in Israel under David. Here we see the lasting validity of 

the interstate treaty (see Excursus 2.1.6-7). 

1 R. De Vaux rejects the concept of vassalship between Israel and the Gibeonites and understands 
their relationship in the light of international law in the Ancient Near East, thereby seeing the word 
n":1 as "an oath containing a promise, The Early History, 625. However, the language of treaty
making, the Gibeonites' appeal to Joshua when being attacked by the Amorite kings, and Joshua's 
immediate response indicate that there was the vassal-treaty between them. Moreover the Gideonites' 
self-designation in 9:8 unlK 1":1Y "we are your servants" implies their appeal to vassalage; see F. C. 
Fensham, "The Treaty," BA 27 (1964), 96-100. Furthermore, when Israel had broken the treaty 
made with the Gibeonites, she suffered famine, a treaty-curse. 

2 Moreover, this may be related to Oen 12:3: "I will bless those who bless you and whoever curses 
you I will curse; and all peoples on earth will be blessed through you." In other words, Yahweh's 
intervention reflects in a sense a fulfilment of His promise to Abraham, since the Gibeonites sub
mitted to Israel and were now under Israel's protection. 
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1.4 The Sanction of Treaty 

The treaty was established by the submission of the weaker party (Josh 9:6, 

8),3 11":J 1l?-11';:' il11Y' 1lK:J ili""' r'N~ ••• " •.. we [the Gibeonites] have come 

from a distant country; make a treaty with us. And they said to Joshua: 'We are 

your servants" followed by an oath of the stronger party (Josh 9:15): Oil? ~Y" 

il'>,:'1 'N'~l 0:'1? 'Y:J~" C11""? 11":J C:'1? 11';:'" O'?~ Y~':'1' "The Joshua made 
peace4 with them and established a treaty with them to guarantee their lives, and the 

leaders of the assembly ratified it by oath." 

1.S The Language of Treaty-Making (see Josh 9: 15 above) 

2. Israel as Subject 

In Judges we see the cyclical process of Israel being made subject to other 

nations because of her apostasy. 

Synopsis 

The loyalty of Israel to her divine suzerain resulted in her suzerainty over 

other people, whereas her disloyalty made her subject to other nations. Israel's sub

ject state displayed the fulf1lment of covenant-curses (see further 1.2.3 below). 

3 The Gibeonites were Hivites (Josh 9:7). one of the seven nations. whom Yahweh commanded 
Israel to drive out of the land (Deut. 7:1). Because of this vassal-treaty the Gibeonites were allowed 
to live peacefully (see Josh. 9:15). but they were cursed and reduced to servitude when their deceit 
was uncovered (Josh. 9:23. 27). 

4 "Peace is the goal of the making of the treaty." Fensham. "The Treaty." 98. 



1.2 THE COVENANT-CURSES FULFILLED IN JOSHUA-l SAMUEL 7 

1.2.1 Frustrated Attack 

The divine suzerain did not tolerate his vassal's violation of the treaty. Since 

Jericho was, in a sense, the first fruit of Israel's conquest, l Achan' s violation of 

specific requirements resulted in Israel's defeat in the campaign against Ai (Josh 

7:5),2 losing thirty-six soldiers. 

In the failure to conquer Ai the covenant-curses concerning an unsuccessful 

attack and its result (Lev 26:17a & Dt 28:25 (26» were realized.3 Israel's being 

chased by the troops of Ai corresponds to the description of Dt 28:25, as a result of 

Yahweh's withdrawal of his support (Lev 26:17a & Dt 28:20). Added to that, 

Israel's emotional reaction to that defeat, "at this the hearts of the people melted and 

became like water (Josh 7:5b)," expresses a vividly the cursed state of Israel. 

1.2.2 Invasion and Plunder 

The most striking example of the impact of the enemies' invasion on Israel 

occurred under the Midianites. Her daily life was disrupted (Judg 6:2): 'l!)~ ••• 

.n,,:m:'1-.nac, .n"~:'1-.nac, a',:'1~ ,wac .n":'1l7;):'1-.nac ;ac,tt' 'l~ ,tty 1"7;) "Because of 

Midian the Israelites made shelters for themselves in the mountains, caves and 

strongholds." Further oppression in her daily life was experienced through depriva

tion of crops and animals (Judg 6:3-6a): 

1K'1:2-'Y 'r1Kl'1 '1I:2'-nK 'I11't1rf'1 0l'1'?' un', 1'" ,,,, O'P-'l:2' 1'?DY1 r-m l'1", 'nnW' "HIK l'1'l'11 
0l'1'n :2" l'1:2'K-"~ m:2' Ol'1"l'1K'1 ,'?y' Ol'1'l"~' Oil ,~ '~n1 "v. ilV1' '?K'V1':2 il~ "'tW'-K'n my 

... 1"~ 'lm~ ,~ 'K'V1' "" ilnnr1, r'Kl 'Kl" ,.,o~ rae 0l'1'~1" 
Whenever the Israelites sowed, the Midianites, the Amalekites and other eastern peoples invaded 
them (the Israelites). They encamped against them and destroyed the land's produce all the way to 
Gaza, and left no sustenance for Israel as well as no sheep, ox, or donkey. For they came up with 
their livestock and their tents; they came in like swarms of locusts, both they and their camels were 
innumerable; they came into the land to devastate it. So Israel was brought low because of the 
Midianites . . . 

1 The Israelites are commanded to bring the first fruit to Yahweh. 

2 The divine suzerain promised if Israel remain loyal to him her enemies would be his enemies 
(Exod.23:22). Being grief-stricken and perplexed about the defeat, Joshua together with the elders of 
Israel would have realized there might be a fault in their past (Josh 7:6-9). Achan as an individual 
stood in vassal relationship with Yahweh. And the consequence of his breach of covenant for his 
family is not unique. In a Hittite vassal treaty, when a vassal violated the treaty, his entire family 
was considered responsible and thus punished by the suzerain, HOT no. 11, 70, §7. 

3 Although Josh 7 does not relate what happened to the corpses of Joshua's soldiers, we may 
presume that wild animals might have eaten them: 1) Ai was located in the hill country where wild 
animals were at home: 2) The Israelites were so frightened by their defeat that they may not even 
have buried their dead. 
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Here, the covenant-curse of invasion was realized (Dt 28:49-50). The oppressed 

state of Israel corresponds to the cursed states (Dt 28:16-19). Instead of enjoying 

the products of the promised land, Israel was oppressed by her enemies who took 

away agricultural produce (Lev 26:16; Dt 28:30b, 51). Agriculture and house 

boundaries were destroyed and impoverished (Dt 28:31, 51). The disrupted daily 

life of Israel under the Midianites corresponds to the covenant-curse of a restless life 

(Lev 26: 17b; Dt 28:33-34). 

1.2.3 Subjected to Other Nations 

The consequence of Israel's disloyalty to her suzerain would be to her reduc

tion from being conqueror over other nations to that of being enslaved by them and 

eventually losing the Promised Land. Joshua warned Israel (Josh 23:13,4 16): 

OOtU" tUi'~" n!l' 0:::1' 1'i11 O:::l·:1!llm ;"N;' O·'lj1-1,N tU·,,;,' O:::l·;"N i11;'. '1.01' N' .:::1 '>"1'1 >"" 
O:::l·;"K ;";'. 0:::1' 11'1:1 'tUN 1'INTi1 ;'~'Oit ;'~'Nit ,~ O:::l'~K-'>' O:::l'l'>'l 0':1l1" O:::l"ll 

You may be sure that the Lord your God will not continue to drive out these nations before you. 
They will become a snare and a trap for you, a scourge on your backs and thorns in your eyes, until 
you perish from this good land which the Lord your God has given you. 

0:::1' 11'1:1 'tUN ;'l'Oi1 T'K;' ,~ i1';'~ omlK' O:::ll i11i1~K il,m ••• 

. . . The Lord's anger will bum against you, and you will quickly perish from the good land he has 
given you. 

Joshua's warning was fulfIlled when Israel was disloyal; the divine-suzerain handed 

over Israel to her enemies, for example, to Jabin king of Hazor (Judg 4: 1-3). 

Because of Israel's repeated sin, the divine suzerain allowed Eglon, king of 

Moab, to invade Israel (Judg 3:12-14) and so put his vassal under Moab's suzerainty 

(Judg 3: 15b),s ~N'~ ,,~ 1"lY' ;,n~~ ",~ 'N'V;'-'~~ 'n'~" ... " ... and the 

Israelites sent tribute by him (Ehud) to Eglon king of Moab. " 

Thus the covenant-curse of subjection to the enemy was realized (Dt 28:48a). 

Moab's invasion corresponds to the covenant-curses of invasion (Dt 28:49-50; Lev 

26:25aa). Furthermore, Moab's suzerainty over Israel fulfIlled the covenant-curse 

of the enemy's hegemony over Israel (Lev 26:17b; Dt 28:48b). 

4 Also Josh 24:20. 

5 Moab controlled Israel from Jericho (the City of Palms). Jericho was an ideal city from which 
Moab could control Israel. It was situated in a strategic area and offered three different routes pene
trating to the central hill country; one leading up near to Jerusalem, another to Bethel and the third 
via Ophrah to the central Ephraim-hill country. The Moabites would probably have stationed a gar
rison there (cf. Judg 3:13), just as other suzerains stationed garrisons in vassal lands in the ancient 
Near East. Later, this strategic region was taken over by the Israelites under Ehud, and Moab became 
subject to Israel (Juge 3:28-30). 
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1.2.4 Defeat and Destruction of Family 

Eli's disloyalty towards Yahweh was reflected in his failure to discipline his 

sons who deftled the sacrifices (1 Sam 2:12-17), and he himself enjoyed the best 

parts of every offering brought to Yahweh by the people (1 Sam 2:29b). In other 

words, he honoured his sons more than Yahweh (1 Sam 2:29a). Thus, Yahweh 

predicted the destruction of his house (1 Sam 2:33-34, 36). In the time of Eli, syn

cretism also brought about national disasters when Israel fought with the Philistines: 

a severe defeat, the removal of the Ark, destruction of Eli's family (1 Sam 4:10-11, 

18).6 

In this disastrous state the covenant-curse of defeat (Lev 26: 17a; Dt 28:25-26) 

was fulftlled, apart from the impact of disaster upon other nations: a show of horror 

(25d). A curse of corpses as meat for birds and beasts for prey (Ot 28:26) could 

have occurred, if the dead were not buried, although 1 Sam 4 is silent about it. In 

addition, the way in which Eli's family was destroyed corresponds to the covenant

curse of Yahweh's anger/curse (Dt 28:20), since the death of Eli and his daughter

in-law was caused by horror when the former heard of the loss of the Ark and the 

latter of Eli's and her husband's death and the loss of the Ark. Yahweh's curse 

remained on Eli's house until its destruction. 

1.2.5 Revolt: Civil War 

"Having forgotten the commandments of God, the people would inevitably 

commit evil deeds and bring disaster upon their own heads."7 Israel's breach of 

covenant resulted in the destruction of members of the covenant-community by civil 

war. Failure in keeping the Torah produced evil deeds, which resulted in the divine 

suzerain's discipline which, in its tum, weakened the covenant community. In his 

punitive measures Yahweh employed members of the covenant-community to punish 

the evil ones: 

1) The case of Abimelech's sin and its chain effects: he and the Shechemites 

failed to keep the commandments not to shed innocent blood, this was an outcome 

of the Israelites' apostasy (Iudg 8:33-35). The inhabitants of Shechem, who helped 

6 If the leaders were disloyal to the divine suzerain the people would follow. Firstly, Eli's SODS 

violated the rules of the sacrifice (2:12-7); and they indulged in immoral acts (2:22). Secondly, Eli's 
remark about Hannah's manner in prayer indicates that in those days it was not unexceptional for 
drunken people to enter the sanctuary (1:12-4). Thirdly, Israel fell into paganism, believing that 
Yahweh could be identified with the symbol of his presence (the Ark), and that Yahweh's favour 
could automatically be gained by the presence of the Ark. Shiloh may have been destroyed at this 
time (see Jer 7:12-4; 26:6). 

7 P. C. Craigie, Deuteronomy, 342. 
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Abimelech to murder his brothers, were killed by him due to their rebellion (Judg 

9:45): 

Abimelech fought against the city all that day, and he captured the city and killed the inhabitants. 
Then he destroyed the city and sowed it with salt. 

Abimelech also died in this campaign against the inhabitants of Shechem (Judg 9:56-

57).8 

2) The failure to keep God's commandments reached its culmination in the 

crime of the Benjaminites against a Levite and his concubine (Judg 18:26). When 

the other tribes heard of the crime, they came to take revenge on the Benjaminites, 

bringing about civil war. Upon the Israelites' inquiry, the divine suzerain com

manded that the tribe of Judah should go first to fight against the Benjaminites. 

Yahweh further said that he would deliver them to the Israelites (Judg 20:28). 

3) If the suzerain's representatives campaigned against an enemy, other 

tribes/vassals were obliged to support them, providing food and refreshment for the 

troops. When Gideon and his troops were chasing the Midianites Gideon asked for 

food for his exhausted troops from Succoth and Peniel. 9 The men of these two 

places rejected Gideon's request (Judg 8:4-9). In so doing, they became disloyal to 

the divine suzerain since Gideon was his agent. He disciplined the men of those two 

districts when he returned victorious (Judg 8:16-17).10 

8 The rebellion of Shechem against Abimelech and its subsequent punishment by him are regarded 
as the divine suzerain's judgments against the citizens and for him, respectively (9:23-24). Divine 
judgment for a usurper was a common idea in the ancient Near East, see further Part III 2.2). The 
theme of kingship also occurs in Abimelech's revolt (Iudg 9). F. Criisemann claimed that Judg 9 in 
the context of Judg 6-8 presents a negative picture of the kingship, Der Widerstand gegen das 
K6nigtum, 42, 52. However, Jotham's parable is not necessarily against kingship as such. In his 
parable Jotham made clear the deadly result of kingship, for the king and people who anointed him, 
whose kingship was established by violence (Judg 9:7-20). Gideon's refusal of the Israelites' sugges
tion to rule over them (Iudg 8:22-23) emphasizes Yahweh's suzerainty. If he accepted their offer, he 
would rebel against Yahweh, so he would become king without Yahweh's approval. As we see 
below (Part IV 2.1.1.1 and fn. 12), human kingship, as such, does not oppose Yahweh's suzerainty 
over Israel. Dispute over rule commonly occurred in the ancient Near East (see the evaluation of 
Westerman's view in Part I 3.3 and Part III 2.3). Abimelech's and the Shechemites' revolt was com
parable with the revolt of rebel vassals who attempted to take the kingship without the suzerain's 
approval in Assyrian history (Part III 1.2 and 1.4.3; cf. 2.2.7). So the problem of Abimelec's revolt 
related to the absence of Yahweh's approval for his kingship. As a matter of fact, Yahweh later 
approves kingship (1 Sam 8), regardless of the wrong motive of the people (Part IV 2.2.1.1 fn. 12). 

9 Succoth was allotted to the tribe of Gad (Josh. 13 :27), and Peniel probably to half tribe of Manas
seh. 

10 The men of Ephraim who challenged Jephthah, agent of the divine suzerain, to war were killed 
(Judg 12:4, 6). 
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4) Another civil war occurred when the tribe of Ephraim became jealous of 

Jephthah's victory over the Ammonites. The Ephraimites challenged Jephthah, Yah

weh's agent, to war were killed (Judg 12:4, 6). 

To sum up, disobedience to the divine suzerain brought a chain of disasters. 

The result of failure to follow Yahweh's commandments caused a civil war (Dt 

28:22), which, in tum, brought about destruction, which in its tum produced evil 

deeds, instead of loyal acts in the covenant community. Because of those acts the 

divine suzerain employed other members of the covenant community. Therefore, 

instead of multiplying in the promised land, the Israelites diminished in number. 

Here, we see the chain-effect of Israel's disobedience to her divine suzerain. Yah

weh's curse/anger (Dt 28:20) was on her. Consequently, she became disorientated 

and failed to do right. 



1.3 Conclusions 

Our study of the covenant-curses as an integral element of the covenant con

cept and their fulfllments has shown the unity of various themes in Judges-l Samuel 

7. 
In the light of the relationship between suzerain and vassal, Yahweh's support 

of Israel in the conquest of the Promised Land should be understood as his 

benevolence. That was, in turn, intended, both to let other nations know who 

Israel's suzerain was, and to encourage Israel, his vassal, to remain loyal. Like ~y 

ancient Near Eastern suzerain, Yahweh was forgiving when Israel was penitent. He 

also obliged himself to support Israel in taking possession of the Land on condition 

of her loyalty. In view of this, the theme of "holy war" is not necessarily a later 

edition of Dtr (contra Noth and his followers, 1.0 fn 8). Furthermore, Israel had to 

remain loyal to her divine suzerain by keeping his stipulations (the Torah). Since 

Israel's suzerain was Yahweh, her obligations primarily related to religion - so for 

Israel, following Canaanite gods was a breach of covenant. Israel as Yahweh's vas

sal was obliged to keep the Torah in order to settle successfully in the Promised 

Land. The conditionality of keeping the Torah was vital for Israel for her successful 

life there from the conquest onwards. Therefore, Israel's prime duty to follow the 

Torah should not be taken as a dtr concept of Exile (contra Smend and his fol

lowers). Furthermore, since each tribe of Israel had a vassal relationship to Yah

weh, each tribe should support the representative of the divine suzerain in conquer

ing the Land. In view of this, the picture of intertribal support in conquest need not 

be a dtr addition (contra Noth). 

Since individual members of the covenant community stood in vassal relation

ship to Yahweh, killing other members was forbidden. When anyone killed his co

vassal, he suffered the consequence. In this light Abimelech's rebellion, his death 

and the civil war caused by the Bejaminites' depravity should be understood. These 

events are the outcome of breach of the covenant with Yahweh. Thus, Abimelech's 

story need not be attriouted to the dtr interpretation and the civil war (Judg 19-20) to 

a later addition, as asserted Noth and his followers. 

Israel's agreement to serve Yahweh alone in Josh 24 relates to covenant 

renewal. Therefore, Josh 24 should not be dismissed as a product of exilic revision 

in dtr style (contra Noth). 

Moreover, whenever Israel failed to remain loyal to Yahweh, she failed to 

subdue her enemies. She also became subject to other nations, instead of having 

hegemony over them, which, in turn, brought about disturbances in daily life. Dis

loyalty to Yahweh prevented Israel from acting according to Yahweh's stipulations. 

All these states present fulfllied covenant-curses, the consequences of covenant-
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breaking. The so-called theological interpretations relate to the divine suzerain's 

benevolence and support of his vassal and to Israel's obligations toward her divine 

suzerain and the consequences of covenant-breaking. Israel's apostasy was her fail

ure to remain loyal to Yahweh. Therefore, the events and their interpretations are to 

be understood as contemporaneous (see Part IV 4.3). 



Chapter 2 

THE MONARCHY PERIOD 

2.0 Introduction 

The diversities of themes in Samuel-2 Kings have led scholars to explanations 

in terms of a diversity of sources or redactions. We note some influential opinions. 

Firstly, Wellhausen's view about the anti- and pro-monarchial pericopes in 1 Sam 7-

12 has prevailed among scholars. 1 Following Wellhausen, Noth saw the dependence 

of the anti-monarchial pericope (1 Sam 7:2-8:22, 1O:17-27a; 12) on the old tradition 

(1 Sam 9:1-10:16, 27b-ll:15) and ascribed it to Dtr.2 McCarthy divided the anti

and pro-monarchical pericopes into two sources and claimed that these two sources 

were brought together by the dtr school. 3 For him, these opposing themes' formed a 

unity in the dtr redaction. 

Secondly, it is asserted that the contrast between the conditionality and 

unconditionality of the Davidic promise is harmonized by the dtr redaction. 

McCarthy included 2 Samuel 7 with the speeches of leading personages which made 

the structure of DtrH according to Noth.4 He continued: "The monarchy which 

arose from Israel's sin" "is passing."5 On the other hand, "the promise of Nathan as 

a new beginning, related to the past but essentially a program for the future, fits into 

the scheme of the deuteronomic history."6 Following McCarthy, Cross saw two 

sources of royal ideologies in 2 Sam 7: 1) the conditionality of the kingship of Saul 

and David, based "ufJOn divinely imposed stipulations" and 2) the unconditionality 

of kingship, which was the development of the conditional Davidic covenant. 7 

Cross continued: "in exilic and postexilic times both ideologies survived. The Exilic 

Deuteronomist revised the great history as an unrelieved proclamation of doom. "8 

1 Wellhausen saw a favourable pericope in 1 Sam 9:1-10:16 and an unfavourable periocope in 1 
Sam 7; 8; 10:17-12:25 Prolegomena, 249-51 and Die Composition" 243-46. 

2 Deuteronomistic History, 81-83. Following Cross, P. Kyle McCarter ascribed 1 Sam 12:25 to 
Dtr2, I Samuel, 15-16. 

3 Dennis 1. McCarthy, "The Inauguration," Interpretation 27 (1973), 401-12. 
4 McCarthy's view is taken up by Cross, CMHE, 275. 
5 "II Samuel 7; IBL 84 (1965), 135. 
6 Ibid., 137. 

7 "In the transformation of David's kingdom into a full-fledged international power, kingship and 
royal cultus under the stimulus of Canaanite monarchial institutions evolved further. The "Davidic 
Covenant" became an unconditional ... ," CMHE, 264. 

8 Cross, CMHE, 265. 
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Furthermore, the reforms of Hezekiah and Josiah are believed to be a repudia

tion of Assyrian religion,9 which was imposed on Judah by the Assyrian suzerain.10 

However, according to the Assyrian annals from Tiglath-pileser I to Ashurbanipal, 

the Assyrian kings were on good terms with their vassals as long as they met their 

obligations to Assyria, so they did not impose the Assyrian religious observance 

upon their vassals. 11 Thus, Hezekiah's and Josiah's reforms do not primarily relate 

9 R. E. Clements, Deuteronomy, 73; Norbert Lohfink, "The Cult Reform of Josiah, "Ancient 
Israelite Religion, 467-68. 

10 According to H. H. Rowley, Hezekiah's reform meant the rejection of the Assyrian deities 
which related to the rebellion against Assyria, "Hezekiah's reform," BJRL (1962), 425). This view 
is accepted by other scholars, e.g., J. Bright, History, 282 and see further the references in J. 
McKay, Religion in Judah under the Assyrians, 84, fn. 2); Hermann Spieckermann, Joda unter 
Assur, 371-72. If it was the case, the authors of 2 Kings would have mentioned that Hezekiah would 
have established the high places for the Assyrian deities after his submission to Assyria (2 Ki 18:16). 
Yet the text is silent about it. A question arises whether the high places in 18:4a refer to Assyrian 
cultic places. The high places which Hezekiah destroyed relate to Canaanite cultic places (cf. W. F. 
Albright, "The high place in Ancient Palestine," VTS 4 (1957), 242-58) and designate Israel's 
apostasy (cf. 1 Ki 14:23) and may include the high places Solomon built in Jerusalem for Ashtoreth 
of the Sidonians, Chemosh of Moab and Milcom of Ammon (23:13). If a king was loyal to Yahweh, 
he destroyed high places. Hezekiah and Josiah also destroyed the high places together with the pagan 
deities. Added to that, archaeological discovery displays Israel's syncretism, see further P. K. 
McCarter, "Aspects of the Religion of the Israelite Monarchy," in The Religion of the Israelite 
Monarchy, 137-55; Jeffrey H. Tigay, "Israelite Religion," ibid., 157-94. 

11 This view asserted by Cogan and McKay was challenged by Hermann Spieckermann in his Joda 
unter Assur. In his view, the Assyrian kings imposed the Assyrian religion upon their vassals in the 
Sargonid period. However, the textual evidence from the Assyrian annals which Spieckermann used 
do not support his arguments. He presented an instance from Tigl.III's campaign against Gaza, 
where Tigl.III was lenient to Hanunu and returned him to his post. Tigl. III deported Hanunu's fam
ily, property and gods and claimed: "A (statue) bearins the image of the gods my lords and my (own) 
royal image out of gold [I fashioned.], " The Inscriptions, Summ 8, 177 16. In the palace [of Gaza] I 
set (it) up (and) I counted it among the gods of their land," ibid., Summ 4, 141 11. This is the only 
occurrence in Tigl.III's amWs, where he set up a statue bearins the image of the Assyria gods in his 
vassal's palace and counted it among the gods of his vassal land. Added to that, Gaza was the only 
vassal city which Tigl.III turned it into an Assyrian emporium (blt kan), ibid., Summ 9, 189 16. 
This establishment on the border between the Assyrian Empire and Egypt relates to the trade with 
Egypt. Accordins to Moshe Blat, "items were received and then transferred to the bCt kari of 
Assyria, the name given to an economic or fiscal institution set up in ports or trading stations," "The 
Economic Relations," JAOS 98 (1978), 26). This was a sign, according to Cogan, "that a permanent 
Assyrian presence was to be stationed in the region," "A Reexamination of Imperialism," JBL 112/3 
(1993), 407. Presumably, because Tigl.III stationed Assyrians in Gaza, he set up a statue with the 
image of Assyrian gods. Sometimes, the Assyrian kings would set up a statues with the emblems of 
the gods in the conquered lands and vassal lands. Tigl.III's reckonins of a statue with his image and 
that of Assyrian gods amons the gods of Gaza neither indicates the imposition of Assyrian cult, nor 
the interruption of the cult of Gaza. Furthermore, Spieckermann's quotation from Sar. 's amWs is not 
Sar.'s policy for his vassal but a new Assyrian province. The people of Gambulu (Spieckermann 
misunderstood them as the tribe of Hindaru, ibid., 331. Hindaru and Gambulu were different tribes, 
see Sargons II, 433-35, 38) joined Merodach-baladan's revolt and fought at I>&1r-Athara against 
Sargon. When the 8 chieftains of the Gambulu heard of Sar.'s capture of that city, they submitted, 
bringing their tribute. Sar. set his official over them as governor and imposed an annual tribute upon 
them. He also arransed an annual nadan "tax" to Marduk and Nabd, ibid., 277 v 10, 14 ud 278 v 
10, IS. Yet Marduk and Nabd are Babylonian gods. Sar. also changed the name of Dur-Athara to 
Dtlr-Nabd, ibid., 140 274-75. That is to say, Gambulu became an Assyrian province. Another exam-
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to rebellion against Assyria. To sum up, the themes relating to the monarchy 

illustrate the problems scholars have attempted to solve. The diversities of themes 

are attributed to different sources which are united by the dtr redaction. As noticed 

elsewhere, the passages concerning Yahweh's adverse judgment are treated as exilic. 

To shed light upon the understanding of the various themes in Samuel-Kings, 

we explore them in the context of the Ancient Near Eastern concept of vassalship 

(see further Part III 1). 

2.1 COVENANT-CURSES AS AN INTEGRAL COMPONENT IN THE 

CONCEPT OF DIVINE HUMAN V ASSALSIllP IN 1 SAM 8-2 KINGS 

2.1.1 The Divine Suzerain's Benevolence 

2.1.1.1 Approval of Kingship 

pIe Spieckermann used is Esar.'s re-organization of Egypt Ouda under Assur, 338). Having con
quered Egypt, Esarhaddon set samlni, pahtlti and saknati over Egypt. He also arranged sacrifices for 
the Assyrian gods, Asarhaddons, §65, 99 47-50a. Although Esar. did not mention a vassal treaty 
with Egypt, Egypt became vassal to Assyria, as argued elsewhere. However, Esar. 's establishment of 
offerings for the Assyrian gods does not necessarily refer to his imposition of Assyrian religion upon 
Egypt, since the text does not specifically refers to it. The Egyptians might have sent offering for 
Assyrian gods to Ashur, as they should send tribute to Assyria (49b-50a). In the Middle-Assyrian 
period, the governors sent offerings to the Assur temple. For example, at the time of TigU's, -the 
total amount of gina'u offerings received at the Assur temple was about 1000 homer (c. 100 m3) 
corn, 10 homer (c. 1 m3) honey, 100 homer (c. 10 m3) sesame and 50 homer (c. 5 m3) fruit, - Olof 
Pedersen, Archives and Libraries I, 46; cf. Millard, -Fragments of Historical Texts, -~ 32 (1970), 
172 and fn. 14. Spieckermann's third example comes from Asb.'s annals. Having succeeded in 
crushing Shamsh-shum-ukin's revolt, Asb. set saknati and q~pani over Babylon. The arrangement of 
sacrifices for Babylonian gods was not unusual for the Assyrian kings. They often regulated it before 
or after their campai3n. This mirrors the Assyrian kings' respect for Babylonian culture. Added to 
that, the phrase ana assur ih,ft (Asarhaddons, 46 29) does not refer to the abandonment of Assyrian 
religion, as Spieckermann argued (346-47). The same idea commonly occurs in the Assyrian annals 
to designate a breach of vassal treaty. It corresponds to: "being insubmissive to the god ASsur: 
-having cast off the yoke of Assur," "having transgressed the oath made before the gods, - etc, see 
Part III 1.10.2. Moreover, the deportation of the gods of vassal lands was not confined to the later 
Neo-Assyrian period. It was a common practice in war in the Ancient Near East. Sometimes, the 
Assyrian kings despoiled the gods of their vassal land to promote the loyalty of vassals, see further 
Cogan, Imperialism, 40-41. Thus, this practice did not relate to the imposition of Assyrian religion 
upon vassals. To sum up, the Assyrian kings' treatment for Gaza and Egypt is ad hoc in Neo
Assyrian history, since there are no other instances in Assyrian annals from the 12th down to the 7th 
century B.C. Thus, Gaza and Egypt cannot be used for any generalization concerning the imposition 
of Assyrian religion upon Assyrina vassals. Added to that, other examples used by Spieckermann 
relate, in fact, to the arrangement of the Assyrian kings about new provinces. Four other arguments 
against Spieckermann's view, see Cogan, -A Reexamination of Imperialism, - JBL 112/3 (1993), 406-
14. 
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Yawheh selected a king (1 Sam 8:7-9)12 according to the vassal-people's 

desire (1 Sam 10:23-24):13 

-,:1:1 ':'I~:I l'N ':I :'11:'1' ':1-,n:1 'WN DZ'I'N':'I DY:'l-'~'N 'N~W '~N" :'I'Y7." ~:lW DY:'I-':I~ :'1:11" ••. 
'~:'I 'n' "~lM DY:'I-'!:I ,y,,, DY:'I 

. . . he was a head taller than any of the people. Samuel said to all the people: 'Do you see the man 
the Lord has chosen? Surely there is no one like him among all the people.' Then the people 
shouted: 'Long live the king!' 

12 The principal function of a human leader for Israel should be that in 1 Sam 7, where the divine 
suzerain led Israel by means of a human leader. Thus, a human leader was never autonomous, just as 
in the surrounding nations - they claimed to act at the command of their gods, e.g., Mesha, Tiglath
pileser I. However, the request for a king itself did not mean a breach of treaty, because there was 
approval for kingship in the treaty-stipulations:'Z'I:1':10 'WN D'l1:'l-'!:I:I ,~ "Y :'I~'V7N "I will set a 
king over me like all the nations who are around me" (Deut 17:14). Then the consecutive instruction 
shows a human king should not be autonomous in his kingship but dependent on the covenant
stipulations (Ot 17:18-20). He should exercise the leadership in accordance with the divine
suzerain's will. This was the principal paradigm from the time of Moses onwards, and thus, the same 
principle was given to Joshua (Josh 1 :6-9). But, the awesome sign of thunder and rain in the dry sea
son (1 Sam 12:16-18) convinced the Israelites to confess their sin in asking for a king at this time (1 
Sam 12:19). This happened while Samuel was delivering a farewell-speech. There, he announced a 
new era of Israel under kingship. At the same time, he emphasized the importance of the king's and 
people's loyalty and the effect of disloyalty to the divine suzerain (1 Sam 12). In addition, the 
request of Israel for kingship and Samuel's reaction (1 Sam 8 with 7 and 12) is generally accepted as 
anti-monarchial. However, the anticipation of kingship is present in the Abrahamic covenant (Gen 
17:6) and continued in Jacob's blessing for the tribe of Judah (Oen 49:10). A king for Israel should 
be someone from the covenant community. Thus, the kingship accords with Yahweh's will for Israel. 
Yet the Israelites recognized their request about a king was wrong, when the divine suzerain inter
vened upon Samuel's prayer through sending thunder and rain in the time wheat harvest (I Sam 
12:16-17). That is, instead relying on Yahweh alone, they wanted to rely on a king who could fight 
for them (1 Sam 20), as other nations, when they saw that Nahash king of the Ammonites was march
ing against them (1 Sam 12:12). Although Samuel felt Israel's request for a king was the rejection of 
his post as judge (1 Sam 8:6), his reaction was not anti-monarchial. Despite the costs for maintaining 
a kingdom (1 Sam 8:10-18) which Samuel explained, the people insisted on having a king (I Sam 
8:19-20). So the divine suzerain granted them a king. Following Yahweh's approval of kingship, 
Samuel made clear to king and people their obligation to remain loyal to Yahweh (1 Sam 12:14-15, 
20-25). In other words, both king and people should rely on Yahweh alone. This obligation and the 
consequence of disobedience are the principal elements in Israel's relationship since the pre-monarchy 
period. Thus, the chronological distinction between the so-called anti- and pro-monarchial arguments 
is not persuasive. 

13 The divine suzerain's selection of his vassal-king was followed by a public announcement of 
kingship to the vassal people (1 Sam 10:17-24). After his anointing, Saul was to receive two signs
the first was given by three men going up to Bethel, and the second by the spirit of the Lord, so that 
Saul would be among a band of prophets as prophesied that he should be changed into a new man (1 
Sam 10:2-7). These signs were confirming Saul's leadership over Israel. Samuel's statement in v. 7 
~Y D':'I?N:'I '!:I ,,' N~Z'I 'WK " :'I~Y " :'I'N:'I Z'I,nK:'I :'Il'N:1n '!:I :'1':'11 "When these signs come to 
you, do whatever your hand finds to do, for God is with you" indicates that Saul was "to take up his 
appointed rule of Israel, using opportunity as it came," J. Mauchline, 1 and 2 Samuel, 99. Saul 
proved his royal leadership in 1 Sam 11: 1-4. The reaffirmation of the kingship was followed by 
Saul's defeat of the Ammonites (1 Sam 10:11) who besieged Jabesh Gilead. 
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However, when Saul was persistently disloyal, Yahweh chose a successor who 

was more pleasing to him: :1:1,' :1K" m:1" "but the Lord looks at the heart" (1 Sam 

16:7) and anointed David (1 Sam 16:12-13). Furthermore, when David desired to 

build a dwelling place for Yahweh, he reminded David of his benevolence: his elec

tion from an ordinary life-style to kingship (2 Sam 7:8; 12:8), his protection from 

Saul (2 Sam 12:7) and his gift of dynasty (2 Sam 12:8). 

The Northern Kingdom also had vassal status, since the divine suzerain him

self founded it to humble/discipline David's descendants (1 Ki 11:37-39). Thus 

Jeroboam's relationship to Yahweh was that of vassalship,14 Although Baasha rose 

to the throne by coup d'etat and assassinated Nadab and his father's family (1 Ki 

15:28-29), Yahweh told him that it was He who raised him to the throne (16:2a),15 

Later, having appointed Jehu over Israel (2 Ki 9:6b), Yahweh confirmed to Jehu a 

dynasty lasting for four generations, after Jehu carried out his commandment con

cerning Ahab's house (2 Ki 10:30).16 

2.1.1.2 Support 

(1) Military Aid 

The divine suzerain further supported Saul, vassal king, with warriors (1 Sam 

10:26). When David was enthroned, Yahweh also supported him with outstanding 

warriors (2 Sam 23:8-39).17 

(2) Administrative Aid 

14 If leroboam kept the stipulations of the divine-suzerain, Yahweh promised him a dynasty as 
stable as the Davidic dynasty; the length of this dynasty, however, was limited by Yahweh's ever
lasting covenant with David (2 Sam 7:16). In other words, leroboam's dynasty would be eliminated 
if it was disloyal to Yahweh; but with respect to the Davidic dynasty, kings would be disciplined, yet 
the Dynasty would exist. Thus the Israelite kingdom would cease to exist one day if Yahweh's goal 
"came to pass". However, leroboam made two golden calves, thereby adopting the Cannanite reli
gion (2 Ki 28-30) and created festivals to prevent the people going to lerusalem to celebrate festivals 
(1 Ki 12:32-33). In this way, he destabilized his kingdom, since a vassal-king's self-reliance affected 
his relationship to the divine suzerain. 

15 Yahweh controlled the events and cf. Part III 2.2. 

16 Shallum son of labesh rebelled against Zechariah son of leroboam II and succeeded him, so Yah
weh's promise to lehu was fulfilled (2 Ki 15:12) 

17 The account of David's warriors belongs to the beginning of his kingship (cf. 1 Ch 11). 
Presumably, the author(s) of Samuel made a connection between this account and David's act in ch 
24. Because of this powerful support of Yahweh, David's act in making a census of Israel and Judah 
was considered a breach of the treaty. That is, he was depending on fighting men instead of relying 
on the di vine-suzerain for Israel's security. 
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Solomon requested Yahweh's support in order to be able to govern the vassal

people.18 Yahweh replied (1 Ki 3: 12): 

Behold, I will do according to your requests. Behold, I will give you a wise and discerning heart, so 
that there has not been anyone like you, nor will one like you arise after you. 

As a result, Solomon showed discernment both in domestic and international affairs. 

He conducted wise judgement in a case of two prostitutes (1 Ki 3:16-28), adminis

tration of the land through the division into twelve districts (1 Ki 4:7-19) and regula

tions in the palace and temple (1 Ki 10:4-5). His wisdom was further seen in his 

knowledge about creatures and his composing of proverbs (1 Ki 5:9-13 (Eng. 4:29-

33». Through his wisdom he maintained a peaceful relationship with Tyre indicat

ing his wise foreign policy (l Ki 5:26 (Eng. 5: 12»; and he further maintained his 

suzerainty over all the kingdom from the Euphrates to the land of the Philistines as 

far as the border of Egypt (1 Ki 5:1 (Eng. 4:21». And through this unparalleled 

wisdom, Solomon gained fame in the Ancient Near East (1 Ki 5:14 (Eng. 4:34); 

10: 1-3), thus the divine suzerain was exalted (1 Ki 10:6, 9). 

2.1.1.3 Forgiveness 

Yahweh rescued the penitent Israelites from the Philistines' invasion through 

his intervention in response to Samuel's prayer (1 Sam 7:9-11). Yahweh pardoned 

David when he confessed the violation of the treaty with Yahweh: -?lC TZU '~K" ••• 
l"~n K? ,nK~n "lY;' ;";"-01 ", ". . . Nathan said to David, 'The Lord also has 

taken away your sin; you shall not die. '" (2 Sam 12:13). Yahweh's forgiveness 

resulted in David's success in conquering the Ammonites (2 Sam 12:29)19 and quell-

18 The divine-suzerain granted the vassal-king more than his requests (1 Ki 3:13): -K, ,1rfK C1' 
1'7:) ..... ';, C';'~:l W'K 1'17.3:;) :"I':"I-K, 'WK "!l!)-Cl 'WV-Dl l' 'nzu n,Ke+ "Moreover, I will give you 
what you have not asked for: both riches and honour, so that there will not be anyone among kings 
like you all your days." Solomon became richer than all the kings of the earth in riches (1 Ki 10:23). 
For example, he received 666 talents of gold yearly from trade with Ophir (1 Ki 9:28) and also, prob
ably, from annual tributes, gifts of international visitors - as the queen of Sheba, (1 Ki 10:24-25). 
Under Solomon, silver was not considered valuable (10:27). See the archaeological context of 
Solomon's wealth, Millard, "King Solomon's Golden Wealth," BAR 15 (1989), 20-29, 31, 3~ and 
"King Solomon's Shields," in Scripture and Other Artifacts, 286-95; Kitchen, "Where Did Solomon's 
Gold Go?," BAR 15 (1989), 30. 

19 Having conquered Rabbah, David took the crown of the Ammonite king and placed it on his 
head (v. 30). Probably, this was a symbolic act of showing the transfer of David's sovereignty over 
Ammon. David followed common practice in deportation, consigning them to various labours (2 
Sam 12:30-31). Yahweh also delivered Israel from the oppression of the Arameans, when Jehoahaz 
was penitent (2 Ki 13 :5). He showed compassion to Jehoahaz because of His covenant with 
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob (see 2 Ki 13:22). 
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ing in a domestic revolt. In the time of the latter, Yahweh listened to David's 

prayer to frustrate the advice of Ahithophel (2 Sam 16:31), whose counsel led to 

Absalom's conspiracy (2 Sam 17: 14). Moreover, when David was penitent about 

having conducted the census (2 Sam 24: 10, 17), which indicated that he had failed 

to rely entirely on the divine suzerain, Yahweh presented three choices to David and 

let him to chose one of them (2 Sam 24: 12). Having seen the consequences of 

plague, Yahweh showed mercy to David and reduced the days of plague (2 Sam 

24:15-16). 

The answer to Elijah's prayer in the contest against the Baals reminded the 

Israelites that Yahweh was her suzerain, who had withheld the rain because of their 

breach of the covenant (2 Ki 18:36). Since the people returned to Yahweh, putting 

the prophets of Baal to death according to the stipulations (2 Ki 18:40), Yahweh 

forgave them and gave them rain (1 Ki 18:45a) indicating that the covenant curse 

was lifted. 

When a very wicked king was penitent, he could experience Yahweh's for

giveness. This was so in the case of Ahab; hearing of Yahweh's judgments, Ahab 

mourned, and his behaviour reflected his penitence for his crime against Naboth (2 

Ki 21:27); thus, Yahweh showed mercy to him by postponing the judgement on his 

house until the days of his son (2 Ki 21 :28-29).20 Added to that, the divine suzerain 

was kind to a vassal king who was penitent for his forefather's covenant-violation. 

He promised Josiah, who responded to His judgement about Judah and humbled 

himself, that the covenant-curses would not occur in his life-time (2 Ki 22: 19-20a). 

2.1.1.4 Kindness 

Yahweh's kindness to the disloyal vassal people is notable in his maintaining 

of the prophetic office, thereby instructing them and giving them opportunities for 

repentance, so Elisha succeeded Elijah (2 Ki 2: 15aa). Added to that, Yahweh 

instructed Joram, disloyal king of Israel, through Elisha how to campaign against 

Moab (2 Ki 3:18b-19).21 

20 Yahweh pardoned lehoahaz who sought his favour (2 Ki 13:4). As Yahweh forgave lehoahaz' 
sin he would carry out his obligation to deliver his vassal from the power of the enemy (see below 2 
Ki 13:5). There Yahweh's benevolence and obligation as the suzerain are coincidental. However, 
according to 2 Ki 13:22, the deliverance did not occur during the time of 1ehoahaz. It probably hap
pened in the time of 1ehoash his son (2 Ki 13:17,19,25). 

21 10ram should destroy fortified cities and major towns, feU good trees and springs (2 Ki 3: 19), 
which probably Mesha had built. According to the Moabite Stele, Mesha built cities and made water 
reservoirs (ANET 320-21), see further Gray Rendsburg, • A Reconstruction of Moabite-Israelite His
tory,· lANES 13 (1981), 71. 
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Significantly, Yahweh showed kindness to disloyal kings and people in return

ing them to their vassal status. This benevolence runs throughout the history of 

Israel. Under Ahab, Yahweh's benevolence was visible in his act of judgement on 

Mount Cannel, by which he made it known that he was their suzerain and that they 

must repent of their disloyalty to Yahweh (1 Ki 18:37-38):22 

-nK '~Kn' il'il~K '!)n1 n'l,nK Cl ;"'nK nlCil ilnK' C'il;acil mil' ilnK-':l ilTil C1il '1'" 'll1 il"" 'llY 
il~n; il,ynl-,wK C~il-nK' '!)1il-nK' C'llKil-nK' C'S1il-nK' il'1il 

Answer me Lord, answer me, so these people will know that you, 0 Lord, are God, and you are turn
ing their hearts back again. Then the fire of the Lord fell and burned up the sacrifice, the wood, and 
stones and the soil, and licked up the water that was in the trench. 

Yahweh showed mercy to the rebellious people and lifted the siege of Ben

Hadad from Samaria (2 Ki 7: 6-7):23 

,~ U';y-,~W illil ',"K-'K W'K "?3K" "'1 "n "i' C'IC "i' l~' ''Ii' C'K illtm-nK 1~Wil 'l'K1 
Cil'C'IO-nK1 Cil"ilK-nK 1:1'1" IJWll 'O'l" 1?3'1i'" U';:V K1l; C"S?3 '~~nK' c'nnil '~'7D-nK ;ac,r 

CW!)l-"'K 'Ol" K'il-'W~ illM?3il Cil"?3n-nK' 

The Lore! had caused the Arameans to hear the sound of chariots and horses and a great army, so that 
they said to one another: 'Behold, the king of Israel has hired the Hittite and Egyptian kings to attack 
us.' So they got up and fled in the twilight and abandoned their tents and their horses and donkeys, 
the camp just as it was, and fled for their lives. 

With respect to Judah, Manasseh was the most disloyal of the Judean kings. 

Nonetheless, he reigned for fifty-five years (see below 2 Ki 21:2-7). Strictly speak

ing, he deserved a very short life, but Yahweh was kind in maintaining him on the 

throne long enough to give him an opportunity for repentance (2 Ki 21:1a-y). Yah-

22 Moreover, Yahweh's deliverance of Ben-Hadad's army into the power of Ahab had as its prime 
purpose to let him know that Yahweh was the suzerain of Israel (1 Ki 20:13). Ben-Hadad attacked 
Samaria with his allies and claimed Ahab's harem, his children and property. Upon his demand Ahab 

replied as: ';-'WK-'~' 'lK " '~il 'l'K ,'l':l • • • -. . . according your word, my lord, 0 king; I 
am yours, and all that I have- (1 Ki 20:4). Ahab submitted to Ben-Hadad because of his vast army, 
addressing him as -my lord. - Thus, Ben-Hadad's demand and Ahab's reaction did not reflect a 
vassal-relationship between the two lands. After that, there is no evidence for a vassal-relationship 
between Israel and Aram. With Yahweh's support Israel defeated Ben-Hadad's army (1 Ki 20:20-
21). 

23 Joram failed to recognize severe famine and its result, cannibalism, as covenant curses. Thus, he 
blamed Elisha for the disastrous conditions in Samaria (2 Ki 6:31), instead of returning to Yahweh. 
Yet due to the withdrawal of the Aramean army, food was provided for the people (2 Ki 7:16). In 
other instances, Yahweh instructed Joram, disloyal king of Israel, through Elisha how to campaign 
against Moab (2 Ki 3:18b-19). He protected Joram from the danger of being assassinated by the 
Arameans (2 Ki 6:8-10). Furthermore. because of the covenant with the patriarchs (13:23a) Yahweh 
was gracious to the disloyal people (under Jehoash) and gave success in Jehoash' campaign against 
Aram (2 Ki 13:25). In spite of the breach of treaty by Jeroboam II, Yahweh showed compassion on 
the suffering vassal people and delivered them from their enemies through Jeroboam (14:26-27). 
Thus he was able to restore the boundaries of Israel from Lebo Hamath to the Sea of the Arabah 
(14:25). 
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weh instructed his vassals, Manasseh and the people, to keep the covenant law in 

order to have a secure life in the promised land (2 Ki 21:8).24 

2.1.1.5 Yahweh's Promise to David 

(1) The promise of a Magnificent Kingdom 

Yahweh promised to make the vassal-king's reputation great and to allocate a 

land where the vassal-people could dwell securely. That also meant a secure regime 

for the vassal-king during his life (2 Sam 7:9-11). This promise was actuated in the 

time of David and Solomon (see further the concept of inter-state vassalship). 

(2) The Promise of a Lasting Dynasty25 

24 Yahweh persistently instructed Manasseh and his people to repent (2 Ch 33:10), since the main
tenance of the gift, the land, depends on obedience to the covenant stipulations, see further Norman 
C. Habel, The Land is Mine. 

25 Weinfeld considered the Davidic covenant comparable to the Neo-Assyrian grant document 
("The Covenant of Grant," JAOS 90 (1970), 184-203). The Neo-Assyrian text which Weinfeld used 
is Ashurbanipal's grant to his loyal official of a release from taxes (Weinfeld, 185-86; L. Kataja and 
R. Whiting, SAA XII, no. 25, 24-26). However, the concept of royal grants for loyal officials was 
common in the Ancient Near East from the second millennium B.C. onwards. In his recent article, 
having analyzed ancient Near Eastern land grants in relation to the Davidic covenant in terms of 
structure and language, Gray N. Knoppers challenged Weinfeld's view and stated: since "the use of 
unconditional language" occurred in royal grants, "a variety of legal documents pertaining to prop
erty" and "a few vassal treaties," "the land grant parallel" cannot be used "for interpreting the 
Davidic covenant •.. " "Royal Grants and the Davidic promises," JAOS 116 (1996), 683-84, 95. 
Although Knoppers' study about the Davidic covenant in the ancient Near Eastern legal documents is 
significant, his view is flawed by inadequate interpretation of the Biblical texts. He stated: "Rather 
than seeing biblical authors as modelling the Davidic promises after either vassal treaties or land 
grants, it would be more accurate to say that biblical authors draw upon a variety of genres in their 
presentations of YHWH's provisions for David's descendants" (ibid., 674). Following Cross, Knop
pers staled that Ps 89 has a mythological context, namely: the phrase "I will set his hand over the sea, 
his right hand over the rivers· (Ps 89:25) "applies to the Israelite king a 'mythological allusion to the 
victory of the divine warrior over the watery chaos'" (ibid., 684). So he argued: "Considering the 
notion of sonship only within the context of legal adaptation, disavowing any connection with the lan
guage of legends and mythology, proves to be too narrow" (ibid., 685). So, "David in Psalm 89 
enjoys a critical position in divine-human affairs" (ibid.). Knoppers continued that there might be 
more than one Davidic covenant. He saw a "discrepancy between the conditional formulation of Ps 
132 and the predominately unconditional formulation of 2 Sam 7" (ibid., 695). He continued: "each 
of the biblical writers draws upon a repertoire of traditional imagery and sources-mythological [Ps 
89], legal, diplomatic, and, in the case of the Chronicles, biblical" (ibid). So he proposed "to speak 
not of the Davidic covenant, but instead of covenants or Davidic covenants or Davidic promises" 
(ibid.). However, Knoppers' understanding about four Biblical texts concerning the Davidic 
covenant is unsatisfactory, especially Ps 89. Ps 89:25 (Heb. 26) is not necessarily "a "mythological 
allusion." The fear of the sea was common in the Levant because of its uncontrollable nature. This 
situation appears in Jonah. Knowing their powerlessness, the sailors turned to the gods, when the ship 
threatened to break up because of a violent storm (l :4-5). In their world-view the sea, which was 
beyond human control, could be controlled only by the gods. This view is also reflected in the epic 
of Baal, where Baal defeated Yam, god of the sea. Moreover, Israel knew the danger of rivers. In 
the rain season many wadies would tum suddenly to torrents. Using a common view about the sea 
and rivers, Ps 89:26 envisages Yahweh will empower his vassal king to control impossible situations. 
The content of vv. 20-29 is Yahweh as the suzerain promises his support to David (cf. Excursus 2 1-
2). The suzerain's promising to support his loyal vassals was a cornmon concept in vassal treaties. 
As already seen, the Assyrian kings also supported their loyal vassals. In addition to that divine sup-
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Yahweh further assured a lasting dynasty26 for David's descendants (2 Sam 

7:11-13): 

'WK ,',nK ,Y'T-nK 'M'i'rI' ,'n:1K-nK n:1::lW' ,~' 'K'm' '::l mrl' " l'1wY' n':1-'::l ml'1' " "lrl' ... 
c"y-,y ,n::l'm?3 Ko:;)-nK 'nll::l' ..• 'n::l'm~nK 'nl'::lrl, ,'Y?3?3 KJ' 

... and the Lord declares to you that the Lord will build a house for you. When your days are ful
filled and you lie down with your fathers, I will raise up your offspring after you and will establish 
his kingdom. . . . and I will establish his throne for ever. 

The lasting dynasty is based upon the divine suzerain's never-ceasing, unconditional, 

loyalty. Only, if a vassal king became disloyal, would the divine suzerain discipline 

him (2 Sam 7:14b), yet the Davidic dynasty will endure (2 Sam 7:15-16). This 

promise was fulftlled in the maintenance of the Judean kingdom from Rehoboam 

down to Jehoiachin, despite the vassal-kings' sins.27 Moreover, there was hope for 

port is not unique to Ps 89. We read in Tigl.I's annals: "Tiglath-pileser, ... , select of the god 
ASSur, . . ., who acts with the support of the gods AUur and Ninurta, the great gods, . . ., by the 
command of the god SamaS the warrior, has conquered by means of conflict and might from Babylon 
of the land Akkad to the Upper Sea of the land Amurru and the sea of the lands Nairi ... " (RIMA II 
A.O.87.441 1-7; see further, Niehaus, "The Warrior and His God," in Faith. Tradition & History, 
299-312). Furthermore, Ps 89:30-32 is about the conditionality of the Oavidic covenant followed by 
Yahweh's promise of its unconditionality (vv. 33-37). Turning to the unconditionality, the evidence 
shows the unconditional grant of a superior to an inferior was common, as Weinfeld and Knoppers 
show. The promise of a dynasty with unconditionality and conditionality is not peculiar to the 
Oavidic promise. They appear in Hittite vassal treaties, as Weinfeld (189) and Knoppers (682 ff.) 
recognized. In a vassal treaty Hattusili III promised a lasting dynasty to Ulmi-Teshshup of Tar
huntassa with a condition attached: "Later your son and grandson will hold [the land] which I have 
given [to you]. It may not be taken away from him. If any son or grandson of yours commits an 
offense, . . . If he is deserving of death, he shall perish, but his household and land shall not be 
taken from him and given to the progeny of another. Only someone of the progeny of Ulmi
Teshshup shall take them," HOT, no. 18b, 104 §1. Therefore, the confluence of the unconditionality 
and conditionality in the Oavidic covenant has a Hittite antecedent. Moreover, Yahweh's promise of 
an unconditional, lasting dynasty was given to David who was already his vassal. This is comparable 
to royal grants existing from the second millennium B.C. In the light of a close reading, Ps 132 does 
not lack the concept of the unconditionality of the Oavidic covenant. The psalmist relates the concept 
of the unconditional Oavidic promise to Yahweh's eternal election of Zion and his blessing upon it 
(13-18). Yahweh's election of a principal city would make the dynasty lasting. So a single Oavidic 
promise interwoven with unconditionality and conditionality occurs in both Ps 89, 132 and 2 Sam 7. 

26 Yahweh's loving-kindness resting on David the vassal-king on the one hand, the Icing's loyalty 
to Yahweh, and his kingly capability given by the spirit of Yahweh on the other band were the 
guarantor of Israel's security and prosperity. Therefore, David was urged not to go out to battle, so 
that David the lamp of Israel would not be extinguished, and so he was excluded from a dangerous 
moment in battle against the Philistines (2 Sam 21 :17). At this time, he was probably considerably 
advanced in age. Cf. J. Mauchline, "1 and 2 Samuel," p. 305. See also David's last words in 2 Sam 
23:1-7. 

27 Solomon's disloyalty could not nullify the existence of the Oavidic Dynasty, due to the divine
suzerain's loyalty to David. Thus, despite Yahweh's announcement of curses upon the dynasty, it 
would continually exist in Jerusalem (1 Ki 11 :36, 15:4; 2 Ki 8:19). 
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the re-establishment of the Davidic dynasty in the Babylonian exile. lehoiachin was 

released from prison in the 37th year of the Exile, when Amel-Marduk succeeded to 

the throne in Babylon (2 Ki 25:28-30).28 

2.1.2 The Divine Suzerain's Obligation 

Yahweh committed himself to fulfill his promises. Their fulfIlment depended 

on Israel's loyalty to him. 

2.1.2.1 Fulfilment of the Promise 

(1) To Magnify the Power of Vassal-king 

Yahweh promised his blessings, if the vassal-king remained loyal (cf. Dt 28:1-

14). Thus, David's growing power can be ascribed to Yahweh's support, because 

David was loyal to his divine suzerain (2 Sam 5:10):29;n;,', ""1' ",,;, ", ,,,,, 
,7.1y nneJl ';'''x "David became more and more powerful, for the Lord God 

Almighty was with him." Added to that, David held the suzerainty over the Levant 

(see Excursus 2). Having inherited the powerful kingdom from David, Solomon 

maintained the suzerainty established by David over the Levant for some time (1 Ki 

5: 1, Eng. 4:21)30 and the people prospered and lived peacefully in the land due to 

the vassal-king's loyalty to the divine-suzerain (1 Ki 4:20). 

(2) Assurance of a Successor to the Throne 

If the vassal-king is loyal to the divine-suzerain, the latter will show his 

loyalty to the former by assuring him of continuing succession to the throne (1 Ki 

2:4):31 

28 The phrase "m:110 ,:1,'" denotes the establishment of a treaty. The Babylonian king treated 
lehoiachin in a friendly way while allowing him to dine at his table. This was a common practice in 
the ancient Near East, if the suzerain honoured vassals, see Part III 1.1.4.1. See further W. L. 
Moran, "A Note on the Treaty Terminology of the Sefire Stelas, " JNES 22 (1963), 174; A. Millard, 
"For He is Good," TB 17 (1966), 115-17; M. Fox, "T6b as Covenant Terminology," BAS OR 209 
(1973),41-42. 

29 When Yahweh made a perpetual treaty with David he also promised to make David's name great 
(2 Sam 7:9). This promise was fulfilled for example in the campaign against the Edomites (2 Sam 
8:13). In other words, the divine-suzerain promised and obliged himself to carry out his promise if 
the vassal remained loyal. 

30 See further the establishment of the Davidic and Solomonic kingdom, A. Malamat, Das davidis
che und salomonische Konigreich, 11-20. 

31 Yahweh's promise to David, is marked by two occurrences of '~l('. The first '~Ib introduces 
the condition of loyalty (4a) and the second the result of loyalty, namely the continuation of succes
sion (4b). These two '~l('s highlight the importance of the Davidic kings' loyalty and the result, the 
lasting Davidic dynasty. In Ki 3:14 Yahweh reminded Solomon of the reward for his loyalty; his 
instruction as such reflects his concern for the vassal king's prosperity. However, the disloyalty of 
David's descendants would not annihilate the dynasty because of Yahweh's promise (benevolence) to 
David (fn. 27 above), as in the case of Saul's dynasty. 
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-;:l' Cll?-;:l ~Kl '3m; n:;, c:,,-nK ,'3l "f.)W'-CK ~K; ';y 'l' 'WK "l,-nK ;";" c'i" ~; 
;K,t" KI:): 'yf.) W·K " m:"-K' ,mc, cwm3 

. . . so that the Lord may establish his word which he spoke to me, 'If your descendants take heed to 
their way, walking faithfully before me with all their heart and soul, you will not lack a man on the 
throne of Israel. ' 

2.1.2.2 Military Support 

Having approved kingship, the divine suzerain enabled the vassal king to 

deliver the people from an enemy's invasion. This was the first royal accomplish

ment of Saul when he campaigned against the Ammonites who invaded Jabesh 

Gilead (l Sam 11:6):32 U~N ,"" :'1;N:'1 O":1':'1-11N 'Y7J~:1 ;'N~-;Y O';';N-m, ";Tm 

'N7J "The spirit of God came upon Saul in power when he heard their words, and he 

became very angry." Thereupon, Saul successfully campaigned against the 

Ammonites (1 Sam 11 : 11). The divine suzerain encouraged David, when the 

Philistines challenged him to war (2 Sam 5:18-19), and gave him victory over them 

(2 Sam 5:20-21). He supported David wherever he went (2 Sam 8:6). Yahweh 

enabled Amaziah to subdue Edom, a vassal of Judah, which had rebelled under 

Jehoram (2 Ki 14:7a). 

Yahweh's intervention in war on behalf of loyal kings continued throughout 

the monarchy. When the Philistines heard of David's accession they challenged him 

in the Valley of Rephaim, which offers access to the centre of the Judean Hill 

country from the west. Obviously they were attempting to crush David after having 

defeated Saul on Mount Gilboa. But the divine suzerain gave instruction to the loyal 

vassal king on how to fight with the enemy (2 Sam 5:22-24).33 

The divine suzerain would intervene, if individuals remained loyal in the time 

of war. He, thus, gave victory to Israel over the Philistines at Michmash because of 

32 Yahweh's support created a unanimous agreement among people about Saul's kingship (cf. 1 
Sam 26-27). This royal accomplishment was followed by the reconfirmation of the kingship (1 Sam 
11 :14-5). Yahweh gave support to David to rescue his people from the Philistines in Keilah (l Sam 
23:4). . 

33 Furthermore, because of Hezekiah's loyalty Yahweh was with him, so he was successful in his 
activity; the phrase "'~W<t KJ ..... 'vJK '~l in 2 Ki 18:7& is used to affirm the reward of those who are 
loyal to the divine suzerain, Cogan and Tadmor, II KiD8s, 217. Therefore Hezekiah was able to 
defeat the enemy (2 Ki 18:8). Probably, Hezekiah tried to compel the Philistines to join his anti
Assyrian policy. According to Senn. annals, Hezekiah was forced to release Padi king of Ekron, 
whom he held prisoner in Jerusalem. Senn. the suzerain marched up to Jerusalem to punish Hezekiah 
the rebellious vassal and to deliver Padi the loyal vassal from Jerusalem, see Part III 1.3.2. 
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Jonathan's zeal for the divine suzerain's reputation (1 Sam 14:6, 13, 20).34 Yahweh 

vindicated his suzerainty when Ben-Hadad again invaded Israel, being advised that 

Israel defeated his army because Israel's gods were gods of the hills and that now he 

would be able to defeat Israel on the plain (I Ki 20:23-27). This was, in fact, a 

challenge to Yahweh's suzerainty both over Israel and other nations, since, for 

instance, Yahweh appointed Elijah to anoint Hazael king over Aram (1 Ki 19:16). 

Thus, Yahweh justified his suzerainty (1 Ki 20:28): 

';';K-K" ;";" C";' ';"K C'K "~K '~K lY' ;";" '~K-;'~ '~K" ;K'W' 11n.r'K '~K" C';"K;' ~'K ~1" 
;";" ':lK-'~ C11Y'" 1"l m;, "'1;' l~;'il-;:r11K '11m, K'il C'i'~Y 

A man of God came up and told the king of Israel: 'Thus says the Lord, because the Arameans have 
said, 'The Lord is a god of the hills and not a god of the plains"; therefore I will give all this great 
army into your hand, and you will know that I am the Lord.' 

Yahweh's support relates to his reputation and maintenance of the Davidic 

dynasty.35 Yahweh encouraged Hezekiah to count on his support in the confronta

tion with the Assyrian army (2 Ki 19:32-34): 

il"Y '!)~'-K" p.~ il:l~'i''-K;' yn c~ il"'-K" 11KTil "Yil-;K Kl' K' "~K 11n.r'K mil' '~K-il:l l~' 
':I~; ilY'V;'il? 11KTil "Yil-?K 'm:l1' ;"il'-OK:I Kl' K? 11KTil "Yil-?K' l'~ ;'l Kl'l...'~K 1"l ;'''0 

"lY ", 1~;' 

Therefore thus says the Lord concerning the king of Assyria: 'He will not enter this city or shoot an 
arrow there. He will not come before it with shield or build a siege ramp against it. By the way that 
he came he will return, and he will not enter this city, declares the Lord. For I will defend this city 
to save it for my own sake and for the sake of David my servant. 

The Assyrian army was defeated through Yahweh's intervention, and thus Sen

nacherib withdrew and was assassinated, according to Yahweh's prediction (2 Ki 

19:35-37a).36 

34 In the time of war; if some of the vassal troops were confident of the divine suzerain's power, 
and then, if they acted accordingly, the divine suzerain intervened. There a vassal showed his loyalty 
to the divine suzerain in facing the enemy's attack, reckoning on the latter's support, since Yahweh 
obliged himself to help them (Dt 28:7). David also fought against Goliath in the name of the divine 
suzerain, being confident of his help (1 Sam 17 :37). 

35 This further implies the enduring validity of the covenant. Thus Yahweh's support and the 
validity of the covenant are coincidental. 

36 A. Laato thinks the cumber of 185,000 Assyrian soldiers whom the angel of the Lord destroyed 
is not historical fact, "Assyrian Propaganda", VT 45 (1995), 223. However, the large number in 2 
Ki 19:35 is not unique in the ancient Near Eastern context. According to Millard, "many of the large 
numbers recorded in the Assyrian royal inscriptions are precise, or relatively precise," "Large Num
bers in the Assyrian Royal Inscriptions," in Ah. Assyria ... , 215. For example, "the 305,412 bronze 
daggers which Sargon took from Mu~~ir appear to be exact" (ibid.). Millard continued: "Similarly, 
the number of people taken from Hezekiah's Judah should be accepted as stated by Sennacherib's 
chronicler as 200,150, or something of that order. Further archaeological excavations and surveys 
may uncover the occupation pattern of the late eighth century B.e.E. in Judah fully enough to permit 
testing of that figure" (ibid., 221-22). In the light of Millard's view, we should find a solution for 
the large number in 2 Ki 19:35 without dismissing a priori its historicity. According to 2 Ki 18:17, 
the Assyrian troops were divided, Senne sent one troop to Jerusalem, and the other stayed with him. 
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2.1.2.3 Political Intervention for Loyal Vassal 

Yahweh intervened to frustrate Absalom's revolt on behalf of David (see 2 

Sam 16:31 above). 

2.1.2.4 Protection of the Loyal People 

(1) A loyal Man 

Tile divine suzerain saved the life of David from the power of Saul, a disloyal 

vassal-king, who sought an opportunity to kill him when his jealousy of David (1 

Sam 18:7-9) developed into a desire to kill him (1 Sam 19:1). From this time 

onward David was a fugitive, yet the protection of the divine suzerain followed him. 

David escaped first from Saul and went to Samuel at Ramah (1 Sam 19:18). The 

divine suzerain frustrated Saul's plan to capture him when Saul sent men to Ramah 

three times, and further, when he himself came there; each time, the Spirit of the 

Lord came upon them, and they prophesied among a group of prophets (1 Sam 

19: 18-24), forgetting their errands}7 

Having rescued Keilah from the Philistines,38 David fled to the desert of Ziph 

from Saul, whose search for him was in vain because of the divine suzerain's pro

tection: 39 "':1 C'i1?K 'll1l-K?' ••• "But God did not deliver him (David) into his 

hand." 

(2) People 

So the number of dead soldiers in "the Assyrian camp" (v. 35) relates to both troops. To understand 
this large number the Assyrian annals may be useful, although the Assyrian kings rarely mentioned 
how many soldiers they took for their campaigns. Shalm.III claimed that he crossed the Euphrates 
with 120,000 troops during his 14th campaign, Marco, SAA III, 107. In the Battle of Qarqar, the 
forces of the Syro-Palestinian allies are "a total of almost 75,000 men-at-arms" (ibid., 104). These 
examples of large numbers may help us to estimate roughly the force involved in Senn. 's third Syro
Palestinian campaign. During his campaign, eight kings of Amurru brought four-fold their previous 
heavy audience gifts, OIP II, 30 ii 50-60. Here, it is possible that these kings supported Senn. with 
troops, since it was one of the Assyrian vassals' obligations. In the context of Shalm.III's campaigns 
above, the large number of dead soldiers in the Assyrian camp (185,000, 2 Ki 19:35) is not neces
sarilyexaggerated. It could be historical fact. 

37 Yahweh protected Elisha from Aram's attack (2 Ki 6:17) and frustrated the Aramean's aim of 
capturing him by closing their eyes to reality (18-19). 

38 See above 23:4. 
39 1 Sam 23:14. Yahweh protected Elisha from Aram's attack (2 Ki 6:17-19). 
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Yahweh promised to protect the loyal ones in the course of his punishment

prediction (1 Ki 19:18):40 ,y,:rK? '~K C':J,:Ji1-?:J C'!)?K l1Y:J~ ?K'i":J 'l1'K~m 

,? i'~l-K? '~K i1!)i1-?:J' ?Y:J? "I wi111eave 7,000 in Israel; all whose knees have not 

bowed to Baal and all whose mouths have not kissed him. " 

2.2.2.5 Healing 

Yahweh kept his word, since he promised long life to those who remained 

loyal to him. When Hezekiah became ill, he asked Yahweh to heal him because of 

his loyalty (2 Ki 20:5-6; cf. 2 Ki 19:32-34 above).41 

2.1.2.6 Food Supply in Famine 

Yahweh showed loyalty to those who revered him: by following him and 

assisting the prophet in his ministry. Elisha helped the family of his disciple in its 

financial crises, when two sons were threatened with being taken away as slaves (2 

Ki 4:3-7). A woman at Shunem supported Elisha in his ministry, providing him 

with accommodation whenever he came to Shunem. Elisha instructed that woman to 

escape the privations of the famine (8:1). Furthermore, in time of famine, Elisha 

made poisonous food edible for the company of the prophets (2 Ki 4:41). Yahweh 

fed a hundred men with twenty loaves of barley bread (2 Ki 4:43b-44). 

2.1.3 The Vassals' Obligations 

2.1.3.1 Keeping Stipulations 

David acknowledged Yahweh's suzerainty both over him and the people by 

restoring the ark to the royal city (2 Sam 6:2). Passing a well-established kingdom 

40 If vassal-king and vassal-people worshipped Canaanite gods, they attempted to kill Yahweh's 
prophets; thus, the lives of the loyal ones were endangered (1 Ki 18:22; 19:10, 14). 

41 Presumably, Hezekiah became ill before Senn.'s campaign. Firstly, his prayer in 2 Ki 20:2-3 
reveals his blameless walk before Yahweh. If he submitted to Assyria, having experienced Senn.'s 
heavy discipline (2 Ki 18:13-15), he could not have prayed as in vv. 2-3. Secondly, Yahweh re
confirmed his support to him to deliver Jerusalem from the Assyrians (2 Ki 20:6). Thirdly, the 
presence of the treasuries in his palace (20: 13) indicates this occurrence had happened before he paid 
tribute to Senn., giving him all the silver and gold found in his palace and temple of the Lord (2 Ki 
18:15-16). Finally, Merodach-Baladan's dispatch of envoys to Hezekiah and his "hospitality· indi
cated the anti-Assyrian movement (2 Ki 20:12-19). J. A. Brinkman says that during the reign of Bel
ibni an Assyrian puppet over Babylon, who was enthroned in 703 B.C., Merodach-Baladan sent an 
embassy to Hezekiah and set up an anti-Assyrian alliance, "Sennacherib's Babylonian Problem,· JCS 
25 (1973), 91. H. W. F. Saggs, The Greatness that was Babylon, 112-13. 
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to Solomon, David commanded him on his death-bed to remain loyal to Yahweh by 

following his stipulations (2 Ki 2:3).42 However, Solomon failed (see below).43 

2.1.3.2 To Build a Temple 

The divine-suzerain assigned the building project of the temple to David's 

descendant (2 Sam 7:13),44 and Solomon carried it out.45 

2.1.3.3 Reform 

(I) Destruction of the Canaanite Gods 

The life of Israel in the promised land was Yahweh-centric, which required 

Israel to get rid of the pagan gods.46 For example, Hezekiah clung to the Lord;47 

42 Samuel appealed to Saul and the Israelites to remain loyal to Yahweh by keeping his commands 
(1 Sam 12:14) and serve him alone (1 Sam 12:24). Josiah took Yahweh's word seriously and 
humbled himself before Yahweh when he heard the words of the book of the Torah. Consequently, 
he carried out a nationwide reform including the Northern kingdom (see below). 

43 Vassal kings were forbidden to seek advice from a pagan god. When Abaziah was injured, he 
sent messengers to consult a pagan deity about recovery from the injury; but Yahweh censured his 
conduct (2 Ki 1 :3). 

44 Yahweh's rejection of David's proposal parallels that of Zimri-Lim from Mari. See Moran in 
ANET, 623-24; Malamat, Prophetic Revelations, 223-24. 

45 Under Joash the temple was restored (2 Ki 12:14). 

46 Israel was forbidden to take over the Cannanites' altars, high places, sacrifice animals on them to 
Yahweh (Num 33:52; Dt7:5; 12:2-3) and to set up sacred stones (Ex 23:24; Lev 26:1; Dt 16:21-22) 
and Asherah poles (Ex 34:13; Dt 16:21). However, Solomon was not resolved to destroy the 
Canaanite sacred places at the beginning of his reign and worshipped Yahweh there (2 Ki 3:2-3). The 
clause introduced by adverb p' in 3:3 indicates an exceptional act of Solomon in pursuit of David's 
statutes to worship the Lord in the Cannanites secret places. Consequently, the Judean people carried 
on worshipping in the high places (e.g., 2 Ki 14:4). Furthermore, as Solomon advanced in age, he 
followed Ashtoreth of the Sidonians and Molech of the Ammonites because of his foreign wives (1 Ki 
11 :5). Consequently, the vassal-people continued to be involved in Cannanite religion under 
Rehoboam (1 Ki 14:23-24). Abaz committed child sacrifice (2 Ki 16:3-4; 2 Chr 28:2-4). The 
expressions "burning", "sacrificing", "slaughtering", and "passing the children through fire" are 
synonymous in Jer 7:31; 19:5; 32:35; Ez 16:20-21, see further Cogan and Tadmor, II Kings, 266. 
The apostasy of the Davidic kings reached its climax in the life of Manasseh. He rebuilt high places 
(2 Ki 21 :31), altars to Baal and to the heavenly host (2 Ki 21 :300, 5), erected an Asherah in the 
temple of the Lord (2 Ki 21 :7), made child sacrifices (2 Ki 21 :6aa), practiced sorcery and divination 
and dealt with mediums and spiritists (2 Ki 21 :6a'Y). The founder of the Northern kingdom took over 
the Canaanite religion to secure the kingdom. So Jeroboam made two golden calves and shrines at 
Bethel and Dan (1 Ki 12:28-31). Added to that, Jeroboam created festivals to prevent the people 
going to Jerusalem to celebrate festivals (1 Ki 12:32-33). Abab made Baal-worship the state religion 
(cf. 1 Ki 16:31bP-32). 

47 Pl' in qal denotes the loyal attitude ofIsrael to Yahweh, see further G. Wallis, "P:1,", TW AT 
II, 84-89. Having heard the words of the Book of the Law and humbled himself, Josiah restored 
Judah's vassal relationship to the divine suzerain through the renewal of the covenant (2 Ki 23:3). 
See further the king's function as the mediator of the covenant between the divine suzerain and vassal 
people, Geo Widengren, "King and Covenant,· JSS 2 (1957), 1-32. Added to that, when a king was 
too young, having renewed the covenant with Yahweh, the people carried out reform by destroying 
Baal's temple and his priest (2 Ki 11:18a). In that situation, furthermore, a representative priest 
could lead f rebellion against Athaliah's reign because of the validity of covenant for the people, 
thereby the Javidic dynasty being ensured (2 Ki 11 :19b). Ostreicher saw Josiah's reform in the light 
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thus he kept his commandments (2 Ki 18:6). Consequently, he carried out a 

reform. 48 He was the first king who destroyed the high places (2 Ki 18:4a) along 

with the sacred pillars and the Asherah.49 He also destroyed the bronze snake of 

Moses, which had become an idol for the people (2 Ki 18:4ba).50 Added to that, 

his reform extended to throwing off Assyrian suzerainty (2 Ki 18:7b).51 This 

invited Sennacherib's invasion (see further Excursus 2). Therefore, the reform was 

a fruit of loyalty to the divine suzerain that resulted in revolt against a human 

suzerain. 

of political revolt against Assyria. But the pagan deities which Josiah destroyed are not Assyrian 
deities, for example, the worship of the Sun-god does not necessarily relate to the Assyrian cult, since 
it was wide spread in the Ancient Near East, see further the detailed study on Sun-worship, McKay, 
Religion, 32 ff. Presumably, Josiah destroyed what Manasseh had made for the pagan gods in the 
temple of the Lord (2 Ki 21 :3-7). Taking up Ostreicher's view, Bright (History, 312) along with 
other scholars claims that the Assyrian astral cults were practiced in Judah, especially under Manasseh 
(21 :3b). Yet, reverence for celestial bodies was a common practice of the Semites which occurred in 
the second millennium B.C. in the Levant, Cogan and Tadmor, II Kings, 266. Consequently, Israel 
was forbidden to practice astral cults (Ot 4:19). 

48 When Asa became king of Judah (1 Ki 15:8-9), he made a reform, expelling the practices of 
Canaanite religion and destroying the Canaanite gods (1 Ki 15:12) apart from the high places (1 Ki 
15:14a). He even removed his grandmother from her position and then destroyed her Asherah 
emblem (1 Ki 15:13). Although Jehoshapat followed Asa his father in doing what was right in the 
sight of the Lord, he did not carry his policy to completion (1 Ki 22:43 (Eng. 43a». He also did not 
destroy the high places (1 Ki 22:44 (Eng. 43b». According to O. J. Wiseman, kings usually carried 
out reforms in the opening year of their reign, "The Laws of Hammurabi Again, " JSS 7 (1962), 168. 
In the time of the Israelite Kingdom, all kings remained disloyal to the divine suzerain. But Yahweh 
maintained the prophetic officers to teach the people. For example, Elijah carried out reform on 
Mount Carmel: on having seen Yahweh's answer, Elijah put all the prophets of pagan deities to death 
(1 Ki 18:40) which was Commanded in the covenant-stipulations (Ot 13:13-18; 17:2-5). 

49 Some kings carried out partial reform. For example, Asa expelling the practices of Cannanite 
religion, destroying the Cannanite gods and removing the apostate queen mother, but did not destroy 
high places (1 Ki 15:12-14a); also Jehoshaphat (1 Ki 22:43-44 (Eng. 43). Josiah removed all the arti
cles for pagan deities (2 Ki 23:4, 11-12). Added to that, he destroyed all pagan deities and shrines 
and deposed their priests and worshipers from the sacred places (2 Ki 23:5-8a, 10) in Judah. He 
extended his reform into the territory of the destroyed Israelite kingdom and destroyed the altars, the 
high places and shrines for pagan deities at Bethel and other cities (2 Ki 23:15, 19), assassinated the 
idolatrous priests (2 Ki 23:20a) and terminated pagan practices (2 Ki 23:24a; cf. Ot 13:13-19). 

50 The serpent symboliz.es fertility in the Ancient Near East. It frequently occurs in association 
with a bull. K. R. Joines says: "Nehushtan was a fertility symbol of Canaanite and Mesopotamian 
background adopted by the Israelite cult to depict the fecundizing power of Yahweh ("Bronze Serpent 
in Israelite Cult," JBL 87 (1968), 245-56). However, we do not know when this cult was introduced 
to Israel, cf. H. H. Rowley, "Zadok and Nehushtan," JBL 58 (1939), 113-41. 

51 Hezekiah reversed the policy of his father Ahaz, who had become a vassal to Tigl.III (16:8-9). 
It is probable that some time shortly after 705 B.C., he refused to pay the annual tribute, when Senn. 
succeeded Sar.II (cf. fn. 41 above). See further A. Millard, "Sennacherib's Attack on Hezekiah," TB 
36 (1984), 70. 
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(2) Josiah reinstituted passover (2 Ki 23:21).52 

2.1.3.4 No Accumulation of Chariots and Horses 

The covenant stipulations for a king prohibited him from accumulating 

chariots and horses (Dt 17:16). However, Solomon violated these rules (1 Ki 

10:26):53 

-ay, l~':'1 "Yl Dnl" DtW,., 'l'K ,ity-a'lW' l~' n'K1)-Yl'K' 'l'K ''''''':'1'1 D'W"" l~' :"I7.)1If 'lOK'1 
D;rm'l '~:'1 

Solomon accumulated chariots and horses; he had 1,400 chariots and 12.000 horse men and stationed 
them in the chariot cities and with him in Jerusalem. 

2.1.3.5 No Alliance with Other Nations 

(1) Intermarriage 

The vassal-people were forbidden to intermarry with other nations (Ex 34: 16; 

Dt 7:1-3). Nonetheless, Solomon took many women from the surrounding nations 

(1 Ki 11:1-2; cf. (Dt 17:17):54 

'WK D'1l:t-~ n'nn n'l'S ~'K m'~y n"llrn) :'1" nl-nK'\ n'll' n"'~l DtWl l:'1K :m1lf ,1m." 
:m1lf Pl' D:'1l D:'1':'1'K "nK D~ll""'nK ,,,, l~K D~l 'Kl"'--"C' Dm D:'1l 'IKln-K' Mit' 'll-~ m.''-"mK 

:'1l:'1K' 

Now king Solomon loved many foreign women along with the daughter of Pharaoh: Moabite. 
Ammonite. Edomite. Sidonian. and Hittite women. from the nations concerning which the Lord had 
said to the Israelites: 'You should not associate with them, neither shall they associate with you, (for) 
they will surely turn your heart after their gods." (Nevertheless), Solomon held fast to them in love. 

(2) Friendship 

Hezekiah's behaviour to the Babylonian delegations implied his intention to 

anchor Judah's security in friendship with Babylon (2 Ki 20:12-13). 

2.1.3.6 No Submission to Human Suzerainty 

Hezekiah should have persisted with his anti-Assyrian policy, counting on 

Yahweh's support. However, he re-submitted to Sennacherib by sending tribute to 

him at Lachish5S (2 Ki 18:14-15).56 

52 Joash repaired the temple (2 Ki 12:14). 

53 See also 1 Ki 4:26. 

54 Ahab married Jezebel a Sidonian princess (1 Ki 16:31ba). 

55 The Bible does not mention the fall of Lachish. But on the walls of Seon.·s palace at Niniveh. 
his triumph was demonstrated in reliefs, on which the name "Lachish" was engraved. along with 
vegetation from her region; furthermore. Stratum III at Lachish is attributed to Seon.·s campaign. see 
R. D. Barnett, "The Siege of Lachish," IEJ 8 (1958), 161-64; Ruth Jacoby. "The Presentation and 
Identification of Cities on Assyrian Reliefs," IEJ 41 (1991), 122-31. 

56 Asa made a vassal-treaty with Aram when facing the threat of Baasha king of Israel. Baasha was 
fortifying Ramah to isolate the Judean kingdom from the main roads (15:17); the city was situated at 

the junction between the north-south and east-west road, from Jericho via the Beth-horon ridge to the 
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2.1.3.7 No Treaty with Human Suzerain 

Asa made a vassal treaty with Aram when facing the threat of Baasha king of 

Israel. Baasha was fortifying Ramah to isolate the Judean kingdom from the main 

roads (1 Ki 15: 17); the city was situated on the junction between the north-south and 

east-west road, from Jericho via the Beth-horon ridge to the coastal plain.57 Facing 

Baasha's challenge, Asa turned to Ben-Hadad for support, thereby violating the 

covenant with Yahweh (see 2 Chr 16:7-10). Added to that, Ahab should not have 

made a vassal-treaty with Ben-Hadad instead of putting him to death in war (see 

Excurses 2.2). 

2.1.3.8 Covenant Relationship 

(1) To Support Co-vassals 

Saul's campaign against the Amorites on behalf of Iabesh-Gilead, located in 

the territory of the half-tribe of Manasseh, is also to be understood in the light of a 

co-vassal-relationship, since each tribe of Israel stood in the vassal relationship with 

Yahweh. 

(2) No Killing of Co-vassals 

David refused to take any opportunity to strike Saul who was always seeking 

to kill him (1 Sam 26:9-10), since the divine-suzerain alone had the authority to 

touch the life of a vassal-king (2 Sam 1:14-16). Furthermore, needless bloodshed 

was obviously forbidden. For example, when Abner a general of the northern tribes 

killed Asahel, Joab killed him in revenge. When this news reached David, he 

cursed Ioab and all his family (2 Sam 3:28-29):58 

,,:nc l'I':l-;:l ;~, :l~" IUK'r?Y ,?n' ':1-1:l ':1:l~ ~,~ C;'Y-'Y :"11:'1' c~ '1'I:l'm~, ':l:1~ 'P:1 ,~~" ••• 
. cn'r,cM1 :l,n:l ;!l:1, ,;!l:l i"tn~, Y'l~' :It :l~" l'I':l~ m!)'-;In 

••. he (David) said:'I am guiltless, and my kingdom before the Lord for ever concerning the blood 
of Abner son of Ner. May it fallon the head of Joab and on all his father's house. May Joab's house 

coastal plain. Facing Baasha's challenge, Asa turned to Ben-Hadad for support, thereby violating the 
covenant with Yahweh (see 2 Chr 16:7-10). Thanks to Ben-Hadad's support, Baasha withdrew from 
building Ramah and then Asa took all the stones and timber from Ramah and fortified Geba, east of 
Ramah, and Mizpah, northwest of Ramah, thereby strengthening the junction of the east-west road. 
Yet, the writer of Kings does not comment on Asa's deed, as did the writer of Chronicles (see 2 Chr 
16:7-10). See further Excursus 2. 

57 The significance of the region of Ramah can be perceived in Asa's reaction (see fn. 56 above). 

58 Cf. 2 Sam 4:9-12, David punished two men who assassinated Ish-Bosheth king of the northern 
tribes. He also was prevented from taking personal vengeance by Abigail's sapient act (1 Sam 
25:33). 
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never be without someone who has a discharge, or who is a leper, or who holds a spindle, 59 or who 
is slain by the sword, or who lacks bread.' 

Furthermore, Ahab's violation of the covenant stipulations was twofold: 1) 

assassination of an innocent man, his co-vassal;60 2) deprivation of his property (2 

Ki 21:18-19a).61 

(3) No Challenging Co-vassals to War 

When Rehoboam and the Judean people were about to make war against the 

northern tribes to regain the kingdom for Rehoboam, the divine suzerain prohibited 

them advancing (1 Ki 12:24).62 

(4) No Treaty with a Disloyal Vassal-king 

If a vassal-king was disloyal to the divine-suzerain, another co-vassal-king 

should not have a friendly relationship with him. But Jehoshaphat failed to remain 

loyal, making peace with Ahab (2 Ki 22:45, Eng. 44).63 

(5) No Abuse of Kingship 

The vassal's kingship was granted for the sake of the people (2 Sam 5:12). 

Furthermore, the vassal-king was a member of Yahweh's covenant-community, so 

he was obliged to keep treaty-stipulations, and thus was not free from responsibility 

if he violated them. Nathan reproached David (2 Sam 12:9): 

,nK' :"IViK' " nnp' ,nViK-nK' l,nl n'::"1 'nn:"l :t"'K nK U'Yl y,:t n,Q1y, :"I1:t' 'l,-nK n'Tl ym 
~y 'lll,nl nl,:t 

Why did you despise the word of the Lord by doing what is evil in his eyes? You struck down Uriah 
the Hittite with the sword and took his wife to be your wife, and have killed him with the sword of 
the Ammonites. 

2.1.4 The Validity of the Covenant with the People 

59 In the ancient Near Eastern world-view, the spindle symbolizes womanhood. So the malediction 
of holding the spindle means the loss of the masculine attribute and power, Hoffner, ·Symbols,· IBL 
85 (1966), 332; cf. 10hn Mauchline < ed >, 1 and 2 Samuel, 211; cf. Part II 2.4.1. 

60 The king was subject to the covenant-stipulations as were the people. Thus, he had a co-vassal
relationship to the people before Yahweh, yet his political function was to lead the vassal-people on 
the covenant-way (see Dt 17:14:20). Added to that, Manasseh assassinated innocent people (2 Ki 
21 :16a). 

61 Naboth refused Abab's suggestion to dispose of his vineyard, because each family was expected 
to preserve the land allocated to it in the Promised Land as on a lease from Yahweh. 

62 Also 2 Chr 4. This is a sign of Yahweh's acceptance of the Israelite kingdom as his vassal. Cf. 
2 Ki 14:8 ff. Also Amaziah challenged lehoash king ofIsrael to war (2 Ki 14:8). 

63 leboshaphat reversed the policy of Asa his father, who became a vassal to Ben-Hadad in order to 
confine Baasha's activity (I Ki 15:17-23). 
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The divine suzerain established the vassal's kingship and his kingdom because 

of the vassal-people (2 Sam 5: 12): ~q"l ,~, a,~,q,,'-a,y ,a,~a, in;" 1l'~;'-'~ ", y,', 
a,~,q,,' ,~y ,1:Jy::t '1l~a,~~ "David perceived that Yahweh had established him as king 

over Israel, and that he had exalted his kingdom for the sake of his people Israel. " 

Yahweh's care of individuals (2.1.2.4) and the covenant renewal with the vas

sal people (2.1.10.1)64 indicate the validity of the covenant with the people. Fur

thermore, Yahweh's severe disciplinary measures for the Israelite and Judean king

doms indicate the validity of the covenant with the people (see 2.2 below). 

2.1.S The Result and Purpose of the Divine Suzerain's Benevolence 

Solomon'S outstanding wisdom induced the queen of Sheba to exalt Yahweh 

(2.1.1.2). 
In Ahab's time, Yahweh's benevolence on Mount Carmel led the Israelites to 

repentance. Furthermore, Yahweh's support for Ahab when Ben-Hadad invaded 

Samaria aimed to reveal his suzerainty to the Israelites (2.1.1.3 fn. 22).65 

2.1.6 The Purpose of the Divine Suzerain's Disciplinary Measure66 

Yaweh's adverse judgements are intended for: 

2.1.6.1 Humiliation 

Yahweh divided the Davidic dynasty because of Solomon's breach of covenant 

with the purpose of humiliating David's descendants (1 Ki 11:39; see on Part IV 

2.3.4.1). 

2.1.6.2 Restoration 

In the following period of the Judean kingdom, the characteristics of curses are 

political mainly; rebellion of vassal, an Aramean invasion, diminished territory of 

Judah, conspiracy, defeat, and physical affliction of king. If we compare these 

components of curses with the divine suzerain's obligations (see above), where he 

enabled the loyal kings to win wars, we can deduce Yahweh's twofold intention in 

his punitive acts: discipline and restoration of vassal-status. These purposes are 

visible in Ahab's time: Yahweh's discipline of Israel with a severe drought, and his 

64 If a king was too young, a high priest (Jehoiada) could renew the covenant between Yahweh, the 
king and people (2 Ki 11 :17a). 

65 As already seen (2.1.2.2), Yahweh enthroned Hazael over Aram, thereby showing his 
suzerainty. When Ben-Hooad challenged Yahweh's suzerainty by invading Israel, Yahweh enabled 
the king of Israel to defeat the Arameans. In this way, both the Arameans and Israelites experienced 
Yahweh's suzerainty again. 

66 See further 2.2 below. 
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reply to Elijah's prayer on Mount Carmel brought the people back to their vassal

status, recognizing Yahweh's suzerainty (1 Ki 18:39): D:'I'l!r-'Y "1)" DY:'I-':;' 1('" 

D':'I'I(:'I 1(':'1 m:'l' D':'I'I(:'I 1(':'1 m:'l' ,,7.31(" "When all the people saw this, they fell 

prostrate and cried: 'The Lord, he is God! The Lord, he is God!" However, Yah

weh 's disciplinary measures culminated in deportation for both kingdoms. Since his 

discipline is inseparable from Israel's restoration, the Babylonian exile of the Judean 

kingdom at the end of 2 Kings alludes to a hope for its restoration in the promised 

land. 

2.1.6.3 To Teach Israel's Enemy 

Yahweh's punishment resulted in submission of a foreign commander to Yah

weh. On the advice of a captive Israelite maidservant, Naaman, commander of 

Aram, went to Elisha to be cured of leprosy. In return for his healing he promised 

to worship Yahweh in Damascus (2 Ki 5:17). 

2.1.7 The Theocentric Features of DiscipUnary Measure (see Part IV 1.1.7) 

2.1.8 The Sanction of the Covenant 

The covenant was sanctioned in the presence of the divine suzerain (see below 

2.2.10.1). 

2.1.9 The Duration of the Covenant 

The validity of a covenant in relation to succession from one generation to the 

next was conditional on the vassal's loyalty to the suzerain. Saul's initiative in 

sacrificing to Yahweh was considered a rebellion (1 Sam 13:9-14). This aspect was 

valid for the Israelite kingdom. However, the divine suzerain declared a vassal

treaty with the Davidic dynasty, which would continue in perpetuity; even the dis

loyalty of the vassal-king could not annul the lasting validity of the Davidic covenant 

(see above 2 Sam 7: 14-16). This further denotes the perpetual validity of the vassal

treaty with the people, since the dynasty and the people coexist (cf. 2 Sam 7:26).67 

Therefore, the Davidic dynasty existed continuously despite the sin of the Judean 

kings. In addition, Solomon pleaded with the divine suzerain to cause conquerors to 

show compassion to the penitent people in exile (1 Ki 8:50-51). The Babylonian 

king's kindness to Jehoiachin implies his penitence to Yahweh (see Excursus 2). 

This again denotes the deportees' hope to return to the promised land, since Yahweh 

67 This again denotes the deportees' hope to return to the promised land, since Yahweh promised 
Israel's restoration if they were penitent, because of the Abrahamic covenant (Lev 26:40-45). Fur
thermore, Yahweh promised David an enduring dynasty. Thus, there was hope for Israel, as a king
dom, to be restored. 
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promised Israel's restoration if they were penitent because of the Abrahamic 

covenant (Lev 26:40-45). 

2.1.10 The Language of Covenant 

2.1.10.1 Covenant-Making 

The language of making a covenant occurs In Yahweh's promIse for the 

Davidic dynasty. There, Yahweh's benevolence conveys his intention; and David 

accepted, ~cknowledging his benevolence. 68 This is the first treaty made between 

the divine suzerain and the vassal-king, since Yahweh made a covenant with the 

people in Sinai. 69 

Firstly, Yahweh's intentions for the vassal-king and his relationship to him 

occur in parallel clauses, which declare his benevolence towards the vassal-king: 

O"y-,y Ul~'~~ NC~rn-t '11))~ (2 Sam 7:13)70 and '?-il'il' N,m :1N' '?-il'ilN ')N 

1:1' (2 Sam 7:14).71 This covenant is described as " o~ O"y 11":1 ';:' (2 Sam 

23:5). 

After years of apostasy on the part of the vassal-people the covenant was 

renewed under the leadership of a priest, since the new king was too young (2 Ki 

11:17a). When a vassal king had taken Yahweh's words seriously, he renewed the 

covenant with him: mil' 'lEl' l1":1il-11N 11'~", as a result, 11":1:1 OYil-';:' '~Y" (2 

Ki 23:3). 

2.1.10.2 Covenant-Breaking 

A possible breach of covenant is expressed with: 'l1'Yil:1 ,ttiN (2 Sam 7:14). 

Thus, a wrong act which led to treaty-breaking is described with: ,ttiN 'N~ 'l1Ktm 

'l1'~Y (2 Sam 24: 10). A wrong attitude towards the suzerain's stipulations results in 

a breach of covenant:')'Y:1 Y'il l1'~Y' mil' ':1'-l1N 11'1:1 Y,,7;3 (2 Sam 12:9).72 This 

68 Because the relationship between the divine-suzerain and the vassal-king would be a father-son 
relationship, he would exercise discipline if the vassal-king were disloyal. 

69 This feature is different from the Assyrian treaties. That is, the procedure of treaty-making is 
different: According to the Bible, firstly with the people and then with king, whereby vice versa in 
Assyrian treaties. 

70 Syn~nymous phrases are: ;";" ,'r;,~y' n'::1-';' "the Lord will make a house for you" (2 Sam 
7:11) and ,n;,'m?rnK 'nl';';" "I will establish his kingdom" (2 Sam 7:12). 

71 Yahweh's promise foand an acceptance and a claim in the vassal-king's acknowledgement: ilny, 
m:1' 'WK;' ;'VY' C?'Y-'Y CpiI ,n':1-?Y' ,,:1Y-?Y m:1' 'WK ':1'iI 0':'1'1( ;":'1' "And now Lord God, 

confirm for ever the promise concerning your servant and his house and do as you promised" (2 Sam 
7:25), and ,,::1' ,n;":1~' m:1' ;";" 'l'K ;,nK-';' "l!J' O"y; n,';,; 1':1Y n':1-nK ,,:1, ;K'il ;,ny, 
O"y, 1':1y-n'::1 "and now be pleased and bless the house of your servant, that it may continue in 
your sight, for you, 0 Sovereign Lord, have spoken, and with your blessing the house of your ser
vant shall be blessed for ever" (2 Sam 7:29). 

72 The same idea is expressed: ';" '::1,-nK J'1CK~ ••• (1 Sam 15:23). 
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reproach is confessed from the relational point of view: mi1'1 '1'1Ktm (2 Sam 

12:13).73 

Breaking a covenant is summed up with mi1' 'l'Yl Y'i1 ,nK i17~1W WY" (1 Ki 

11 :6).74 There are two phrases occuring in the same semantic field, which describe 

a breach of treaty: 1K,t1' 'i11K mi1' CY~ 'll1 i1~l ••• (1 Ki 11 :9b); 1'1K '~W K1' 

mi1' mJ-'WK (l Ki 11: lOb). Thus, breaking a covenant and not keeping the 

statutes are parallel: 1'"Y '1'1',J 'WK '1'1pm '1'1"l 1'1'~W K1' (1 Ki 11: lla). 

A breach of covenant by a vassal king is further described through com

parisons with precedents, following the bad examples rather than the loyal ones: 

", ll1:;) ";'1K mi1'-cy C1W 'll1 i1'i1-K1' "l!)1 i1WY-'WK "lK 1'1'K~n-1:;)l 1"" 

"lK (1 Ki 15:3). 

The breach of covenant is described in terms of the relationship to Yah

weh: mi1' 1"l 1'i1 K" "1'1lK 'i1'K m;"-1'1K l1Y" (2 Ki 21 :22),75 0rl1'1"l 'l1Y-':;) 

'K'W' 'll (l Ki 19:10a). 

Jeroboam's life presented a paradigm for the breach of the treaty that followed 

the description of the disloyal vassals' lives (See 1 Ki 14: 16), for example: '0 K' 

'K'W'-1'1K K'~ni1 'WK CYl" 1'1'K~n ,~ (2 Ki 10:31b),76 or mi1' 'l'1l y-,;, t1Y', 

'K'W'-I1K K'~n;, 'WK 'I1K~nl' ":1K 1,,:a "" (1 Ki 15:26),77 or cy:a,' I1'K~nl p' 

p:a, .•• (2 Ki 3:3a), or1'lK 1';'-'WK ,";'-':;)l ,1" (2 Ki 21 :21a), or y'i1 WY" 

"1'1:1K 'WY-'WK 1:;):;) mi1' 'l'Yl (2 Ki 23:32).78 Another stock phrase for covenant

breaking is:Ci1',:a;,:a 'K'W' 'i1'K mi1'-1'1K O'Y:;)i1 (1 Ki 16:26b).79 

73 Cf. Nath's reproach in 2 Sam 12:7-8. 

74 Alao 1 Sam 15:19 (Saul), 1 Ki 14:22a ([the people of] 1udah), Manasseb (2 Ki 21:2), 1ehoabaz 
(2 Ki 23:32), 1eroboam (I Ki 14:9), Ahab (1 Ki 16:30), Ahaziah (1 Ki 22:53 (eng. v.52), 10ram (2 
Ki 3:2), 1ehoram (2 Ki 8:18), 1ehoiakim (2 Ki 23:37), Jehoiachin (2 Ki 24:9) and Zedekiah (2 Ki 
24: 19). This phrase parallels a comparative phrase: a breach of treaty is described comparatively (2 
Ki 8:18): '!:I~ ",:1 ,"'"he [loramJ walked in the way of the kings of Israel," and then a specifica
tion of the breach of treaty follows: :1KnK n':1 '11, 'WK!:I "as the house of Ahab had done ... "; also 2 
Ki 21 :21. (Amon). The same concept is expressed: 'O'Y:J:'1' :'11:'1' '3'1:1 y,:'1 mwy, "!:It)n" "they 
sold themselves to do evil in the sight of the Lord, provoking him" (2 Ki 17: 17b). 

75 Also 1 Ki 11 :13a. 

76 Also Jehoahaz (2 Ki 13:2), 1ehoash (v. 11), 1eroboam II (2 Ki 14:24), Zechariah (2 Ki 15:9), 
Menahem (2 Ki 15:18), Pekahiah (2 Ki 15:24) and Pekah (2 Ki 15:28). 

77 This expression became a stock-phrase for disloyal successors in the Israelite Kingdom, Busha, 
except CY:1, instead of 1'lK, (1 Ki 15:34); Elah (1 Ki 16:13). Zimri reigned for only seven days, yet 
the same stock-phrase is applied to describe his act (1 Ki 16:19), Ahaziah (1 Ki 22:53 (Eng. 52» 
This stock-phrase is, furthermore, used to account for Zimri's death. 

78 Also 1ehoiakim (2 Ki 23:37), lehoiachin (2 Ki 24:9) and Zedekiah (2 Ki 24:19). 

79 Also 1 Ki 14:9; 16:13; cf. 2 Ki 17:17b. 



EXCURSUS 2: THE CONCEPT OF INTER-STATE TREATY 

2.1 Israel's Suzerainty 

David's suzerainty over the surrounding nations was the fulfllment of Yah

weh's promise due to his loyalty. Yahweh the divine-suzerain of Israel supported 

the vassal-king wherever he campaigned (2 Sam 8:6 below); weaker kings became 

vassals to Israel. 

2.1.1 The Obligations of Vassalsbip: Payment of Tribute and Support 

Havi~g defeated the Animeans of Damascus who came to help Hadadezer king 

of Zobah, David put garrisons in Damascus. This would secure peace between 

Israel and A ram , preventing a possible revolt (2 Sam 8:6), and vassals brought 

tribute. 1 David also gained suzerainty over Moab by a successful campaign, so the 

Moabites became tributaries. (2 Sam 8:2). Shobi, an Ammonite prince showed his 

loyalty to David by p!'oviding beds and food when he was fleeing from Absalom (2 

Sam 17:27-29).2 

2.1.2 The Purpose (Consequence) of the Campaigns 

A successful campaign brought about the submission of weaker kings. 

David's victory over the Aramean alliance resulted in vassal-treaties with the 

1 David's campaign against the Ammonite-Aramaean coalition in 2 Sam 10 probably preceded his 
campaign against Hadadezer (8:3-6). In the Ammonite campaign Hadadezer brought Arameans, his 
vassals, from beyond the Euphrates (10:16) after the Ammonite defeat by Israel. In the course of the 
campaign, all the Aramaean kings made vassal-treaties with David, following their defeat (10:19). 
Then David defeated Hadadezer, when he went to restore his control along the Euphrates (8:3). 
David defeated him together with his allies the Arameans of Damascus (8:5). Then all the Arameans 
became vassals to David, and he stationed garrisons in Damascus. If David's campaign against the 
Arameans in chapter 8 was earlier than that in chapter 10, some problems arise. How could 
Hadadezer be a vassal to Israel (8:3-6) the overlord over the other Aramean kings who came to help 
him in campaign against David (10:19), or why did these Aramean vassals not come to help 
Hadadezer their overlord when he was challenged to war by David (8:3-4)1 Since there is no direct 
hint of sequence between 8:3-12 and 9-10, it seems plausible to place David's campaign against the 
Arameans in ch. 10 earlier than that of 8:3-6. To secure Israel's power in Syria, David 'put garrisons 
in Damascus. Geographically Damascus was located at the very important strategic point where four 
major international routes pass. So David could control trade and so begun a new era of economic 
growth for Israel (see also 1 Ki 20:34). By stationing garrisons in Damascus David could have better 
control over the Aramaean subject lands. This is to be understood in the light of the vassal
relationsh.ip but not of Israel's direct-rule, nor did Damascus become part of the empire of David, 
contra Wayne T. Pitard, Ancient Damascus, 95 and Abraham Malamat, "Aspects of the foreign 
policies," JNES 22 (1963), S. The Hittite Empire put garrisons in the vassal-lands apparently to pro
tect vassals but actually to secure her power, V. KoroSec, Hethitische Staatsvertriige, 90. In addition, 
Edom became subject to Israel, so David put garrisons there (2 Sam 8:13-14). Israel's hegemony 
established by David over much of the Levant was maintained under Solomon, but he faced the 
rebellion of Damascus and Edom see Part IV 2.2.5.3. 

2 David probably set Shobi as vassal-king over Rabbah after his conquest,cf. 2 Sam 12:29 and J. 
Mauchline, I and 2 Samuel, 283. 
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defeated allies (2 Sam 10:19). David's success against the Aramean alliance stimu

lated the submission of ToCu king of Hamath who willingly became subject to David 

by sending him gifts with his son (2 Sam 8:9-10).3 

2.1.3 The Validity of V assai-Treaty 

See Excursus 1.3. 

2.1.4 The Theocentric Feature of the Campaign 

David devoted to his divine suzerain precious gifts from the king of Hamath 

and booty from his military expeditions (2 Sam 8:11-12). 

2.1.S The Language of Vassal-Treaty 

The goal and the description of vassal-status indicates the establishment of a 

vassal treaty: C"lY" InC'W'-l1N ,~'W" "they (the Aramean kings) made peace with 

Israel and served them" (2 Sam 10:19). 

Saul broke the treaty with the Gibeonites made by Joshua through putting them 

to death: C'lYlli1-11N l1'~i1-'WN-'Y "because he killed the Gibeonites" (2 Sam 21: 1; 

see also Excursus 1.3-4). 

2.1.6 Curse Carried Out By The Agent Of The Treaty-God 

Saul's breach of the treaty with the Gibeonites brought famine in Israel under 

David for three successive years (2 Sam 21:1).4 

2.1. 7 Curses Performed by the Agent of the Treaty-God 

3 K. Kitchen points out gifts were accepted but not reciprocated, The Bible in its World, 94. The 
phrase c,?vi? '?-?KV1? "to ask his greet him" in Babylonian and Assyrian literature is used by the 
subordinate to the superior (see CAD, S part I, §alu A, 279). In Asb. annals, a submissive inferior 
king sent a messenger to pay homage (sa'al sulmeya) to the Assyrian king. This was a plea to make a 
vassal-treaty with Assyria (Pr. A ii 95-102), and this same phrase was applied to Assyrian vassals 
who brought tribute or to show their dependence on Assyria. Furthermore, inferior kings sent sons 
to Assyria to present tribute or to show their penitent attitude about their rebellion. We can 
understand ToCu's behaviour, sending his son with a rich gift, in this context. That is, ToCu willingly 
became vassal to David. It is further noteworthy that Hiram king of Tyre sent his servant (,..,:2Y) to 
Solomon when he heard of Solomon's enthronement (1 Ki 5:15 (Eng. v. 1». See about To'll, A. 
Malamat, • Aspects of the Foreign Policies," JNES 22 (1963), 6 and "The Kingdom of David & 
Solomon," BA 21 (1958), 101; cf. B. Mazar, "The Aramean Empire," BA 2S (1962), 102-03. 

4 See Josh 9-10 in Excursus 1. A similar situation occurs in a Hittite source. There, the whole 
nation suffered a national disaster, because of the breach of the treaty made between Ratti and Egypt. 
This treaty was established under Shuppiluliuma, father of Mursilis. However, Mursilis's endeavour 
to expose the cause of the nationwide plague by means of an omen, a dream, or prophecy was ineffec
tive. Eventually, Mursilis discovered by an oracle two ancient tablets which revealed the cause of the 
national disaster. By contrast, according to 2 Sam 21: 1 , Yahweh revealed the cause of the famine to 
David. See also Judg 6:8b-lO 1.1.1.2 fn. 19 above. 
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In order to satisfy Yahweh's anger at the breach of treaty with the Gibeonites 

(cf. 21:3) David their suzerain took vengeance on Saul's house by handing over two 

of Saul's sons and five sons of Saul's daughter to the Gibeonites, according to their 

suggestion (2 Sam 21:8-9).5 

2.1.8 Rebel of Vassal Land 

If a vassal land set up its own king without approval by the suzerain (2 Ki 

8:20), the suzerain took action against it.6 When Edom rebelled against Judah, 

Joram marched against her" (2 Ki 8:21a), but did not succeed in regaining his 

suzerainty over Edom. 

2.2 Israel's Trade Treaty 

The parity treaty existing between Hiram of Tyre and David was renewed 

under Solomon.7 In a parity-treaty, a party could request things which were rare in 

its lands. Solomon sent a request to him for timber (1 Ki 5:20 (Eng. v. 6», and 

Hiram supplied more materials for the temple and the palace at the end of twenty 

years of building (2 Ki 9:11a). At Hiram's request Solomon sent food and also 

ceded territory (1 Ki 9:11b).8 Solomon established a harbour at Ezion-Geber (1 Ki 

9:26), and Hiram sent sailors to Israel in order to serve in the fleet with Solomon's 

men. They brought gold, almug-wood and precious stones to Solomon (1 Ki 9:28; 

10: llb-12a). The mutual support allowed Israel to grow economically. 

Ben-Hadad invaded Israel, being advised that Israel defeated his army because 

Israel's gods were gods of the hills and that now he would be able to defeat Israel on 

the plain. Thus, Ben-Hadad challenged Israel to war at Aphek (1 Ki 20:23-27). 

5 Rizpab daughter of Aiab guarded the corpses from the prey of birds and wild animals (2 Sam 
21 :10). A covenant-curse of corpses as food for wild animals was fulfilled (Dt 28:26). 

6 See 2.2.5.3 (2) below. 

7 In Sam 5: 11 Hiram sent messengers to David, along with timbers and workers, and they built a 
palace for David. Although there is no mention about David's respond to Hiram, there should be a 
parity treaty between Tyre and Israel, since the friendly relationship between two equal kings was 
fostered by sending messengers along with gifts in the ancient Near East (see Moran, The Amarna 
Letters, EA 9, 10, 16). Added to that Hiram's sending messengers to Solomon indicates the existing 
parity treaty, when he heard Solomon's succession. The parity treaty was renewed: c'~n l~:l c?~ ~i1" 
Ci1'l~ 11"::1 ,m:;,', i1~?~ r:l' "there was peace between Hiram and Solomon, and the two of them 
made a treaty" (1 Ki 5:26b-c (Eng. v. 12b», see further F. C. Fensham, "The Treaty," in VTS 17 
(1968), 71-87. 

8 Solomon annually paid the expense of the building materials and the craftsmen's wages by grain 
and oil to Hiram (1 Ki 5:25, (Eng. 11». Thus, those cities in Galilee, probably near to Tyre, given 
to Hiram, and in exchange 120 talents of gold were given to Solomon (1 Ki 9:14). The same kind of 
treaty to adjust the borders between two states occurs in agreements from Alalab, D. J. Wiseman, 
"Hiram,· IBD II, 651; F. Charles Fensham, "The Treaty between Solomon and Hiram,· JBL 79 
(1960), 59-60. 
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This was in fact, a challenge of Yahweh's suzerainty both over Israel and other 

nations, since, for instance, Yahweh appointed Elijah to anoint Hazael king over 

Aram (1 Ki 19:16). Thus, Yahweh justified His suzerainty (1 Ki 20:28, 29b-30). 

The enemy of the divine suzerain was the vassal-king's enemy (cf. 1 Ki 20:42). Yet 

Ahab broke the covenant, making a vassal treaty (a trade treaty) with Ben-Hadad.9 

So Ben-Hadad willingly returned cities belonging to Israel, which his precedessor 

had taken from Baasha (1 Ki 15:20; 20:34aa) and offered Ahab a market in 

Damascus (1 Ki 20:34~).10 However, this treaty was short-lived. A few years 

later Ben-Hadad again invaded Israel and Ahab lost his life in his campaign (cf. Ki 

22). 

2.3 Israel as Subject 

The conflict of the Northern kingdom with Southern kingdom led Asa to sub

mit to Ben-Hadad king of Aram as a vassal and asked him for support so that Baasha 

would '.yithdraw from Asa (1 Ki 15:18-19). Ben-Hadad agreed with Asa's proposal 

(1 Ki 15:20a) and, becoming Asa's suzerain, sent his commanders to campaign 

against Baasha on behalf of his new vassal and conquered towns in the northern part 

of the territory. Consequently, Baasha stopped building Ramah (1 Ki 15:20-21).11 

If a weaker king submitted to a stronger king, the former became a vassal to 

the latter, e. g., Joash when he submitted to Hazael (2 Ki 12: 17-18). 

If a weaker king faced an invasion of other kings, he could submit to another 

powerful king to gain support, so entering into a vassal relationship. When Rezin 

king of Aram and Pekah king of Israel marched against Ahaz, he sought security for 

Judah by means of a treaty with Assyria, so he submitted to Tiglath-pileser III. 

9 A stronger king made a treaty with a weaker king, based on a pact (see above II); the former 
accepted the proposal of the latter: ,nn?tt', n"!1 ,;"'n'~" ,n?e+K n"!1!1 'lK1 ·'1 will let you go with 
this treaty.' And he made a treaty with him and let him go· (I Ki 20:34a-y-b). 

10 The trading concession in Samaria would have been in the time of Omri, who moved the capital 
from Tirzab to Samaria. This indicated the stability of the Israelite kingdom. since Samaria is located 
in a region which offered easy access to the international coastal high-way, a high-way for the 
invader. On the other hand, due to her location. Samaria could have enjoyed lucrative trade. If 
Aram had had a market area in Samaria, Israel could have been a vassal to Aram, since Ben-Hadad's 
statements did not indicate any mutual obligations under Omri: 1) Israel's cities, taken by Ben-Hadad, 
had not been returned; 2) the establishment of a market was one-sided. If so, Ben-hadad's invasion, 
accompanied by thirty-two kings to Samaria (20:1 ff.), would denote his attempt to subdue Israel and 
to bring her back to the vassal-status. 

11 Ben-Hadad suzerain of Judah sent his representative to war, but the result of the campaign was 
that he conquered all the cities. This type of campaign was a common practice in ancient Near East. 
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Thereupon, the king of Assyria campaigned against Damascus and captured it, 

deported its inhabitants and put Razin to death. (2 Ki 16:7-9).12 

A weaker king could submit to a stronger king and pay tribute to maintain and 

ensure his kingship. Thus, the former would become a vassal to the latter. That 

happened to Menahem, when Pul (Tig1.III) invaded the Israelite kingdom (2 Ki 

15:19-20). 

If a vassal-king submitted to another king, the previous suzerain would take 

military measures against him. Pekah's alliance with Rezin king of Aram (2 Ki 16:5 

ff) brought about Tiglath-pileser Ill's campaign who conquered cities of Israel13 and 

deported people to Assyria (2 Ki 15:29). The Assyrian king then supported Hoshea 

to take over the throne (2 Ki 15:30).14 

However, Hoshea had not remained loyal to Assyria and became a vassal to 

Egypt. Thus, Shalmaneser V marched against Hoshea, conquered Samaria and 

deported the Israelites to Assyria (2 Ki 17:3-6).15 Thereafter, the Assyrian king 

resettled the towns of Israelite with people from different regions (2 Ki 17:24). 

If a vassal threw off the suzerainty of a stronger king, he would lead a 

campaign against him. That happened to Hezekiah, when he withheld the annual 

payment of tribute to Assyria. Sennacherib marched against Ierusalem and con

quered all the fortified towns of Judah (2 Ki 18:13). 

Judah became a vassal to Egypt when Josiah had failed to stop the Egyptian 

army at Megiddo, which was marching to assist Assyria (2 Ki 23:29). That meant, 

Pharaoh Neco became the suzerain over Judah. Pharaoh Neco put Jehoahaz16 in 

chains at Riblah in the land of Hamath and deported him later to Egypt (2 Ki 

23:34b). Then he set his older brother Eliakim on the throne and imposed tribute on 

him (2 Ki 23:33b-34a). However, the fortune of history turned to Babylon. Having 

defeated Pharaoh Neco at Carchemish in 605 B.C., Nebuchadnezzar, the crown 

prince and commander of the Babylonian army, conquered all the Hatti-Iand in 603 

B.C. So Judah became a vassal to Babylon. Having been a vassal to Babylon for 

12 Isaiah warned Abaz to rely on Yahweh rather on an affiliation with Assyria for deliverance from 
the threat of Aram and the Israelite kingdom against him (Isa 7: 1-17). Pitard presumes Israel's coali
tion with Aram against Judah had to do with Judah's pro-Assyrian stance, Ancient Damascus, 184. 
Howevei' in 2 Ki 16:5-9 (cf. Isa 7) Judah became pro-Assyrian because of the Syro-Ephraim invasion. 
Moreover 2 Ki 1-4 attribute this invasion to Abaz' apostasy. 

13 This is to be perceived as a covenant-curse because of Pekah's disloyalty; see also 2.2.4.2 above. 

14 See Part III 1.1.1 fn. 12. 

15 This is the last measure oftbe suzerain for rebellious vassals in ancient Near East, see Part 11.2. 

16 After Josiah's death, he reigned in Jerusalem for three months. 
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three years, 603-601 B.C., Jehoiakim rebelled against Babylon.l7 Then the 

Babylonian troops, perhaps stationed in Aram, along with a group of vassals took 

action against Judah (2 Ki 24:2a).18 So Nebuchadnezzar invaded and took captives 

and spoils from Jerusalem (597 B.C). Then he enthroned Zedekiah in place of 

Jehoiachin (2 Ki 24:17).19 Yet Zedekiah the last king of Judah faced the fall of 

Jerusalem because of his rebellion (2 Ki 24:20).20 Having destroyed Judah, 

Nebuchadnezzar reorganized the land (2 Ki 25:22). Jehoiachin was released from 

prison when Amel-Marduk succeeded to the throne in Babylon (2 Ki 25:28-30).21 

Synopsis 

As long as kings of Israel remained loyal to Yahweh, they exercised suzerainty 

over other nations and maintained it. Because of their disloyalty Israel not only lost 

her suzerainty over other nations but also became subject to them. In this way, 

Israel declined slowly but certainly (see 2.2 below). 

17 The Babylonian defeat by the Egyptians in 601 B.C. could have encouraged lehoialcim to rebel, 
see further Mitchell, CAH III/2, 398. 

18 The Babylonians controlled the Levant, from the Wadi of Egypt to the Euphrates River, after 
having defeated Egypt at Carchemish (2 Ki 24:7). 

19 lehoiachin reigned only for three months (24:8). But he was disloyal to Yahweh. That brought 
about the military discipline of the Babylonians. 

20 See 2.2.9 below. 
21 Cf. 2.1.1.5 (2) fn. 25. 



2.2.1 Drought 

2.2 THE COVENANT-CURSES FULFILLED 

IN 1 SAMUEL 8-2 KINGS 

Severe suffering from drought is illustrated in Elijah's experience: according 

to Yahweh's instruction, Elijah stayed at the Kerith Ravine until it dried up and then 

with a widow at Zarephath (1 Ki 17: 14). The severity of the famine in Samaria is 

shown by the report by Ahab' s officials searching for grass to keep animals alive (1 

Ki 18:2b, 5-6). These circumstances correspond to the covenant-curse of drought 

and its result: no agricultural growth, lack of rain and crops, was the fulfllment of 

the covenant-curse (Lev 26: 19b-20; Dt 28:23-24). 

2.2.2 Disease 

When Azariah usurped the priestly function, he was punished with leprosy 

(Y'!~) (2 Ki 15:5a).l Here the covenant-curse of skin disease was realized (Dt 

28:27, 35). 

2.2.3 Civil War 

This was predicted among his household as a consequence David's adultery (2 

Sam 12:11-12) and 

fulfllied in Absolom's conspiracy. He lay with his father's concubines in the sight 

of all Israel (2 Sam 16:22b).2 Absalom's behaviour relates to his intention to take 

over the dynasty. This is comparable with the covenant-curse of war (Dt 28:22). 

2.2.4 Reduction of the Kingdom 

2.2.4.1 By Division of the Monarchy 

The prediction of the reduction of the Davidic kingdom was fulfllied in the 

division of the monarchy (1 Ki 11:11b-13). The northern tribes requested 

Rehoboam to lighten heavy taxation and labour conscription. But he turned from 

wise advice to follow bad advice. Therefore, Rehoboam's ill-advised answer 

1 According to Cogan and Tadmor, it refers to "a wide variety of skin diseases in man and to molds 
and fungi on clothes and buildings. In the ritual statute in Lev 13, its distinctive signs include scales 
and blotches, which suggest the tractable disease!> psoriasis and vitiligo. True leprosy • • . with its 
symptomatic swellings, facial distortions, and mutilations, does not appear in the Bible,· II Kings, 
63. See further our comment about the relationship of the Sin-curse between VTE 419-20 and Dt 
28:27 in Part VILLI. 

2 This announces Absalom's assumption of royal power. 
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aborted the renewal of a treaty with the northern tribes (1 Ki 12:16, 20).3 In fact, 

Rehoboam's conduct, which led the Davidic dynasty to decline, fulfIlled the 

covenant-curse of Yahweh's anger/curse (Dt 28:20).4 In other words, his decision 

together with division of the monarchy are the results of Yahweh's anger. 

2.2.4.2 By Other Nations 

The territory of Israel shrank, because the people fled after being defeated in 

the plain of Jezreel, and their towns were taken over by the Philistines (1 Sam 31 :7): 

-nK ,:1tY', "l:1' "KW U'?)-'~' 'K'W' 'WlK 'Ol-'~ l"'l'I ,:1Y:1 ,m I'~y:'1 ,:1Y:1-'WK 7)nW'-'WlK 'K"1" 
ll'1:1 ':1117" c'nll7?m 1K:1" 'Ol" o"yn 

When the Israelites who were on the other side of the valley, and who were beyond the Jordan, saw 
that the Israelite army had fled and that Saul and his sons had died, they abandoned their towns and 
fled. And the Philistine dwelt in them. 

Ahaz' disloyalty to Yahweh resulted in the loss of a strategically important city 

(2 Ki 16:6): 

,y ow ':1117" n"K 'K:1 O't)'K' m"~ O"':'1'l'I-nK ;Wl" O'K' n"K-nK O'K-'~ rJ' :1'Wl'I K'l'I:'1 nY:1 
l'IT:'10":'1 

At that time Renn king of Aram recovered Elath for Aram and drove out the men of Judah from 
Elath. Then Arameans moved into Elath and have lived there to this day. 

So, Israel's defeat allowed the Philistines and Arameans to dwell in her country. 

The Bible is silent about the effect. Since aliens were strong enough to take posses

sion in some towns from both Kingdoms, this situation is partly comparable to the 

covenant-curse of the gradual rise of resident aliens, which would result eventually 

in their hegemony over Israel (Dt 28:43-44). 

Furthennore, because of Jehu's sin Yahweh reduced the territory of the North

ern Kingdom (2 Ki 10:32-33): 

,y'll'1 l"'K-'~ nK WWl'I mm 1"':'1-~ 'K'W' ;':11-;:2:1 ;a(Tn 0:2'1 'K'W'l n1JI" :'11l'1' ;nl'l O:'1l'1 O'7;)'l 
twl:'1' ,y'l:'1' ll'K ,n:l-;y-'WK 'Y'~ 'Wl?)l'I' 'll1K'l'I' "1:'1 

3 ;K"1W',:2 in 1 Ki 12:1 are representaves of the northern tribes who came to Shechem to make 
Rehoboam king. These people ('K"1W' ,:2) recognized Rehoboam's refusal of their proposal (v. 16a). 
The people who turned from Rehoboam are called 'm,W' in v. 16b and people who remained under 
Rehoboam as l'I"l'I' "Y:1 0':1117':'1 'K'W' 'l:1 (17a). 'K'W":2 is juxtaposed to l'I,,,,'-"::IW in v. 20 and 
obviously refers to all the Israelites, apart from the tribe of Judah. The treaty with the northern tribes 
was established under David. When all the representatives of Israel ('N,r 'll'T ,:I) came to David in 
Hebron (2 Sam S:3), l'I'l'I' 'lII' l"ln:1 n"l ", '~l'I Ol'l' n':2". The same contrast between the 
northern tribes ('K'W'-':2) and Judah (l'I"l'I') occurs in reference to David's rule (2 Sam S:5). 

4 Cf. Part II 5.4.2.1. 
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In those days the Lord began to reduce the size of Israel. Hazael defeated them throughout the ter
ritory of Israel: from the Jordan eastward, all the land of Gilead, the Gadites and the Reubenites and 
the Manassites, from Aroer which is by the valley of the Arnon through Gilead to Bashan. 

In the time of Pekah, Tiglath-pileser III took cities from Israel and deported 

people to Assyria (2 Ki 15:29). Here, the covenant-curse of deportation of offspring 

was realized (Lev 26:33, Dt 28:41; cf. 36a, 63b-64a). 

The territorial reduction as a covenant-curse does not occur explicitly in Lev 

26 and Dt 28. Yet it is a result of Yahweh's judgement which would have lead a 

step further in the progressive process of the Northern Kingdom's destruction (Dt 

28:20, see Part II 5.4.2.1). 

2.2.5 The Revolts 

2.2.5.1 Hostility among the Royal Family 

Curses predicting hostility (2 Sam 12:10) among the members of David's fam

ily were fulfllled; the one, when Amnon was assassinated at Absalom's command 

because he raped his sister Tamar (2 Sam 13:28-29); the other was Absalom's revolt 

which resulted in a civil war (2.2.3). These two events also relate to a covenant

curse of divine anger (Dt 28:20), which denotes Yahweh's judgement in a general 

sense (see Part II 5.4.2.1). 

2.2.5.2 Domestic 

Jeroboam was appointed to be in charge of the whole labour force of the house 

of Joseph (1 Ki 11:28). His rebellion could have been related to the smouldering 

discontent among the people over heavy labour imposed by Solomon (1 Ki 11 :26; 

cf. 12:4): 

Then Jeroboam the son of Nebat, an Ephramite of Zeredah, Solomon's servant ••• also rebelled 
against the king. 

The divine suzerain chose Jeroboam and promised a dynasty to him condi

tional on his loyalty (1 Ki 11:37-38). His election was intended to punish David's 

heir for the breach of covenant (1 Ki 11 :3). However, Jeroboam's line would not 

last for ever, like the Davidic Dynasty (1 Ki 11 :39). 

The divine suzerain commanded an agent to punish an obstinate, disloyal vas

sal. This was the case of Ahab; although Yahweh granted opportunities to repent, 

but he failed. Thus, Yahweh commanded Jehu to destroy Ahab's house while 

approving his kingship (2 Ki 9:7a): ,'J'K :lKnK l1':l-l1K ill1':Jin "You shall destroy 

the house of Ahab your master" (see 2.2.11 below). 
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Since the covenant-curse of Yahweh's anger/curse is a general, punitive judg

ment, Jeroboam's revolt is to be understood in the light of Yahweh's anger/curse 

(Dt 28:20), since this covenant-curse denotes Yahweh's judgment in a general 

sense. 5 

2.2.5.3 Vassal Lands 

(1) Aram of Damascus 

Yahweh used a revolt of Israel's vassal-land to discipline Solomon. Rezon suc

ceeded in his coup dJetat and took control in Damascus (1 Ki 11 :23-25): 

-'W .l'1" O·WlK ,.,y T:1p', ,.l'K l'1:1'S-11m ''Y''l'1 nK?3 ",:1 'WK Y'·'K-l:1 l'IT,...nK lOw " 0·l'1~ 01'" 
'WK l'1y'n-nK1:1~'vt ~'-,:;, 'K'W" 1021 'l'1" pt1?),:l 1:;,Im·1 l'1:l 1:lW'1 pw, 1:;"·' OnK ", "'l'1:l ",,, 

O'K-?y 11m., ~w·:l TP" ,,:1 

God also raised up another adversary, Rezon son of Eliada, who had fled from his master, Hadadez.er 
king of Zobah. He gathered men around him and became the leader of a marauding band, when 
David destroyed them (the forces of Zobah); and they went to Damascus and settled there, and 
reigned in Damascus. So be was an adversary to Israel all the days of Solomon, along with the evil 
that Hadad did. He was hostile towards Israel and ruled over Aram. 

(2) Edom6 

An Edomite prince, who had escaped to Egypt when Israel invaded Edom 

under David, heard of the death of David and Joab (2 Ki 11 :21) and presumably, on 

returning to the land, attempted to recover Edom from vassal status (1 Ki 11: 14, 

21): 

-oy ", :l:;'W-·:;' O"~:l ~ ,,:11 . . . O"K:l ac'l'1 11m:1 y,m ~'Kl'1 ,,:1 nat ~?vt, lOW l'1'I.'. 01''' 
·S'IC-'K 1'K1 'In,w :1y-!~'1C ,,:1 '~IC·' IC:lS:1-'W :l~ m-.::l, ,.n:l1C 

Then the Lord raised up against Solomon an adversary, Hadad the Edomite, from the royal line of 
Edom. . . . When Hadad beard in Egpyt that David rested with his fathers and that Joab the com
mander of the army was also dead, he said to Pharaoh: 'Let me go, that I may go to my country. 

Edom rebelled against Judah in the time of Jehoram by enthroning a king 

without Jehoram's approval (2 Ki 8:20).1 Jehoram, the suzerain of Edom, 

campaigned against Edom but he failed to subdue it (2 Ki 8:21). Moab rebelled 

against loram after Ahab's death (2 Ki 3:5b). 

The revolts of the vassal lands indicated the divine suzerain's anger (Dt 

28:20), because he did not let Israel's international policy succeed (2.2.5.2 fn. 7). 

This is his judgement for both kingdoms. Added to that, the Judean king did not 

5 A rebellion against the present dynasty as a malediction is not peculiar to the Bible. It has a long 
tradition. see Part III 2.2 fn. 95. 

6 David put garrisons in Edom (2 Sam 8:13-14). 

7 Also Libnah revolted at the same time (8:22b). 
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succeed in disciplining rebel vassal lands. His defeat is comparable to a covenant

curse about defeat: instead of having a victory, Israel would flee seven ways before 

her enemies (Lev 26:25 & Dt 28:25). 

2.2.6 Defeat 

The divine-suzerain let Ahab be deceived by a lying spirit when taking a 

political decision (1 Ki 22:23):8 

Now therefore, behold, the Lord" has put a lying spirit in the mouth of all these prophets of yours. 
The Lord has declared disaster for you. 

Micaiah revealed the spirit behind the prophecy of Ahab's victorious fight 

against the Arameans (1 Ki 22:12), whereas he foretold defeat and Ahab's death. 

But, Ahab believed the false prophets and failed to heed Micaiah' s advice. Thus, he 

was put off from taking the right decision. As a result his army was defeated, and 

he was killed in the battlefield. Here, the covenant-curses of divine anger (Dt 

28:20; cf. 2.2.4.1) and defeat (Dt 28:25) were fulfllied. 

Elijah announced a curse concerning Ahab because of his crime against 

Naboth9 which was fulfllied in the course of his campaign against the Arameans at 

Ramoth Gilead (1 Ki 22:37-38): 

~'-11K D~:l':li1 'i"~' l,,~qj 11;:)':1 ;y :1:l':'1-11K '1"qj~, 1,,~qj:1 ,1m:'1-11K ":1i'~' 1,,~qj K':1~' ,1m:'1 11~~' 
,:1, ,qjK :'11:'1' ,:1,;:) ,:1", mlm, 

The king (Ahab) died and was brought to Samaria, and they buried the king in Samaria. They 
washed the chariot by the pool of Samaria, and the dogs licked up his blood (now the harlots bathed) 
as the Lord had announced. 

The scene the dogs licking up Ahab' s blood indicates that corpses in battlefields 

would serve as meat for wild animals, which commonly occurred in the ancient 

Near East, as noticed elsewhere. This scene was turned to a covenant-curse in Dt 

28:26 (Appendix III 9). In addition, 2 Kings does not inform us what happened to 

the corpses of Israelite troops, they could have been left in the battle fields for the 

wild animals. 

2.2.7 Invasion 

2.2.7.1 Siege and Cannibalism 

8 See the divine-suzerain's advice at the heavenly court and his decision in vv. 20-22. 

9 Curses for his house were postponed, see 2.1.1.4 above. 
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Ben-Hadad king of Aram laid siege to Samaria. This caused a great famine, 

which brought about cannibalism (2 Ki 6:25, 28b-29): 

There was a great famine in Samaria. And behold, they besieged it until a donkey's head was sold 
for eighty shekels of silver, and the fourth part of a cab dove's dungl0 for five shekels of silver. 

'~K' 'M':lKl' 'l::l-nK 'W::ll' 'n~ ':lKl 'l::l-nK' C,'i1 1l':lKl' 1l::l-nK 'In "K M'~K nKTM MWKM '~Kn1 
Ml::l-nK K::lnn11l':lKl' 1l::l-nK 'In ,nKM C1'::l M''7K 

She said, 'This woman said to me, 'Give your son that we may eat him today; and we will eat my son 
tomorrow.' So we boiled my son and ate him, and I said to her on the next day, 'Give your son that 
we may eat him.' But she has hidden her son. 

These events correspond to the covenant-curses of food shortage (Lev 26:26) 

and cannibalism (Lev 26:29, Appendix 8 & Dt 28:53-57, Appendix 16), caused by 

siege (Lev 26:25b); Dt 28:52). 

2.2.7.2 Being Plundered 

Judah suffered invasion by Shishak who took all the treasure from the palace 

under Rehoboam (1 Ki 14:25-26). In the time of Joash, Hazael king of Aram 

invaded Judah (2 Ki 12: 18). This Aramean invasion is related to Joash' breach of 

covenant in 2 Chr 24:18-22 which is omitted in 2 Ki 12. Having received gifts from 

Joash, Hazael withdrew from Jerusalem. This, presumably, indicates that Joash 

became a vassal to him.l1 After Elisha's death the Moabites used to invade Israel 

every spring (2 Ki 13:20b). So both the Israelite and Judean kingdoms became 

impoverished by enemies' invasion and plundering. 

The invasion fulfilled a covenant-curse of war (Lev 26: 17a), and the enemies' 

plundering the curse of the deprivation of crops (Lev 26:16; Dt 28:51, 30b-31). 

This circumstance would have mirrored the impoverished state for the people (Dt 

28:16,17, 18aP, 19). 

2.2.8 Becoming Subjects to Other Nations 

Jehoahaz violated the covenant with Yahweh( 2 Ki 23:32). As a result, 

according to 2 Ki 23:33a, Yahweh employed the Pharaoh to discipline him: ,i1'01(" 

c,ut,,':1 "~:111~" f'N:1 ",:1,:1 i1:Jl i1Y'!J "Pharaoh Neco imprisoned him at Riblah 

in the land Hamath12 that he might not reign in Jerusalem." Yahweh then put 

10 A cab "equals one sixth of a seah in dry measure-i.e., 1.2 liters." "'Dove's dung' was" "the 
popular name of inedible husks," Cogan and Tadmor, II Kings, 79. 

11 See also W. T. Pitard, Ancient Damascus, 152. 

12 Riblah was located on the Orontes River and served as Neco's military headquarters. 
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Jehoiakim under Babylonian suzerainty for three years because of his breach of the 

covenant (2 Ki 23:37-24:1). When he rebelled against Nebuchadnezzar, the • 

Babylonian troops led a punitive campaign against Judah. According to 2 Ki 24:2b, 

Yahweh used the Babylonians as his agent to punish Judah (2 Ki 24:2b): ':1'~ ••• 

C'K':1l;"l ,',:1)7 ":1 ,:1, 'tUK m;"l' ". . . in accordance with the word of the Lord, 

which he had spoken through his servants the prophets. " 

So the disloyalty of the Davidic kings to their divine suzerain brought about 

invasion by other nations who subjected them. Here, the covenant-curses of inva

sion/war (Lev 26:25; Ot 28:25, 49-51) and the servitude of the Oavidic kings (Lev 

26: 17b; Ot 28:48) are fulfllled. 

2.2.9 Complete Destruction of Jerusalem 

Nebuchadnezzar besieged Jerusalem in Zedekiah's reign (2 Ki 25:1b), which 

brought about a severe famine (2 Ki 25:3). Eventually, the Babylonian troops 

plundered the temple and destroyed it with Jerusalem (2 Ki 25:8-10, 13-15). The 

events fulfllled the covenant-curses of invasion/war (Lev 26:17 and Lev 26:25; Ot 

28:25, 49-51) and destruction (Lev 26:30-32 & Dt 28:52). In addition to that 

Nebuchadnezzar's siege would have deprived the people of agricultural produce and 

disturbed every enterprise of daily life (Appendix III 2). This could have further led 

to food shortages (Appendix III 8), diseases because of the lack of hygiene 

(Appnedix III 4, 10, 14) and deprivation of basic enjoyment of life (Appendix III 

13). 

2.2.10 Deportation 

The Arameans invaded the territory of Israel and carried away captives (2 Ki 

5:2; cf. 6:8 ff.). A major deportation happened at the fall of the Nothern Kingdom, 

when the Israelites from Samaria were deported to Assyria (2 Ki 17). As for the 

Judean kingdom, Nebuchadnezzar conquered Jerusalem (2 Ki 24:10-13) and carried 

off the king with the royal family, nobles and the booty from the temple and palace 

(12-14). In Zedekiah's time, having sacked Jerusalem, he deported the king with 

most of the people (2 Ki 25:7, 11). He further deported the prominent officials and 

leaders who led the revolt to Riblah and executed them there (2 Ki 25:18-21a).13 So 

the covenant-curse of deportation (Appendix III 18) was fulfllied. At the same time, 

the covenant-curses of misery in exile, namely restless life and the worship of life

less gods (Appendix III 20) were, by implication, fulfilled. 

13 Nebuchadnezzar appointed Gedaliah over the remnants in Judah and left some Babylonian offi
cials there; the Judean kingdom remained as a Babylonian vassal (2 Ki 25:22-24). 
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2.2.11 Annihilation of Dynasty 

Saul's disloyalty to Yahweh in carrying out his command to destroy the 

Amalekites resulted in Israel's total defeat by the Philistines in the plain of Jezreel 

and the death of Saul and Jonathan (1 Sam 31: I, 6).14 The Saulide dynasty was 

transferred to David. Jehu destroyed Ahab's dynasty, thereby fulftlling the curses 

regarding Ahab's dynasty (see 2.2.5.2 above).15 

Curses predicted to Jeroboam were fulftlled in the time of Nadab (1 Ki 15:28-

29). Curses predicted to Baasha were fulftlled under Elah son of Baasha. Zimri, one 

of Elah's officials, assassinated the king and his family at Tirzah (1 Ki 16:11-12). 

The writer of 1 Kings explained Zimri's act against Baasha's household as a result of 

Baasha's and Elah' s sins (1 Ki 16: 13). In this way, individual dynasties were 

annihilated. The Israelite kingdom was eventually annihilated by Assyria. Here, we 

see Yahweh's curse in a series of the annihilation of individual dynasties, which 

ended with the annihilation of the Northern Kingdom (see 2.2.12). So the covenant

curse of Yahweh's anger leading to the destruction (Dt 28:20) was fulftlled. 

2.2.12 Annexation of the Territory 

Having succeeded in capturing Samaria after three years' siege, Shalmaneser 

V deported the king and the Israelites to Assyria (2 Ki 173-6; see 2.2.10). His suc

cessor brought deportees from other countries and resettled them in Samaria. 16 

According to 2 Ki 17:25-28, the Assyrian king was advised that lions had killed 

some of the people in Samaria because they were ignorant of Yahweh, so he sent a 

priest from the captives of Samaria to teach them. 17 Samaria became an Assyrian 

province, so the Israelite kingdom was annihilated. Yet there was a remnant of the 

Israelites in Samaria. 

As for Judah, Nebuchadnezzar appointed Gedaliah as governor and stationed 

Babylonian officials there (2 Ki 25:22-24). Gedaliah said to the remaining army 

officers and their men: :1~" ,:1:1 ,'7.l-11K ":1,, f'K:1 ,:1W O',W:;,;, ":1~ 'N,'n-'N 
0:;" (2 Ki 25:24).18 So Judah became a Babylonian province. 

14 I Ch 10:13-14 evaluates Saul's death and the transference of his kingship to David as the punish
ment for his disloyalty to Yahweh. 

15 All Abab's familiy was killed, king Joram and Abab's seventy sons (2 Ki 9:24; 10:8a) and 
Jezebel according to the prediction (2 Ki 9:33). 

16 When Sargon reorganized Samaria, he appointed an Assyrian governor in Samaria (Part III 
2.1.14 & fn. 54). An Assyrian eponym lists inform us that there was an Assyrian governor in 
Samaria in 690 B.C., A. Millard, The Eponyms, 50,61, 105. 

17 Thil> example shows that the Assyrian kings did not impose their religion upon the country 
which became an Assyrian province, see further Part IV 2.0 fn. 11. 

18 See further Jer 40:9-10. 
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Two covenant-curses are fulfIlled in both cases: I) deportation of off-spring 

(Appendix III 18); 2) Israel became subject to the resident aliens (Appendix III 12). 



2.3 Conclusions 

Our study of the monarchy period in the light of the covenant concept has 

shown the unity of various themes. The anti- and pro-monarchical pericopes are not 

necessarily from two different sources which stemmed from two different eras, as 

Wellhausen and his followers argued. As a matter of fact, "the anti-monarchical 

pericope" does not oppose the institution of kingship as such, but rather Israel's 

wrong motives for having a king over them. Instead of relying on their divine 

suzerain, they wanted to rely on the king who would fight against the enemy, as in 

other nations. However, the divine suzerain benevolently selected a king according 

to their desire. This means that the monarchy did not arise from Israel's sin, as 

McCarthy argued. Rather it originated from Yahweh despite Israel's sin in request

ing a king from wrong motives. Having installed a king, Samuel emphasized the 

importance of remaining loyal to Yahweh for both king and people. If not, they 

would suffer the consequences, as noticed elsewhere. That is to say, Yahweh's 

benevolence cannot be separated from the Israel's obligations. Therefore, "the anti

and pro-monarchical pericopes" coincide, a coin with two sides. There is no need to 

consider the former as exilic and the latter as pre-exilic, nor were they two different 

sources combined by the dtr school (contra McCarthy). 

The unconditionality of the Davidic promise is generally detached from the 

conditionality and the two taken as two different sources. However, the Davidic 

promise is comparable to that of the royal grant for loyal officials in the Ancient 

Near East on the one hand and and, on the other hand, it is comparable to some of 

the Hittite vassal treaties. There, the suzerain's lasting, dynastic promise was given 

with a condition of vassals' loyalty. If a successor became disloyal, he would suffer 

the consequence but his dynasty continue. These two ideas of the royal grant and 

the suzerain's promise of a lasting dynasty upon condition are embedded in the 

Davidic promise. In other words, the characteristics of the Davidic promise have 

common ancient Near Eastern antecedents. Yahweh promised David, his loyal vas

sal king, a lasting dynasty. This promise was attached to Yahweh's commandment 

for Davidic kings to remain royal. That is to say, the disloyalty of the David's 

descendants would result in the adverse judgment of Yahweh but the Davidic 

dynasty continue, as history revealed. In view of this, the distinction between the 

unconditionalty and the conditionality in the Davidic promise is not appropriate, 

since they coincide. Therefore, the generally accepted view about the two sources 

in the Davidic promise is not acceptable. In addition to this thought Cross' view 

about the development of the unconditionality of the Davidic promise from the con

ditional Davidic covenant is not persuasive, since Yahweh benevolently promised a 

lasting dynasty to David his loyal vassal king. This was not a development from the 
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existing conditional covenant. Because of Yahweh's promise, the Davidic dynasty 

lasted until Jerusalem was destroyed. Despite the last Davidic king's exile to • 

Babylon, there is hope for restoration (see Part VI 4.4). 

Furthermore, the widely accepted view concerning Yahweh's judgement (Noth 

and his followers and Cross and his followers) for Israel as the description of dtr is 

not persuasive. Yahweh's adverse judgement for disloyal kings followed more or 

less quickly after their breach of covenant (see also Part VI 4.6.4). The Northern 

Kingdom stood in vassal relationship to Yahweh, established to discipline the 

Davidic dynasty. Because of its vassal-relationship to Yahweh, he disciplined the 

northern kings when they b~ke the covenant, in the same way as he treated the dis

loyal southern kings. Thus~ Yahweh's adverse judgment for both kingdoms should 

not be seen from the stand point of the Exile, as Noth, Hoffmann and others argued. 

Rather Yahweh's punishment for disloyal kings followed their disloyal deeds, 

which, at times, occurred immediately, e.g., the death of David's son born by Bath

sheba, or sometime later, e.g., the reduction of the territory by other nations, and, 

at other times, after several generations, e.g., the annihilation of Jehu's dynasty. In 

other words, when the Northern and Southern kings were disloyal to their divine 

suzerain, Yahweh disciplined them without any discrimination. However, there is a 

difference regarding the duration of the dynasty. The fact that the Davidic dynasty 

lasted longer than the Northern Kingdom is thanks to Yahweh's promise to David 

and his maintenance of the promise. Furthermore, the schema of accusation and 

announcement of Yahweh's judgment should not be attributed to an exilic origin, as 

Dietrich and others did. Rather it is should be understood within the concept of vas

salship between Yahweh and Israel, as we see in Part VI 4.1. Both the Northern and 

Southern Kingdoms became subject to other nations because of their disloyalty to 

their divine suzerain, whereas their (including the united monarchy'S) suzerainty 

over other nations was short lived (see Excursus 2). 

The obligations of vassal kings and people relate to both the divine suzerain 

and their co-vassals, members of the covenant community. These two aspects are 

inseparable. Moreover, religious reform was one of obligations of vassal kings, 

which sometimes resulted in throwing off the suzerainty of other nations, as in the 

case of Hezekiah. 

Therefore, the attempts to make vassal kings' obligations, e.g., reform (Cross 

and his followers), their apostasy (Nothand his followers) the core of Israel's his

toriography is not persuasive at all. Nor do Smend and his followers convince when 

they attempt to see the observation of the Torah and the vassal kings' sin and 
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prophetic announcement of Yahweh's adverse judgment as two different, exilic, dtr 

redactions (Part 12.2.1.5). 

In the covenant concept the diversities of themes in 1 Sam 8-2 Kings are co

related without chronological difference and form a unity. 



Chapter 3 

COMPARISON OF THE COVENANT-CONCEPT BETWEEN 

THE PRE- AND THE MONARCHY PERIODS 

3.1 Structure 

Pre-Monarchy Monarchy 

1. Benevolencel 

Military Support x x 
Kindness x x 
Forgiveness x x 
Approval of Kingship x 
Administrative Aid x 
Davidic Promise x 

2. Yahweh's Obligations 

Military Support x x 
Protection x x 
Fulfilment 
of Davidic Covenant x 
Political Intervention x 
Food Supply in Famine x 

3. Israel's Obligations 

Keeping the Law x x 
No Worship Other Gods x x 
Reform x x 
No Intermarriage! 
No Alliance with Other Nations x x 
C," x 
Covenant Relationship 

To Support Co-Vassals x x 
No Killing of Co-Vassals x x 
No Challenging to War x x 
No Illicit Relationship x 
No Misuse of Kingship x 
No Treaty with a 
Disloyal Vassal King x 
Building a Temple x 
No Accumulation of Chariots x 
No Human Suzerainty x 

4. Validity of Covenant 
with People x x 

S. Purpose of Yahweh's 
Benevolence x x 

6. Yahweh's Discipline 

1 Aspects occurring either only in the pre-monarchy period, or in the monarchy period are 
italicized. 
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A. Fulfmed Covenant-Curses 

Destruction of FamilylDynasty x x 
Revolts 

::ivil war x x 
Hostility among Royal Family x 
Int~rnational: Vassals x 

Subjected to Other Nations x x 
Defeat x x 
Invasion and Plunder x x 
Si~ge and Cannibalism x 
Annexation of T~rritory x 
Destruction of J~rusalem x 
Deportation x 
B. Purpose 

Humiliation x x 
Restoration x x 
To Teach Israel's Enemy x x 

7. Sanction/Renewal 
of Covenant x x 

8. Enduring Validity 
of Covenant x x 

9. Covenant-Making 

J'I',:1 m:l x x 

Unique Ideas 

Establishing the royal throne x 
Making a lAsting Covenant x 

10. Covenant-Breaking 

mi1'? Ktm x x 
mi1 ..... rnc :1TY x x 
i1,i1' 'l'l:1 y'i1 :'Iwy x x 
mi1 ..... rnc O'Y:2:'1 x x 

Identical Ideas 

mi1' ?'I'? ~1r1 K? x 
i1':'I ..... J'lK ,::n K? x 
m:'l ..... rnc n:21r1 x 
:'1':'1' ,:1,-J'IK J'I'T:1 x 
:'1':'1' J'I'I!-'Ir1K '~1r1 K? x 

m:'l' "n~ :1 WI x 
J'l1Ktm ?~ '0 K? x 
m:'l' C~ :1:1? i10l x 

Unique Ideas 
C'?y:1:'1 ',nK :'IlT x 
:'Iwy "l'Y:1 ,1r1':'1 Ir1'K x 
":1K J'I,wn:1 1':1"1":1 1':'1 x 

3.2 Consistency 
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The basic elements of the covenant-concept are consistent throughout the pre

and monarchy periods. However, there are some elements appearing only in • 

Joshua-l Sam 7 and in 1 Sam 8-2 King, respectively. 

3.3 Comparable Aspects in Joshua-l Sam 7 and 1 Sam 8-2 Kings 

A corresponding idea relates to Israel's divine suzerain. The power of Yah

weh revealed in Israel's crossing the Jordan should be known to other nations. Yah

weh's superiority was revealed to the Philistines through Dagon's collapse. In other 

words, these two events let other nations know who Israel's suzerain is. The idea 

appears in the monarchy period, when Naaman promised to worship Yahweh after 

being healed from leprosy (2.1.6.3). 

Another comparable element between the pre- and the monarchy periods is the 

relationship among the members of the covenant community. Since individuals of 

the covenant-community stood in vassal relationship to Yahweh, they were forbid

den to mistreat co-vassals. The failure of this obligation appears in the Ben

jaminites' illicit act toward a Levite and his concubine (1.1.3.6 (4» and in David's 

abuse of his kingship toward Uriah (2.1.3.8 (5». 

3.4 Uniqueness 

3.4.1 Joshua-l Sam 7 

A unique historical event appears in the time of conquest. The C," inflicted 

on Jericho does not recur in 1 Sam 8-2 Kings. 

Two other unique aspects in these chapters relate to the breach of covenant. 

Since the whole nation was Yahweh's partner, the breach of the relationship between 

Yahweh and Israel is expressed by :-Ill (see 1.1.10.2). Individual members in the 

covenant community stood in vassal relationship with Yahweh. In this context the 

disloyal behaviour of individuals is rendered by :'ltv ,':1'V::1 'W':'l W'K. 

3.4.2 1 Sam 8-2 Kings 

All unique elements relate to the monarchy. These elements concern Yah

weh's benevolence towards his vassal kings: Yahweh's approval of kingship, his 

administrative support for Solomon (2.1.1.2 (2» and his promise to David. Two 

others relate to Yahweh's obligations towards his loyal vassal king: 1) the partial 

fulfIlment of the Davidic promise under David and Solomon; 2) Yahweh's interven

tion in Absalom's revolt on behalf of his loyal vassal king David. Other aspects 

refer to the vassal kings' obligations: to build the temple, not to accumulate chariots 

and horses, self-reliance by treaties with other nations, where the last two indicate 
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that vassal kings should rely on the divine suzerain alone in their performance of 

kingship. 

The language of covenant has unique features. Two phrases refer to Davidic 

covenant-making (see table above). A breach of covenant is expressed from the 

point of view of disloyal kings who followed the life of their forefathers: 

,':nc l1uctm:l P:l"1":l 1';' 
The fulftlled covenant-curses also deal with aspects of the monarchy: disease 

of a rebel vassal king, the reduction of the kingdom by schism and other nations, 

domestic and international revolts against the kingdom. Furthermore, the disloyalty 

of vassal kings brought about covenant-curses of drought and the severe results of 

invasion: siege and cannibalism, annexation of the Northern Kingdom's territory, 

complete destruction of Jerusalem and deportation. 

To sum up, the basic covenant-concept is homogeneous through Joshua-Kings. 

The different elements of the covenant-concept in the pre- and monarchy periods 

relate to the development of Israel's history and show the divine suzerain's dealing 

with Israel according to her circumstances. 
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Chapter 1 

SEQUENCES AND CONCEPrS IN AKKADIAN 

AND BmLICAL COVENANT CURSES 

1.0 Introduction 

Sumero-Akkadian curses and the Biblical covenant curses display a common 

feature in terms of sequence concerning the identical or similar concepts of individ

ual curses. For comparison of the sequence of the principal curses in VTE (414-

93)1 and Dt 28, we chose the most complete set of curses from a kudurru of 

Marduk-nadin-ahhe's time (henceforth KuMna). 

1.1 Common Sequence of Curses in KuMna, VTE and Dt 282 

Cursed Siales 
Evil Fate 

Divine Anger/Curse 
Destruction 

Divine Opposition 
No Intercession 

Disease 

No Burial 
Divine Anger 
Disease 

No Justice 

Loss of Eyesight 
Decline of Household 
Drought 

War I 

Unique Curses 

Disease 

Annihilation of Family 

Famine 

KuMna 

iv 1-5 
iv 1-5 

iv 12-17 

iv 21 
iv 22 
iv 23 

iv 24-26 

iv 2& 

iv 29 

iv 30-v 3 

VTE 

414-15a 

415b-16 

417-1& 
41& 

418A-21 

422-238 

42Jb-24 

42S-30 

431-32 

433-34 

435-39 

440-458 

Dt 28 

16-19 

20 
20 

21-22 

23-24 

25-26 

27 

1 Simile curses are disregarded in our comparison, since they re-enforce the contents of the princi
pal curses. 

2 Cu~ occurring either only in KuMna, VTE or Dt 28 are italicized. 
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Cannibalism 

Corpses for Animals 
No-one for Libations 
Annihilation of Family 
Destruction of Boundary 
Blindness & Consequence 

War II 

Destruction of Reputaion 

Disease 

Short Life 
War 
Man-eating Lion 

Disease 

Natural Disaster 

Divine Alienation 

Thematic Recurrence 

Summary 

v 1-3 

v4-JO 
v 11-18 

v 19-24 

v 25-28 

v 29-vi 2 

vi 3-6 

vi 7-13 

vi 14-19 

vi 20-28 

vi 29-32 

1.1.1 Destruction (Appendix IV 4) 

445b-51a 

451b 
452 

453-60 

461-63 

464-65 
467-68 

469-71 

472-93 

259 

28-29 

30-34 

3S 

36-37 

38-57 

58-69 

The curse of destruction extends to. the family line in KuMna (iv 6-10) which 

would result in no one for libation (iv 11). In VTE this curse only relates to the 

cursed ones: no-long life for them (415b-16). The idea of collective destruction3 

occurring in KuMna also appears in Dt 28:20. 

1.1.2 Disease (Appendix IV 7) 

Sin is invoked in KuMna (iv 12-17) to afflict the cursed one with annaJu kabta 

Jeressu rabita "his heavy punishment; his great penalty" which refers to "leprosy, "4 

followed by its consequence, expulsion by the community (iv 18-20). 

In VTE there are two sets of disease. The first set, Anu invoked (418A-C), 

refers to diseases in a general sense. The second set, Sin invoked (419-20a), is 

almost identical with that of KuMna; it is about leprosy for the cursed ones with two 

3 Although VTE was established with vassal kings, it also valid for their people, see further Part III 
1.6. 

4 See further examples K. Watanabe, -Die literarische Uberlieferung: AS] 6 (1984), 99-119. 
There is one example in sources available to us,· where seressu rabita occurs in apposition to bubuta 
-famine- invoked in the name of Marduk, MDP 2 10933-34. 
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results, entrance to temple and palace forbidden and excommunication from the city 

(420b-21). 

The maledictions in Dt 28: 21-22 would affect the whole creation and would 

bring about Israel's destruction (see Part II 5.2.2). 

1.1.3 War I (Appendix IV 15) 

The kudurru simply asks Sama! to cause an enemy to overwhelm the accursed 

(iv 29). VTE has more elaboration (425-27): Ninurta is invoked to fell those cursed 

with arrows, fill the battle field with blood and feed the corpses to eagles and vul

tures. Then follow curses of sexual violence and dispossession by an enemy (428-

30).5 

In Dt 28: 25-26, Yahweh will cause Israel's defeat by her enemies, with con

sequene;es of her devastation as an example (v. 25) and her corpses as meat for 

birds and beasts of prey. The idea of the latter curse (v. 26) is identical with that of 

VTE 426b-27, which displays a common scene after defeat (cf. Part II 3.1.10.2). 

1.1.4 War n (Appendix VI 26) 

A further curse of war in the kudurru (v 19-24) concerns breaking the bow and 

cutting the bowstring (see Part II 2.4.1). This, along with other curses of binding 

arms and surrendering to the enemy, appears in VTE 453-54, where the following 

curses relate to slaughter (455-58). In both texts the gods are the agents for defeat. 

Furthermore, the curse of no-mercy in VTE 459-60 could relate to the curse of war, 

since Utar is a goddess of war and receiving mercy from conquerors is significant 

for defeated people (see Part II 2.4.6). 

Dt 28:30-34 also display elaborated curses based on the common practices in 

the ancient Near East (see Part II 5.4.2.2). The concept of vv. 30-34 can be traced 

back to an imprecation in a text of Nebuchadnezzar I's time (see Part II 2.4.9). 

1.1.S Disease (Appendix IV 28) 

Marduk is invoked for dropsy in KuMna (v 29-vi 1-2), while Gula is invoked 

for disease in general and an incurable skin disease in VTE (461-65). 

Dt 28:35 refers to incurable skin diseases. For example, Isaiah said that these 

diseases afflicted the Judeans cursed by Yahweh (Isa 1:5-6). 

1.1.6 Summary (Appendix IV 36) 

5 Cf. Part II 2.4.9. 
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All the gods mentioned in KuMna (vi 29-32), without listing their names, are 

invoked to curse the cursed one. The principle of invoking all the gods at the end of • 

the lists is common: most kudurrus6 and the Code of Hammurabi (Appendix II 

§13.no.41). In this way, the series of curses is concluded.7 Moreover, some 

kudurrus depict expanded concluding curses. According to a kudurru from Meli

shipak's time, the sequence of curses is: 1) divine curse; 2) annihilation of family 

line; 3) famine & evil fate (Appendix II § 17. nos. 6-7). Another kudurru from 

Marduk-sapik-zeri's time couples divine anger and misery; the second curse 

embraces various illnesses and all kinds of evil in life. 8 The same concepts of con

cluding curses with an expansion occur in VTE. The scribes of VTE considered 

472-93 as one unit by drawing a ruling between 471-72. 

VTE displays a relatively long summary of curses.9 There the names of the 

gods are not mentioned: the gods invoked in VTE are described as "all the great 

gods of heaven and earth". The topics of curses summarize the preceding curses: 1) 

divine anger!curselO and destruction of the cursed (472-75); 2) the destruction of the 

cursed (476a); 3) no libations (476b-77a);11 3) war - no resting place accompanied 

with famine and plague (477b-81a); 4) no burial place (482b-84); 5) detailed des

cription of misery (485-87); 6) flood (488-89a); 7) disgusting things as daily neces

sities (489b-92); 8) possession by demons (493). 

6 BBSt 3 18 iv 21-25; BBSt 4 23 iv 5-14; BBSt 7 42 36-39; BBSt 8 48 iv 32-35; Reschid and 
Wilcke, "Marduk-~iipik-zeri," ZA 65 (1975), 58 76-87a; Hinke, A New Boundary Stone, 152 v 5-7 
(Nebuchadnezzar I) and ibid., 194 iii 9-10 (Marduk-ahhe-eriba); Livingstone, "Marduk-nadin-ahhe 
IM.90585," vi 29-32; Delitzsch, "Der Berliner Merodachbaladan-Stein, BA 2 (1894), 265 v 45-47; 
Peiser, "Marduk-nadin-ahi" KB IV, 82 iv 21-25. 

7 The concluding curses include the annihilation of present and future family in most cases. 

8 Reschid and Wilcke, ·Marduk-~iipik-zeri,· ZA 65 (1975), 58 76-87a. 

9 Assyrian scribes divided the curses of VTE ruling off each individual curse. They did not apply 
this principle for curses 472-93. That is, these curses conclude the preceding curses. 

10 The divine anger/divine curse is attested in summaries of curses. The malediction of divine 
anger is followed by all sorts of others, ZA 65 (1975), 58 76-87a (from Marduk-~apik-zeri's reign); 
in this kudurru the list of curses starts with a malediction of divine anger and curse (56 51b-54a). 
The divine curse summarizing the preceding curses appears in BBSt 8 48 iv 32-35 (from Marduk
nadin-ahhe's reign), in KB IV 82 iv 21-25, A New Boundary Stone, 152 v 5-7 (from Nebuchadnezzar 
I's reign) and in CH (§13.no.41); yet at the beginning of the list of curses the (invocation of) divine 
curse occurs in the first kudurru (46 iii 25) and the divine anger in the second (80 iii 8b-l1). At the 
beginning of the list of curses in the third kudurru Anu is invoked to annihilate the accursed in (his) 
anger (150 iv 3-4), whereas the deprivation of kingship occurs at the beginning of the list in CH 
(Appendix II §13.no.l). This evidence indicates that there were two traditions; in one the divine 
anger/curse recurs in the summary and also occurs at the beginning of curses; in the other the divine 
anger/curse summarizes the lists of curses, but does not appear at the beginning of curses. VTE fol
lows the second model. See further 1.3.1 fn. 13 below. 

11 The order of 476a and 476b-77a is identical with that in CH (Appendix II §13.no.1S) and the 
expressions in both texts are almost same. 
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In Ot 28: 58-68 Moses warns Israel what would happen to her if she breaks 

the covenant. The second conditional clause v. 58 signifies the concluding curses. 

The preceding curses are summarized in two paragraphs: plagues and diseases (vv. 

21-22, 27, 35) in vv. 58-62 and deportation and hopeless life in exile (vv. 36-37)12 

in vv. 63-68. So the summary curses include all the curses in the Promised Land 

and the Exile. 
To sum up, a summary paragraph in the lists of curses is a common feature in 

the ancient Near Eastern inscriptions. 

1.2 The Common Sequences in KuMna and VTE 

1.2.1 No Justice (Appendix IV 11) 

In KuMna (iv 24-28a) Sama! is invoked to prevent a successful lawsuit, which 

also occurs in VTE 422-23a. 

1.2.2 Famine and Cannibalism (Appendix IV 19-20) 

This coupling appears in KuMna iv 30-v 3 and VTE 440-451a. In KuMna the 

malediction of annihilation of family follows cannibalism (Appendix IV 23). In VTE 

the same idea is followed by famine (Appendix IV 18). 

1.2.3 Disease (Appendix IV 32) 

The curses in KuMna by Gula (vi 7-13) and VTE by Kubaba (469-71) relate to 

infectious diseases which would cause fat (KuMna vi 13) and blood (VTE 470b-71) 

to drip from the body. 

1.3 The Common Sequences in KuMna and Dt 28 

1.3.1 Divine Anger/Curse (Appendix IV 3) 

The malediction of divine anger appears in KuMna and Dt 28:20. In the for

mer (iv 1-5) the gods Anu, Enlil, Ea and Ninmah are invoked to be angry with a 

violator of the kudurru, whereas the divine anger in Dt 28:20 would be sent on 

every enterprise Israel would undertake, until she was destroyed. The idea of last

ing divine anger/curse until the destruction of the accursed is not peculiar to Dt 

28:20. CH has the malediction of disease which would last until the destruction of 

12 The curses of war and results of defeat are implied in the curses of deportation and desperate 
situation in the Exile, since the former precedes the latter. 
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the accursed king (§13.no.39). In addition to that the malediction of divine 

anger/curse commonly occurs at the beginning of the lists of curses. 13 

1.3.2 Divine Alienation (Appendix IV 34) 

A concept of divine alienation is similar in KuMna (vi 20-28)14 and Dt 28:36-

37. In the former, !Star is invoked to alienate a personal god and goddess from the 

cursed one followed by two imprecations: to hang an evil deity at his side (vi 24-26) 

and to frustrate whatever he plans and does (vi 27-28) (see 1.6.1 below). In the lat

ter, Yahweh would drive Israel into another land and put her under the hegemony of 

a foreign king, where, being alienated from Yahweh, Israel would serve other gods. 

1.4 The Common Sequence in VTE and Dt 28 (Appendix IV 17) 

The Marduk-curse in VTE 433-34 refers to dropsy (see §51.no.7 in Part II 

2.16.2). The idea of disease is comparable with that in Dt 28:27, namely Yahweh 

will afflict the people with four incurable diseases. 

1.5 Common Curses Disregarded the Sequence 

1.5.1 KuMna and VTE 

The malediction of no libatio~ occurs in KuMna (Appendix IV 4b) and VTE 

(Appendix IV 22). 

1.5.2 KuMna and Dt 28 

13 For example, divine anger in BBSt 3 17 v 48-vi 2 and §17.no.l (BBSt 4 from Melishipak's 
reign), §I8.no.l (BBSt 5) and MDP 6 38 v II-vi l1a (from Merodach-Baladan I), KB IV 80 iii 8b-ll 
(Marduk-nadin-ahhe), §42.no.l (Ashumasirpal II), Asarhaddons Episode 41 28 35b-37a; divine 
anger in followed by the invocation of divine curse BBSt 7 41 ii 13-15, §29.no.l and MDP 10 87 iv 
8b-12 (from Marduk-nadin-ahhe's reign), §38.no.l (Adad-nariri I), §41.no.l (Tiglath-pileser I); the 
invocation of divine curse in §2.no.l (Gudea Statue), §9.no.l (Naram-Sin), RA 66 (1972), 166 35b-
36 and MDP 2 89 iii 16-24 (from NazimaruuaS's reign), BBSt 9 61 i 37b-39a, BBSt 11 78 ii 23-24 
(from Enlil-nadin-aplu's reign), ZA 65 (1975), 56 51b-54a (from Marduk-§apik-zeri's reign), DIP II 
13968-69; the invocation of divine curse followed by the divine anger in, RA 16 (1919), 129-30 iii 
27-32 (Marduk-zakir-§umi's reign). In addition to that the malediction of divine anger/curse does not 
occur in the summary of all these inscriptions. For example, the annihilation of the accursed sum
marizes the list of curses, BBSt 3 18 vi 21-25, BBSt 423 iv 13-14, BBSt 5 iii 38-44, BBSt 7 42 ii 38-
39, BBSt 9 62-63 ii 29b-31 , BBSt 11 79 iv 10-13 and the misery of the accused and the destruction of 
his descendants, BBSt 6 36 ii 59-60. In other case, the malediction of divine anger/curses appears 
both in the beginning and the summary of the lists of curses, e.g., KuMna vi 29-32, KB IV 82 iv 21-
25 and see further 1.1.6 fn. 10 above. These examples indicate that there were two traditions; in one 
the divine angr(y look)/the (invocation) of divine curse starts the list of curses and summarizes it; in 
other it only occurs at the beginning. Dt 28 follows the second model. To this common model Dt 28 
has additional curses of the cursed state of the accursed (16-19), see 1.7.1 below and Part II 2.12.4, 
5.4.2.1. 

14 Everyone could have a personal god and be under his protection, Black and Green, Gods, 
Demons and Symbols, 148. 
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The curse of an unsuccessful life in KuMna vi 24-28 (Appendix IV 34) is to be 

grouped under the topic of destruction. Istar would cause evil spirits to destroy his 

plans (vi 24-26). Furthermore, mimma ubbala nsilbila sara "whatever he brings, 

may they cause the wind to carry away" (vi 27-28). In other words, nothing would 

be successful. This idea is comparable with Dt 28:16-20 (Appendix IV 1, 3): the 

frustrat'.on of life would continue until Israel perished from the promised land (see 

above). 

1.5.3 Dt 28 and VTE 

The expression of drought 10 the basic curses of Dt 28:23 and in the 

ceremonial curses of VTE 528-29 is similar (see Part II 3.3.4). 

The concept of loss of eyesight and wandering in darkness in VTE (Appendix 

IV 11) and Dt 28 (Appendix IV 24) occurs in another kudurru of Marduk-nidin

abhe's time (see Part II 2.16.5.2). Dt 28 has two additional curses resulting from 

blindness, namely mental inability to act and unsuccessful and restless life (see Part 

II 5.4.1.2). 

1.6 Curses Peculiar to One of the Three Texts Compared 

1.6.1 KuMna 

Some curses relate to identical topics within the kudurru. The curse of Sin's 

angry look (iv 22 in Appendix IV 8) relates to the topic of divine anger (see Part I 

2.12). The ideas of diminishing house (iv 28b in Appendix IV 13) and destruction 

of reputation (or family) fall under the theme of destruction (see 1.1.1 above). To 

this category belongs another curse of the destruction of the boundary stone and the 

boundary (v 11-18 in Appendix IV 24) which would lead to loss of property of the 

accursed. In addition to that natural disaster (vi 14-19 in Appendix IV 33) would 

cause famine (iv 30-v 3 in Appendix IV 19). 

1.6.2 VTE 

The concept of evil fate (Appendix IV 2) is attested in Sumerian inscriptions in 

Gudea statue B (Appendix II §1.no.l) and an Umammu inscription (§4). The same 

concept occurs in CH (§13.no.3) and continues in the kudurrus of Merodach

Baladan 115 and Nebuchadnezzar I (§24.no.2). 

The idea of divine opposition (Appendix IV 4) occurs in Old Babylonian 

inscriptions (Appendix II §12 and §13.no.7) and continues in kudurrus of Marduk-

15 dnabll dnand u dta§~tum blll sip,i u purussi ana lemutti lishurll§ ana la ,abti {lisJteas -May 
Nabu, Nana and Tashmetum, lords of decrees and decisions, surround him with evil and search him 
out for misfortune!, - Page, Sumer 23 (1967), 54-55 iii 22-27. 
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ahhe-erThal6 and Nabii-mukIn-apli (Appendix II §33.no.l). The malediction of no 

intercession in VTE (Appendix IV 6) is only attested in Neo-Assyrian treaties, first· 

in SM (Appendix II § 48.no.5). The malediction of the man-eating lion in VTE 

(Appendix IV 31) also appears in EB (iv 6-7).17 

Another curse in VTE (Appendix IV 16) relates to the topic of divine anger 

(above): n~beru ... erab b~l ina Esagil ai ukallimkunu "May Jupiter ... not show 

you the entrance of Bel in Esangil. II This imprecation refers to Marduk's procession 

to the temple Esangil at the new year's festival. The Babylonians believed the 

country would not prosper in coming year, if the new year's festival did not take 

place, or if the king did not participate in the festival,18 the king would also be 

unsuccessful. Therefore, this malediction would mean an evil fate for the cursed 

ones. A further curse refers to war (Appendix IV 30) and refers to a massacre in 

the name of the Pleiades. 

To sum up, in KuMna some curses are repeated in a different sequence, 

although they do not present new ideas. Some of them are to be categorized under 

identical topics within the same text. Curses in VTE not found in KuMna & Dt 28 

are drawn from common tradition, apart from one curse (469-71, see Part II 3.6.1). 

1.7 Unique Features of Curses in Dt 28 

1.7.1 "'N-Formulae (Appendix IV 1)19 

The "'~-formulae convey the cursed states of Israel in the whole of her life

sphere and summarize the following curses (20-68).20 In addition, the occurrence 

of the alternation of short and lengthy curses in a micro-unit is not unique to vv. 16-

19, where a lengthy curse (18) follows three short curses of three words (16-17) and 

is again followed by two short of these word curses (19). The same feature occurs 

in a micro-unit of KuMna: short curses in iv 18-23 and a lengthy curse in iv 24-26 

followed by short curses iv 27-29 (Appendix IV). 

1.7.2 Repetition (38-57, Appendix IV 35) 

The structural uniqueness appears in vv. 38-57. Grammatically, this unit also 

starts a new section and ends in v. 57, since the conditional clause in v. 58 marks a 

16 dZarpanI[tu ... igerra[Su] l[ila]mmin "May Zarpanitu, ... , make [his] fame [ev]iW, BaM Bh 3, 
41. 

17 See Part II 3.1.10.1; 4.1.1.3. 

18 If a king could not participate in the festival, he would send his substitute. 

19 The concepts of"'!(-curse are comparable with those in KuMna vi 24-28 (see 1.5.2 above). 

20 See Part II 5.4.2.1. 
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new paragraph (see on Part I 5.4.4. fn 35). Thus, in the light of the structural com

parison of Akkadian curses and Hebrew grammar, vv. 38-57 are to be taken as an 

independent unit. Furthermore, the alternation of short and lengthy curses appear in 

a longer-unit (38-57). Vv. 38-57 is composed of short curses ("poetic") and lengthy 

curses ("prose") in a pattern: poetic (38-42), prosaic (43a), poetic (43b-44), prosaic 

(45-57). However, the alternation of the short and lengthy curses is not confined to 

Dt 28:38-57. KuMna21 shows the same alternation: lengthy (iv 1-10), short (iv 11), 

lengthy (iv 12-17), short (iv 18-23), lengthy (iv 24-26), short (iv 27-29), lengthy (iv 

30-34), short (v 1-3), lengthy (v 4-8), short (v 9-10), lengthy (v 11-15), short (v 16-

18), lengthy (19-24), short (v 25-28), lengthy (v 29-33), short (vi 1-2), lengthy (vi 

3-11), short (vi 12-13), lengthy (vi 14-26), short (vi 27-28) and lengthy (vi 29-32). 

Even within a unit of short curses the length of the curses varies. For example, 

KuMna iv 18-23 has curses of six words (18-19), 4 (20), 3 (21) and 5 (22-23). IV 

27-29 displays a sequence of 4 (27-28a), 2 (28b) and 3 (29). The same feature also 

occurs in poetic forms in Dt 28, e.g., vv. 43b-44: 4 (43b), 2 (44aa), 3 (44aP), 3 

(4400), 3 (44bP). In addition to that, the content of vv. 38-57 is the repetition of 

the preceding curses with additional curses on the same themes22 and thus is a dou

blet in a certain sense. In terms of source criticism one could argue that vv. 38-57 

presents a different source. But repetition as a literary device is common in ancient 

Near Eastern literature. For example, Tiglath-pileser I's campaign against Katmuhu 

is recorded twice. Prism I 89-92 mentions the cause of Tiglath-pileser I's campaign 

and a summary of his conquest followed by a detailed report about his campaign in i 

93-ii 35.23 The same feature appears in Ashurnasirpal II's annals: the summary of 

his conquest of Tummu (i 43b-47a) and the detailed description of his campaign in i 

47b-54a.24 

In the light of this analysis, the style of vv. 16-19 and vv. 38-57 shares com

mon literary tradition. The literary and structural uniqueness in Dt 28 should relate 

to the author's intention. He may intend with these two features to reinforce the 

serious consequences of treaty-breaking.25 This seriousness is again strengthened by 

the additional curses revealing the worst events for Israel: instead of multipying and 

21 See the Babylonian text and translation in Appendix IV. 
22 . See Part II 5.4.4. 

23 RIMA II A.0.87.1 14-15. See further Kitchen, Ancient Orient, 116-17. 

24 RIMA II A.0.101.1 196-97; also Asn.II's campaign against the mountainous regions of Nipur 
and P~: the summary of his conquest (i 69b-71b) and the detailed description of the campaign, 
ibid., A.0.I01.1 198 i 7lc-73a. See also Part V 4.3. fn. 20. 

25 See further Part II 5.4.2.1; 5.4.4. 
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flourishing in the Promised Land, Israel would decline in number through can

nibalism, the destruction of the land and deportation (Part II 5.2.5, 5.3.2) and all • 

aspects of life are cursed (Part II 5.4.2.1). Thus, both the description of Israel's 

state, the thematic recurrence of the aforementioned curses and the worst additional 

curses emphasize the seriousness of covenant-breaking. 

1.8 Synopsis 

According to our comparison, the sequence of curses in VTE and Dt 28 is 

based on a common heritage from the latter part of the second millennium B. C. 

Since the ancient scribes composed curses freely from an inherited stock, the 

sequence and the concepts of curses display disparities within the frame of common 

tradition. Therefore, there are curses attested only in the three texts individually. 

Yet the concepts of these curses appear in other texts contemporary or earlier. 

Moreover, because the scribes adapted the transmitted curses according to their 

intention, the literary structure of curses varies. So the unique structural features in 

Dt 28 emphasize the serious consequence of covenant-breaking. The literary com

ponent in Dt 28, namely the alternation of short and long forms, follows a common 

model. In fact, the combination of short and long form appears in curses throughout 

the second millennium B.C., as already seen (Part I 2.1.4). 



Chapter 2 

THE COMMON COUPLINGS OF CURSES IN KUMNA, VTE AND DT 28 

IN THE LIGHT OF SUMERO-AKKADIAN CURSES 

2.0 Introduction 

Since the scribes did not copy the traditional curses mechanically, the 

sequences of curses in Sumero-Akkadian vary, apart from some short building 

inscriptions. The aim of this chapter is to explore couplings of curses occurring 

either in KuMna and Dt 28 or VTE and Dt 28 in their broad literary context. This 

study enables us to see whether the sequential variations occurring in the three texts 

share common traditions or are unique. 

2.1 Common Tradition in KuMna and Dt 28 

2.1.1 Divine Anger/Curse and Destruction in KuMna iv 1-5 and Dt 28:20 

(Appendix IV 3) 

Coupling of these two ideas is to be found at the beginning of most lists of 

curses. 

2.1.1.1 Sumerian Inscriptions 

Coupling of divine anger/curse and destruction is first attested in Amarsuen's 

inscription: "May Nanna, the lord of Ur, (and) Ningal, the mother of Ur, curse 

(him)!/May they let his seed come to an end!"l Here, the destruction relates to the 

descendants. 2 

2.1.1.2 Old Akkadian Inscriptions 

A coupling of divine anger/curse and destruction is attested in Old Akkadian 

inscriptions, for example, Naramstn (Appendix II §9.nos.1-4). Here, the idea of 

destruction relates to the position of the cursed (see Part II 2.3.2), his relation to his 

god and his descendants. That is, the cursed would lose his kingship, the favour of 

his god and have no descendant. 

2.1.1.3 Inscriptions from the Kassite and Post-Kassite Periods 

The linking is common. In a kudurru of Melishipak's time the destruction is 

expressed as misfortune for the cursed one along with the annihilation of his family 

1 dnanna lugal-uriski-ma-ke4 dnin-gal ama-uriski-ma-ke4 nam! haLba-an-da-kurus-nelnumun-na
ni he2-eb-til-le-ne, NBW II 222-232 S-II. 

2 The same coupling appears in a Sumerian inscription from the Old Babylonian period, RIME IV 
Warad-Sin E4.2.13.1S 23022-23. 
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and relatives and his people (Appendix II §17.nos.I-4)} At times, in the coupling 

of these maledictions in reverse order, the destruction only refers to the cursed one .• 

For example, a kudurru of Merodach-Baladan I has: "May Anu, Enlil, Ea and Nin

mah the great gods fiercely destroy him! May they curse him with an evil, 

indissoluble curse! "4 

2.1.1.4 Assyrian Inscriptions 

In building inscriptions, this coupling is common. A building inscription of 

Adad-naran I has the same linking (Appendix II §38.nos.I-2).5 The same coupling 

continues in building inscriptions of Adad-narari 111,6 Sennacherib,7 Esarhaddon, 8 

and Ashurbanipal.9 

In Neo-Assyrian treaty-curses, this coupling only occurs in VTE (472-77a): 

"Mayall the grea[t golds of heaven and earth who inhabit the universe and are mentioned by name in 
this tablet, strike you, look at you in anger, uproot you from among the living and curse you grimly 
with a painful curse! Above, may they take possession of your life! Below, in the netherworld, may 
they make your ghost thirst for water!" 

2.1.2 Divine Anger/Curse, Destruction and Disease in KuMna iv 1-20 and Dt 

28:20-22 (Appendix IV 3,7) 

2.1.2.1 Inscriptions of the Kassite and Post-Kassite Periods 

A kudurru of Marduk-nadin-ahhe's time shows the same coupling with the 

third "dropsy" (Appendix II §29.nos.I-4).10 This coupling is modified at times. 

Within the linking of the three curses, a curse of general disease follows the two 

3 Also MDP 289-90 iii 16-35 (NazimaruttaS); King, BBSt 3 17-18 v 48-vi 4 (Melisbipak); ibid., 5 
29 iii 26-37 (Marduk-Baladan I); ibid., 6 35 ii 37-40 ( Nebuchadnezzar I); ibid., 8 46 iii 23-30 
(Marduk-nadin-Ahhe); Hinke, A New Boundary Stone, 192 ii 14-20 (Marduk-ahM-enoa); Thureau
Dangin, "Marduk-zAkir-§umi," RA 16 (1919), 130 iii 27-iv 1-5; ; ibid., 11 78 ii 23-iii 1 (Enlil-nadin
aplu); cf. W. Sommerfeld, "Die Mittelbabyloni~che Grenzsteinurkunde," UF 16 (1984),299 iv 5-11; 
J. Nougayrol, "Sirrimu (non • purimu), " ]CS 2 (1948), 203-205 2-6a (between Melisipak II and Enlil
nadin-apli); UET 1 50 no. 165 19-22. 

4 danu denlil dea u d[ninmah] ildni rabati iuis likkilmQ[Su]/a"at la napsQri lemnltu lrrurasu, 
Page, Merodach-Baladan I," Sumer 23 (1967), 54 iii 6-11. Cf. MDP 10 iv 8-14 (Melisipak) and 
Appendix II §24.nos.I-2 (Nebuchadnezzar I). 

5 Cf. RIMA I Tn.! A.0.78.22 270-71 62b-67; RIMA II TigU A.0.87.1 31 74-79; ibid., Asn. II 
A.0.I01.26 282 70-72; Millard, "Fragments of Historical Texts," Iraq 30 (1968), 104 98-100. 

6 RIMA III A.O.I04.6 209, 28b-30b; A.0.I04.9 215 rev. 11-14; ibid., 216 rev. 30-31. 

7 OIP II 13968-72; 147 36b-39. 

8 YBT 1 5721-23. The curses of divine anger parallels the curse of evil fate along with the curse 
of destruction, ibid., 59 22b-25; Asarhaddons § 48 B 76 24a-25a; Episode 41 28 35b-39a. 

9 For example, Assurbanipal, Cyl. 0 28c-29; Cyl. pi 32b-33; Cyl. L6 (p2) 29-30. Cf. Owen and 
Kazuko Watanabe, "Eine Neubabylonische Gartenkaufurkunde," OA 22 (1983), 40 Vs 24-26. 

10 The phrase la pa!tlru occurs with dropsy, see Appendix II §27.no.3. 
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preceding curses in a kudurru of Merodach-Baladan I's time (Appendix II 

§18.nos.I-4).1l A kudurru of Marduk-zakir-§umi has leprosy as the third curse of 

the coupling (Appendix II §.34.nos.I-6).12 In another case, the order of the three 

concepts is different: general diseases, leprosy and annihilation of present and future 

family) 3 

2.1.2.2 Assyrian Inscriptions 

In a building inscriptions the coupling of the three concepts of divine curses, 

destruction and disease (leprosy) is rarely attested. We find it in Adad-naran Ill's 

annals (§45.nos.2-4). 

In Neo-Assyrian treaty-curse, this tripling is not attested. 14 

2.1.3 War and Disease in VTE 453-63 and Dt 28:30-35 (Appendix IV 26, 28) 

"fbe coupling of these curses is very rarely attested. In the Code of Ham

murabi a curse of enmity (Appendix II §13.no.19) follows a curse of disease 

(§13.nos.17-18). The same coupling recurs in a kudurru of Merodach-Baladan I's 

time (§20.nos.5-6). Since the curse of enmity could have been developed into a 

curse of war, the coupling of disease and enmity could have served for the further 

development of the linking of war and disease. 

The coupling of war and disease also occurs in EB (iv 3-5): "May Gula, the 

great physician, put illness and weariness in your hearts and an unhealing sore in 

11 Also BBSt 11 78 ii 23-iii 1. In a kudurru of Merodach-Baladan I, a curse of general disease fol
lows a curse of divine curse without that of destruction, Page, " Merodach-baladan, " Sumer 23 (1967) 
54 iii 6-21. 

12 Also J. Nougayrol, "sirrimu (non *purlmu)," JeS 2 (1948) P 2-10; Gadd, Legrain, Smith and 
Burrows, UET 1 50 no. 165 19-27a; MOP 15,92 iv 15-19. 

13 Deliwch, "Der Berliner Merodachbaladan-Stein," BA 2 (1894) 265 v 36-47. A kudurru of 
Merodach-Baladan I's time (Appendix II §20.nos.I-3) displays a coupling of the concepts of divine 
anger, general diseases and leprosy. In many cases a curse of destruction is omitted in the coupling. 
In other examples, the curse of divine curse/anger is followed by that of leprosy, as in another 
kudurru of Marduk-nidin-ahhe, BBSt 7 41 ii 13-18. Also Borger, "Vier Grenzsteinurkunden 
Merodachbaladan I," AfO 23 (1970), 3 ii 20-iii 1-3; Arnaud, "Deux < <Kudurru> >," RA 66 
(1972) 166 35b-39 (from NazimarutW' time); another "Kudurru de l'epoque de Marduk Apal Iddin," 
MOP 6, 38 v ll-iv 1-20; in a kudurru of Melishipak's time, MOP 10 92 iv 9-19. In a kudurru of 
Nabd-muldn-apli's time, a curse of divine curse is followed by dropsy, BBSt 9 i 61 37b-41. 

14 A business document from Esarhaddon's time displays a coupling of the concepts of divine 
curse, destruction of the cursed, a general disease and leprosy, Owen and Watanabe, wEine 
Neubabylonische Gartenkaufurkunde," OA 22 (1983) 40 Vs 24-Rs 27-32). There is also an example 
of coupling of divine curse followed by the destruction of the cursed ones and leprosy in Sin-brru
i§kun's treaty (rev. 7-11). 
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your body; bathe in blood and pus as if in water! May the Pleiades, the heroic 

gods, smite you down with their fierce weapons!"IS 

2.2 Common Traditions in VTE and Other Neo-Assyrian Treaties 

There are two examples from VTE which are only attested in other Neo

Assyrian treaties. 

The first is the same linking of disease, war and a man-eating lion in VTE 

(Appendix IV 30-31) which also occurs in EB.l6 The coupling of no justice and 

the loss ~f eyesight in VTE (Appendix IV 11-12) is attested in AB: "May Sama!, the 

great judge of heaven and earth, [ ... ] render an unjust judgement [against us 

...... ]!; may he remove our eyesight, [ . . .]!" 17 Another coupling of flood (VTE 

488-89a) and the deprivation of essentials mentions (489b-92):18 

Mayan irresistible flood come up from the earth and devastate you! (488-89a); may anything good be 
forbidden to you, anything ill be your share; may tar and pitch be your food; may urine of an ass be 
your drink, may naphtha be your ointment, may duckweed be your covering! (488-92) 

The ideas of this coupling are attested in AM. There, a malediction of 

drought (Appendix II §49.no.5) is followed by the invocation of the worst things for 

daily necessity: "May dust be their .food, pitch their ointment, donkey's urine their 

drink, papyrus their clothing!" (iv 14-16).19 

2.3 Common Tradition of Unique Couplings in VTE 

These couplings do not occur in KuMna and Dt 28, but are attested elsewhere. 

2.3.1 Disease and No Justice in VTE 418A-23a (Appendix IV 7, 11) 

The coupling of these concepts is first attested in the Middle Babylonian 

period. 

2.3.1.1 Inscriptions from the Kassite and Post-Kassite Periods 

IS dgula azagallatu rabUu mur~u ttlnlhu ina libbikunu simmu /azu ina zumrrkunu liSkun dtlmu u 
larku klma me runkiJ/ dsibitte iltlni qardate ina kakklsunu ezzati naspantakunu liSkun, SAA II 27 iv 1-
7. 

16 SAA II 27 iv 3-7. In VTE another fragmentary curse (466) occurs between a curse of war (464-
65) and that of wild animals (467-68). 

17 dsamas diqugallu same u kaqquru(KI. TIM) be { .. . J dlni parikti lidin{anasi .. . J nl!lu lnu liSSi 
t . . . J, SSA II 67 r. 8-10. 

18 bubbulu ababu 14 mahru ullu (libbi) er~eli l1ldma napantakunu liSkun (488-89a) mimma !tlbtu la 
ikkubkunu mimma mar~u la slmalkunu qlru kupru la mtlkaltlkunu sintll imlri la masqilkunu nap!u la 
pisatkunu elap/l sa ntlri La taktlmkunu (489b-92). 

19 epnl ana akiJlisunu qlru ana piSSaliSunu Jrntlli imtlri ana stltisunu/nlru ana labustisunu. In EB 
iv 16-17 the malediction of deprivation of daily necessities follows that of deportation (iv 14-15, 
Appendix II §50.no.2) 
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In a kudurru of Nebuchadnezzar I the curse of no justice is followed by the 

Gula-curse (disease) (Appendix II §24.nos.4-5). In another kudurru from the same 

period, a curse of leprosy is followed by a curse of no justice. 20 

2.3.1.2 Neo-Assyrian Treaties 

In SM curses of disease and no justice occur in reverse order (Appendix II 

§48.nos.7-8). VTE has the coupling of no justice and loss of eyesight (Appendix IV 

11-12). If we categorize the malediction of loss of eyesight under disease, this 

coupling also has antecedents in the Babylonian texts mentioned above. 

2.3.2 Annihilation of Family and Natural Disaster/Famine VTE 435-51a 

(Appendix IV 18-19) 

The order of these curses within the identical coupling varies. In Gudea Statue 

B, a similar coupling occurs: a curse of removal of name of the cursed from the 

temple is followed by maledictions of drought and famine (Appendix II §1.nos.5-9). 

The former curse would result in misfortune which could have developed into a 

curse of annihilation of family. 

An Old Akkadian inscription displays a coupling of the annihilation of present 

and future family and agricultural failure which would bring about famine (Appen

dix II §9.nos.2-6). 

In an inscription of Abi-sare, the cause of famine and the annihilation of future 

and present family stand in a reversed order: 

May its (city) canal not briD8 water (and) may his field not bring forth grain! May his [city] and 
[reed b]ut be tom down! May life be his misfortune! May Ningirsu, the lord of the weapon, smash 
(him) with his weapon!21 

In CH famine & natural disaster follows destruction of the cursed one (§13.no.20-

24). The coupling of the annihilation of present and future family and natural dis

aster/famine continues in inscriptions from the Kassite and post-Kassite periods. For 

example, it occurs in an inscription of Nebuchadnezzar I's time (Appendix II 

§23.nos.2-3) and recurs in a kudurru of Nabu-mukin-apli's time in reverse order 

(Appendix II §33.nos.4-5). 

20 BDSt 8 47 iv 7-11; cf ibid., 961-62 i 46-ii 3a. 

21 i7-da-be a nam-tum a-lla-ga-ne It nam-tum [urul.Kl-ni [Gl.KlA.-ta h~i-ta-dagl- rdag-ge' nam
Ii ni-gig-ga-ni he-a GlS'/SIMU.SAR-ne GIS./SIMU.SAR na-an-tuk-Iuk nin-gir-su lugal-GlS.lwl
ke4 GlS.lwl-ni he-eb-ta-haJ-e, RIME IV E4.2.6.1 124 iv 8-23. 
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The coupling of the annihilation of family and natural disaster together with 

famine occurs in reverse order in Adad-naran I's building inscription (§38.nosA-. 

9)22 and in a Tiglath-pileser I inscription (§41.nos.3-4). 

2.3.3 Cannibalism and Clothing in Human Skin in VTE 449-51a (Appendix IV 

20) 

This coupling is attested in an astrological text: amlli masak amlli iltabbas 

am~lu slr am~li ikkal "men will dress in human skin. Men will eat human flesh. "23 

2.4 Unique Coupling of Curses in VTE Compared to KuMna and Dt 28 

There are couplings of curses which are not attested in other Akkadian curses: 

divine opposition and no intercession (Appendix IV 5-6), no intercession and disease 

(6-7), loss of eyesight and war (Appendix IV 12, 15), war and divine rejection of 

participation in the New Year's festival (Appendix IV 15-16).24 Furthermore, all 

these individual curses are attested elsewhere, apart from the malediction of divine 

rejection of participation in the New Year's festival. So we can deduce that the 

scribe of VTE may have put two different SamaS-curses together according to the 

coupling of no justice and disease known to him, or he may have collected two indi

vidual curses attributed to Samas. 

2.S Unique Couplings in Dt 28 Compared to KuMna and VTE 

2.5.1 Coupling of Disease and Drought in Dt 28:21-24 (Appendix IV 7, 14) 

A similar coupling of these concepts is attested in CH. The malediction "May 

he (Sin) decree for him a life that is no better than death!" (Appendix II §13.no.20) 

may refer to a curse of deadly disease, such as in Dt 28:21-22. It is followed by the 

Adad-curse regarding drought and famine (§13.nos.21-24). The same coupling 

recurs in a kudurru from Marduk-nadin-ahhe's time (Appendix II §30.nos.3-5)25 

and continues in SM (Appendix II §48.nos.8-10) and AM (§49.nos.3-5). 

2.5.2 Coupling of Disease and Blindness in Dt 28:27-29 (Appendix IV 17, 25) 

22 In another Adn.l's building inscription displays the coupling of annihilation of present and 
future family and famine in a reverse order, RIMA I A.0.76.9 143 27-31a. 

23 Ch. Virolleaud, ACh, 15, Adad xvii:36. 

24 If the curse of loss of eyesight is considered as a disease and a malediction of divine rejection of 
participation in the New Year's festival is regarded as a malediction of destruction, coupling of these 
concepts is attested as maledictions in Akkadian curses, cf. 2.1.2 above. 

25 Also BBSt 7 41 ii 29-33 (Marduk-nadin-ahhe). Cf. MDP 640-41 iii 3-13 (Merodach-Baladan 
I). Borger, wMerodachbaladan I; AfO 23 (1970), 14-15 iii 9-15 (kudurru SB 33). F. Reschid and C. 
Wilcke, wMarduk-sapik-zeri,· ZA 65 (1975) 56 54b-63. 
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This coupling is attested in two kudurrus: I) Marduk-nadin-ahhe (Appendix II 

§27.nos.I-2); 2) Marduk-Mpik-zeri (Appendix II §31.nos.I-2).26 

2.S.3 Disease and Divine Alienation in Dt 28:35-37 (Appendix IV 28, 34) 

The coupling of these curses is once attested in a kudurru of Merodach

Baladan I's time: "May Nin~gal, Suqamuna, Sumaliya, the gods of the king, afflict 

his head!27 May his godly protector remove the kingship from his sons!" (Appendix 

II §22). Although the contents of the second curses differ from one another, their 

idea is similar, namely, the divine protector, Yahweh for Israel and a personal god 

for a Babylonian king, would harm his protectees: Yahweh would drive Israel to 

another nation, where she would serve other gods, and a Babylonian king's divine 

protector would remove the kingship from his offspring. 28 

2.6 Synopsis 

The earliest attested coupling of curses occurring in KuMna and Dt 28, which 

does not occur in VTE, goes back to the Sumerian period. All the couplings of 

curses occurring in VTE or Dt 28, apart from a few unique couplings in VTE share 

common traditions extant throughout the second millennium B.C. Furthermore, 

there are couplings in VTE, which are attested only in other Neo-Assyrian treaty

curses. That indicates that there was common tradition within Neo-Assyrian litera

ture, according to the sources available to us. The couplings occurring only in Dt 

28 are attested in literature of the early and later second millennium B.C. So we 

deduce that couplings of curses in both VTE and Dt 28 are derived from common 

traditions. Added to that, the reverse order of curses in couplings of identical con

cepts may be explained by the freedom of scribes in their composing curses. 

26 Cf. a kudurru of Merodach-baladan I's time (Appendix II §20.nos.2-3). 

27 dninegal dJuqamuna u dJumaliya ildni Jarri qaqqassu liJamri~fl.fu, MDP 6 41 iv 9b-12. 

28 The concept of divine abandonment also occurs in a kudurru of Merodach-Baladan I's time, 
Page, "Merodach-baladan I," Sumer 23 (1967) SS iv 4-12. 



Chapter 3 

THE V ASSALSIllP-CONCEPT IN THE ASSYRIAN ANNALS 

AND THE HEBREW BOOKS 

3.1. The Suzerain's Benevolence 

3.1.1. Common Concepts 

3.1.1.1 Approval of Kingship 

Dynastic succession of vassals was not automatic but was assumed by the 

suzerain's approval of the vassal's kingship. The suzerain ensured that the successor 

remain loyal. On the other hand, the dynasty of a disloyal king might be ended. 

3.1.1.2 Support 

(1) Military Aid 

Not all the Assyrian kings mentioned military support for their vassals in their 

annals. But Ashurbanipal explicitly claimed that he gave military support for his 

vassals to enable them to defeat their enemies (Part III 1.1.2.1). The Assyrian sup

port would enable them to defend themselves. The same concept appears in the 

Hebrew books, where Yahweh enabled Israel to cross Jordan, supported her con

quest of the Promised Land and her military campaigns (Part IV 1.1.1.1). When the 

monarchy was established, Yahweh provided his vassal kings with outstanding war

riors to consolidate the kingdom (Part IV 2.1.1.2 (1». 

(2) Administrative Aid 

There is an example of administrative aid for an Assyrian vassal. Shal-

maneser III approved the kingship of his vassal's brother over a city in the vassal 

land (Part III 1.1.2.2). This would have enabled the vassal to have better control 

over his land and execute a policy which was friendly to Assyria. A comparable 

example occurs in Israel's history. The divine suzerain enabled Solomon to govern 

the vassal people more effectively by endowing him with wisdom (Part IV 2.1.1.2 

(2». 

3.1.1.3. Forgiveness 

The suzerain's forgiveness of penitent vassal kings sustained the vassal king

doms, a fact which ran throughout the history of Assyria (Part III 1.1.3) and Israel 

(Part IV 1.1.1.2; 2.1.1.3). 

3.1.1. 4 Kindness 
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We see the Assyrian kings' kindness to both loyal and disloyal vassals in 

Assyrian history (Part III 1.1.4). The same idea occurs in Israel's history (Part IV 

1.1.1.3; 2.1.1.4). 

3.1.2 Elements Attested in Other Literature 

Yahweh's promise of a lasting dynasty to David - even if his descendants 

would become disloyal - has no parallel in the Assyrian annals, but the same concept 

occurs in Hittite vassal treaties (Part IV 2.1.1.5 (2) fn. 25; see also 3.2.2 below). 

Yahweh's instruction for disloyal vassals through prophets (Part IV 2.1.1.4) is 

comparable with the suzerain's punitive warnings for rebels through messengers, 

attested in Hittite and Assyrian history (see Part VI 4.1). 

3.2 The Suzerain's Obligations 

3.2.1 Common Concepts 

3.2.1.1 Military Support 

The suzerain would not tolerate an enemy who invaded his vassal's territory. 

Assyrian kings campaigned against the invaders (Part III 1.3.1). In Israel's history, 

Yahweh sometimes instructed Israel how to fight (Part IV 1.1.2.1), enabled her to 

defeat her enemies and intervened in her military expeditions (Part IV 2.1.2.2). The 

purpose of the suzerain's military support in the two groups of texts is twofold: to 

protect the vassal kingdoms and to make other nations recognize the greatness of the 

suzerain. 

3.2.1. 2 Political Intervention for Loyal Vassals 

The Assyrian kings' intervention to secure the kingship of their loyal vassals is 

recorded from Ashumasirpal II onwards (Part III 1.3.2). That is to say, the 

Assyrian kings took their loyal vassals' side. The same idea occurs in Israel's his

tory, where the divine suzerain frustrated Absalom's revolt on behalf of David (Part 

IV 2.1.2.3). 

3.2.1.3 Protection of Loyal People 

In the Assyrian annals, Ashurbanipal protected loyal fugitives from the power 

of a usurper (Part III 1.3.3). In the Hebrew books, Yahweh protected Israel from 

the Philistines' invasion (Part IV 1.1.2.2), David from Saul as well as people who 

did not compromise with Baal worship in Ahab's time (Part IV 2.1.2.4 (1), (2)). 

3.2.1.4 Food Supply in Famine 

In famine the suzerain provided his vassals with food (Parts III 1.3.4; IV 

2.1.2.6). 
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3.2.2 A Comparable Element: Suzerainty 

Yahweh obliged himself to make the David's dynasty magnificent and this. 

came about under David and Solomon (Part IV 2.1.1.5 (1». Accordingly, David 

and Solomon exercised suzerainty over other nations (Part IV 2.1.2.1 (1».1 The 

same concept occurs in Assyrian history. The Assyrian kings stated that the gods 

granted them suzerainty over other nations (Part III 1.7). 

3.2.3 Elements Attested in Other Literature 

The idea of the continuous existence of a disloyal dynasty in the Hebrew books 

does not occur in the Assyrian annals. However, the same idea occurs in Hittite his

tory (see 3.1.2 above). . 

Divine healing (Part IV 2.2.2.5) does not occur in the Assyrian annals. Yet 

Yahweh's healing of his loyal vassal is comparable with the ancient Near Eastern 

world-view: patients could be healed by divine intervention (see Part I 1). 

3.3 The Vassals' Obligations 

Although there are differences between the details of the requirements for the 

Assyrian vassals and Israel, the basic principle is the same: to obey the stipulations 

imposed by the suzerain. 

3.3.1 Common Concepts 

3.3.1.1 No Self-reliance 

Assyrian vassal kings were forbidden to put their trust in fortifications (Part III 

1.4.2, 9). In Israel, the divine suzerain forbade vassal kings to accumulate chariots 

and horses, because they would then tend to rely on them (Part IV 2.1.3.4). 

3.3.1.2 No Alliance with Rebels 

In the Assyrian annals vassals were forbidden to ally themselves with rebels 

(Part III 1.4.11 & fn. 93). The same concept also occurs in Israel's relationship to 

Yahweh. A loyal vassal king was forbidden to make a treaty with a disloyal vassal 

king during the divided monarchy (Part IV 2.1.3.7 (4». 

3.3.1.3 Supporting the Suzerain's Military Campaigns 

Sometimes Assyrian vassals were expected to support their suzerain's military 

campaigns (Part III 1.4.3). Israel had the same obligation. When a vassal tribe was 

invaded, co-vassal tribes were expected to help (Part IV 1.1.3.6 (1); 2.1.3.8 (1». 

1 cr. Niehaus, "The Warrior and His God," 299-312. 
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3.3.1.4 No Challenge to the Suzerainty 

The principle of the prohibition against challenging the suzerain is identical for 

both Assyrian vassals and for Israel, although the manner differs. 

In Assyrian history vassals would challenge the Assyrian suzerainty by sup

porting Assyria's enemies (Part III 1.4.8). 

In Israel's history, the challenge to Yahweh's suzerainty would occur when 

Israel followed other gods (Part IV 1.1.3.3); cf. 2.1.3.3 (1» and submitted to other 

human kings (Part IV 2.1.3.6). 

3.3.1.5 Friendly Relationship among Co-Vassals 

The Assyrian suzerain never tolerated a vassal invading his co-vassals' ter

ritories (Part III 1.4.6). Throughout the history of Israel, a loyal covenant relation

ship among the people was very important, since the tribes of Israel were co-vassals 

of Yahweh. Killing co-vassals, challenging co-vassals to war, and illicit relation

ships with co-vassals were forbidden (Part IV 1.1.3.6 (2-4); 2.1.3.8 (2-3». During 

the monarchy, since both king and people were Yahweh's vassals, the abuse of king

ship was forbidden (Part IV 2.1.3.8 (5». 

3.3.2 A Comparable Element 

Alliance with other nations through intermarriage, friendship and submission 

to another king for Israel would involve breaking the covenant (Part IV 1.1.3.5; 

2.1.3.5-7), since instead of relying on the divine suzerain alone she would tend to 

rely on the alliance. Although the same prohibition is not spelled out in the 

Assyrian annals, its principle was valid for Assyrian vassals, because: 1) Assyrian 

kings supported their vassals (3.1.1.2 (1); 3.2.1.1 above); 2) Assyrian vassals were 

also expected to reckon on the suzerain's aid (3.3 .1.1 above). 

3.3.3 Elements Attested in Other Uterature 

Some obligations for Assyrian vassals and for Israel varied, for the Assyrian 

suzerain was human, whereas Israel's suzerain was divine. Yet they are not unique. 

3.3.3.1 Assyrian Annals 

Vassals' obligations which do not occur in the Hebrew books have parallels in 

Hittite treaties: the payment of tribute (Part III 1.4.1),2 sending messengers to pay 

homage (1.4.4),3 informing about someone conspiring against Assyria (1.4.5),4 no 

2 Cf. HOT, e.g., no. 5 33 fl. 

3 Cf. ibid., e.g., no.2 1S §§9-10. 

4 Cf. ibid., e.g., no. 3 24 §4. 
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invading the territory of Assyria (1.4.7),5 plotting against Assyria and participating 

in civil-war in Assyria (1.4.10).6 

3.3.3.2 Hebrew Books 

(1) The most significant obligation for Israel was to keep the commandments 

(i1,,1"I, Part IV 1.1.3.1; 2.1.3.1). Upholding the law has a long tradition. Ham

murabi claimed credit for being obedient to the gods (CH i I-v 24)7 and performing 

his kingship according to the divine commandment (v 14-25). The same ideas recur 

in the Assyrian annals (Part III 1.7). 

(2) Israel was forbidden to worship other gods. Therefore, whenever Israel 

became penitent, throughout her history she reformed (Part IV 1.1.3.4; 2.1.3.3). 

(3) Building a temple for a deity, as in the case of Solomon, was one common 

task of kings from the Sumerian period onwards. A relief depicts Ur-nanshe with a 

basket on his head, referring to the founding of a temple foundation. Such 

ceremonies continued 2000 years. The Assyrian annals report kings building 

temples which their successors were expected to restore if necessary. 

Furthermore, Joash' restoration of the temple and Iosiah's reinstitution of the 

Passover share common tradition. Hammurabi mentioned that he restored the 

temples for the gods and promoted offerings. 8 

(4) The idea of C," is not attested in the Assyrian annals. However, the idea 

of devotion to a deity and the complete destruction of a city followed by a curse is 

part of common tradition (Part IV chapter 1.1.3.2 and fn. 26). 

3.4 The Validity of Treaty with the People 

This element is congruent in the Assyrian annals and the Hebrew books: 1) not 

only vassal kings but also the inhabitants were obliged to keep the stipulations (Parts 

III 1.5; IV 1.1.3, 2.1.3); 2) the suzerain's forgiveness for penitent vassal kings and 

penitent vassal people (Parts III 1.1.3; IV 1.1.1.2, 2.1.1.3); 3) the suzerain's pro

tection for loyal vassal kings and loyal people (Parts III 1.3.3-4; IV 1.1.2.2 & 

2.1.2.4); 4) the consequences both disloyal vassal kings and disloyal vassal people 

would suffer (Parts III 2; IV 1.2 & 2.2). Furthermore, in the Hebrew books, the 

language of covenant making includes the validity of covenant with the people (Part 

IV 1.1.10, 2.1.10.1). 

5 Cf. ibid., no. 11 71 §9. 

6 Cf. Part III 1.0 fn. 10. 

7 Roth, Law Collections, 76-81. 

8 Ibid. 
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3.S The Purpose of the Suzerain's Benevolence 

This element would let both vassals and other nations know the supremacy of 

the suzerain. The Assyrian kings acknowledged that their suzerainty over other 

nations was given by the gods (Part III 1.7). The suzerain's benevolence encour

aged vassals to remain loyal. Although the Assyrian annals do not report the effect 

of Assyrian kings' benevolence towards their vassals, other nations would have 

recognized the Assyrian suzerainty. These two elements were mentioned in the 

Hebrew books (Part IV 1.1.5; 2.1.5). 

3.6 The Purpose of the Suzerain's Disciplinary Measure 

In the Assyrian annals and the Hebrew books there are three identical ideas: 

3.6.1 Humiliation 

Sometimes, the prestige of rebellious vassal kingdoms was diminished through 

territorial reduction (Parts III 1.6.1; IV 1.1.6.1, 2.1.6.1). 

3.6.2 Restoration 

In the Assyrian annals and the Hebrew books, the main purpose of the 

suzerain's disciplinary measures was the restoration of the vassal status (Parts III 

1.6.2; IV 1.1.6.1, 2.1.6.2). 

3.6.3 Inducement 

Although this concept varies in detail between the Assyrian annals and the 

Hebrew books, there is a common idea. That is, the suzerain's discipline would 

induce his people and other nations to recognize his power (Parts III 1.6.3-4; IV 

1.1.6.2, 2.1.6.3). 

3.7 The Theocentric Features of Disciplinary Measure 

Since treaties were established upon a mutual agreement between stronger and 

weaker kings in the presence of the gods, a breach of treaty was a violation of divine 

sanction. This made a military expedition against rebel vassals lawful. Since the 

Assyrian kings were representatives of the gods, they offered gifts from the booty of 

their campaigns to the gods. As for Israel, Yahweh was her suzerain, acCordingly, 

all disciplinary measures for Israel were theocentric. 

The theocentric disciplinary measures also applied in interstate vassal relation

ships. Israel exercised her suzerainty over other nations under Yahweh's suzerainty. 

In Israel's history loyal kings would lead campaigns while relying on Yahweh. 

David also offered Yahweh gifts from another king and the booty from his 
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campaigns (see Excursus 2.1.4). On the other hand, a breach of treaty would bring 

about a nationwide disaster (Excursus 1.3). 

3.8 The Sanction of Treaty/Covenant 

The language of treaty/covenant expresses the divine sanction of vassal 

treaties. They were sanctioned in the presence of the gods in the Assyrian annals 

and the Hebrew books, respectively (Parts III 1.8; IV 1.1.8, 2.1.8). 

3.9 The Duration of Treaty/Covenant 

Lasting obligations confirm the lasting validity of a treaty. Thus, in a case of 

disloyalty, the suzerain, disciplined his vassals. Yet dynastic succession was not 

automatic; if a vassal failed to remain loyal or died, the Assyrian suzerain chose 

someone loyal to him as occurred at the dawn of Israel's monarchy. 

3.10 The Language of Vassal Treaty/Covenant 

3.10.1 Treaty /Covenant-Making9 

There are six parallel ideas in the Assyrian kings' annals and the Hebrew 

books. Firstl y, the suzerain took the initiative in making an eternal treaty/covenant: 

"I made them swear by my great gods an oath of eternal vassaldom" in the Assyrian 

annals; "he has made with me an everlasting covenant" in the Bible. 

Secondly, since becoming vassals to the Assyrian kings meant they were vas

sals of the Assyrian gods, the Assyrian kings functioned as mediators for 

treaty/covenant-making: " ... I made them vassals of A§~ur, my lord. "10 This con

cept occurs in the Hebrew books: "Ioshua made a covenant for the people on that 

day" and "Jehoiada made a covenant between the Lord, the king and people that 

they would be the Lord's people." In this context another common idea is: "to 

make a treaty sworn before the gods" in the Assyrian annals, and "he (Josiah) made 

the covenant in the presence of the Lord" in the Hebrew books 

Thirdly, a vassal treaty/covenant is expressed from- the point of view of king

ship: " ... I enthroned him over ... " in the Assyrian annals; "I will establish the 

throne of his kingdom for ever" in the Bible. 

Fourthly, the suzerain expressed the vassal relationship in terms of a family 

relationship: "to establish an oath-bound covenant of brotherhood . . ." in the 

Assyrian annals; "I will be his father, and he will be my son" in the Bible. 

9 See Parts III 1.10.1 and IV 1.1.10.1,2.1.10.1. 

10 Two other synonymous phrases relate to vassals' obligations throughout Assyrian history: the 
imposition of the heavy yoke of the suzerainty and the imposition of tribute (see Part III 1.10.1). 
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Fifthly, sometimes, the submission of weaker kings ("he kissed my feet" or 

"he submitted to my yoke") refers to establishing vassal treaties in the Assyrian 

annals. The same idea occurs in Joshua's covenant renewal: "We too will serve the 

Lord, because he is our God. " 

Finally, the validity of vassal treaty/covenant for the people is reflected in a 

result of treaty/covenant making: in Assyrian annals, "imposing tribute on the vassal 

people" or "putting all the land under one authority (Part III 1.5; 1.10.1 4»"; in the 

Hebrew books, "all the people entered into the covenant" (Part IV 2.1.10.1).11 

3.10.2 Treaty/Covenant-Breaking12 

There are eight common concepts in the two groups of texts: 

Firstly, breaking a treaty/covenant involves an attitude: "his heart was 

obstinate," or "he relied on his own strength," where the Bible says: "his heart 

turned away from the Lord God of Israel. " 

Secondly, a breach of treaty is considered as a sin which relates to an object, 

"to sin against the treaty," "he broke the oath of the great gods" and "transgressed 

with oath (made before) the gods" in the Assyrian annals. This has a similar parallel 

in the Hebrew books, "to reject the covenant." Sometimes, in the Assyrian annals 

the expression "to sin" occurs without an object, which is comparable with "to sin 

against the Lord," or "to commit all the sins of his father," or "he walked in all the 

ways of his fathers. " 

Thirdly, breaking a treaty/covenant refers to failure in keeping stipulations: in 

the Assyrian kings' annals, "who did not keep the command of A§§ur and Marduk," 

"he did not obey my speech," and in the Bible, "he did not keep what the Lord com

manded", "you have not kept my covenant and my decrees," "you despised the word 

of the Lord," "you have forsaken the commandments of the Lord.". 

Fourthly, deeds which led to a breach of treaty/covenant are expressed as 

"doing evil" in the Assyrian annals; "doing evil in the eyes of the Lord in the 

Hebrew books. 

Fifthly, when the Assyrian annals refer to breaking a treaty, phrases such as 

"to rebel against the suzerain," "not submit to my lordship" or "being unsubmissive 

to A§§ur" are used. These synonymous expressions are comparable to "to forsake 

the divine suzerain" in the Bible. 

Sixthly, a breach of treaty is expressed as "they forgot the goodness which I 

had bestowed on them" in the Assyrian annals. This idea is comparable to Nathan's 

11 The same idea in Part IV 1.1.4, 10.1,2.1.4. 

12 See Parts III 1.10.2; IV 1.1.10.2, 2.1.10.2. 
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reproach to David who sinned despite Yahweh's goodness: "This is what the Lord, 

the God of Israel says: 'I anointed you king over Israel and rescued you from the· 

hand of Saul. I gave. you your master's house and your master's wives into your 

arms. I gave you the house of Israel and Judah. If all this had been too little, I 

would have given you even more'" (2 Sam 12:7b-8). 

Seventhly, a common stock phrase throughout Assyrian history for treaty

breaking was "to withhold tribute." This phrase is expressed from the vassals' point 

of view, demonstrating their negligence in fulfilling their duties. The same principle 

is used in the Hebrew books, e.g., "Manasseh led them astray." Manasseh failed to 

lead the people to follow the Torah. 

Lastly, the expression "dissolving the brotherhood" for a breach of treaty is 

comparable to the expression of unfaithfulness in a marriage relationship (i1:lT) , 

where Israel is considered as the partner of Yahweh. 

Synopsis 

The vassalship concept in the Assyrian annals and in the Hebrew books shares 

common tradition. Although the principal obligations towards the suzerain are 

identical in both the Assyrian and the Hebrew books, namely to remain loyal 

through keeping the stipulations,' some obligations differ. That is because the 

suzerain of Assyrian vassals was human, whereas the suzerain of Israel was divine, 

therefore, religious obligations upon Israel have no counterparts in the Assyrian 

annals. 



Chapter 4 

THE TREATY ICOVENANT -CURSES FULFILLED 

IN THE ASSYRIAN ANNALS AND THE HEBREW BOOKS 

4.1 Disciplinary Invasion and Results 

4.1.1 Congruent Themes 

The suzerains disciplined rebel vassals: the Assyrian kings led punitive 

campaigns, and Yahweh employed other nations or, sometimes, his representatives, 

to punish disloyal Israel. The following themes relate to results of invasion and 

defeat. 

4.1.1.1 Siege 

In both groups of texts, siege was employed to prevent food supplies getting 

through, thus forcing rebels to surrender (Parts III 2.1.1; IV 2.2.7.1). 

4.1.1.2 Famine and Cannibalism 

Siege would lead to food shortage, famine and cannibalism (Parts III 2.1.1.3-

4; IV 2.2.7.1). 

4.1.1.3 Plundering 

Agricultural products and possessions were taken away by the suzerain's 

troops in the Assyrian annals (Part III 2.1.4, 12) and by enemies in the Hebrew 

books (Part IV 1.2.2, 2.2.7.2). 

4. 1. 1.4 Destruction 

The punitive campaigns also brought about the destruction of cities. When 

vassals persistently rebelled, the suzerain also destroyed temples (Part III 2.1.2.2), 

as in the case of Ashurbanipal and Nebuchadneza (Jerusalem) (Part IV 2.2.9). 

4.1.1.5 Bloody Battle-fields 

The outcome of a fierce battle was common, e.g., battle fields were covered 

with blood and corpses, as in Assyrian history (Part III 2.1.5). As for the Bible, 

this scene was not always recorded, but it was one phenomenon which accompanied 

a battle (see also Part VI 2.4). 

4.1.1.6 Corpses as Prey of Wild Animals 

This commonly occurred in battle (Parts III 2.1.9; IV 1.2.1). If the dead were 

not buried, wild animals preyed upon them (Part IV Excursus 2.1.6 fn. 5, VI 2.4). 

4.1.1.7 Deportation 
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People of disloyal vassals were deported to other countries (Parts III 2.1.14); 

IV 2.2.10). 

4.1.2 Curses Fulrilled in the Assyrian Annals Comparable with Other Events in 

the Hebrew Books 

4.1.2.1 The Suzerain's Mercy 

The idea of solitary survival (Part III 2.1.15), conveying the suzerain's mercy 

to a disloyal vassal, does not occur in Joshua-Kings. Yet it is comparable to the 

prophecy in Isa 6: 13 abOut a remnant. 

4.1.2.2 Mutilation 

Assyrian annals report the punishment of rebels in detail, such as severing 

parts of body (Part III 2.1.6), Some of these practices appear in 2 Sam 4. There, 

Ish-bosheth, Saul's son was beheaded by Recab and Baanah (5-8), but they were put 

to death at David's command for their crime. Their hands and feet were severed, 

and their bodies were hung by the pool in Hebron (12). 

4.1.2.3 Destruction of Tomb 

Ashurbanipal's destruction of ancestral tombs of Elamite kings (Part III 

2.1.2.2) is comparable to Josiah's reform in Bethel, where he removed the bones of 

the priests of the Bethel sanctuary and burned them on the altar to defIle it (2 Ki 

23:16). In the former, libations and burials were denied to the dead and in the lat

ter, burials and the use of the altar. 

4.1.2.4 Curses on the Ground 

Sometimes, the Assyrian kings spread salt and weeds to make the soil infertile 

(Part III 2.1.13). The same practice occurs in Judges; Abimelech scattered salt after 

he destroyed Shechem. 1 

4.1.2.5 Lamentation 

The lament of the rebel people because of devastation recorded in the Assyrian 

annals (Part III 2.1.11) is identical with the series of laments Hebrew over the 

destruction of Jerusalem (Lamentations). 

4.1.2.6 Relentless Pursuit 

To discipline rebel vassal kings and people, the Assyrian kings pursued rebel 

fugitives until they overtook them (Part III 2.1. 8). The same sort of malediction 

1 See further F. Charles Fensham, "Salt as Curses," BA 25 (1962), 48-50. 
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occurs in Dt 28:64b-68, where in exile the Israelites would suffer a restless life, the 

consequence of the breach of covenant. 

4.1.3 Uniqueness 

The unique elements of the Assyrian annals and the Hebrew books relate to the 

different world view and the characteristics of Israel's divine suzerain.2 

1) A curse preventing libations to ancestors, an important concern of ancient 

Near Eastern people, only occurs in the Assyrian annals; Israel was forbidden to 

make such libations. The punishment employed by Assyrian kings, burning (Part III 

2.1.3) and impaling and piercing people alive (Part III 2.1.7) do not occur in the 

Hebrew books. 

2) A change of suzerainty as punishment for disloyalty only occurs in Joshua

Kings. Yahweh handed over his vassal people to a stronger king. Instead of 

exercising suzerainty over other nations under Yahweh's suzerainty, Israel became a 

subject under Yahweh's suzerainty (Part IV 1.2.3, 2.2.8), being oppressed and 

paying tribute to other nations (Excursus 1 & 2). In other words, Yahweh remained 

supreme suzerain, but allowed other nations to control Israel. Perhaps, this is com

parable to transferring some of the cities of a rebel to the control of a loyal vassal 

(see 4.3 below). 

4.2 Revolt 

4.2.1 Congruent Aspect 

A revolt as the punishment for disloyal vassals relates to kingship in Assyrian 

and Israel's history. In the former, a successful revolt against a rebel vassal who 

had become king without the suzerain's approval was considered a punishment 

which was imposed by divine intervention (Part III 2.2). In the latter, we note: I) 

Abimelech's revolt and his death by the Shechemites (Part IV 1.2.5; 2) a quarrel 

within the royal family over the kingship (Absalom, Part IV 2.2.3, 2.2.5.1); 2) the 

rebellion of an official against the king (e.g., Jeroboam, Jehu, 2.2.5.2). 

4.2.2 Uniqueness 

When Israel remained loyal to her divine suzerain, she could continue exercis

ing suzerainty over other nations under Yahweh's supremacy. When the Northern 

2 The idea of Israel's covenantal relationship with her divine suzerain is not unique. In Assyrian 
annals. kings understood that they were chosen by the gods to rule the people of their gods. They led 
campaigns in the name of their gods and brought other nations under the dominion of their gods. 
which also meant under Assyrian sovereignty (cf. Jeffrey J. Niehaus. "The Warrior and His God.· 
Faith. Tradition & History, 299-312). However. the relationship between the Assyrian kings and the 
gods as a vassal relationship as was not explicitly spelled out. as in the case of Israel with Yahweh. 
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and Southern kingdoms broke the covenant, Yahweh disciplined both kingdoms 

through the rebellions of their vassal lands, and they eventually lost their suzerainty. 

(Part III 2.2.5.3; cf. Excursus 1 & 2). 

4.3 Reduction of Territory 

In Assyrian history the suzerain would take away cities from rebel vassals and 

give them to loyal vassals (Part III 2.1.16). In Israel's history, Yahweh himself 

gave a part of the Davidic kingdom to his chosen man Jeroboam (Part IV 2.2.4.1). 

He also employed other nations to take away cities from the united monarchy and 

from the Northern and Southern Kingdoms when their kings persistently broke the 

covenant (Parts III 2.1.16; IV 2.2.4.2). 

4.4 Disapproval of Kingship 

In both the Assyrian annals and the Hebrew books disloyal vassals were 

replaced by loyal ones (Parts III 2.1.17; IV 2.2.4.1, 2.2.11). 

4.5 AnnihiIation of Dynasty IFamily 

This curse relates to the annexation of rebels' territory in Assyrian history 

(Part III 2.1.18). As for Israel, in the pre-monarchy period it is comparable with 

the destruction of Eli's family (Part IV 1.2.4). In the monarchy period, dynastic 

annihilation befell Saul and the kings of the Northern kingdom (Part III 2.2.11). 

4.6 Annexation of the Territory 

The Assyrian kings would annex the territory of disloyal vassals (Part III 

2.1.18). Samaria was annexed to Assyria and Judah to Babylonia (Part IV 2.2.11). 

4.7 Divine Intervention 

In both texts natural disaster and illness bringing death was inflicted upon 

rebels through divine intervention (Parts III 2.2; IV 2.2.1-2). 

4.8 Implied Curses 

There would be a chain effect brought about by all of the above curses: kings 

would have difficulties during their reign; the span of life would become short; 

families would be destroyed; Married women would be deflled by enemies. The 

unique feature of Israel's history was the return of deportees to the Promised Land 

because of the Davidic promise (see Part VI 4.4 Comments), whereas in Assyrian 

history deportees had no hope of returning home. 
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Synopsis 

All the concepts of treaty-curses in the Assyrian annals appear in Joshua

Kings, apart from one: curses concerning libations for ancestors. On the other 

hand, the covenant-curse of being subject to other nations because of the breach of 

covenant is unique to the Hebrew books. Some treaty-curses do not occur in 

Joshua-Kings in covenant-contexts (e.g., spreading salt). The other themes of 

treaty/covenant-curses are congruous in the two groups of texts. That is to say, the 

curses in the Assyrian annals and the Hebrew books share the common ancient Near 

Eastern vassalship tradition. 
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PART VI 

SCHOLARLY VIEWS AND COMMENTS 





Chapter 1 

ANCIENT NEAR EASTERN CURSES AND 

THE BffiLICAL COVENANT-CURSES (LEV 26 AND DT 28) 

1.0 Introduction 

Scholars have argued that the repetitions and the lack of integration of the 

curses in Dt 28 display several stages of redaction. The discovery of VTE has led 

some to re-explore Dt 28. 1 Moshe Weinfeld carried out an extensive comparison of 

VTE and Dt 28. His major contribution is to see Dt 28 as one unit. He also 

claimed that Dt 28 was copied from VTE because of the similarities in terms of the 

contents and the sequence of curses. In other words, Dt 28 is a literary product of 

the 7th century B.C. Although Weinfeld is aware that the curses of VTE "had been 

drawn from different sources, such as epic literature, incantation texts, and espe

cially boundary stones" ,2 he failed to consider this aspect in his comparison. There

fore, we examine Weinfeld's arguments in the broader context of the ancient Near 

Eastern world. 

1.1 Influence of VTE on DT 281 

1.1.1 The Sequence of Curses 

Weinfeld claimed that the striking resemblance between these passages proved 

that Deuteronomy borrowed the imagery directly from VTE.3 To make this view 

more convincing, Weinfeld attempted to find further evidence by comparing the 

sequence of curses in VTE and Dt 28. Here he followed Frankena who concluded 

from a comparison of Dt 28:20-57 and VTE: the phrasing of some curses in Dt 28 

"may be supposed to be an elaboration of an Assyrian 'Vorlage', whereas the 

sequence of curses in Dt 28 follows roughly the Assyrian text."4 Weinfeld advanced 

Frankena's suggestion while limiting the comparison to VTE 419-30 and Dt 28:26-

35:5 

1 See Part I 2.1.2. 

2 DDS, 129. 

VTE 
419-20 
422-24 
425-27 

Dt28 
27 
28-29 
26 

3 See further our assessment of Steymans' view in Appendix V. 

4 R. Frankena, "Esarhaddon," OTS 14 (1965), 145. 

5 DDS, 117-18. 
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428-29 
429-30a 
430b 

30a 
30b 
33 

290 

From this comparison he concluded that the subject-matter and the sequence of 

curses are identical in both texts.6 Elsewhere Weinfeld argues that "the whole series 

of curses in Deut 28:23-35 is paralleled in VTE lines 419-30 and even the order of 

curses is the same in both documents. "7 

Furthermore, according to him, Sin and SamaJ "almost always appear 

together" elsewhere. He argued that the curse of leprosy in VTE 419-20 is "always 

associated" with Sin,8 whereas the curse of darkness in VTE 422-24 "symbolizes the 

absence of law and justice" and is connected with Sam~. The coupling of curses of 

leprous diseases in Dt 28:27 and the curse of darkness and lawlessness in vv. 28-29, 

according to Weinfeld, has no logical connection. Therefore, it can only be 

understood "in the light of the Sin and SamaJ relationship in Mesopotamian reli

gion."9 Since this coupling is also found in a kudurru of Marduk-nadin-ahhe's time 

and in CH, he said, the connection of the curses in Dt 28:27-29 does not "in itself 

necessarily prove Neo-Assyrian influence". However, according to him, the 

subject-matter and the sequence of curses are identical in both VTE and Dt 28,10 

therefore, "there was a direct borrowing by Deuteronomy" from VTE, since "apart 

from VTE and Deut. 28 no such series of maledictions" has been discovered else

where. II He continued: 

The principal curses (vv. 27-35) of this section have been incorporated in an independent literary 
unit, which opens with curses of leprosy and darkness (vv. 21-29) and closes chiastica1ly with 
imprecations of darkness and leprosy (vv. 34-35). Therefore this entire sequence of maledictions 
paralleling the series of C\\rses in 11.419-30 of the VTE would seem to constitute a separate and dis
tinct group of inprecations [sic}, which in substance was borrowed from Assyrian treaty forms. 12 

Comments 

Weinfeld changed the sequence of Dt 28:27-33 to agree with VTE and, on the 

other hand, he omitted VTE 421. Consequently, his claim that the sequence of 

curses in both texts is identical only applies when he has changed the order of curses 

6 Ibid., 121. 

7 Weinfeld, -Deuteronomy, - ABO II, 112. 

S DDS, 119 

9 Ibid., 120. 

10 Ibid., 121. 

11 Ibid., 122. 

12 Ibid., 122. 
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of one text and omitted part of the other. Furthermore, he drew his conclusion from 

a comparison based on a small number of curses in VTE alone, but Assyrian culture 

was a continuum of Sumero-Babylonian heritage. Thus, to understand the sequence 

in VTE, we need to put it in the broader context of Sumero-Akkadian curses. As 

study of the traditional sources of Neo-Assyrian curses reveals, there is no single 

curse which was repeated exactly, apart from some curses in building inscriptions 

(see Part II 2). Moreover, the concepts of curses were never entirely repeated in the 

same sequence (see Part V 1), not even in lists of curses from a single period. For 

example, there are four lrudurrus from Marduk-nidin-ahhe's time, but none of them 

presents the same sequence of curses, apart from some couplings of individual 

curses (see also comments in 1.2.1 below). The longest repetition of the sequence 

only occurs in Neo-Assyrian treaty-curses: EB and VTE. There, less than half of 

the curses in EB iv 1-8 follow the same expressions and the same sequence as curses 

in VTE 457-72. The disparities in the sequence indicate that the scribes in the 

ancient Near Eastern world arranged them freely (Part V 1.8). Because of this 

literary fluidity in the curses, the comparison of VTE and Dt 28 can only be made in 

tenns of the concepts; the sequence of curses in both texts should not be altered. 

As our comparisons of the sequences display (Part VI), the basic sequence of 

curses in the KuMna, VTE and Dt 28 is identical. This indicates a common tradi

tion available in the latter part of the second millennium B.C. and transmitted into 

the first millennium. Furthennore, the irregularities of the sequence in our com

parison (see Part V 1.1) display some curses which only occurring in the KuMna 

and VTE and in one example, the lrudurru corresponds to Dt 28, in another case, 

VTE to Dt 28. This suggests there were common traditions. 

Moreover, the existence of more than one common tradition from the 

Sumerian period is supported by the comparison of coupling of curses in KuMna, 

VTE and Dt (Part V 2). For example, one of the common couplings from KuMna 

and Dt 28, divine anger/curse and destruction, is to be traced back to Sumerian (Part 

V 2.1.1) and the other, divine anger/curse, destruction and disease, to Middle 

Babylonian curses (Part V 2.1.2.1). Couplings unique to VTE compared to the 

other two texts also share common tradition. The coupling of disease and no justice 

in VTE 418A-23a (see Part V 2.3.1) is attested in inscriptions from the Kassite and 

post-Kassite periods and in other Neo-Assyrian treaty-curses. In another example, 

the coupling of annihilation of family line and natural disaster/famine in VTE 435-

51a goes back to Sumerian curses (see Part V 2.3.2). There are three couplings in 

Dt 28 which do not occur in KuMna and VTE: one appears in Old Babylonian 

curses; the other two are attested in curses of the Kassite and post-Kassite periods 
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(Part V 2.5.2-3). Furthermore, there are two couplings in VTE only occurring in 

other Neo-Assyrian treaty-curses, one in EB and the other in AB (Part V 2.2).

Because of the short time span, those couplings could have been from the same 

scribes, or, they could have been taken from a common tradition within the Assyrian 

literary heritage. 

Common traditions also appear in Aramaic and Phoenician curses. Some 

curses have counterparts in Sumero-Akkadian curses, such as famine, breaking 

weapons, etc. (see Part II 4.1.3.3). Also simile curses, which appear extensively in 

Neo-Assyrian treaty-curses, especially in VTE (Part II 3.2), occur in the Sefire 

stelae (Part II 4.1.2). There are other curses in those inscriptions which are taken 

from common settings in "the ancient Near East (Part II 3.1, 4.1.1, 2.1). 

To sum up, there was more than one common tradition of curses in the ancient 

Near East, on which the scribes drew. The general sequence of curses in Dt 28 and 

VTE follows common tradition transmitted from the second millennium B.C. 

However, the sequential disparities between Dt 28 and VTE indicate that the authors 

of Dt 28 and VTE used traditions freely in their work. Sometimes, the tradition can 

be traced back to the early third millennium B.C. In most cases, traditions are 

attested from the early second millennium B.C. (see Part V 2) Moreover, there was 

also an Assyrian literary tradition, which is only attested in VTE and other Neo

Assyrian treaty-curses. 

Now we examine Weinfeld's view on the corresponding sequence of VTE and 

Dt 28 in detail (see his table above). 

Weinfeld matched the Sin-curse, leprosy, in VTE 419-20 to diseases in Dt 

28:27. The question arises: are the diseases in Dt 28:27 leprous? The Akkadian 

equivalent to :J'l in v. 27 has two meanings: leprosy and scab)3 According to 1. V. 

Kinnier Wilson, garabu (SAHAR.SUB.BA) is a deficiency disease, like scurvy,14 

and leprosy in some cases. IS While the Bible does not describe its symptoms (Lev 

21 :20; 22:22) :J'l is to be related to eczema.l6 As noticed elsewhere, the diseases 

in v. 27 are skin diseases as are those in v. 35. Thus, :J'l and its Akkadian equi

valent refer to skin diseases. In this light, Weinfeld's attempt to harmonize Dt 

28:27 with the Sin-curses is justifiable. 

Weinfeld's comparison of VTE 422-24 to Dt Dt 28:28-29 is drawn from his 

conviction about the Sam~-curses. However, his understanding of Dt 28:28-29 in 

13 CAD G, 45. 

14 RA 60 (1966), 55. 

IS Ibid., 57. 

16 HALAT II, 193. 
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the light of VTE 422-24 is unsatisfactory. As a matter of fact, VTE 422-23 display 

two individual curses attributed to Sama!, in the way the Sama!-curse occurs in 

Babylonian curses (see below). To these traditional curses, VTE adds an imperative 

in 424 "walk about in darkness!"17 which is associated with the loss of eyesight. IS 

In fact a coupling of no justice and loss of eyesight in VTE 422-24 is attested in 

Neo-Assyrian treaty-curses (see Part V 2.2); yet if we categorize the loss of eyesight 

under disease, we find the coupling of no justice and disease occurs from the Kassite 

period onwards (see Part V 2.3.l.2). Furthermore, Weinfeld's interpretation of 

VTE 422-24 as symbolizing the absence of law and justice is not persuasive. There 

are seven examples in Babylonian sources available to us, where the coupling of Sin

Sarna! or Sarna!-Sin appears, with Sin always relating to leprosy. The Sarna!-Sin 

coupling is first attested in CH xxvii 14-63 (Appendix II §13.nos.11-20), if we 

understand xxvii 34-40 as a result of Sama!' judgement upon the evil king (31-33). 

There, Sama! relates to his juridical act and to the annihilation of kingship (14-40). 

Following Sarna!, Sin is also invoked to deprive the accursed kingship (41-46). 

This malediction is followed by those of leprosy and its result (41-56) (see Part II 

2.16.3.1). In a kudurru of Marduk-nadin-ahhe's time, where the Sin-Sama! coup

ling occurs, Sarna! relates to removal of eyesight (Appendix II §27.nos.I-2). In 

another contemporary kudurru Sarna! follows Sin decreeing no justice,19 which is 

also attested in a kudurrru of Nabu-mukin-apli's reign. 20 This coupling occurs in 

reverse order in a kudurru of Merodach-Baladan I's time, as in CH. There, Sama! 

is related to physical disability: vertigo, deafness, and paralysis in all limbs, Sin to 

leprosy (Appendix II §20.nos.2-3). The same reverse order appears in a kudurru of 

Marduk-nadin-ahhe's time. 21 Here, Sarna! relates to a juridical act; yet he is 

invoked to give appropriate to the accursed. 22 The same coupling appears in a 

kudurru of Marduk-~apik-zeri's time, where Sama! is invoked to curse the accursed 

and to give physical impediments (Appendix II 31.nos.I-2). This evidence shows 

that when Sin and Sarna! are coupled, Sarna! occurs in relation to three different 

17 Weinfeld's translation VTE 424 "(so that) they will wander about in darkness" is wrong (DDS. 
118). itallaka is 2. pI. imperative, DaM Dh 3, 192; SAA 11.45. 

18 Weinfeld's interpretation of darkness in VTE 422-24 as a symbol of the absence of law and jus
tice is not justifiable. 

19 DDSt 847 iv 7-11; "May Samd decree the refusal of his right and oppose him with violence!" 
(10-11). 

20 DDSt 9 61-62 i 46-ii 3a; "May SamaS not decree his judgement and his decision!" (Appendix II 
133.no.2). 

21 KD IV 80 iii 15-21. 

22 "May SamaS decide his punishment and oppose him!." in Appendix II §30.no.2. 
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curses: physical disability (including the loss of eyesight), no justice, justice accord

ing to the deserts of the accursed. At the same time, Sama! and Sin are associated 

with another malediction in the earliest example of the annihilation of kingship 

(CH). When Sama! relates to 'no justice', namely being invoked to refuse the right 

of the accursed (fn. 20) or not to decree his judgement and decision for the accursed 

(fn. 21), it does not necessarily symbolize "the absence of law and justice." It may 

mean the withdrawal of the divine favour which relates to Sama!' juridical act. So, 

we can deduce from the evidence that there were four different traditions about the 

Sin-S~a! coupling available to the authors of VTE and Dt 28. VTE has two tradi

tions of the Sama! curse, namely: no justice and loss of eyesight, following the Sin- . 

curse, whereas Dt 28 mirrors the other tradition, where Sama! relates to the loss of 

eyesight. Therefore, the identical idea of blindness in VTE 422-24 and Dt 28:28-29 

neither proves nor disproves the influence of the former on the latter, or vice versa. 

Rather both texts share common tradition (see Part II 2.16.5). In addition, the 

coupling of disease and no justice in VTE 418A-23a follows common tradition (Part 

V 2.3.1). The coupling of disease and blindness in Dt 28:27-29 also shares com

mon tradition (Part V 2.5.2). Here we have two different couplings following dif

ferent traditions. Therefore, in view of our analysis, McCarthy's opinion about 

influence of Mesopotamian treaty'material in Dt 28:27-29 and VTE (Part 12.1.2.2) 

has no weight, since these two texts are not drawn from any single list of treaty

curses. 

Weinfeld's understanding of Dt 28:27-35 in the light of VTE 419-30 is based 

on his misinterpretation of the chiastic structure in vv. 27-35. Although vv. 27 and 

35 refer to skin-diseases, vv. 28-29 and 34 do not belong to the same category of 

curses. Grammatically v. 34 is not an independent clause. Its x-qatal structure pre

sents a result from the x-yiqtol structure of v. 33; that is, what people see will drive 

them mad. Thus, v. 34 is nothing to do with darkness. 23 Furthermore, Dt 28:31-

32 are omitted from his comparison (see above). Therefore, Weinfeld's view about 

Dt 28:27-35 is not substantiated. 

Weinfeld saw a dependence of Dt 28:26 upon VTE 425-27. As a matter of 

fact, this malediction in both texts may be drawn from a common battle scene in the 

ancient Near Eastern world (see Part II 3.1.10.2). 

Weinfeld related VTE 428-29 to Dt 28:30a, VTE 429-30a to Dt 28:30b and 

VTE 430b to Dt 28:33. Yet it is better to consider VTE 428-30 and Dt 28:30-34 

each as one unit. In fact, the deprivation of possessions in Dt 28:30-34 includes 

wives, children, cattle and agricultural produce. Each situation of the enemy's 

23 See further Part II 5.4.2.2 fn. 27. 
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plundering is described vividly, whereas VTE 428-30 expresses the deprivation of 

wives and possessions in general terms. As seen already in Assyrian annals from the 

12th century onwards (Part III 2), the Assyrians dispossessed disloyal vassals (Part 

III 2.1.4) and took their children (Part III 1.2). In addition, an Assyrian relief dis

plays a scene of the Assyrian soldiers raping an Arab woman.24 So the conquerors' 

dispossessing defeated people was common. This idea as a malediction is not con

fined to VTE and Dt 28. It is concisely expressed in a kudurru (see Part II 2.4.9). 

In view of this, VTE 428-30 and Dt 28:30-34 may have taken from a common 

occurrence in military campaigns. 

Therefore, Weinfeld's attempt to see VTE's influence (419-30) in Dt 28:23-35 

and Frankena's view about an Assyrian Vorlage behind Dt 28 (Part I 2.1.2.1) are 

unwarranted. Even he has to admit the order of curses in both documents is not the 

same, and, moreover, Dt 28:23 (and 24) relates to VTE 528-31 (see above). We 

find Weinfeld's view unconvincing because of his narrow basis of comparison. 

Certainly, some curses in VTE and Dt 28 display the same concepts, that allow us to 

deduce the curses of VTE and Dt 28 may be drawn from common a cultural reser

voir. 

1.1.2 Dt 28:23 

D. J. Wiseman pointed out a resemblance of Dt 28:23 to VTE 528 without 

any comment. 2S Taking up this reference, Borger asserted that the imagery of Dt 

28:23 was taken from an Assyrian source.26 Borger's view was followed by 

Frankena.27 Weinfeld saw the dependence of Dt 28:23 upon VTE.28 

Comments 

The curses in VTE 528-32a are strikingly similar to those in Dt 28:23, and 

have no parallel in other Sumero-Babylonian texts. This leads us to re-consider the 

common conclusion that Assyrian treaty forms influenced Dt. The uniqueness of the 

expression leads us to seek a context where bronze and iron were used meta

phorically in literature of the second millennium B.C., since the other evidence of 

their metaphorical use from the first millennium B.C. is later than VTE and, thus, 

24 See Part VI 2.3 Comments. 

25 I!!g 20 (1958),88. 
26 ZA 54 (1961), 191-92. Borger did not rule out that the similar expression in both texts might 

have occurred in a treaty between Assyria and Judah. 

270TS 14 (1965), 145. 
28 DDS, 117. McCarthy did not specify "a treaty" from which Dt 28:23 might be taken, see Part I 

2.1.2.2. 
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not appropriate for our comparison.29 In the Middle and the Late Bronze Ages, 

Egyptian literature used these metals to describe the unusual strength of the. 

pharaohs; for example, Ramesses II said to his troops before the Battle of Qadesh (c. 

1274 B.C.), "Do you not realize that I am your wall of iron! "30 and the hardness of 

bronze is metaphorically used for the pharaoh.31 In Hittite literature, iron is used 

metaphorically from the middle of the seventeenth century B.C.: the unbreakable 

words of the Hittite kings are compared with iron. 32 Abi-milku of Tyre praised 

Pharaoh for his protection: "[you are] a brazen wall set up for him [Abi-Milku]. "33 

To sum up, the hardness of iron and bronze was well known throughout the 

second millennium B.C., allowing transference of these metals to describe the sky 

with brilliant sun-shine· and the hardened soil that would make agriculture 

impossible,34 a drought situation which might occur in much of the Fertile Cres

cent.35 There are two further observations. Firstly, the metaphorical use of bronze 

and iron is only attested in the literature of the Levant and Anatolia, not otherwise in 

Sumero-Akkadian literature. Secondly, all these references come from the second 

millennium B.C. which may suggest the scribes of VTE used West-Semitic material 

transmitted into the first millennium.36 And the scribes. of Dt 28 would have drawn 

on the same literary heritage. Thus, VTE and Dt 28 (& Lev 26: 19b-20) can be seen 

to share a common tradition rather than Dt depending upon VTE.37 

1.1.3 Dt 28:36-37 

Weinfeld followed Frankena who said about the curse of deportation in Dt 

28:36-37: "The Assyrian Vorlage [of Manasseh's treaty with the Assyrians] had a 

curse ascribed to Yahweh," like that in EB ascribed to Phoenician gods (iv 14 ff).38 

29 Three 6th and one 5th century B.C. contracts mention "the metaphoric use of the words 'iron' to 
describe a characteristic legal quality of animals donated or rented under specific conditions," Oppen
heim, "A Note on ~6n banel, • IEJ 5 (1955), 91. 

30 ]. H. Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt III (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1906) 
§403. Millard, "King Og's Bed," in Ascribe to the Lord, 490. 

31 Millard, ibid. 

32 Ibid., 491. 

33 W. L. Moran, The Amarna Letters, 147:53. 

34 In the Promised Land, bronze heavens would also be brought about by yellowish dust carried by 
the sirocco wind, see Part II 5.2.3. 

35 Cultivation in Babylonia relied on irrigation canals. Therefore, water was always available to 
produce crops. . 

36 Watanabe assumed West-Semitic influence on VTE without argument, BaM Bh 3, 33-34.' 

37 Contra Borger, Frankena, Weinfeld, (including Hillers and McCarthy, Part I 2.1.2.2). 

38 Frankena, " Esarhhadon, " OTS 14 (1965), 150, cf. DDS, 123. 
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Comments 

The idea that their angry gods might cause people to be deported to other 

countries was widespread long before the Neo-Assyrian era (see Parts II 2.4.9 and 

III 2.1.14). Therefore, the existence of the curse in EB is not itself sufficient to 

indicate Assyrian influence on Dt 28:36-37. 

1.1.4 Dt 28:38-42 

Weinfeld also assumed that the curses in vv. 38-42 may have been included in 

the Assyrian treaty with Manasseh. According to him, 

-unlike vv. 26-35, they have a more local character. Presumably they were sanctioned by the 
national God, as were the curses in Baal iv: 10-13, which, directed against the characteristic interests 
of a seafaring state, were to be effectuated by gods of Tyre and not by the Assyrian gods. -39 

He continued that these curses refer to agriculture "typical of Syria and Palestine, 

such as olives as well as various agricultural blights peculiar to the these lands, such 

as the grape worm (11"'11) and the casting of olives (vv. 39-42)."40 He saw the 

counterpart of these curses in Sf I A 27-28. According to him, "these provincial 

features" are small in Dt 28, whereas "the setting of the curses" in Lev 26 is "dis

tinctively provincial" .41 

Comments 

Taking an analogy from EB iv 10-13 attributed to the Phoenician gods, Wein

feld assumed that Dt 28:38-42 were attributed to the national God (Yahweh) because 

of agriculture typical of the Levant (39-40). Certainly, agriculture and plant dis

eases in vv. 39-40 [and the locust plague] are typical of the Levant, as are the natu

ral disasters in Sf I A 27-28a. But, why should vv. 26-35 have a less local character 

than vv. 38-42'1 His view is coloured by the assumption that vv. 26-35 were 

ascribed to the appropriate Assyrian gods. 42 However, Weinfeld's distinction of 

curses in these two units is not valid. Firstly, we need to regard these curses in the 

light of the whole structure. Vv. 26-35 are repeated in vv. 38-57, and present vari

ous themes. Vv. 38-40, 42 repeat the natural disasters of vv. 20-22 and v. 41 the 

result of defeat of v. 25, whereas the former refers to deportation and the latter to 

dispersion. Secondly, the ideas in vv. 26-35 are drawn from the common environ

ment of the ancient Near East: corpses as food for wild animals (26) (see Part II 

39 Ibid., 123. 

40 Ibid., 123. 

41 Ibid., 124. 

42 Ibid., 123. 
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3.1.10.2), disease (27,35 & Parts V 1.1.5 and VI 3 Comments), blindness and its 

consequence (28-29 & Part II 2.16.5.2) and dispossession (30-34 & Part II 2.4.9. 

and VTE 428-30 above). Thirdly, the deportation of children (40) occurred com

monly in Assyrian annals from the 12th century onwards. The covenant-curses in 

vv. 38-40, 42 also reflect common environmental problems in the ancient Near East. 

A locust plague was a serious problem in the Fertile Crescent (see Part II 3.1.2, 

4.1.1.1). So the various topics of curses in vv. 26-35 and vv. 38-42, do not give 

any support for Weinfeld's distinction, since their ideas are drawn from the common 

environment and practice. Moreover, the idea of "maximum to minimum" in Ot 

28:38-40 appears in the Tell Fekhreye inscriptions and Leviticus. The motif of 

women baking in famine occurs in Tell Fekherye (Part II 4.2.2.1) and Lev 26:25-26 

(Part II 5.4.1.1). The same motif "maximum to minimum" occurs in Sf (Part II 

4.1.3.1) and has a Sumerian antecedent and recurs in Nee-Assyrian treaty-curses 

(see Part II 3.3.3). Therefore, it is impossible to determine the setting of "Syro

Palestine" ("a local character" in Weinfeld's term) or "Assyrian", apart from olive 

trees and vine which grow more in the Levant than in Assyro-Babylonian soil. 

We deal with Weinfeld's distintion between the settings of Ot 28 and Lev 26 

in 1. 2 below. 

1.1.S Cannibalism 

Weinfeld saw a counterpart of the curses in Ot 28:53-57 in AM iv 8-11, VTE 

448-50 and Ashurbanipal's annals (Pr. A ix 58-60). He continued: "a salient paral

lel to the VTE malediction may be found in the use of the word '110:1 in 

Deuteronomy to designate the manner in which the mother stealthily eats the flesh of 

her children, an eventuality which is also mentioned in the Esarhaddon curse. "43 

He also said that a curse of cannibalism in Lev 26 lacks "the political background" 

which "characterizes the parallel maledictions in Deuteronomy and in the Assyrian 

treaties" .44 

Comments 

The malediction in Ot 28:53-57 is cannibalism and an accompanying 

phenomenon: hostility among the members of family. A mother would eat her new 

born baby in secret ('l'IC~ in 57) and not share it with other family members, and a 

father would do likewise (54-55). VTE 448-50a present two different curses. The 

one is the hostility of a mother to her daughter (448): because of shortage of food, 

43 DDS 128 -' 
44 Ibid., 128. 
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she would bar the door before her daughter. This malediction, probably, relates to a 

mother who does not share food with her daughter. The other is cannibalism (449-

50a) , which would occur as famine became severe. These maledictions in the same 

order aiso occur in Atrahasis (see Part II 3.3.1). This evidence shows that the two 

consequences of famine were common. Therefore, Weinfeld's attempt to see Dt 

28:53-57 only in the context of Neo-Assyrian treaty-curses is not persuasive. 

Furthermore, according to Weinfeld, cannibalism in Lev 26 lacks "the political 

background," presumably, because it does not occur in the context of war. In the 

principal curses of VTE cannibalism occurs in the context of drought and in 

ceremonial curses without a specific context. In Lev 26 cannibalism appears without 

mentioning the background, whereas in Dt 28 it occurs in the context of siege. If 

we see cannibalism in Weinfeld's terms, cannibalism in VTE also lacks "the political 

background," and its political context only occurs in Dt 28. In fact, since can

nibalism occurs without a specific context in Lev 26, all possibilities are open; it 

could happen in time of famine or siege. Consequently, Weinfeld's comment on 

cannibalism in the Biblical covenant curses and Assyrian curses is not persuasive. 

1.2 Different Origin and Traditions in Lev 26 and Dt 281 

1.2.1 Unique Expressions in Lev 26 

Weinfeld gave examples to show why the curses of Lev 26 are provincial, 

asserting that none of the following descriptions occurring in them is found in Dt 

28:45 threshing, vintage, sowing (v. 5), wild beasts attacking people and preying 

upon domestic animals (vv. 6 and 22), deserted roads (v. 22), the rural populace 

crowding into cities to escape the approaching enemy (v. 25), pestilence (vv. 25b 

and 30), search for food (v. 26), destruction of sanctuaries and cultic places (vv. 30-

31) and eventual devastation of the land (vv. 32 ff). As noticed elsewhere (Part I 

2.1.3), other scholars see two different traditions in Lev 28 & Dt 28. 

Comments 

Are these descriptions really provincial? Weinfeld used the term 'provincial' 

for curses which do not occur in Assyrian texts and reflect local conditions of the 

Levant. It is unfortunate that he took a term which has a derogatory sense and 

implies the Assyrian is in a superior situation. It would be better to use context

specific terms - local Assyrian, local Levantine (or local Syrian, local Palestinian). 

Firstly, the expressions "threshing, the vintage and sowing" in Lev 26:5 depict 

the agricultural cycle of spring, summer and winter. The same agricultural cycle 

45 DDS, 124. 
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occurs in Dt 28:38-40 and starts with sowing (winter), harvest (spring) and the 

vintage (summer). . 
Secondly, the danger of wild beasts is not unique to Lev 26. There is no 

plausible argument that its absence from the curses of Ot 28 would indicate a dif

ferent origin for the curses in Lev 26. As noticed elsewhere, none of the Sumero

Akkadian curses repeats the identical curses of other inscriptions, apart from some 

building inscriptions. Moreover, the Israelites mainly occupied the hill-country 

from the time of the conquest onwards where they and their cattle faced the danger 

of wild animals in their daily lives (cf. Dt 7:22). If wild animals prevailed, the 

roads would be deserted, a common danger in ancient world (Part II 3.1.10.1; 

4.1.1.3). 

Thirdly, plague (Dt 28:21, 27) and food shortage (Ot 28:17, 30b, 33) are 

opposite of blessings of prosperity in vv. 11-13.46 

Fourthly, the enemy's siege and Israel's refuge in cities in Lev 26:25 is not 

unique. Dt 28:52 describes the same situation. It was common in time of war that 

enemies would besiege cities, and inhabitants would take refuge in fortified cities. 

Fin3Ily, although the devastation of sanctuaries and the land is not mentioned 

in Dt 28, this imprec~tion is known from the Old Babylonian period onwards, the 

destruction of the land was a common phenomenon of war. The destruction of 

sanctuary occurred from the Sumerian period, for example, in The Curse of Agade, 

onwards. In the Bavian inscriptions Sennacherib claimed that he destroyed Babylon 

together with its temples and gods in the course of his eighth campaign.47 Ashur

banipal destroyed the temple of Susa in the course of his final campaign against 

Elam. Therefore, the devastation of sanctuaries and the land are not "provincial", 

but universal in the ancient Near Eastern world. 

Weinfeld's arguments about the unique expressions in Lev 26 in relation to Dt 

28 derive from the lexical basis of his comparison of curses in Lev 26 and Dt 28. In 

fact, all the concepts of his examples occur in Ot 28 (see Part II 5). 

Furthermore, scholars' views about the two different traditions in Lev 26 and 

Dt 28 cannot remain unchallenged. Two other kudurrus of Marduk-nadin-ahhe's 

(KuMna 2) time have a short list of curses and the same sequence of curses as that 

of KuMna 1 :48 

46 See our comments on Lev 26:26 in 1.2.2 ~low 
47 DIP II 84 53-54. 

48 KuMna 2 = BBSt 7 41-42; KuMna 3 = BBSt 8 46-48; KuMna 1 = Livingstone's translation 
(Part IV 1). Curses occurring only in KuMna 2, KuMna 3 or KuMna 1 are italicized. 
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Divine Anger/Curse 
Annihilation of 
Family 

Disease 

No Burial 

Disease 

No Justice 

Unjavour before 
the God.i and King 

Decline of Household 

War 
Natural Disaster 
Famine 

Misery 

Annihilation 
of Offspring 

Destruction of 
Boundary 

War 

Destruction of 
Reputation 

Disease 

No Libations 
Short Life 
Disease 

KuMna2 

ii 13-15 

ii 16-3150 

ii 32-22 
ii 33-35 

ii 36-37 

ii 38-3g55 

KuMna3 

iii 23-25 

iii 26-30 

iii 31-3251 

iv 7-g53 

iv 10-11 

iv 12-14 

iv 21-24 
iv 3-6 

iv 28-29 

iv 15-1856 

iv 19-20 

KuMna 1 

iv 1-5 

iv 6-1149 

iv 12-2052 

iv 21 

iv 22-2354 

iv 24-28a 

iv2& 

iv29 

iv 30-v 3 

v 4-10 

v 11-18 

v 19-24 

v 25-28 

v 29-vi 257 

vi 3-6 
vi 7_1358 

49 The malediction of no libations (line 11) is one result of the annihilation of the family line. 

50 Leprosy ii 16-18; loss of eyesight ii 19-20; mental disease ii 21-24; dropsy ii 25-26; disease ii 
29-31. 

51 The Marduk-curse refers to disease in a general sense. 

52 Leprosy. 

53 Leprosy. 

54 Stomach disease. 

55 The curses in ii 36-39 present a summary for KuMna 2, since all the gods mentioned in the 
kudurru are invoked and similar contents appear in the summaries of other kudurrus, see further Part 
V 1.1.6. 

56 Gula-curse. 

57 Dropsy. 

58 Gula-curse. 
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Natural Disaster vi 14-19 
Divine Opposition 

Alienation of 
the Gods and its 
Consequences 

Summary (Divine CUrse) 

iv 25-27 

iv 30-3159 
iv 32-35 

vi 20-28 
vi 29-32 

Comparing KuMna2 & 1, the basic sequence of both agrees; yet in the former, there 

are more curses of disease than in the latter. In KuMna 2 & 3, the sequence of 

divine anger/curse, annihilation of family and disease is same. The sequence of 

KuMna 3 roughly parallels that of KnMna 1. Each list also has curses not found in 

the others, for example, .misery (KuMna 2), hostility in family (KuMna 2), ?estruc

tion of reputation (KuMna 1). Such curses are attested elsewhere: no burial (KuMna 

1, see Part II 2.8), misery (KuMna 2, e.g., ZA 65 (1975), 5876-87 (from Marduk

sapik-zeri's time). The malediction of disfavour before the gods and king (KuMna 

3) is comparable to the alienation of the gods and its consequences (no.ll in above). 

To sum up, the lists of curses of the same period share a common tradition, although .. 
the length varies. Each list has curses not found in the others. That indicates that 

the scribes of Marduk-nadin-ahhe's time composed curses creatively by using com

mon traditions (Part V 1-2). Short and long lists of curses co-existed. In the light 

of this analysis, the short (Lev 26) and the lengthy lists of biblical covenant-curses 

(Dt 28) could originate from the same time. The basic structure of these two sets of 

covenant-curses is also identical (see below and Part II 5.1). 

1.2.2 Parallel Expressions to Lev 26 in the Senre Stelae 

Weinfeld further argued for the provincial setting of Lev 26 from parallel 

expressions of curses in the Sefire Stelae:60 repetition of protases,61 the typological 

number seven (I A:21-24), beasts preying upon people (I A:30-32), pestilence (I 

B:30;62 cf. II B:ll), search for food (I A:24),63 eating and not being sated (I A:21-

24), and the devastation of the land (1 A:32-33).64 

Comments 

59 The concept of this curse is similar to that of the result from divine alienation (KuMna 1 vi 20-
28). The basic idea is whatever he undertakes may not succeed or his plan may be frustrated. 

60 Ibid., 125-26. 

61 Cf. I A:14, 25 ('KYll~ ,ptt' 1:1'); I B:23, 27-28, 33, 36, 38; II, B:9, 14, 18:111: 4, 7, 9, 14, 17, 
19,20,23,27 (:1lT l(,!)C:1 'T K"Y:1 Cmptt), ibid., 125, fn. 3. 

62 See ibid., 125, £0. 4. 

63 See ibid., 125, fn. 5. 
64 See ibid., 126, fn. 2. 
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Firstly, all parallels to Lev 26 in Sefire Stelae relate to the conditions for 

curses. However, these elements cannot be used to support Weinfeld's view, since 

they also appear in Sumero-Akkadian curses. For example, within the Vulture Stele 

the conditions of curses are repeated (xvi i 34, ii 8-15; xvii i 42; xviii ii 10-15, 

etc.).65 Some boundary stones display more than one protasis. Furthermore, some 

Neo-Assyrian treaties show the same feature, e.g., AM and VTE. We see here that 

the repetition of protases is a common element in ancient Near Eastern curses. In 

Dt 28 the protasis of curses is repeated twice (vv. 15 and 58). 

Secondly, the number seven also occurs in Babylonian literature, as noticed 

elsewhere (see Part II 4.1.3.1). There a seven year-cycle famine is mentioned. In 

Gen 40 a seven year famine is also reported. In an Old Babylonian epic the number 

seven occurring with whirlwinds expresses the power of the whirlwind. Also the 

powerful Ningirsu is described "[rajpsam irtim muttabilu sibitam qabli "broad

chested, who leads the seven battles."66 This symbolic use of seven appears in the 

Late Babylonian period in a liturgical text, Nabu's mighty power is praised because 

of his "killing the seven-headed snake. "67 The same use of the number seven occurs 

in Ugaritic texts, for example, Anat struck Yam, the tyrant with seven heads, seven 

indicating the might of Yam. 68 In U garitic texts, among other meanings of seven, 

"it was a 'dangerous' number, loaded with strength and danger, "69 as in Babylonian 

literature, shown above. In the Sefire stelae the number seven occurs in the context 

of famine, whereas in Lev 26 it is used emphatically for Yahweh's severe punish

ment (Part II 5.4.3). In both cases the number seven has a symbolic meaning refer

ring to severe consequences.70 Since "the symbolic use" of the number of seven 

was wide-spread in the ancient Near Eastern literature, Weinfeld's view that the use 

of seven is provincial fails, as it is too limited. 

65 Kitchen, Treaty. Law & Covenant. 
66 1. Nougayrol, "Ningirsu Vaiqueur de Zd, RA 46 (1952), 90 38,40, translation according to 

CADS, 203. 
67 According to W. O. Lambert, this text is comes "from the period of the Late Babylonian empire 

or the Persian empire", "The Converse Tablet," in Near Eastem Studies in Honor of William Faxwell 
Albright, 347 16. Also the might of Ninurta is described: "which has seven heads like a serpent, 
wreaking carnage", CAD S 204. The seven tongues emphasize the dragon's dangerous nature, ibid. 

68 Kapelrud, "The Number Seven,· VT 18 (1968), 495. 
69 Ibid., 499. 

70 Weinfeld's interpretation of 24b is not appropriate. He says: "this image here seems to be that 
of members of the family roving about in search of food ... ,. DDS, 125 fn. 5. Although 11':1' 
offers several possible interpretations, there is no reason to interpret line 24b as suggested Weinfeld. 
see further Part II 4.1.3.1 and fns. 34-37. 
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Thirdly, 'a beast or preying beasts upon people' was a common phenomenon 

(see Part II 3.1.10.1,4.1.1.3). . 
Fourthly, wholesale slaughter in Sf I B:30 (cf. II B:ll) and Lev 26:30 is a 

common event of war. It was depicted in sculpture and in literature; the former 

from the Sumerian (see Part II 3.6.4) and the latter from the Old Babylonian periods 

(see Parts II 2.4.7 and III 2.1.5) onwards. 

Fifthly, the concept of "maximum to minimum" concerning eating without 

satisfaction (Sf 1:21-24) does occur in Lev 26:26; in the former it is applied to 

animals suckling kids and women suckling babies, in the latter to women baking 

bread. The same concept also appears in the Tell Fekberye inscription (Part II 

4.2.1.1, 2.2.1). Furthermore, this idea is attested in Sumerian literature (Part II 

4.2.1.1) and in Nco-Assyrian treaty-curses (Part II 3.3.3). So the concept of "maxi

mum to minimum" is not peculiar to Sf and Lev 26 but part of a common tradition. 

In addition, searching for food «I A:24) does not occur in Lev 26 contrary to Wein

feld's view. 

Finally, a curse of devastation (Sf I A:32-33) could be fulfIlled by natural dis

asters or by war and appears from the Old Babylonian to the Nco-Assyrian eras.71 

At any rate, devastation of the land was a common misfortune, as noticed elsewhere 

(Part II 4.1.1.2). 

In conclusion, our analysis reveals that Weinfeld's arguments about the 

provincial setting of Lev 26 do not carry weight, since the elements in his arguments 

are common phenomena in ancient Near Eastern literature. There is no single aspect 

which might be classed only as "provincial". All Weinfeld's examples share the 

common environment of the ancient world. Apart from some curses (Part II 

5.4.1.1), the concepts of all the curses of Lev 26 occur in Dt 28. Furthermore, the 

sequence of curses is almost identical. The only difference of order is that can

nibalism (Lev 26:29), destruction (Lev 26:30-32) and deportation (Lev 26:33) do 

not occur in the basic curses in Dt 28: 15-37, but only in the repetition of those 

curses. There, cannibalism (Dt 28:53-57) and destruction (52) occur in reverse 

order. Deportation (Dt 28:41) is repeated in the summary (Dt 28:63b-64a) and fol

lowed by misery in exile. The same order occurs in Lev 26:33, 36-39.72 Shortage 

of food (Lev 26:26) and the expression of drought (Lev 26:19-20 and Dt 28:23-24; 

Part II 3.3.4) may derive from common traditions. So the covenant-curses of Lev 

26 convey identical concepts which occur in an identical order in Dt 28. In this 

71 See further "Destruction of the land" (Part II 2.4.5) and "the Adad-curse" (Part II 2.16.1). 

72 See Part II 5.1. 
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light, we can conclude that the covenant-curses in Lev 26 and Ot 28 share common 

traditions. The conclusion Weinfeld reached: 

The difference in the character of the priestly [Lev 26] and the deuteronomic maledictions leads us to 
infer, then, that the deuteronomic covenant, by contrast with the priestly covenant, was drafted by 
scribes who were chiefly influenced by Assyrian treaty formulae"73 is proved wrong. 

1.3 VTE 472-75 

According to Weinfeld, VTE 472-75 is the conclusion of 414-7l. He also 

thinks that a series of individual curses in 513-25 "actually belong to the previous 

section, i.e., 414-7l. "74 

Comments 

Weinfeld ignored the ruling on the tablets of VTE by which the scribes 

marked divisions of the text. Following them, we see they intended 472-93 as one 

unit, putting a line after 472 and 493 but nowhere between. Therefore, the curses 

without divine names in 476-93 are not separable from 472-75.75 Furthermore, 

there is no reason why the individual curses in 513 ff. should belong to 414-71, 

since VTE separates ceremonial curses (518-63). Furthermore, the ceremonial 

curses are repetitive, since their function is to re-enforce the contents of the principal 

curses. Therefore, scribal presentation of the curses in VTE should be respected. 

1.4 Cross Cultural Influence on Ancient Israel 

The land of Israel enjoyed cross cultural influences long before it came in con

tact with Assyria thanks to its geography. Archaeological discoveries reveal the 

trade relationships of the ancient Near Eastern world and the Hebrew books reflect 

it. For example, the origin of a cloak included in Achan' s loot from Jericho was 

from Shinar (Josh 7:21) which is "a name for Babylon, a name current in Upper 

MesoJX'tamia and Anatolia in the second millennium B.C. "76 According to Millard, 

"Woollen cloth and garments were a staple of Babylonian trade from early times. 

'The textile industry ... was probably the largest in the land and the most important 

from the point of view of commerce' wrote one authority, of the period just after 

2000 B.C. In the 19th century B.C. Assyrian merchants transported fabrics and tin 

to Anatolia on a regular large-scale basis. "77 

73 DDS, 126. 

74 Ibid., 129. 

75 See further Part V 1.1.6. 

76 Millard, "Back to the Iron Bed," VTS 61 (1995), 197. 

77 Ibid., 197-98. 
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I.S Synopsis 

Our analysis of Weinfeld's view has demonstrated that his conclusion about· 

the influence of VTE on Ot 28 does not carry weight, because his method is based 

on a too limited comparison. Furthermore, there is no example of the exact repeti

tion of a list of curses in one text from another in the Sumero-Akkadian literature. 

Therefore, comparison cannot be made on a one-to-one correspondence of curses in 

VTE and Ot 28 but on the basis of the concepts of those curses. Applying this 

method to the Biblical covenant-curses, the curse concepts in Lev 26, which Wein

feld said, are unique, occur in Ot 28. Moreover, comparative studies of cu'rses 

should be done without changing the sequence in individual texts, as Weinfeld did. . , 
And the striking similarities between VTE 528-31 and Ot 28:23 probably share com-

mon literary tradition. The common sequences and couplings of curses further indi

cate that there was more than one common tradition of curses. These common tradi

tions were wide-spread. That is to say all the compilations of East-West Semitic 

curses share the common cultural reservoir. Nevertheless, the scribes did not copy 

transmitted traditions slavishly. They expressed curses differently without changing 

their concepts. This indicates that they used common tradition freely and creatively. 

Moreover, the fact that the land of ancient Israel enjoyed cross cultural influences 

long before Israel's settlement supports common traditions in Ot 28. 



Chapter 2 

THE COVENANT-CURSES IN THE DEUTERONOMIC mSTORY 

2.1 The Features of the Covenant-Curses 

Weinfeld recognized that curses in "the deuteronomic history," which are 

similar to those of VTE, "should not necessarily be considered as direct borrowing 

from the treaties. "1 He continued: 

But taking into account that the deuteronomic curses come into effect as a punishment for breaking 
the covenant, it would be quite reasonable to suppose that these conform with the sanctions of the 
covenant and were therefore formulated intentionally in the manner of treaty curses. 2 

Comments 

Neo-Assyrian treaty-curses share a long tradition transmitted from the 

Sumerian period, as demonstrated in Part II 2. They were drawn from different 

literary sources, as Weinfeld also recognizes. 3 This means that treaty curses, as 

such, did not make a distinct literary genre, since they are part of the literary genre 

of curses. Yet they were an integral part of the vassal treaty and had a juridical 

role, as sanctions. The resemblance of a Biblical covenant-curse to one in VTE, 

therefore, need not indicate the former was influenced by the latter, or, vice versa. 

As noticed elsewhere,,4 both VTE and Dt 28 follow common traditions in terms of 

structure. In addition to that, the fact that the punishment follows a breach of 

covenant/treaty is not peculiar to treaties. The role of covenant/treaty-curses shares 

common tradition from the Sumerian period onwards (see Part 1.1). Therefore, 

Weinfeld's attempt to see covenant-curses in the light of treaty-curses alone cannot 

be supported. 

2.2 Historical Events according to the Divine Words 

Following von Rad, Weinfeld stated that the presentation of the fulftlment of 

historical events for Israel "in accordance with the word of God which preceded 

them" was the product of dtr edition. S He further found a parallel to this concept in 

Ashurbanipal's annals: "The divine word, which they (the gods) had uttered In 

remote days, they then revealed for the coming generations. "6 

1 DDS, 129. 

2 Ibid., 130. 

3 Ibid., 129. 

4partVI,2. 

SODS, 130. 

6 Ibid., 130; see Assurbanipals, Pro A S8 vi 116-18. 
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Comments 

Weinfeld also claimed that the Deuteronomist applied the concept of the divine· 

word "as an active force begetting future events", a concept existing already "in the 

early strands of Pentateuchal literature".7 That is to say, in Weinfeld's theory the 

concept about the results of the divine word in Israel's history is older than his 

parallel in Ashurbanipal' s annals. However, he failed to allow for that in his com

panson. 

In fact, the concept of historical events realized according to the divine word 

goes back to the Sumerian period. According to one text, " Enmetena, ruler of 

Lagash, nominee of Ningirsu, at the just command of Enlil, at the just command of 

Ningirsu, and at the just 'command of Nanshe, constructed that (boundary-) channel 

from the Tigris to the Nun-canal."8 And this concept continued throughout the sec

ond millennium B.C.9 Furthermore, Assyrian kings from Tiglath-pileser I onwards 

claimed that they led military campaigns against disloyal vassals according to the 

command of the gods (see Part 1111.7). In this light, the case of "Absalom's rebel

lion and violation of his father's concubines (2 Sam 16:22) as retributive punishment 

for David's adulterous act with Bathsheba", for example, which Weinfeld along with 

other scholars considered to be a dtr interpolation, has in fact a traditional back

ground, reaching back to the third millennium B.C. Moreover, this retributive 

punishment is justifiable in the light of the covenant. David as the representative of 

Israel, the covenant community, to the divine suzerain had limited power. He was 

not allowed to mistreat any member of the covenant community (cf. Dt 17:18-20), 

since he was a co-vassal in relationship to the covenant members (see Part IV .. 

2.1.3.8 (5). Therefore, David's crime was a breach of covenant, resulting in Yah

weh's punishment. Furthermore, to revolt against the accursed was a fulfllled curse, 

e.g., in the Assyrian annals, the rebellion of an official against a vassal, who had 

been disloyal to Assyria, was perceived as retributive punishment from the treaty 

gods (see further Part III 2.2 fn. 95). So the retributive punishment in 2 Sam 16:22 

need not be a dtr interpolation "as the consequence of the word of God which 

foreordained it", as Weinfeld asserted. 10 

2.3 Sam 12: 11 and VTE 428-29 

7 Ibid., 21. 

8 Jerrold S. Cooper, Sumerian and Akkadian Royal Inscriptions, 55. 

9 See further B. Albrektson, History and the Gods, 53-67. 

10 Ibid., 131. 
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The curse (2 Sam 12: 11) in this oracle is, he said, identical with that of VTE 

428-29. 

Comments 

The concept of 2 Sam 12:11 and VTE 428-29 is indeed identical. However, 

the idea of enemies' taking wives is not confined to VTE. The concept of possess

ing the accursed's house occurs in an Old Assyrian inscription and recurs in a preg

nant form in a kudurru of Nebuchadnezzar I's time (see Part II 2.4.9). There, 

taking wives of the accursed may be included, although taking women belonged to 

the accursed (concubines in 2 Sam and wives in VTE) is not mentioned. This indi

cates that the concept of these two passages shares a common tradition. Further

more, the publicity of deftlement of concubines in 2 Sam 12: 11 is much wider than 

VTE 428-29 envisages; in the former the whole nation would know of it, whereas in 

the latter it occurs in the presence of the accursed. But the situation in 2 Sam 12: 11 

and VTE 428-29 is identical: war - the former was a civil war and the latter a dis

ciplinary military expedition. This does not, however, indicate influence of VTE on 

2 Sam 12:11, or vice versa. Rather both texts may be drawn from a common prac

tice, which occurred in war. 

Moreover, there is a scene depicted in a relief in Ashurbanipal's palace where 

some Assyrian soldiers rape an Arab woman. However, not a single scholar asserts 

that VTE 428-29 was interpolated by a later Assyrian editor (or author) retrospec

tively, after some Assyrian soldiers had raped an Arab woman. 1 I The curses in 

VTE envisaged the raping of the womenfolk of the accursed something which took 

place when Assyrian kings campaigned against disloyal vassals. This punitive 

measure corresponds to the anticipatory, prohibitive-protective and punitive role of 

curses (Part I 1). Then, applying the same principle to the Biblical text, the predic

tion of 2 Sam 12:11 can be traced back to the covenant curse in Dt 28:30aa. In 

other words, when David had broken the covenant, Nathan announced the con

sequence, which was partly fulfilled in Abasalom's revolt. 

2.4 1 and 2 Kings and VTE 

The similarity between the Biblical malediction "who dies in the city the dogs 

shall eat" (1 Ki 14:11; 16:4; 21:24) and the dogs shall eat lezebel in the IJ.eleq of 

Jezreel and none shall bury her (2 Ki 9:10; cf. 1 Ki 21:23)12 and that in VTE (483-

11 SAA II, 47 fig. 13. 

12 Other examples accordiIl8 to Weinfeld, 1 Ki 14:10-11; 16:3-4; 21 :24; 2 Ki 9:9-10), DDS, 24. 
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84, 451) led Weinfeld to consider this Biblical curse as a deuteronomic interpola

tion.!3 Weinfeld argued that the Biblical malediction has pre-deuteronomic origin} 

but: 

It was undoubtedly the Deuteronomist who converted it into a stereotyped curse on the dynasties of 
Jeroboam and Ahab, in conformity with his method of employing political imagery current at that 
time.l 4 

Furthermore, according to Weinfeld, the resemblance between the simile 

curses in 1 Ki 14:15 and VTE 630 displays the latter's influence on the former: 1S 

1 Ki 14:15 . VTE 630: 16 

And the Lord will strike Israel, 
so that it will be like a reed 
swaying in the water. 

may they [the gods] make you 
sway like reeds in water. 

Weinfeld continued that "the deuteronomic interpolation" about" Ahab's blood 

spilling on to the chariot and overflowing it in 1 Kgs. 22: 35 and 38 can also be 

understood in the light of the VTE imprecations" (612-15).17 

Comments 

If corpses lay unburied, dogs would eat them. This scene is also attested else

where (see Part II 3.1.11.2). This common scene is turned to a malediction for 

Ahab's household and vassals disloyal to Assyria. 18 These two different passages 

mirror a scene which occurred commonly. So the curse for Ahab's family need not 

be a dtr insertion, as Weinfeld asserted. 

As Weinfeld noticed, the expression "like a reed swaying in the water" does 

not appear elsewhere, although reeds are used in a simile curse of the destruction of 

the wrongdoer in Hittite treaties19 and Esarhaddon's inscriptions.20 However, this 

does not give any criterion for a deuteronomic interpolation, which followed VTE. 

Rather, the resemblance of these maledictions is to be attributed to a common tradi

tion: 1) Israel and Assyria knew the environment where reeds grew - the former in 

the Jordan Valley and Hulah basin of the promised land and the latter along the 

13 Ibid., 131-32. 

14 Ibid., 132. 

IS Ibid., 133. 

16 SAA II, 57. 

17 DDS, 133-34. 

18 The malediction for Ahab's family corresponds to the covenant-curse in Dt 28:26. 

19 HOT, no. 6A 44 §IS. 

20 See CAD Q 87-88; Weinfeld, DDS, 133, fn. 2. 
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tributaries of the Tigris; 2) reeds waving in the wind are employed to illustrate 

destruction in treaty-curses from the second millennium onwards. Moreover, since 

this simile curse indicates the destruction of Israel, it corresponds to the covenant

curses of war (Appendix III 7). 

As a matter of fact, Weinfeld's reference to the curses concerning Ahab and 

VTE presents a common scene in the battle field. 21 Ahab was wounded while fight

ing in the chariot (1 Ki 22 34-35a), the blood from his wound ran on to the floor of 

the chariot (35b). Can this scene be confined to the Assyrian battle field? Chariots 

were commonly used in war from the latter part of the second millennium B.C. 

Ahab's situation was typical of that which would occur in any battle. This maledic

tion is comparable to the covenant-curses of defeat (Dt 28:25-26 in Part II 5.4.2.2). 

In the light of this analysis, Weinfeld's view about the Deuteronomic inter

polation of the three Biblical maledictions following VTE is not conclusive, smce 

the CUl""..es in both texts share common tradition and battle circumstances. 

2.S Simile Curses in the Deuteronomic Literature 

Weinfeld considered that the simile curses of VTE and Sf influenced those in 

DtrH.22 Although he further traced back the simile curses to a Hittite treaty else

where,23 he failed to see them in other cuneiform curses. 

As noticed elsewhere, simile curses are attested from Sumero-Akkadian and 

Aramaic literature; and similes are taken from the common ancient environment, 

customs and daily life.24 Although Weinfeld also regarded these as sources of 

simile curses,2S he failed to conclude that the Biblical simile curses also follow com

mon ancient Near Eastern tradition. That is to say, the occurrence of simile curses 

in VTE, Sf and the Bible need not indicate the influence of VTE or Sf on the Bibli

cal simile curses. 

The phrase "like an eagle swooping down" illustrates the immediate punish

ment of Yahweh by bringing a nation from far away because of Israel's breach of 

covenant (Dt 28:49).26 The destruction of Jeroboam's house is described: "as one 

burns dung, until it is all gone" (I Ki 14:10),27 i.e., it burns slowly, so the destruc-

21 See Part II 2.4.7,3.1.10.2. 
22 DDS, 134-37. 
23 "The Loyalty Oath", UF 8 (1976), 400-01. 

24 See Part II 3.2, 4.1.2. 
25 DDS., 135. 

26 Cf. DDS, 135. 

27 Cf., Ibid., 134. 
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tion takes a long time. Together with the simile of a reed swaying in the water 

above (l Ki 14:15) the former was taken from the common environment and the lat .. 

ter from a scene of daily life.28 Furthermore, the malediction on Jeroboam's house 

corresponds to the covenant-curse of Yahweh's anger, which would bring about the 

destruction (Dt 28:20). 

There is another simile curse which is taken from daily life but does not occur 

in Sumero-Akkadian curses: "I will wipe out Jerusalem as one wipes out a dish, 

wiping it and turning it upside-down" (2 Ki 21: 13), referring to the destruction of 

Jerusalem. According to Weinfeld, the phrase "turning it upside-down" corresponds 

to the idea in Sf Ie 21c-25, where the gods are invoked to overturn the house of the 

accursed one and make its lower part its upper part.29 However, the idea of this 

malediction is so simple it could have occurred easily in daily life; thus, the source 

of the simile curse in 2 Ki 21:13 and Sf I C 21c-25 lies rather in their common 

environment. This malediction is also comparable with the covenant-curse of war 

(see above). 

To sum up, simile curses are wide-spread in the ancient Near Eastern literature 

from the Sumerian period onwards. The resemblance of simile curses in the Bible, 

Sf and VTE is to be attributed to the common tradition and environment. There

fore, the occurrence of simile curses in Kings need not be dtr interpolations. 

Synopsis 

Our analysis demonstrates that Weinfeld's view of the covenant-curses in the 

deuteronomic history as deuteronomic interpolations, is unsatisfactory. Although 

the expressions of the executed covenant-curses resemble those in VTE, they 

occurred elsewhere long before VTE. Therefore, a comparative study of these 

curses (including simile curses) with other ancient Near Eastern curses needs to be 

undertaken in a much broader context of ancient Eastern literature than has been 

done by Weinfeld. 

Moreover, since "the deuteronomic history" depicts Israel's covenant relation

ship with Yahweh, both the prophesied and the fulftlled covenant-curses for Israel's 

breach of covenant should be understood primarily in the light of the covenant

curses (Lev 26; Dt 28), before comparing them with other ancient Near Eastern 

curses. 

28 Animal dung was used for fuel in the ancient Near Eastern world. 

29 DDS, 135. 



Chapter 3 

THE ROLE AND THE ORIGIN OF COVENANT-CURSES 

IN THE LIGHT OF GREEK OATHS 

Weinfeld claimed that "public anathema" in Dt 27:14-26 and 28:16-19 parallel 

those in Greek literature of the 6th century B.C.: 

it is indeed interesting that both types of public anathema - cursing the violators of the oath and ban
ning transgressors - are attested in Greek amphictyonic oaths, concerning the temple of Apollo of 
Delphi. . . . If anyone should violate this, whether city, private man or tribe let them be under curse 
... that their land bear no fruit; that their wives bear children not like those who begat them, but 
monsters; that their flocks yield not their natural increase; that defeat await them in camp and court 
and their gathering place[, ... ]1 

Weinfeld further saw parallels to blessings and curses in Dt 28:3-6, 16-19 and in the 

Greeks' oath at Plataeia of 5th century B.C.: 

If I observe what is written in the oath my city will be free of disease; if not it shall be sick . . .; and 
my [land] shall bear [fruits]; if not, it shall be barren; and the women shall bear children like their 
parents; if not they shall bear monsters; and the flock shall bear like the flock; if not [they shall be] 
monsters.2 

The themes in this Greek oath: fertility of the soil, women, and the flock are, said 

Weinfeld, identical with those in Dt 28:16-19. 3 He further claims: 

The element of coming and going in Deuteronomy is identical with the element of success and failure 
in camp, court, and agora in the Greek oath. Furthermore the element of sickness which occurs in 
the oath of Plataeia appears in an identical series of blessings and curses in the ancient epilogue to the 
Covenant Code in Exod 23:25-26: ... 4 

Weinfeld concluded:5 

To all appearance, this genre of blessings and curses has its origin in the tribal confederation based on 
covenant; hence the similarity to the blessings and curses of the amphictyonic oaths in Greece. The 
stereotyped series of blessings and curses in Deut 28:3-6, 16-19 thus belongs to the ancient 
Shechemite covenant ceremony which is elaborated by the Deuteronomic author of 28:7-14, 20-69. 
These Oc,uteronomic expansions have a lot in common with the Assyrian and Aramaic treaties of the 
8th-7th centuries B.C.E. and thus are clearly later than the short stereotypic blessing and curses which 
have their parallels in the Greek tribal milieu. 

Comments 

I ABO II, 172; the translation is taken from Charles O. Adams, The Speeches of Aeschines, Aes-
chin. 3 11 0-11. 

2 ABO II, 172; the translation is taken from Peter Siewert, Der Bid von Plataiai, 6-8 39-46a. 

3 ABO II, 172. 

4 Ibid. 
S Ibid. 
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First of all, while the categories of the topics of curses corresponding to bless

ings are indeed identical between Dt 28 and the Greeks' oath at Plataeia, city, soil

and fertility, the contents vary. The first curse (and blessing) in Greek oath at 

Plataeia refers in fact to disease, whereas the curse Dt 28:16 (blessing v. 3) involves 

the urban and rural lives of Israel in unspecified ways. The second concept of 

curse, namely no harvest, is identical: in the Greek text, the cause is unfertile soil, 

whereas Dt 28: 17 refers to the result. The third Greek curse "they (women and the 

flock) shall bear monsters" refers to deformed offspring, whereas those in Dt 28:18 

affect most of creation: agricultural products, offspring of human and cattle. The 

topics of all these commonly occurred in ancient Near Eastern curses. 6 Further

more, Weinfeld's conclusion from a parallel of sickness occurring in the beginning 

of the oath of Plataeia and in Ex 23:25-26 is ill-based. The basic ideas of these two 

passages are disease and fertility. These two aspects were basic concerns for ancient 

people and, therefore, turned to curses to prevent evil deeds from the Sumerian 

period onwards (see below & Part II 1-2). In addition, the frequent occurrence of 

the curse concerning disease in literature reflects the ancient world, where "epidemic 

disease often accompanies social and environmental disruption. "7 That is to say, the 

related ideas in Greek oaths and Dt 28 are to be explained as arising from the com

mon interests and conditions of ancient society. The similarities are interesting, but 

inasmuch as they all concern basic aspects of any ancient agricultural community'S 

life, they do not imply any connection. Furthermore, in Weinfeld's comparison, the 

last curse in the Greek amphictyonic oath, compared with Dt 28:19 (blessing v. 6), 

does not have a counterpart blessing. This malediction desires the annihilation of 

the people in every respect. However, the malediction of coming in and going out 

(Dt 28: 19) is general, referring to all sorts of daily activities, which would include 

restrictions imposed by war. Moving in and out freely through the city-gate was a 

privilege for citizens, since slaves were only allowed to go in and out with their 

owners' permission, e.g., CH xv-xx. This freedom would be taken away if the 

country was under the hegemony of other nations; for example, this cursed state 

occurred in Israel under the Midianites, when people hid themselves in caves and 

did agricultural activity in secret (Judg 6, see Part IV 1.2.2). So in times of other 

6 We also find the same themes in Hittite treaties, e.g.: -If you, Alaksandu, transgress these words 
of the tablet which stand on this tablet, then these Thousand Gods shall eradicate you, together with 
your person, your wife, your sons, your land, your cities, your vineyard, your threshing floor, your 
field, your cattle, your sheep, and together with your possessions. They shall eradicate your progeny 
from the Dark Earth, HOT, 87 §21. 

7 Robert M. Martinez, -Epidemi~ Disease, Ecology, and Culture, - in The Bible in the Light of 
Cuneiform Literature, 444. 
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nations' hegemony, juridical and business acts performed at the city gates would 

cease, as well as in time of war. In this light, the curse in Dt 28: 19 and the Greek 

oath share the same concepts concerning legal acts and war, although the former is 

more comprehensive than the latter. 

In the ancient Near East, there was a long tradition of blessing and curses, 

e.g., to protect inscriptions and to maintain vassal-relationship. For example, in 

Shalmaneser I's building inscriptions blessing is followed by curses (A. O. 77 . 3): 8 

daJJur ikribi!Ju iJeme "A§§ur will listen to his prayer" (41-42a), daJJur bi!lu Jarrassu 

liskip JumSu zi!rJu ina mlJti luhalliq "May Anur, the lord, overthrow his sovereignty 

(and) destroy his name (and) his seed from the land" (44-46). Here, although the 

blessing and curse do not correspond literally, they correspond to each other, since . 

the concern of ancient kings was to maintain kingship and dynasty. In vassal 

treaties, e.g., the treaty between Shattiwaza and Suppiluliuma:9 

Curses 

44: If I, Prince Shattiwaza, and the Hurrians do not observe the words of this treaty, and of the oath, 
45-47: let me, Shattiwaza ... and us Hurrians ... have no progeny! 
48: ... let us ... not return to our place! 
49: Let me, Shattiwaza, ... and us Hurrians, ... , ascend to heaven like smoke! 
50: . . . let me, Shattiwaza, ... , and the Hurrians, ... , have no progeny! 
51: ... let us not return to our place! 
52a: ... my throne shall be overthrown! 
52b: If we do not observe this treaty and oath, the gods, lords of the oath, shall destroy us . . . 

Blessings 

53c-54: If we observe this treaty and oath of His Majesty, Suppiluliuma, ... , 
55-56a: the gods ... shall go with us, exalt us, protect us, and be good to us! 
56b-5?a: Let our lord(!) Shattiwaza go in front, and let us enjoy a bountiful harvest in his protection! 
57b-58a: Let us experience goodness and peace! The Stonn-god, . . ., shall be our helper for 
eternity! 
58b-59a: Let Shattiwaza, us Hurrians, ... , experience joy of heart and peace of mind for eternity! 
59b-62: As His Majesty, Suppiluliuma, ... , loves his lands, ... , shall love us ... ! 

The curses of offspring (45-47) and annihilation of the land/dynasty (48-49) are 

repeated in the following curses: the former line 50 and the latter in lines 51-52b. 

These curses correspond to blessings: the former to the request for greatness of the 

land and protection (55-56a) and the latter to prosperity and joyful and peaceful life 

in the land (56b-62). Moreover, this model, namely, a series of curses correspond 

to blessings, matches better that of Dt 28 occurring in reverse order, than Wein

feld's example, in which individual curses and blessings alternate. 

8 RIMA I, 191; also ibid., A.0.77.4, 193 49-55; ibid., A.O.??I?, 206 llb-13; ibid., Tn.l 
A.O.?8.13, 25854-65, etc. 

9 The translation is according to Beckman, HOT no. 6B 49 ill. 
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Secondly, Weinfeld's comparison of Yahweh's promise regarding disease and 

fertility with the oath of Plataeia illustrates major concerns of ancient Near Eastern· 

people. In other words, the parallel of Ex 23:25-26 together with its related 

elaborated passage (Dt 7: 13-15) to the oath of Plataeia does not provide any basis to 

conclude a later origin of 28:20-69, as argued by Weinfeld. 

Thirdly, as we have seen above, "the stereotyped series of blessings and 

curses" already occur in a treaty of the second millennium B.C. Curses in Dt 

28:16-19 and vv. 20-69 are indeed related to each other, as Weinfeld noticed. 

However, their concepts do not allow for chronological distance between them. 

Moreover, as noticed elsewhere, in the ancient Near Eastern literary tradition, 

identical curses from the same period are expressed differently. Weinfeld's connec

tion of "the tribal confederation based on covenant" and the Greek amphictyony 

through the similar concepts of curses is not persuasive, since those concepts share 

the common tradition existing from the third millennium B.C. onwards. His conclu

sion that "the Deuteronomic expansions" of Dt 28 are later than "the short 

stereotypic blessing and curses" cannot be accepted, since "the Deuteronomic expan

sions" have close parallels in a long-lived, common ancient Near Eastern tradition. 10 

Fourthly, Weinfeld's recognition of "public anathema" in Deuteronomony and 

Greek literature of the 6th century is 'nothing special. As a matter of fact, the 

punitive-protective role of curses is common in literature from the Sumerian period 

onwards. There, curses were employed to protect building inscriptions, treaties, 

cultic objects, boundary-stones, tombs, etc.: anyone who violated them, is cursed 

publicly (see Part 11.1). In view of this, "both types of public anathema - curing the 

violators of the oath and banning transgressors in Greek amphictyonic oaths" are a 

continuum of those of ancient Near Eastern tradition. In addition, the role of curses 

in Dt 27 and 28 should be compared primarily with the roles of ancient Near Eastern 

curses, since Israel was geographically, culturally, and linguistically part of the 

ancient Near Eastern world. "Public anathema" in Greek literature might be seen as 

echoing of the Near Eastern tradition. 

Synopsis 

The punitive-protective role and the concepts of curses cited by Weinfeld can 

be traced back to the third millennium B.C. That is to say the role and function of 

curses in Deuteronomy and in Greek 'oaths draw from the common ancient Near 

Eastern cultural reservoir. The type of curses with corresponding blessings in 

10 See Part V 1-2. 
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Deuteronomy resembles much more those of ancient Near Eastern curses than that 

of Greek oaths. 



Chapter 4 

THE DEUTERONOMIC mSTORY 

4.0 Introduction 

Hebrew history in Joshua-Kings presents prophecies which were not com

pletely fulfllled (e.g., Yahweh's promise of the Promised Land), raising the question 

of why they were included. Modern scholarship tries to give an answer through the 

dtr theory. 

The so called dtr editorial work relates to the elements of the covenant con

cept. The covenant concept existed in the ancient Near Eastern world long before 

Josiah's time. Therefore, a comparative study of the ancient Near Eastern vassal 

treaties may shed light on the tension between the original prophecies and their 

incomplete fulfllment. Taking Weinfeld's presentation of the deuteronomistic 

exposition of Israel's history as typical, we observe he does not examine the identi

cal concept of vassalship in any other ancient Near Eastern literature, so we try to 

fIll this gap while exploring Weinfeld's view on the deuteronomic history in the light 

of the vassalship concept in Assyrian history. 

4.1 Punitive Prophecies/Warnings 

According to Weinfeld, Dtr harmonized the failure of the complete fulfllment 

of the original prophecy through his editorial work. l Weinfeld considered the 

predictions of covenant-curses in Joshua-Kings as dtr ideological messages, concern

ing divine retribution, which are put in the mouths of prophets, or which are 

editorial summaries.2 These deuteronomic prophecies, he said, provide "the 

ideological grounds of theodicy" and designate the decisive periods of Israel 10 

Joshua-Kings. Here, Weinfeld follows Noth. 

Comments 

The dtr prophecies in Weinfeld's theory are in fact the prophecies of punish

ment for Israel's disloyalty to her divine suzerain. Their function was to bring king 

and people to repentance, although they would still suffer the consequences of their 

disloyalty, e.g., Nathan's prophecy and David's repentance. In other words, the 

divine suzerain did not always punish his disloyal people immediately after their 

breach of covenant; he benevolently gave them opportunities to return to the vassal 

status. This feature also occurs in Assyrian history. Assyrian kings did not always 

1 DDS, 22. 

2 Ibid., 3. 
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mention about sending messengers to warn rebel vassals. Sennacherib dispatched 

messengers together with troops to Jerusalem to persuade Hezekiah to submit while 

campaigning at Lachish (2 Ki 18:17-37).3 Esarhaddon also mentioned in his letter 

to A~~ur that he had written to the disloyal vassal of Subria three times prior to his 

disciplinary campaign.4 The same concept also occurs in Assyria's relation to Elam 

under Ashurbanipal. When the Elamite king rebelled, Ashurbanipal could hardly 

believe that the Elamite had broken the vassal treaty, since he had supported Elam in 

famine by providing food and allowing refugees to live in Assyrian territory, send

ing them back to Elam when the famine was over (see Part II 1.3.4). Having 

received news about the rebellion of the Elamite king repeatedly, Ashurbanipal was 

still very reluctant to lead a campaign against Elam and he dispatched a messenger to 

Elam first (Pr. B iv 27-42).5 So the Assyrian kings gave opportunities to rebel vas

sals to submit. 6 This practice is not peculiar to Assyria. Mudili~ in his annals men

tioned that he sent warnings to the people of Puranda whose king, a Hittite vassal, 

rebelled by challenging Mudili~ to war. He urged them to tum away from their 

king and to return to their vassal status. 7 

To sum up, the punitive warnings/prophecies present the consequences of 

breaking treaty/covenant. Therefore, the sending prophets by Yahweh to forecast 

punishment for Israel's disloyalty is not unique. Moreover, as we see below, condi

tions were attached to a suzerain's benevolence. The punitive prophecies and the 

summaries of the consequences of Israel's disloyalty, revealing that Yahweh's 

original promise was not fully materialized in history, could have existed prior to 

Josiah's reform. 

4.2 Deuteronomic Valedictions 

Following Noth, Weinfeld said that Joshua's parenetic address (Josh 23), 

Samuel's farewell (1 Sam 12) and David's testament to Solomon (1 Ki 2:3-4) were 

"designed to serve as guides for future generations" by Dtr.8 He continued: "it was 

3 See further Cogan and Tadmor, II Kings, 228-33. 
4 AsarhaddoDl, 103~, ii 29-32. The Assyrian vassal of Subria provided refuge for fugitives from 

Uraqu. In this case, the former should have handed them over to UrsA, his co-vassal. Giving shelter 
to the fugitives from Uraqu indicates that king of Subria was hostile to Uraqu. This again means a 
breach oftre&ty with Assyria. See further Part III 1.4.13. 

5 Ashurbanipals, 95 and see Part III 1.3.4. 
6 Assyrian kings from Tiglath-pileser I onwards might have applied the same diplomatic principle 

to save expense of campaigns, although there is no earlier document available which mentions warn
ings to disloyal Assyrian vassals. 

7 Albrech GOtz.e, Die Annalen des Muriilis, 58. 
g DDS, 11-12. 
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only a later compiler who apparently thought fit to attach Joshua's covenant with the 

people (ch. 24) which the national mind had come to regard as his last testament."9 • 

Comments 

Weinfeld's recognition of the lasting validity of the instruction in those 

speeches is, in fact, justifiable in the light of the covenant concept. The historical 

dimension of the instruction in those valedictions relates to the lasting validity of the 

covenant. That corresponds to the lasting validity of the vassal treaty in the ancient 

Near Eastern world. For example, once weaker states became vassals to Assyria, 

their lands were subject to Assyria forever (see Part III 1.9). Furthermore, the 

validity of covenant for the people in Josh 24 is not unique. This validity cor

responds to the validity of vassal treaties for people in the ancient Near Eastern 

world from the second millennium B. C. For example, the same idea runs through 

Assyrian history from Tiglath-pileser I onwards (see Part III 1.5). 

The difference between the Biblical texts and Assyrian annals is that the for

mer were written from the vassal's point of view, the latter from the suzerain's. In 

the latter, therefore, we do not find a speech like the ones in the Bible. However, 

the concept of the lastmg validity of covenant/treaty is identical. 

Moreover, analogies to the literary device of the deuteronomic valediction of 

Josh 23 and 1 Sam 12 occur in the accounts about relationships between suzerain 

and vassals in the second millennium B.e. 10 

4.3 The Deuteronomic Summaries 

Following Noth, Weinfeld continued: 11 

• . . significant historical periods not dominated by great prophetic leaders are summarized by the 
editor himself as part of his exposition. We meet with these editorial summaries in the passage 
prefacing the period of the judges (Judg. 2:6 ff) and in the editor's description of the fall of the 
Northern Kingdom (2 Kgs. 17:7 ff), the former anticipating the general course of the historical period 
about to commence, the latter reviewing the period that had just terminated. W 

9 Ibid., 11. 

10 Having compared Josh 23 and 1 Sam 23 with the Tukulti-Ninurta epic and the Hittite annals of 
Mursilis II, J. Niehaus claimed the following three categories of thought were identical in the 
speeches: wthe righteousness of Yahweh (Joshua 23), or of His representative, Samuel; the past 
unrighteousness of Israel; exhortation to obedience, with threats of divine judgement if Israel is dis
obedient. The Assyrian and Hittite examples present three parallel ideas: the righteousness of the 
god's representative; the past and present unrighteousness of the antagonist; the call for divine judge
ment on the unrighteous, W The Deuteronomic Style vol. 2, 333. 

11 DDS, 12-13, cf. Part I 2.2.1.1 (1). 
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Weinfeld further claimed that the deuteronomic editor summanzes the religious 

policy of Ahab in 1 Ki 21:25-26,12 

Comments 

Weinfeld does not define the end of the deuteronomic summary which begins 

in Judg 2:6; presumably, it includes 3:6. However, the "anticipatory deuteronomic 

summary" (Judg 2:6-3:6) for the period of Judges is not unique in the ancient Near 

Eastern context. 13 This sort of anticipatory synopsis of an historical period 

appeared in the Assyrian annals from the second millennium B.C. In Shalmaneser 

I's annals, the anticipatory summary is: his self-introduction, his role as priest and 

king, followed by the synopsis of success in his military expeditions (lines 1-21).14 

Thereafter, the record of his individual campaigns follows. 15 The same scheme 

occurs in the annals of Tukulti-ninurta I and Tiglath-pileser 116 and runs slightly 

modified throughout the Assyrian kings' annals. It was written at the time when 

annals were compiled from campaign records made en route, not inserted later. In 

this light the anticipatory summary of Judg 2:6-3:6 can be considered as con

temporary with the compilation of the book of Judges. 

Moreover, the structure of individual accounts in Judges presenting the cycle 

of Israel's sin, Yahweh's punishment, Israel's dependence and Yahweh's deliverance 

by Judges corresponds to those in Assyrian annals, for example: 17 

12 DDS, 18. 

13 Contra Weinfeld, ibid., 13. 

14 RIMA I A.O.77.1 182-83. 

15 Ibid., 183-84. 

16 Ibid., Tn.l A.O.78.1, 233-24 i l-ii 8-13; RIMA II TiSl.l A.O.87.1 12-13 i 1-61. 

17 RIMA II 14. Hoffmann employed the schematic presentation of the reign of individual kings to 
substantiate exilic authorship: 

1. EinfUhrungsfoT7Ml, bestehend aus den Teilen: 
a. Synchronismus 
b. Antrittsalter des Ki>nigs 
c. Regierungsdauer 

d. Name der Ki>nigs11Ultter (nur Juda) 
2. Wertungsformel 
3. Kultnotiz 
4. Politisch-militarische Berichte bzw. Prophetische Berichte 

a. Notizen ber innenpolitische Ereignisse a. Weissagungen, Prophetenworte 
(Au/stande, Revolutionen) 
h. Berichte uber au'penpolitische Ereignisse h. ErfUllungsvermerke 
(Kriege, Feld:zilge) 

c. Prophetenerzahlungen 
5. Schlu,P/ormel, bestehend aus den Teilen: 

a. Quellenhinweis 
b. Too and Begrdhnis 
c. Nochfolger, Reform und Reformer, 33-35. 
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Campaign against Katmuhu (Tigl.I: A.0.87.1)18 

-Breach of treaty: i 89-9la 
-Summary of campaign: i 91 b-ii 1 a 
-Detailed description of campaign against vassal: ii Ib-55 
-Result of campaign: ii 56-62 

Judges 3:12-30 

-Breach of covenant: v. 12a 
-Summary of punishment: vv. 12b-14 
-Repentance and Yahweh's mercy: v. 15a 
-Detailed description of campaign against the enemy: vv. 15b-29 
-Result of campaign: v. 30 

These two accounts concerning the punishment of disloyal vassals display an identi

cal structure, although the contents differ,19 Furthermore, not all the events are 

written in this scheme either in the Assyrian kings' annals or Judges. For example, 

in the same inscription of Tiglath-pileser I, brief statements mentioning merely the 

conquest and its result describe his disciplinary campaign against the lands of Isua 

and Daria (I.A.0.87.1 iii 88-91).20 In Judges similar summaries tell of Shamgar's 

achievement (3:31) and Jair's rule over Israel (10:3-5). Moreover, in the Assyrian 

annals, the military accounts are recorded with and without the structural pattern. 

For example, in Tiglath-pileser I's annals the account of the campaign against the 

Within this structure, according to Hoffmann, the basic elements are no. 1, 2 and 5. No.4 is some
times omitted. According to Hoffmann, it is impossible to trace back all the concrete statements of 
cult notices to tradition or literary source, since individual cult notices present free, deuteronomistic 
further- or even new-creation (ibid., 37). However, if we compare Hoffmann's schema with Judges 
3:12-30, there are common elements, apart from the introduction and finale formulae in kings. For 
example, the text about Rehoboam in Ki 14:21-24, "the evaluation" (v. 22, in Hoffmann's schema 
no. 2) and "the cultic notice" (vv. 23-24, no. 3) correspond to Judg 3:12a; "the political notice" (vv. 
25-28, no. 4) to Judg 3:12b-14. The difference is individual aspects in 1 Ki 14:21-24 are much more 
elaborate in comparison to Judg 3:12-30. In the texts for Jeroboam (1 Ki 12:26-14:19), in contrast to 
Hoffmann (cf. ibid., 62), we have a much longer description of the same schema of Judg 3:12-30: 1 
Ki 12:26-13:34 is comparable with Judg 3:12a; 1 Ki 14:1-18 with Judg 3:12b-14. In addition, the 
introduction and final formulae for kings are comparable to those in Assyrian and Babylonian 
chronicles. There, sometimes, Assyrian and Babylonian kings' reigns are mentioned synchronically 
and also the deaths of kings, Grayson, Assyrian and Babylonian Chronicles, 71 ff. That is to say, the 
schema of kings' activities in Kings does not necessarily support exilic authorship. This feature may 
indicate that Assyrian and Hebrew historians used a common traditional method for historiography. 

18 The same style occurs in Asn.I1's annals, see on the discussion of a doublet in Part V 1.7.2 and 
fn.26. 

19 Sometimes, the description of the campaign against the enemy is summarized, e.g., Judg 3:7-11: 
breach of covenant (v. 7), summary of punishment (v. 8), repentance and Yahweh's mercy (v. 9), 
description of campaign against the enemy (v. 10) and result of campaign (v. 11). 

20 RIMA II, 19. 
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land Haria and the army of the Paphu is written without a scheme. 21 When the 

Assyrian vassal of Qumanu became disloyal, Tiglath-pileser I led a punitive 

campaign. The account of this campaign also lacks a scheme and reports what hap

pened.22 These two styles of narrating military eXpeditions run through the 

Assyrian annals. In view of this structural parallel, the so-called "deuteronomic 

summary" in Judg 2:6 ff may have existed from the second millennium onwards. 

Weinfeld's view on 2 Ki 17:7 ff cannot remain unchallenged, since "the 

retrospective summary" reviewing the period just terminated is not peculiar to the 

Bible. It is also attested in the Assyrian annals from the second millennium B.C. 

onwards. In Tukulti-Ninurta I's annals a paragraph follows the records of his mili

tary campaigns and summarizes them (A.O.7S.1 iv 24-36).23 Similar summaries 

occur in the annals of Tiglath-pileser I (A.O.S7.1 vi 39-54),24 and Ashurnasirpal n 
(A.O.101.1 iii 113b-26a).25 Furthermore, the text describing Sargon's Eighth 

Campaign displays a summary of the military expedition against U rartu. 26 

However, the retrospective summary does not occur in the annals of Sennacherib 

and Ashurbanipal. From these cases, we can deduce that "the retrospective sum

mary" of a period was common from the 13th down to the Sth century B.C. There

fore, the evaluation of the fall of the northern kingdom in 2 Ki 17:7-23 could have 

been written soon after the event. Consequently, the anticipatory and retrospective 

summaries of a period need not be considered as projections of the deuteronomic 

editor, as Weinfeld asserted. 

4.4 Purpose of the Deuteronomic Expositions 

Weinfeld further argued: 27 

The purpose of the editorial expositions of the Deuteronomist was to summarize the decisive periods 
of Israelite history, in effect, dividing the history of Israel, (starting with the conquest) into three dis
tinct parts: the period of the conquest, which is reviewed in Joshua's valedictory address (Josh 23); 
the period of the judges, which is outlined in the deuteronomic introduction in Judg 2:11 ff and sum
marized in 1 Sam 12; and the monarchy summarized in 2 Ki 17:7 ff and 21:10-15). 

Comments 

21 Ibid., A.O.87.1 18 iii 35-65. 
22 Ibid., A.O.87.1 24-25 vi 22-38. 
23 RIMA I, 236-37. 
24 RIMA 11,25. 

2S Ibid., 221-23. 

26 Mayer, MOOG 115 (1983), 111-12415-25. 
27 DDS, 13. 
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Changes occurring in the history of Israel signify different periods, e.g., the 

change of leadership, the conquest and settlement, establishment of kinship. Since~ 

Israel's welfare in the promised land depended on her loyalty to the divine suzerain, 

it was self-evident that leaders would emphasize the importance of loyalty to the 

divine suzerain at the juncture of institutional change, or before death. 

As depicted above, the kind of editorial expositions for a period, such as the 

dtr literary creativity, does not exist in ancient Near Eastern literature, e.g., in 

Assyrian historiography .. ~ The summaries of "the decisive periods" of Israel may be 

understood as contemporary with the compilation of the books (see above). The end 

of the period of conquest, is in fact marked in Joshua 23-24, where he renewed the 

covenant with Yahweh. In this way Joshua put the significance of obedience to 

Yahweh at the core of Israel's life in the promised land. The same concept occurs 

in 1 Sam 12. There, at the juncture of the institution of kingship, Samuel 

accentuated the loyalty of people and king to Yahweh and the consequence of dis

loyalty. 

Moreover, 2 Ki 21:10-15 does not summarize the history of the Judean king

dom; this passage displays the prediction of Yahweh's punishment for Manasseh's 

breach of covenant, the destruction of the Judean kingdom. The question arises: 

does this prediction nullify Yahweh's promise of a lasting dynasty to David? 

According to 2 Sam 7:13b-16,28 although Yahweh's promise coincides with his dis

cipline, if Davidic kings became disloyal, the Davidic dynasty would endure. That 

is to say Yahweh's promise cannot be nullified by his vassals' failure to fulflll their 

obligations.29 The same concept is fully elaborated in the concept of vassalship in 

Solomon's prayer at the dedication of temple (1 Ki 8:14-61). There, the divine 

suzerain is asked to forgive the penitent vassal people30 and to bring them back from 

exile (33-34). Furthermore, Yahweh should cause conquerors to show compassion 

to the penitent vassal people in exile (37-40).31 Thus, Yahweh's benevolent actions 

toward Israel would" show his sovereignty in the world. In other words, Yahweh's 

punishment for Israel's breach of covenant would not annihilate the Davidic dynasty 

28 See below. 

29 See Part IV 2.1.1.5 (2). 

30 Each member of the community is a vassal to Yahweh. Thus, in Solomon's prayer at the 
temple-dedication, the people are described L'I ,',:lY "your servants" (8:36), and the individuals 
involved in juridical cases are also designated ,',:lY ·your servants" (8:32). 

31 The purpose of Yahweh's discipline is (37-40): natural calamities, or plague, or enemy invasion 
were means used by Yahweh to discipline the vassal-people (cf. Dt 28:21). These were not simply 
retributions for their disloyalty to Yahweh, but corrections and instructions for them to live according 
their status. That is, to fear Yahweh all their life in the land (see above 8:37-40). 
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despite the worst punishment, namely exile, when Israel became penitent. Yah

weh's punishment for Israel, however severe it might be, would cause Israel to 

repent. 

Thereafter, the divine suzerain confirmed Solomon's pleas and his presence in 

the temple (1 Ki 9:3). That is to say the divine suzerain's benevolence would 

sustain the Davidic dynasty, even in spite of the worst punishment, exile. However, 

Yahweh gave more weight to the importance of the vassal-king's obedience; this was 

a pre-condition for the divine suzerain's establishment of the dynasty for ever (4-5). 

Moreover, the affirmation of Yahweh's presence in the temple coincides with 

Israel's prosperity in the land, that again was associated with the Davidic Dynasty. 

The prosperity of the land and dynasty were inseparable. Thus, rejection of the 

dynasty due to the vassal-king's breach of the treaty would involve ejecting Israel 

from the land and destruction of the temple (7). And another consequence would be 

Israel's shame among the nations (7-9). 

In conclusion, Solomon in his prayer put more weight on Yahweh's 

benevolence, whereas Yahweh in his reply emphasizes his vassal's obligation. Yah

weh 's promise for the Davidic dynasty would continue in spite of his punishment for 

disloyal vassals. The prediction of Yahweh's punishment for Manasseh's sin (2 Ki 

21:10-15) is to be understood in this context. Furthermore, although Judah became 

a Babylonian province (Part IV 2.2.12), there was a hope for her restoration. After 

37 years of exile, king Jehoiachin was well treated by the Babylonian king (Amel

Marduk). In the light of Solomon's pleas for Yahweh's benevolence towards the 

penitent people (see above) Jehoiachin's release suggests that the king could have 

been penitent. This allusion could anticipate the restoration of the Davidic dynasty, 

since in the ancient Near Eastern world, the suzerain might favour a rebel vassal 

king and restore his dynasty, e.g., Sennacherib enthroned Ethba)al, son of Luli, 

when his father rebelled (Part III 1.1.1 fn. 12).32 

Therefore, Israel's history was divided naturally into periods,e.g., the period 

of conquest, settlement and Judges, and this can be seen as a result of the country's 

development and not of a later deuteronomic outline. 

4.5 The Mantic/Authentic and Deuteronomic Prophecies? 

32 Von Rad stated that lehoiachin's release signified "an Omen for the Deuteronomist, a fact from 
which Yahweh can start again, if it be his will ... the passage must be interpreted by every reader as 
an indication that the line of David has not yet come to an irrevocable end, " Studies of Deuteronomy, 
90-91. However, Wolff denies lehoiachin's release implies a messianic hope, it only means that the 
God still deals with his people, "Das Kerygma," ZAW 73 (1961), 185. 
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The mantic word of God [the pre-deuteronomic prophecy] uttered by the 

prophets relates, according to Weinfeld, to the personal fate and future of individual • 

kings, which was woven into the deuteronomic editorial work.33 The deuteronomic 

word of God deals with the fate of their dynasties; "in other words, it concerns his 

historical destiny - his place in the divine historical scheme" .34 

The death of Jeroboam's son (1 Ki 14:12) is, according to Weinfeld, a fulft1l

ment of the mantic/authentic prophecy, whereas the deuteronomic prophecy relates it 

to the destruction of Jeroboam's house (1 Ki 14:7-11) and Israel's exile (1 Ki 14:14-

16}.35 

Weinfeld claimed that the prophecy of "the transference of Ahab's punishment 

to his son has come down to us only in a deuteronomic redaction and not in its 

original version."36 He assumed that Elijah's original prophecy (1 Ki 21:17-29) 

only referred to the transference of Ahab's punishment caused by his murder of 

Naboth (1 Ki 21:19): "not Ahab's blood, but that of his son was to be shed in 

Naboth's field".37 This original prophecy was fulft1led "not on the person of Ahab 

but on the person of his son. "38 According to Weinfeld, Otr altered "the trans

ference of Ahab's punishment": 

In his version the punishment that was to be transferred to his son was not the punishment incurred by 
the murder of Naboth, but that resulting from Ahab's historical sin, whereas Naboth's blood and the 
curse of Elijah were to devolve on Ahab himself. This indeed was the Deuteronmist's purpose in des
cribing Ahab's death in 1 Ki 22:38 .•. "39 

For Weinfeld, 1 Ki 22:35b, 38 are the dtr interpolation connecting "this incident 

with Elijah's prophecy in 21:19. "40 

He further asserted that the deuteronomic editor included, on the other hand, 

"the cultic pollutions which Ahab had introduced into Israel through the influence of 

his wife Jezebel, his propagation of the sins of Jeroboam (1 Ki 16:30-3; 21:20b-6)" 

and the punishment of his dynasty.41 

According to Weinfeld, the prophecy to Elijah concerning the anointing of 

Jehu was pre-deuteronomic (1 Ki 19:15-16). The prophecy concerning the destruc-

33 DDS, 16. 
34 Ibid., 16. 

35 Ibid., 16-17. 

36 Ibid., 19. 

37 Ibid., 19. 

38 Ibid., 19. 

39 Ibid., 19. 

40 Ibid. 

41 Ibid., 18. 
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tion of Ahab's house was, on the other hand, deuteronomic (2 Ki 9:7-10a), put into 

the mouth of the prophet-disciple.42 Weinfeld continued that Dtr regarded the curse 

on Jezebel, which is inserted into the dtr word of God (1 Ki 21:23; 2 Ki 9:10),43 

"as the fulftlment of his stereotyped curse to explain that Jezebel's body was not 

found because it was eaten by dogs. "44 

Comments 

Weinfeld's distinction of the mantic and deuteronomic prophecies cannot be 

justified in the matter of succession. Presumably, the son of Jeroboam predicted to 

die, was the heir, since nation-wide mourning was also predicted (1 Ki 14:13). A 

further prediction concerning cutting off every male from Jeroboam (1 Ki 14:10) 

means the destruction of Jeroboam's dynasty. The complete destruction of 

Jeroboam's dynasty is re-enforced by two other prophecies: 1) the establishment of 

another dynasty over Israel (14); 2) Israel's exile (15-16). However, there is a ten

sion in these prophecies; if Yahweh raises another king over Israel, then, how is 

Israel's exile to be understood. The divine suzerain promised Jeroboam a lasting 

dynasty over Israel for the purpose of humiliating the Davidic dynasty (1 Ki 11 :37-

39).45 Therefore, the punitive prophecy for I eroboam' s dynasty inevitably relates to 

that of his people's fate. 

Moreover, the personal fate of Jeroboam and the effect of his behaviour 

toward the divine suzerain - the historical dimension of dynasty in Weinfeld's term -

share, in fact, the common ancient Near Eastern tradition. In royal inscriptions, the 

curse of dynastic destruction is expressed in terms of the destruction of offspring 

from the third down to the first millennium B.C (see Part II 2.1). Furthermore, a 

suzerain dethroned a disloyal vassal and enthroned someone who promised loyalty. 

Sometimes, the suzerain deported the people of disloyal vassals (Part III 1.1.1, 

2.1.17). To sum up, the personal fate of a king, the destiny of his dynasty and 

people (country) are interrelated. 

Therefore, Weinfeld's view on these three aspects as separate accounts, which 

are edited by Dtr is not persuasive. Furthermore, the deportation of rebel people 

42 Ibid., 20. 

43 Ibid., 20. 

44 Ibid., 21. 

45 But the period of the humiliation of the Davidic dynasty is limited (39), which further means that 
the northern kingdom will not endure forever, see further Part IV 2.2.12. 
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already occurred in the third millennium B. C, 46 and was a common punishment 

inflicted by the Assyrian kings from Tiglath-pileser I onwards. 

Weinfeld's suggestion on Elijah's announcement of the divine punishment for 

Ahab concerning his murder of Naboth (1 Ki 21: 19) is not convincing. There is, 

first, no reference that wild animals licked Naboth's blood. Second, Weinfeld takes 

,~~ C'i'7.l:l in I Ki 21: 19 as an adverbial phrase "in the place where". 47 However, 

it can be interpreted as a conjunction "instead of" (anstatt dafJ);48 then, the transla

tion of 1 Ki 21:19 is: "instead of dogs licking up Naboth's blood, dogs will lick up 

your blood; indeed yours!" ,qj~ C'i'7.l:l does not refer to the place where Naboth 

died, rather the worst curse, which could occur to anyone, would happen to Ahab. 

Consequently, it was fulfIlled: "'7.l'-11K C':l?:)il 'i'?" "dogs licked up his (Ahab's) 

blood" when his chariot was washed in Samaria (1 Ki 22:38).49 

Yahweh postponed Ahab's punishment concerning the destruction of his 

dynasty, namely: no burials for Ahab's household, dogs would devour Jezebel by 

the wall of Jezreel; and dogs would eat those belonging to Ahab who die in the city, 

and the birds of the air would feed on those who die in the country (1 Ki 21 :23a-

24).50 That is to say members of Ahab's house would die as a result of violence. 

This punishment was postponed (29): ':I!)7.l >,:1;:):1-';:) 1>" ':I!)?~ :lNn~ >,:1;:):1-';:) l1'K';' 

'11':l-?>, ;'>";' K':lK tl:l '7.l':l W;)':l ;'>";' ~':l~-K? "Have you noticed how Ahab has 

humbled himself before me'? Because he has humbled himself, I will not bring this 

disaster in his day, but I will bring it on his house in the days of his son". Further

more, Weinfeld's phrase "the transference of Ahab's punishment to his son" is not 

justifiable. But Joram followed the way of Jeroboam, even if he was not as wicked 

as his parent (2 Ki 3:1-3). Therefore, the destruction of Joram's kingship by Jehu 

is, first of all, to be seen as a consequence of his disloyalty to Yahweh. That is to 

46 Kitchen pointed out long ago in his article "Deuteronism" that "the concept and practice of exile 
was always a potential threat to the Hebrews and other politically "small" groups for most of the sec
ond and first millennium B.C ..•. ," in New Perspectives, 5. In view of this, therefore, the concept 
and practice of exile is not necessarily a later dtr prophecy. 

47 DDS, 18. 

48 This interpretation also occurs in Hos 2: 1. Here, the expression ,!tJ~ tni'~:l as "in the place 
where" does not make sense, since the context treats of Israel's relation to Yahweh (see further Hans 
Walter Wolff, Hosea, 30). The preceding text illustrates Israel's (northern kingdom) unfaithfulness 
and Yahweh's rejection of his people (I :1-8). Then, Yahweh's Heilsansage for the northern kingdom 
(2:1) and the unification of the ludeans and Israelites (vv. 2-3) follows. The phraseC;'? ,!tJ~ C'i'~:l 
cn~ ~Y-I<?(v. Iba) "instead of saying 'You are not my people'" refers to Israel's past experience 

from the perspective of the future; then, Israel's restoration follows: 'n-'~ '~:l C;" ,~~, "they will be 
called 'Sons of the living God.'" See other examples in HALAT II, 592. 

49 See further Part VI 2.4. 

50 See ibid. 
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say, Joram' s death did not mean the end of Ahab' s dynasty. The dynastic annihila

tion of Ahab materialized with the death of all Ahab's male descendants (2 Ki 10:6-

8) together with Jezebel's death (2 Ki 9:33). Since Jezebel's death was part of the 

annihilation of Ahab's dynasty, there is no reason to consider it as a later dtr inser

tion (see Part VI 2.4.1). Furthermore, the curse of no burial occurred in ancient lit

erature from the second millennium B.C onwards (see Part II 2.8). Therefore, 

Ahab's punishment was not simply transferred to Joram. 

Moreover, Yahweh postponed Ahab's punishment, because he was penitent 

when he heard of the punitive prophecy. The same concept appears in the ancient 

Near Eastern world: the suzerain allowed rebel vassal to maintain his dynasty, when 

penitent. But, according to Assyrian annals, if they persistently rebelled, either the 

dynasty was replaced by another dynasty (see Part III 2.1.17) and perhaps people 

were deported (Part III 2.1.14), or the land was annexed to Assyria (Part III 

2.1.18). 

4.6 The Prophetic Oration and the Deuteronomic Re-Construction of the 

Prophetic Words? 

Taking up von Rad' s view, Weinfeld stated the central concept of the dtr his

toriography is that "the fateful events in the life of the nation happen as a con

sequence of the divine word which foreordained them. "51 He claimed: 

. . . the Deuteronomist presents his clear-cut scheme of Israelite history, beginning with the settle
ment, and culminating with the destruction of the Judean state. Every national achievement or failure 
in this scheme is the result of the prophetic word of God which foreordained it. ·52 

Weinfeld continued that the Deuteronomist "began his work under the shadow 

of the fall of Samaria and concluded it after the fall of Jerusalem" and that the 

deuteronomic editor exposed the national disasters as the consequences of the sins of 

Israel and Judah and their kings.53 Weinfeld presented the dtr scheme as it fol

lows:54 

- Joshua's conquest (Josh. 1: 1-9) 

- Saul's election 
- The promise of an everlasting dynasty 

to David (2 Sam 7) 
- The promise of kingship to Jeroboam 

51 DDS, 15. 

52 Ibid. 

53 Ibid., 16. 

54 Ibid., 15-16. 

Israel's inability to dispossess of the Canaanites 
(Judg 2:20-21) 
His rejection (1 Sam 15:28) 
The secession of the northern tribes from Davidic dynasty 

(1 Ki 11:11-13) 
The extinction of his dynasty (l Ki 14:7-11, 13-16) 
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(1 Ki 11:31-39) 
- The establishment of Baasha's dynasty 
- The destruction of Ahab's house 

(1 Ki 21 :20b-29) 
- The fall of the northern kingdom 

(1 Ki:14:15-16; 2 Ki 17:7-23) 

And rejection (1 Ki 16:1-4, 7) 
The establishment of Jehu's house (2 Ki 9:7-9) 

The destruction of Jerusalem and Judean state 
(2 Ki 21:10-15; 22:16-17) 

330 

According to Weinfeld, in the scheme of the dtr history, if they thought the first 

promise of God had failed to materialize, the Deuteronomists constructed a second 

word of God, or altered the preceding one to harmonize it with historical fact. 55 

Weinfeld saw this pattern'in Joshua's conquest and Israel's inability to dispossess the 

Canaaanites. The promise of the land given to the patriarchs is, according to Wein

fe�d' reaffirmed in Josh 1:1-9; 13:1-6a. This promise was partly fulfllied in the dtr 

account (Josh 10-11), "for Joshua had only conquered the land" "from Mount 

. Halak, that rises to Seir, as far as Baal Gad in the valley of Lebanon (11: 17; 12: 7). " 

The rest of the land was to be conquered after his death (Josh 23).56 According to 

him:57 

WT 0 save the credit of the first promise, the Deuteronomist re-constructed a second word of God 
which nullified the first one: 'So the anger of the Lord was kindled against Israel; and he said, 
'Because this people have transgressed my covenant which I commanded their fathers, and have not 
obeyed my voice, I will not henceforth drive out before them any of the nations that Joshua left when 
he died ... W (Judg 2:20-21). 

According to Weinfeld, "this editorial use of the 'negative prophetic cycle' runs 

through the whole of deuteronomic literature. "58 

Comments 

Israel's history indeed displays decisive events which divide it into periods. 

However, Weinfeld's view on the dtr history as the consequence of the foreor

dained, prophetic word of God is one-sided. Although the history from Judges 

down to 2 Kings presents the fulfllment of the prophetic divine words, the divine 

word cannot be detached from the historical context in Israel's life. This is to say, 

the prophetic divine words relate to the loyalty and disloyalty of Israel to Yahweh. 

As noticed elsewhere, the history of Israel depicts Israel's relationship to Yahweh in 

the suzerain-vassal concept. This idea already existed long before the period of 

Israel's monarchy and characterized, for example, Assyrian policy for her vassals 

from the 12th down to the 7th century B. C. 

55 Ibid., 22. 

56 Ibid., 22. 

57 Ibid., 22-23. 

58 Ibid., 23. Other instances used in Weinfeld's arguments will be discussed in our comments. 
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4.6.1 Conquest and Israel's Inability to Dispossess 

Joshua 1:1-9 displays two concepts: 1) Yahweh's promise to grant the Prom

ised Land and his support for taking it (1-5); 2) Yahweh's command to Joshua 

regarding his task, obligation (6-8) followed by the promise of his presence in 

Joshua's act (9). Thus, vv~ 1-9 form an inc1usio. Yahweh's benevolence - provid

ing a home-land (1-5) and his support in possessing it (9) - would encourage Joshua 

to take responsibility for that task. This is connected with an obligation mentioned 

in vv. 6-9, although the three ideas - task (6), obligation (7-8) and promise (9) - are 

interrelated, Joshua's obligation, keeping the Torah followed by its purpose and 

results is emphasized; Joshua would only succeed in fulft1ling his task if he remained 

loyal to Yahweh by keeping the Torah, which would again coincide with Yahweh's 

support. 59 This way to success, however, implies failure if the obligation was 

neglected. Therefore, we see the cause-effect relation in vv. 6-9.60 

Weinfeld failed to recognize a crucial point in Josh 1:1-9, namely Yahweh's 

benevolence is conditional, since he explained the partial fulft1ment of Yahweh's 

promise concerning the Promised Land in Joshua through the dtr editorial work. 

That is to say that Joshua's success in fulft1ling his responsibility and Israel's success 

in dispossessing the Canaanites, depended on keeping the Torah. Furthermore, 

these concepts are not unique to the Bible. The concept of vassals' success in 

exercising their kingship occurs in the Assyrian annals. There, suzerains would 

show benevolence to vassals who remained loyal to Assyria by fulft1ling obligations. 

59 Cf. Richard Hess, loshua, 73. 

60 The analysis of losh 1 :6-9: 
(benevolence) ~K' pTn .6 

f'KM-nK MTM OYM-nK "nln MnK ':2 
OM' nn, On'l.lK' 'nYlWl-'WK 

(vassal's obligation) 'W ~ pm p' .aa7 
M"11M-':2::1 111WY' '~W? 

',::1Y MW 1'S 'WK 
"WW, 1~' 'l~~ ,'OJ'H(' -ya 

,::1::1 ":2W11 1~' b 
1,n'WK 

(0") 1'1m MTM M"nM -WO W~'-K' .aaB 
M?'" o~" 'l 11'1:'11 

'l l,n:2M-':2::1 111WY' ,?)W11 ~, -ya 
(result) "::IW11 TK' 1::1,,-nK n'lnn TK-'::1 b 

(0") ~K' pm 1'n"1 K1'M .9 
nnn-?K1 f,yn-'K1 

(b") '::Il 1'M'K M'M' ~Y '::I 
1?11'WK 
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losh 13:1-6a displays, on the other hand, the land still to be conquered. In the 

light of losh 1: 1-9, for Israel this meant that conquering the rest of the territory. 

required Israel to remain loyal to the divine suzerain. That is to say the full realiza

tion of Yahweh's promise depended on Israel's obedience. 

Moreover, the conquest accounts in chapter 10-11 present a Blitzkrieg of 

loshua. Joshua defeated the Canaanite coalitions of major cities in the southern and 

northern parts of the land but he did not subjugate cities in these regions. These two 

chapte~ericope, furthe~ore, do not claim the complete conquest of the promised 

land. The tension between Yahweh's promise (1:1-9), the partial conquest (10-11) 

and the territory still to be taken (13:2-5) are only to be understood in light of the 

covenant concept. The realization of Yahweh's promise, benevolence, depended on 

Israel's loyalty.61 This tension is not unique in the Bible, as already seen above. 

Therefore, there is no reason to consider Josh 10-11 as a dtr account. As a matter 

of fact, the conquest account in these chapters shares the common tradition of the 

conquest accounts in royal inscriptions from the 13th century B.C. onwards. 62 

However, Israel never possessed the entire Promised Land. David controlled 

the northern territory, namely the Aramean kingdoms from the Euphrates (Josh 1:4) 

by vassal relationship (see Part IV Excursus 2).63 The policy should have been con

solidated in the following eras by remaining loyal to Yahweh, but after Solomon's 

reign, Israel lost control completely over that territory. Therefore, there was a con

stant power struggle between the divided monarchy and the Aramean kingdoms. 

The same cause-effect relationship is revealed in Judg 2:20-21. Joshua's suc

cessful conquest came to an end with the allotment of the land to the tribes of Israel 

(Josh 21). Now, the Promised Land was given to Israel, if not all of it. It was 

Israel's responsibility to drive out the Canannites while remaining loyal to her divine 

suzerain. Since she was disloyal (Judg 2: 19), Yahweh did not drive out Israel's 

enemies from the Promised Land. This is the chain of cause-effect following 

Israel's disloyalty, which resulted in Yahweh's withdrawal of support in Israel's 

61 The region of Syria (13:5) became Israel's vassal under David and Solomon. However, 
Solomon in the latter part of his reign lost control over Syria as the result of disloyalty to Yahweh 
(see Part IV 2.2.5.3 (1». 

62 K. Lawson Younger, Ancient Conquest Accounts, 198-237. 
63 Cf. N. Na'aman, Borders & Districts, 39-73. 
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campaign against her enemies. 64 This is not peculiar to Israel. The concept of the 

suzerain's intervention to protect vassals also appears in Assyrian history (see Part 

III 1.3.1-3). 

To sum up, Weinfeld's distinction between the dtr and pre-deuteronomic con

cepts is artificial, since the two passages do not refer to the same situation; Josh 1: 1-

9 refers to Yahweh's benevolence and his command to remain loyal for Israel, 

whereas Judg 2:20-21 displays Yahweh's punitive word for Israel's disobedience in 

the process of settlement in the promised land. Joshua's success in conquest 

depended on his keeping the Torah. The same principle was valid in the time of 

Israel's settlement. 

4.6.2 The Davidic Dynasty and the Northern Kingdom 

Weinfeld stated that the promise of an everlasting dynasty to David was never 

entirely fulfllied because of the schism of the monarchy:65 

To nullify the previous oracle a prophecy was therefore added which again explained the inconsistent 
turn of events as a consequence of sin, in this instance the sins of Solomon (1 Kgs. 11: 11-13). 

Comments 

The Davidic promise was, however, accompanied by Yahweh's intention to 

discipline David's descendants in case of disloyalty. According to 2. Sam 7:13b-16: 

(benevolence) CI?':V-':V 'U'Q'm~ Ktl:r-nK 'n.1l!:)' .b13 

(b") 1:l' '?-:1':1' K,m :lK' '?-:1':1K 'lK .a14 
(cause: disloyalty) m':V:1:l 'WK .ab 

(effect: punishment) CI'K 'l:l ':Vll:l' CI'WlK t):lW:l ,'nn!:):1' .pb 
(b") 'm~ "tl'-K? "tln, .IS 

1'l!)~ 'n'tlM 'WK ?'KW O~ 'n'tl:1 'WK!:) 
(result of b") 1'.1." CI"Y-'Y 1n!:)'m~' 1n':l ~Kl' .16 

(r") o"y-,y l'!:)l M':1' 1Ktl!:) 

Yahweh's promise of an everlasting dynasty to David involves his discipline if 

David's offspring become disloyal (13b{3), while putting weight on his benevolence 

64 Judg 2:20-22: 
?~W':l m:1' 'lK-,n', .20 

"17.*' 
(cause) 'n":l-nK '11:1 ,,:l:V 'WK lY' 
Cln':lK-nK 'n',s 'WK 

""P' '~W K;' 
(effect) O'll:1-~ ClM'lP~ W'K "',,:1, p'tl'K K? 'lK-Ql .21 

m', :VW'M' :lTY-'WK 
(purpose) O:l n!:)?? :1,:1' 1,,-nK CI:1 CI"~W:1 ?K,W'L..nK Cll n'tll ~? .22 

K?-aK On1:lK "~,, 'WK!:) 

Yahweh's withdrawal was intended to test Israel (v. 22). 

65 DDS, 23. 
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which would sustain the Davidic dynasty. According to v. 15, the Davidic dynasty 

will not be annihilated like that of Saul. Consequently, the Davidic dynasty will

continue (v. 16). Therefore, the secession of the northern tribes from the Davidic 

dynasty was Yahweh's punishment for Solomon's breach of covenant (1 Ki 11:11-

13). 

This sort of punishment was one of the common punishments of suzerains for 

disloyal vassals in the ancient Near Eastern world; for example, Sargon and Sen

nacherib reduced the territory of rebel vassals and distributed it to other loyal vassals 

(see Part II 2.1.16). In most cases, when a vassal persistently rebelled, his dynasty 

was eventually annihilated (see below). That is to say the suzerain's benevolence 

was conditional: the vassal's kingship was approved on condition of loyalty. 

However, unlike Saul's dynasty and other vassal dynasties in the ancient Near 

East, the Davidic dynasty would last forever, despite Yahweh's discipline for 

David's disloyal descendants because of Yahweh's promise of an everlasting dynasty 

(Part IV 2.1.1.5). Therefore, the Davidic dynasty was not annihilated even after 

Nebuchadnezzar's campaign (see Comments in 4.4 above). In the ancient Near 

Eastern context Yahweh's promise of an everlasting dynasty to David together with 

punitive measures when his descendants became disloyal is not unique. In Hittite 

history Hattusili III promised a lasting dynasty to one of his vassals; yet this promise 

would not spare his successors from punitive measures in case of disloyalty, but his 

dynasty would continue (see Part IV 2.2.1.5 fn. 28). 

Therefore, Weinfeld's claim of the dtr re-construction of the second prophecy 

(1 Ki 11: 11-13) to nullify the first prophecy is not necessary. 

4.6.3 Approval of Kingship and Rejection 

This concept is common in vassal-relationships from the second millennium 

onwards. As noticed elsewhere, a vassal-treaty had perpetual validity from the 

suzerain's point of view while from the vassal's point of view his kingship depended 

on his loyalty to his suzerain. Saul's election and his rejection (1 Sam 15:28) are to 

be seen in this light. 

Since the dynasty of Jeroboam ended with death of his son, according to 

Weinfeld, Dtr added a second prophecy to nullify the first prophecy of establishing 

Jeroboam's dynasty forecasting the destruction of Jeroboam's house and Israel's 

exile.66 However, the destruction of Jeroboam's house and Israel's exile were the 

consequences of Jeroboam's disloyalty, and the same sorts of curse commonly 

66 Ibid., 23. 
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occurred in the ancient Near Eastern world (Part II 2.1). As we have seen above, 

the suzerain's benevolence was conditional. This benevolence would be sustained, 

when vassals were loyal. When they were not, the suzerain's benevolence towards 

them would cease, and they would be punished. The destruction of Baasha's and 

Ahab's dynasties is to be understood in this light. 

According to the dtr prophecy, claimed Weinfeld, the sons of Jeroboam would 

die a violent death and their corpses would be eaten by dogs (1 Ki 14:10-11). But 

this confmned "the pre-deuteronomic mantic prophecy" about Jeroboam's son who 

died through illness (above). "To avoid the contradiction the Deuterenomist added" 

another prophecy (13).67 Why should this be a dtr addition'? The punitive prophecy 

for Jeroboam's house is given in the context of Jeroboam's inquiry about his son's 

recovery. The curse predicted for Jeroboam's house is general and exclusive (1 Ki 

14: 11): wild animals will eat "anyone of Jeroboam's house who dies (mi1) in the 

city, or in the field". Then, the prophecy of the death of Jeroboam's sick son (13) 

follows, but he will be buried. There is no reason to see "a deuteronomic harmony" 

in these two punitive prophecies. 

Furthermore, kings in the northern kingdom who were usurpers, e.g., Baasha 

and Jehu, were used by Yahweh to punish preceding disloyal dynasties. In the 

ancient Near Eastern world-view this sort of divine intervention to punish disloyal 

vassals is considered as a curse. For example, in CH the god Enlil is invoked to 

incite a rebellion against the accursed king (Appendix II §13.nos.4, 30, by Enlil, 

Utar). The same idea recurs in Assyrian history (see Part III 2.2 fn. 95). 

Moreover, the approval of kingship and the annihilation of dynasty were 

essential components in the relationship between suzerains and vassals. There is no 

document handed down to us conveying this concept as a later exposition of scribes 

long after the events had happened. Therefore, Weinfeld's understanding of Yah

weh's discipline of disloyal vassals as "the Deuteronomist's reconstruction of the 

second prophecies to nullify the first" cannot be accepted. 

4.6.4 The Fall of the Northern and Southern Kingdoms 

The Northern Kingdom was annihilated when Assyria annexed it, as she had 

done to disloyal vassals from Tiglath-pileser I down to Sennacherib (Part II 2.1.18). 

As for the southern kingdom: the prediction of destruction was the result of 

the Davidic kings' breach of covenant (2 Ki 21:10-15; 22:16-17). But the Judean 

kingdom continued to exist. Weinfeld therefore considers that a second prophecy 

67 Ibid., 24. 
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was necessary "to qualify the threat of the divine punishment". 68 Woven into 

Huldah's words, it "declared that Josiah's pious submissiveness had led to the • 

punishment being postponed until a later time (2 Kgs. 22:19-22)."69 However, 

Weinfeld fails to see two aspects. First, in the history of the northern and southern 

kingdoms, the divine suzerain did not always discipline disloyal vassal kings 

immediately. At times, his discipline occurred immediately, e.g., David, and at 

other times it was postponed, as we have seen in Ahab's case. Second, this long

suffering of Yahweh relates to his benevolence, which should also lead disloyal vas

sals into penitence (see above I). These two aspects share common tradition in the 

vassal relationship in the ancient world, e. g., in Assyrian history. Therefore, Wein

feld's argument does 110t convince. 

4.7 Deuteronomic IDstorico-Nationalistic Interest? 

Elijah's prophecies about the anointing of Hazael over Aram and of Jehu over 

Israel (1 Ki 19: 15-16) are, according to Weinfeld, pre-deuteronomic, fulfilled in 2 

Ki 8:7-15; 9:1-13, respectively.70 But since Dtr, stated Weinfeld, was "only con

cerned with the historico-national perspective of the prophecies, he took no interest 

in the prophecy regarding· Hazael, king of Aram, and consequently left it 

untouched. "71 Weinfeld continued that Dtr then added Jehu's task to destroy Ahab's 

house. 72 

Comments 

Weinfeld's view on the dtr historico-national interest is based on his idea of 

the distinction between the mantic (pre-deuteronomic/authentic) and dtr prophecies 

(see above). However, Weinfeld contradicts himself. The fulfilment of the 

prophecy regarding Hazael in 2 Ki 8:7-15, which Weinfeld thinks is the fulfilment 

of the pre-deuteronomic prophecy, comprises, in fact, the prophecy of Hazael's 

anointing and his task (1 Ki 19:15, 17). In 2 Ki 8:7-15 Elisha revealed to Hazael 

how he would devastate the northern kingdom (12), telling him of his rise to king

ship (13). Does not this, Hazael's anointing over Aram, have a historical purpose? 

Is it not also contrary to his view on the pre-deuteronomic and deuteronomic con

cepts, since he says that the former treats only of the personal fate of the king and 

the latter of the nation-wide event? 

68 Ibid., 26. 

69 Ibid. 

70 Ibid., 20. 

71 Ibid., 20. 

72/bid., 20. 
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Moreover, the prophecy of the anointing of Hazael (l Ki 19:15) cannot be 

detached from that of his task (17). Furthermore, the prophecies of the anointing 

Hazael and Jehu (1 Ki 19:15-16) are fulfIlled in the same sequence (2 Ki 8:7-15, 

Hazael; 9-10: 1-30, Jehu). As a matter of fact, the prophecy concerning Hazael 

reveals Yahweh's suzerainty over other nations. According to the covenant-curses, 

e.g., Dt 28:36-37, 49-50), Yahweh would employ other nations to discipline Israel 

if she persisted in rebellion against him. 

Therefore, the distinction between the pre-deuteronomic and deuteronomic in 

Weinfeld's view is artificial. His claim about the Deuteronomist's historico-national 

interest is not valid. 

4.8 Timeless Validity of the Punitive Deuteronomic Prophecies? 

Weinfeld claimed: 

that while the authentic prophecies treat primarily of matters personally affecting the king or the royal 
family, the deuteronomic prophecies treat of matters of historico-national significance. The admoni
tions and maledictions in the deuteronomic prophecies all bear a schematic stamp and generally have 
no reference to the circumstances of the time and place in which they are uttered. They are applicable 
to all the kings of Israel and could have been addressed to each and anyone of them. The sin theme, 
for example, is identical in each one of these orations: the sin of Jeroboam I, i.e. his repudiation of 
Jerusalem's supremacy and his institution of the cult of the calves, as sin for which all the kings of 
Israel were held accountable. The punishment of this sin is also the same for almost all of the 
Israelite dynasties: the corpses of the royal house shall be consumed by dogs and the birds of heaven. 
The genuine prophecies, on the other hand, are integrally connected with the historical circumstances 
in which they are uttered and arose from the actual situation reflected by them. 73 

Comments 

Although some aspects of Weinfeld's observations in Joshua-Kings can be 

upheld, such as the identical sin themes, prophecies regarding kings' personal fates 

and the whole nation, etc., his view on these topics is not without alternative. 

As argued above, Weinfeld's distinction between the authentic (mantic) and 

deuteronomic prophecies is unacceptable, since the fates of dynasty and people can

not be separated. Therefore, "the deuteronomic prophecies" may have arisen from 

actual, historical situations as much as "the authentic prophecies". 

If so, is using the sin of Jeroboam as a paradigm for the sins of other kings 

unique? The Assyrian annals offer no example of a rebel vassal whose disloyalty is 

used as a paradigm for other disloyal vassals, because Assyrian kings were satisfied 

with vassals, as long as they fulfilled their obligations, especially, paying annual 

tribute. When they broke treaties, their acts were described by stereotyped con

cepts. For example, "breaking the oath of the gods" occurs from Tiglath-pileser 

73 Ibid., 21. 
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down to Ashurbanipal.74 Another concept, "to rebel and sin against the suzerain" 

also runs throughout Assyrian history. However, the paradigmatic use of the sin of • 

the king occurs in historical omens. For example, Naram-Sin was seen as the cause 

of the downfall of Akkad through his violence against Ekur and Enlil.75 From the 

Old Babylonian period onwards, he became a paradigm in omen texts. 76 

Although the content of the concepts differs, the same principle is employed in 

the Bible, i.e., the sin of Jeroboam. Since he was the first king of the northern 

kingdom, the description of his disloyal behaviour became the paradigm for succes

sive disloyal kings parallel to the Assyrian uses of stereotyped concepts for breaking 

a covenant/treaty. 

The punishment of this sin - dogs and birds shall eat the corpses of the royal 

house - is, according to Weinfeld, identical for almost all the dynasties of the north

ern kingdom. As a matter of fact, this curse applies only to the annihilation of the 

dynasties related to Jeroboam, Baasha and Omri. Each of the first two dynasties is 

annihilated in the first generation (1 Ki 15:29; 16:11-12). As for the Omri dynasty, 

this curse was predicted in Ahab's reign. Yet thanks to his repentance, the curse 

was postponed and fulfllled in the third generation of Ahab (2 Ki 9:32-33, 36). 

Thereafter, the dynasty of Jehu lasted for four generations according to Yahweh's 

prophecy (2 Ki 10:30; 15:11-12), and the dynasty of Menahem for one generation 

(2 Ki 15: 17-23). Other dynasties did not survive their founders. Furthermore, the 

Bible is silent about what happened to the corpses of royal families, apart from 

Ahab's. Even if we suppose that they were given to wild animals, that does not 

need be artificial, made up by Dtr(s), as Weinfeld assumed. It was common that 

when corpses were not buried, wild beasts would prey on them (Parts II 2.1.9; 

3.1.10.2). 

As noticed elsewhere, the manner of dynastic annihilation corresponds to that 

in the Assyrian annals: the destruction of a disloyal vassal's dynasty brought about 

by a usurper was perceived as divine punishment (Part III 2.2). 

We conclude that Weinfeld's distinction between authentic prophecy and 

deuteronomic prophecy cannot be countered. The prophecies affecting the personal 

fate of the king and royal family and the historico-national dimension are one coin 

with two sides and, thus, inseparable. Therefore, Weinfeld's claim about the time

less validity of the dtr prophecies is artificial. 

74 This idea is expressed in TigU's annals as "not being submissive to A§§ur," Part III 1.10.2. 

7S Cooper, The Curse of Agade. 

76 ErIe Leichty, The Omen Series Summa Izbu, 77, 81 tablet v. 47, 88. 
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4.9 The Covenant-Concept 

As already noticed (Part IV 3), the evolved covenant-concept advocated by 

Wellhausen and his followers including McCarthy is not satisfactory (see Part I 

2.2.2.2 (1))). Furthermore, Mendenhall's view (Part I 2.2.2.2 (1)) that the Davidic 

covenant replaced the Sinai covenant in the Southern kingdom can not be accepted: 

1) the Davidic kings were also obliged to keep the covenant stipulations as were the 

people, as already seen seen. The performance of kingship was judged in the light 

of the covenant, which was established in Sinai and renewed in the Plains of Moab. 

Moreover, the Davdic covenant cannot be detached from the Sinai covenant, since 

the lasting dynastic promise is given on the basis of the existence of the kingdom in 

the Promised Land. The well-being and prosperity of the dynasty depended on 

Davidic kings' loyalty to Yahweh. 

4.10 Synopsis 

The dtr theory presented by Weinfeld is an attempt to harmonize the 

prophecies and their partial fulftlments in Joshua-Kings. His theory is artificial, 

since it treats Israel's history apart from its ancient context. As a matter of fact, the 

discrepancy between the original prophecies and their incomplete fulftlments can 

find solutions in the covenant concept which existed already long before Israel 

entered the Promised Land. Yahweh treated Israel as ancient Near Eastern suzerains 

treated their vassals. 
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Difficulties in Old Testament studies have arisen because our culture and 

thoughts are different from those depicted in the Old Testament. The paradigm shift 

of thinking occurring in the 18th century has created a gulf between religion and his

tory: history should not be coloured by religion. Old Testament studies have 

generally driven along this road ever since the paradigm shift. Consequently, 

theological elements in historical narratives are regarded as particular interpretations 

or later additions and eliminated from discussions of history. However, considering 

that the world-view of the Old Testament does not match the modem, it is vital to 

understand the compositions as wholes and put Biblical compositions, like any other 

ancient texts, in their ancient contexts - not the reverse! 

1. Covenant-Curses 

Scholars generally view the role of the Biblical covenant-curses as retrospective. 

That is, the covenant-curses were partly written after the two disasters of the Northern 

and Southern kingdoms to explain them; and accounts of Yahweh's punitive acts 

against Israel were written after these events (see below). However, the genre of 

curses and the kind of historiography presented in Joshua-Kings are not confmed to 

Israel. To avoid misinterpreting the covenant-curses, we need to see them in the light 

of ancient Near Eastern curses. The location of Israel opened her to the cultural 

influence of the great civilizations present there long before she settled down. The 

retrospective view of the role of the covenant-curses is the opposite of the role of 

curses unanimously attested from the Sumerian period onwards in the ancient Near 

East. As we have seen, in ancient Near Eastern inscriptions, curses have an 

anticipatory, prohibitive-protective role. Curses are articulated to protect important 

objects against future violation. The same principle of curses is used to protect the 

relationship between suzerain and vassals. In addition to that the anticipatory, 

prohibitive-protective, punitive role of curses corresponds to the definition of curses, 

namely divine punishment for evil deeds, in ancient Near Eastern inscriptions. 

However, this schema was not rigid. The curse can be cancelled by a deity (see Part 

I I). We found the same principle in the relationship between Assyrian kings and 

their vassals and between Yahweh and Israel his vassal, respectively. The Assyrian 

suzerain forgave his penitent rebel vassals, the divine suzerain repentant Israel. This 

analysis shows there is an alternative to scholarly attempts to view the covenant-curses 

retrospectively in the context of two of Israel's national disasters. As with the role of 

ancient Near Eastern curses, so we should understand the role of the Biblical 

covenant-curses as anticipatory, prohibitive-protective and punitive. 

Since the discovery of VTE, scholars have asserted its influence on Dt 28. Fol

lowing Frankena, Weinfeld proposed re-arranging the curses in Dt 28 to match the 
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order of VTE; or Steymans (Appendix V) made a wholesale comparison between two 

texts. Any similarity between them is regarded as the result of VTE's influence upon 

Dt 28. That is to say, Ot 28 used VTE as its Vorlage and translated directly from 

VTE (Weinfeld, Steymans) or interpreted VTE in some cases (Steymans). Although 

those scholars included Akkadian curses in their study, they failed to place Israel in a 

broader ancient context. The Promised Land already enjoyed multicultural influences 

long before it came in contact with Assyria, as we have seen. The cross-cultural con

text suggests any attempt to see the Biblical covenant-curses in relation to VTE alone 

will be unbalanced. In addition to that, Assyria also enjoyed multi-cultural influence, 

as noticed elsewhere. Thus, it is crucial to place both groups of texts in their broader 

context. Certainly, the sequences of curses and the contents of some curses are 

similar in the two texts. Neo-Assyrian treaty-curses display the traces of common 

traditions. Even motifs of many unique Neo-Assyrian curses are taken from the com

mon culture and environment of the ancient Near East. This feature is not peculiar. 

Some West-Semitic curses and the majority of the Biblical covenant-curses share com

mon traditions, while others derive from the environment and culture, and some are 

unique. 

According to our comparison between KuMna, VTE and Ot 28 (Part V 1), the 

three lists of curses have a common structure. Within the common structure, there 

are variations in terms of sequence and contents (Part V 2). The order of some curses 

is common between MnKna and VTE, or between MnKna and Ot 28, or between 

VTE and Ot 28. All three texts also have curses which do not occur in other texts, 

respectively; yet the contents of these curses are attested elsewhere in Akkadian curses 

or are drawn from common environment, apart from three unique curses in VTE (Part 

II 3.6). There are two striking similarities between Ot 28 and VTE. The one 

expresses the curse of drought. The other is a lengthy summary of curses which 

appears in both texts. However, it is impossible to determine whether one influenced 

the other. In the former case, the curse in both texts shares a common literary tradi

tion found in the second millennium B.C. In the latter, the summary of curses is not 

confined to VTE and Ot 28, but it is attested in inscriptions from the second and first 

millennia B.C., although there is a difference in length between Ot 28 & VTE and 

those inscriptions. The fact that these two texts have the lengthy summary does not 

necessarily indicate that VTE must have influenced Ot 28, or vice versa. Rather both 

texts may share a common model. 

In view of these analyses, any attempt to make Dt 28 dependent on VTE in both 

contents and sequences loses weight. The covenant-curses in Ot 28 could have 

originated between the 15th and the 7th centuries B.C. 
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Lev 26 & Ot 28 are commonly assigned to different traditions or settings (see 

Part I 2.1.3). Now according to our comparison these two sets of covenant-curses 

have a common structure with variations within it, as is the case with other lists of 

ancient Near Eastern curses (see above). The curses occurring only in Lev 26, or Dt 

28, are also attested in ancient Near Eastern curses. The structural difference of Dt 

28, marked by a repetition, results from the emphasis on the serious consequences of 

breaking the covenant. Therefore, Lev 26 and Ot 28 can be seen to belong to a com

mon tradition, not different ones. 

Turning to the structure of Dt 28, scholars understood Ot 28 to end in v. 45-46 

(Steurnagel), or v. 45 (Ploger), whereas Seitz saw three divisions (15-46; 47-57; 58-

68), as noticed (Part I 2). However, the comparison between Dt 28: 15-68 and 

Akkadian curses has given us a clue for understanding the structure of Dt 28. KuMna 

and VTE make the summary of curses: in the former by calling upon all the gods 

mentioned in the kudurru and in the latter by ruling. In Dt 28 the summary is intro

duced by a conditional phrase (v. 58). The conceptual comparison of the principal 

curses in three groups of texts uncovered a unique structural element in Dt 28:38-57 

(Part V 1.7.2). In addition, the sequence of the covenant-curses in Lev 26:14-39 and 

Ot 28: 15-68 is identical according to the concepts of curses. The difference is that 

the latter expands the conceptually identical curses of the former. This feature is not 

unique. The same feature appears in kudurrus, as noticed (Part VI 1.2.1). In other 

words, the different length of curses need not indicate different traditions (contra 

Noth and his followers, Weinfeld, Parts I 2.1.3; VI 1.2). A lengthy set of curses can 

be an expansion of a short set of curses from the same period and follow a common 

model. Moreover, the idea of a gradual expansion of Dt 28:15-68 is not persuasive at 

all (contra Steuernagel, Ploger, Seitz, Part I 2.1.1), the comparison of Dt 28 with 

East- and West-Semitic curses has revealed that view is erroneous (see Part I 2.1.4). 

Contextual study in the light of ancient curses provides us with a better understanding 

of Biblical covenant-curses in terms of structure and contents. 

2. The Covenant-Concept in the Hebrew Books 

The diversities of themes in Joshua-Kings have led scholars to diverse theories 

about Israel's history in Joshua-2 Kings. Scholars have attempted to harmonize the 

diverse themes and discrepancies and to understand the correlation between the events 

and their interpretation. 

2.1 Stylistic Elements 

The consensus among scholars about Joshua-Kings is that Dtr added the 

theological interpretation into pre-existing texts, although the dating and the number 
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of dtr redactions in Joshua-l Samuel 7 vary among scholars (Part I 2.2). Noth'~ 

criteria for the dtr literary style (see Part I 2.2.1.1) are widely accepted, distinguish

ing between events and interpretations. Chapters in Judges relating structural patterns 

characterize the dtr redaction, while those lacking them are said to be later (Part IV 

1.0). A similar method is applied in 1 Sam 8-2 Kings. Scholars have also attempted 

to determine the chronology of redaction in Kings by employing theological concepts 

(Part I 2.2.1), phraseology (Part I 2.2.1.3 (2) and 2.2.1.4) and schema (Part I 

2.2.1.1 (2) and 2.2.1.2 (1». All these attempts were made on an internal basis and 

disregarded the ancient context of Joshua-Kings. 

According to our studies, the frequent repetition of phrases and vocabularies is 

not peculiar to the Hebrew books. These elements are characteristics of ancient Near 

Eastern literature, as in the case of the Assyrian annals (Part III 1.10). Therefore, 

these characteristics cannot be used to determine dtr style (contra, Noth, Part I 

2.2.1.1 (1». Furthermore, the different style in the evaluation formulae of kings 

need not indicate different redactors (contra Nelson) or redactional layers (contra 

Weippert) in the light of Assyrian historiography, where longer and shorter phrases 

and different styles occur contemporaneously (Part III 1.10). 

As we have seen (Part VI 4.3), the structural patterns in Judges and Kings fol

low a common literary method, employed in historiography from the end of the sec

ond millennium B.C. onwards. As noticed already (Part III), Assyrian scribes com

piled the annals from records of military expeditions made en route. In the process of 

compilation, they sometimes commented on the cause and the success of campaigns. 

Therefore, the descriptions of events and their comments are contemporary and inter

woven in Assyrian historiography. In the light of this, the so-called dtr theological 

interpretation or theological summaries need not be separated from the historical 

events chronologically in Joshua-Kings, since they are one coin with two sides (Part 

VI 4.3, 6; contra Noth and his followers, Westermann). 

The structural schema in Judges-2 Kings is not specifically dtr. As we have 

seen (Part VI 4.3 and fn. 17), the Assyrian annals present a similar schema from the 

12th century B.C. onwards. Scholars have regarded Judges 17-21 which lack the 

schema as an appendix and later than other dtr chapters (Part IV 1.0). However, 

these chapters are not necessarily later. In the Assyrian annals, we find the record of 

military accounts written with and without a structural pattern (Part VI 4.3). In view 

of this, chapters without and with the structural schema in Judges-Kings need not be 

attributed to different times. They may have been compiled contemporaneously. 

Furthermore, the theological schema "prophecy-fulfIlment" need not be a dtr 

concept (contra von Rad, Weinfeld, Dietrich, Weippert). This idea has, in fact, a 

long tra?ition in the ancient Near Eastern concept of vassalship (Part VI 4.1). 
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Other widely accepted features of dtr style are anticipatory and retrospective 

summaries of events and eras (Part I 2.2.1.1; Part VI 4.3). These sorts of summaries 

also occur in the Assyrian annals, so they are not peculiar to the Hebrew books. 

Therefore, the so-called theological interpretation need not be separated from the 

event (contra, e.g., Westermann). 

2.2 The Diversity of Themes in Joshua-Kings 

As is well known, the diverse themes in Joshua-Kings contradict one another. 

Some scholars took Yahweh's adverse judgement and Israel's apostasy as the criteria 

for understanding Israel's history (Noth and his followers). Others regarded one 

aspect of vassal kings' obligations to Yahweh as the pivot in understanding Israel's 

history, namely reforms (Cross and his followers) - including negative reform 

(apostasy), which was prohibited (Hoffmann). In both cases, Yahweh's adverse 

judgement is attributed to the exilic redactor. In the view of Cross and his followers, 

Israel's obligations and the consequences of her failure in fulft11ing them are jux

taposed. Certainly, these two themes are not synonymous. Nevertheless, they form a 

unity without a chronological distance. On the whole, the positive passages, such as 

the success of conquest, the positive portrait of David, reforms, etc., are attributed to 

the pre-exilic (Noth and his followers and Cross and his followers) or the main dtr 

redaction (Smend and his followers), the themes about conditions and failure in keep

ing them (sins), Yahweh's judgement, Yahweh's intervention etc., to the exilic redac

tors. However, to emphasize one theme over other corelated themes or the separation 

of various themes in terms of chronology may distort the understanding of Israel's 

history. As a matter of fact, attempts to interpret Israel's history on an internal basis 

are one-sided. However significant those themes are, scholars all failed to see them 

in their coherent context. The main dilemma in these attempts is the removal of the 

accounts of the events in Joshua-Kings from their original contexts and interpretation 

of them according to a modem world-view. 

To avoid interpreting Israel's history apart from its ancient context, we have 

compared Joshua-2 Kings with Assyrian annals which were written using the concept 

of vassalship attested earlier in Hittite vassal treaties. In the annals the Assyrian kings 

and their vassals were mutually obliged to support each other; the former did not 

mount military expeditions against the latter nor were the latter free to undo the vassal 

relationship. Assyrian vassals also had obligations towards each other, no invasion of 

the co-vassals' territory, no alliance with rebel vassals, etc. In cases of disloyalty, the 

Assyrians disciplined vassals. Yet the Assyrians were lenient towards penitent rebel 

vassals. The suzerain's benevolence regarding the succession depended on the loyalty 
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of vassals; it was conditional. Moreover, other displays of the suzerain's benevolence 

should encourage vassals to remain loyal. Yahweh's judgement or Israel's obligations 

should be seen in their contexts in the light of the vassalship/covenant concept. Israel 

had obligations towards her divine suzerain and also towards her co-vassals, members 

of the covenant community. These elements are the same principles which were valid 

for Assyrian vassals. Like the various themes, such as, the suzerain's benevolence, 

or his punishment for disloyal vassals, which coexist in the Assyrian annals, individ

ual themes should neither be separated, nor should they be detached chronologically 

by attributing them to different redactors. In the covenant-context the various themes 

form a unity, namely: Yahweh's benevolence, Israel's obligations in keeping the 

Torah and Yahweh's adverse judgement following Israel's breach of covenant. 

Therefore, to take one theme as a core to shed light on Israel's history, or to explain 

the growth of her historiography - e.g., Josiah's reform (Cross and his followers), 

cultic reform (Hoffmann), Jehu's revolt (Campell) - is not justifiable. 

2.3 Israel's Covenant Relationship with Yahweh 

Scholars following Wellhausen' s view detached the covenant concept from its 

historical context and regarded it merely as a theological concept developed fully in 

the Exile. According to Wellhausen's theory, the covenant concept originated in 

political crises and evolved, gradually providing further ground for a growth of 

Israel's historiography. In this Wellhausenian soil, as a matter of fact, the dtr 

theories have flourished. That is, the diverse elements of the covenant-concept grad

ually came together (see Part I 2.2.2). The extreme view is that Israel's history is a 

series of reforms, which is purely a projection of an exilic, dtr author (Hoffmann). 

However, the dtr theories stand or fall with the understanding of the Wellhausenian 

covenant concept. This concept can only be maintained if the geographical and 

cultural context of Israel is disregarded. Placing Israel's history in Joshua-Kings in its 

original context shows how Israel's relationship to her divine suzerain shares common 

traditions of vassal treaties. As we have seen (Part IV), in the light of the covenant

concept, the diversities of themes co-exist without any chronological difference. Fur

thermore, the covenant-concept is consistent throughout the pre- and monarchy peri

ods (Part VI 4.9). Therefore, the theory of the gradual development of the covenant

concept cannot be accepted (contra, Wellhausen and his followers, including 

McCarthy). Moreover, the Davidic· covenant was inseparable from the Sinai 

covenant. In other words, the former did not replace the latter, since the Davidic 

kings were obliged to keep the Torah; thus, the stipulations of the Sinai covenant 

were relevant for the well-being of the kingdom (contra Mendenhall, Part I 2.2.2.2 
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(1». Furthermore, the anticipatory, prohibitive-protective and punitive roles of the 

covenant-curses in the light of ancient Near Eastern curses also fit into the covenant 

concept, namely, Yahweh's adverse judgement would follow Israel's breach of 

covenant. Moreover, the various elements of the covenant-concept should not be dis

missed as merely theological concepts. In the light of the diverse elements of vassal 

treaties reflected in the Assyrian annals, there is no reason to deny the diversities of 

themes in Israel's covenant with Yahweh could belong to a single historical moment. 

Since they describe Israel's relationship to her divine suzerain, they are inevitably 

theological concepts. In other words, we should not separate the theological concepts 

and historical setting of the covenant-concept from one another. 





APPENDIX I 

THE ROLE OF CURSES IN ANCIENT NF.AR EASTERN LITERATURE 

SUMERIAN INSCRIPfIONS 

fl. Kitchen, Treaty, Law & Covenant 

no.l. Eannatum of Lagash & Ruler of Umma xxiii i 24: 

u4-da mu-bal-e 

If I do transgress, 

no.2. ibid., xxiii ii 1-9: 

[dutu] l[ugal]-m[u-ra] a-ba dUll-ga-na a-ba ~ir-ra-na In wn[makLa] inim-da gur-ra-da-1lII16 u4-a-du 
inim an-gil u4-da inim-bdu i-bal-e 

(If) for any reason, for any cause, a leader in Umma goes back on this agreement [against utu], m[y 
ki]ng: if he opposes (or) contests the agreement; if he sets aside this agreement, 

f2. NBWI 

no.1. Gudea Statue B 172-77 7 60-843 

alan-gu3-d~-a-ensi2-lagdki-ka lU2 ~-ninnu-drun-gir2-su-ka in-du3-a lU2 ~-ninnu-ta im-ta-ab-e3-e3-
a mu-sar-ra-~ m ib2-ta-ab-uruI2-a za3-mu-dul0-ka IU2 dingir-mu-gim dingir-ra-ni drun-gir2-su 
lugal-mu un-ga2 gu3 u3-na-d~-a di-kuS-a-ga2 m i3-i~-bal-e-a nig2-ba-ga2 ba-a-gi4-gi4-da en3-du
KA-k~-DU-mu mu-mu u3-ta-gar mu-ni ba-gatga2 kisal-drun-gir2-su-lugal-ga2-ka eSrgar-ra-bi 
biri~-TAG4.TAG4-a ... gu3-d~-a ensirlagd -ka lU2 inim-ni i~-kuru2(=KUR2)-a di-kuS-a-na 
m i3-i~-bal-e-a 
Whoever removes the statue of Gudea from the Eninnu, the ruler of Lagd, the man who has built the 
Eninnu of Ningirsu, and defaces the inscription on it, the man who tears (the statue) out, the man, 
who, (if) at a good new year festival as my god (me) his god Ningirsu, my lord, called him out 
among the people, ignores the claim which was set by me, who may dispute my distribution, who 
removes my name from my collected songs and inserts his name, who destroys the ... in the courtyard 
of Ningirsu, my lord, ... the man, who alters the arrangement of Gudea, the ruler of Lagd, 

no.2. Gudea Statue B 158 1 13-16: 

ensirinim bi2-i~-gi4-gi4-a me-drun-gir2-su-ka ba-ni-i~-IIl2-a 
A ruler of the city who withdraws it (the regular offering) and diminishes the divine power of 
Ninirsu, 

no.3. Gudea Statue K 222 3 9-10: 

sa2-dul1-bi ba-ni-i~-lara 

(Whoever) diminishes its (=the statue) regular offering, 

f3. NBW, II 

no.1. Umammau 2813121-5: 

lU2 doanna-[a] in-<ias-kuru2-[a] lugal h~-[a] ensi2 h~-[a] 
The man, whether he is a king or a ruler who opposes Nanna, 

no.2. Ibbisuen A 2889-1065-70: 

IU2 a2-nig-hul-dim2-ma i~-si-ag2-e-a dU8-mah unu2-gal u3 ki-ezem-ma-dnanna-ke4 bi2-i~
TAG4.tAG4-a 
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The man who commands a misdeed against it (the golden vessel) and removes it from the exalted 
cultic pedestal and the place of festivals of Nanna, 

OLD AKKADIAN INSCRIPI'IONS 

§4. RIME II 

no.1. Mani§tiisu E2.1.3.1 7653-55: 

§a tuppam §u4-a u-§a-sa-lru-ni 

As for the one who removes this inscription, 

no.2. Sargon E2. 1. 1.2 IS 120-23 

ma-ma-na ~almam §u4-a u-a-ha-ru 

As for anyone who sets aside this statue, 

no.3. Naram-Sin E2.1.4.5 101-02 ii 1-23: 

ma-na-ma §u-mi na-ra-am-dsu'en da-nim' §arru ki-ib-ra-tim ar-ba-im u-~a-sa-lru-ma al salmim na-ra
am-dsu'en da-nim §u-§u i-§a-kA-nu-ma ~almi-mi-me i-qa-bi-u u awelamlam na-kA-ra-~ u-kaI-la-mu
ma mm-§u-me piS-§ix(SU4)-ma §u-mi §U-lru8-un i-qa-bi-u 

As for the one who removes the name of Nariim-Sin, the mighty king of the four quarters, puts his 
(own) name on the statue of Naram-Sin, the mighty. and says, 'It is my statue,' or shows (it) to a for
eigner and says: 'Erase his name and put my name (on it), 

OLD BABYLONIAN INSCRIPI'IONS 

IS. RIME IV 

no.1. Anubanini E4.19.1.1 705 i 9-12: 

§a ~almIn annIn u tuppam u§asakii 

He who removes these two images and inscription, 

no.2. Bur-Sin E4.1.7.3 7112-17: 

lu a-gil-bi su-dna-na-a-ta ib-ta-ab-zi-zi-a U-ge-kara-§e u in-ga-ga-a u ib-zi-re-a 

(As for) the man who takes away this agu (plate) from the body of the goddess Nanrua and either uses 
it for offerings or destroys it, 

no.3. Warad-Sin E4.2.13.13 222105-114: 

a-ni-hul-da-ni-ta ib-ta-kUr-ru-a dingir-kUr-ru-a Il lugal-e gaba-ri-ni-ta ni-ba ba-ab-sum-mu-a mu-sar
ra-a-ba §u bi-ib- < Ilr > -ra-ge mu-ni ib-sar-re-de ran -bal-Ia-ba-ke4- < e§ > [I]u-kilr m ba-an-zi-zi 

He removes it (throne) on account of his malevolence, (and) gives it as a gift to another deity or a 
king who is his peer, (or) [eraJses its inscription, (or) <because> of this curse incites [anJother to 
write his inscription on it, 

no.4. Warad-Sin E4.2.13.14 223-241-11: 

I[u a-ni-hul-dim-ma] 1[b-§i-ag-g~6-a] n[i-dim-ma-mu] [ib-zi-re-a] [e-ni-GA-ra] i-ni-I[b-lru4-lru4-a] 
i§-bal-a-ba-ke4-e§ lu-kUr Au ba-an-zi-zi-a u4-ezen-sislrur-ra-ka URUDU .ni-dur-bllr-bi e-de ib
TAG4·TAG4-a 

(As for) the on[e] who g[ives orders to do evil against it, has my] ha[ndiwork destroyed, brings it 
into a storehouse] (or) because of this curse incites another to do so, neglects to bring out the copper 
vats on the day of the offering festival, 

no.5. Kudur-mabuk E4.2.13a.2 268 24-42: 
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ana matima ana warkit iimi Aa bit agurrim miti inuma iltabirii la udannanii§u asurrUu la ika§§an1 

dalassu inasahii sippim i~ pisanna§u ina maqitim ana urim la uterrii ina idat lemiittim inaqqariima 
uHi§u SamAam ukallamii ana nipi e~tim utarrii§u 

(As for) the one who in future, until distant days, when this baked brick house has become old, does 
not strengthen it or repair its foundation, who rips out its door leaves and tears out its door jambs, 
who does not put back its fallen-down drain-pipe, who with evil intent destroys (it) and exposes its 
foundation to the sun, who turns it into a field of wild growth, 

no.6. Iahdun-Lim E4.6.8.2 607 118-136: 

sa bitam btQ uSalparu ana lemiitim u la damiqtim ikupiiSum asuraSu la udananii maqtusu la uSzazU u 
nindabam iparasiiSum §umi s~am ipuiPi SumSu la s~am is$rii u uSaSPUU u dum erretim santm 
uSahazii aW11um Sii lu Aarrum lu sakanakum lu rabinum lu awiliitum sumSa aW11am Sattl 

(As for) the one who destroys that temple, who ... it to evil and no good, who does not strengthen its 
foundation, does not set up what has fallen down, and cuts its regular offerings off from it, who 
effaces my name or has it effaced and writes his own name previously not there, or has it written 
there, or because of (these) curses incites another to do so, that man, whether he be king, viceroy, 
mayor, or common man, 

no.7. Takil-iIissu E4.11.2.2 674 58-61: 

sa temmeni ukkaSii §umi s$am udappariima §um8u is&ttarii 

(As for) the one who takes away my foundation inscription, and removes my inscribed name and 
writes his own name, 

§6. CH xxvi 18-44: 

§umma aW11um Sd awAtiya sa ina nariya uturu la iqiilma erretiya imeAma erret ili la idurma din adinu 
uptassis awAtiya uStepil ~uritiya uttakkir mmi s&tram ipsitma mmsu istatar umm erretim siniti 
Saniamma uStihiz aW11um Sd lu sarrum lu belum lu iSSikkum olu aW11iitum Sa §umam nabiat 

If that man do not keep my words which I wrote in my inscription, and forget my curses, not fear the 
curses of the gods, and erase the law which I regulated, change my words, alter my engraved image, 
remove my inscribed name and inscribe his own name, charge another man because of the curses, 
whether a king, or a lord, or governor, or any person at all, 

INSCRIPI'IONS FROM THE KASSITE AND POST-KASSITE PERIODS 

§7. BBSt 6 35 ii 26-36: 

matima ana arkat lime Iii ina mire ~ab-ban Iii mamma Sanumma sa ana Sakiniiti Sa Dlitnamar 
isakkinii Iii kipiit Dlitnamar istu !;Iihir rabi mala bu4 alini Sa bit-karziabku Sa sarru ina ilik Dlitnamar 
uzakkii Sarra u ilinim Ii iptalhiima utteriima ilka iltaknii u mm iii u Sarri Aa Satru uptaAituma Sanam 
iltatrii Iii sakla Iii sakka Iii sama Iii limnu amelu ama'iruma abDnari anni ina abni inaqqarii iSiti 
uSaqlii ana niri inasukii ina eqIi Ii amari itamirii 

Whenever in the future one of the sons of Khabban,or any other man, who may be appointed as 
governor of Namar, or as prefect of Namar, be he small or great, whoever he may be, with regard to 
the cities of Bit-Karziabku, which the king has freed from the jurisdiction of Namar, does not fear the 
king or his gods, and again places them under (its) jurisdiction, or obliterates the name of a god or of 
the king, which is inscribed (hereon), and writes another (in the place thereoO, or emplays a fool, or 
a deaf man, or a blind man, or a knave, and smashs this memorial with a stone, or burns it, or throws 
it into the river, or hides it in a field where it cannot be seen, 

§8. BBSt 11 78 ii 1-22: 

matima ina labar iime Iii Sakin temu Iii guzannu Iii bel pahiti Iii zazakku Iii qipiit mit tlmti mala baSd 
Iii mamma bele iti sa da-'-ta qiSiti u sulmana ina §umu mititi Siniti u pakiran eqli imakharuma idib
bubu uSadbabu ki!;lata niAirta iSakkanu mi$ra kudurra usahu eqlu ul nadinma ul mdihmi iqabbii 
abaDnari annA sa mgu-Ia-ere§eA ibnima ina pinim ilini rabdti ukinii uSn ariti liJnDeti sa ina libbi 
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~a~ru ipalahllma sakIa sama gi~haba la muda u~i~~l1ma ultum ~ri~u unakan1 ana nm inassllma ina 
e~iti itamirii ~ar la [a]mari i~akaml 

Whensoever in times to come an administrator, or a governor, or the governor of a province, or a 
..... -official, or any officials of the Sea-Land that there may be, or any owners of adjacent estates, 
who accepts bribes, gifts or presents in respect of these lands, or of any claimant to the estate, and 
makes a claim, causes curtailment or diminution (therein), or destroys land-mark or boundary-stone, 
or says 'The field was not presented,' or 'It was not measured,' or, with regard to this memorial, 
which Gula-eresh has made and on whose face he has set the great gods, because of the evil curses 
which are inscribed thereon a man has fear and therefore causes a fool or a blind man, or a rogue, or 
one who does not understand, to take (this stone) up, and he changes it from its place, or casts it into 
the river, or hides it in the earth, or sets it in a place where no man can see it, 

§9. BBSt 5 28-29 iii 20-25: 

ina e~iti iqibbirii ina qat mmarduk-zakir-§umi u zer§u lltu~ii Iii ana iii [Iii] ana pihati u§a§rakii 

(Who) bury it in the earth, or remove from the hand of Marduk-zakir-shumi or his descendants it, or 
have it presented to a god or to the province, 

§10. Reschid and Wilcke, "Marduk-§apik-zeri," ZA 65 (1976), 56 i 41b-43c: 

u nara anna ina Mahar ds~ u dsin iliini rabllti itabat itaqar ihtepi uptarrir 

(whoever) annhilates, destroys, smashs, (and) breaks to pieces this stela before SamaS or Sin, the 
great gods, 

§11. BBSt 7 40-41 i 31-ii 12: 

. matima ina arkat llmi lu akIu lu luputtd lu hazannu lu muserisu lu gugallu lu a-a-um-ma kipu sa 
illamma ina eli bit-ha-an-bi i§Sakkaniima ana tabal eqle annati uzufi§u i§akkanll ipakkirii u§apqarii 
itabballl u§atballl ana idi limutti i~ma eqle §inati ana pihati§ina iitarrii lu ana iii lu ana §arri lu 
ana issakki §arri lu ana i§§akk amelsakin lu ana issakki bit temi§u lu ana mamma §animma isarrakii 
ki~~ata nisirta isakkanii eqle ul niditti sarrima iqabbU u aSsu arrati sanamma usahhaziima sakla sakka 
nu-'-a gishabba la sema uma'ariima abannara anna uSaSsiima ana nm inamdii ana bdri inassukii ina 
abni ubbatii ina isati iqallii ina er~iti itammirii u ~ar la amari itammirii 

Whensoever in the future an agent, or a governor, or a prefect, or a superintendent, or an inspector, 
or any official whatsoever, who will rise up and be set over Bit-Khanbi, directs his mind to take away 
these lands, or lays claim to them, or causes a claim to be made, or takes them away or causes them 
to be taken away, or sides with evil and returns those lands to their province, or presents them to a 
god, or to the king, or to the representative of the king, or to the representative of the governor, or to 
the representative of his council, or to any other man, or causes curtailment or diminution, or says, 
'The lands were not the gift of the king,' or because of the curse causes another to take them, or 
sends a fool, or a man who is deaf, or one who is feeble-minded, or a vagabond, or one who is 
without intelligence, and he causes him to remove this memorial-stone, or casts it into a river, or puts 
it in a well, or destroys it with a stone, or burns it, 

§12. Livingstone, "Marduk-niiddin-ahhe," ii 23-iii 1-31: 

manama arkd Iii akIu III luttu Iii mairru sa pihati Iii ina ahhe mare kimte nisllti u salati Sa bit milikku 
aiumma sa ellamma ina muhhi eqel §uatu idabbubll usadbabu ibaqqiru itabbalu ina eqel suatu kisata 
mi§irta i§akkanii 1 ikd mi~ra u kudurra usahhu ana iii isarrakii ana pihat §arre ina annd Iii ana 
ramwuma isakkanll u Iii nard sasu sitir sumi ipasitulll ina abne ubbat11 111 ina sipir nikilti uhallaqii Iii 
ina isati isarripii Iii ina epri itammirii Iii ana me inamdll u aSsu arraati ipallahiima sakIa sakkand'-a ahA 
u larnutA um'ariima nard §uatu ultu aSar §aknu unakkariima aSar §anamma i§akkanii ana puzri ana bit 
ekleti aSarrebu u eqlu §uatu ul niditi §arre 

Whoever in the future, whether he is chief or a ruler or an officer of the province or (anyone) of his 
brothers, sons kin of the family, clan, or relatives of the district of Milikku; whoever raises up or 
causes (anyone) to raise up or bring (a claim), or claim that field, (or) cause curtailment (or) diminu
tion from that field (or) assign one ikd (from) the boundary or boundary stone to present (it) to the 
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god (or) to offer to an official of the king, or to settle (it) on himself, and if (anyone) obliterates the 
inscribed name of this stela, or erases with stones, or smashes (it) during craft work or burns (the 
lrudurru) with fire, or buries (it) in sand, or casts (it) into the water, or because he fears curses, he 
sends a fool, a deafman, an enemy or an evil man to change this stela from (its) erected place and puts 
(it in) another place (or) causes (it) to enter into a secret or a dark place, where it can not be seen, or 
he says that field is not the king's gift, 

§13. Weidner, "Keilschrifttexte," AfO 16 (1952-53), 37 19: 

§a dababa annA inntl 

Who bends this legal arragement, 

§14. BBSt 9 69 v 1-5: 

§a abADnarl annA lu ana nlri inamdii lu ana btlri inassukii lu ina abni ubba[tii] lu ina i§iti iqallii lu aBo 
arr[iti] ipallahiima sakla la §eml [ ...... ] uSaUiima dar la amari ita[mmirii] 

Whosoever casts this stone record inot a river, or puts it in a wall, or destroys it with a stone, or 
burns it with fire, or because of the curses fears and causes a fool, or man without intelligence, [or a 
.......... ], to take it up and hide it in a place where it cannot be seen, 

§15. Page, "Merodach-baladan I," Sumer 23 (1967), 5:' ii 1-24: 

matima ana ahrat ni§i ana labar iimi Iii §akkanakku h[kin] ilbu-ti Iii hazan pihiti Iii gugallum Iii Wcin 
temi Iii nagiru Iii laputttl Iii ~ ekalli Iii amel§aqt1 §arri Iii ina amelrabllti §ut ekalli h illamma ina 
muhhi eqli §uitum idabbubii uhdbabii itabbalii uSatbaliim ana pihiti ihrrakii ana mamma u§addanii 
ana ~emi§U ukannii 

Whoever in future generations in days to come, a governor appointed to the town of Buti, or a prefect 
of the province, or a canal inspector or an administrator or a herald or a foreman or any palace work
men or a chief minister of the king, or any of the important officials of the palace, who may arise, 
and concerning that estate testifies or causes (someone else) to testify (and thus) takes away or causes 
(someone else) to take away (estate) or gives it to the province or causes it to be given to anyone else 
or disposes of it at his own discretion, 

§16. Rykle Borger, "Merodachbaladans I," AfO 23 (1970) 2-3 ii 18-19: 

ina iimi ~i §earn uSat(?)ba(?)kii(? lu 11) 

(Whoever) let grain shed at the harvest, 

§17. Hinke, A New Boundary Stone, 148 iii 17-26: 

matima ana iime dariiti ana ahrat ni§e apili Iii r6~ lli hkkanaklru lu aklu lu §apiru lu ridtl lu hazannu 
wqi eqlu §uitu inamdiima ana ikili ir'lti uma'iru hnmma ina limniti uSahazii ubini§U ana limutti 
itarr~ii ina ilki dikiiti ~abat amelu hiri nlra baqan §ammi kalli nlri u tabali 

Whenever one (who dwells) in human habitations, be it a ruler or a potentate, a governor or a regent, 
a levymaster or a magistrate, overthrows the grant of this field and in order to secure the use of the 
pasture land sends some one and with evil intent causes (its) seizure, stretches out his finger to do 
evil, under the obligation of a levy permits a canal or land-officer to seize a canal digger or to cut 
down plantsJ, 

§18. BBSt 9 v 1-5: 

h abADnarl annA Iii ana nlri inamdii Iii ana btlri inassukii tu ina abni ubba[tii] hi ina i§iti iqallii Iii usu 
arr[ili] ipallahiima sakla la §ema [ ...... ] uSaMiima dar la amari ita[mmirii] . 

Whosoever casts this stone record into a river, or puts it in a wall, or destroys it with a stone, or 
burns it with fire, or because of the curses fears and causes a fool, or man without intelligence, [or a 
.......... ], to take it up and hide it in a place where it cannot be seen, 

§19. BBSt 36 126 vi 32-44: 
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mannu arku b ina ekalli bl~i~ izzazziima nidinti ~arri mnabll-aplu-iddina upaqqaruma ana ~animma 
ibrrakii ina libbi akali nu~urra i~akannuma ana pihati imannu lu ana ramni~u utarrU u ina mimma • 
sipir limuttim abaDnanl ~uatu uhallaqu 

Whosoever in the future enters into the palace as ruler, and annul the gift of king Nabll-aplu-iddina, 
or presents it to another, or makes deductions from the allowances, or reckons it as the property of 
the governor, or takes it for himself, destroys the tablest by any evil act, 

ASSYRIAN INSCRIPTIONS 

§20. RIMA I 

no.1. Erisum I A.0.33.1 21 39: 

qabi watartim ina musl[iil]e 
The one who lies (lit. 'talks too much') in the Step Gate, 

no.2. Erisum I A.0.33.1 20 lines 23b-24a: 

sa ina beti tOme sikram imasll 

Whoever mashes beer in the house of the twin (beer vats), 

no.3. SamSi-Adad I A.0.39.1 5099-113: 

sa temmenIya u nareya samni la ipaSbsu niqam la inaqqiima ana aSrisunu la utarriiSuniiti ii1uma 
nareya iinakkanlma sumi iisasakiima sUmSu isa~~aru ina eptsrim iqebiru ana m~ inaddii 

Whoever does not anoint my clay inscriptions and my monumental inscriptions with oil, does not 
make a sacrifice, does not return them to their places, (but) instead alters my monumental inscrip
tions, removes my name and writes his name (or) buries (the monumental inscriptions) in the earth 
(or) throws (them) into the water 

no.4. Adad-niiriiri I A.0.76.11 14528-29: 

~a sumi maS~ur-ubal-lit abiya u sumi s*a u~amsakii 

(As for) the one who discards the name of Assur-uballit (I), my forefather, and my inscribed name, 

no.5. Shalmaneser I A.0.77.1 186 163b-64a: 

Sa nariya unakkaru sumi Satra wamsakii 

He who removes my monumental inscriptions (and) discards my inscribed name, 

no.6. Tukulti-ninurta I A.0.78.22 270 59-62b: 

sa diiram satu abatuma nareya u sumi btra usassakii ilkiir-mtukulti-dninurta mahaz belUtiya 
umaSsaruma inaddu 

He who destroys that wall, discards my monumental inscriptions and my inscribed name, abandons 
Kiir-Tukulti-Ninurta, my capital, and neglects (it), 

no.7. TulkuIti-ninurta I A.0.78.5 245-46 94-110; 

b sumi sa~ra ipaSsitoma sumSu isa~taru nareya u~amsakii ina aSri sanima aSar la amari iskanu sa mima 
amat lemutte ihasasama epusu lu ilani aSIDUt at aSsur ina isinne ana ekalliya ana erebi ikallii ana ekalli 
sanitema isasll ekallam siiiti umaSsaruma inaddiisi 

He who erases my inscribed name and writes his (own) name; (who) discards my monumental inscrip
tion and puts (it) in another place where there is no visibility; who conceives of and does anything 
injurious; or (who) prevents the gods who dwell in the city Assur from entering my palace during the 
festivals (and) summons (them) to another palace; (who) abandons that palace and neglects it, 

no.8. Tukulti-ninurta I A.O.78.23 274 125-135a: 
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§a anhut bet siqurrati u bet dd§ur beliya la uddullma nareya u §umi §atra u§amsakii bet siqurrati §iti 
ina la aruiri mU§§11ri u la ke§eri iabat11§i mimma amat lemutte ihasasini ana pini bet siqurreti §iti u 
ana pini bet dUM bellya U§aprakii 

He who does not restore the ziqqurrat and the temple of the god A§§ur, my lord, but discards my 
monumental inscriptions and my inscribed name; destroys that ziqqurrat by not looking after it, 
abandoning it, (and) not reconstructing it; conceives of anything injurious (and) puts it into effect to 
the disadvantage of that ziggurrat and the temple of the god A§§ur, my lord, 

§21. RIMA II 

no.1. Ashurnasirpal II A.O.IOt.17 253-54 v 54b-88: 

§a ki: pi mU§ariya ~ la epull tamet §itriya u§tenll ~almam §uitu Pabbatuma U§amsakii ina piHite 
ikatam11§u ina eperi iqabirfi§u ina i§iti i§arrap11§u ina m6 ioadfi§u ana kibis umami u meteq b11li 
i§akkan11§u tamet §i~riya ummanite ana amici u §ise ikalill u ina pin §ume §atreya manma ki lamari u 
la §ise iparrikii aHum izzirti §initina nakra ahara (x) a-i]a-a-ba lemna lu bet km lu ameillta §ikin 
napi§ti um'ar11ma u§ahazii ipapit11 i~appir11 li§ini§U ana barti U§tennll ana hulluq ~miya ~ u tameti 
ana §unne UZUJl§u i§akan11ma libbdu imallik11§u u III ame1tup§arru lu amelbini hi mamma §and ~almu 
§uitu hulliq §a pisu la epa§e iqabbu§u u §a pi§u i§emmll §a mimma amat lemnuti ihasasima ana 
ep§etia u ~miya uma'ar11 aniku la idi iqabbu("') ina §arr11ti < §u> pini§U ana batte i§akan11ma ~almi§U 
Pabbatlima ihharammatli amattu §a pi§u U§tenni u ana ~alamiya §uitu limniti ilte~ 

As for the one who does not act according to this inscription of mine (but) alters the ordinances of my 
text; (who) destroys this monument, discards (it), covers it with oil, buries it in dust, burns it with 
fire, throws it in water, puts it in the path of beasts or the track of animals; (who) prevents scholars 
from seeing and reading the ordinances of my inscription, bars anyone access to my inscription in 
order that it might not be seen and read; (who), because of these curses, instructs and incites a 
stranger, a foreigner, a malignant enemy, a prisoner, or any living being so that he destroys, chisels 
away, changes its wording to something else; (who) makes his mind and decides to destroy this 
monument of mine and to alter my ordinances and (therefore) commands a scribe or diviner or anyone 
else, 'Destroy this monument! Its dictates are not to be observed!' and whoever heeds his statements; 
(who) conceives anything injurious and orders (it to be done) to my works and my monument; (who) 
says, 'I know nothing (of this)' and during his sovereignty diverts his attention elsewhere with the 
result that his monument is destroyed and smashed (or) the wording of its text altered; or (who) seeks 
(to do) evil against this monument of mine, 

no.2. Ashurnasirpal II A.O.IOI.32 297 18b-19a: 

sa Sumi §atri ipusitu ne§e §UitUnu unakarU ina m6 inaddu ina isiti isarrapu ina beti kili la amici 
i§akkanu u mimma awat mani§ti(?) ekurram §uitu U§aprakii 

As for the one who erases my inscribed name, removes these lions, throws (them) in the water, burns 
(them) with fire, puts (them) in a prison where they cannot be seen, (or) commits atrocities against 
this temple, 

§22. OIP II 8457b-58: 

matima rubd arku ina sarrini ~eya §a epi§ti epuSu usah(text sam)hu riksate arkusu ipattani me 
pattiti §abna ultu tamirti ninuaki .... malak§in 

If ever there is a future prince among the kings, my sons, who destroys the work which I have done, 
(and) breaks the treaty I have (hereby) made with him, diverts the course of the water of those canals 
from the plain of Niniveh, 

§23. Assurbanipal 

no.l. 354-56 b 9: 

§a sume satru ipaHitu sumSu isattarU 
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Whoever removes the script of my name (and) writes his name, may NabU, the scribe of the universe, 
annihilate his name, 

no.2. Ibid., 356 c II: 

mannu sa itabbalii u Iii sUmSu itti sUmlya isattarii, 

Whoever takes away (the tablet) or writes his name next to my name, 

§24. Abou-Assaf, Bordreuil & Millard, La Statue de Tell Fekherye 

no.1. IS 16b-17: 

manu b sume unakkarii u sUmSu isakkanii 

Whoever erases my name and puts his name, 

no.2. 16 26b-28a: 

sa Sumi issu libbi uniite sa bIt dadad beliya ipaSsituni 

Whoever erases my name from the furnishings of the temple of Adad, my lord, 

§25. SAA II: 

no.1. AM 11 iii 23b-25: 

summ[u msap]al] [iss]u ma§sur-neran la keniini summu lib[bak]a [issu] ma§sur-neran sar mat a§sur Iii 
sakiniini 

no.2. AM 11 iv 1-3: 

ina qibit maSsur-neran sar mit aSsur ana nakrisu ilak[iini] mmati'-ilu adi rabeSu emiiqesu mugirre[su] 
ana gamurti libbisu la e~tlni la illak[iini] 

[If the Assyrian army] goes to war at the orders of Assur-nerari, king of Assyria, and Mati'-ilu, 
together with his magnates, his forces and his char[iotry] does not go forth (on the campaign) in full 
royalty, 

no.3. AM 11 iv 17-18: 

summa mmati'-ilu maresu rabesu sa ina ade Sa ma§sur-neran sar mit aSsur ihattuni 

If Mati'-ilu, his sons, or his magnates who sin against this treaty of Assur-nerari, king of Assyria, 

no.4. AM 12 v 1-4: 

summu miitinni la muatka summu ba[lati]nni la balatkani ki Sa balap. sa napistka mareka rabeka 
ku[nu]ni baliitu Sa maSsur-nerari miiresu rabesu la tu![b]a'iini 

If our death is not your death, if our life is not your life, if you do not seek (to protect) the life of 
ASsur-nerari, his sons and his magnates as your own life and the life of your sons and officials, 

no.5. VTE 45410-13: 

summa attunu tunakar[a]ni ana dgirra/ tapaqidli[ni] ina me tanadAniI ina epri ta[karrarliniJ ina mimma 
sipir nikiltil tabatlini tuhallaq[lini] tasapanlini 

If you removes it, consign it to the fire, throw it into the water, [bury] it in the earth or destroy it by 
any cunning device, annihilate or deface it, 

no.6. VTE 50513-17: 

summa attunu ina libbi ada anntlte sa ma§sur-ahu-iddina sar mit aSsur bel[kunu] [ina] muhhi maSsur
bani-apli mari sarri raM sa bet ridiit[e] [ahh]esu mar'e [UmmlSU Sa ma§s]ur-ba[ni-apliJ mari sarri rabU 
Sa bet ridiiti u re[hti mare] ~It libbi sa ma§sur-[ahu-iddina sar] mat aSsurl belkunu issekunu [iskunii]ni 
tahata[n]i 
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If you sin against this treaty which Esarhaddon, king of Assyria, [your] lord, [has concluded] with 
you concerning Assurbanipal. the great crown prince designate, (and concerning) his (brother]s. sons 
by [the same mother as Ass)urba[nipal), the great crown prince designate, the re[st of the off]spring 
of Esar[haddon, king) of Assyria, your lord, 

no.7. VTE 57 632-34: 

§umma attuni mu§ur-ahu-iddina sar mit usur/ u musur-bini-apli sarro rabtl sa bet riduti/ u ahhesu 
[mare wmmlsu sa mdSur-bini-apli/ sarro rabtl sa bet riduti rehti mare/ ~it libbi sa muSur-ahu-iddina 
sar mit dSur/ turammini ana Sumeli u illakUni tallakini 

If you forsake Esarhaddon, king of Assyria, Assurbanipal. the great crown prince designat, (his 
brothers, [sons by the same mother) as Assurbanipal, the great crown prince designate, and the other 
sons, the offspring of [Esa]rhaddon, king of Assyria, and go to rights and to lefts, 

no.8. Zairutu Treaty 62 12a-24: 

sa abut la deqtu [la t]asalini tepp.sini [nild]u la danqu dababu [la ti]bu ina muhhi m.sSur-bani-apli 
sar mit dSur belkunu ina lib]bi libbikunu tanakkilaninni [tadabbub]ani ussuktii [la de]q!tu milku la 
tabu sa sihibarte [ina libbiku)nu ina muhhi musur-bini-apli sar mit uSur belkunu [tamall)ikani tadab
bubani [issi xxx]x 2-e ina muhhi dtlki [sa m.ssur-bini-apli 8ar] mit dSur belkunu tadabbuba[ni] 

Whoever you fabricate and carry out an ugly and evil thing or a revolt against your lord Assur
banipal, king of Assyria. conceive in your hearts and put into words an ugly [sch]eme or an evil plot 
against [your lord) Assurbanipal. king of Assyria, deliberate [in yo]ur [hearts) and formulate an ugly 
suggestion and evil advice for rebellion and insurrection against your lord Assurbanipal, king of 
Assyria. (or) plot [with] another [ ... ] for the murder of your lord [Assurbanipal, king] of Assyria. 

no.9. AB 67 rev. 3-4: 

lei anini ana ad~ a[nntlti sa m.ssur-bini-apli 8ar mit uSur itti belini nimissu rupass[asu 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx) 

If we [transgress). break, erase, [or ... ] t[his] treaty [with Assurbanipal, king of Assyria, our lord], 

HEBREW TEXTS 

§26. Biblical Texts 

no. 1. Lev 26:14-15: 

'n':1' O~~!)l 'Y1n '''!l~nK OK'! 'CK7;)n 'npn:1-DK' :'1'K:'1 111:11;):'1-'::1 nK ,ttyn K;' " ,y?;)vn Ka,...cK'! 
'n":1-nK O~"1!)i1; 'n'llf.)-;;:)-nK nwy 

If you do not obey me and carry out all these commandments, and if you reject my decrees and abhor 
my ordinances and fail to carry out all my commandments and so break my covenant, 

no.2. Lev 26:27: 

"p:1 '1;)Y en::l;:'1' ., 'y?;)~n K; nKT:1-DK' 
If in spite of this, you do not obey me, but continue to be hostile towards me, 

no.3. Josh 6:2600: 

. . . who rises up and build this city Jericho, 

no.4. Ezra 6:1laa: 

And I issued a decree: 'If anyone who violates this edict, 
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no.S. Ezra 6:12a: 

O'~"':l " l' ~:1'~-11':l :1':ln, :1'l~:1' :1,' n'~' " • •• • 
.•• who lifts his hand to change (this decree) or to destroy this house of God in Jerusalem! 

§27. SSI I 24 2b-3: 

Cursed be the man who opens this (tomb)! 

ARAMAIC INSCRIYI'IONS > 

§28. Abou-Assaf, Bordreuil & Millard, La Statue de Tell Fekherye 

no.1. 23 llb-12a: 

Whoever defaces my man and put his name, 

no.2.2316b-17a: 

Whoever defaces my name from the equipment of Hadad's temple, 

§29. SSI II 

no.I. 10 18b-21: 

... ",ttl, ~ 'K :1'[ttl~] [~] mOl:1" "'K C['P] ~ :1lT ~::1ll Y1:1['] m~' 
and whoever removes this stele from Ilwer's [presence], and drags it away it [from its place], or 
whoever sends ... , 

no.2. No. 18 95 i 5-8: 

:1'~~ ~ ~11!'~' :1lT ~'! Ol:1n 11~ ~ 
Whoever you are who drag this picture and grave away from its place, 

§30. Fitzmyer, Set'ire 

no.I. Sf I 13 14b-lS: 

[ ••• :1'K1 ,:l 'PY'] '~Y11~ 'i'Y 'i'~' 1[:1' 111:l 1~ :1'~:1 ,:l, '!l'~ 1]~ 1~o'ny ,::1 ,~yn~ 'i'~' 1:1' 
If MatiCel, the son of CAttarsamak, the kin[g of Arpad] be false [to Bir-Ga'yah, the king of KTK, and 
i]f the descendant of MatiCel be false [to the descendant of Bir-Ga>yah ... ], 

no.2. Sf Ie 16b-20: 

, :lV' 'T O,':l 11'"'['] O~~' K11:ltl 1!):1K 'K:1 ,,~ J7.3 ":1~ ,~~" :1lT ~:l:ll:l 'T K'!)O ,,~ ,:1', ~, 
Whoever will not observe the words of the inscription which is on this stele or will say, "I shall 
efface some of his (its) words,· or "I shall upset the good relations and tum (them) [to] evil,· on any 
day on which he will d[o] so, 

no.3. SfII C Ib-l0a: 

111:l 11'~ '::1:1K n:.]~" K[']'!lO ':l~:1K '~K[']' I~!U[']' 'T IK K':1'K '11:l ~ I'[K] K"!)O m':1' '~K[' ~'] 
~ I'K K"[!lO] " '~[']' 'lK 'lK mK Y'" 'T' ,~~" K':1'K '11::1 ~ ~[']'!lO " J7.3 ~:1 ,nr', :1:l~ 11'K' 

~':1'(~]' 11::1 
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[and whoever will] give orders to efface [th]ese inscriptions from the bethels, where they [wr]itten 
and [will] say, "I shall destroy the inscriptions and with impunity shall 1 destroy KTK and its king, " 
should that (man) be frightened from effacing the inscriptions from the bethels and say to someone 
who does not understand, "I shall reward (you) indeed," and (then) order (him), "efface these inscrip
tions from the house of the gods, 

PHOENICIAN INSCRIPI'IONS 

§31. SSI III 

no.1. Ahiram 142: 

1T l'K '1" 'll '~Y 11ln~ ~m Ol<~>Ol 1::10' O~~l 1~ 'K' 

Now, if a king among kings or a governor among governors or a commander of an army should come 
up against Byblos and uncover this coffin, 

no.2. Kilamuwa 34 i 14a: 

Who shall sit in my place does harm to this inscription, 

no.3. Karatepe A 50-52 iii 12-18a: 

mpl'l 11'K omn' '1K OK OW nih T '>'Wl ,mTK OW n~' WK OW O'K WK O'K OK OlT'l IT'' O~~l 1~ OK' 
T 'YWl'I YO' Y'l' 11KlWl OK YO' 11'~nl OK "" OW 11W' 'T ,yw , 'YII'" "11TK "II WK T ,ywn yo." T 

Now, if a king among kings, or a prince among princes, or any man who is a man of renown, effaces 
the name of Azitiwada from this gate and puts up his own name, or more than that, covets this city 
and pulls down this gate which Azitiwada made, and makes another gate for it and puts his own name 
on it, whether it is out of covetousness or whether it is out of hatred and malice that he pulls down 
this gate, 

no.4. Yehawmilk 106 13b-15: 

"no~ '1m T 0i'~ 11~ :'1'0' " T [-]:'1 11K 1[0111] KT n::l[K']O '011 OK' 111K OW 11wn ?lK 0K1 

And if you do not put my name beside your own but remove this work and [shift] this [(pillar)] along 
with its base from this place and uncover it hiding-place, 





APPENDIXD 

TRADITIONAL SOURCES OF NEO-ASSYRIAN TREATY-CURSES 

SUMERIAN INSCRIPfIONS 

§ 1. NBW I, Gudea Statue B 

no.1. 17895: 

nam-tar-ra-ni h~-das-kuru2( = KUR2)-ne 

May they alter his determined fate! 

00.2. 17896-7: 

gu4-gim U4-ne-na h~-gaz 

May he be killed at this, his day, like a cow! 

no.3. 17898-9: 

am-gim arhuA-na h~-dab5 

May he be captured in his wild vigour like an aurochs! 

no.4. 178910-11: 

gi§dur2-ear lU2 mu-na-DU-a-ni sahar-ra h~-em-ta-tuS 
May he be in dust set (from) the chair, which man set for him! 

no.5. 178915-16: 

mu-ni ~-dingir-ra-na-ta dub-ta h~-em-ta-gar 

May his name be removed from the tablet out of the temple of his god! 

00.6. 178919: 

1M an-na h~-da-a-gi4 

May the rain be retained in heaven! 

no.7. 920: 

a ki-a h~-da-a-gi4 

May the water be held back in the earth! 

no.8.178921: 

mu-nu-gN2-la ha-mu-na-ta-e3 

May years of shortage be approaching him! 

00.9. 178 9 22: 

bal-a-na §e-gar h~-gal2 

May famine rule in his reign! 

12. NBW I, Gudea Statue C 

no.1. 182-8449-12: 

djnanna nin-kur-kur-ra-ke4 sag-garni ukkin-na nam h~-ma-KU5-e 
May Ioanna, the lady of all lands, curse his head in the assemby! 

no.2. 184 4 13-15: 
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giSgu-za-gub-ba-na suhuS-bi na-an-gi- rn~' 
May she [Inanna] not consolidate the foundation of throne erected for him! 

no.3. 184416:1 

numun-a-ni rh~-til' 
May his seed come to an end! 

no.4. 184417:2 

bal- ra' -ni rh~-ku5' 

May his reign be cut off! 

§3. NBW I, Gudea Statue 244 S 38: 

mu-ni h~-e~-ha-lam-e-n[e] 
May they (the gods) annihilate his name! 

§4. NBW I, Urnammu 28131,213-14: 

nam-ti-il nig2-gig-ga-ni h~-na (g) 

May life be an evil for him! 

§5. NBW II, Urnammu 40 145 14-:-15 

d rbil3' -ga-meS3-e nam ha-ba-da-KU5-e3 

May GilgameS curse (him)! - Also Ibbisuen A 9-10 71-72, Steible, vol. 2, 288. 

§6. NBW II, Urnammu 47 15042-4: 

uru-ni-da sag-ki- rni, ha-ba-da- rgid2' -[de3] 
May he (Nanna) look at his city with anger! 

OLD AKKADIAN INSCRIPrIONS 

§7. RIME II Sargon E2. 1. 1.2 15 112-19 

denlil u d~amaS isissu lisuta u zeriu lilquta 

May Enlil and SamaS tear out his foundation and destroy his offspring! 

§8. RIME II Sargon E2. 1. 1.2 15 127-284: 

kakkesu lisbir 
May he (Enlil) break his weapons! 

§9. RIME II Naram-Sin -- . 

no.1. E2.1.4.5 102 ii 24-iii 8: 

dgin bel ~almim sa u djstar-annunitum an denlil djlaba d[s]in [d]samaS dnerigal dfun dninkarak ilu 
rabl1tum in naphariunu arratam lamutam liruruS 

1 Also Utuhegal 7 (H. Steible, part 2, 330). 

2 Also Utuhegal 711-12 (H. Steible, part 2,330). 

3 Also Sulgi 46 12-16 (H. Steible, part 2, 199); Sulgi 6S 7-14 (ibid., 199); Ibbisuen A 9-8 71-72 
(ibid., 288). 

4 Also ibid., Sargon E2.1.1.6 20 48-49, 72233-34. 
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May Sin, the owner of this statue and Hitar-Annunitum, An, Enlil, Ilaba, Sin, SamaS, Nergal, 
Um(um), Ninkarak, the great gods in their totality, curse him with an terrible curse! 

no.2. E2.1.4.5 102 iii 9-13: 

hattam ana denlil sarrutam ana dj§tar a ukI1 
May he not hold the sceptre for Enlil and the kingdom for Utar! 

no.3. E2.1.4.5 102 iii 14-16: 

mahris ilisu a ilik (DU) 

May he not walk before his god! 

no.4. E2.1.4.5 102 iii 17-22: 

drunhursagga u druntu zikram u sumam [a] idinaSum 

May Ninhursag and Nintu not grant him a son and an heir! 

no.5. E2.1.4.5 102 iii 23-26: 

dadad u drusaba sirihSu a u§eSira 

May Adad and Nisaba not let his furrow flourish! 

no.6. E2.1.4.5 102 iii 27-32: 

denki niriu a limdud 

May Enki not make his canal full! 

§10. A1-Fouadi, RBitwita1, R Sumer 34 (l97S), 122-129. 

no.l. 54-59: 

zeliu IiIq < ut > rna i§issu lisuhu aplam u §umam ai dinniWlm 

May they not give him an heir and offspring! May they take his seed and annihilate his foundation! 

no.2. 60-61: 

bal~ lu ikkibm 

May life be hateful to him! 

OLD BABYLONIAN INSCRIPI'IONS 

§11. UET I Dr. 100 22 26-31: 

lu-ba dnannar lugal-mu drun-gal nin-mu nam-ha-ba-an-da-tar-ru-ne 

May Nannar my king and Ningal my lady curse that man! 

§12. RIME IV lahdun-Lim E4.6.S.2 60S 149-52: 

daa kalatum beltum rabitum lu muleminat awitim ina mahar d§amaS ana daritim 

May the bride Aa, the great lady, put in a bad word about him before SamaS forever! 

§13. J. Kohler & F. E. Peiser, Hammurabi's Gesetz I; A. Deimel, Codex Hammurabi; Martha T. 
Roth, Law Collections 

no.l. xxvi 45-49: 

anum rabdm abu iii . . . melimmi §arriitim li~1iu 

May great Anu, father of the gods, take the royal sheen from him! 
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no.2. xxvi 50-51: 

hat~aSu lisbir 

May he break his scepter! 

no.3. xxvi 52: 

sImatisu lIrur 

May he curse his destiny! 

no.4. xxvi 53-63: 

denlil belum musIm sImatim . . . test la subbim gabarah halaqisu ina subtisu lisappihaSsum 

May Enli, the lord, who determines destinies, ... incite against him even in his own residence dis
order that cannot be quelled and a rebellion that will result in his obliteration! 

no.5. xxvi 64-72: 

pale tiinehim umi I~tim saniit husahhim iklet la nawanm mut nitil Inim ana sImtim lisImSum 

May he determine as his fate a reign of grief, days of sweat, years of famine, darkness without light, 
sudden death! 

00.6. xxvi 73-80: 

halaq aIiSu naspuh nisIsu sarrussu supelam sUmSu u zikirsu ina matim la subSAm ina pIsu kabtim liqbi 

May he declare with his venerable speech the obliteration of his city, the dispersion of his people, the 
supplanting of his kingship, and the blotting out of his name and his memory from the land! 

no.7. xxvi 81-90: 

dNinlil ummmum rabItum •.• a!iar siptim u purussem ina Mahar Enlil a\'/assu lilemmin 

May Ninlil, the great mother, ... vitiate his matter before Enlil at the place of litigation and verdict! 

no.8. xxvi 91-97: 

Sulput matisu halaq nisIsu tabu napistisu kIma me ina pI Enlil sarrim lisaSkin 

May she, through the decree of Enlil, cause his land to be ruined, his people destroyed and his life 
spilled like water! 

no.9. xxvii 2-6: 

dea rubOm rabOm .•. uznam u nemeqam litersuma ina misItim littarrusu 

May Ea, the great prince, him of all understanding and wisdom!; may he lead him into confusion! 

no.l0. xxvii 7-13: 

(a) naratisu ina nagbim liskir (b) ina er~etisu aSnan napisti nisI ai u!iabSi 

(a) May he dam up his rivers at the source! (b) may he not allow any life-sustaining grain in his land! 

no.l1. xxvii 14-20: 

dsllllUlS day anum raM sa same u er~etim •.• sarrussu liskip 

May SllIlUlS, the mighty judge of heaven and earth ..• overturn his kingship! 

no.12. xxvii 24-25: 

iSdI ulIllIliinisu lishel~i 

May he confuse his path and undermine the morale of his army! 

no. 13. xxvii 26-30: 
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ina biriSu Airam lemnam Aa nasih i§di AarriitiSu u halaq mitiAu liAkunSum 

When divination is performed for him, may he provide an inauspicious omen portending the uproot
ing of the foundations of his kingship and the obliteration of his land! 

no.14. xxvii 31-33: 

awatum maru§tum h d§ama§ arbiA lik§ussu 

May the malevolent word of sama§ swiftly overtake him! 

00.15. xxvii 34-40: 

(a) eliA ina baltutim lissuhSu (b) AapliA ina e~tim e~emmaSu ~ liA~mi 

(a) May he uproot him from among the living above; (b) make his ghost thirst for water below in the 
nether world! 

no.16. xxvii 41-46: 

dsin bel Wn6 ... agAm kussAm Aa Aarriitim li~rSu 
May Sin, the lord of heaven, ... deprive him of the crown (and) throne of kingship! 

no.17. xxvii 47-51: 

arnam kabtam §eressu rabitam Aa ina zumriAu la iballiqu limussuma 

May he impose upon him an onerous punishment, a great punishment, which will not depart from his 
body! 

no.18. xxvii 52-56: 

11mi warbi hnit palem ina tinehim u dimmatim li§aqti 

May he conclude every day, month, and year of his reign with groaning and mourning! 

no.19. xxvii 57-58: 

kammil hrriitim li§attilSu 

May he unveil before him a contender for the kingship! 

00.20. xxvii 59-63: 

balitam §a itti mutim §itannu ana §imtim li§im§um 

May he decree for him a life that is no better than death! 

no.21. xxvii 64-71: 

dadad bel hegallim gugal §~ u e~tim ~ zunni ina §~ Dl11am ina nagbim li~rSu 
May Adad, the lord of prosperity, the canal-inspector of heaven and earth, my helper, deprive him of 
rain from heaven (and) floodwater from the springs! 

00.22. xxvii 72-75: 

missu ina huhhhim u bubutim liballiq 

May he destroy his land through want and hunger! 

00.23. xxvii 76-78: 

eli iliSu ezzi§ lissima 

May he thunder furiously over his city! 

no.24. xxvii 79-80: 

missu ana til abubim liter 
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May he turn his land into the ruin left by flood! 

no.25. xxvii 81-87: 

dzababa . . . aSar tamharim i~kakkaSu lisbir 

May Zababa ... smash his weapon on the battle-field! 

no.26. xxvii 88-91: 

\imam ana miiSim literSumma nakirsu elisu lisziz 

May he tum day into night for him and cause his enemy to trample upon him! 

no.27. xxvii 92-103: 

~star relit tahizim u qablim ... ina libbisa aggim ina uzzatisa rabiatim sarriissu lirur 

May Btar, mistress of battle and war, . . ., curse his kingship with her great angry heart and great 
fury! 

no.28. xxvii 104-106: 

damqatisu ana lemnetim liter 

May she turn his good into evil! 

no.29. xxviii 2-4: 

aSar tahizim u qablim i~kakkaSu lisbir 

May she break his weapon on the battle-field! 

no.30. xxviii 5-7: 

isilam sahmaStam lislrun§um 

May she create confusion (and) rebellion for him! 

no.31. xxviii 8-9: 

qarradisu Iisamqit 

May she strike down his warriors! 

no.32. xxviii 10-11: 

danusunu e~tam lisqi 

May she drench the earth with their blood! 

no.33. xxviii 12-16: 

gurun blmat u1llIlliniitisu ina ~rim littaddi 

May she make a heap of his warriors' corpses on the plain! 

no.34. xxviii 17-18: 

ummansu reman ai usarsi 

May she not show mercy on his warriors! 

00.35. xxviii 19-23: i 

5uati ana qat oakrisu limalliSuma ana mat nulrurtisu kamis lirUsu 

As for him, may she deliver him ioto the hand of his enemies, and may they carry carry him away in 
bonds to a land hostile to him! 

no.36. xxviii 24-34: 
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dnergal . . . ina W~isu rabim kIma isitim ezzetim sa apim nisiSu liqmi 

May Nergal ... burn his people with his great overpowering weapon like a raging fire in a reed 
thicket! 

no.37. xxviii 35-39: 

ina i~kakkiSu dannim liSanisUtna biniitisu kIma ~alam tiddim lihbuS 

May he shatter him with his mighty weapon, and break his body in pieces like a clay figure! 

no.38. xxviii 40-49: 

dnintu . . . aplam lileriuma sumam ai uSarSisu ina qerbit nisisu zer awiliitim ai ibni 

May Nintu ... deny him of an heir!; may she not give him no offspring!; may she not let him pro
duce a male descendant in the midst of his people'" 

no.39. xxviii 50-69: 

drunkarcak . . . muqam kabtam asakkam lemnam simmam ~am sa la ipaSSehu asllm qerebsu kIma 
nisik miitim la innassahu ina biniitisu lis~iaSSumma adi napisWu ibelhl ana ~iitisu liddammam 

May Ninkarrark, ... , inflict upon him in his body a grievous malady, an evil disease, a serious 
injury which never heals, whose nature no physician knows, which he cannot allay with bandages, 
which like a deadly bite cannot be rooted out, and may he continue to lament (the loss of) his vigour 
until his life comes to an end! 

no.4O. xxviii 70-83: 

illl rabQtum sa sarna u e~tim . . . suiti zeriu missu ~ibaSu nisiSu u umminSu erretam maruStam 
liruru 

May the great gods of heaven and earth, curse that one, his offspring, his land, his troops, his people, 
and his army with an evil curse!" 

no.41 xxviii 84-91: 

erretim daniatim denlil ina pisu sa la uttakkaru lirurSUtna arhis likSudaSu 

May Enlit, by his unalterable word, curse him with these curses, and may they swiftly overtake him! 

THE INSCRIPI'IONS FROM THE KASSITE AND POST-KASSITE PERIODS 

§14. BBSt 2 (KurigaIzu) 

no.1. 11-17: 

danu denlil u dea dnannar dSamaS u dmarduk dnergaI u dsadarnunna dnergaI u dlaaz ilissu lissuhu 
zeriu lilquw illen iima la baIasu liqbu 

May Anu, Enlil, and Ea, Nannar, SamaS, and Marduk, Nusku and Sadarnunna, Nergal and Laz tear 
out his foundation, and his seed may they snatch away! May they command that his life endure not 
for a single day! 

no.2. 19-20: 

dsamaS dayyin dinati elenu ilini(?)su saplinu arutaSu me ~ti ai uSamhir 

May SamaS, the arbiter of judgment, above on his ..... and below on his ..... never let the pipe for 
him receive cool water down below! 

§15. "NazimaruttaS: in Daniel Arnaud, "Deux < < Kudurru> > de Larsa: II. Etude Epigraphique: 
RA 66 (1972), 166. 

no.l. 35b-36: 
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danu[m] denlil u dea arrat [l]a nipsuri marusta liruriisu 

May Anu, Enlil, and Ea curse him (with) an indissoluble evil curse! 

no.2. 37-38a: 

drunurta bel mi < ~ > ri u kudurri mi~irSu lismuk [kudur]raSu lisuhi 

May Ninurta, the lord of boundary and kudurru, destroy his boundary and tear out his kudurru! 

no.3. 38b-39: 

dsin belu raM saharsuppa limilisuma! kima sirramu ina ka!ma!ti lirtebi~ 
May Sin, the great lord, fill him (with) leprosy! May he lie outside like a wild ass! 

00.4. 40-41a: 

belit-ilini ana bitisu la usarma 5ina bitisu waladi aplu immeru imeru ameliitu liprusi 

May BeIet-iIi not give any birth 'in his house, but in his house may she prevent birth of ox, sheep, 
donkey and human! 

no.5. 41b-43: 

dgula simma liza ina zumrisu lisubsima muru~ la tapsihi limhursu dama sarka kima! mll lirmuk 

May Gula put a lasting evil in his body and give him an incurable sickness. May he bathe (in) hood 
(and) pus as (in) water! 

§16. Kudurri-Enlil, in Daniel Arnaud, "Deux < < Kudurru> > de Larsa,· RA 66 (1972), 74a: 

dadad ugadu lirhi~ma ina arururti lisim[su ....... 6] 

May Adad flood his field, so that he may determine his fate in hunger-cramp! 

00.1. iii 9: 

danum abi ilini na[k]r[isJ lirursu 

May Anu, the father of the gods. curse him as a foe! 

no.2. iii 10: 

deolil sar gimri seri[s]s[u] limissu 

May Eolil, the king of all, inflict his punishment upon him! 

no.3. iii 11: 

dea piitik nisi simataSu lilamman 

May Ea. the creator of men, give him an evil fate! 

no.4. iii 12: 

dsamaS dayyiio same u ir~ititi lihalliq sUmSu 

May SamaS, the judge of heaven and earth, destroy his name! 

no.5. iii 13: 

dmarduk apkal iliini ina limuttiti lirdisu 

May Marduk, the leader of the gods, pursue him with evil! 

5 See also line 75, "Kudurru de Kudurri-Eolil" RA 66 (1972), 173. 

6 About 7 signes missing. 
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00.6. iv 5-S: 

ilini mala ina eli abannari anni~ [sum]sunu zakru arrat la napSuri lirurtiSum[a] lima isten la balissu 
liqbu SiSu sumSu u zeriu ai uSabsu 

Mayall the gods, whose names are mentioned on this stone, curse him with a curse that cannot be 
loosened, may they command that he live not a single day, may they not let him, nor his name, nor 
his seed endure! 

no.7. iv 9-14: 

ume arurti Saniti huSahhi ana simatisu l[i]simu eli iii sarri beli u rubi lirik rininSuma ina limuttiti likIa 

Days of drought, years of famine, may they [all the gods, whose names are mentioned on this stone] 
assign for his lot, before god, king, lord and prince may his whining be continuous, and may he come 
to an evil end! 

§IS. BBSt 5 

no.l. iii 26-32: 

anu denlil u de. drunurta u dgula belu illiti suatum u ilini mala ina nari malum eSritu&unu udda izzis 
likkilmuSu 

May Anu, EnIi1 and Ea, Ninurta and Gula, the lords of this earth, and all the gods whose shrines 
upon this stone are exhibited, look in anger upon him! 

00.2. iii 33-34: 

arrat la paSari liruruSu 

With a curse that cannot be loosed may they curse him! 

no.3. iii 37: 

zeriu lilqurum 

His seed may they snatch away! 

no.4. iii 3S-4I: 

ina limutti u la ~b seri adi Umi i~uti Sa balta liktima 

In evil and sickness of body, with but a few days more of life, my he come to an end! 

§19. Borger, -Merodachbaladans I, - AfO 23 (1970), I-II. 

00.1. iii 4-5: 

belet-ili umma rabitum apia u Soma la uSarSa8u 

-May Belet-ili, the great mother, not allow him a son or descendant! 

no.2. iii 11-14: 

dadad gugal Sam6 illiti ina nirisu nreliprus ina ugari urqita ai u-x-IGI 

May AdOO, water controller of heaven and earth, withdraw the water from his river, may vegetation 
in his fields not . . .! 

no.3. iv 1-2: 

dmarduk u dzarpanitum ana kakki liddinisu 

May Marduk and Zarpanitum deliver him to the sword! 
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§20. Borger, " Merodachbaladan I," Af023 (1970),1-11. 

no.1. iii 3-4: 

u [la] napsuri lemuttam liruriisu 

May they curse him with an indissoluble evil [curse]! 

no.2. iii 5-8: 

dsamaS dayyanu sa ilani rabtlti ~ud pani sakak uzni u ubbur mesreti [ana si]rikti lisrukSu 
May Samd, the chief judge of the great gods, bestow him attack of giddiness, deafness, and paralysis 
of limbs! 

no.3. iii 9-10: 

[rlsin] nannaru paris purussi [saharsu]bba limalisu 
May [Sin], the light of heavens(?), which takes the decision, fill him with leprosy(?)! 

no.4. iii 11-15: 

d[a]dad gugal same u i~iti eqletisu idra lisashima lizammi ddnan ai use~i urqeti 

May Adad' the water coutroller of heavens and earth, make potassium of his fields useless and 
deprive (them) of crops. May he not let vegetation grow! 

no.5. iv 5-9a: 

dgula azugallatum rabitum simma ~a lazza miqta la teba ina zumrisu lise~i 
May Gula, the great chief doctor, let emerge a tedious and chronic suffer (and) uncurable paralysis(?) 
in his body! 

no.6. iv 9b-15a: 

dnusku dninegal fsuqamuna u dsumalia ilani sarri eli nisi lisamri~usu ilu ana ~errisu sarru ana redu 
litiriisu 

May Nusku, Ninegal, Suqamuna and Sumalia, the gods of king, let him displease to people; may they 
make god his adversary and king as his enemy! 

no.7. iv ISb-17: 

ilani mala ina narl annt [s]umSunu za[k(?)r]u(?) ina arrat arru ... 

May the great gods, who are mentioned on this document, because of curses, with which he is cursed 
••• 1 

§21. Borger, " Merodachbaladan, " AfO 23 (1970), 1-11 iii 14: 

[salamt]du ai iqqebir 

May his corpse not be buried! 

§22. MDP 6 41 iv 13-15a: 

d~irrisu sarrutu ana rersu lItirriisu 

May his godly protector remove the kingship from his sons! 

§23. BBSt 6 

no.l. ii 38b: 

ilu u sarro izzis likkilmusu 

May god and king look upon him in anger! 
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no.2. ii 39-40: 

dninurta §ar §~ u i~iti u dgula kallat e8arra libutii kudurrdu lihalliqii zer§u 

May Ninurta, the king of heaven and earth, and Gula, the bride of Esharra, destroy his boundary
stone and obliterate his seed! 

00.3. ii 41-44: 

dadad gugal same u i~iti bel naqbi u mnni niriti§u limilli sakiki bubuta u hU§ahha li§kunSumma 
lubnii makii u liminu urra u mU§a Iii rakis itti§u 

May Adad, the ruler of heaven and earth, the lord of spring and rain, fill his canals with mud! May 
he set hunger and want upon him, and may oppression, ruin, and adversity be bound day and night at 
his side! 

no.4. ii 45: 

ana iSib ilisu maki qissu limgug 

May ruin fasten its grip upon the inhabitants of his city! 

no.5. ii 53: 

bit ippU§u libel §anuumma 

May another possess the house which he has built! 

00.6. ii 54-57: 

ultu P$U ina ki§idi-§u u quppu ina ini§u ana ~ibitinisu appuu Iilbimma unniniw ai imhur§u han~§ 
likkisa nap§assu 

With a dagger in his neck, and a poinard in his eye, may he prostrate himself before his captor, and 
may the latter not accept his supplication, and suddenly cut off his life! 

§24. Hinke, A New Boundary Stone of Nebuchadnezzar I 

no.l. iv 3-4: 

danu §arru abi ilini aggi§ litallik§uma nap§atus liballi 

May Anu. the king. the father of the gods, overthrow him in anger and annihilate his life! 

no.2. iv 5-8: 

denlil bel §aqtl mii§im §imat ilini §imat maru§ti Ii§im§uma lubna nelmena amat niAe Iigisuu 

May EIliI, the lofty lord, who appoints the fate of the gods, appoint for him an evil fate, so that 
calamity, misfortune and the commands of men may oppress him! 

no.3. iv 9-12: 

dea §ar apsi bel Wimti nugu kabitti numur libbi oahua hab~a likim§uma nissatu lilqiw 

May Ea, the king of the ocean, the lord of wisdom, take away from him gladness of heart, happiness 
of mind, aboundance and fullness, so that lamentation may seize him! 

no.4. iv 15-19: 

dsama§ u dadad ilini gurut dayyane ~iriiti lu mulammenu igirri§u §unuma din kitti u mesari ai idiniiSu 

May sama§ and Adad, the powerful gods, the lofty judges, give him evil plans, and may they not 
judge him with ajudgment of justice and righteousnes! 

no.5. iv 20-21: 

dgula heltu rabitu simma lazza ina zumri§u liskunma dima u §arqa kima m~ lirmuk 
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May Gula, the great mistress, put lingering sickness into his body! May he pour out dark and bright 
red blood as water! 

no.6. iv 25-27: 

(a) dnusku bel gaSrum arirum karubu [ilu] bannua lu rabi~u limuttisu siima (b) liqaqmme sursisu 

(a) May Nusku, the powerful lord, the mighty scorcher, [the god], my creator, be his evil demon and 
(b) may he bum his root! 

no.7. v 5-7: 

ilam rabllti mala ina abannari anni sUmSunu zaknl arrat limutti liruriisu isissu lissuhii u zerisu 
liihalliqii -

May the great gods as many as are mentioned by their names on this stone, curse him with an evil 
curse, tear out his foundation and destroy his seed! 

§25. Sommerfeld, -Die M~ttelbabylonische GreIlZSteinurkunde, - UF 16 (1984), 299-306. 

00.1. iv 8-11: 

dmnurta aplam u merestam lizammi 

May Ninurta deprive (him) of an heir and need! 

no.2. iv 12-16: 

dzababa u distar aSar tamharim lisbirii kakkaSu lirammii idisu 

May Zababa and Istar smash his weapon in the battle-field (and) make his arm slack! 

no.3. iv 17-19: 

dnergal aSar sipti linappi~a niprisu 

May Nergal smash his offspring in the place of criminal court! 

no.4. iv 20-23: 

dsin ... lihalliqa nannabSu 

May Sin ... annihilate his progeny! 

§26. BBSt 11 ii 23-iii 1: 

danu denlil dea u dmnmah iliini rabllti arrat la napsuri limutta liruriisu isissu lissuhii u zersu lilqutiim 

May Anu, Enlil, Ea and Ninmah, the great gods, curse him with an evil curse that cannot be loosed, 
may they tear out his foundation, and his seed may they snatch away! 

§27. BBSt 7 

no.1. ii 16-18: 

dsin nanae sam~ elliiti isruba la teba gimir lanisu lilabbisma adi iimi simatisu ai ibib u klma qurimi ina 
kamat aIisu lirtappud . 

May Sin, the light of the bright heavens, with leprosy that never departs clothe his whole body, so 
that he may not be clean till the day of his death, but must lie down like a wild ass at the outer wall of 
his city! 

no.2. ii 19-20: 

dsamaS dayyan sam~ u ir~itim pamsu limh~ma iimisu namru ana daummati litursu 

May SamaS, the judge of heaven and earth, smite his countenance; may his bright day tum to dark
ness for him! 
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no.3. ii 25-26: 

dmarduk sar same u i~itim agalatilla §a rikissu la ipp~~an1 li~an karassu 

May Marduk, the king of heaven and earth fill his body with dropsy, the bond of which cannot be 
loosed! 

no.4. ii 32-33: 

dadad gugal same u i~itim ugiirsu lirhi~ma kimu urkiti idranii kimu drusaba puquttu lihnubi 

May Adad, the ruler of heaven and earth, overwhelm his fields, so that there may spring up 
aboundantly weeds in place of green herbs and thorns in place of grain! 

no.5. ii 34-35: 

dnabd sukallu ~iru um sugi-e u arrati ana simitisu lisimBU 

May Nabd, the exalted minister, appoint days of scarcity and drought as his destiny! 

no.6. ii 38-39: 

SUmBU zersu piri'su nannabsu ina pi nise disiti lihalliqii 

May they destroy his name, his seed, his offspring, (8I1d) his posterity from the mouth of widespread 
peoples! 

§28. Livingstone, " Marduk-nidin-ahbe. " 

no.1. iv 6-10: 

saSu SumSu zeriu nannabsu ina pi nise desiti lihalliqii u zenu lilquruma 

May they destroy him, his name, his offspring, his descendants, in the nouth of the multitudinous 
people and pluck his seed (for him)! 

no.2. iv 18-19: 

kima qadi ina harbi naddti lirbi~ 

May he crouch like an owl in abandoned ruins! 

no.3. iv 24-26: 

d§amas dayyanu ~ru sa same u i~itim muSteSir iIi u anu1i ana dinisu ai iqulsu 

May sama§, lofty judge of heaven and earth, director of god and man, not give heed to him in his lit
igation! 

no.4. iv 27-28a: 

dinSu purussa ai uSarii 

May he not allow his lawsuit to reach a decision! 

no.S. v 16-17: 

pulukkaSu linakkir 

My he (Ninurta) move his borderpost! 

no.6. v 18: 

kisurraSu lihalliq 

May he (Ninurta) destroy his boundary! 

no.7. v 19-24: 

dzababa etellu muter gimilli denlil abiSu aSar tahizi lisbira tilpanSu libtuqa matanSu 
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May Zababa, the prince who avenges Enlil his father, break: up his bow where there is battle (and) cut 
away his bowstring! 

no.8. vi 24-26: 

ilu lemna dsoou mUnaSsira idus lilulma kipdisu lihalliqii 

May she hang an evil deity, a sapping spirit, at his side, and may they destroy his plans! 

§29. BBSt 8 

no.1. iii 23-25: 

ilini mala ina muhhi nar~ nnni mala sUnSunu zakru arrat la napsuri liruriisu 

Mayall the gods who are upon this stone (and) all whose names are mentioned, curse him with a 
curse that cannot be loosened! 

no.2. iii 26-28: 

anu denlil u dea ilini raMti esissu lissu[h]ii lihalliqii 

May Anu, Enlil, and Ea, the great gods, tear out his foundation and destroy it! 

no.3. iii 29-30: 

pirihsu lissuhhii liklii nannabsu 

May they [Anu, Enlil, and Ea, the great gods] carry off his descendants! 

no.4. iii 31-32: 

dmarduk belu raM agalatill! r[i][s]s[u] l[a] p[ame]r[a lisissisu] 

May Marduk, the great lord, cause him to bear as a bond that cannot be broken! 

no.5. iv 3-6: 

dadad gugal sam~ u e~ti niirati sakiki limili u tamirassu limil! puqutta sir bira likabbisa SepaSu 

May Adad, the ruler of heaven and earth, fill his canals with mud, and his fields may he fill with 
thoms, and may his feet tread down the vegetation of the pastures! 

no.6. iv 19-20: 

drunurta bel kudurreti apilSu naqa mesu liSeli 

May Ninurta, the lord of boundary-stones, remove his son, who pours the waters for him! 

no.7. iv 21-22: 

dnergal bel bele u qasati kakkisu likbir 

May Nergal, the lord of spears and bows, break: his weapons! 

no.8. iv 23-24: 

dzama[ma] sar taban ina taban qassu Iii i~abat 
May Zamama, the king of battle, not grasp his hand in the battle! 

§30. Peiser, KB IV, 80-82 

no.1. iii 13-14: 

dmarduk belu raM agalatilli rikissu la pa~ira lisissisu 

May Marduk, the great lord, cause him to bear dropsy, the unloosenable bond! 

no.2. iii 15-17: 
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dsamas dayyinu rabQ §am~ u e~tim hldin ~irdisuma 7 ina parikti lizzissu 

May sama§, the great judge of heaven and earth, decide his punishment and oppose him! 

no.3. iv 5-8: 

dgula ... simma lazza ina zumrisu liskumma dama u sarka lei me lirmuk 

May Gula put a wound in his body; may he shed blood and pus like water! 

no.4. iv 9-15: 

dadad . . . ugariu lirhi~ma nisaba lihalliqa puquttu lismuh sira birita likabbisa sipesu 

May Adad, . . ., flood his fields and destroy crops; may thorn plants increase; may his feet trample 
furrows and ridges (of the fields)! 

no.5. iv 16-20: 

dnabQ ... suga u nibrita liskunaS§umma mimma uttu ana hurri piSu la ikaSsad 

May Nabl1, ... , give him need and hunger, so that may nothing he finds be enough for his hunger!" 

§31. Reschid & Wilcke, "Marduk-sipik-zeri," ZA 65 (1975), 34-62. 

no.l. 54b-56: 

dsin nannaru Seressu rabita8 likallimSuma ina kamat iii leima serremi lirbi~ 
May Sin, the light of heavens, cause him to experience his great punishment so that he cowers outside 
the city like a wild ass!9 

no.2. 57-61a: 

dSama§ dayyinu rabll sa same u e~ti ina pisu eHi la muSpeli lizzuriuma turti ini sakaak uzni u ubbur 
meSreti lisim isqu§su 

May sama§, the great judg of heaven and earth, curse him with his pure unchangable mouth and 
determine as his fate ... of eyes, deafness and paralysis of limbs! 

§32. "Marduk-ahhe-enoa (1045), • in Hioke, A New Boundary Stone of Nebuchadnezzar I 

no.1. ii 18-20: 

danu denlil dea izzis likkilmusuma nap[istaSu] aple zersu li[hal]li[qii] 

May Anu, Ellil and Ea in anger look upon him and destroy his life, (and) the children, his seed! 

no.2. ii 21-22a: 

dmarduk bellipteti [na(?)ra(?)s]Su liskirma 

May Marduk, the lord of constructions(?), stop up his rivers! 

no.3. iii 9-10: 

ilini kalisunu mala sumSunu zakru lei isten 11mi la balM-su liqb11 

May the gods, all of them, as many as are mentioned by their names, not grant him life for a single 
day! 

7 Sirtu should be read Sertu "punishment.· 

8 This curse relates to leprosy and its result. SaharJubbtJ appears in apposition to JertaJu rabrta in 
UET 1 165 ii 25 (NB kudurru), CAD Sill, 325. 

9 Translated according to CAD Sill, 325. 
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§33. BBSt 9 

no.1. i 42-43a: 

d!;iarpanitu belit esaggil hirat d[marduk lemuttaSu]10 liqtabba ina pani bel bele 

May Zarpanitu, the lady of Esagila, the spouse of [Marduk], speak evil about him in the presence of 
the lord of lords! 

no.2. ii 1-3a: 

dsamaS dayyinu Sa same u er!;ietim dinSu u purussasu ai iprus 

May ~amaS, the judge of heaven and earth, his judgement and his decision not decree! 

no.3. ii 3b-5: 

dnergal bel qabli u tahiizi ina tahissu lisgissl1 

May Nergal, the lord of war and battle, slay him in his battle! 

00.4. ii 10b-14a: 

[dadad sa] uSabsi aSna[n lulmu se'ati(?) larda kImu me idrana lisabSi 

[May Adad, who] makes the com to grow, cause there to be weeds instead of grain, and instead of 
water barrenness! 

no.S. ii 14b-19: 

drunurta bel kudurreti kudurraSu lissuh §umSu rersu pir'isu u nannabsu ina pi ni§e lihalliq apia u [n]aq 
me ai uSarsisu 

(a) May Ninurta, the lord of boundary-stones, tear out his boundary-stone, and may he destroy his 
name, his seed, his offspring, and his progeny from the mouth of men, and (b) may he let him have 
neither son nor pourer of water! 

§34. F. Thureau-Dangin, wMarduk-zakir-§umi, W RA 16 (1919), 117-156. 

no.1. iii 27-30: 

danum denlil u dea u dbelit-ilani ilani rabtlti arrat la napsl1ru limuttum llrurfisu 

May Anu, Enil and Ea and Belit-ilani, the great gods, curse him (with) an indisoluble (and) fatal 
curse! 

no.2. iii 31-32: 

dmarduk d!;iarpanitum i[zzi]§ likkilmfiSuma 

May Marduk and Zarpanit look at him with anger! 

no.3. iv 1: 

halaqsu u k[am]ulSu liqbii 

May they (Marduk and Zarpanit) pronounce his fall and captivity! 

no.4. iv 2-5: 

dnabtl u dnanA ilani !;iiruti is[iss]u lussuhl1 u [rer]su lilqutfi 

May Nabtl and NanA uproot his foundation and snatch away his offspring! 

no.5. iv 6-8: 

10 Watanabe's restoration, BaM Bh 3, 41. 
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dsin dsamaS u distar dbele same u e~eti isrubA limalusuma 

May Sin, SamaS and IStar, the lords of heaven and earth, clothe him (with) leprosy! 

no.6. iv 9-10: 

ldma umamu ~ri ~ra lirpud 

Like a wild animal of the field, he may roam (in the) field! 

ASSYRIAN INSCRIPI'IONS 

§35. RIMA I Erisurn I A.0.33.1 2024b-25: 

aSsur u dadad u belurn iii zaraSu liksuma 

May Assur, Adad, and Bel, my gods, destroy his seed! 

§36. Ibid., Sam§i-Adad I 

no. 1. A.0.39.1 51 118-21: 

ana pin Sarr [ma]hirisu su u ummanitusu ai iprikU 

May he and his army not prevail in the face of a king who opposes him! 

no.2. A.0.39.1 51 127-131: 

djstar belet tahizim kakkisu u kakki nmmanitisu lisbir 

May Istar, mistress of battle, break his weapon and the weapons of his army! 

no.3. A.0.39.1 51 132-35: 

dsin ilu ... lu rabi~ lemuttisu ana daretim 

May Sin, ... , be an evil demon to him forever! 

no.4. A.0.39.2 54-55 iv 15-25: 

(a) dsamaS dayyinu rabll sa same u er~ti ldma sariku bel dimi ana qat sarro bel lemuttisu limalliSu 
(b) djstar beltu ninuw! e~ti sarrusuS u palaSu literSuma ana s[ani]m [iddin] 

(a) May SamaS, the great judge of heaven and underworld, hand him over to a king who is his enemy 
as one who gives up a murderer! (b) May Utar, mistress of Nineveh, take away his sovereignty and 
term of rule and [give] (them) to another! 

§37. Ibid., Puzur-Sin A.0.40.1001 7841-44: 

daSsur bel ilisu sumSu u para's[u] ina ilim u mitim kalisa lUhaliq 

May Assur (and) his city lord destroy his name and his offspring from city and country entirely! 

§38. Ibid., Adad-niriri I 

no.1. A.O.76.2 134 48-52a: 

daSsur, . . . , danu denlil dea u dninmah ilini rabllti digigu sa same danunnaku sa e~ti ina 
naphariSunu ezzis likelmusuma erreta 1ll8lUSta aggis lirlirUS 

May Assur, ... , Anu, Enlil, Ea, and Ninmah, the great gods, the Igigu of heaven, the Anunnku of 
the underworld, look at him with anger and inflict an evil curse upon him in their wrath! 

no.2. A.O.76.134 52b-53a: 

sumSu zeriu ellasu u kimtaSu ina mati lUhalliqu 

May they destroy his name, his seed, his clan, and his kin from the land! 
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no.3. A.0.76.2 53b-54: 

naspuh miitisu halaq nisesu u kudurisu ina KA-i-su-nu kabti lu~amma 

May the dispersal of his land, and the destruction of his people and his heirs be decreed by their 
weighty edict! 

no.4. A.0.76.2 134 55a: 

dadad ina rihi~ lemutti lirissu 

May Adad overwhelm him with a terrible flood! 

no.5. A.0.76.2 134 55b-58a: 

abubu imhullu sahmaStu teSu a.SamSutu suqu bubutu arurtu husahu ina miitisu lu kai'an miitisu 

May deluge, hurricane, insurrection, confusion, storm, need, famine, hunger (and) want be estab
lished in his land! 

no.6. A.0.76.2 134 58b-59a: 

abubis lusbii ana tili u karme luter 
May (Adad) cause (these things) to pass through his land like a flood and tum (it) into ruin hills! 

no.7. A.0.76.2 134 61b-62: 

dadad ina beriq lemutti matisu libriq ana miitisu husaha lidi 

May Adad strike his land with terrible lightning (and) afflict his land with want! 

no.8. A.0.76.9 143 32b-33: 

u miitisu kima til abubi lusime 

May he (Adad) make his land (look) like ruin hills (created by) the deluge! 

no.9. A.0.76.11 30-31: 

a.Ssur helu rabO sarrlitisu liskip sUmSu zersu ina miiti luhalliq 

May Assur, the great lord, overthrow his kingship. May he destroy his name (and) his seed from the 
land! 

§39. Ibid., Shalmaneser I A.O.77A 19353-55: 

sarru helu lemu < ti > su kussisu litir ana nitli inesu m[iiti]su lispur 

Maya king who is his enemy take away his throne and under his very eyes rule his land! 

§40. Ibid., Tukulti-Ninurt.'l I 

no.1. A.0.78.22 271 63b-64a: 

abikti ~abesu liskun 

May he (Assur) bring about the defeat of his army! 

no.2. A.0.78.22 271 65a: 

u qiti paltllisimaSu 

May he (Assur) decree the end of his reign! 

no.3. A.0.78.22 271 65b-66a: 

iimesu luni sattiitisu lulemin 

May he (Msur) darken his days (and) vitiate his years! 

0004. A.0.78.23 274140-144: 
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kakkesu luAabberii abiktu ummanit~u li§kunu ana qiti §arri bel lemutti§u lumellimuna ina mit 
nakre§u kami§ luAa§ibU§ 

May they [M§ur, Enlil and Sama§] smash his weapons, bring about the defeat of his army, hand him 
over to a king who is his enemy, and force him to dwell in captivity in the land of his enemies! 

§41. RIMA II Tiglath-pileser I 

no.1. A.O.87.1 31 74-76: 

danu u dadad ilini rabtlti beleya ezzi§ likilmwuma arrata maru§ta lirurU§u 

May Anu and Adad, the great gods, my lords, look at him with anger and inflict an evil curse upon 
him! 

00.2. A.O.87.1 31 80-83a: 

kakke§u Iwabbiru abikti ummani§u Ii§kunu ina pin makre§u kimi§ lU§e§ibwu 

May they smash his weapons, bring about the defeat of his army, and make him sit in bonds before 
his enemies! 

00.3. A.0.87.1 31 83b-86: 

dadad ina briq lemutte matisu libriq sunqa bubuta huAahha mulinu ana matim liddi 

May Adad strike his land with terrible lightning (and) inflict his land with distress, famine, want, 
(and) plague! 

no.4. A.0.87.1 31 87-88: 

(8) i§ten Uma la balitisu liqbi (b) §um§u zenu ina mati lUhalliq 

(8) May he (Adad) command that he not live one day longer! (b) May he destroy his name (and) his 
seed from the land! 

§42. Ibid., Ashurnasirpal II 

no.1. A.0.I01.26 282 70a: 

d§ur u drunurta ezzi§ likkalmwu 

May M§ur and Ninurta look at him with anger! 

00.2. A.0.I01.26 282 70b-71a: 

§arriitisu liskipu kussi§u likimU§u 

May they (MAur and Ninurta) overthrow his sovereignty, take away his throne from him! 

no.3. A.O.101.S6 331 19: 

(8) dj§tar, heltu rabdtu [ina] kussim likimum (b) ina ini nakiri§U kamiA luAeAibm 

May !Atar, the great mistress, take away from him his throne, (and) may she make him sit in bondage 
before his enemies! 

§43. Ii&lath-pileser III Stele III B 5: 

missu IUterii ana tilli u [karme] 

May they turn his land into mounds [of ruins]! 

§44. OIP II 

00.1. 8560b: 

[arrat limut)ti liruMuma liskipu pale§u 
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May they (the great gods) curse him [with an evil curse, and overthrow his rule! 

no.2. 147 36b-37: 

daSSur sar ilam u ilam raMte Sa sam~ u e~timtim arrat marustu liruriiSuma 

May Assur, king of the gods, and the great gods of heaven and earth, curse him with an evil curse! 

no.3. 147 38-39: 

sam1tisu liskipii balatisu likimiisu sUmSu zersu pirhisu u nannabSu ina pi nise lihalliqii 

May they (ASSur and the great gods of heaven and earth) overthrow his kingship, deprive him of life, 
and destroy his name, his seed, his friends and relatives from the people's mouth! 

145. RIMA III Adad-naran III: 

no.1. A.0.I04.6 209 31c-33: 

dadad gugal same er~timtim sum~ lissuh kima tib eribbu litbima lisamqit matss[u] 

May the god Adad, canal-inspector of heaven (and) underworld, tear out (his) name (and) attack like 
an onslaught of locusts so that his land collapses! 

no.2. A.0.104.9 216 rev. 30: 

ezzis likkilmusum[ a(1) ... ] 

May they (Assur, SllllW, NaM, Marduk, Enlil, Ninurta, Nergal, the Assyrian IStar) glare angrily at 
hi ' m. 

00.3. A.0.I04.9 216 rev. 31: 

u pir'isu ina mati lihal[liqii ( ... )] 

May they (ditto.) eradicate [his name, his seed], and his offspring from the land! 

00.4. A.0.104.9 216 rev. 32-33: 

saharsubbA ina zu[mrisu] kima ~ubati liha[llipiisu] 

May they clothe his body with leprosy as with a garment! 

§46. Ibid., Shalmaneser IV 

no.1. A.0.IOS.1 240 15-19: 

aSsur dmarduk dadad dsin dsamaS ana dinisu lu la izazii 

May the gods Assur, Marduk, Adad, Sin, (and) SamaS not stand (by him) at his lawsuit! 

no.2. A.0.10S.1 240 18a: 

missu kiki libitti luSabiru 

May they quickly smash his country like a brick! 

147. Assurbanipal, Cyl L2 232 28c-29: 

dsamaS bel elati u Saplati aggis likkilmesuma sUmSu zersu ina malate lihalliq 

May SamaS, the lord of above ~d beneath, look upon him with anger and destroy his name, his off
spring out of the lands! 

NEO-ASSYRIAN TREATY-CURSES 

§48. SAA II, SM 

no.1. 5 e.19b: 
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[ina bu-bu-t]i! u huSahhi nisesu Iisamqit 

May he (Marduk) strike down his people [through hunge]r and famine! 

no.2. 5 r. Ib-2: 

dnabtl aplu lJiru [xxx] galla lemnfiti la igammila napsassu 

May Nabtl, the august heir [who ...... ] evil demons, not spare his life! 

no.3. 5 r. 3a: 

[danum ab] i ilini h~taSu lisbir 

[May Anu, fat]her of the gods, break his scepter! 

no.4. 5 r. 3b-5a: 

denlil belum muSim simile [sa qibisa la uttakk]aru pala tanehi fime ilJUti san8te hu[sahhi] [ana simti 
li]simSu 

May lord Illil, decreer of fates [whose command is un]alterable, decree him a reign of exhaustion, 
scarce days and years of f[amine]! 

no.5. 5 r 5b-7a: 

dmullissu ummu rabtltu ... ina mahar denlil abus[su] [ai i~abat] 
May Mullissu, the great mother . . . not intercede for him before Enlil at the site of judgement and 
decision! 

no.6. 5 r. 7b-8a: 

ea apkal ilini mude mimma sumSu ni[reSu ina nagbi lis]kir 

May Ea, the sage of the gods who knows everything, dam his rivers [in their sources]! 

no.7. 5 r. Sb-9b: 

(8) ssamaS ... sarrfissu liskip (b) dinSu ai i[din] 

May SamaS ... reject his kingship and not Uudge] his case! 

no.S. 5 r. 10-11: 

[dsin bel sarna sa] &eressu ina ilini supa[t xxxx sirt]a rabita sa ina zumrisu la ikkiru [limissuma] 

[May Sin, the lord of heaven, whose] punishment is renowned among the gods, [inflict upon him] a 
severe puni[shment] which is not to be removed from his body! 

no.9. 5 r. 12: 

[Ome arhe pa]lesu ina tanehi u [dimmati lisaqti] 

May he [make the days, months and years] of his reign [end] in sighing and [moaning]! 

no.10. 5 r. 13-16a: 

[dadad gugal sarna e~ti zun]nu ina sam~ 1I111u ina nag-bi [lHir-Su] [mil-su ina hu-sah-hi] li-hal-[liq] 
[eli iliSu ez-zi-is li-is-si-ma mas]su an[a til abubi litir] 

[May Adad, the canal inspector of heaven, and earth, deprive him of rain] from the heaven, and of 
seasonal flooding from the underground water; may he destroy [his land through famine, roar fiercely 
at his city], and turn his [land into ruins by means of a flood]! 

§49. Ibid., AM 

no.1. S i 9: 

SUN adi nise misSu kima g~~i lipp[arrir] 
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May he together with the people of his land, be cru[shedJ like gypsum! 

no.2. 8 i 18-20: 

ahula mmati'-ilu adi maresu [rabeSuJ ni~ missu istu qerbi missu li[hliq] ana miissu la itarra pa-ni 
samissu la [emmarJ 

May, alas, Mati'-ilu, together with his sons, [magnatesJ and the people of his land [be oustedJ from 
his country, not return to his country, and no [beholdJ his country again! 

no.3. 9 i 32b-35: 

[kJi sa imit[ti sa hurapi anniuJ nashatiini ina [xxxxxxx saknatiiniJ imi[tti sa mmati'-i1u mare[su rabesuJ 
miseSuJ [iJu nashat ina x[xxxxJ lu [saknatJ 

Just as the shou[lder of this spring lambJ is torn out and [palced in ... J, the shoulder of Mati'-ilu, of 
his sons, [his magnatesJ and the people of his land be torn out and [placedJ in [ ... J! 

no.4. 11 iv 4-6: 

dsin bel raM iiSib harran ana dmati'-ilu mir[esuJ rabesu nise miissu saharsubba kima nahalapti 
l[ihailipJ ~ri lirpudii ai ibalisisunu remu 

May Sin, the great lord who dwells in Harean, clothe Mati'-ilu, [his soJns, his magnates, and the 
people of his land in leprosy as in a cloak! May they have to roam in the open country, and may 
there be no mercy for them! 

no.5. 11 iv 8-10a: 

dadad gugal samee er~titim ina sunqi bubiitu husahhi sa mmati'-i1u missu nise miissu liqqattima 

May Adad, the canal inspector of heaven and earth, put an end to Mati'-ilu's land, and the people of 
his land through hunger, want, and famine! 

no.6. 11 iv 10b-11: 

sIri maresunu maratesunu lekuliima ki siri huriiptu muhhisunu lI~Ib 

May they eat the flesh of their sons and daughters, may it taste as good to them as the flesh of spring 
lambs! 

no.7. 11 iv 12-13: 

ikkil dadad lizamema zunnu ana ikkibisunu lissakin 

May they be deprived of Adad's thunder so that rain become forbidden to them! 

no.8. 11 iv 15a: 

sIniit imiri ana satesunu 

May donkey's urin be their drink! 

no.9. 11 iv 20-21: 

urqit ~ru lu la u~~A dsamaS lu la pan issu habit[i me] ai ihbA me nag-bi 

May not vesetation spring forth in the open country and see the sunlight, may women fetching water 
not draw water from the spring! ' 

no.l0. 12 v 5-7: 

a§sur abi iliini nadin sarruti matika ana tusari nisek.! ana rih~i iiliinika ana tille betika ana harbati lUlir 

May Assur, father of the gods, who grants kingship, turn your land into a battlefield, your people to 
devastation, your cities into mounds, and your house into ruins! 

no.ll. 12 v 12b-15: 
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[dIst]ar ... qassisunu likim [x]x baltuSunu liskun limrur bik[itsunu m]a abula ma ina ad6 sa MaSsur
neriri sar [mit aSSur] nihtiti 
May IStat ... take away their bow, bring them to shame, and make them bitterly weep: "Woe, we 
have sinned against the treaty of ASsur-neriri, king of Assyria! 

§50. Ibid., EB 

no.l. 27 iv 8-9: 

ilini rabdti sa sam6e u e~titim ilini mit dsurki ilini akkadeki ilini ebir-nari arrat la napSuri 
liruriikunu 
May the great gods of heaven and earth, the gods of Assyria, the gods of Akkad and the gods of 
Eber-nari curse you with an indissoluble curse! 

no.2. 27 iv 14-15: 

(a) dmilqartu djasumunu mitikunu ana hap [e) (b) nisekunu ana salali lidin! (ISh) issu mitikunu 
[lissuh]iikunu 

May Melqarth and Eshmun deliver your land to destruction and your people to deportation! may they 
[uproot] you from your land and take away! 

no.3 27 iv 18-19a: 

dastartu ina tahizi danni qassikunu li(s)bir ina sapl[a nakrekunu] liSeiibkunu 

May Astarte break your bow in the thick of battle and have you crouch at the feet of your enemy! 

§51. Ibid., VTE: 

no.1. 45414-16: 

AHur sar ilini mwim [simiti] simat lemutti Ii tabti lis[imk]u]nu arak Sebuti [k]isid littii[ti a]i 
iqiskunu 

May ASSor, king of the gods, who decrees [the fates], decree an evil and unpleasant fate for you! 
May he oot gr[nt yo]u long-lasting old 
age and the attainment of extreme old age! 

00.2. 45 417-18: 

(a) Mullissu hirtu naramWu amat pisu lilamminma (b) ai i"bat abbutkunu 

May Mullissu, his beloved wife, make the utterance of his mouth evil, may she oot intercede for you! 

no.3. 45418A-C: 

danum sar ilini mu~u tanehu di'u diliptu nissatu Ii tub zar'u eli naphar bititikunu lisaznin 

May Anu, king of the gdos, let disease, exhaustion, malaria, sleepessness, worries and ill health rain 
upon all your houses! 

00.4.45419-21: 

dsin nannar slUll6 u e~ti sabariubpd lihallipkunu ina pio(e) ilini u sarri erabkunu ai iqbi ki sirrime 
~iti (ina) ~ri rupda 

May Sin, teh brightness of heaven and earth, clothe you with leprosy and forbid your entering into 
the presence of the gods or king. Roam the desert like the wild ass and the gazelle! 

no.5. 45 422-24: 

dsamaS nUr Samimi u kaqqar din ketti (meAiri) ai idinkunu nitil enekunu liHima ina ekleti itallaki 

May Sarod, the light of heaven and earth, not judge you justly. May he remove your eyesight. 
Walk about in darkness! 
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no.6. 46 425-26a: 

dninurta &Sand ilaru ina §iltahi§u bum li§amqitkunu diinu1runu limal[li) ~ru 
May Ninurta, the foremost among the gods, fell you with his fierce arrow; may he fill the plain with 
your blood! 

no.7. 46426b-27: 

§irkunu anl ZlOU li§akil 

May he (Ninurta) feed your flesh to eagle and the vulture! 

no.8. 46428-30: 

ddilbat babat kakkabani ina nitil im1runu hiriitekunu ina siin nakrikunu li§anil mii.n1runu ai ibelu 
bitkuun nakru aM lizaiza mimmlikun 
(428) May Venus, the brightest of the stars, before your eyes make your wives lie in the lap of your 
enemy; (429b) may your sons not take possession of your house, but a stranger enemy divide your 
goods! 

no.9. 46433-34: 

dmarduk aplu re§ta bitu kabtu miimit Iii p&san ana §im[t)ikunu li§im 

May Marduk, the eldest son, decree a heavy punishment and an indissoluble curse for your fate! 

no.l0. 46435-36: 

dzerbarutu nadinat §umi u zeri §umkunu zerkunu ina miiti luballiq 

May Zarpanitu, who grants name and seed, destroy your name and your seed from the land! 

no.l1. 46437-39: 

dbelit-ilani dbelit nabniti talittu ina miitkunu liprus ikkil [§er)ri u lake ina siiqi rebit liza[mmi 
ta)ritkunu 

May Belet-iIi, the lady of creation of heaven and earth, cut off birth from your land; may she deprive 
your nurses of the cries of little children in the streets and squares! 

no.12. 46 440-42a: 

dadad gugal Samee er~eti mi[lu) ina miitik[unu] lipru[s] tameriitikunu liza[mmi) ina rib~i danni 
miitikunu [xxx] 

May Adad, the canal inspector of heaven and earth, cut off sea[sonal flooding) from your land and 
deprive your fields of [gran], may he [submerge) your land with a great flood! 

Do.13. 46 449a: 

ina biirikunu §ir miirekunu aklii 

In your hunger eat the flesh of your sons! 

no.14. 46 449b-50a: 

ina bub[iiti] hubhhu anulu §ir lekul 

In want and famine may one man eat the flesh of another! 

no.15. 48 452: 

etemmakunu paqidu niq me ai irii 

May your ghost have nobody to take care of the pouring of libations to him! 

no.16. 48 453-54: 
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(a) I§tar relit qabli u tahizi ina tahi[zi] danni qMatkunu hAbir (b) idikunu liksi (c) ina bpal nakriku
nu li§e§ibkunu 

May I§tar, lady of battle and war, break your bow in the thick of ba[ttle]! May she bind your arms 
and have you crouch under your enemy! 

no.17. 48459-60: 

iAtar iiAibat iilarbail remu gimillu [lu I]a iAakan elikunu 

[May] I§tar, who dwells in Arbela, [no]t show you mercy and compassion! 

no.18. 48 461-63: 

dgula amgallatu rabitu m~ tanehu [ina libbikunu] simu lam ina zumrikunu liAk[un damu u §arku] 
kima me ru[oki] 

May Gula, the great physician, put sickness and weariness [in your hearts] and an unhealing wound in 
your body. Bathe in [blood and pus] as if in water! 

no.19. 49474-75: 

limh~Ukunu likkelmUkunu arratu maruAtu aggiA liruriikunu 

May they (all the great gods of heaven and earth) strike you, look at you in anger!; may they curse 
you grimly with a painful curse! 

no.20. 49 476b-77a: 

AapiiA ina efl(lti e~mmakunu ma lizanl'll 

Below, in the netherworld, may they make your ghost thirst for water! 

no.21. 49 477b-79a: 

l1il1u u ~ liktMidUkunu ina puzri Aah[ati] Ii tanimmidi 

May shade and daylight always chase you away, and may you not find refuge in a hidden cor(ner!] 

no.22. 49 479b: 

akalu u me liz[ib]iikunu 

May food and water abandon you! 

no.23. 49480-8Ia: 

sunqu huAahhu bubiitu miitinu ultu mahrikunu ai ippi~ir 

May want and famine, hunger and plague never be removed from you! 

no.24. 49 483b-84a: 

pagrikunu e~ ai imhur 

May the earth not receive your corpses! 

no.25. 49485-87: 

iilD11run[u Iii] etu Aanitikunu Iii ekli ekletu Ii namir[i] ana Aimb1runu liAimii ina tanin[ehi d]i1ipti 
napiAtakunu liqti 

May your days be dark and your years dim, may darknes which is not to be brightened be declared as 
your fate. May your life end in exha[ustion and slee]plessness! 

no.26. 49491a: 

Ainit imeri Iii mdqitkunu 

May urine of an ass be your drink! 
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no.27. 49493: 

swu utukku rabi~u lemmu bitatikunu lihirii 

May demon, devil and evil spirit select your houses! 

no.28518: 

daSsur abi ilini ina kakki[su] ezziiti li[sam]qit[kunu] 

May Assur, father of the gods, st[ri]ke [you] down with [his] fierce weapons! 

no.29. 51-52545-46: 

samas ina epinni sa parzilli aIku[nu] nagikunu lu[bb]alkit 

May SamaS With an iron plough [overtu]rn yo[ur] city and your district! 

no.30 573a: 

• . . qaSatkunu lisbirii 

May (all the gods who are called by name in this treaty) break your bow! 

no.31. 55 608-11: 

ki sa ~almu sa ismri ina isati issarrapiini sa ~i~i ina me imahhahiini [k]i hannPe linkunu ina girra 
liqmtl 

Just as an image of wax is burnt in the fire and one of clay dissolved in water, (so) may your figure 
be burnt in the fire and sunk in water! 

no.32. 55 612-15: 

ki sa narkabtu annItu adi sasesa ina dami rah~atiini ki haanni'e ina qabli nakrikunu narkabatekunu ina 
(libbi) dami sa ramenikunu lirrah~ii 

Just as this chariost is drenched with blood up to its baseboard, so may your chariots be drenched 
with your own blood in the midst of your enemy! 



APPENDIXm 

THE STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF LEV 26:14-39 AND DT 28:15-68 

Lev 26:14-39 Dt 28:15-37 Dt28:38-57 

1. Condition and Aftirmation 

14-15 15 
If you will not listen (a) If you do not listen 
to me and carry out all to the voice of the 
these commandments, Lord in order to keep 
and if you reject my and to do all his 
decrees and abhor my commandments and 
ordinances, so that you his status which I 
will not carry out all am commanding today, 
my commandments (but) (b) then all these 
break my covenant, curses will come upon 
then I myself will you and overtake you. 
do this to you: 

2. Cursed States 

Dt 28:16-19 
(16) Cursed will you be 
in the city, and cursed 
will you be in the 
field. (17) Cursed 
will be your 
basket and your 
kneading-trough. (18) 
(au) Cursed will be the 
fruit of your womb (116) 
and the fruit of your 
ground, (b) the calves 
of your herds and 
the lambs of your 
flocks. (19) Cursed will 
you be when you come 
in, and cursed will 
you be when you go out. 

3. Yahweh's Cursel Anger: 

Dt28:20 
The Lord will send 
you curse, confusion, 
and anger in every 
enterprise that you 
undertake, until you 
are destroyed and 
until you perish 
quickly because of 
the evil of your deeds 

Dt28:58-68 

58 
If you do not keep to do 
all the words of this 
instruction written in this 
book to fear this honoured 
and awesome name, the 
Lord your God, 
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Lev 26:14-39 

16-17 
(16) I will bring sudden 
terror. consumption 
and fever that will 
destroy your sight 
and drain away (your) 
life. (b) You will sow 
seed in vain. since your 
enemies will eat it. 
(17) I will set my face 
against you so that 
you will be defeated by 
your enemies; (b) those 
who hate you will rule. 
over you. and you will 
flee even when no-one 
is pursuing you. 

19b-20 

I will make your sky 
like iron and your 
ground like bronze. 
Your strength will 
be spent in vain, 
for your land will 
not yield its crops, 
nor will the trees 
of the land yield 
their fruit. 

Dt28:15-37 

in which you have 
forgotten me. 

Dt 28:38-57 

4. Disease and War 

21-22 
(21) The Lord will make 
pestilence cling to 
you until he has wiped 
out from the land where 
you are going to take 
possession of it. (22) 
The Lord will strike 
you with consumption, 
and with fever and 
inflammation, and with 

raging fever. and with 
sword, and with 
scorching and with 
mildew, (b) and they 
will pursue you 
until you perish. 

5. Drought 

23-24 cr. 38-40,42 
(Natural Calamity) 

Dt28:58-68 

59-62 (Disease) 
The Lord will bring on you 
fearful plague and 
your offspring, severe and 
lasting plagues, and 
severe and chronic 
illnesses. And he will 
bring upon you all the 
diseases of Egypt, of which 
you were afraid, and 
they will cling to you. 
Additionally, the Lord will 
bring upon you every 
sickness and every 
affliction that are not 
written in the book of 
this law, until you are 
destroyed. And you will 
be left in small numbers, 
for though you were as the 
stars of heaven in 
multitude, because you did 
not obey the Lord your 
God. 

The sky above your (38) You will sow much 
head will be bronze, seed in the field, 
and the ground beneath but you will harvest 
you iron. The Lord little, because 
will tum the rain of locusts will devour 
your land into dust it. (39) You will plant 
and powder; it will vineyards and till 
descend upon you them, but you will 
from heaven until not drink wine and 
you are destroyed. you will not gather, 

because the worm will 
cat it. (40) You will 
have olive trees in 
all your territory, 
but you will not 

. anoint yourself with 
oil, for your olives 
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Lev 26:14-39 

6. Wild Animals 

Lev 26:22 
I will send wild animals 
against you, and they 
will rob you of your 
children, destroy your 
cattle and reduce your 
number so that your 
roads will be deserted. 

7. War 

25 
(aa) I will bring upon 
you a sword which will 
execute vengeance for 
the covenant; (116) you 
will gather in your 
cities (b) but I will 
send a plague among, 
you, so tnat you 
will be delivered 
into enemy hands. 

8. Food Shortage 

Lev 26:26 

Dt 28:15-37 Dt 28:38-57 

will drop off. (42) 
A swarm of locusts 
will take possession 
of all trees and the 
fruit of your ground. 

49-51 
The Lord will cause The Lord will bring 
you to be defeated against you from 
before your enemies; far away, from the 
you will go out one ends of the earth, 
way against them and like an eagle swoops 
you will flee seven down, a nation whose 
ways before them, language you will 
and you will be become not understand, a 
an object of horror nation of fierce 
to all the kingdoms appearance who will 
of the earth. have no respect for 

the old and show no 
no favour for the 
young. (51) They will 
eat the fruit of your 
animals and the fruit 
of your ground until 
you are destroyed; 
(a nation) who will 
not leave behind for 
you any grain, new 
wine, and fresh oil, 
any calves of your 
herds and lambs of 
your flocks until 
they have caused 
you to perish. 

Dt 28:58-68 
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Lev 26:14-39 

When I cut off the food 
supply for you, ten 
women will bake your 
bread in one oven, and 
they will bring back 
your bread by weight. 
You will eat but not 
be satisfied. 

Dt 28:15-37 

9. Corpses for Wild 
Animals 

Dt 28:26 
Your corpses will be 
food for all the birds 
of the sky and for the 
l,easts of the earth, 
and there will be 
no-one to frighten 
them away. 

10. Diseases 

Dt 28:27 
The Lord will afflict 
(you) with Egyptian 
boils, and with 
swellings, and with 
eczema, and with 
scabies, of which 
you cannot be healed. 

11. Blindness and its 
Consequences 

Dt 28:28-29 
The lord will afflict 

Dt 28:38-57 

you with madness, and 
with blindness, and 
confusion of mind; and you 
will be groping about 
at midday, just like 
the blind man in the 
dark, and you will 
not make your ways 
prosperous, but you 
will only be oppressed 
and robbed day after 
day, and there will 
be no-one to rescue you. 

Dt 28:58-68 
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Lev 26:14-39 Dt 28:15-37 Dt28:38-57 

12. Lower Status 

Dt28:43-44 
The resident alien 
who is in your midst 
will rise over you 
higher and higher, 
but you will go down, 
lower and lower. 
He will lend you, 
but you will not 
lend to him; he will 
be the head, but you 
will be the tail. • 

13. Result of Defeat 

Dt28:3O-34 
(30) You will ally 
yourself to a woman, 
but another will 
ravish her; you will 
build a house, but 
you will not live in; 
(b) you will plant a 
vineyard, but you 
will not begin to use 
its fruit. (31) Your 
ox will be slaughtered 
before your eyes, but 
you will not eat of 
it; your ass will 
be seized in your 
presence, but it will 
not be returned to you; 
your flock will be 
given over to your 
enemies, and there 
will be no-one to 
rescue for you. (32) 
your sons and daughters 
will be given over 
to another nation and 
your eyes will see and 
fail with longing for 
them the whole day 
long, but you will be 
powerless to help. (33) 
A nation whom you do 
not know will eat the 
fruit of your ground 
and all the produce 

48 
You will serve your 
enemies, whom the 
Lord will send you 
in hunger and thirst, 
and in nakedness and 
need of every thing; 
and he will put an 
iron yoke on your 
neck until he has 
destroyed you. 

Dt 28:58-68 
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Lev 26:14-39 

29 
You will eat the 
flesh of your sons 
and the flesh of 
your daughters. 

Dt28:15-37 

of your toil, and you 
will only be pressed 
and crushed all your 
days. (34) You will be 
driven mad by the sight 
you see with your eyes. 

14. Disease 

Dt28:35 
The Lord will afflict 
you with terrible boils 

Dt 28:38-57 Dt28:58-68 

on the knees and on the 
legs, of which you cannot 
be healed, from the sole 
of your foot to the top 
of your head. 

15. Affirmation of Curses 

45-47 63a 
And all these curses It will happen 
will come upon you, that just as 
and they will pursue the Lord delighted 
you and overtake you, over you to prosper 
until you are you and to multify 
destroyed, because you, so the Lord 
you did not obey will delight over you 
the Lord your God, to make you perish and 
to observe his destroy you. 
commandments and 
decrees he commanded. 
you. They will be 
a sign and a wonder 
to you and your 
offspring for ever, 
because you did not 
serve the Lord your 
God joyfully and 
gladly in the time 
of prosperity. 

16. Cannibalism 

53-57 
You will eat the 
fruit of your womb, 
the flesh of your 
sons and your 
daughters, whom the 
Lord is giving to 
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Lev 26:14-39 Dt 28:15-37 Dt28:38-S7 

you, during the siege 
and the distress 

. Dt 28:58-68 

by which your enemy 
will distress you. (54) 
As for the man among 
you who is delicate 
and very dainty, his 
eye will be evil 
against his brother, 
and against his 
beloved wife, and 
against the last of 
his sons that remains, 
so that he will not 
give to one of them 
any flesh of 
his sons which he is 
eating, since there 
is nothing left for 
him during the siege 
and the distress by 
which your enemy will 
distress you in all 
your settlements. As 
for the delicate and 
dainty woman among 
you, who would hardly 
venture to set the 
sole of her foot on 
the ground because 
of her daintiness 
and delicateness, her 
eye will be evil 
against her beloved 
husband and her son, 
and her daughter 
and her afterbirth 
from her womb 
and the children 
she bears. For 
she will eat them 
secretly for lack 
of everything during 
the siege and the 
distress by which 
your enemy will 
distress you in your 
settlements. 
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Lev 26:14-39 

30-32 
I will destroy your 
high places, cut down 
your incense altars 
and cast your dead 
bodies on remains 
of your idols, -and 
I will abhor you. 
I will turn your 
cities into ruins 
and lay waste your 
sanctuaries,and I 
will not smell your 
soothing aromas. 
I will wast lay the 
land, so that your 
enemies who live in 
it will be appalled. 

33 

I will scatter you 
among the nations 
and draw out a sword 
after you, and your 
land will become 
desolate and 
your cities ruins. 

19. The Sabbaths 
of the Land 

Lev 26:34-35 
Then the land will 
enjoy its sabbaths 
as long as it lies 
desolate, while you 
are in your enemies 
land; then the land 
will rest and enjoy 
its sabbaths. 
As long as it lies 
desolate, it will 
rest, the rest it 
did not have during 
your sabbaths when 

Dt28:15-37 Dt 28:38-57 

17. Destruction of Sanctuaries and Cities 

18. Deportation 

36a 

The Lord will bring 
you and your king 
whom you will set 
over you, to a nation 
whom neither you nor 
your fathers have 
known. 

52 
And they will besiege 
you in all your 
settlements throughout 
all your land, until 
the high and fortified 
walls in which you 
trust fall down; and 
they will besiege 
you in all your 
settlement, throughout 
all your land which 
the Lord your God is 
giving you. 

41 

You will bear sons 
and daughters, but 
they will not 
belong to you, 
because they will 
into captivity. 

Dt28:58-68 

63b-64a 

You will be uprooted 
from the land where 
you are entering 
to possess. 
The Lord will scatter 
you among all the 
nations, from one 
end to the other. 
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Lev 26:14-39 

you dwelt in it. 

36-39 
As for those of you 
who are left, I will 
send faintness into 
their hearts in the 
lands of their enemies; 
the sound of a blown 
leaf will put them to 
flight, and they will 
flee, as one flees 
from the sword, and 
they will fall, 
even though Il(H)ne 
is pursuing them. 
They will stumble 
over one another, 
as if fleeing from 
the sword, even 
though no-one is 
pursuing. So you 
will not be able 
to stand before 
your enemies. 
You will perish 
among the nations 
and the land of 
your enemies will 
devour you. 
Those of you who 
are left will 
pine away in the 
lands of your enemies 
because of their sins; 
also because of their 
fathers' sins they 
will pine away. 

Dt 28:15-37 Dt 28:38-57 

20. Misery in Exile 

36b-37 
(36b) There you will 
serve other gods, 
of wood and stone. 
(37) You will become 
a horror, a proverb 
and an object of 
scorn among the 
nations to whom the 
Lord will drive you. 

Dt28:58-68 

64b-68 
(64b) There you will 
serve other gods, wood 
and stone, which neither 
you nor your fathers 
have known. (65) 
Among those nations 
you will find no 
repose, no resting 
place for the sole 
of your food. There 
the Lord will give you an 
anxious mind, failing 
and of eyes a languishing 
soul. You will live 
in constant suspense, 
filled with dread 
both night and day, 
never sure of your life. 
In the morning you will 
say: "If only it were 
evening!" and in the 
evening you will say: 
"If only it were morning!" -
because of the terror that 
will fill your hearts and 
and the sights that your 
eyes will see. 
68 
The Lord will sent you 
back in ships to Egypt 
on a journey which I 
said you: ·You will not 
see again." There you will 
offer your selves for 
sale to your enemies as 
male and female slaves, but 
no-one will buy you. 
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COMPARISON BETWEEN KUMNA, VTE AND DT 28 

KuMna 

iv 1-51 

That man, may Anu, 
Enlil, Ea and Ninmah, 
the great gods, look 
at him in the wrath of 
their hearts furiously! 

iv 6-10 
<a) May they destroy him, 
his name, his offspring, 
his descendants, in the 
mouth of the multitudinous 
people and pluck his 
seed (for him)! 
iv 11 
(c) May he have no-one to 
libate (for him)! 

VTE 

2. Evil Fate 

414-15a 
May AHur. king of the gods, 
who decrees [the fates], 
decree an evil and unpleasant 
fate for you!" 

3. Divine Anger/CUI':le 

4. Destruction 

415b-16 
May he (AHur) not gra[nt 
yo]u long-lasting old 
age and the attainment of 
extreme old age! 

5. Divine Opposition 

417-18a 

1 See the Babylonian text of KuMna below. 

Dt28 

1. Cursed States 

16-19 
Cursed will you be in the city, 
and cursed will you be in the 
field. Curses will you be 
basket and in your kneading-trough. 
Cursed will be the fruit of your womb 
and the fruit of your ground, the 
calves of your herds and the lambs 
of your flocks. Cursed will 
you be when you come in, and 
cursed will you be when you go out. 

20 
<a> The Lord will send you curse, 
confusion,and anger in every 
enterprise that you undertake, 

(b) until you are destroyed and until 
you perish quickly because of the 
evil of your deeds in which you have 
forgotten me. 
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iv 12-17 
May Sin the luminary, 
lord of the crown, the 
prince, make him bear 
on his body his heavy 
punishment, his great 
penalty! 
iv 18-20 
May he crouch like an 
owl in abandoned ruins! 
As long as he lives may 
he be deprived of the 
inner city! 

8. No Burial 

iv 21 
May he have no-one 
to bury (him)! 

9. Divine Anger 

iv 22 
May he (Sin) look at him 
furiously! 

10. Disease 

iv 23 

and may his 
stomach not give him rest! 

VTE 

May Mullissu, his beloved 
wife, make the utterance of 
his mouth evil! 

6. No Intercession 

418b 
May she not intercede 
for you! 

7. Disease 

418A-C 
May Anu, king of the gods, 
let disease, exhaustion, 
malaria, sleeplessness, 
worries and ill health rain 
upon all your houses! 
419-21 
May Sin, the brightness of 
heaven and earth, clothe 
you with leprosy and forbid 
your entering into the 
presence of the gods and 
king. Roam the desert like 
the wild ass and the gazelle! 

11. No Justice 

iv 24-26: 
May SamaS, lofty judge of 
heaven and earth, director 
of god and man, not give 

422-23a: 
May SamaS, the light of 
heaven and earth, not 
judge you justly! 

Dt28 

21-22 
The Lord will make pestilence cling 
to you until he has wiped out from 
the land where you are going to take 
possession of it. The Lord will 
strike you with consumption, and 
with fever, and inflammation, and 
with raging fever, and with the 
sword, and with scorching, and 
with mildew, and they will pursue 
you until you perish! 
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heed to him in his 
litigation! 
iv 27-28&: 
May he not allow his lawsuit 
to reach a decision! 

13. Decline of Household 

iv 28b 
May he (SaJDai) cause his 
house to dwindle! 

iv 29 
May he (SaJDai) cause his 
enemy to stand over him! 

VTE 

12. Loss of Eyesight 

423b-24 
May he remove your eyesight! 
Walk about in darkness! 

IS. War I 

42S-27 

Dt28 

14. Drought 

23-24 
And the sky above your head will be 
bronze, and the ground beneath you 
iron. The Lord will turn the rain 
of your land into dust and powder; 
it will descend upon you from 
heaven until you are destroyed. 

May Ninurta, the foremost The Lord will cause you to be 
among the gods, fell you defeated before your enemies; you 
with his fierce arrow; may will go out one way against them and 
he fill the plain with your you will flee seven ways before them, 
blood and feed your flesh to and you will become an object of 
eagle and the vulture!' horror to all kingdom of the earth. 
421-30 and your corpses will be food 
May Venus, the brightest of for every bird of the sky and for 
the stars, before your eyes the beasts of the earth, and there 
make your wives lie in the will be no-one to frighten them away. 
lap of your enemy; (429b-3Oa) 
may your sons not take 
possession of your house. 
(43Gb) but a strange 
enemy divide your goods! 

16. Unique curses 

431-32 
May Jupiter, exalted lord of 
the gods, not show you the 
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iv 3O-v 3 
May Adad, the canal 
inspector of heaven and 
earth, lord of the 
underground source and 
of the rain, he who 
makes verdant the 
meadows, in the midst 
of the prosperity of 
land and people decree 
hunger for him! 

v 1-3 
May he (Adad) bring 
(each ot) his kin to 
an end in the hunger 
of his own flesh?!· 

VTE 

entrance of Bel in Esangil; 
may he destroy your life!· 

17. Disease 

433-34 
May Marduk, the eldest son, 
decree a heavy punishment 
and indissoluble curse 
for your fate!· 

18. Annihilation of Family 

435-36 
May Zarpanitu, who grants 
name and seed, destroy your 

Dt28 

27 
The Lord will afflict (you) with 
Egyptian boils, and with 
swellings, and with eczema, and with 
scabies, of which you cannot be 
healed. • 

name and your seed from the land! 
437-39 
May Belet-iIi, the lady of 
creation of heaven and earth, 
cut off your land; may she 
deprive your nurses of the 
cries of little children in the 
streets and squares!· 

19. Famine 

44O-45a 
May Adad, the canal inspector 
of heaven and earth, cut off 
sea[sonaI flooding] from your 
land and deprive your fields of 
[grain], may he [submerge] your 
land with a great flood; 
may the locust who deminishes 
the land devour your harvest; 
may the sound of mill or oven 
be lacking from your houses! 
May the grain for grinding 
disappear from you! 

20. Cannibalism 

44Sb-46a 
(a) Instead of grain may your 
sons and your daughters 
grind your bones! 
446b-48a 
(b) May not (even) your (first) 
finger-joint dip in the dough! 
May the [ ... ] of your bowls 
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23. Annihilation of Family 

v 4-10 
May the mighty Nergal, 
who sets aunihilation, 
destroy his clan in 
confusion! May he 
(Nergal) not spare his 
(the victim's) favourite 
in punishment and 
annihilation! 

24. Destruction of Boundary 

v 11-18 
May magnificent Ninurta, 
son of Enlil, the hero, 
lord of the border and 
of this kudurru, pull 
out his kudurru! May 
he move his borderpost! 
May he destroy his boundary! 

VTE 

eat up the dough! 
4Gb 

Dt28 

(c) Maya mother [bar the door] 
to her daughter! 
449-S1a 
(d) In your hunger eat the flesh 
of your sons! In want and 
famine may one man eat the 
flesh of another! May one 
clothe himself in another's 
skin! 

21. Corpses as Food for Animals 

4S1b 
May dogs and swine eat 
your flesh! 

22. No~ne for Libations 

4Sl 
May your ghost have nobody 
to take care of the pouring 
of libations to him! 

lS. Blindness and its Consequence 

28-29 
The lord will afflict you with 
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" 19-24 
May Zababa, the prince 
who avenges Enlil his 
father, break up his 
bow where there is 
battle (and) cut away 
his bowstring! 

27. Destruction or 
Reputation 

" 25-28 
May he overturn the 
reputation of his kin! 
May he make him 
sickeningly repugnant to 
anyone who looks at him! 

VTE 

26. Warn 

453-60 
M~y lStar, lady of battle 
and war, smash your bow 
in the thick of ba[ttle], 
may she bind your arms, 
and have you crouch under 
your enemy! May Nergal, 
hero of the gods, 
extinguish your life 
with his merciless sword, 
and send slaughter and 
pes[til]ence among you! 
(457-60) May Mullissu, who 
dwells in Nineveh, tie a 
flaming sword at your side! 
[May] I§tar, who dwells 
in Arbela, [no]t show you 
mercy and compassion! 

28. Disease 

Dt28 

madness, blindness and confusion 
of mind; and you will be groping 
about at midday, just like the 
blind man in the dark, and you 
will not make your ways prosperous, 
but you will only be oppressed and 
robbed day after day, and there 
will be no-one to rescue you. 

JO-34 
(JOa) You will alliance yourself to a 
woman, but another man will 
ravish her; you will build a 
house, but you will not live in; 
(JOb) you will plant a vineyard, but 
you will not begin to use its 
fruits. (31) Your ox will be 
slaughtered before your eyes, 
you will not eat of it; your 
ass will be seized in your 
presence, but it will not be 
returned to you; your flock will 
be given over to your enemies, 
and there will be no-one to rescue 
you. (32) Your sons and daughters 
will be given over to another 
nation and your eyes will see 
and fail with longing for them the 
whole day long, but you will be 
powerless to help. (33) A nation 
whom you do not know will eat the 
fruit of your ground and all the 
produce of your toil, and you will 
only be pressed and crushed day 
after day. (34) You will be 
driven mad by the sight you 
see with your eyes. 
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v 29-vi 2 
May Marduk, the great lord, 
whose pronouncement cannot 
be changed, make him bear 
a dropsy whose binding 
cannot be released! 
As long as he lives, 
may his belly be 
burdened like a storeroom! 

29. Short Life 

vi 3-6 
May Nabll, the scribe of 
heaven and earth, 
the beloved of ~azu, 
shorten his days, 
reduce his months 
(and) diminish his years! 

VTE 

461-63 
May Gula, the great 
physician, put sickness 
and weariness [in your 
hearts] and an unhealing 
wound in your body. 
Bathe in [blood and pus] 
as if in water! 

JO.War 

464-65 
[May] the Pleiades, the 

. [heroic] gods, mas[sacre 
you with their] fierce 
[weapons]! 

31. Man-eating Lion 

467-68 
May [Bethel and Ana]th
Bethel hand you over to the 
paws of [a man-eating] lion! 

32. Disease 

vi 7-13 
May Gula, the lofty lady 
who gives life set in his 
body a persistent sickness, 
and unending sickness 

and prolonged infection! 
May his fat constandy drip, 
become liquid and dissolve! 

33. Natural Disaster 

vi 14-19 
May Ningirsu, lord of 
great calamity, cover 
his field with scorching! 

469-71 
May Kubaba, the god[dess 
ot] Carchemish, put a serious 
venereal disease within you; 
may your [urine] drip to 
the ground like raindrops! 

Dt28 

3S 
The Lord will afflict you with 
terrible boils on the knees and on 
the legs, of which you cannot be 
healed, from the sole of your 
foot to the top of your head. 

399 
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Instead of plant growth 
may alkali dominate, 
Instead of grain may 
thorns grow abundantly!-

vi 20-23 
May able Btar,' daughter 
of Sin, the warrioress, 
alienate his god 
and goddess from him! 
vi 24-26 
May she hang an evil 
deity, a sapping spirit, 
at his side, and may 
they destroy his plans!· 
vi 27-28 
Whatever he brings, 
may they cause the wind 
to carry away!-

VTE 

34. Divine Alienation 

Dt28 

36-37 
The Lord will bring you and your 
king, wh(lm you will set over you, 
to a nation whom neither you 
nor your fathers have known, 
and there you will serve other gods, 
of wood and stone. You will 
will become a horror, a proverb, 
and an object of scorn among the 
nations to whom the Lord will 
drive you. 

35. Thematic Recurrence or 
Preceding Curses along with 
Additional Consequences 
38-57 

38-40 
You will sow much seed in the field, 
but you will harvest little, because 
locusts will devour it. You will 
plant vineyards and till them, 
but you will not drink wine and you 
will not gather fruit, because the 
worm will eat it. You will have olive 
trees in all your territory, but you 
will not anoint yourself with oil, 

for your olives will drop off. 
41 
You will bear sons and daughters, but 
they will not belong to you, because 
they will into captivity. 
42 
A swarm of locusts will take 
possession of all trees and the 
fruit of your ground. 
43-44 
The resident alien who is in your 
midst will rise over you higher 
and higher, but you will go down, 
lower and lower. He will lend you, 
but you will not lend to him; he will 
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be the head, but you will be the tail. 
45-48 
And all these curses will come upon 
you and they will pursue you and 
overtake you, until you are destroyed, 
because you did not obey the Lord, 
your God, to observe his 
commnadments and decrees he 
commanded you. They will be a 
sign and a wonder to you 
and your offspriD8 for 
ever, because you did not serve the 
Lord your God joyfully and in the 
time of prosperity. You will serve 
your enemies, whom the Lord will 
send you, in hUD8er and thirst, and 
nakedness and need of everythiD8; he 
will put an iron yoke on your neck 
until he has destroyed you. 
4'-50: 
The Lord will briD8 a against you 
from far away, from the end of the 
earth, like an eagle swoops down, 
a nation whose language you will not 
understand, a nation of fierce 
appearance who will have not respect 
or the old and show no favour 
for the yoUD8. 
51-52 
And they will eat the fruit of your 
animals and the fruit of your ground 
until you are destroyed; (a nation) 

who will not leave behind for you any 
grain, new wine, and fresh oil, 
any calves of your herds and lambs of 
your flocks until they have caused 
you to perish. And they will besiege 
you in all your settlements 
throughout all your land, until the 
high and fortified walls in which 
you trust fall down; and they will 
besiege you in all your settlement 
throughout all your land which the 
Lord your God will have given you. 
53-57 
And you will eat the fruit of your 
womb, the flesh of your sons and 
your daughters, whom the 
Lord will have given to you, in the 
siege and in the distress with which 
your enemy will distress you. 
As for the man amoll8 you who is 
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vi 29-32 
May the great gods, 
as may as have their 
names mentioned on 
this inscribed stone, 
curse an irrevocable 
curse against him! 

VTE 

36. Summary 

472-93 
472-75 
Mayall the grea[t go]ds 
of heaven and earth who 
inhabit the universe 
and are mentioned by 
name in this tablet, 
strike you, look at you 
anger, uproot you from 
among the living and 
curse you grimly with 
painful curse! 
476a 
Above, may the take 
possession of your life! 
476b-77a 
Below, in the netherworld, 
may they make your ghost 
thirst for water! 

477b-79a 
May shade and daylight 
always chase you away, and 

DtlS 

delicate and very dainty, his eye 
will be evil against his brother, and 
against his beloved wife, and against 
the last of his sons that remains, 
so that he will not give to one of 
them any of the flesh of his sons 
which he is eating, since there is 
nothing left for him in the siege and 
in the distress with which your 
enemy will distress you in all your 

settlements. As for the delicate and 
dainty woman among you, who would 
hardly venture to set the sole of her 
foot upon the earth because of her 
daintiness and delicacy, her eye will 
be evil against her beloved 
husband, and against her son, 
and against her daughter, and 
against her afterbirth which 
comes out from between her feet, 
and against her sons to whom 
she will have given birth, because 
she will e:lt them in secret, 
in need of everything in the 
siege and in the distress with 
which your enemy will distress 
you in your settlements. 

58-69 
58 
If you do not keep to do all the 
words of this instruction written 
in this book to fear this 
honoured and awesome name, 
the Lord your God, 
59-62: 
The Lord will bring on you 
and your offspring fearful 
plague, severe and lasting 
plagues, and severe and chronic 
illness. And he will bring upon 
you all the diseases of Egypt, 
of which you were afraind, and 
they will cling to you. . 
Additionally, the Lord will 
bring upon you every sickness and . 
every affliction that are 
not written in the book of this law, 
until you are destroyed. 
And you will be left in small 
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may you not find refuge 
in a hidden cortner!] 
479b 
May food and water 
abandon you! 
480-81a 
May want and famine, 
hunger and plague never 
be removed from you! 
481b-83a 
Before your very eyes may 
dogs and swine drag the 
teats of your young 
women and the penises 
of your young men to 
and fro in the 
squares of Assur! 
483b-84a 
May the earth not receive 
your corpses! 
484b 
May your burial place be 
in the belly of a dog 
or a pig! 
485-87 
May your days be dark and 
your years dim, may darknes 
which is not to be 
brightened be declared as 
your fate. May your life 
end in exba[ ustion and 
slee]plessness! 
488-89a 
May an irresistible flood 
come up from the earth 
and devastate you! 
489b 
May anything good be 
forbidden to you!" 
490-92 
Anything ill be your share; 
may tar and pitch be your 
food; may urine of an ass 
be your drink, may naphtha 
be your ointment, may 
duckweed be your covering! 
493 
May demon, devil and evil 
spirit select your houses! 

Dt28 

numbers, for though you were 
as the stars of heaven in 
multitude, because you did 
not obey the Lord your God. 

6~ 

And it will happen that just as 
the Lord delighted over you 
to prosper you and to increase 
you, so the Lord will 
delight over you to make 
perish and destroy you, and 
you will be uprooted from the 
land where you are entering 
to possess. 
~ 
And the Lord will scatter you 
among all the nations, from one 
end to the other, and there 
you will serve other gods - gods 
of wood and stone, which neither 
you nor your fathers have known. 
Among those nations you will 
no repose, and there will be no 
resting place for the sole of 
your foot. There the Lord will 
give you a anxious mind, 
failing of eyes, and a languishing 
soul. You will live in constant 
suspense, filled with dread both night 
and day, never sure of your life. In 
the morning you will say: "If only 
it were evening'" and in the 
evening you will say: "If only it 
were morning!" - because of the 
terror that will your hearts and 
sights that your eyes will see. 

68 
The Lord will send you back in ships 
to Egypt on a journey regarding which 
I said to you: you will not see again .• 
There will offer yourselves for 
sale to your enemies, as male 
slaves and female slaves, but 
no-one will buy you. 
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iv 1-5: 

404 

amila suatu danu denlil dea u dninmah ilani rabuti ina uggat libbisunu ezzis lik
kelmiisuma 

iv 6-10: 
Usu sumsu zedu nannabSu ina pi nise desati lihalliqii u zerSu lilqutiima 

iv 11: 
naq me ai ridi, 

v 12-17: 
dsin nannaru bel agi etellu annaSu kabta seressu rabita ina zumrisu liskumma 

iv 18-19: 
kima qadi ina harbi naduti lirbi~ 

iv 20: 
adi bal~ kerha lizamme 

iv 21: 
qebira ai idi 

iv 22-23: 
ezzis lidgugumma karassu ai iniihSu 

iv 24-26: 
dsamaS dayyanu $eru §a same u ir$itim mustesir ili u amili ana dInisu ai iqulsu 

iv 27-28a: 
dinsu purussa ai usarsi 

iv 28b: 
bIssu lisamti 

iv 29: 
aiabisu elisu lisziz 

iv 30-34: 
dadad gugal Wne u ir$itim bel nagbi u zunni mutahhidu qarbati ina nuhus mati u nise 
liSimsu sunqa 

v 1-3: 
ina husahi seri ramanisu kimtaSu liqatti 
"May he (Adad) bring (each of) his kin to an end in the hunger of his own flesh?" 

v 4-8: 
dnergal dannu sakin Wusi ina tese naspanti ummassu IThalliq 

v 9-10: 
ina sipti u kaSiisi daddaSu ai izib 

vii-IS: 
dninurta supu mar denlil qardu bel mi$ri u kudurri anni kuduITaSu lissuh 
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v 16-17: 
piilukWu linakkir 

v 18: 
lOsurra!u lihalliq 

v 19-24: 

405 

dzab3.4b3.4 etellu4 muter gimilli denlil abisu dar thazi lisbira tilpansu libtuqa mitansu 

v 25-26: 
lisbalkit pi lOmtisu 

v 27-28: 
eli amirisu liSamrissu 

v 29-33: 
dmarduk be-lu4 rabu sa qibissu la uttakkaru aganutilla ~ rikissu la ippanaru 
li§aSsisuma 

vi 1-2: 
adi balPl lOma kare Iii naSu libbusu 

vi 3-6: 
dnabu Plpswar Same u ellitim naram dwu iime likarri arhesu lissur Sanitisu lismi~ 

vi 7-11: . 
dgula beltu ~irtu qayisat balati maflu lazza mafla Ii nahi snpti u[taru]lo 

vi 12-13: 
lizubu li[hhu ]lu littattuku [lip ]isu 

vi 14-15: 
dningirsu bel mi[qitt]i danniiti iigarisu hinta l[ish]umma 

vi 16-19: 
lOmu urqiti ligpusa idranu u lOmu dnisaba lihnuba puquttu 

vi 20-23: 
telitu distar marat dsin qanttu ilisu u distar§u elisu lISassi 

vi 24-26: 
ilu lemna dsedu munaSsira idus lTIulma lOpdisu lihalliqii 

vi 27-28: 
mimmu ubbalu lisabilii sara 

vi 29-32: 
ilini rabuti mala ina nari anni sumsiinu zakur arrat la napsuri liruriisu 





APPENDIX V 

AN ASSESSMENT OF STEYMANS' VIEW 

Following Frankena and Weinfeld (see Part I chapter 1 and Part V chapter 1), 

Hans Ulrich Steymans compared VTE §56 with Dt 28:20-44 in his article ("Eine 

assyrische Vorlage fUr Deuteronomium 28,20-44," in Bundesdokument und Gesetz, 

119-41) and concluded that Dt 28:20-44 presents a translation of VTE §56. He fur

ther postulated that Dt 28:20-44 originated between 672 and 579 B.C. (the eras of 

Manasseh, Amon, Iosiah, Iehoahaz and Iehoiakim) "in Hofkreisen, die Zugang zu 

der VTE-Version hatten, die in Ierusalem aufbewahrt wurde" (ibid., 141). He con

tinued: "Wahrscheinlich hatte man nach Ierusalem nicht den Keilschrifttext der 

VTE, sondem deren aramaische Ubersetzung geschickt" (ibid.). So according to 

him, "Otn 28, 20-44 ware dann eine Ubersetzung aus der Ubersetzung" (ibid}. 

Without entering into detail, we assess his analysis. 

VTE DT28 

472-475 20a 
476-479 20b,21 
479-481 22 

163 23 
164 24 
141 2Sa 

483-484 141 26 
139 27 

485-486 140 28, 29a 
487 29b 
488 142 30-32 
430 33a 
489 33b 
490 34f. 

(36f.) 
490 38 
491 39 
491 40 
492 

41 
(42) 

493 43f. 

From this comparison Steymans claimed that the Biblical author used VTE § 56 as 

Arbeitsgrundlage (ibid., 121). We tum, firstly, to VTE §56 and Dt 28, where only 

five concepts in both texts are identical. However, they are not peculiar to these 

two texts. The concept of divine anger is in VTE 472-15 and Dt 28:20, as 

Steymans recognized. As noticed elsewhere, this malediction is an initial curse in 

the majority of the lists of curses is attested from the Sumerian period onwards, see 

Part V 1.3.1 fn. 13 and 2.1.1. The divine anger/curse, furthermore, is attested as 
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the summary curse in kudurrus of the latter part of the second millennium B.C., see 

Part V 1.1.6 fn. 10. Another parallel idea is the malediction of destruction. There 

are three individual curses in VTE 476-79: 1) Annihilation of the accursed (476a); 

2) a result of annihilation, namely no libations (476b-77a); 3) unrelenting pursuit 

(477b-79b). The first two curses are about destruction, which also appears in Ot 

28:20b-21, namely Yahweh would afflict Israel until she was destroyed from the 

Promised Land. Altt"1ough the idea of destruction is identical in both texts, the 

world-view differs. Libations for the dead were very important. Thus, the worst 

thing that could happen to the dead was the annihilation of family, thereby being 

deprived of libations. But such libations were forbidden for Israel. The destruction 

in Ot 28:20b-21 is the result of the lasting divine anger/curse, which may result in 

an early death or exile, thereby preventing an enjoyment of life in the Promised 

Land. It was the worst thing which could happen for her, since longevity and 

prosperity in the Promised Land was promised to her. Added to that, the idea of the 

destruction of the accursed as the result of the ongoing malediction is also attested in 

CH (see Part V 1.3.1). Furthermore, the coupling of the concepts of divine 

curse/anger and destruction was attested from the Sumerian to Neo-Assyrian periods 

(see Part V 2.1.1). And the order of annihilation of the accursed and no libations in 

VTE is identical with that in CH (Appendix h3.no.15; see Part II 2.9.3), and the 

expressions are almost the same in both texts. 

Another parallel idea is persistent pursuit until the destruction of the cursed 

ones, VTE 476b-77a; Dt 28:21b. This malediction commonly occurred when a 

suzerain disciplined disloyal vassals in the ancient Near East, see Parts II 3.7.5 and 

III 2.1.8. The curses which have parallel concepts appear in 483-84/0t 28:26b 

(Steymans, 124) and 490alOt 28:35 (ibid., 126). The former case is about corpses 

given to wild animals. The latter relates to disease, namely: all sorts of disease in 

VTE and skin disease in Ot 28. These maledictions mirror the common ancient 

environment (see Parts II 3.1.10.2) and a common practice in the time of war (Part 

1112.1.9). 

So, we deduce from our analysis that the parallel ideas in VTE and Ot 28 fol

low common traditions. Some maledictions reflect common practice and environ

ment. But some curses display a different world-view between VTE and Ot 28. 

In fact, other examples in VTE 156 and Ot 28 are not parallels. Steymans 

used "common themes" based on lexical analogy. We select some examples. VTE 

491 speaks about "urine of ass as drink and naphtha as ointment" for the cursed 

ones, whereas Ot 28:39-40 is about fruitless labour in vineyards because of plague 

of worms, resulting in loss of harvest of grapes and wine; Dt 28:40 is the same sort 
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of curse, namely the labour in planting olive trees throughout the country will be 

fruitless, because the olives will drop off. As a result, there will be no oil for oint

ment. Apart from the vocabulary "drink and ointment," nothing is common in the 

two texts. The concepts of those curses are completely different. In VTE, drinking 

urine of an ass may occur in famine caused by a siege or by natural disaster. We 

find this malediction happened to fugitives ( see Part III 2.1.1.4). There, because 

the water sources were cut off, the fugitives drank animal urine. Furthermore, 

naphthah would be harmful to the skin as an ointment. But in Dt 28, all labour will 

be fruitless because of natural disaster, with no enjoyment of wine and olive oil. In 

view of this, Steymans' view of the relationship between VTE 491 and Dt 28:39-40 

is far-fetched and overlooks the common concern of ancient people for essential 

things in daily life (see Part II 3.1.7). Steymans also saw "the same themes" in 

terms of oppressor in VTE 493 and Dt 28:43. He claimed: "Wieder werden 

geprigte hebriische Wendungen zur interpretierenden Ausgestaltung einer assyris

chen Vorgabe verwendet" (ibid., 137). In fart, VTE 493 and Dt 28:43-44 are com

pletely different curses. The former relates to demons possessing the houses of the 

cursed ones, which would result in all sorts of evil, but Dt 28:43-44 to Israel's status 

being subject to other nations. In the ancient world view, the malediction of divine 

abandonment and that of a demon's occupation are two different subjects. There is 

no evidence that divine abandonment would automatically result in a demon's 

occupation (cf. Part V 1.3.2). Furthermore, Steymans' comparison of the concept 

of war in VTE 488-89 (§42) and Dt 28:30-32 is not adequate. VTE §42 and Dt 30-

32 correspond to each other; yet they appear respectively in different sequence. 

488-89 refer to a flood, resulting the destruction of the land and does not relate to 

the concept of war at all. In another case, Steymans claimed to be able to trace the 

translation technique of ancient scribes in Dt 28. Steymans asserted that the 

Akkadian miitinu (plague) is translated into three Hebrew words. He found the 

same phenomenon in the Tell Fekhreye inscriptions. He said: "Oort wird im 

aramaischen Text nur eine Krankheit gennant, im assyrischen stehen jedoch drei. 

Eine aitorientalische Ubersetzung konnte also einen Degriff durch mehr oder 

weniger synonyme Ausdriicke erweitem" (ibid., 129). Here, Steymans presumed 

that the Assyrian curse was translated from the Aramean. But it is not certain 

whether the Aramean curse was translated from the Assyrian, or vice versa. As 

already seen, ancient Near Eastern scribes had freedom to employ common tradi

tions (see further Part II 2.17). For example, three contemporary kudurrrus of 

Marduk-niddin-ahhe's time have disease in the second sequence of curses (Part VI 

1.2.1), which contain the Sin-curse. Yet it is expressed differently in each: 
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1) dsin naannar sa"'; ~llati saharsubbd ld ttbd gimir ldnisu lilabbisma adi ami slmlltlsu ai ibbib u 
klma sirimi ina kamdt aliSu lirtappud -May Sin, the light of the bright heavens, with leprosy that 
never departs clothes his whole body, so that he may not be clean till the day of his death, but must 
lie down like a wild ass at the outer wall of his city!- (BBSt 7 41 ii 16-18) 

2) dsin a{SibJ sa"'; ~llati saharlubbd krma lubtlri lilibbisa zumursu -May Sin, who dwells in the 
bright heavens, with leprosy(?) as with a garment clothe his body!- (BBSt 8 47 iv 7-9) 

3) dsin nannaru btl agf etellu annalu kabta leressu rabtta ina zumrisu liJkumma krma qadi ina harbi 
nadati lirbi~ adi bal!u /cerha lrzamme • May Sin the luminary, lord of the crown, the prince, make 
him bear on his· body his heavy punishment, his great penalty!! May he crouch like an owl in 
abandoned ruins! As long as he lives may he be deprived of the inner city!- (Livingstone, iv 12-20) 

First, the same epithet of Sin is expressed differently. Secondly, leprosy is 

described by its incurability in the first example, its appearance in the body of the 

accused in the second and as heavy punishment (Jeressu rabfta), which first occurred 

in CH as an euphemism (see Part II 2.16.3.1) and its result in the third. Added to 

that, the excommunication of the leper in the first and third cases is expressed dif

ferently without changing the basic idea. These examples display the freedom of the 

scribes in using the common tradition of the Sin-curse in relation to leprosy. In 

view of this, the scribes of Tell Fekberye inscriptions may have used one word for 

disease, without translating three Assyrian words by one. 

Before discussing the translation technique of ancient scribes, it is worth 

mentioning the curses in Steymans' "insertion" which have tl:te same ideas with as in 

§56. In Steymans' table the curse §42 and Dt 28:30-33 has a common context of 

war. Here, Steymans saw a direct parallel of §42 in Dt 28:30 (ibid., 125). Yet the 

curse of dispossession by an enemy commonly occurred, see Parts II 2.4.9 and III 

2.1.4. So the common practice which occurred in time of war turned into a 

malediction for the accursed in VTE §42 and Dt 28:30. VTE §39-40 and Dt 28:27-

29 are treated below. In his comparison between §63 and Dt 28:23, Steymans 

stretched his argument too thinly, saying: "Das akkadische Wort fur Himmel 

"~amam" kann auch einen Baladachin oder einen Prozession-"Himmel" bezeichnen. 

So ergibt sich, daB dieses Motiv kaum aus dem westsemitischen Bereich nach 

Assyrien gewandert sein kann, wie Hillers und Watanabe meinen" (ibid., 137). 

However, the Akkadian word ~ama "heaven" is common Semitic. Another meaning 

of ~ama in a different context is no compelling reason that this different meaning 

should be transferred to another in other Semitic language. There are some exam

ples of the golden canopies and a wooden canopy covered with gold, (CAD S 348). 

It seems they were usoo for deities and shrines. A relief shows a ceremonial meet

ing of the Assyrian king Shalmaneser III and Marduk-zakir-shumi shaking hands 

under a canopy, probably made of cloth, (Joan Oates, Babylon, 110). 
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Turning to translation technique, we examine a Sumerian text about the tri

umphal return of Ninurta to Nip,pur transmitted to the Neo-Assyrian period. J. S. 

Cooper stated in his The Return of Ninurta to Nippur that the Old Babylonian recen

sions preserved the Sumerian text. Without entering into detail, we take examples 

of how this text is presented in Neo-Assyrian recensions. Cooper arranged the OB 

texts in parallel with later recessions. There, Neo-Assyrian texts generally follow 

the OB texts. There are some exceptions. For example, a Neo-Assyrian recension 

preserved the Sumerian, where another gave a slightly different translation from the 

Sumerian OB text, without changing the meaning, e. g. : 

an-gim dim-rna dumu den-lil-ld "Created like An, 0 son of Enlil (line 1) 
an-<gim> dim-rna dlUllU den-lil-ld (OB) ditto 
an-gim dim-rna [ ] (NA) ditto 
lei-rna da-ni{m mdr denlil) ditto 

dninurta den-lil-gim dim-rna dnin-turs-e tu-da "Ninurta, created like Enlil, born by Nintu (line 2) 
dninurta den-lil-gim dim-rna dnin-turS-e tu-ila (OB) ditto 
dninuma den-lil-gim [ ]x-e iHu-ud-[da] (NA) ditto 
dMIN .fa [kJi-rna aen-l{11 .fa] be-let ildni ul-du-fluJ (NA) ditto (first part) whom Belet-nini bore. 

The same translation technique appears in lines 3, 5-6, etc., in the Neo-Assyrian 

texts. There are some cases, where a Neo-Assyrian text preserves a different 

Sumerian phrase but the translation of another Neo-Assyrian recension agrees with 

the phrase occurring in the OB texts (lines 185), but the meaning is identical. These 

examples demonstrate that ancient scribes almost meticulously followed their "Vor

lage" in their translations. If they did not follow the "Vorlage" meticulously, they 

made the translation sensible from their point of view, without changing the basic 

meaning (see on, ibid., 47-49). 

A Hittite treaty between Suppiluliuma I and Niqmaddu II of Uagrit was writ

ten in both Hittite and Ugaritic. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz put the two texts in 

parallel, (Die Welt des Orients 3, 208-210). The Ugaritic text follows the Hittite 

text literally, apart some variations. In one case, the conjunction w is added into the 

U garitic text. In another case, a phrase in U garitic is slightly changed: ana dJatI'JIll 

Jam rabi btllka is translated as "I JpJ Am." The U garitic translation omits btllka. 

In Akkadian, the king is seen as the recipient of tribute, whereas in U gartic, the 

goddess Samd of Am is the recipient of tribute, thereby placing the goddess over 

the king. But this phrase does not alter the meaning, according to Dietrich and 

Loretz: "Der ug. Text ist in seiner Formulierung auf jeden Fall diplomatischer als 

der akk., da er im Konig den Diener und Treuhinder der machtigen Gottin sieht" 

(ibid., 219). In other cases, some words do not have equivalents in both texts: u 
(5)/mgU? (3) and ma-a (20)/hlnj (18). These are minor things and do not change 
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the basic meaning of texts. On the whole, the Akkadian words have ugaritic equi

valents, and vice versa. The variations from the "Vorlagen" in their translations do 

not alter the meaning. Certainly scribes employed a translation technique which 

interprets the Vorlage without changing the basic meaning of the Vorlage, as already 

seen in our examples. This technique contradicts Steymans' view about the transla

tion technique of ancient scribes, where the autho~ of Dt 28 interpreted Assyrian 

curses and compiled completely different curses. 

Furthermore, Steymans' conjecture about the Aramaic translation of VTE 

which might have served as "Vorlage" for Dt 28 is too speculative. Steymans con

sidered whether Dt 28:20-44 and VTE §56 could have used common tradition. But 

he ruled out this possibility ("Eine assyrische Vorlage," 140), because "weder in 

Lev 26 noch in the erhaltenen Abaschnitten der Sefire-Vertriige, noch in anderen 

mesopotamischen Fluchsequenzen ist eine Themengleichheit erkennbar, wie sie 

'zwischen Dtn 28,20-44 und VTE § 56 besteht" (ibid.). As a matter of fact, 

Steymans's wholesale comparison is not convincing at all. In his comparison he 

applied a literary criticism on lexical basis, which has led him to a far-fetched com

parison in Dt 28:20-44 and VTE §56 (cf. Part V 1-2) and blinded him to the con

ceptual relationship between Lev 26 and Dt 28 (see Part II 5), between Sumero

Akkadian curses, VTE (see Part II 2-3) and Dt 28 (see Part VI, 2). 
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